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Effectiveness
Overview of the Academic Program


Evergreen was founded in 1967 with a threefold mission: to serve southwest Washington,
to serve state government, and to be a nontraditional alternative to the other public colleges in
Washington State. The original regional mission has since been replaced with statewide rec-
ognition as an innovative liberal arts college.


Evergreen’s planning faculty were given broad latitude to experiment, latitude that they
quickly translated into a mandate to experiment. They designed the college to address their
criticisms and frustrations with higher education in the late 1960s. Most of these criticisms
still describe too much of higher education: the disaggregated learning structure, the discon-
nection between the students’ classroom learning and their activities outside the classroom,
and the turf battles among academic departments. Almost from the beginning we chose to
define ourselves by those characteristics that distinguish us from our sister institutions: we
teach in yearlong, team-taught, interdisciplinary programs; we evaluate students through nar-
rative assessments rather than grades; we organize the curriculum by planning groups rather
than departments; our graduation requirement allows student designed areas of emphasis by
simply requiring the achievement of 180 quarter hours.


The structure the founders designed is still largely in place. It has, for the most part, been
highly successful in terms of student learning and faculty vitality. It has been gratifying to see
many institutions emulating Evergreen’s structural and pedagogical innovations through “learn-
ing communities.” We know, at the same time, that all structures have their own limitations
and frustrations. One innovation often precludes another. We have designed this self-study to
look at both the successes and the frustrations of “the Evergreen way,” and to guide our plan-
ning for the future.


As a new institution, Evergreen had an unusual opportunity to create a distinctive and co-
herent institution. We have tried to ensure that the form of the college supports the functions
we hold most important. Because we believe in collaborative teaching and learning, we have
minimized competition among students and promote team teaching among faculty. Because
we believe in a coherent learning environment, we design the curriculum around full-time
interdisciplinary coordinated studies programs that probe significant issues with time for learn-
ing and reflection.


Strengths of the Academic Program
Many of the strengths of Evergreen’s academic program derive from close adherence to the


college’s mission, a carefully aligned organizational structure, a versatile and committed fac-
ulty and staff, and a firm grounding in what is known about effective teaching and learning.
Figure 1 describes the relationship between these different aspects of Evergreen. This self-
study has been useful in assessing the congruence between our theory and our practice. The
following sections of this chapter describe key elements of the academic program and spell
out how the organizational culture in Figure 2-1 operates at Evergreen.
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Focus on Teaching and Learning
A clear and consistent focus on teaching and learning is an important element of Evergreen’s


academic program. The college Mission Statement and the faculty appointment and reap-
pointment policy clearly identify teaching as the central work of the faculty, at both the under-
graduate and graduate levels. The structure of the curriculum, the faculty interview and
appointment process, and the definition of faculty roles and rewards sustain this focus in
several ways.


First, the curriculum is organized into academic programs that are primarily yearlong, team-
taught, coordinated studies programs. Each faculty on a team works with twenty-five students
in small seminar groups, and all students work together as program members. Faculty are
responsible for sixteen quarter hours of credit for twenty-five students each quarter. Full-time
teaching at Evergreen means just that. There are few diversions from teaching and the struc-
ture supports intense commitments to one group of students over time. Instead of juggling the
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multiple demands of students in three or four different courses, research responsibilities, and
other duties, faculty at Evergreen find their workload heavy, but focused and coherent.


The faculty development and evaluation policies support the primacy of teaching to faculty
roles and rewards. The evaluation process is based on Teaching, Meeting Commitments, Plan-
ning Curriculum, Participating in College Affairs, and Professional Development (see Fac-
ulty Handbook, 4.300, Section (12) (a)-(e), Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-11). College-sponsored
opportunities for faculty development emphasize the relationship of academic study to a fac-
ulty member’s teaching responsibility. Faculty evaluate their own work, and are evaluated in
turn by their students, their teaching partners, and their academic dean (see Faculty Hand-
book, 6.300; and Standard 4).


Unified Sense of Purpose (Five Foci)
Evergreen can also be characterized by a unified sense of purpose in terms of its educa-


tional philosophy and values. Few colleges put forth a detailed statement of educational phi-
losophy and goals. We do, and we believe that these educational values make sense in terms
of student learning. Faculty understanding of and adherence to these principles is important,
especially as more new faculty members join this community.


Evergreen’s 1989 self-study (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-12) described the college’s unified
sense of purpose in terms of the “Five Foci of an Evergreen Education.” Central tenets of the
mission statement, the five foci have been widely discussed across the college. They provide
a coherent educational philosophy and sense of purpose for the college that goes considerably
beyond what was for many years a negative description of the college in terms of what it was
not (not traditional, no grades, no departments, etc.).


These five principles reflect the fundamental academic commitments of the college. They
help to direct student and faculty attention. They explain why certain educational practices
are important, and they provide a yardstick for our own assessment processes.


Building on the 1989 self-study, the five foci can be described as follows:


1. Interdisciplinary Study. Interdisciplinary work is central to Evergreen because it
accomplishes three major tasks: it provides an integrated understanding of the infor-
mation presented to students so they can begin to see how connections between vari-
ous parts of their learning are made; it forces students to move beyond a simple
model of truth or falsehood by mak-
ing apparent the existence of diver-
gent disciplinary truths about the
same issue; and interdisciplinary
work empowers our students by
more accurately reflecting the way
issues occur in the real world. We
offer several models of interdiscipli-
nary academic programs: those stud-
ies which move among or between
several conventional academic dis-
ciplines; those studies which draw
upon several conventional academic
disciplines combining their informa-
tion and techniques in order to solve
complex problems and treat themes
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more complex than those which lie within the competence of individual disciplines;
and those studies which go beyond conventional disciplines toward the opening of
new fields of inquiry.


2. Personal Engagement in Learning. Personal engagement is critical to learning.
Core educational issues must be about student empowerment and how students de-
velop a capacity to judge, speak, and act on the basis of their own reasoned beliefs,
understandings, and commitments. Students at Evergreen are required to make their
own choices about their educational objectives and their courses of study, because
prepackaged majors are not available. Personal engagement is also demanded by the
program structure which includes active learning in many different forms, including
student self-evaluations which are an integral part of the evaluation system. The
intensity demanded by the structure of many Evergreen programs creates a situation
where students feel responsibly engaged not simply in a dyadic relation with the
teacher, but in a community of learners within the program. The reality of this com-
munity obscures distinctions between social life and school work and creates an
arena within which students are compelled to engage in active creation, expression,
and development of their ideas both individually and collectively.


3. Linking Theoretical Perspectives with Practice. The only way to thoroughly un-
derstand abstract theories is to apply them to real-world situations. This connection
of theory to practice at multiple levels reflects Evergreen’s fundamental commit-
ment to a vision of education that emphasizes effective participation in citizenship.
Engaging in a dialectic between theory and practice strengthens students’ choices
and abilities to understand the world. In its most direct form this focus refers to such
activities as internships and community projects or studies undertaken by groups of
students within programs.


4. Collaborative/Cooperative work. Evergreen stresses collaboration because we are
convinced that it more accurately reflects the world of personal life, work, and social
action than does a model based on isolated competition. The faculty believe that
cooperative and collaborative behavior are more conducive to the creation and ac-
quisition of useful knowledge. We recognize that a significant proportion of what
people learn in college is learned in the process of explaining, discussing and creat-
ing understandings with others. Group projects and seminars are two of several ways
in which students gain experience in working with others. Cooperation is modeled


for students in a rotating governance structure,
faculty status without rank, a uniform salary
grid, and by program teaching teams. It is sup-
ported in the classroom by narrative, non-com-
petitive evaluations, and by the prevalence of
seminars and discussions as central elements
in most learning experiences.


5. Teaching Across Significant Dif-
ferences. Teaching across significant dif-
ferences is a central strategy to help
students prepare for life in an increas-
ingly diverse world. The college is com-
mitted to admissions, faculty hiring, and
staffing policies which bring to the cam-
pus a wide diversity of people in terms of
a variety of cultural, experiential, and eth-
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nic characteristics. Faculty at Evergreen also create a curriculum which reflects this
diversity in its content, and design learning activities which encourage student en-
gagement with diversity. Diversity of persons and program is an important compo-
nent of interdisciplinary education, and it also reflects the commitment of the college
to social justice, access, and opportunities for people under-represented in higher
education.


These five foci remain central to Evergreen’s approach to teaching and learning. They are
widely understood and supported by the faculty. Responses to the spring 1997 faculty survey
indicated that “relating theory and practice,” “learning to collaborate with others,” and “un-
derstanding diversity in America” were the second-, fourth-, and fifth-ranked expectations
that faculty had of students. (The first and third teaching goals were “developing critical
thinking abilities” and “improving writing
ability.”) The same survey revealed that fac-
ulty used student research/creative projects,
seminars, small group work, and student self-
evaluations, among the top six modes of teach-
ing (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-13).


Academic Program Design
One of Evergreen’s most important inno-


vations was to design a curricular structure
that facilitated putting these five principles
into practice. A key early decision was to de-
sign the curriculum around yearlong coordi-
nated studies programs rather than discrete
courses. Coordinated Studies Programs are
thematically organized, posing a question or
problem worthy of intellectual investigation
and study. They are interdisciplinary, drawing on two or more traditional academic disci-
plines in order to fully explore the theme. Typical programs in recent years include “Litera-
ture, Values and Social Change: Europe and the United States in the Nineteenth Century”
(history and literature of Europe and the United States), “Great Stories” (literature, philoso-
phy, history of science, mathematics), “Mirrors of Language” (cognitive psychology, linguis-
tics, literature), and “Ecological Systems of Puget Sound” (environmental studies, public policy,
biology, literature). Program portfolios, chronicling a year’s study, are on display in Gallery
IV (Exhibit 2-40) and provide a close in view
of program activities and student develop-
ment.


Faculty in these academic programs are re-
sponsible for all of the student’s work in a
given quarter: writing, seminar discussions,
exams, research projects, and group projects
each focused on the program’s theme. At the
end of the program, faculty evaluate each
student’s performance through a written evalu-
ation and discuss this document in an evalua-
tion conference. The resultant narrative eval-
uation and the student’s self-evaluation be-
come part of the student’s transcript. Students
also write detailed narrative evaluations of
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faculty. Those evaluations are a required component of each faculty member’s portfolio. The
reciprocal narrative evaluation process is central to Evergreen’s belief in collaborative teach-
ing and learning.


Many elements of the academic program design emulate what we know about academic
“best practices” and promote student success:


Student/faculty interaction
The coordinated studies model of curriculum design allows Evergreen faculty to


tailor their teaching to student learning needs. The mix of activities for a program during each
week—large lectures, films and presentations, small-group work, seminar discussions, work-
shops—allows faculty to know students and their work well, and increases the opportunities
for student/faculty interaction. The narrative evaluation process reinforces the understanding
that faculty have of students’ work, and encourages students to reflect on their own learning.


Student/student interaction
Because most programs emphasize small-


group work, students have the opportunity to
teach and learn from each other. Student semi-
nars are one of the major ways in which stu-
dent/student interaction is promoted. But they
might also plan a research project together,
design a software program for a local small
business, work together to prepare a presen-
tation for their fellow students, or complete
an academic assignment. By working together,
they learn to understand diverse points of view,
to accommodate diverse learning and work-
ing styles, and to plan together to accomplish
a common goal.


Student independent work
The flexibility of program design allows students to plan and carry out significant inde-


pendent work. Many programs build an independent research component into the program
activities, typically in the last quarter of the program. Students may also design independent
work with individual faculty. The student proposes a research project and working together,
the faculty and student refine the Independent Learning Contract, identifying the activities
and procedures for evaluating the work.


Engagement in learning
Academic programs expect that students


will participate actively in their learning—de-
signing projects alone or with a group of stu-
dents; facilitating and participating in seminar
discussions; making public presentations to
the program; participating in the academic
planning process. Students are active rather
than passive learners.


Frequent feedback
In addition to the regular formal evalua-


tions from faculty, students receive frequent
responses to their written and oral work. Peer
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feedback plays an important role in most of our learning communities as well.


High expectations
Students and faculty expect rigor and quality in their work. The challenge level in inter-


disciplinary programs is high but it is mixed with much support and encouragement from both
peers and teachers.


Collaboration Between Student Affairs and Academics
Bringing the entire institution centrally into the teaching and learning process is also an


important aspect of Evergreen’s approach. A growing relationship with student affairs has
been particularly important in the last decade. Because students’ academic and co-curricular
lives are so intertwined, Evergreen strives to integrate the work of Student Affairs staff and
academics to make students’ education seamless. This collaboration is institutionalized in a
variety of ways: through the Core Connectors program a member of Student Affairs staff acts
as liaison with each Core program to help students in the adjustment to college and college
life. Additionally, the Enrollment Coordinating Committee (ECC) is composed of representa-
tives from admissions, academic administration, faculty, Student Affairs staff, and Registra-
tion and Records. This group sets policy for admissions and registration and serves as a valuable
sounding board for college-wide issues which transcend the boundaries of bureaucratic units.
A parallel group, the Part-Time Studies Coordinating Committee, also combines staff from
College Relations, Student Affairs and Enrollment Services with Academics. Finally, the In-
ternational Studies Advisory Board consists of the Coordinator of Study Abroad Programs
and faculty members.


Collaborative Decision-Making
The structure of academic administration and faculty governance are also key elements of


Evergreen’s educational approach. Evergreen is innovative in both its social and educational
goals. Because we are trying to form new kinds of community, the college is committed to a
broad consensual approach to decision-making and to reconceiving traditional notions of au-
thority: at the level of the academic programs, where students participate in decisions con-
cerning the program; at the level of curriculum design, where planning groups plan the offerings,
and the Planning Group Coordinators meet to design the college-wide curriculum; at the level
of faculty governance, where faculty, staff, and students participate in Disappearing Task
Forces (DTFs) to recommend policy; and at the college-wide level, where DTFs of faculty,
staff, and students meet to determine budget priorities, technological planning, college growth,
and other large issues. Although some committees must, perforce, be on-going, faculty, stu-
dents, and staff hope to gather together to resolve an issue, and then “disappear.” This practice
guards against creeping bureaucracy and reenforces the continual shifting of power and au-
thority.


The principle behind such collaboration is our belief that decisions made collaboratively
are inherently better. Participation in decision-making ensures wider understanding of the
issues, and greater support for the decisions, even when they are unpopular. From its earliest
days, Evergreen stressed accountability, consultation, and collaboration, and locatability and
responsibility for decisions.


The Structure of Academic Administration
Evergreen’s academic administrative structure also reflects our commitment to the primacy


of teaching and collaborative decision-making, and to faculty responsibility for academic
decision-making. The Academic Vice President and Provost is the chief academic officer.
Working with her are a team of five academic deans and one dean of the library. The academic
deans rotate from the faculty for staggered fixed-year terms. Although each has an area of
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primary responsibility (budget; curriculum; part-time studies; hiring and faculty development;
and first-year, graduate, and off-campus programs) all of the deans share equally in faculty
evaluation and responding to student and faculty problems, as well as other governance duties
that arise.


The principle of rotating deans is crucial to Evergreen’s sense of collaborative decision-
making and an important means of keeping academic administration closely tied to teaching.
This principle has been in place since the first year of the college with some modifications.
Some of the reasons for having rotating academic deans are to encourage faculty to try new
roles, to ensure that academic administrators have first-hand experience in the programs they
are directing; to develop a pool of administrative talent; and to break down some of the barri-
ers between faculty and administration (see Standard 6 for more detail).


A major change in the structure of the academic administration since the last reaccredita-
tion study has been the addition of faculty coordinators within each of the five planning units.
These coordinators have clear job descriptions and release time spring quarter to do adminis-
trative work. Spring quarter is when the college catalog is produced and the major work is
done to develop new hiring priorities. Adding faculty coordinators is an attempt to give the
faculty more direct responsibility for planning each area’s curriculum, and to better manage
the curriculum as the institution increases in size. The planning coordinators are nominated
by their affiliated faculty for a two-year period of service, renewable once, and they are ap-
pointed by the provost and the academic deans.


The Process of Curriculum Design and Review
Annual Curriculum Planning Processes


Evergreen’s educational programs are redesigned each year by faculty teams, in consulta-
tion with members of the Planning Units, the Planning Unit Coordinators (PUCs), and the
Curriculum Dean, with oversight by the academic deans and provost. As a group, the Plan-
ning Unit Coordinators consider balance between beginning and advanced programs, coordi-
nated studies and group contracts, team and solo teaching. The curriculum dean, who has
ultimate accountability for the curriculum decisions, provides enrollment planning numbers
based on previous history.


The curriculum planning process is both structured and informal. Many programs are planned
during lunch-time conversations, or over coffee in the Deli. Programs also arise from discus-
sions in Planning Group meetings. In addition, each fall the college has an off-campus all-
faculty curriculum planning retreat. This Fall Faculty Retreat marks the beginning of the
planning cycle for the new curriculum that will be offered two years hence. In October 1998,
for example, faculty will begin work on the 2000-01 curriculum.


To emphasize the commitment to programs for first-year students, we give them priority in
the planning process. Faculty plan programs for first-year students first, then the interarea
programs, and finally the programs for each planning unit. The planning unit coordinators
discuss the emerging curriculum at every stage of the process, paying particular attention to
the planning guidelines established by the Long-Range Curriculum Review, with 20 percent
of the faculty in each planning group working in programs for first-year students, 20 percent
in the broadly interdivisional programs, and 60 percent in programs within the planning groups
themselves (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-14—Long-Range Curriculum Report). The timeline for
planning the 1999-2000 curriculum follows.
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Timeline for the 1999-2000 Curriculum
Sept 18, 1997 Initial meeting for faculty interested in Core


Oct 29 Planning Group meetings


Nov 5-7 Faculty Retreat. Float Core ideas from each planning group.


Identify topics/content and gaps. Interarea planning


Nov 19 Planning Group meetings. Present Core plans. Begin area curriculum.


Present Core for 1999-2000


Jan 28, 1998 Planning Group meetings


Feb 25 Planning group meetings; 1999-2000 curriculum + hiring priorities


March 30 PUCs identify 1999-2000 curriculum, and catalog copy questionnaire goes out


to program coordinators


April 8 Planning Group meetings


April 10 Copy and disks due to dean’s office for edit; final edit on


Interdisciplinary Fliers; begin work on catalog introductions


April 27 Catalog summit


May 4 Return edited copy to faculty and PUCs for final check


May 6 Planning Group meetings


May 11 Final copy back from faculty and PUCs to deans


May 30 Final version goes to College Relations for final edit


June 1-30  College Relations edits


July 15, 1998 Final layout of catalog


Near the end of the planning process, comments are solicited from the community through
the “Trial Balloon,” a draft curriculum posted on walls throughout the campus. This is one of
several attempts to involve the students in the process of forming the curriculum. Because this
process has had limited participation from students, the planning group coordinators are cur-
rently developing new ways to engage students in the curriculum planning process within the
planning groups.


Long-Range Curriculum Review Processes
Evergreen initiates program reviews of all academic areas at least every seven years (the


cycle is outlined in Standard 1) in accordance with the state’s program review guidelines and
conducts a Long Range Curriculum Review approximately every eight years to look at the
larger picture of the college-wide curriculum and make recommendations for change, al-
though changes can occur sooner. There have been three major curriculum reviews in
Evergreen’s history. The first in 1975 led to the establishment of specialty areas (precursors to
what are now called planning units or groups). The second review in 1982 was the second
realignment of the faculty and curriculum, resulting in the development of some new areas
and the elimination of others. The most recent curriculum review also dramatically reconfigured
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portions of the curriculum. It was charged by a 1994 Long-Range Planning process and began
its work in the summer of 1994.


There is no aversion to redesigning the curriculum structure at Evergreen. All of these
curriculum reorganizations have dealt with fundamental questions about how to achieve the
appropriate balance of sequenced and repeating programs and new programs that change
year-to-year. In every review there has been a conscious attempt to provide clearer pathways
for students while avoiding departmentalization at the college. Planning units and specialty
areas are a far cry from traditional departments, and there are few at Evergreen who want that
to change. Loose groups of affiliated faculty, planning units have no budgetary or hiring au-
thority. Furthermore, faculty are given considerable flexibility in terms of the areas with which
they affiliate and considerable latitude to design curriculum from year to year. In the latest
reconfiguration, for example, a number of faculty switched areas, resulting in more interdivi-
sional capacity within the new areas. The culture allows considerable autonomy and relies
heavily upon general notions of equity and duty to ensure that everyone’s needs are met. A
number of recommendations in the various long-range curriculum DTFs have attempted to
better clarify faculty expectations.


The process undertaken by the most recent Long-Range Curriculum DTF is a model of the
way assessment can drive policy and practice. The focus groups of faculty and students in
Core collected the new information; the summer faculty workshop on teaching Core both
gathered and disseminated information. These activities led to a second-round research
agenda—including a faculty workload study, a faculty teaching history, a study of the balance
of Core/interarea/area teaching. The final report pointed to yet additional research in the form
of charges for a Narrative Student Evaluation DTF, an Advising DTF, and a Hiring Priorities
DTF.


The Long-Range Curriculum DTF was made up of faculty, staff, and students, and it pro-
duced several major documents and recommended several DTFs, e.g., Faculty Hiring and
Academic Advising, which formed the basis of several college-wide discussions and were the
focus of faculty discussions at the Fall Faculty Retreats in 1995 and 1996. Students on the
DTF organized two all-day student forums. The DTFs both used existing assessment data,
and commissioned several additional studies. Particularly useful were the assessments of fresh-
man retention, surveys of students who withdrew from the college, and the focus groups of
faculty and students in Core programs.


By the time the DTF presented the penultimate draft to the faculty in January 1996, most
members of the college community had participated in wide-ranging discussions of the rec-
ommendations. The final draft was approved by the faculty in February 1996. Through a
combination of the assessment activities described above, the following areas of emphasis for
curricular review were identified: availability of advanced work; the balance (or imbalance)
between student specialization and breadth; faculty affiliation with and participation in spe-
cialty areas; student participation (or lack of it) in the academic planning process; integrity
and coherence of the degree; curricular consistency, quality, and sequencing; student reten-
tion; lack of student program choices; and uneven functioning of specialty areas.


The DTF recommended four structural changes: (1) that five planning groups replace the
previous eleven specialty areas; (2) that curricular offerings be structured through four major
modes of study: planning area programs, interarea programs, programs for first-year students,
and individual and student-originated study; (3) that deans and planning group coordinators,
in consultation with each group’s members set targets for the proportion of each group’s
faculty to work in first-year programs or with first-year students, in programs within the area,
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and in interarea programs, with a distribution target of 20 percent of the faculty from each
area in programs serving first-year students, 20 percent in interarea programs, and 60 percent
in planning group programs; (4) that a coherent, degree-oriented part-time studies curricu-
lum, consistent with Evergreen’s educational philosophy and values be created to serve part-
time students. Various structural and procedural changes were made to put these
recommendations into action.


After faculty approval of the recommendations, the report went to the Board of Trustees for
final approval. We have implemented all of the recommendations of the DTF. The 1997-98
academic year was the first to be designed under the new curricular structure. We are just
beginning the process of assessing the Planning Unit structure.


The Catalog
The college catalog is a course listing and a description of the college. It is a recruiting tool,


and as such, one of Evergreen’s most important publications. We use information from staff in
College Relations, Admissions, and Advising—the people who use the catalog most with
students and prospective students—to design the new catalog, in order to tell the story of
Evergreen in the most effective way. Planning unit coordinators write the introductory section
to each area of the curriculum, and oversee the descriptions from the area. Faculty members
write program descriptions which the Curriculum Dean and the college editor review and
edit, if necessary, with the expectation that the descriptions will reflect the faculty teaching
the program and will thus be necessarily varied in voice and tone. The curriculum for 2000-01
becomes fixed with publication of the catalog in the fall of 1999. Changes to this plan (due to
faculty or student needs) are made by the Planning Unit Coordinators, working with the cur-
riculum dean.


The ultimate responsibility for the curriculum resides with the curriculum dean and the
provost, but consultation and collaboration are so wide-spread that only rarely do either the
dean or the provost “order” curricular changes.


After the reorganization of the planning units (from the 1996 Long-Range Curriculum DTF
report), faculty work more closely with the coordinator and with other members of their plan-
ning unit before bringing proposed changes to the curriculum dean. The coordinators assure
that the catalog copy is complete and ready for printing, and they design future long-range
projects for the area.


The curriculum design process is closely aligned with the process for identifying future
faculty hires. Because both the curriculum and the hiring are done on a college-wide basis, the
process for determining future hires is of crucial interest to all faculty, and contains the poten-
tial for conflict and competition. At the recommendation of the Long-Range Curriculum DTF,
the provost charged a Long-Term Hiring Plan DTF “to reconfigure the hiring priorities and
processes based on the new curricular structure and to determine the relationship of full-time
and part-time hiring priorities” (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-14—February 26 Final Report of
LRC DTF, “Continuing Work: D”).


The Curriculum and Hiring Priorities
Under the new curricular structure, the Hiring Priorities DTF met for the first time in the


spring of 1996. They designed the process for setting hiring priorities and established hiring
priorities for the 1997-98 academic year. At the close of their work, the DTF made hiring
recommendations to the faculty, which were adopted at the 16 May 1996 faculty meeting,
along with the assumptions underlying Evergreen’s mission and plans for growth, criteria for
developing a long-term hiring list, the prioritizing process, criteria for hiring faculty, and
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timelines for the transition period and for the long term (Volume 2, Exhibit 2-3, 16 May 1996
memo to faculty).


The DTF continued to meet the next fall to review the previous spring’s process of setting
hiring priorities and to make recommendations for change. These changes were approved at
the 15 January 1997 faculty meeting (Volume 2, Exhibit 2-4).


The annual challenge for this group, composed of faculty, staff, and students from all areas
of the college, is to think ahead for the college-wide hiring needs, and to look at the curricu-
lum as a whole. Such a task asks faculty to look beyond the pressing needs of their own area,
and beyond the immediate needs of the college, to the longer term. Area proposals to the DTF
are based on six ongoing criteria outlined in a memo to the faculty, and must link the requests
for new hires to the area’s self-study assessing the needs of the area. With 50 percent of
faculty aged fifty-five or older and facing retirement in the next five years, hiring has become
a major activity and responsibility at this time (see Standard 4 for more discussion of the
faculty profile).


Program Scheduling
From its inception, Evergreen faculty have discussed the optimal learning structure. Con-


centrating on one program at a time through full-time coordinated studies remains one of the
most important aspects of the Evergreen experience. Full-time study in a single program al-
lows total immersion in a small community committed to cooperative inquiry without the
fragmentation and distraction of competing courses and commitments. This form of program
scheduling brings coherence to the day-to-day experience of both students and faculty. Through
half-time interdisciplinary programs part-time students have a similar opportunity for coher-
ent study.


Data from our students and graduates demonstrate the effectiveness of this scheduling, with
students reporting opportunities to work together on projects, engagement in learning outside
of the program, and a high incidence of additional readings. We know that students who spend
four years at Evergreen experience the greatest learning gains, and we also know that students
who stay in a full-time program over multiple quarters are most likely to stay in college. At
the same time, it is clear that many students do not stay in a single program for its full course.


Partly as a result of its curricular structure, Evergreen has the best time-to-degree and gradu-
ation efficiency statistics in the state. Without departments and rigid requirements for aca-


demic majors, the curriculum can more readily
change in response to shifting student inter-
ests and societal needs. By hiring broadly-
trained faculty members who can adapt to
changing curriculum, the curriculum becomes
more flexible.


Evergreen does, on the other hand, impose
upon itself the discipline of a college-wide eq-
uitable workload and it assigns faculty at ra-
tios that are very close to the funded level. As
a result, we cannot afford to run small classes.
Underenrolled programs are either canceled,
or the faculty in them do additional teaching
through carrying independent study contracts
or internships. Programs with long waiting
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lists may add an additional faculty member to the team in order to accommodate student
interest. This flexibility allows us to be more nimble than most schools in anticipating and
responding to the unexpected.


The Educational Program
Evergreen offers two undergraduate liberal arts degrees: The Bachelor of Arts and the Bach-


elor of Science. Graduation requirements for the Bachelor of Arts are: 180 quarter hours of
credit, with at least 45 of the last 90 credits earned while enrolled at Evergreen. The Bachelor
of Science degree requirements also include 72 quarter credit hours in mathematics and natu-
ral science, of which 48 quarter credit hours must be in advanced subjects. Concurrent awards
of B.A. and B.S. require at least 225 quarter hours, including 90 at Evergreen, and application
at least one year in advance (1997-98 College Catalog, 34). Evergreen does not offer
predesignated majors, but instead asks students to design their own educational pathways. We
believe this provides an important opportunity for students to plan and make choices, at the
same time it is also critical in developing student motivation and judgment. Choice is also
somewhat constrained by the limitations on programs offered. Whether students could use
more direction in planning their degrees remains an active question at Evergreen, and one we
explore through discussions of advising and student retention and will continue to revisit.


The college awarded the following degrees over the past four years:


1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97
BA 777 846 852 865


BS 139 158 162 162


BA/BS 43 28 32 31


MPA 28 41 25 29


MES 26 30 30 31


MIT 40 40 69  4


Total 1,053 1,143 1,170 1,122


Note: Evergreen’s Master in Teaching program scaled back from two cohorts to one cohort in 1995-96 and 1996-97. Only a
first-year MIT cohort was enrolled in 1996-97, hence very few MIT degrees were awarded. The MIT program returned to
two full cohorts (first- and second-year students) in 1997-98.


Organization of the Curriculum
As a result of the most recent Long-Range Curriculum Review process, the curriculum is


now divided into Core programs, five planning units which include the graduate programs,
one center focused on Native American and World Indigenous Studies, part-time studies, and
an off-campus program center located in Tacoma. In addition, the catalog lists a variety of
interarea programs. Most of the rest of this chapter of the self-study is devoted to a review of
the various areas of the curriculum.


The five major planning areas are:


Culture, Text and Language, composed of faculty from humanities and social science.
Faculty in this area share a common commitment to textual interpretation, and to collabora-
tive teaching and learning.


Environmental Studies, composed of faculty from social science and natural science teach-
ing at both the undergraduate level and in the Masters of Environmental Studies degree pro-
gram. Faculty in this area share a commitment to the interdisciplinary study of the environment.
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Expressive Arts, composed of faculty from visual and performing arts and media. Faculty
in this area share a common commitment to both practical and theoretical aspects of the arts.


Scientific Inquiry , composed of faculty from laboratory sciences (lab biology, physics,
and chemistry), mathematics, computer science, and philosophy of science. Faculty in this
area share a commitment to the natural and physical sciences, computer studies, and math-
ematics.


Social Science, composed of faculty from psychology, political economy, public adminis-
tration, management, and education. Faculty in this area share a commitment to teaching in
the undergraduate and graduate curricula with graduate programs in teaching and public ad-
ministration.


Rather than affiliating with traditional academic departments, Evergreen faculty affiliate
with one of the five planning units or with Tacoma or the Center for Native American and
World Indigenous Studies. Faculty affiliations are voluntary and for a period of five years.


Area Self-Studies
Each of the curricular areas completed a self-study to assess student learning within the


area, the design of the curriculum and students’ use of the “pathways,” the area’s plan for
advising students, the area’s strengths and weaknesses, and the faculty’s recommendations
for the future. The context for these recommendations are developed in the full self-studies
available as Exhibit Room, Exhibits 2-15 through 2-23 (undergraduate curriculum); 2-24 (Part-
Time Studies); 2-25 through 2-27 (graduate curriculum), and are summarized below.


Led by the provost, curriculum dean, and Director of Institutional Research, faculty de-
signed a highly collaborative process for each self-study. We met together as the Academic
Self-Study group, designed the elements of the self-study (Volume 2, Exhibit 2-5), and con-
sulted widely on ways to measure student learning. A faculty member in each area, usually the
Planning Unit Coordinator, assumed primary responsibility for the area’s self-study, and she
or he worked closely with the area’s members to frame the report. The planning units coordi-
nators (PUCs), the directors of the three graduate programs, the Tacoma campus, and the
Center for Native American and World Indigenous Studies read and discussed all the studies
at two retreats, the first in August 1997 and a later two-day retreat in April 1998, together with
the academic deans and provost. The area self-studies present the complexity of Evergreen,
and reflect the diverse views of the faculty.
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Table 2-1
Enrollment By Area, Fall 1993 To Fall 1996 (Student FTEs)


Fall 1993 Fall 1994 Fall 1995 Fall 1996
Core Programs 545.9 574.9 669.7 538.1


Environmental Studies Programs 347.2 354.5 395.3 257.5


Courses 1.6 26.3 21.3 7.2


Total 348.8 380.8 416.7 264.7


Expressive Arts Programs 225.5 258.9 191.7 235.9


Courses 81.1 97.2 120.5 120.4


Total 306.6 356.1 312.3 356.3


Knowledge & the Human Condition Programs 285.6 299.2 206.9 477.1


Courses 2.6 10.7 19.7 10.5


Total 288.2 309.9 226.6 487.6


Language & Culture Programs 118.1 207.4 148.3 176.0


Courses 45.4 46.0 53.1 56.4


Total 163.5 253.4 201.5 232.4


Management Studies Programs 34.9 0.0 65.6 38.7


Courses 8.5 4.3 0.0 0


Total 43.4 4.3 65.6 38.7


Political Economy & Social Change Programs 134.4 93.9 172.0 144.5


Courses 9.6 5.1 1.9 4.0


Total 144.0 99.0 173.9 148.5


Science & Human Values Programs 70.7 37.3 107.1 74.5


Science, Technology, & Health Programs 551.1 494.5 491.2 529.0


Courses 22.5 37.3 32.4 36.2


Total 573.6 531.8 523.6 565.2


Evening/Weekend (Part-Time) Studies 49.6 61.3 83.7 169.5


Native American Studies 99.6 138.9 109.5 49.3


Reservation Programs 20.3 28.9 24.0 20.3


Tacoma Program 117.4 96.9 135.5 135.3


Independent Contracts 254.9 282.3 227.4 194.9


Internships 122.7 110.4 82.5 79.4


Undergraduate Total 3,149.2 3,266.0 3,359.8 3,354.5


Master of Environmental Science (MES) 80.9 86.1 79.5 87.8


Master of Public Administration (MPA) 65.4 58.3 48.6 68.2


Master in Teaching (MIT) 164.8 176.1 97.8 99.8


Graduate Total 311.0 320.5 225.9 255.8


Undergraduate and Graduate Total 3,460.2 3,586.5 3,585.7 3,610.3


Note: Evergreen’s Master in Teaching program scaled back from two cohorts to one cohort in 1995-96 and
1996-97. The MIT program returned to two full cohorts (first- and second-year students) in 1997-98.
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Table 2-1 (continued)
Enrollment By Area, Fall 1997 (Student FTEs)


Fall 1997


Core Programs 435.5


Inter-Area 514.2


Culture, Text and Language Programs 468.6


Courses 84.8


Total 553.4


Environmental Studies Programs 298.1


Courses 14.4


Total 312.5


Expressive Arts Programs 249.5


Courses 107.2


Total 356.7


Scientific Inquiry Programs 342.1


Courses 51.6


Total 393.7


Social Science Programs 238.9


Courses 30.7


Total 269.6


Part-Time Studies 220.2


Native American Studies 69.9


Reservation Programs 18.3


Tacoma Program 179.3


Independent Contracts 239.5


Internships 89.7


Undergraduate Total 3,652.5


Master of Environmental Studies 96.7


Master of Public Administration 54.3


Master in Teaching 160.0


Graduate Total 311.0


Undergraduate and Graduate Total 3,963.5
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In spring 1997, we administered the “College Student Survey” (Higher Education Research
Institute, University of California, Los Angeles) and the “College Student Experiences Ques-
tionnaire” (Indiana University) to all students enrolled in programs, and each area also had
the opportunity to ask questions particular to the area. The results of these surveys are dis-
cussed and summarized for the college in this section and at the level of the planning group in
each self-study. In addition, we administered a survey to faculty (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-13)
in spring 1997 soliciting information not only on teaching practices, but on faculty’s interest
in a variety of forms of campus governance. The results of that survey have already proved
helpful as we design governance assignments for the 1998-99 academic year. The faculty
survey reveals a high degree of correspondence between the college goals and faculty mem-
bers’ reports of the goals of their teaching. Almost all faculty completing the survey reported
that helping students “develop critical thinking abilities” is “most essential.” Likewise, fac-
ulty members reported a strong agreement with helping students “relate theory and practice,”
“improve writing ability,” and “learn to collaborate with others.” Faculty reported as “essen-
tial” helping students “understand diversity in America” and “develop aesthetic abilities.”


Faculty members also report that they “almost always” use the following in their teaching:
assign writing in programs, assign student research or creative projects, use the seminar mode,
require student self-evaluations, and assign students to small group work.


General Education/Core Programs
Faculty have designed the first-year curriculum to introduce students to a wide range of


academic interests and skills. Currently the first year curriculum takes two forms at Ever-
green. Freshmen students enroll in either one of approximately seven to eight Core programs
designed each year primarily for first-year students or in all-level programs, which, as the
name suggests, combine students from all levels of the curriculum, usually taking 25 percent
of the enrollment from first-year students. These options are detailed in the section of the
annual catalog entitled “Offerings for First-Year Students,” in advising material sent to first-
year students, and in orientation sessions for first-year students. Believing that the first-year
of college is the most critical transition, Evergreen has chosen to “front-end” its resources so
that Core programs enjoy the smallest student-faculty ratio.


Evergreen does not subscribe to a distribution-based approach to general education since
we believe that approach is usually fragmented, often lacks coherence, and does little to pro-
mote the integration of content and skills much less critical skills in cross-disciplinary inte-
gration and synthesis. Therefore, instead of enrolling in a series of discrete courses, students
enroll in thematic yearlong interdisciplinary programs. In 1998-99, for example, Core pro-
grams carry such titles as “Making Modern America,” “Forests: Natural and Human Commu-
nities in the Pacific Northwest,” “Ordinary People, Extraordinary Lives,” and “Metapatterns.”


Core and all-level programs are both “designed to introduce freshman and sophomore stu-
dents to Evergreen’s approach to learning. In addition to involving their participants in close
study of important questions of human action and thought, all basic (Core) programs should
provide opportunity and support to develop facility in writing, critical thinking, research,
student seminaring, library use, and accepting responsibility for one’s academic decisions”
(Core Self-Study: Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-20). These goals have been augmented to include
quantitative reasoning and technological skills.


Skills are seen as critical aspects of the learning process, and important means for students
to demonstrate their understanding of the programs’ central ideas. The writing that students
do in the first year, for example, follows directly from the content of the Core program, and
the quantitative material is likewise integrated. The principles of interdisciplinary study—
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that one can explore a question best from a variety of disciplines—mean that students are
introduced to humanities, social science, natural science, and the arts in the course of inquiry.


The vast majority of first-year students select one of several Core programs offered each
year where they encounter a breadth of academic disciplines and where they learn college-
level skills. A study of the Core offerings since 1992 reveals that we have offered seven or
eight full-time programs each year for two or three quarters each, with an average of 500
students each year. Freshman students make up about 90 percent of the Core population.


The enrollment in Core programs is dependent on the admissions profile for the year for
students direct from high school, transfer students with fewer than forty-five quarter hours of
credit, and, increasingly, high school graduates with college credit in Washington State’s Run-
ning Start program. The curriculum dean and the Core dean, working with the planning unit
coordinators, set a target number of spaces for first-year students, creating approximately 10
percent more spaces than expected students, to allow for choice among programs, and the
possibility of sophomore or junior transfer students selecting a Core program as a transition to
Evergreen.


The disciplinary makeup of recent Core offerings is detailed in the Core Self-Study (Ex-
hibit Room, Exhibit 2-20). Faculty design Core programs to reflect the five foci that are at the
heart of the Evergreen degree. We have been quite successful in infusing writing across the
curriculum, but less successful in our attempts to teach mathematics across the curriculum.
Statistical analysis is the most widely taught quantitative skill, but Evergreen students can
escape math if they set their minds to it.


A 1994 study of Core found that faculty were increasingly drawn from the humanities and
social sciences for Core teaching; this finding, in turn, influenced the 1996 Long-Range Cur-
riculum recommendation that 20 percent of the faculty from each planning unit participate in
Core teaching or the equivalent in order to ensure cross-divisional spread in Core content.


Core programs undergo regular discussion in faculty retreats, faculty meetings, and cur-
riculum reviews, and many of the issues go back to the founding years of the college. While
the faculty as a whole support Core programs and many see this as the most vital area of the
curriculum, there are tensions between the needs of the planning areas and teaching in Core.
Several concerns regularly surface:


■ concern about whether we are serving first-year students well with our core pro-
grams as presently designed, and providing them an appropriate general education
experience


■ concerns about whether faculty are fulfilling their commitments to first-year stu-
dents by rotating into Core


■ concerns about whether we are doing all we can to address the chronic retention
issues with first-year students


Freshman retention is one example the college has to put forward as a sustained cycle of
evaluation and intervention. It is also an example of a problem that persists. Our success in
improving freshman retention to the sophomore year has been modest and uneven. It is a
problem worth keeping in perspective. National data on freshman retention reported by Ameri-
can College Testing (ACT—Press Release— National College Dropout and Graduation Rates,
1997) indicate a rate of retention to the sophomore year of 68 percent for public institutions
granting B.A. or B.S. degrees. Institutions awarding bachelors or masters degrees character-
izing their admissions selectivity as “traditional” or “liberal” reported retention rates ranging
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from 63 to 70 percent. At Evergreen, we work with small numbers. Four to five hundred
freshmen enter the college each fall. The most recent drop in freshman retention (from 67 to
60 percent) was the result of retaining thirty-five fewer students—a little less than 1 percent
of our total enrollment. About half of our total freshman enrollment comes from out-of-state.
Nonresidents pay substantially more in tuition than state residents. Financing the sophomore
year is a major hurdle for nonresident freshmen independent of their freshman-year experi-
ence. We are a college that is organized and that operates differently. The adjustment to tradi-
tional college structures is often not easy for freshmen. It is more difficult at Evergreen. Each
of these factors contributes to an argument that a somewhat lower retention rate for freshmen
is justifiable. Bearing that in mind, we continue efforts to improve freshman retention.


Fall-to-fall retention is monitored annually for new and continuing students by class stand-
ing, race, gender, fee-paying status (residency), admit status, and source institution. Retention
of freshmen to the sophomore year is consistently lower than retention rates for the remaining
classes.


After four years of improving freshman retention rates in the late 1980s, rates dropped
slightly in 1990 and then substantially in 1991. Beginning in the fall of 1991, faculty discus-
sions on the decline were convened and additional research on freshman retention was com-
missioned. Retention of nonresident freshmen, who constitute approximately 50 percent of
all entering freshmen, was found to run a consistent five to ten percentage points below reten-
tion of state residents. Because of higher nonresident tuition, availability of financial aid for
nonresidents was identified as a significant problem. Trends in freshman retention have tended
to vary according to the proportion of nonresident freshmen in the entering class.


In 1992-93, an extensive survey of 1991 entering freshmen was conducted comparing stu-
dents who dropped out with students who elected to return for their sophomore year at Ever-
green.1 Factor analyses of student attrition produced a model of the principal elements in the
decision to drop out. Problems with “finances/cost” and “dissatisfaction with the academic
environment” were the two largest factors. Student dissatisfaction with academic content,
“challenge” (students reported “being bored”), and quality of programs were prominent nega-
tive perceptions of the academic environment. “Personal problems,” in the form of competing
family obligations, emotional problems, and problems with study habits, followed as a sec-
ond-level factor. “Preference for a traditional education” and “dissatisfaction with the social
environment” finished the list as tertiary factors in the decision to drop out.


We have used this information, as well as earlier data about retention of first-year students,
to continue to experiment with Core program design and further develop opportunities for
faculty teaching in Core. Summer workshops for Core faculty have been offered for the past
four years which provide planning time for teaching teams as well as focused sessions on
teaching writing and quantitative skills, on designing collaborative workshops for students,
and on how to design interdisciplinary programs that are both intellectually stimulating and
good introductions to the college.


1 Aside from the contribution of this research to better understanding sources of freshman attrition, this study
deserves special mention as an example of incorporating student projects into institutional research. This study was
designed and conducted by an undergraduate research team as a culminating project for the program Changing Minds,
Changing Course. The students worked closely with the Evergreen faculty member teaching the program and the
Director of Institutional Research. The students produced a very high quality report. The report is available among the
assessment exhibits and warrants review by the visiting team both as an example of applied student work and an
example of a serious commitment to improving freshman retention.
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For the past fours years we have also experimented with a Core Connectors program which
assigns a Student Affairs specialist to each Core program team. In addition, support in quan-
titative reasoning and writing is available through the writing center. Additional support to
Core programs includes a fall quarter mid-term check-in from Student Services, a new advi-
sor housed in the freshman dorm for after-hours services (dubbed “the Midnight Advisor”),
library orientation designed for each program’s curriculum, and orientation and program as-
sistance from the Computer Center for programs desiring technological support.


The all-level program design, now in its third year, is the newest mode of curriculum offer-
ing, and was recommended by the 1996 Long-Range Curriculum report, as an attempt to
avoid what the faculty perceived was the “ghettoization” of first-year students into programs
with equally inexperienced students. Students learning with more advanced students, faculty
reasoned, could develop thinking and writing skills more quickly by modeling their behavior
on the more experienced students. The Core Dean is currently leading the evaluation of this
experiment for its effect on student retention, on student learning, and on faculty teaching
patterns.


Learning Outcomes in Core
Despite our concern about freshman reten-


tion, student learning outcomes in Core are
very positive. The College Student Experi-
ences Questionnaire (CSEQ) was adminis-
tered to Evergreen’s undergraduate student
body in spring 1997. Comparisons among
national norms from the CSEQ and all under-
graduates at Evergreen are discussed later in
this section. Analyses of these survey data
were conducted with a focus on freshman stu-
dents and seem appropriate in this discussion
of general education and the first-year curricu-
lum at Evergreen. In consultation with Dr.
George Kuh, who is responsible the CSEQ
Program at Indiana University, two freshman
comparison groups were obtained: one of
freshman respondents only from the General
Liberal Arts norm group category to allow an
analysis focused on Evergreen’s first-year
curriculum and, at the recommendation of Dr.
Kuh, a “high bar” freshman comparison group
drawn from the “Selective Liberal Arts Col-
leges” norm group.


The CSEQ concludes with a section asking
students to estimate gains in learning on a
variety of topics. Each item is rate on a four-
point scale (1= “very little”; 4= “very much”).
Compared with these two norm groups, Ev-
ergreen freshmen report making significantly
greater gains in learning on the following top-
ics than freshmen at either Selective or Gen-
eral Liberal Arts Colleges:


Ecological Systems of Puget Sound
Ecological Systems of Puget Sound was a first-year Core
program taught in the 1996-97 academic year. The faculty
team included Rob Cole (physics/mathematics), Brian Price
(history), and Kathy Burgess (biology). The program applied a
whole-systems view to the maritime Pacific Northwest. Study
focused on the forest and marine ecological systems, paying
particular attention to the health of these systems and the
various species within them. The program closely analyzed
human interactions with the environment—population
growth, use of natural resources, both renewable and non-
renewable, the effects and amelioration of pollutants and
toxic materials, and issues of systemic health. Students
constructed computer simulations to study the dynamics of
these systems to study policy alternatives. Program themes
included human and cultural ecology, ecological and
biological systems, environment, and justice and diversity. In
spring quarter teams of students did substantial community
projects that were presented in a final campus symposium.
Projects ranged from “Nourishing Nisqually: A Study in Forest
Inventory and Revegetation of Clear Cut Areas” to “The Gray
Whales: A Project on Whale Identification.”


Student learning in this program occurred in many different
areas. In addition to the substantial exposure to central
concepts in each discipline, much of the program focused on
interdisciplinary applications that drew disciplinary concepts
and methodologies together. There was a substantial
emphasis on broadly defined liberal arts skills—quantitative
reasoning, writing, working in groups, oral communication,
time management, organization, presentation, listening,
research, proposal writing, scientific process, computer
modeling, critical thinking, forming judgements, taking
responsibility, and working towards becoming a more
autonomous self-reflective learner.
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■ Understanding oneself—abilities, interests, personality


■ Becoming aware of different philosophies, cultures, and ways of life


■ Seeing the importance of history for understanding the present as well as the past


■ Becoming aware of the consequences (benefits/hazards/dangers/values) of new


applications in science and technology


■ Ability to put ideas together, to see relationships, similarities, and differences


between ideas


■ Gaining knowledge about other parts of the world and other people—Asia, Africa,
South America, etc.


■ Ability to learn on own, pursue ideas, and find needed information


■ Developing an understanding and enjoyment of art, music, and drama


■ Understanding other people and the ability to get along


■ Acquiring background and specialization for further education in some profes-


sional, scientific, or scholarly field


■ Developing own values and ethical standards


Evergreen freshmen reported gains in learn-
ing significantly higher than the norms for
freshmen at General Liberal Arts Colleges, but
did not differ significantly from freshmen at
Selective Liberal Arts Colleges in the follow-
ing areas:


■ Gaining a broad general education


■ Acquiring background/specializa-
tion for further education


■ Gaining knowledge about other
parts of the world and other people


■ Understanding the nature of science
and experimentation


■ Understanding new scientific and
technical developments


Evergreen freshmen reported gains in learn-
ing significantly lower than freshmen at ei-
ther General or Selective Liberal Arts Colleges
in the following areas:


■ Acquiring familiarity with the use


of computers


■ Developing good health/physical
fitness habits


■ Vocational Training


■ Quantitative Thinking


The collection of gains in learning significantly above the norms for either General or Se-
lective Liberal Arts Colleges is a strong endorsement for the effectiveness of Ever-green’s
first-year curriculum. Two areas of comparative weakness identified in this analysis—use of
computers and quantitative thinking—are targeted for improvement in Core programs and


A few student comments on the Ecological
Systems program were —
“I have discovered that I am an extremely excited learner.
I love being in college around so much thought and
action. I’m addicted to the expansion of my mind. All I
want to do this summer of my life is read and think then
act.”


“I’ve found that through teaching or explaining ideas and
concepts I understand the information more fully . . . in
my math assignment with Nancy, I initially whipped
through the worksheet and then realized she wasn’t
understanding what I was doing. I stopped and restarted
at her pace. I got so much more from the task than if I
were to just do it on my own and it was more fun to
involve her.”


Through the group project “. . . I came to realize the
importance of giving and receiving in my community.”


“Being a first-year student at Evergreen, I realized quickly
that I had to become extremely organized if I wanted to
succeed. So early on I dedicated myself to being an
organized and well-prepared learner. I feel that this
decision . . . was the reason I did well in this program.”
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will be the focus of summer institutes for faculty teaching in Core as well as topics developed
further by the academic dean responsible for core programs.


The Core self-study recommended that the college:


■ assure that quantitative reasoning is widely taught in the college and available in
many Core programs


■ advise faculty rotating into Core that extra support, especially in writing and
quantitative reasoning is available and essential to working successfully with new
students


■ continue to monitor the size and scale of Core programs and plan ways to reduce
core ratio to 20:1


■ ensure Core continues to receive priority in space scheduling, and receive “home-
rooms” as soon as possible


■ plan Core first and continue to ensure that core programs are staffed before other
offerings


■ design Core programs with enough flexibility to welcome transfer students as well
as freshmen


■ ensure faculty hold Core planning foremost in their minds when developing
curriculum


■ develop loyalty to Core teaching in a significant number of faculty


■ continue to offer several two-quarter Core programs each year, and provide
students in those programs advising support for making their spring quarter
choices


■ initiate a study of the co-curricular support for Core


■ Core dean take a more active role in addressing the issues associated with first-
year students and become part of the planning unit
coordinator’s group


■ Core dean collect and disseminate “best practices” for Core teaching


■ Core dean continue the assessment of all-level programs begun spring 1998.


Other Curricular Areas
Culture, Text and Language


The Culture, Text and Language (CTL) area offers programs in humanities and some of the
social science and languages. It was formed from a former humanities group, the Language
and Culture Center, and the Center for the Study of Human Values, after recommendations by
the 1996 Long-Range Curriculum DTF. Most Evergreen humanities faculty are in the area,
and the group has been quite explicit about welcoming faculty from other areas, notably the
social sciences.


The area is quite clearly not an expanded Humanities Division, but a group of faculty who
want to work together and who share a common interest in questions of interpretation. Some
faculty in CTL define themselves in contrast to faculty in other areas of the college, divided
by what they characterize as a “fault line,” but this sense of contrast is not widely shared. CTL
faculty often remind their colleagues in other planning units of the origins and the values of
the college. One of the critical issues is about the extent to which the curriculum should be
prefigured around apparent student demand.


Some of the faculty in CTL do not share their Evergreen colleagues’ notion of a planning
unit which designs curriculum for the area, preferring instead to offer a curriculum reflecting
the area faculty’s individual interests and passions. In spite of the somewhat cavalier nature of
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the planning process, the area mounts programs each year in four areas of the curriculum, and
offers students a wide choice in humanities and social science programs. CTL faculty have
been instrumental in the design of all-level programs as an alternative to Core, a model which
has not been widely adopted outside the area.


The area offers programs in four areas:


Humanities (European and American studies)


Area studies (with regular, repeating programs in areas with speakers of Spanish, French,
Russian, Japanese, Gaelic, and German, and a new emphasis on Middle Eastern Studies, with
occasional programs in Latin and Greek. These programs combine language studies with
literature, history, art, linguistics, and film)


Cultural studies (with programs in media criticism, film analysis, and popular culture)


Western Legacy (with programs in classics)


Enrollment in the area has remained relatively stable, taking into account the increased
number of faculty in the area following the long-range curriculum restructuring. For the 1998-
99 academic year, the area is offering an unusually large number of one-person programs, and
in the future will engage in the planning process earlier, so as to encourage more team-taught
programs.


In the CSEQ, students from the area reported significant gains in the ability to think analyti-
cally, understanding of the arts, a broad general education, seeing the importance of history,
ability to learn on one’s own, acquaintance with literature, understanding other peoples, aware-
ness of philosophies and cultures, ability to put ideas together and see relationships, develop-
ment of values and ethics, knowledge of the world, and writing clearly and effectively.


The college’s student survey revealed that CTL students reported parallel gains in skills
associated with the college’s five foci, with 85 percent reporting experience in interdiscipli-
nary education; 82 percent reporting experiences in collaborative learning; 78 percent report-
ing experiences in learning across significant differences, 79 percent reporting gains in bridging
theory and practice, and 95 percent of CTL students reporting a personal engagement in their
learning.


Faculty in the area teach interpretive skills in a variety of humanities and social science
areas. They emphasize students’ abilities to read and think critically, to write clearly in their
evaluations, and to demonstrate those skills in regular presentations and portfolios.


Area students use the technological capabilities of the library reference area, particularly
with respect to research, of the college’s computer center, and of the equipment in media loan
(including a new, albeit small, language lab).


The area’s plans for student advising include a CTL member’s rotation into full-time advis-
ing in the 1999-2000 academic year and a renewed interest in both formal and informal stu-
dent advising by area faculty.


Area faculty make the following recommendations in the self-study:


■ work with faculty from other planning units to design broad interdisciplinary
programs


■ assure the formation of team-taught programs


■ evaluate the pattern of offerings in the four sub-areas of CTL
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■ develop a broad cultural studies set of offerings, consulting widely with other
interested faculty


■ explore ways to design CTL programs using the college wooden sailing boats


■ lower the student faculty/ratio


The Culture, Text and Language self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-15.


Environmental Studies
Environmental Studies has been an integral part of the Evergreen curriculum since the first


year of the college and is characterized by a relatively stable core of faculty and students who
see environmental issues in a broad biological, historical, cultural, aesthetic, and economic
context. The area focus is on humans and nature linked not merely descriptively, but morally
and ethically. The philosophy of Environmental Studies is that the interaction of human soci-
eties and natural systems must ensure the sustainable survival of both. To do this we must
inherently blend material from the natural and social sciences, the arts, and humanities while
breaking down the traditional boundaries between the disciplines in order to realize the inte-
gration necessary to achieve these goals. This is naturally congruent with the five foci of the
college.


There are three main curricular foci of the area: (1) Human Communities and the Environ-
ment, (2) Natural History, and (3) Environmental Sciences. The area has clearly identified
itself as an environmental studies area as distinct from a narrower environmental science
conception of the area. Each year Environmental Studies (ES) offers two programs in Core


that have environmental studies content with
one designed to attract the students with a
strong physical science focus and the other
more focused on either art, literature, and de-
scriptive natural history, or on political ecol-
ogy and community studies. Faculty offer two
introductory programs each year at the sec-
ond-year level, frequently with one program
having a terrestrial focus and the other hav-
ing an aquatic focus. The area offers two small
(50 to 75 student) introductory programs
rather than one large (100 to 125 student) pro-
gram in order to facilitate extensive field work
and small-group interactions among students.
The introductory programs, as well as the
Ecological Agriculture program that is offered
every other year, attract mainly transfer stu-
dents and those from other areas who desire
an introduction to environmental issues. These
three programs all have a strong liberal arts
focus and provide a good introduction to sci-
entific issues for social science and humani-
ties/arts students who otherwise would get no
exposure to science at Evergreen. Indeed, for
about half of the students in these three pro-
grams, this is their only exposure to science.


At the upper-division level the area consis-
tently offers at least one natural history op-


Student Reflective Journal on Seminar . . .
Week 1
I walk into room L2220 and seat myself in a corner. It is
the perfect place to observe. The room fills with strangers.
I feel myself beginning to retreat inside my head. I smile
nervously and pull my sleeves over my hands. It is 2:30.
Seminar begins with introductions. Everyone seems
friendly. We go around the room and introduce ourselves.
I find myself paying more attention to facial expressions,
grammar, and level of comfort than to name and
hometowns. I remember some, I forget most . . . As the
discussion progresses I realize that I have never been part
of this kind of conversation before. I’m used to discussing
issues that I have a strong opinion about or a topic I know
a lot about. Now I find myself in the middle of a
discussion I know absolutely nothing about: nature
writing. I discovered in the first seminar that I don’t even
know what to look for in nature writing. As the discussion
builds around me I realize I had no idea what the book
was trying to say. I feel lost and panicky . . . Seminar ends
and I have said nothing. I walk home frustrated. I still do
not understand what exactly to look for in nature writing
. . . I realize that seminar is probably my weak spot, the
one thing I need to work twice as hard on to be half as
knowledgeable. I know it will be a great struggle. But the
most important thing I learned was that I am on the brink
of discovering a new way of thinking.
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tion, at least one program in community development and/or environmental policy, and at
least two natural science options including geology, ecology, and environmental analysis.
Area faculty cooperate closely with the faculty teaching in the Master of Environmental Stud-
ies program to provide a broad range of senior course electives for the graduate students and
for well-prepared undergraduates.


Students can pursue either a B.A. or a B.S. degree and about 50 percent of ES graduates
take the B.A. degree and about 50 percent opt for the B.S. degree. Both degrees require the
same total credits (180) with the B.S. degree distinguished by requiring 72 credits of natural
science with 48 upper-division science credits. The faculty feel that students are served equally
well by either degree and would prefer to eliminate any distinction and only offer the B.A.
degree. But some students want the option of receiving a B.S. degree, so the college plans to
retain both degrees as a market consideration.


The area is characterized by a relatively stable core of faculty and students committed to
teaching and learning; a strong commitment to see environmental issues broadly as historical,
cultural, and economic—rather than as simply biological; and an abiding commitment to field
work. The area has developed a covenant of agreement among the affiliated faculty, and pre-
sents its mission statement in the introductory section of the college catalog.


The area has had a diverse enrollment pattern, with high student demand in the early years
of the college, followed by a declining enrollment, which, in turn, increased beginning in the
mid-1980s. Current demand for this nationally-recognized integration of science, community
studies, and political science is higher than
the staffing can accommodate.


The advent of planning units and a plan-
ning unit coordinator in 1996 did not change
the membership in the area, rather it strength-
ened the area’s commitment to advising stu-
dents and designing a curriculum.


Assessment of student learning has revealed
that, like their peers in other areas of the cur-
riculum, students in Environmental Studies
are much more likely than the national norm
to engage in active learning, to have higher
contact with faculty, and to develop life-long
learning habits. They were also more broadly
engaged: in discussing and evaluating their
education; in course learning; in art, music,
and theater; and in library usage.


A more detailed study revealed that over half the students surveyed had undertaken a stu-
dent-designed project and had been successful in finding faculty support for the project. About
half of the students had completed faculty-directed research. Fewer than 40 percent of the
Environmental Studies students had completed an independent study contract or internship.


Most graduates complete their education with a broad perspective, with training in pro-
grams from at least two planning units. A few focus on natural history or geology or marine
studies or sustainable agriculture or community studies. All learn to work cooperatively and
all make considerable gains in writing and public speaking.


Student Reflective Journal on Seminar . . .
Week 9
I walk into room L2220 with ideas in my head. I carry
Refuge in my backpack. It is filled with highlighted
sentences, underlined words and paragraphs, and bent
pages. I feel more prepared for this seminar than any of
the past weeks. I feel I could start the discussion. . . . I find
myself in the center of the discussion for the first time!
I am not only observing! I think more quickly than normal,
I stay on top of things. I try to keep the discussion on track.
I ask questions of people and answer the question asked of
me. I say everything I want to say. The half hour we had
allotted ended too quickly and we had to go back to the
big group. I didn’t want to. I wanted to stay and continue
our discussion . . . I had done something I had struggled
with for nine long weeks. I knew I had succeeded.”
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Students in Environmental Studies make frequent use of the Computer Applications Lab
(CAL), as well as the geology lab, the herbarium, the college’s 13-acre Organic Farm, the
1,000-acre wooded campus and beach, the research and sailing vessels, and advanced science
lab equipment. All equipment is available for appropriate study by students at all levels; none
is restricted to advanced study or graduate students. Environmental Studies students also make
frequent use of the college library, through the library liaison to the planning unit, and the
electronic catalog. The area also coordinates with faculty in Scientific Inquiry to provide
students with monthly trips to the University of Washington library. The college’s nine vans
are available to Environmental Studies faculty for frequent field trips, both day-long and
overnight.


The area self-study makes the following recommendations:


■ maintain the commitment to field work in the face of larger class size


■ either reduce class size or increase the support to lab and field studies


■ increase the faculty in the area to meet the growth in student interest (especially
for more advanced work) while at the same time permitting faculty the opportunity
to teach in Core programs and 20 percent to teach in more advanced interarea
offerings in the same proportions as other planning units


■ add faculty to make Ecological Agriculture an annual program


■ strengthen staffing in environmental policy to ensure that we remain an environ-
mental studies program and not just an environmental science area


The area sees a major problem in attracting and retaining faculty at a pay scale that is not
competitive nationally.


The Environmental Studies self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-17.


Expressive Arts
The Expressive Arts planning unit has been in existence since the formation of specialty


areas in 1976. Composed of three subareas (Visual Arts, Performing Arts, and the Moving
Image Group, which offers alternative media skills and programs), the area is guided by a
strong philosophical commitment to theory and practice and to the cultural context of the arts.
The three subareas are quite explicitly not a federation of three art “departments,” but a way
to provide predictable pathways and to bring efficiency to discussions about equipment and
facilities.


The area has taken seriously the college’s
commitment to the five foci in planning the
curriculum, designing programs for first-year
students and interarea offerings, all within the
context of a broad liberal arts education. All
programs and classes offer skill-building com-
ponents, as well as the expectation of collabo-
ration, both within the subareas, and in an
annual interarts program which combines at
least two of the three concentrations.


A strong commitment to diversity has led
faculty to broaden the content and concept-
ualization of area programs to include a sig-
nificant engagement with culture and politics;
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the area has made hires to reflect this engagement, as well.


Faculty have designed and committed to an Area Covenant, an agreement to working to-
gether to design and deliver a curriculum in keeping with the area’s commitment to the five
foci and student interest.


All students have the opportunity to propose a senior thesis project, an advanced indepen-
dent project directed by a committee of faculty within and outside of the arts area. Entrance to
the program is competitive, and provides an excellent opportunity for successful students.


Arts faculty have participated in several highly productive collaborations with science and
humanities faculty, designing broadly interdisciplinary programs focused around place (Sense
of Place, Secret Garden), natural history (After Audubon), and the physical basis of the arts
(Light).


Enrollment has stabilized at about 230 FTE per academic year, an enrollment limited to a
great degree by facilities and equipment availability. In order to provide hands-on experiences
for students, faculty have resisted enlarging the most popular programs (Mediaworks, Foun-
dations of Visual Arts). Faculty have made hiring decisions based on this curriculum in order
to provide faculty rotation for the programs that repeat annually.


Faculty have completed surveys of the area’s graduates and current students, and interviews
with the area’s faculty. We have studied the student use of the area pathways in an effort to
tease out the “supermajor” phenomenon and the use of part-time arts courses, as well as a
study of the student use of the area’s three entry-level programs.


A survey of current students in the area revealed that a great majority of students in the arts
had not completed the expected year of broad interdisciplinary study, a finding which corre-
lates with faculty perception of increased demand for narrow skill-based offerings. Since me-
dia students must often wait until their junior or senior year to take Mediaworks and the more
advanced offerings, they are more likely to have completed a year of coordinated studies. The
large number of transfer students entering Expressive Arts programs means that faculty need
to assess the transfer students’ previous work to ascertain their preparation for advanced work
in the arts.


Faculty have been concerned about the availability of advanced work in the arts since the
last self-study in 1989. To address this concern, we have added a Senior Thesis option, a
competitive program for senior students to design a senior thesis or project. Guided by a com-
mittee of three faculty (of whom two must be Expressive Arts faculty) the students may apply
for a small grant to support their work.


Faculty also designed the Student Originated Studies (SOS) model for advanced work in the
arts. Working in small groups, students design independent projects which they propose to
area faculty. SOS lies midway between a coordinated studies program and independent study.


Building on an earlier study by faculty, Expressive Arts looked at the degree of specializa-
tion in academic histories of recent graduates. Most graduates concentrating in the arts com-
pleted 70 percent of their work in the arts, leading the area to call for better advising strategies
and a consideration of requirements for transfer students.


Arts offerings are a large part of part-time studies, and students from all areas of the curricu-
lum use them to supplement their learning.
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Like the offerings in physical science, arts offerings require special facilities and equip-
ment. The Arts Annex houses studios for visual arts, the Communications Building (the COM)
houses a Recital Hall, Experimental Theater, several rehearsal rooms, Electronic Music Stu-
dios, a sixteen-track recording studio, and music practice rooms. A new extension to the building
in 1997 added a scenery storage area and faculty offices. The building does not offer appropri-
ate dance rehearsal spaces, but faculty use the nearby Recreational Building. The proposed
Phase Two of the COM Building will add a 700-seat proscenium arch theater. Media arts
facilities and equipment include film editing, animation, film mixing, electronic music, all
available in the COM Building; and video editing suites, a media production center, a televi-
sion studio, a graphic imaging lab, and master control available in Media Services in the
Library Building. In addition, all Evergreen students and faculty may check out portable me-
dia equipment in Media Loan. Several multimedia classrooms are now available to any aca-
demic program with a media focus.


The area has outgrown many of the facilities available for arts work, and is under constant
pressure to update aging equipment.


The area conceives “technology” in a broad way, encompassing everything from the new
Anklung (bamboo instruments from Indonesia) to digital workstations in the Graphics Imag-
ing Lab. The area’s commitment to praxis means that students are often able to work with
highly sophisticated equipment, more often reserved for graduate students in other institu-
tions. In a survey of area alumni, graduates expressed a wish for more up-to-date equipment.
The faculty is working closely with the Budget Dean on equipment requests to satisfy that
need. The alumni also reported a relatively low participation in visual arts presentations and
computer applications. Arts faculty believe that participation should be higher.


Arts faculty serve as student advisors, in tandem with the Student Advising Center, but
express frustration at the lack of time to provide more support to students.


Area faculty make the following recommendations:


■ evaluate the relationship of the arts to part-time studies


■ explore ways to reduce class size


■ develop a better plan for transfer students in the area


■ limit individual contracts to junior and senior advanced students


■ increase support for arts facilities and equipment


■ insure ways to encourage students to take advantage of interdisciplinary programs
before they undertake specialization in the arts


The Expressive Arts self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-16.


Scientific Inquiry
The Scientific Inquiry planning unit (SI) offers programs that focus on topics in the labora-


tory sciences (lab biology, lab chemistry, and physics), mathematics, and computer science. It
shares with the Environmental Studies planning unit (ES) the responsibility of creating and
delivering entry-level and more advanced interdisciplinary programs with substantial science
content. Although there is significant coordination between the two planning units, they cut
across traditional subject matter organization in different ways. In particular, SI focuses on
lab biology and chemistry, whereas ES emphasizes field biology and chemistry in an environ-
mental setting. They also differ in their relationship to traditional divisions. Environmental
Studies links topics in science with issues in the social sciences, particularly public policy;
Scientific Inquiry is more closely linked with the humanities, particularly to the philosophy
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and history of science and mathematics as well as the cultural history of technology. The area
aims at empowering students by giving them firm foundations in science as well as a full
appreciation of the philosophical, historical, cultural, and ethical content of scientific inquiry.
In the words of the area introduction in the college catalog, the Scientific Inquiry planning
group aims “to teach students to think like scientists; that is, to collect and evaluate data, to
employ theory, to do quantitative modeling and to use appropriate instruments and technol-
ogy.”


Faculty in the area have structured the teaching of science at Evergreen to correct the frag-
mentation and competition of much undergraduate science education by emphasizing inter-
disciplinary work, intensive study, active learning, and “hands-on” science which links theory
and practice. Programs offered by faculty in the planning unit provide a firm grounding in
science that places it in context and empowers students to be part of the scientific conversa-
tion, even when they are critics of scientific practice. Beyond this vision of the importance of
reflective scientists, the area is committed more broadly to fostering an understanding of
scientific practice as an essential prerequisite for an informed citizenry in the twenty-first
century. The structure of the college—yearlong, full-time interdisciplinary programs—makes
us especially well suited to carry out the task of linking theory and practice and placing sci-
ence in context. Further, we are faced both locally and nationally with a growing interest in
science that is likely to continue for the foreseeable future.


One of the more structured of the planning units, SI has enjoyed a stable membership since
1978, composed of faculty members of the former Science, Technology and Health Specialty
Area, minus the psychologists, who are now part of Social Science. The area also has a rela-
tively stable curriculum, with loosely defined, overlapping curricular pathways and repeating
program titles often encompassing quite disparate thematic inquiry. The area offers three en-
try-level programs: Introduction to Natural Science; which includes topics in biology, chem-
istry, and mathematics; Matter and Motion, which includes topics in physics, chemistry, and
mathematics taught with an expectation of calculus; and Data to Information, which includes
topics in computer science and mathematics. These programs provide introductions to their
scientific subject matter as well as an exploration of various themes concerning the philo-
sophical, social, and historical context of scientific inquiry. More advanced programs are
offered annually or in a two-year rotation. These programs typically serve students interested
in several of the traditional disciplines encompassed by the area: computer science, physics,
chemistry, biology, and mathematics.


Scientific Inquiry faculty is only loosely or-
ganized into subareas. The most well-defined
is computer science. Other planning is done
around a physical science pathway including
physics and physical chemistry, as well as,
on occasion, in more traditional disciplinary
groupings. These groups plan both the entry
level and more advanced programs. The area
as a whole has responsibility for planning and
delivering of the programs for first-year stu-
dents and interarea programs.


Student enrollment in the area has risen by
nearly 25 percent since 1991, with an increase
in student FTE in all area programs from 295
to 390. The number of continuing faculty po-
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sitions teaching in the area has remained roughly constant creating problems of meeting rota-
tion requirements into Core and interarea programs.


Faculty in the area assessed student learning for the self-study in a variety of ways: through
individual students’ evaluations, through an analysis of student transcripts from 1991-95,
through a 1997 alumni survey, a faculty questionnaire, and the 1997 CSEQ and CSS. They
asked two general questions of these instruments:


(1) Do the students actually follow the “pathways” identified by the faculty in SI? and (2)
how well does the curriculum work in achieving its goal of delivering high quality science
education in a manner that fulfills the area’s vision?


The assessments revealed that students generally follow the pathways, that faculty are most
concerned with active learning and linking theory and practice among the five foci, that stu-
dents find the area programs offer a good scientific education, that the area is less successful
in putting the scientific content into a historical or cultural context, and that both students and
faculty find the availability of advanced offerings limited.


As might be expected, the area makes great use of technology, both in laboratories and
computers. The Computer Applications Lab (CAL) is used mainly for scientific data analysis.
A model for scientific education, the CAL staff work closely with program faculty to design
assignments and simulated labs. The computer science programs are supported by computer
services in the Advanced Computer Classroom.


Faculty in SI have identified several areas of concern:


■ rising student/faculty ratio makes the intensive teaching and lab work more and more
difficult


■ because the demand for both entry-level and more advanced programs has increased
without a correlative increase in staffing, faculty in the area find it difficult to teach
“out of the area” in Core or in interarea programs


■ the area has made great progress in bringing gender equity into science and science
teaching, but has been less successful in bridging other differences in the curriculum


■ faculty express considerable frustration at the inadequate preparation of students
entering the area, particularly in mathematics and analytical skills. They also express
concern about the level of students’ writing and how it might be taught in science
programs


■ the area is committed to increasing the social and historical context of science, both
with a proposed hire in the Philosophy of Science, and the History of Science, as
well as increased expectations for new science hires and more thematic curriculum
design


■ students, alumni, and faculty express concern about the ability of the area to offer
advanced work on a yearly basis


■ SI faculty have been quite successful in involving students in research within pro-
grams. Many faculty involve students in their own research projects and see this as
the most appropriate way to maintain their own research agendas without detracting
from their work with students


Although the area is beginning to undertake particular reforms within programs, it needs to
grow (relative to other areas in the college) in order to effectively address these concerns.
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The faculty make the following recommendations:


■ Increase the number of faculty in the area to meet the growth in student interest
(especially for more advanced work) while at the same time permitting opportunity
to teach in Core and interarea programs in the same proportion as other planning
units


■ that the commitment to teaching the context of science be strengthened through hir-
ing and in program design


■ that the area maintain (and in some areas expand) its commitment to linking theory
and practice through undergraduate research within programs and through student
participation in faculty research projects


■ that the area explore ways of improving recruitment of qualified students as well as
improving student writing and presentation skills


The Scientific Inquiry self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-18.


Social Science
After the 1996 long-range curriculum report, the Social Science planning unit was formed


from several former specialty areas or centers: Management and the Public Interest (MPI);
Political Economy and Social Change (PESC); Native American Studies (NAS); the psychol-
ogy portion of Science, Technology and Health (STH); and graduate programs in Public Ad-
ministration and Teaching. As a collection of such disparate areas, Social Science has had the
most difficulty coalescing around the new planning unit structure. The unit’s self-study de-
tails the struggles in this emerging area, and the steps toward curricular cohesion that mem-
bers of the group have made. The area now operates with a confederated model through a
steering committee, consisting of one member of each constituency and one at-large member,
that meets regularly with the planning unit coordinator.


The area’s primary focus is given to thinking critically within the context of the social sci-
ences. To that end, faculty have designed a consortia model of curriculum development, with
attention to programs in political economy, applied social science, management, psychology,
and social services, as well as graduate programs in Masters of Public Administration (MPA)
and Masters in Teaching (MIT). The programs in Native American Studies are currently in the
process of evolving into a specialized center, and will thus no longer be part of the area. The
area is committed to offering at least two entry-level programs each year, as well as a variety
of more advanced offerings.


Area faculty are also committed to assuring that students develop skills in critical thinking,
effective writing, quantitative and qualitative analysis, preparation for advanced work, under-
standing concepts and issues from a multiplicity of disciplinary perspectives, applying theo-
retical concepts to real-life situations, practicing and using contemporary technology, and
collaborative and individual work.


The faculty’s commitment to the development of these skills is evidenced in the introduc-
tion to the Social Science portion of the 1999-2000 College Catalog, outlined in the area self-
study. The faculty’s commitment to continuing to develop a cohesive curriculum planning
forum for the area is evidenced in the area’s vision statement:


We acknowledge that our own philosophies, pedagogies, ideologies, and disciplinary
training create healthy tensions and continuous dialogues among ourselves and between
faculty and students. These unresolved tensions lead to creative dynamism and on-going
conversations about what it means to be a ‘social scientist.’. . .
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To realize this vision we reaffirm our commitment to innovative teaching and learning.
We agree to work together, utilizing the natural tensions within the group to bring about
new synergies. We also agree to use this newfound energy, creativity, and insight to
design a set of imaginative programs and consistent curricular pathways, predictable in
content, yet timely and flexible in focus and emphasis.


Programs in the area experience both high student demand and wavering faculty commit-
ment. Psychology offerings are a prime example. Uncertain commitment by faculty in psy-
chology and sociology has led to the hiring of three new positions, in Counseling Psychology,
Sociology/Social Problems, and Social Psychology, and the future offerings promise more
consistency. That the enrollment in this popular area has remained constant in the past five
years is a tribute to the quality of the teaching, rather than the stability of the area.


Students in the area report that they have learned to work independently and in collabora-
tive situations, that they have learned understanding of and appreciation for cultural and gen-
der differences, that they have developed analytical and problem-solving skills, and that they
have developed effective writing skills. The area self-study details the survey responses as
well as the area’s plans for changes based on those responses.


Another tension in the area is the college-wide uncertainty of the role of management stud-
ies in a liberal arts institution. Despite being in the college curriculum since 1976, there is still
some controversy about management studies at Evergreen. While supported by management
faculty and the academic deans and provost, and while attracting significant numbers of stu-
dents, the presence of such work is still debated by members of the area and by the faculty at
large. The 1997 proposal for a management hire, for example, received no support in the
Hiring Priorities DTF discussions, and was mandated by the academic deans and provost
after a yearlong discussion with the relevant faculty about a suitable curriculum design and
staffing.


The reaccreditation self-study process has been useful for the Social Science Planning Unit,
focusing attention on the area configuration as well as student responses to the work of the
area. The self-study outlines the next steps clearly.


Area faculty make the following recommendations:


■ make the subareas clear both in curricular planning and in the catalog, and design
coherent pathways


■ clarify the advising process, particularly for prerequisites; consider requiring a
capstone experience for students in the area


■ design ways for students to become involved in the curriculum planning process


■ develop ways to support students’ need to prepare for graduate school, both with
GRE preparation, and program offerings


■ design ways to offer more independent study contracts for students


■ work with Part-Time Studies dean to identify course offerings


■ offer more opportunities for students to learn quantitative skills


■ design programs that integrate skills (like scholarly research and counseling ) at
the advanced level


■ support the other planning units in finding more ways to bring faculty together in
interarea offerings


■ broaden the political viewpoints in political economy/political science offerings


■ help transfer students in their orientation to Evergreen
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■ more actively participate in teaching Core and all-level programs


The Social Science self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-19.


Center for Native American and World Indigenous Studies
One of the former specialty areas, Native American Studies (NAS) became a “permanent


interarea program” in the new planning unit configurations. This organizational approach
proved unviable. The reflection necessary for this academic self-study has allowed faculty
members in the area to reconsider this structure, to look at the area’s needs and opportunities
for the future, and to call for a new Center for Native American and World Indigenous Peoples’
Studies (NAWIPS). Evergreen faculty approved this change in April 1998. The potential size
of the faculty membership is too small to warrant planning unit status, but, like the Tacoma
program, NAS will continue to offer a unique educational experience for students, encourage
faculty rotation into teaching in the area, offer a curriculum, and be called a “center.”


The founding vision for Native American Studies came from an early leader, Mary Ellen
Hillaire, who built the area upon the concepts of identity, group loyalty, and personal author-
ity by designing student work in response to four questions: what do I need to do? how do I
propose to do it? what do I plan to learn? what difference will my work make? The NAS
program historically has served as “the experiment within the experiment that is Evergreen,”
and has at various times received close scrutiny for that experimental nature. In 1988, at the
time of our last reaccreditation self-study, a DTF was charged to examine the program, stu-
dent enrollment patterns in the program, and to respond to specific questions from the aca-
demic deans (see Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-23, Center for Native American and Indigenous
Peoples Self-Study, for more detail).


With new faculty leadership in the area, the program now focuses on the historical, social,
political, legal, environmental, and cultural experiences of Indians of the Americas. The area
is designed to build and train student leaders in the areas of critical thinking, research analy-
sis, problem solving, cross-cultural communication, and community building.


Programs are designed for Native and non-Native students alike, operating from a philoso-
phy that the educational needs are best conceived as reciprocal relationships among commu-
nities, educational institutions, and individuals. The programs all place Native American
communities at the center of their academic work.


The former Native American Studies area
had three faculty officially affiliated with the
area, but drew a broader range of faculty into
teaching in the program from time to time.
The college has a large number of Native
America faculty but they affiliate with a vari-
ety of different curricular areas. Many of these
faculty will teach periodically in the new cen-
ter but wish to maintain their primarily affili-
ation with one of the other planning units. A
new continuing faculty member hired in the
1997-98 academic year will serve as the lead
faculty for the new area in the 1998-99 aca-
demic year. He will coordinate the new cen-
ter, and work closely with interested faculty
to plan for the area’s future. Additional fac-
ulty are also being hired for the center.
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Native student enrollment has tripled over the last decade. In the on-campus NAS programs
enrollment has varied from an annual average FTE high of 138 (in 1994-95) to 42 (in 1991-
92). Like all Evergreen programs, enrollment is dependent on the number of faculty available.
Currently, the area offers one program on campus and a program based on four local tribal
reservations.


The area has not carried out sustained assessment of their students, nor has it yet designed
an advising plan, owing to the uncertainty of the area’s status in the planning structure.


The newly-approved Center for Native American and World Indigenous Peoples Studies
will have four areas of focus: (1) an on-campus and reservation-based curriculum designed to
meet the needs of Native American students in preparing them to work within Native Ameri-
can communities by offering history, cultural studies, and the contemporary experiences of
the Indian Tribes of the Pacific Northwest; (2) a contribution to Core programs for first-year
students designed to examine the common experience of indigenous peoples from an interna-
tional and domestic perspective and introduce students to the concepts and skills of cross-
cultural studies; (3) upper-division work allowing students to bring their knowledge and
understanding of Native American history and culture to environmental studies, management,
and cultural studies; and (4) a Policy Research Center for Indian Tribes of the Northwest. Not
all components of this long-range plan are possible with current staff. The college is seeking
funding for a policy center in the next biennial budget.


This proposal received the support of the academic deans, the planning unit coordinators,
and the faculty agenda committee. At the April 1998 faculty meeting, the proposed creation of
a Center for Native American and World Indigenous People’s Study received strong support
from faculty representing all areas of the curriculum; faculty in the area will continue to refine
this concept and develop a program of off- and on-campus academic programs, as well as
outreach to the local tribes.


The reservation-based program, which is a component of the center, is offered on four local
tribal reservations. This program is described below under Off-Campus Study.


An additional aspect of the Native American program is the Longhouse Education and
Cultural Center. This facility opened in September 1995. It provides classroom and confer-
ence space and quickly became a center for hospitality to students, the college, and the sur-
rounding Native communities. The Longhouse offers a public service program, currently
focussing on Native Arts, which is funded by the Northwest Area Foundation. The arts initia-
tive works to revitalize traditional Indian arts as an avenue of economic development for
Native peoples. The Longhouse also serves as a gathering place for cultural ceremonies, classes,
conferences, performances, art exhibits, and community events (see Longhouse self-study
Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-28 for more detail).


Faculty and tribal community members make the following recommendations:


■ develop a Center for Native American and World Indigenous Studies


■ hire additional faculty to support the center


■ encourage the formation of Core programs with an emphasis on cross-cultural stud-
ies


■ develop a stronger relationship between the reservation-based program and the on-
campus Native American Studies program


■ explore outreach to other reservation sites


■ seek external funding for a Native American Policy Center
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■ develop an upper-division comparative indigenous peoples curriculum


■ develop a stronger relationship between the Longhouse programs and on-campus
and reservation-based programs, staff, and faculty


The Center for Native American and Indigenous Peoples Studies Self-Study is Exhibit Room,
Exhibit 2-23.


Graduate Programs
Evergreen currently offers three masters’ degree programs: a Masters of Environmental


Studies (MES), a Master in Teaching (MIT) and a Masters of Public Administration (MPA).
Each of these supports Evergreen’s mission to serve the needs of state government and help
students design practical application of theoretical or academic material. Evergreen is not
authorized to offer a Ph.D. program.


The three graduate programs are described in detailed self-studies (Exhibit Room, Exhibits
2-25 through 2-27). The mission statement of each describes the program’s educational ob-
jectives and the expectations of students. All of the graduate programs report to the provost.


Each masters’ program provides appropriate support for faculty and students. The programs
support faculty research and community service as a way to maintain pace with developing
knowledge and technology.


Evergreen does not have a separate graduate faculty. Although occasionally faculty are
hired specifically for masters-level teaching, they all rotate into the undergraduate curriculum
as well, and faculty who teach predominantly at the undergraduate level also have the oppor-
tunity to work in appropriate graduate programs. In addition to their teaching, faculty in the
graduate programs are expected to undertake significant research or community service work.


All three graduate programs are located on campus. Each graduate program has published
its admissions policies and guidelines, and admission is based on formal application. Gradu-
ate faculty have designed the admissions policies application procedures, and separate gradu-
ate catalogs (see Exhibit Room, Exhibits 2-29 though 2-31).


Master of Environmental Studies (MES)
 The Master of Environmental Studies degree program (MES) offers professional prepara-


tion for those working at the interface between ecology and other areas of environmental
science, on the one hand, and societal policy making in the public, private, and nonprofit
sectors, on the other. Graduates of the program have an interdisciplinary understanding of the
social and natural sciences and the skills and wisdom to intelligently address environmental
problems.


Like the undergraduate curricular offerings, the MES program is based on the five foci, the
fundamental concepts that shape the college’s overall approach to education: interdiscipli-
nary study; personal engagement in learning; collaborative/cooperative work; linking theo-
retical perspectives with practice; teaching and learning across significant differences.


The curriculum in MES consists of three closely integrated components: required core studies
taught by faculty teams trained in the social, biological, and physical sciences; electives which
provide the opportunity to develop more specialized training in subjects related to environ-
mental studies; and thesis work, which often takes the form of applied research. The core
sequence—four eight-credit programs—is required of all students. Students must complete
seventy-two quarter hours of study combining these three components to earn the MES de-
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gree. During their second quarter of the program, students are required to submit a “candidacy
essay,” examining the current status of an environmental topic of the students’ choice. This
essay, along with the student’s performance in the first two quarters, is used by the faculty to
judge students’ ability to complete the degree requirements successfully.


The MES program offers two ways to fulfill the thesis requirement, both of which require
that the student engage in research of a topic of real-world interest and develop its political,
economic, and scientific aspects. They can be individual or team efforts; group projects, though
encouraged, are rare. Students may elect to complete an Essay of Distinction or a Thesis.


The Essay of Distinction accompanies thirty-two credits of core and thirty-two credits of
electives, and is supervised by MES faculty in a structured, two-quarter workshop. Students
selecting this option focus primarily on an existing body of information, reviewing and ana-
lyzing it to produce new perspectives and recommendations for future action and research on
the topic.


The Thesis involves substantial independent research and accompanies thirty-two credits of
core and twenty-four credits of electives. With the support of a three-member committee (one
MES faculty, one faculty outside MES, one outside reader), the students are expected to en-
gage in a high level of scholarship, and the completed thesis must reflect the development of
substantial expertise in the topic.


Several types of skill development are central to MES:


1) identification of problems and appropriate environmental goals in a variety of groups
and settings;


2) conceptualizing problems in a way that make them amenable to analysis;
3) research skills in the location or creation of appropriate, high-quality analytical infor-


mation;
4) skills in information analysis;
5) enhancement of written and oral communication skills.


All coursework must be at the graduate level, and up to twelve quarter hours of graduate
credit may be transferred from another institution. Students may earn up to eight quarter hours
in approved Graduate Independent Learning Contracts, or Graduate Internship Learning con-
tracts.


The program admits a class of about forty students each fall. The student population is
typically fairly distributed between male and female students, but the program has not at-
tracted as many students of color as the faculty and director would like. The limited amount of
financial aid available to students hinders many otherwise eligible applicants.


The MES program surveyed recent graduates of the program, as well as current students.
The results suggest that students gained skills in critical thinking and in policy studies. They
suggest that graduates are less satisfied with their gains in natural science and computer appli-
cations. Students also expressed only moderate satisfaction with the library.


Faculty in the MES program teach both the core and elective offerings, serve as academic
and thesis advisors, and as readers on the thesis committees. Six faculty teach in MES at any
one time, and faculty rotate between graduate and undergraduate environmental studies pro-
grams, and the general undergraduate curriculum. Some adjunct faculty, full-time environ-
mental professionals, teach the elective courses.
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The director of the MES program teaches half-time and is a half-time administrator. The
director is responsible for all aspects of the management of the graduate program, including
the curriculum, policies and procedures, recruitment of appropriate Evergreen faculty to teach
at the graduate level, hiring of adjunct faculty (with the Part-Time Studies dean), recruiting
students, admissions, budget management, setting the academic agenda of the program, and
representing the graduate program within Evergreen and the broader community.


The MES program shares support staff with the Master in Public Administration (MPA)
program. The assistant to the directors and the program coordinator each work half-time for
both programs.


Students and faculty in the MES program expressed frustration with the scope of the col-
lege library, designed for undergraduate education. Library staff have made a strong effort to
upgrade bibliographic search materials, and the reference librarians have tailored their teach-
ing function within the library to serve graduate students.


Students take advantage of the Computer Center and the Computer Applications Lab (CAL)
for word-processing, statistical, and spreadsheet programs. The alumni survey revealed only
a low to moderate level of satisfaction with the computer facilities.


As a result of the self-study, faculty in MES recommend:


■ maintain faculty and staff support at present levels


■ develop better integration of the program’s adjunct faculty


■ build support within the institution to increase the budget for goods and services


■ develop program-specific and institution-wide strategies to increase grant monies to
support efforts to recruit a more diverse student body and support student research


■ develop a new long-term hiring priorities list in conjunction with other areas


The MES self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-25.


Master of Public Administration (MPA)
The graduate program in Public Administration is designed to serve the needs of students


either preparing for or refining a professional career in public administration. The program
embraces the accreditation objective “to develop in students their competence in interpreting,
organizing, and communicating knowledge and to develop the analytical performance skills
needed for the conduct and advancement of professional practice.” The faculty share a com-
mitment to challenge and thoroughly prepare students to seek democratic, equitable, and prac-
tical solutions to the problems which face governments, organizations, and communities in
the Pacific Northwest. Approximately forty students enter the program each year and proceed
through the program as a two-year cohort.


The program is designed to help students develop analytical, administrative, and communi-
cation skills needed for effective public service. The program’s mission statement explicitly
links the MPA goals to the college’s five foci.


The graduation requirement of sixty quarter credit hours consists of six sequential eight-
credit core programs and three four-credit electives offered by either MPA or MES. Students
must demonstrate competence in statistics and micro/macro economy, prerequisites for en-
trance to the program, within five years prior to their application date.
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The final core program is the Applications Project, which provides the Capstone experience
for the core programs. Under the guidance of the faculty and in conformity with the MPA
Mission Statement, students select a public or non-profit sector topic that furthers their own
interests and professional development. Students are encouraged to complete these projects
in small work-groups; only rarely does a student elect to work alone. The project results in a
public presentation and a bound document, filed in the thesis section of the library.


All full-time faculty are regular or visiting Evergreen faculty; additional adjunct faculty
bring current practical experience to their teaching.


The director of the MPA program teaches half-time and is a half-time administrator. The
director is responsible for all aspects of the management of the graduate program, including
the curriculum, policies and procedures, recruitment of appropriate Evergreen faculty to teach
at the graduate level, hiring of adjunct faculty (with the Part-Time Studies dean), recruiting
students, admissions, budget management, setting the academic agenda of the program, and
representing the graduate program within Evergreen and the broader community.


MPA faculty designed assessment of student learning through a focus group for current
students and a survey of recent alumni. Students reported gains in their critical thinking skills
and in working collaboratively; they expressed concerns about the scheduling structure of the
program, and a desire for more complete feedback from faculty. Alumni reported gains in
their understandings of race/gender/class issues, collaborative work, and focus on state ad-
ministration; and fewer gains in computer skills, links to the community, and effective man-
agement skills—relative to their perceived importance to alumni careers. They noted
particularly the MPA faculty’s’ ability to build bridges with state agencies and community-
based organizations, and leaders in local, federal, and special purpose governments.


 In their self-study, MPA faculty recommend:


■ continue discussions about offering MPA program on-site to the Native American
reservations where Evergreen has undergraduate offerings


■ consider distance learning and computer-assisted learning


■ explore continuing education offerings


■ support discussions of the relationship to the undergraduate management program


■ explore a program focused on international trade


The MPA self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-26.


Master in Teaching (MIT)
After working with Western Washington University for a number of years to collaboratively


offer an undergraduate teacher education program, Evergreen has been offering its own Mas-
ter in Teaching degree for nearly ten years. The past decade has seen rich experimentation
with this program. The Evergreen Master in Teaching (MIT) program’s mission focuses on
community building, collaborative learning, extensive field experiences, and critical and re-
flective thinking both in teaching graduate students and in the work those students do in the
classroom. Three themes inform the program: Democracy and Schooling, Multicultural and
Anti-Bias Perspective, and Developmentally Appropriate Teaching and Learning.


The program covenant for MIT is part of the student handbook, and helps students under-
stand the expectations from both Evergreen and the Washington State Board of Education, the
accrediting agency.
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The MIT program is a two-year, full-time program leading to a master’s degree and initial
teaching certification for K-12 schools. There are two overlapping cycles of approximately
sixty students each year. Students graduate with ninety-six quarter hours of credit. Students
progress through a sequential experience in the local public schools: guided observations and
participation in the first year, and full-time student teaching in the fall and spring of the sec-
ond year.


Each four-member teaching team consists of two regular faculty hired to teach MIT, one
Evergreen faculty member from the liberal arts, and one K-12 teacher/practitioner, hired for
the two-year cycle. The program has a full-time director, an Admissions Officer, and a Field
Services Officer.


To remain in good academic standing, students must demonstrate graduate-level writing,
thinking, and oral communication skills; professional interpersonal communications skills;
and satisfaction of all subject matter endorsement prerequisites. Students demonstrate, through
professional portfolios, their readiness to advance to candidacy status and to student teaching.
Students demonstrate evidence of the Washington Administrative Code’s “knowledge and
skills” standards through their professional portfolios, and their narrative evaluations.


Each student completes an MIT Project, a writing assignment that culminates in an in-depth
critical literature review and analysis on a relevant K-12 schooling issue. Students present a
public synopsis of their MIT Project in a conference format in the second year; the projects
are bound and catalogued in the college library.


In the cohort beginning in 1994 and graduating in 1996 (known as “MIT 96”), the MIT
program was offered at Evergreen’s Tacoma campus, and designed for working adults with
evening/weekend meeting times and appropriate support mechanisms. Working with support
from a Pew Charitable Trusts grant, faculty offered a seminar in the 1993-94 academic year to
help prepare adult students to enter the program. This special cohort was unusually success-
fully in graduating a substantial number of students of color, nearly half of the sixty students
in the program. Many lessons were learned in the process of designing this special program:
lessons about the need for early intervention with advising, and lessons about the large num-
ber of potential teachers in paraprofessional positions in the public schools.


As a result of our success with the Tacoma cohort, we will soon begin a second experiment
focused on recruiting and certifying teachers with a special interest in Native American learn-
ers. Beginning in 1998 (the MIT 2000 cohort), the MIT program will again offer an evening/
weekend program to prepare teachers working with Native American students in public and
tribal schools.


The MIT program enjoys a close and reciprocal relationship with The Evergreen Center for
Educational Improvement and with the Labor Education Center.


The MIT program surveys all graduates approximately one year after graduation, and fol-
lows up with a survey of those graduates’ employers, where appropriate. In the most recent
survey, conducted with the 1996 graduates, both alumni and employers rated Evergreen stu-
dents “excellent” or “good” at: multicultural perspective; ability to devise instructional ap-
proaches for students with diverse cultural backgrounds; an understanding of their role as a
teacher in democratic, school-based decision-making; demonstrated ability to participate ef-
fectively in decision-making with other teachers; skills to implement an interdisciplinary cur-
riculum that promotes active student learning; ability to evaluate both their teaching and its
effect on student development; ability to use technology to enhance student learning; knowl-
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edge of the teacher’s responsibility for reporting abuse and a concurrent understanding of the
impact of abuse on student learning.


Employers’ suggestions for ways the MIT program could improve include: teaching practi-
cal application for classroom management; and strengtheing curriculum for students with
disabilities or who meet special education standards.


In March 1998, Evergreen’s MIT program became the first in the state to be approved by
the State of Washington Board of Education under new program approval guidelines. The
new program guidelines include the new educational reform standards in the State of Wash-
ington. The report, and the MIT program, received high commendations from that body.


In the MIT self-study, faculty recommend:


■ encourage wider interaction with Evergreen faculty in designing teaching teams


■ consider returning to Tacoma for the 2001-03 cohort


■ redesign staff support structure


■ consider a new graduate program to serve K-12 educators (in-service M.A.)


■ develop and strengthen partnerships between Evergreen and local school districts


The MIT self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-27.


Off-Campus Programs
Evergreen has three off-campus programs: a reservation-based program currently offered


at four sites, a small upper-division interdisciplinary program at Grays Harbor Community
College, and a substantial program in Tacoma.


The Tacoma Campus
The Tacoma program offers an upper-division, coordinated studies program to working


adults in Tacoma, thirty miles to the north of the main campus in Olympia. It is staffed by
continuing and visiting members of the faculty, community-based adjunct faculty, as well as
by Olympia-campus faculty who rotate into teaching positions there.


The mission of the Tacoma program is to provide a broad-based, world-centric, liberal arts
education in the arts and sciences for urban working adults. The campus is located in the
center of Tacoma’s Hilltop community, and has been at the heart of the revitalization of that
area. Begun in 1972 as a single program for a few students in a faculty member’s home, the
campus has grown steadily to the current 150 FTE students, and plans to grow further to 260
students by 2010.


The curricular offerings in Tacoma reflect the urban nature of the students’ experience, with
a strong emphasis on writing, public speaking and presentation, research methods and pro-
cesses, cross-cultural communication, and quantitative, technological, and scientific research.
They have done this within the context of programs in history, political science, law, litera-
ture, public policy, science, ethics, cultural studies, computer studies, and quantitative and
qualitative inquiry.


One faculty in the program is released one-half time from teaching in order to direct the
program, coordinate recruitment for the Tacoma campus, arrange liaison with the Olympia
campus, and coordinate the curriculum. The director of the Tacoma campus reports to the
provost.


“Evergreen


radically


changed my


life as a liberal


arts education


should. It has


made me an


observer and


a lifelong


seeker of


knowledge and


authenticity.”


— 1996 Evergreen
Alumni Survey
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Students in Tacoma demonstrate their learning with frequent public presentations to the
campus and invited guests. Their responses to the College Student Experiences Questionnaire
reveal significant gains on all measures of the development of their academic, intellectual,
and scholarly qualities.


Since 1985 the Tacoma Community College and the Evergreen-Tacoma program have jointly
offered an on-site lower-division bridge program to those students not yet ready to transfer
into the upper division (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-32). The bridge program is taught by one
Evergreen faculty, and faculty from TCC. It has been highly successful in terms of the even-
tual transfer and baccalaureate graduation rate. Co-location and intermingling of the upper-
and lower-division students and faculty are key elements in making this enterprise successful.


Overall retention rates in Tacoma have remained consistent at 76 percent or better for each
of the previous five years, except 1995-96. The graduation rates between 1993 and 1997
range between 78 and 96 percent per year.


Support to students presents a challenge to any off-campus program. Students cannot sim-
ply walk to the registrar’s office, stop in at the library to check a reference, or seek advising
help by attending the drop-in hours at Academic Advising. Nor can working adults drop ev-
erything and drive the thirty miles to the main campus in Olympia.


Faculty and staff at the Tacoma campus have successfully linked their campus to the sup-
port network available on the main campus in Olympia: library support, academic advising,
student support services, registration and records, and admissions are all coordinated with
staff in Olympia.


Early on, the Tacoma campus faculty identified library research methodology as an essen-
tial skill for students to acquire and practice well enough for it to last a lifetime, and they
incorporated library research methodology into the curriculum for all students. Since the campus
has no library, the faculty and Olympia library staff decided to focus on on-line services and
electronic searching, with a reference librarian as liaison to the campus. The faculty librarian
from Olympia works with Tacoma faculty to plan the program, and to provide direct instruc-
tion to students for at least one quarter. The librarian also negotiates with regional libraries so
that Tacoma campus students have direct access to their materials.


In addition to the on-campus advising by Tacoma campus faculty, students receive periph-
eral, though essential, academic advising from staff in the Academic Advising office.


Staff from Student and Academic Support Services also provide assistance to Tacoma stu-
dents. The Director of Access Services regularly comes to campus to work with students with
learning challenges, bringing books on tape, providing note-takers, and providing special
computer equipment for visually impaired or physically challenged students. Staff from Ca-
reer Development and First Peoples Advising also provide service to the campus. The Direc-
tor of First Peoples Advising assists in interviewing prospective students, provides academic
and personal counseling, assists with admissions, registration, and financial aid difficulties,
and facilitates the transfer process for bridge students.


Staff from Registration and Records come to the Tacoma campus four times each year to
assist with registration, and respond by telephone and email throughout the year.


KEY Special Services (a federally funded TRIO program) and the Bookstore also maintain
a close relationship with the campus, making regular visits and responding to all requests.
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Faculty in Tacoma are currently working with the student Services and Activities organiza-
tion (S&A) to provide support to Tacoma student organizations. Beginning in fall 1998 a full-
time student affairs position will be added to the Tacoma staff to provide even better on-site
service.


Tacoma faculty make the following recommendations:


■ increase enrollment to an optimal size of 260 student FTE


■ complete the faculty hires necessary for this growth


■ locate a new facility to accommodate growth and better support the program


■ Continue to assess and systematize campus services


■ assess and improve the curricular interfaces between Tacoma and the bridge
program


■ continue a close working relationship with the Olympia campus


■ assess recruitment, enrollment tracking, retention, and documentation strategies


The Tacoma Self-Study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-21.


Reservation-Based Tribal Programs
The Reservation-Based Community Determined Tribal Program, now a part of the Center


for Native American Studies, provides outreach to four local tribal reservations in the form of
an interdisciplinary Bachelor of Arts degree program offered partly on campus and partly at
the reservation sites. The four reservations—Makah (in Neah Bay), Quinault (in Taholah),
S’Klallam (in Port Gamble), and Skokomish (in Skokomish)—use a common curriculum that
includes substantial group projects tailored to each community. Two Evergreen faculty travel
to teach at the multiple reservations sites, and a community-based faculty member is a part of
the team at the largest sites.


Designed on Frierian principles, the program assumes that the knowledge that resides in the
community should form the foundation of the curriculum. The program is offered in the evening
at the reservation sites, with the entire program coming together four times a quarter on the
main campus of Evergreen. The effect of the dual location of services for the Native American
students means that they are not disrupted from their life and work on the reservations and
they also have access to the campus services of the library, registrar, and bookstore. Students
become comfortable in both settings without losing their home base.


An innovative and vital part of this program is the formal partnership between Evergreen
and the Northwest Indian College (NWIC) in Bellingham, Washington, that prepares lower-
division students to transfer to the upper-division program (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-23).
Evergreen faculty teach these preparatory offerings, with the curriculum and syllabi reviewed
by NWIC.


Planning for the reservation-based program begins with the students and the community
asking, “What does an educated member of an Indian nation—one who wants to effectively
enhance his/her Native American community—need to know?” An advisory committee con-
sisting of tribal council members and the education director from each participating Indian
tribe helps determine the overall emphasis on the program. Communication skills are stressed
throughout the curriculum. Recent themes have focused on cultural studies, Indian law, health
and social services, management and leadership, and history.


Evergreen’s off-campus program on four Indian reservations enjoys a more favorable stu-
dent/faculty ratio in acknowledgment of the particular conditions of off-campus education. It
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requires faculty to provide some of the support services available on campus to residential
students. These programs are planned in concert with the on-campus undergraduate curricu-
lum, and they are staffed by regular full-time faculty, budgeted from the faculty lines for the
entire college, and have a combination of faculty rotating from the Olympia campus and
faculty permanently assigned off-campus. (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-22)


Student enrollment in the reservation-based program has grown but fluctuates a great deal
since students tend to move through the program as a cohort. This has posed problems in
deciding how long to serve any particular community. Area faculty expect that the new Center
for Native American and World Indigenous Peoples will increase both the on-campus and the
tribal enrollment of Native American students.


Opportunities and future plans for the tribal program include the following:


■ build additional links with the South Puget Intertribal Planning Agency Tribes, the
Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, the Washington State and Tribal Muse-
ums, and non-profit organizations like the Northwest Native American
Basketweavers Association for internship/practicum opportunities for students


■ prepare Indian students for competitive entry into graduate programs


■ better connect with the Longhouse to bring together academic programs and the
local tribal communities by hosting workshops, conferences, and programs


■ develop better records of Native American student progress and accomplishments


Faculty and tribal community members make the following recommendations:


■ expand the expository composition offerings


■ work to ease the transition for students from NWIC to TESC


■ develop more financial aid opportunities for Native American students


■ develop a recruiting and marketing plan for the program to better draw on
campus staff capacities


■ present a four-year curriculum design to the Tribal Councils


■ coordinate more closely with the Tacoma campus


■ explore the use of technology, particularly distance learning and the Internet, as a
part of the academic programs


■ develop a stronger relationship with the on-campus Native American Studies
program


■ explore outreach to other reservation sites


■ reconceptualize the basic model for the faculty teaching team


The Reservation-Based Tribal Program Self-Study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-22.


Grays Harbor Program
For the past year-and-a-half Evergreen has been offering a small upper-division interdisci-


plinary program in social science and humanities at Grays Harbor Community College. This
program was recently approved by the commission and the Higher Education Coordinating
Board. There are approximately twenty students in this eight-credit interdisciplinary program
which is offered at the community college for evening students. The Grays Harbor program
began as a pilot project between Grays Harbor Community College and Evergreen, funded by
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the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges. During the first two quarters the
program had an inter-college teaching team subsidized by the grant. Since enrollment was not
strong enough to support two faculty, faculty from Evergreen’s main campus now teach the
program alone. Should enrollment increase, both colleges are interested in having an inter-
college team teach together again. The Grays Harbor program has been highly appreciated by
the people in this rural underserved part of the state, and Grays Harbor Community College
has been generous in its support for the program.


Recommendations:


■ continue recruitment efforts


■ work on providing internship opportunities for students in the Grays Harbor area
and provide workshops on designing internships on the Grays Harbor campus


■ continue outreach to students through the Prior Learning from Experience program


■ attempt to double the number of students enrolled in the program so that a team
taught program can be offered


Part-Time Studies
The original design of the Evergreen curriculum focused on full-time students through year-


long coordinated studies programs. Almost from the beginning, lively debate ensued over the
possible role of part-time studies. Wanting to avoid the piecemeal nature of an education
based solely on courses, the faculty determined that full-time, coordinated studies programs
would be the predominant mode of education. Limited part-time offerings date back to the
college’s early years, but it is accurate to say that they were minimal.


Sensing rising interest in the community, the 1996 Long-Range Curriculum DTF recom-
mended a new look at this question and argued for the formation of a coherent Evergreen-
style curriculum for students who could not attend college full-time. The recommendation
came at the time a series of factors, both external and internal, made such a move desirable: a
state-wide interest in access to education; a renewed commitment to adult learners in the local
community; concern for the most efficient use of campus classroom space and interest in
using the evening hours; concern for the growth potential for the full-time daytime program
given space and facilities restrictions.


Among other recommendations, the DTF recommended that Part-Time Studies be a major
dean’s desk assignment (see Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-24).


The newly-configured Part-Time Studies offerings are organized around six interdiscipli-
nary curricular pathways designed by faculty in conjunction with the Part-Time Studies Coor-
dinating Committee. These pathways were chosen as a result of a five-county survey of
households in 1995 which indicated strong interest in business and management, computers
and society, human services and psychology, literature, history, and writing, environmental
studies, and labor studies. Yearlong half-time (eight credit) programs and four-credit courses
are taught by one of six part-time faculty with continuing appointments or adjunct faculty.
Serious efforts have been made to give adjunct faculty equal privileges and respect. All ad-
junct faculty have full faculty privileges, including voting at faculty meetings, eligibility for
professional travel and research support, and pay proportional to the full-time faculty. A new
policy was passed establishing a number of part-time continuing faculty positions. The six
part-time faculty on continuing appointments are responsible for long-range curricular plan-
ning and for faculty governance activities. Adjunct faculty are evaluated by the Part-Time
Studies dean every three years.
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Student enrollment in part-time studies has grown steadily since 1993, from 91 students
and 2 half-time programs to 369 students and 11 half-time programs for the 1997-98 aca-
demic year. By admitting non-matriculated students to the half-time programs, we offer them
the opportunity to “try out” college before making the commitment to application. These
“special students” earn regular credit which is applicable to graduation at the time they ma-
triculate. The students in part-time programs and courses are both adult part-time learners and
younger students seeking a particular course or needing to study part-time for one or more
quarters.


 Program portfolios from two of these part-time programs, “Making Your Place” and “En-
ergy and the Environment,” on display in Gallery IV, demonstrate the ways in which Part-
Time Studies programs reflect the five foci of an Evergreen education.


The part-time studies self-study recommends:


■ continue to include the dean for Part-Time Studies in the Hiring Priorities deci-
sion-making process


■ ensure that Part-Time Studies governance assignments address the concerns of the
faculty as well as the administration; in 1998-99, for example, work on a transition
policy to move term half-time faculty to continuing status, and develop a clearer
evaluation policy for adjunct faculty


■ develop systematic ways for the dean of Part-Time Studies to work with the new
half-time faculty; for example, ways in which curricular evaluation and decisions
will receive their input


■ conduct a study of student self-evaluations in Part-Time Studies to assess patterns
of enrollment, future needs, and student satisfaction


■ follow the growth plan outlined in the Long-Range Strategic Growth Plan


■ in order to better advise students, use the Evergreen web page to advertise the
offerings in Part-Time Studies for the entire year


■ begin extensive discussions about ways to offer upper-division science to part-time
students


The Part-Time Studies self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-24.


Summer School
Evergreen has offered a summer session since opening in 1971. Since 1981, all Washington


State baccalaureate institutions have operated a “self-supporting” summer school, with no
direct contribution of state funds. As a self-supporting quarter, summer at Evergreen has had
to make its own way economically, and it has done very well.


Curricularly, in contrast to the academic year, almost all summer offerings are free-standing
four- or eight-credit courses, tied fairly closely to traditional disciplinary studies and taught
by a single faculty member. Summer school therefore offers students a way to fill “gaps” in
their education, meet specific prerequisite requirements, or supplement their work in the aca-
demic year.


The Dean of Summer School developed several assessment tools in 1995 and 1997 to iden-
tify student interest and students’ reasons for attending summer school. In 1995, over half of
the students responding indicated that they attended summer school to earn needed credits
(usually for graduation) or that the class suited their needs or interests.
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The most recent summer school, in 1997, enrolled 1,466 students for a total of 13,573
quarter credits—about 26 percent of a typical fall credit registration and about 40 percent of a
typical fall head count. The great majority (82 percent) were Washington State residents.


The information gained from studying students’ reasons for attending summer school, along
with actual enrollment patterns and faculty interest, guide an active process of developing
summer curriculum each year:


1. The summer school dean and administrative assistant analyze the previous
summer’s data to identify both “popular” offerings and those offerings which were
canceled due to lack of student interest.


2. They also review the academic catalog for the coming year to identify courses
which appear to be needed to help students meet prerequisites for that year’s
programs or which complement those programs.


3. In October, this information goes to the faculty in a letter soliciting course propos-
als  from all regular Evergreen faculty and other potential summer faculty.


4. Proposals received from faculty are compiled into a trial curriculum which is
reviewed by the Planning Unit Coordinators and the other deans. As necessary, the
summer school dean solicits additional proposals to fill gaps.


5. Based on the proposals, the summer school dean prepares a tentative list of
summer courses, distributed to students just before the winter break.


6. Course proposals are fine-tuned during winter quarter and offered in The Summer
Times, Evergreen’s summer catalog.


7. Students may register for summer courses at the May registration.


8. As registration proceeds, the summer school dean monitors enrollments and
identifies courses which look as if they may not fill, so as to give a firm decision
by Wednesday, the week before classes begin.


Faculty who teach summer school earn salaries comparable to their salary for the three-
quarter academic year.


Recommendations from the self-study include:


■ improve the identification of specific area needs for particular summer courses to
support their curriculum during the regular academic year


■ increase access to facilities and services for summer school students


■ improve the coordination of summer school courses and the part-time curriculum
during the regular academic year to support faster and better progress towards a
degree for part-time students


The Summer School self-study is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-34.


Student Learning Outcomes
This analysis is directed toward institutional evaluation. Important areas of strength and


areas for improvement have also been identified at the level of faculty planning groups. Ex-
amples of areas for improvement within planning groups include: the Science and Inquiry
planning group identified a need to strengthen curriculum intended to help students develop
an understanding of their own ethics and personal values in relation to academic content in
the sciences; among other topics, the Expressive Arts self-study calls for greater attention to
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design of a two-year curriculum serving transfer students; in Environmental Studies, analysis
of student use of the curriculum indicated that content of the entry-level program in Environ-
mental Studies should be re-thought, since it served more students from across the curricu-
lum—who were seeking a one-time introduction to the environmental studies—than students
who planned to continue with advanced work in the area.


In this section, data have been selected to describe student learning outcomes from four
perspectives: current students, alumni, employers, and a few performance measures used na-
tionally and within this state to convey institutional “efficiency.” The most recent addition to
Evergreen’s assessment of student learning outcomes has been the use of two nationally-
normed questionnaires. Results from these two surveys are described first in this section fol-
lowed by other important measures of student learning produced since the last full accreditation
in 1989.


Current Students
College Student Experiences Questionnaire and College Student Survey


Two nationally-normed surveys were administered to the spring 1997 student body. A high
rate of participation in the surveys was obtained because faculty granted class time for survey
administration. Over 1,200 undergraduates completed the College Student Experiences Ques-
tionnaire (CSEQ) and 900 undergraduates completed the College Student Survey (CSS). Com-
position of the respondents to each survey mirrored major demographic characteristics of the
entire student body and the distribution of students across areas of the curriculum.2


The CSEQ
The CSEQ was of particular interest to Evergreen because it attempts to relate student


experiences in and out of the classroom to learning outcomes. The instrument’s “premise is
that the more effort students put into using the resources and opportunities that an institution
provides for their learning and development, the more they benefit” (CSEQ Handbook). A
copy of the CSEQ is included in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-35. Since Evergreen is designed
specifically to heighten students’ involvement in their education, this survey touches upon
central intentions of our curriculum. The CSEQ also provides several norm groups against
which comparisons can be made. Given Evergreen’s moderate admissions criteria, the norms
for “General Liberal Arts Colleges” (GLA) were selected for the comparisons in this section
of the self-study.


The CSEQ manual provides guidelines for “noteworthy” differences in comparison with
norms as well as recommending “appropriate statistical measures.” Because the large sample
size obtained at Evergreen will produce “statistically significant” differences at levels lower
than recommended as “noteworthy” in the manual, the more stringent guidelines were used
for comparisons with GLA norms. Results from the CSEQ are summarized below.


2 Students on individual contracts were underrepresented among survey participants. Since it is rare for students on
individual contracts to also enroll in academic programs, they were not reached through program-based survey ad-
ministration. Both instruments were mailed to all students on individual contracts with a postage-paid reply envelope
in an attempt obtain responses from contract students. Approximately 150 responses from students on individual
contracts or internships were received. Twenty-five percent of the undergraduate student body were enrolled in indi-
vidual contracts in spring 1997. Contract students in the response set account for 12 and 16 percent of respondents to
the CSEQ and CSS, respectively. To test for systematic bias attributable to this under-representation, differences in
responses to the twenty-three “Gain” items from CSEQ were assessed between individual contract respondents and
students enrolled in programs. No statistically significant differences were found. Based on that analysis, it was
judged that the underrepresentation of contract students was inconsequential in terms of overall results and the two
groups were combined for subsequent analyses.
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Information on Student Experiences
The CSEQ asks students to evaluate their personal engagement in classrooms, libraries,


arts facilities, science labs, student unions, recreation centers, and campus residences. The
CSEQ considers these institutional resources to be major investments in undergraduate edu-
cation. Contacts with faculty and other students, experiences leading to self-understanding,
involvement in clubs and organizations, experiences in writing, and the quality of conversa-
tions with other students are also assessed. Levels of involvement are evaluated by student
ratings on a 4-point scale (4= “very often;” 1= “never”).


In comparison with national norms, Evergreen students report substantially higher levels of
involvement in (see Table 2-2):


■ topics of conversation with other students


■ the arts


■ library experiences


■ course learning


■ experiences with faculty


Some types of activities that contribute to greater involvement ratings in Course Learning
for Evergreen students include higher levels of:


■ participation in classroom discussions


■ seeing how facts and ideas fit together


■ integrating ideas from various sources


■ thinking about practical applications of class material


■ doing additional readings on topics introduced in class


Evergreen students report more frequent conversations with other students on the topics of:


■ major social problems


■ ideas and views of other people such as writers, philosophers and historians; the arts


■ the economy


■ international relations


■ different lifestyles and customs


■ social and ethical issues related to science and technology


Evergreen students report lower levels of involvement in: athletics and recreational facili-
ties; campus residences; and clubs and organizations.
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Table 2-2
CSEQ Results: Involvement Scales
Composite indices based on 10 items (unless otherwise noted) each rated on a 4-pt scale (4= “very often,” 1=
“never”)
Comparisons with General Liberal Arts (GLA) Norms; Undergraduates Only; N = approximately 1240; Rec-
ommended Difference in means for “practical significance” = 2.0


Areas where Evergreen Students were substantively higher than the norms


Items TESC Mean GLA Mean Difference in Means
Topics of Conversation 26.78 21.69 5.09


Course Learning 31.15 27.36 3.79


Art, Music, Theater (12) 23.14 19.69 3.45


Art (4) 8.88 6.18 2.70


Information in Conversations (6) 16.39 13.97 2.42


Library Experiences 22.65 20.32 2.33


Experiences w/Faculty 23.59 21.68 1.91


Areas where Evergreen Students were substantively lower than the norms
Items TESC Mean GLA Mean Difference in Means
Clubs & Organizations 16.76 19.23 -2.47


Athletic, Rec. Facilities. 16.03 20.75 -4.72


Campus Residence 19.57 25.04 -5.47


Areas where Evergreen Students were higher than the norms, but not substantively
Items TESC Mean GLA Mean Difference in Means
Experience in Writing 26.85 25.34 1.51


Student Union 21.09 20.24 0.85


Music (4) 7.74 7.18 0.56


Science 18.30 17.86 0.44


Theater (4) 6.53 6.40 0.13


Areas where Evergreen Students were lower than the norms, but not substantively
Items TESC Mean GLA Mean Difference in Means
Student Acquaintances 25.41 25.62 -0.21


Personal Experiences 22.02 22.64 -0.62


Information on “Life-Long Learning” and “Good Practices”
The CSEQ provides two additional indices of institutional practices. The first index is called


the “Capacity for Life-long Learning.” It is a composite measure based on eleven of the twenty-
three items for which students estimate their “gains in learning.” The sum of these items
represents a set of skills, competencies, and attitudes for working well with others in a world
in which economic and social problems are increasingly abstract and complex. The items are
listed in Table 2-3. The average rating of the Life-Long Learning index given by Evergreen
students was substantially higher than the normative ratings for both General Liberal Arts and
Selective Liberal Arts Colleges (see Table 2-3).


The second index reflects “Exposure to Three Good Practices in Undergraduate Educa-
tion.” The three practices highlighted in the CSEQ are: Student/Faculty Interaction, Active
Learning, and Cooperation Among Students. These indicators are constructed from fifty-one
individual items from the CSEQ described in Table 2-3. They are drawn from the Seven Prin-
ciples for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). The
seven principles include student/faculty contact, cooperation among students, active learning,
prompt feedback, time on task, high expectations, and respect for diverse ways of learning.
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All are linked empirically to student satisfaction and achievement on a variety of dimensions
through higher education research during the past fifteen years. The average rating for two of
three indices given by Evergreen students was substantially higher than the normative ratings
for both General Liberal Arts and Selective Liberal Arts Colleges: Student/Faculty Contact
and Active Learning (see Table 2-3).


Evergreen students’ comparatively high ratings on the Life-Long Learning index indicate
that our students see their own gains in learning in ways consistent with stated intents of the
college’s curriculum. Higher ratings on the two measures of good practice shed some light on
teaching strategies we believe are associated with the distinctive gains in learning reported by
our students.


Table 2-3
CSEQ Results: “Life-long Learning” and “Good Practices” Indices
Comparisons with General Liberal Arts (GLA) Norms; Undergraduates Only; N = approximately 1240


Ranked by Size of Difference in Mean Rating; Estimated Gains on a 4 point scale: 1= Very Little; 4= Very
Much; Recommended Difference in means for “practical significance” = 2.0 (except Active Learning as
noted)


Areas where Evergreen Students were substantively higher than the norms
Items TESC Mean GLA Mean Difference in Means
Life-Long Learning 31.82 26.80 5.02


Active Learning (+4.0) 65.53 58.83 6.70


Faculty/Student Contact 29.17 27.24 1.93


Measuring Capacity for Life-Long Learning:
Capacity for Life-Long Learning is an index based on eleven of the gains items listed below. (These are a
subset of the twenty-three gains items.) The sum of these items represents a set of skills, competencies, and
attitudes for working well with others in a world in which economic and social problems are increasingly
abstract and complex. The eleven items include: specialization for further education; broad general
education; writing clearly and effectively; use of computers; understanding other people; functioning as a
team member; understanding new scientific and technical developments; ability to think analytically and
logically; quantitative thinking; ability to synthesize or put ideas together; and ability to learn on one’s own,
inquire, and find information.


Measuring Active Learning:
The Active Learning index is based on twenty-five of the “involvement” items listed below. The sum of
these items (rated on a four-point scale from “very often” to “never”) represents a “process indicator” based
upon the Seven Principles for Good Practices in Undergraduate Education (Chickering and Gamson,
1987). The twenty-five items are drawn from four involvement scales: the Library, Course Learning,
Experience in Writing, and Personal Experiences. Items taken from the Library scale include: used card
catalog or computer; asked librarian for help; read in reserve or reference section; used indexes to journal
articles; developed a bibliography; found material by browsing in the stacks; checked citations in things
read; read basic references or documents; and checked out books. Items take from the Course Learning
scale include: participated in class discussions; underlined major points in readings; saw how facts and
ideas fit together; thought about practical applications; integrated ideas from various sources; summarized
major points and information; made outlines from notes or readings; and did additional readings. Items
taken from the Writing Experiences section include: used a dictionary or thesaurus; wrote rough draft and
revised it; referred to style book or grammar manual; and revised paper two or more times. Items taken
from the Personal Experiences section include: took course dealing with behavior; identified with character
in book/movie; read about personal adjustment; and took ability, interest, or aptitude test.


Measuring Student/Faculty Interaction:
The Student/Faculty index is drawn from eight items taken from the Faculty Experiences involvement scale:
talked with a faculty member; asked instructor for information related to course; visited informally with
faculty member after class; made office appointment with faculty member; discussed term paper/project
with faculty member; discussed career plans with faculty; asked for comments/criticism about work; and
had coffee, cokes, snacks with faculty.
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Information on Student Learning Outcomes
The CSEQ concludes with a section asking students to estimate gains in learning on a


variety of topics. Each item is rate on a four-point scale (1= “very little,” 4= “very much”).
Compared with national norms, Evergreen students report making substantially greater gains
in learning on eleven of twenty-three items on the CSEQ (see Table 2-4).


■ Broadening acquaintance and enjoyment of literature


■ Becoming aware of different philosophies, cultures, and ways of life


■ Seeing the importance of history for understanding the present as well as the past


■ Becoming aware of the consequences (benefits/hazards/dangers/values) of new
applications in science and technology


■ Ability to put ideas together, to see relationships, similarities, and differences


between ideas


■ Gaining knowledge about other parts of the world and other people—Asia, Africa,
South America, etc.


■ Ability to learn on own, pursue ideas, and find needed information


■ Developing an understanding and enjoyment of art, music, and drama


■ Acquiring background and specialization for further education in some profes-


sional, scientific, or scholarly field


■ Ability to think analytically and logically


■ Developing own values and ethical standards


The comparisons on student involvement and gains in learning are generally positive and
suggest a strong congruence between the type of learning environment and student outcomes
the College purports to foster and the experiences of our students (see Chart 2-1). The only
“substantive” negative comparisons exist in the areas of student involvement in “Clubs and
Organizations,” “Athletic and Recreational Facilities,” and “Campus Residence.” We believe
that a large portion of the negative comparisons can be explained by intentional differences in
the design of Evergreen’s curriculum. The “coordinated studies” model of our curriculum is
intended to blur the distinctions between academic and social life for students. The learning
communities created in our academic programs—when they work well—serve as the hub of
social activities for students as well as the academic center of their work. The comparatively
high scores on many of the CSEQ’s Involvement Scales bear this out. We believe that the high
levels of involvement in learning communities reduce the need for students to seek out other
forms of social involvement. Many of our students would argue, as well, that the amount of
time devoted to program activities, studying, and working precludes additional forms of so-
cial involvement.


It is also true that the stakes are higher for our academic programs to succeed as social and
academic centers. Unlike students at most colleges, Evergreen students’ experiences in aca-
demic programs tend to define the entire college experience. When the academic program
works well, life is good for our students. When the program does not work well for an indi-
vidual student, it is not one of three to five courses that is not going well—with some hope
that one of the remaining courses might provide some academic satisfaction—it is all or noth-
ing, and there are few “extra-curricular” activities to sustain a sense of engagement. In fact,
for substantial good, but not withstanding occasional ill, the term “extra-curricular” is largely
a misnomer for students at Evergreen.
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3 The gain items included are: specialization for further education; broad general education, writing clearly and
effectively, understanding other people, ability to be a team member, understanding developments in science and
technology, ability to think analytically, quantitative thinking, ability to put ideas together, ability to learn on own, and
ability to use computers.


Chart 2-1
College Student Experience Questionnaire
Estimated Gains in Learning: Selected Items
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Last, analysis was performed to assess the relationship between learning outcomes and
number of credits earned at Evergreen. While the various “involvement” sections of the CSEQ
explicitly ask for students to base responses on the “current school year,” the “estimate of
gains” section asks students to evaluate their experiences “in college up to now.” Because
substantial numbers of transfer students enroll at Evergreen, it seemed useful to attempt to
verify that increased exposure to Evergreen’s curriculum was associated with increases in
gain scores. The CSEQ Life-Long Learning index was used as a measure of learning out-
comes. This is a composite measure constructed from eleven of the twenty-three “estimate of
gain” items developed for the CSEQ.3 Respondents to the CSEQ were asked to indicate the
number of credits earned at Evergreen using four categories: less than 45 credits; 45-89 cred-
its; 90-134 credits; and 135+ credits. Mean gain scores on the Life-Long Learning index
increased steadily with the credit-earned categories. Paired with the comparatively high “in-
volvement” scores on the CSEQ this analysis gives a clear indication that Evergreen’s cur-
riculum is a prominent factor in improved student learning outcomes (see Chart 2-2). Combined
with freshman comparisons, the CSEQ analysis indicates strong gains in learning during the
freshman year and that gains continue to increase with greater exposure to Evergreen’s cur-
riculum.
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Table 2-4
CSEQ Results: Estimated Gains in Student Learning
Comparisons with General Liberal Arts (GLA) Norms
Undergraduates Only; N = approximately 1240


Ranked by Size of Difference in Mean Rating; Estimated Gains on a 4 point scale: 1= Very Little; 4= Very
Much; Recommended Difference in means for “practical significance” = .30


Areas where Evergreen Students were substantively higher than the norms
Items TESC Mean GLA Mean Difference in Means
Broaden acquaintance


and enjoyment of literature 2.80 2.18 0.62


Become aware of different


philosophies and cultures  3.16  2.57  0.59


See the importance of history for


understanding the present and past  3.12  2.54  0.58


Become aware of the consequences


of new applications of technology  2.57  2.05  0.52


Ability to synthesize ideas, to see


relationships between ideas  3.28  2.79  0.49


Gain knowledge about other parts of the world  2.64  2.18  0.46


Ability to learn on one’s own,


pursue ideas and information  3.38  2.94  0.44


Understand and enjoy art, music, and drama  2.55  2.14  0.41


Ability to think analytically and logically  3.09  2.73  0.36


Acquire background/specialization


for further education  2.92  2.63  0.29


Develop own values and ethical standards  3.06  2.79  0.27


Areas where Evergreen Students were substantively lower than the norms — NONE —


Areas where Evergreen Students were higher than the norms, but not substantively
Items TESC Mean GLA Mean Difference in Means
Writing clearly and effectively 2.98 2.74 0.24


Understanding science and experimentation 2.29 2.05 0.24


Gaining a broad general education 2.99 2.77 0.22


Understanding self—abilities, interests, personality 3.19 2.98 0.21


Understanding new sci.


and tech. developments 2.15 1.95 0.20


Use of computers 2.73 2.58 0.15


Understanding and getting along


w/other people 3.05 2.94 0.11


Ability to function as a team member 2.90 2.82 0.08


Preparation for career 2.93 2.88 0.05


Areas where Evergreen Students were lower than the norms, but not substantively
Items TESC Mean GLA Mean Difference in Means
Quant. thinking–probabilities, proportions , etc. 2.34 2.35 -0.01


Health/Physical Fitness 2.25 2.43 -0.18


Vocational Training 2.33 2.52 -0.19
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ANOVA - F = 17.44; Sig.= .000


Post Hoc Test (Tukey HSD):  sig. at .05 for


< 45 vs all


135+ vs all


45-89 vs <45 & 135+


90-134 vs <45 & 135+


Chart 2-2
College Student Experiences Questionnaire:
Life-Long Learning Index by Credits Earned at Evergreen


The CSS
The College Student Survey is developed and maintained by the Higher Education Re-


search Institute (HERI) at UCLA. A copy of the CSS is included in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-
36. Norms are based upon annual participation in the survey and provided for various types of
institutions. Evergreen selected norms for “Public Four-Year Colleges” as our comparison
group. Some of the survey items assume respondents attended the same college throughout
their college careers (e.g., “Since entering college have you . . .”). Since a majority of
Evergreen’s students are transfer students, responses to these items beg the question of which
college experience the students evaluated. Discussion of CSS data is restricted to items for
which respondents described their current values and aspirations or were clearly directed to
evaluate their current college, Evergreen. (Data from the CSS are presented in Volume 2,
Exhibit 2-6.)


Information on Values and Aspirations at Entry to the College
Compared with national norms, Evergreen students attach more importance to the follow-


ing objectives:


■ developing a philosophy of life


■ creating artistic work


■ writing original work


■ influencing the political structure


■ promoting racial understanding


■ being involved in environmental clean-up


Evergreen students attach less importance to:


■ being very well-off financially


■ having administrative responsibility


■ raising a family
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Evergreen students reported spending more time per week:


■ attending classes/labs


■ studying/doing homework


■ reading for pleasure


They report spending less time per week partying and watching television.


Student Satisfaction
Evergreen students reported substantially higher levels of satisfaction with:


■ amount of faculty contact


■ relevance of coursework to everyday life


■ humanities courses


■ tutorial help or other academic assistance


■ social science courses


■ ability to find a faculty or staff member


Additional statistically significant differences extend to “overall instruction” and many cam-
pus services. Evergreen students reported lower levels of satisfaction with: ethnic diversity of
the student body; job placement services; leadership opportunities; and ethnic diversity of the
faculty.


The positive comparisons are consistent with findings from the CSEQ and underscore high
levels of student/faculty and student/staff interaction at the college. At least one, if not two, of
the negative comparisons can be viewed as back-handed compliments. In comparison with
national standards, the proportion of people of color on Evergreen’s faculty is very high (23
percent). Our students’ comparatively lower level of satisfaction on this item probably re-
flects an increased awareness of the importance of diversity consistent with our own curricu-
lar intentions. Similarly, the ethnic diversity of our student body has increased in recent years,
and given our curriculum and location, the proportion of students of color at the undergradu-
ate level compares favorably with similar colleges. Nevertheless, our students seek greater
diversity. This is also consistent with the values and pedagogy of the college. Job placement
services is an area in which the college continues to seek improvement (see Standard 3).


Diversity
Significantly fewer Evergreen students report observing discriminatory behaviors directed


toward:


■ women


■ gays or lesbians, and people with disabilities


■ ethnic/racial minorities


Significantly more students report that instructors treat students the same regardless of gen-
der or race/ethnicity.
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Data collected through another HERI survey (see Table 2-5), a 1989 follow-up of the Coop-
erative Institutional Research Program survey of freshmen from 1985 paired with a survey of
faculty in 1989, highlights greater exposure among Evergreen students to:


■ workshops and courses focusing on racial awareness


■ inclusion by faculty in most or all courses of readings on racial/ethnic issues and
women’s/gender issues


■ ethnic and women’s studies


The college has made a concerted effort to increase the treatment of multicultural issues in
the curriculum and to increase the number of faculty of color at Evergreen. These results
provide some evidence of success with infusing racial/cultural issues across the curriculum.


Table 2-5
Comparative Data on Multiculturalism, Gender Issues, and Teaching
Methods


Students at Evergreen
Evergreen The Norm


Objectives rated as high or Help solve social/environmental problems 95% 35%


highest for the college Develop appreciation of a multicultural society 93% 42%


Allow airing of different opinions 85% 46%


Create multicultural environment 84% 42%


Agree strongly or somewhat Courses include minority perspectives 88% 49%


Courses include feminist perspectives 88% 41%


Reporting skills much Cultural awareness 63% 21%


stronger Acceptance of different races/cultures 43% 27%


From the 1989 Follow-up Survey of 1985 Freshmen, TESC Institutional Summary, Higher Education Research
Institute (HERI), UCLA, 1991


Faculty at Evergreen
Evergreen The Norm


Objectives rated as high or Develop appreciation of a multicultural society 95% 47%


highest for the college Create multicultural environment 93% 42%


Help solve social/environmental problems 89% 25%


Allow airing of different opinions 85% 48%


Methods used in most or all Cooperative learning 94% 27%


undergraduate courses Independent projects 78% 36%


Group projects 73% 17%


Experiential learning/field study 51% 20%


Activities in last 2 years: Research/writing on race/ethnicity 49% 21%


Taught ethnic studies course 41%  7%


Research/writing on women/gender issues 38% 19%


Taught women’s studies course 26%  5%


From the Faculty Survey for Full-Time Faculty, TESC Institutional Summary, HERI, UCLA, 1991


Interactions with Professors
Evergreen students report that their professors provide them with significantly higher lev-


els of:


■ intellectual challenge/stimulation


■ honest feedback about skills and abilities


■ opportunities to work on a research project


■ respect—treatment like a colleague/peer
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CSS results elaborate on the higher levels of involvement reported by Evergreen students in
the CSEQ and describe some of the forms increased student/faculty contact take at Evergreen
and the leaning outcomes with which they are associated.


Alumni Satisfaction
Each baccalaureate public college in the State of Washington surveys its degree recipients


one year after graduation as part of the state-wide assessment program. The surveys are con-
ducted in even numbered summers. In addition to institution-specific items, the surveys con-
tain a set of fourteen “common items” administered by all institutions. Average ratings of
satisfaction for these common items are reported to the Higher Education Coordinating Board
and published in the HECB Assessment Report. Results of the 1996 alumni survey indicate
higher levels of satisfaction for Evergreen alumni than any other public college in the state on
eleven of the fourteen common items in terms of the college’s contribution to their academic
and personal growth (see Table 2-6). The eleven items include:


■ learning independently


■ working cooperatively


■ writing effectively


■ defining/solving problems


■ critical analysis


■ understanding interaction of society and the environment


■ speaking effectively


■ understanding different cultures


■ understanding/appreciating the arts


■ recognizing rights and privileges as a citizen


The alumni survey also collects satisfaction data on a wide variety of Evergreen offices and
services. Longitudinal analyses of these data have documented improvement in alumni satis-
faction with academic advising and financial aid services since 1992 (see Exhibit Room,
Exhibit 2-2 for Summary of Alumni Survey Data).


State-wide comparisons of alumni satisfaction corroborate findings of the two current stu-
dent surveys. Again, the outcomes rated highly by Evergreen alumni are congruent with the
stated teaching and learning objectives of the college. Further, similarities between alumni
and current students suggest that strengths of the college identified by currently enrolled stu-
dents are not diminished among alumni who have had some time to test the waters beyond
Evergreen.
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Table 2-6
Common Alumni Survey Items:
“How satisfied are you with [institution’s] contribution to your academic and personal growth in
each of the areas listed below?” Average ratings on a five-point scale (5=high).


Item TESC UW WSU CWU EWU WWU
learning independently 4.7 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.0


work cooperatively 4.5 3.8 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.9


writing effectively 4.2 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.8 3.7


define/solve problems 4.2 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.4 3.8


critical analysis 4.4 3.9 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.8


readiness for adv. study 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.5 4.0 3.3


understand society/env. 4.3 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.8 3.7


speaking effectively 4.1 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.4


understand/apply quant. princ. 3.6 3.4 3.2 3.3 3.8 3.5


understand diff. cultures 4.3 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.6


understand/apply sci. princ. 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.4


readiness for career 3.4 3.2 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.2


understand/apprec. arts 4.0 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.2


recog. rights, privileges as citizen 4.0 3.2 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2


TESC – The Evergreen State College, UW – University of Washington, WSU – Washington State University


CWU – Central Washington University, EWU – Eastern Washington University, WWU – Western Washington Uni-


versity


Employer Satisfaction
Evergreen conducted a survey of alumni and their employers in 1990 (Exhibit Room, Ex-


hibit 2-2-130). The sample of alumni was large and longitudinal (400 alumni each from three
successive graduating classes), participation rates were high (93 percent of those alumni con-
tacted; 92 percent for employers) and used a strategy for obtaining evaluations of alumni by
immediate supervisors including a comparison with “other” college graduates. The evalua-
tion was designed around Evergreen’s “five foci” with a few additional areas of inquiry.


Skills in writing, speaking, critical thinking, appreciating different perspectives, applying
concepts and theories to practical problems, working with others, and integrating information
were evaluated, first by alumni themselves, then by their immediate supervisor if employed
or by their faculty if attending graduate school. Ratings were uniformly positive. (See Chart
2-3)


Interestingly, alumni tended to be somewhat more critical of their abilities than employers.
Alumni also provided more suggestions for improvement of the curriculum than employers.
The broad topic under which the largest proportion of alumni comments for improvement at
Evergreen were received was “assistance with the transition to the workplace and graduate
school.” Increased academic advising and career counseling were requested. More informa-
tion on employment opportunities, job search strategies, and graduate schools was a recurrent
theme. The experience of a “culture shock” upon entering the world of work or graduate
school was reported. Some graduates felt under-prepared for the move from Evergreen’s style
of pedagogy to more traditional settings in graduate school and to formal structures in the
work environment.


Again, these findings are consistent with the preceding analyses. Current students, alumni,
and employers are in substantial agreement about the strengths of the Evergreen curriculum.
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Additional Measures of Institutional “Performance and Efficiency”
Graduation Rates


Graduation rates are an often-cited “student outcome.” As described in Standard 1, Ever-
green reports five-year freshman graduation rates among its state-mandated accountability
measures. A recent analysis of national data on freshman graduation indicates a five-year
graduation rate of 41 percent for public institutions of mid-range selectivity. (Postsecondary
Education Opportunity, The Mortenson Research Seminar on Public Policy Analysis of Op-
portunity for Postsecondary Education, September 1997). The same analysis indicates that
graduation rates for public institutions have declined fairly steadily over the past ten years
from a high of nearly 50 percent in 1986. Evergreen’s freshman graduation rate has tended to
increase over the past ten years. For the most recent seven cohorts of entering freshmen,
graduation rates have run between 49 and 59 percent (Volume 2, Exhibit 2-7). The graduation
rate for the most recent cohort of freshmen declined. This drop reflects declining retention
from the freshman to sophomore year.


Graduation rates for freshmen of color have tended to be slightly lower than for white
freshmen, although the most recent cohort of freshman of color graduated at a somewhat
higher rate (42 percent compared with 39 percent). The number of freshmen of color, espe-
cially in the early 1980s, is small and therefore, volatile. (Volume 2, Exhibit 2-8)


Since transfer students constitute the majority of Evergreen’s undergraduate student body,
graduation rates for this group are important to monitor as well. National benchmark data is
not as readily available for this group of students. Four-year graduation rates for the most
recent seven entering cohorts of transfer students at Evergreen have run a consistent 72 per-
cent. Transfer graduation rates have improved in the last ten years and transfer students of
color have tended to graduate at rates somewhat higher than white students (Volume 2, Ex-
hibit 2-9). The generally positive differential for students of color reflects, in part, the high
over-all rate of graduation on our Tacoma campus which enrolls a substantial number of
African American students.


Disciplinary/Subject Area Breadth
A sample of 344 randomly selected transcripts of 1995-96 Evergreen alumni was analyzed


to assess disciplinary breadth of graduates for this self-study. This analysis replicated a previ-
ous study of 300 Evergreen alumni who graduated in 1992-1993. All college-level courses
were categorized in these terms: natural sciences (including environmental science and stud-
ies), social sciences, expressive arts, humanities, math, and foreign language.


The analysis of the 1996 alumni transcripts showed results similar to those of the 1993
alumni transcript analysis. Overall, both groups provide evidence that most Evergreen stu-
dents graduate with broad exposure to academic work in the natural sciences, social sciences,
and the humanities; transcripts indicate less exposure to the expressive arts, mathematics, and
foreign language study.


A limitation to this study is that students may be involved in interdisciplinary work in the
natural sciences or social sciences, for example, that require quantitative skills and reasoning,
yet course equivalencies in quantitative skills may not appear on the transcripts. (Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 2-2-57)


Alumni Placement Statistics
The alumni survey described earlier (Alumni Satisfaction) also collects information on job


and graduate school placement one year out from date of graduation. Monitored in this fash-
ion since 1992, placement rates have remained fairly stable with approximately 68 percent
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employed full- or part-time, 18 percent attending graduate school, eight percent not currently
seeking employment (traveling, raising families, etc.), and six percent seeking employment
(see Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-2-123). In a 1996 survey of alumni who graduated five years
prior (the 1990 graduating class), the proportion of alumni who obtained a graduate degree or
who were enrolled in graduate school rose to 42 percent (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-2-122).


Time-to-Degree
For one round of reporting in our state, Time-to-Degree was a state-wide accountability


measure. It has been replaced by the “Graduation Efficiency Index” (described below). In
comparison with other Washington State public institutions, Evergreen had the shortest time-
to-degree for both freshman and transfer students (medians of 4.0 and 2.0, respectively).


Graduation Efficiency
The Graduation Efficiency Index (GEI) was developed in this state as an alternative to


Time-to-Degree as an institutional “performance measure”.4 The GEI is the ratio of the num-
ber of credits needed for a degree to the number of credits registered. It is also one of the
state’s mandated accountability measures discussed in Standard 1. Evergreen’s GEI also runs
consistently higher than that of our sister institutions within the state for both freshmen (92
percent) and transfer students (89 percent).


Institutional Support to Academics
Academic offerings are supported by faculty, facilities, equipment, and additional staff sup-


port. Evergreen’s physical plant is described in detail in Standard 8. Evergreen’s library and
computing resources are described in detail in Standard 5.


Equipment and facilities supporting academics includes offices and computers assigned to
faculty. Each faculty member is given an office of approximately 140 square feet, in accord
with state standards. Each faculty member is also provided with a computer. Faculty comput-
ers are funded from a dedicated summer school revenues pool which provides about $175,000
per year for this purpose, enough to replace each faculty member’s computer approximately
every three years. (In practice, those faculty making the most intensive use of computers
receive state-of-the-moment replacements somewhat more often, while those with more modest
needs often receive hand-me-downs from the first tier).


In addition to faculty resources, space and equipment are also provided for specialized
instructional facilities including computer labs, science labs, art studios, etc. The college has
a dedicated equipment fund of approximately $400,000 per year, often supplemented by addi-
tional funds at the end of fiscal biennia. Each year academics, like other divisional units
across the campus, identifies equipment and furniture needs for both new and replacement
items. These lists contribute to a master list in priority order. In general, roughly one-fourth of
the items requested by the academic division in any given equipment cycle are actually able
to be funded. This is enough to meet the most critical needs, but not enough to provide all of
the equipment which faculty and students might wish for.


Each academic program is also awarded a budget based on the number of students expected
to enroll and the kind of work which will be done in the program. Program faculty use their


4 GEI = [(Number of credits needed for degree - Transfer credits)/Sum of credits registered for as of 10th day
enrollment] x 100. Advantages over the Time-to-Degree measure include: the GEI does not penalize institutions with
higher proportions of part-time students; it is meaningfully computed for both freshmen and transfer students; and,
arguably, the measure is easily interpreted since it is reported in terms of percentage of “efficiency.”
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budgets for occasional supplies, motor-pool vans for field trips, honoraria to guest speakers,
film/video rentals, laboratory and studio expenses, etc. Programs anticipating higher-than-
usual expenses—those with an international travel component, for example—may request
additional support to their budget.


Approximately $350,000 per year is available for program budgets (plus about $150,000
per year for student aides), and this is divided among perhaps 100 to 150 academic programs.
On the surface this seems high, but one needs to bear in mind that the Evergreen academic
program operates in a very decentralized mode: Without departments, there is little budgetary
structure between the organizational top and the individual faculty or faculty team. Hence,
faculty are given direct control over many of the resources required to support their programs.
In most cases, these resources prove to be adequate for the goals faculty have in mind.


Support (including staff) for certain core facilities is centralized, however. Professional
staff provide technical support for both the arts and the sciences, and these are budgeted
through the deans’ area. Again, this support is typically adequate. In some areas the college is
able to provide truly outstanding facilities to support its academic programs. Among these are
the studio facilities for 2-D and 3-D arts, performance production spaces, media facilities and
equipment, and certain pieces of scientific equipment such as scanning electron microscopes
and chemical analytic apparatus.


Programs at off-campus sites (in Tacoma, Grays Harbor, and the reservation-based pro-
grams) are an integral part of the on-campus offerings, and are supported at the same level.


Policy on Educational
Assessment


The history of Evergreen’s commitment to
the evaluation of student outcomes actually
begins with its inception and the decision to
replace the traditional grading system with
narrative evaluations of student work. Narra-
tive evaluations are intended to provide stu-
dents with a rich, individually tailored
assessment of their performance. Our faculty
have noted with irony that Evergreen is prob-
ably the only college in the country in which
the faculty, rather than students, sit for “blue
book” exams at the conclusion of each term
in the form of writing twenty to twenty-five
detailed narrative evaluations of their stu-
dents’ work.


Evergreen has reported on assessment ac-
tivities to Washington’s Higher Education Co-
ordinating Board (HECB) since 1990. The
categories used in state reporting are compa-
rable to those suggested by the Commission:
(1) Baseline Student Information, (2) Inter-
mediate Assessment of Quantitative and Writ-
ing Skills and Other Skills as Judged
Appropriate, (3) End-of-Program Assess-


I. Student Information
A. Entering Student GPA and Test


Score Report
B. Cooperative Institutional Research


Program Freshman Survey
C. New Student Questionnaire Report
D. Fall Quarter Enrollment Summary
E. Enrollment Management


II. Mid-Program Assessments
A. Cognitive Development
B. Core Programs (Freshman-level


offerings)
C. Group Process/Collaboration
D. Math/Quantitative Skills
E. Multiculturalism
F. Seminars
G. Current Student Satisfaction
H. Writing


III. End-of-Program Assessment
A. Graduation Rates/Graduation Effi-


ciency
B. Individual contracts/Internships
C. Multiculturalism
D. Narrative Transcript
E. Retention
F. Student Outcomes in Comparison


with National Norms
G. Time-to-Degree


IV. Program Reviews
A. Environmental Studies
B. Expressive Arts
C. Social Science
D. Culture, Text and Language
E. Science and Inquiry
F. Tacoma Program
G. Tribal Program
H. Part-time, Evening/Week-


end Studies
I. Master of Public Adminis-


tration
J. Master of Environmental


Studies
K. Master in Teaching
L. Program Portfolios
M.Overall Curriculum Plan-


ning
N. Center for Native American


Studies
O. Summer School


V. Alumni Satisfaction


VI. Employer Perceptions


Topics of data and reports used in evaluating
student learning outcomes
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ment, (4) Program Reviews, (5) Alumni Satisfaction, and (6) Employer Perceptions. The con-
tents of these HECB reports are excerpted occasionally in this summary of Evergreen’s as-
sessment work. The full collection of HECB Assessment Reports is summarized in Volume 1,
Exhibit 2-1.


The 1989 Accreditation Review Team remarked that the college had not been as innovative
in its approach to assessment as it had been in curriculum design. Since then, owing to gener-
ous state support of assessment activities, the college has employed a wide range of approaches.
We have produced video documentaries, year-long ethnographic studies, and straight-ahead
evaluation research. A considerable body of assessment findings and reports exist. The 1994
interim accreditation report commended the college’s progress on this front. The question
before the college now is not whether assessment is occurring but how well the existing body
of work has been employed for improvement and what gaps in the work exist or refinements
are needed.


A description of the evolution of assessment work at the college follows. Assessment data
and reports illustrating the types of work completed during these stages of development are
summarized in Volume 1, Exhibit 2-2 which concludes this standard.


History of Assessment Efforts at Evergreen
I. Statewide Assessment: 1987-89


In 1987, the newly formed Higher Education Coordinating Board called for assessment at a
highly aggregated level in one of its most onerous forms: a single, standardized test adminis-
tered across all baccalaureate institutions at the conclusion of a student’s sophomore year.
Further, institutional funding was to be tied to relative performance on the standardized test.
This proposal was not received well on any campus in the state. (A model imported whole-
cloth from the state of Tennessee.) It was markedly so on our campus. Our students protested
and, in a moment that endeared us especially to the HECB, traveled over 100 miles to disrupt
a formal HECB meeting. Our students made the evening news. Our faculty were not far
behind. This was the context in which Evergreen’s response to our state’s call for institu-
tional-level assessment began. After sustained negotiations between the public institutions of
the state and the HECB, it was decided that a pilot study of available standardized tests would
be undertaken to evaluate their usefulness for assessing student learning before imposing
such a test in Washington. An inter-institutional committee was formed and began work on
the pilot study in the summer of 1987. The final report is available for review on campus in
Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-1-1. Evergreen formed its first “Assessment Study Group” (com-
posed of faculty, staff, and students) in the fall of 1987, not knowing what the outcome of the
pilot study would be and charged with developing an approach to assessment that would have
credibility on campus and off. It made for a shaky start. With the outcome of the pilot evalu-
ation of standard instruments up in the air, it was often difficult for Evergreen’s study group to
stay focused on development of suitable measures rather than on opposition to the HECB
proposal. By the close of the 1987-88 academic year, Evergreen’s Assessment Study Group
was finding a productive focus for the work on assessment and expanding the number of
faculty who were willing to engage in the work. At this point, we were short on end products
but we had begun to turn the corner in terms of making this task our own and engaging the
faculty in a productive conversation on the topic of assessment.


II. Latitude in Design of Assessment Agenda, Receipt of State Funding and Grassroots
Start-up: 1989-93


The inter-institutional task force pilot study of standardized tests published its final report
in September 1989. The study found existing standardized tests inadequate for the purposes
envisioned by the HECB and recommended “institution-specific” forms of assessment as the
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most useful for achieving improvement in teaching and learning on each campus. The HECB
accepted the findings. Six reporting categories, listed in the introduction to this section, were
specified but work within each category was left to the design of individual campuses. A
monitoring structure was agreed to in which the HECB reviewed annual plans for assessment
activities on each campus and received progress reports on completion of the plans every six
months. Beginning with the 1989-91 biennium, the state legislature provided a line-item bud-
get for assessment work at each baccalaureate campus ($200,000/year). Upon receipt of this
funding, the provost and Faculty Agenda Committee granted Evergreen’s Assessment Study
Group authority to shape the assessment agenda and to allocate the ear-marked funds pro-
vided by the legislature. We were in a great position to “let a thousand flowers bloom.” We
did. The study group developed a “Request For Proposals” and circulated it campus-wide
asking faculty and/or staff to submit assessment proposals in areas of interest to the study
group and with an eye to coverage of the HECB reporting categories (Exhibit Room, Exhibit
2-1-7, attachment 6). We used the latitude granted in the design of assessment projects and
munificent funding to significantly expand the number of Evergreen faculty engaged in “as-
sessment work.” The assessment study group began with five faculty members. By the end of
the 1992-93 academic year, the number of faculty authors of assessment studies had grown to
twenty-five. Reports had been produced on: quantitative skill development; seminar skills;
writing skills; cognitive development; satisfaction studies of current students, alumni, em-
ployers, and graduate school faculty; student use of the curriculum; multicultural awareness;
student retention; as well as two yearlong ethnographic studies of the culture of teaching and
learning. During this period, a body of assessment data and reports was produced and shaped
by the interests of a growing number of Evergreen faculty, staff, and students. In the fall of
1991, a “Background and Status Report on Assessment at Evergreen” briefing packet was
prepared for the college’s new interim provost. It chronicles Evergreen’s assessment work
from 1987-91 by way of documents produced during that time and is included in the Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 2-1-7.


III. Formal Administrative Structures and Planning Processes: 1993-96
While the period from 1989-93 was successful in generating a substantial body of work and


increasing the number of faculty and staff involved in assessment, the work was occasionally
criticized as “willy-nilly.” Our assessment efforts had been built from the grassroots up and
there had been less emphasis on systematic, longitudinal assessment than there had on broad-
ening the invitation to join in the work. The provost and academic deans took a much more
directive role in the design of Evergreen’s assessment agenda beginning in 1993. The Assess-
ment Study Group was dissolved and the deans and provost assumed responsibility for com-
missioning new assessment projects and for disseminating the results of completed assessment
projects. During the 1993-94 academic year, the deans designed and hosted several “Teaching
and Learning Seminars” intended to share assessment information more broadly among the
faculty and to provide forums for discussions of responses to the information. Topics of these
seminars included: Student Self-Evaluations, Writing Instruction, Seminars, and Retention of
First-Year Students. In all, ten “Teaching and Learning” communiqués were produced by the
academic deans (see Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-1-11).


During the preceding years, the Assessment Study Group was given a few moments on the
institutional agenda in the form of presentations at faculty meetings and discussions sessions
at faculty retreats. However, this group was left largely on its own to “get the word out.”
(Comparative anonymity during this incubation period probably helped Evergreen’s assess-
ment effort get on its feet.) Reports were circulated and general invitations were sent to the
faculty to attend presentations of assessment data and reports. Success in terms of engaging
significantly larger numbers of faculty in discussions of assessment findings and the implica-
tions for improvement was very modest. The college was undergoing a good deal of adminis-
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trative upheaval at this time—before the dust settled the entire senior administration had been
replaced—which made the job of placing and sustaining assessment results on the institu-
tional/faculty agenda an especially daunting task for an ad hoc committee like the Assessment
Study Group. The deans’ Teaching and Learning Seminars marked a first step toward formal
recognition of a growing body of assessment work at Evergreen.


The next important step in the evolution of this work was its incorporation into major long-
range planning discussions and documents. Once the college administration returned to an
even keel, planning efforts were initiated. First, the new president called for revision of the
college’s long-range plan. This work occurred during the 1993-94 academic year. The report
of the Academic Programs and Student Affairs Subcommittee of the Long-Range Planning
DTF (February 1994) included a lengthy section summarizing “Assessment Findings with
Implications for Improvement” including the topics of Skill Building (seminars, student self-
evaluations, writing, and quantitative skill development), Freshman Retention, Curricular
Coherence (drawn from results of student “pathway” analyses in several areas of the curricu-
lum) and Student Advising. This report is available for review as attachment 2 of Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 2-1-11. One of the central recommendations of the 1994 long-range plan was
a call for a major curriculum review. Assessment data incorporated in the long-range planning
effort helped to shape the charge for this curriculum review which was issued by the president
in June 1994.


The Long-Range Curriculum DTF was the second major planning effort in which assess-
ment results were incorporated. The DTF also commissioned additional assessment studies.
The Curriculum DTF was a long (eighteen-month) and broadly consultative process that in-
volved large numbers of faculty, students, and staff in discussions of existing data, the pursuit
of additional information and, finally, concrete action in response to data and reasoned judg-
ments about the quality of teaching and learning at Evergreen. The February 3 report of the
“First-Year” subcommittee contains a good example of the incorporation of assessment re-
sults in this planning process. The entire Long-Range Curriculum DTF package of reports is
available as Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-2.


The Long-Range Curriculum DTF completed its work in February 1996. A summary of
curricular changes adopted by the full faculty is discussed elsewhere in Standard 2. Changes
in the structure and design of the curriculum occurred. Assessment results were employed in
the process. It took over six years to develop a formal body of assessment research and to
“close the loop” in terms of being able to identify substantive changes that were informed by
the work. An obvious litmus test for the effectiveness of this work is whether or not it has
produced change in the curriculum. Changes have been made at Evergreen. Assessment data
and reports were not the sole impetus for these changes, but they played a useful role.


IV. Accountability and Refinement of Assessment: 1996 to present
In December 1996, the HECB produced the first “Accountability Report.” It featured state-


wide measures, common institutional measures with targets for future years, and the Pro-
vosts’ Accountability Report. The report was developed in response to legislation directing
the HECB to “report regularly to the Legislature and citizens the accomplishments of, expen-
ditures for, and requirements of the postsecondary system in the State of Washington” (see
Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-1-15). Common institutional measures included student retention,
time-to-degree, degrees granted per FTE instructional faculty, student FTEs per FTE instruc-
tional faculty, and results of alumni satisfaction surveys, among others. During the 1997 leg-
islative session, “Accountability Measures” were adopted for public higher education in the
state of Washington. The accountability measures defined by the state legislature replaced the
measures put forward in the HECB “Accountability Report.” The specific measures are dis-
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cussed in more detail in Standard 1. Evergreen’s 1997 Accountability Plan is available for
review as Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-1-16. The state accountability measures are highly aggre-
gated (examples include freshman five-year graduation rates, overall undergraduate fall-to-
fall retention, a “graduation efficiency” index) and for that reason, it is difficult to make
connections between improvements on the measures and our faculty’s work in the classroom.
This runs counter to the emphasis we have employed in our assessment work. Our intent for
assessment is that it be expressly about the improvement of teaching and learning in the
classroom.


Annual performance on the accountability measures is also tied to budget. This means, of
course, that “accountability” caught everyone’s attention. Across the system, provosts woke
up, budget officers woke up, and legislative liaisons woke up. They all want to come to meet-
ings with the assessment coordinators now. (More accurately, they all want the assessment
coordinators to come to their meetings.) It is a little confusing. Accountability and assessment
have two different emphases: the former is focused outward; the latter, inward. With the HECB,
the institutions need to sort out the important points of separation, and overlap, between ac-
countability and assessment. That work is underway. Everyone tells us “accountability is here
to stay.” It probably is. We need to craft our responses to accountability in ways to bring about
the maximum good on campus. One final excerpt from an Assessment Report to the HECB
(Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-1-13) illustrates concerns surrounding the collision of accountabil-
ity and assessment. This was submitted in November 1996, prior to the state legislative ses-
sion that produced the current accountability measures. Accountability, nevertheless, loomed
large. Fortunately, we did not inherit some of the most ill-conceived performance measures
under discussion at the time of this HECB report (average parental income of entering fresh-
men, for example, got into 1996 legislation owing to a private war between a particular legis-
lator and the University of Washington but dropped off the “A” list of performance measures
in 1997). Still, we have moved a substantial distance in the direction that gave rise to the
following comments written by Evergreen’s assessment coordinator in November 1996.


Assessment and Accountability
(excerpt from 1996 Assessment Report)
There has always been a tension in this work between the need to “improve” and the
admonition to “prove.” It goes back to the very beginning of the assessment discussions
in this state. I view continued support for institution-specific assessment as recognition
of the importance of a focus on improvement. The balance seems to be shifting toward
the need to “prove” in the form of accountability. I have mixed feelings about the shift.
On one hand, shifting priorities among the elements of the assessment equation is a sign
that the work is alive. It has always been asked to serve a variety of masters and it
makes sense that the relative weights accorded to different audiences need adjustment
over time. It could be argued that the work is maturing and that until assessment finds a
place at the table among institutional decision-makers and state policy-makers, it will
never have appreciable effects on change. Until assessment meets the budget, it will
never amount to much.


On the other hand, entering into budget decisions means operating in a heightened
political context, internally and externally. While operating in that context is probably
necessary and might even be good, I see some downsides we need to mitigate against.
They are not new. Still, I think it is as important to revisit these concerns as it is to adjust
the balance between accountability and assessment. Maybe listing some of the concerns
is a step toward finding solutions. In that spirit, here are a few.
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1. It’s political.
I have seen this observation drop like a bombshell in assessment discussions. For those
asked to impose precise measures on imprecise phenomena (physicists, accountants, and
assessment coordinators are a few examples of this group’s membership), being
“political” often manifests itself as “nonsensical.” This is debilitating. I submit as
exhibit A, the inclusion of average parental income of entering freshmen as a common
“performance” measure. This is political. It is also ludicrous. The best, and most, of our
work should be directed at improvement of teaching and learning. That important work
is jeopardized as more of our collective energy is siphoned off into the (albeit necessary)
politics of assessment. It seems to me that most of the conversation we have across
institutions, and an increasing amount within my own, is about the politics. Especially
as we move this work more visibly into the political arena, we need to be mindful of a
balance between the political and the efforts to improve teaching and learning.


2. Keep it simple.
Common measures were resisted in the early going of this work for fear of invidious
comparisons. They have been adopted now in the interest of demonstrating a seriousness
about accountability. We have agreed to put forward simple, bottom-line measures. We
have agreed to judge ourselves by them and to invite judgment by others based upon
them. As I write this, the public relations folks on my own campus are calling up
anxiously to see if we’re “still number one on time-to-degree and degrees/faculty.”
Assessment has entered the big time with all attendant fuss.


It is pointless to dispute the move to common measures but we need to be careful. I
hope we do not reduce this work to a set of single statistics that can be reported by fiscal
year in a cell on someone’s spreadsheet. I can see pressure building for those bottom-
line measures to define OFM, legislative, HECB, and institutional attention.


Kurt Vonnegut gave some good advice on this score when he said we need to be careful
about what we pretend to be because we are what we pretend. The design, execution,
evaluation, and improvement of what we do in higher education is not simple.


3. If you can measure it, you can do it 5 percent better next year.
Simplistic measures lead to sophomoric goals. I know that the pressure to set goals and
monitor progress is motivated by the best of intentions. Evergreen’s budget document is
a testament to this pressure as are HECB reports on efficiency. I’m no expert when it
comes to sizing up what’s necessary in the current political environment. I do think that
poorly conceived goals work against garnering much understanding and support of good
intentions on campuses. I hope that we can promote better understanding of: (1) what
lies within an institution’s ability to affect and what lies outside of our control; (2) the
existence of reasonable ceilings on some measures—the ideal time-to-degree is not
zero—and its corollary, that goals of 5 percent improvement per year for every institu-
tion are not especially insightful; and (3) the fact that variation within an institution is
much greater, more interesting, and of greater use for improvement than the variation
among institutions.


These concerns persist. Our challenge is to use the highly aggregated, common measures of
accountability for improvement on campus and not to allow “accountability” in this form to
supplant—in our own eyes or at the HECB and state legislature—the work of “assessment” as
it has become known on this campus and within our state.
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Looking to the Future
Specific to Evergreen, we intend to develop another refinement in the level of aggregation


of assessment work. Before a state mandate requiring “assessment,” the college had commit-
ted to detailed evaluation/assessment at the level of individual students and faculty in the
form of narrative evaluations. With the state mandate, and especially since the advent of
“accountability” measures, we have developed measures at the institutional level. Assess-
ment results on discrete topics (for example: writing, student self-evaluations, and seminars)
have been pitched either at the level of individual faculty members or to the faculty as a
whole. Given the emergence of “planning unit coordinators” and reconfiguration of faculty
curriculum planning groups from the Long-Range Curriculum DTF, our intent is to develop
“mid-level” assessment shaped—and to some extent conducted—by planning unit coordina-
tors in collaboration with faculty members in the respective planning groups. We view it as an
attempt to “fill-in at the middle” having developed evaluation/assessment at the two extremes:
at the level of the individual and the institutional level. This refinement began with the self-
studies completed by each of the planning groups for this reaccreditation.


Additionally, we plan to explore what forms of entry level student assessment could be of
most use to the faculty in curriculum planning and students/Academic Advising staff in aca-
demic planning. We intend to evaluate the effectiveness of capstone (culminating) programs/
courses and cornerstone (entry-level, academic planning) courses. Plans for evaluation of
“mixed-level” programs (an experiment with curriculum serving “first-year” students coming
out of the Long-Range Curriculum DTF) are in development now for implementation in the
1998-99 academic year.


Summary
Much has been accomplished in the area of assessment at Evergreen since the last accredi-


tation. We survived a rocky start with a state mandate for assessment. We struggled with a
demand for aggregation and measures to document the effectiveness of a nontraditional col-
lege fiercely dedicated to the potential and the power of individual students, faculty members,
and staff persons. We made the work of assessment our own and we have done the work. The
results of this work have been infused—as the opportunities presented themselves—into ma-
jor, college-wide evaluation and decision-making processes. We have made changes in cur-
riculum and services to students based upon assessment results. We have visions of how to
improve the work of assessment on this campus in the future. This reaccreditation process
also created an opportunity to “up the ante” on this work once again. The self-studies pro-
duced in each faculty planning group began development of attention to assessment and evalu-
ation at the level of planning groups through planning unit coordinators. In April 1998, the
provost convened a planning summit with the academic deans, planning unit coordinators,
and directors of the graduate programs to review drafts of all the academic self-studies. The
depth of information shared across academic areas, recognition of common strengths and
particular issues for improvement—as well as enduring and, likely, animating tensions—was
unprecedented among as broad a group as attended this retreat. The planning processes of the
past several years were distilled and crystallized to set the groundwork for a widely under-
stood agenda for improvement.
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Transfer Credit and the Evergreen Degree
Evergreen’s learning experiences are expressed in conventional quarter credit hours and


routinely transfer to other institutions. Undergraduate and graduate tuition rates are set by the
state legislature except for summer quarter tuition which is set by each institution’s Board of
Trustees. There are no program-specific tuition payments.


Evergreen’s policies for the transfer and acceptance of credit are clearly articulated in the
college’s catalog and Evergreen’s “Transfer Guide” (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-37). Because
our students are not required to meet distribution or specific course requirements for a degree
we accept all college-level courses. The only exceptions are: remedial credit and courses
passed with a grade below a C, or 2.00.


Students who are pursuing a B.S. can transfer their mathematics, computer science, and
science courses to apply towards the seventy-two credits required for mathematics or science.
Completed courses at the upper division level will be accepted towards the forty-eight credits
of required upper-division credits in mathematics or science.


Evergreen has a generous transfer credit policy, accepting up to 135 credits from baccalau-
reate granting institutions towards a B.A. We accept a maximum of ninety credits from com-
munity colleges. All courses must be completed with a “C” grade or a 2.00, and must be
designated as college-level (i.e., not remedial). We accept Advanced Placement and CLEP
credits, and students in Washington State’s Running Start Program that invites high school
juniors and seniors to community colleges for the first portion of their baccalaureate work.
We do not accept ROTC credits, or credits for religious courses of a dogmatic nature. Unlike
other colleges that have specific departmental degree requirements, we do not have to worry
about matching course by course.


Evergreen has a large number of articulated agreements with individual community col-
leges in Washington to grant ninety credits for approved vocational/technical programs through
the Upside Down Degree program (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-38). No other baccalaureate
institution in the state has entered into this type of program as forcefully as Evergreen. The
program was recently cited as a model for other institutions by the state Higher Education
Coordinating Board. (see also Standard 3)


We do not offer admission contingent upon completion of developmental and remedial
work.


Credit for Prior Learning
Evergreen does not offer an external degree, degree-completion program, or special degree.


We do accept CLEP and PEP exams, depending on established passing levels, as transfer
credits. Obviously, we allow students to earn undergraduate credit through the Prior Learning
from Experience program (PLE), but students cannot complete a degree by using these sources.
All students are required to complete a minimum of forty-five credits at Evergreen through
coordinated studies, group contracts, or individual learning contracts to meet this residency
requirement.


Policies and procedures are explained in the Faculty Handbook, 7.300, p. 178, Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 2-11; the college catalogue; the college home page on the World Wide Web; a
manual for students; and a brochure. A thorough review took place this past academic year
(1996-97) in conjunction with a HECB grant for Prior Learning Assessment (Exhibit Room,
Exhibit 2-39).
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The Prior Learning from Experience Program Coordinator assesses the student’s past aca-
demic experience before recommending Evergreen’s PLE program. The PLE Program Coor-
dinator forms teams of full-time continuing faculty to assess the PLE documents. A central
tenet of Evergreen’s PLE program is that credit is granted for learning and not for experience.
Students must document that learning by drawing on current theories in particular academic
fields. They accomplish this by interviewing appropriate faculty about their documents and
completing necessary research. Because faculty members grant credit for PLE documents,
they grant credit only for learning which would normally occur within regular curricular of-
ferings.


The documentation currently required for credit through PLE at Evergreen is very rigorous.
Most interested students, beginning in fall 1997, take “Writing from Experience,” a course
taught by the PLE coordinator. Course requirements include writing an autobiography and
two chapters of their PLE document. All students include a resume, an autobiography, a nar-
rative description of their learning, and appendixes documenting that learning such as reports
or guidelines the student developed. All of these documents are available for review (Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 2-39). Faculty reviewing the PLE process in June 1997 found the documenta-
tion to be rigorous, and more demanding generally than other undergraduate credit they
awarded. The general agreement was that because the student requesting PLE credit is un-
known to the faculty assessing it, more documentation is usually required.


Evergreen awards up to a maximum of forty-five PLE credits, and most students receive far
fewer. A total of 180 credits is required for graduation, so the 45-credit maximum constitutes
25 percent of the credits needed for a degree. Students are not assured of receiving the credit
they may expect at any time in this process. Credit is identified as PLE via the narrative
evaluation of the student’s work.


The Prior Learning from Experience Program Coordinator ensures that any credit requested
does not duplicate credit already on the student’s transcript. Students must pay for sixteen
quarter hours prior to beginning to write their documents to certify their intent to pursue credit
through PLE; however, all informational materials make it clear that this payment does not
guarantee award of credit. After the faculty team awards credit, the PLE Coordinator notifies
the student. The student then pays for the credit and the credit is officially granted.


Continuing Education and Special Learning Activities
Evergreen does not have contractual relationships with organizations not regionally accred-


ited. Although Evergreen does not have an official continuing education program, a few agree-
ments have been reached with selected organizations in which Evergreen faculty teach or lead
a workshop related to their expertise. In those cases, students are charged a nominal fee for
processing their credit, and the individual contact mode is used.


At present, continuing education opportunities are reviewed by the Part-Time Studies Dean
and approved by the provost because there is no official program. The academic dean with the
desk assignment of Part-Time Studies sees this as her primary responsibility. However, she
has not yet begun the wide discussions necessary to begin a continuing education program
due to her other responsibilities. Prior to this time, one of the academic deans had the Part-
Time Studies desk, but it was not seen as a major desk assignment. There is considerable
interest in developing a continuing education program within our faculty and staff and this is
a direction we will be exploring in the future.
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Evergreen offers no electronically-mediated or other distance delivery courses.


The fee structure and refund policy is the same for full-time and part-time courseware. The
policy stated in the Faculty Handbook, section 7.626, 195, Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-11, con-
forms to this statement, and it applies to all modes of study.


Credit is only granted for undergraduate studies in Evergreen’s Prior Learning from Expe-
rience.


All admission to the college is administered in the same way by the admissions office, and
the same policies applicable to full-time students are applicable to part-time students except
that students can register for half-time (eight-credit) programs before being formally admitted
to the college. Credit accrued does not apply toward a degree until the student is formally
admitted.


Except in the case of individually negotiated continuing education credit with organiza-
tions associated with education, credit is awarded as stated in the Faculty Handbook, section
7.600, Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-11. In the case of awarding credit for workshops or confer-
ences, faculty rely on student outcomes and the students’ evaluation of their learning, a writ-
ten document which may or may not form part of the official transcript.


Study Abroad
Over the past decade Evergreen has tried to improve the international study opportunities


for students and faculty. Staff support has also been recently added in student affairs. Many
students and programs take advantage of these opportunities.


Each year, Evergreen offers a number of academic programs which include a study abroad
component. These programs are part of the regular college offerings which faculty plan with
their colleagues and are supported by the respective planning unit. In addition, students may
solicit faculty sponsorship for independent work abroad, in an Independent Study Contract or
Internship. The college also has on-going exchange programs with Miyazaki University and
Kobe University of Commerce in Japan (see Volume, 2, Exhibit 2-10), and a contractual
agreement with the University of Washington’s Jackson School of International Affairs. The
college is also part of a statewide collaborative program in Ecuador and regularly schedules
study abroad opportunities in Costa Rica and a variety of other locations.


Study abroad occurs as an integral part of academic full-time programs, and the work per-
formed by students in them is supervised and evaluated by faculty in the same ways as when
the work is performed on campus. The other major mode of study is through individual con-
tracts where specific learning objectives are stated and activities described. Students are evalu-
ated on their achievement of those goals by faculty in the same way as other individual contracts.
If students attend a language institute while they are abroad, credit is not automatically re-
corded. For example, if that study occurs within a program, Evergreen faculty evaluate the
program and observe classes, and they evaluate the learning that has occurred. If the study
occurs within an individual contract, Evergreen faculty assess the student’s ability before and
after the learning experience and their assessment forms the basis of the student’s evaluation.


Students may take a leave of absence from Evergreen, enroll in a foreign university or
language institute, and then transfer credit to Evergreen. Admissions has specific guidelines
for the purpose of determining credit.
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Concluding Analysis and Future Issues
All institutions are characterized by certain critical tensions as a result of their history,


structures, and practices. As we engage in serious self-analysis, it is important to distinguish
productive and non-productive tensions. Some of Evergreen’s tensions are the inevitable re-
sult of the particular innovations and structures we have chosen to embrace. Some of these
tensions have been present since the inception of the college, and we have come to see these
not as “problems to be fixed” or disasters to be feared. They are, quite simply, continuing
concerns that reside alongside principles we value, but concerns which need to be revisited
every five years or so to be sure we can still live with them. They are the contradictions of our
lives that we acknowledge and continue to hold. They often provide a useful way to talk about
our work and the directions in which we would like to proceed.


On the other hand, all institutions also experience some gaps between their aspirations and
their behaviors. Self-studies can help to identify issues that do indeed need addressing. Our
challenge is to distinguish issues that might undermine the college’s mission from needed
changes which might further support Evergreen principles. We’ve chosen to describe these as
tensions because these are issues and values which have at least two opposing sides, each
embodying principles which we hold dear and which are, nonetheless, in inevitable conflict
with each other. The strengths of the principles are often also the weaknesses—when they
conflict with equally important principles. The tensions connect directly to the college mis-
sion and to our expectations of faculty and students. They also result from our effort to dis-
mantle the traditional power structure of a college, and to engage the campus community in
discussions about our future—more people involved in the discussion often leads to more
disagreement.


Critical Tensions
Collegiate and Managerial Culture. Some of the continuing concerns of faculty, adminis-


trators, staff, and students are inevitable results of the organization and structure of any col-
lege. Throughout the United States, for example, there has been a steady increase in bureaucracy
and regulation. For many early faculty, this is experienced as an increasing incursion of the
“managerial culture” into what used to be an intimate community and a “collegiate culture.”
The increasing scale of the institution has created stress and a sense of loss as Evergreen tries
to remain a small scale and personal institution in the face of a real need for professionalization
and more regularized policies and procedures. The influence of the different cultures of the
academy extends further within the institution to the functions performed by the various units,
and the real need to understand and respect our various roles. The managerial, developmental,
collegial, and negotiating cultures have been identified by William Berquist as prototypes for
the different parts of the institution. All contribute to the institution’s well-being, but they
sometimes fail to appreciate each others contributions.


Rhetoric and Action. Evergreen has clearly stated objectives both for learning and for
working together. Because these objectives cannot always be realized, members of the com-
munity experience frustration at the lack of coherence between the rhetoric and the actual
behaviors. Many new faculty express relief at being at a college where these thorny issues are
openly and continuously discussed, at least, but they are also quick to point out seeming
hypocrisies. Faculty, students, and staff come to Evergreen with high expectations based on
the language of our aspirations; they also bring to the college expectations of an educational
utopia, which no single institution can meet (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-2-133, Teaching and
Learning at Evergreen: an ethnographic study, 6). They also bring expectations that, here, if
nowhere else, rhetoric and practice will mesh perfectly.
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Egalitarianism and recognition. Evergreen is deeply committed to egalitarianism as one
of its fundamental values. It is one of the reasons why many at the college support a largely
non-selective admissions policy. Within the faculty various structures and practices support
egalitarianism including team teaching, no faculty rank, equal teaching loads and class size,
the use of first names rather than titles, and an experience-based faculty salary scale. For all
members of the community, this leads to equal treatment of students, staff, and faculty in
accessing basic services (no special parking, no privileged checking out of books or media
equipment, etc.). For students this value is put into practice by stressing collaboration through
narrative evaluations rather than grades, and pervasive expectations of working in groups and
in seminars. The flip side of this stress on equality is what may feel like nonrecognition of
those who truly excel, those who go the extra mile. For faculty, there is an absence of struc-
tures to mark their career—whether it’s tenure, promotion, or an award for teaching excel-
lence—and gain public recognition from their colleagues. For students raised in the competitive
atmosphere of other schools, narrative evaluations can feel unclear as benchmarks of their
performance and potential. Competition is deeply embedded in American culture, and it re-
mains a contested terrain even in an institution devoted to collaboration.


Community and Autonomy. Founded as a community of learners, with an emphasis on
collaborative teaching and learning, Evergreen is not a perfect community in itself. We use
the language of community to describe a process of teaching and learning that is sometimes
quite isolated and lonely. We envision community as a process in itself, rather than something
one joins. The nature of community at Evergreen is that it focuses on the academic program
level—the coordinated studies mode of teaching and learning, primarily. Not all faculty or
students are engaged in a coordinated studies program and thus are excluded from the most
successful forms of community-building. Campus-wide community efforts are considerably
less successful. Our increasing size, changing interests of faculty and students, and changing
times make Evergreen a lonely place for some.


Evergreen’s pedagogy places a premium on public and engaged teaching and learning.
Some faculty and students fear public exposure: of their failure to embody the college’s rheto-
ric, of their failure to be stunning at every lecture, of their inability to make themselves under-
stood (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 2-2-133, Teaching and Learning at Evergreen: an ethnographic
study). Because of the public nature of teaching and learning, and the expectation that stu-
dents will assume responsibility for their own learning, students often fear the responsibility
for their failures, as well. Faculty, with active participation for most aspects of college deci-
sion-making, are equally fearful of wrong decisions.


Evergreen’s faculty treasure both community and autonomy. Sometimes this leads to over-
looking responsibilities to students, to one’s colleagues, and to the college. The autonomy so
prized by Evergreen faculty can also make us less respectful of our colleagues and their work.


Curricular Continuity and Change. Throughout its history, Evergreen has experienced
an ongoing tension around curriculum continuity and change. Some areas of the curriculum
are more sequenced and pre-figured while others have a strong preference for a curriculum
that changes each year. Some conceive this as a genuine value conflict around the purpose and
principles of the institution. The 1989 reaccreditation visitor’s report offered good counsel
when it said that the dual demand for flexibility and predictability were important tensions to
live with. They also noted that Evergreen needed to live with the trade-off between full-time
coordinated studies programs and the rigidities this curriculum structure imposes.


Curricular Depth and Breadth.  Evergreen expects that students will engage in a wide
diversity of disciplinary work in their time here, but the preponderance of transfer students
makes a requirement for breadth only at the freshman (or Core) level impractical. Thus, our
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concern for disciplinary breadth (humanities, social sciences, natural and physical sciences,
mathematics) considers both lower- and upper-division offerings. The lack of academic ma-
jors also means that students may elect to do all of their work in a single field—the “super
major” phenomenon. Faculty have grappled with this issue in several versions of curriculum
review, and continue to believe that the flexibility enjoyed by all students is worth the occa-
sional super major.


The Five Foci and Questions of Scale. The commitment to the principles embodied in the
five foci is college-wide, but faculty experience tensions as they attempt to put the foci into
action in programs with growing enrollments and shrinking resources for staff support, facili-
ties, and equipment. “Putting Theory into Practice,” for example, requires close student-fac-
ulty interaction and adequate time for project development and assessment. Evergreen’s
emphasis on interdisciplinary teaching and learning, together with the commitment to equal-
ity of class size, makes it difficult to offer advanced work for a necessarily limited number of
students.


Teaching and Scholarly and Creative Work. This tension, present in all academic institu-
tions across the country, takes on a particular shape at Evergreen. Faculty commit to the
primacy of teaching at Evergreen, but wish to maintain their research interests. As we hire
more faculty directly from graduate school, the tension changes somewhat, and becomes a
question of how to bring recent graduates into an institution with teaching as its primary
focus. Recreating the curriculum each year also has a price since it requires faculty to continu-
ously learn new subject matter with little support in terms of release time to do so.


Self-Governance in a Growing Institution. Both faculty and students experience frustra-
tions with regard to governance. Committed from the planning days to a committee of the
whole for decision-making, faculty and students now find that process frustrating and ineffec-
tual. The college is now more than three times the size of the founding days, the academic
climate has changed, and the nature of teaching and learning has changed. While the value of
self-governance is still strongly held, community participation and shared responsibility and
authority are increasingly difficult to accomplish as the institution grows.


High Expectations of Students/Range of Students’ Abilities and Effort. Evergreen made
an early commitment to admitting a diverse range of students, and the diversity of the student
body has increased substantially over time. Large numbers of transfer students are just one
dimension of this diversity. We have never found traditional selection criteria useful in pre-
dicting success at Evergreen. Students enter Evergreen programs with diverse backgrounds
and preparation, and the range of abilities in most coordinated studies programs is very large.
Faculty have high expectations of all students, but often find the active nature of the learning
makes those differences immediately apparent, and makes teaching to some mythical “aver-
age student” impossible.


Blurred Boundaries and Roles. Evergreen has tried to be a community that recognizes
everyone’s role in the educational process, be they staff or faculty. This has led to the blurring
of traditional boundaries and roles, to a strong ethos of equality, and to a preference for infor-
mal ways of getting things done. The necessary and desirable blurring of institutional bound-
aries raises expectations for respect and for even more interaction and consultation. Members
of the Academic Advising staff, for example, are important participants in the discussions of
the curriculum, and faculty are increasingly engaged in both formal and informal advising.
This, in turn, leads to the expectation that all faculty will be thoroughly informed about the
curriculum, and that all staff members in APEL have a good working relationship with each
faculty member. As the scale of the institution increases and relationships are recast as origi-
nal members of the community depart, founding values can erode.
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The blurring of organizational boundaries also leads to an increased reliance on face-to-
face interaction, and members of the Evergreen community come to rely on personal relation-
ships as a good way to get things done. We value this intimacy over the concomitant inefficiency.
As the college grows, face-to-face interaction is increasingly difficult, and as we add faculty
and staff, new members of the community experience frustration in trying to find the right
person to ask.


Limited Resources/High Expectations. Evergreen has always struggled with limited re-
sources, but has, at the same time, attempted to do much. Expanding needs for equipment,
technology, and staff support have created a tension with the equally important needs for
increased faculty and staff salaries and a reduced faculty/student ratio.


Summary of Recommendations and Findings
Within academic affairs, much has been accomplished during the past five years that needs


to be continued. The self-study came at an opportune time in terms of more sharply defining
our next steps. We conclude from this self-study that Evergreen’s academic program is healthy
and strong. Faculty are highly committed to teaching and learning. They are versatile and
imaginative in their program designs. There is substantial faculty support for the five foci
which continue to evolve in new directions. Evergreen has an unusual capacity for self-reflec-
tion and for continuous learning. Reinventing the curricular planning structures is one recent
manifestation of this. At the same time, we see a variety of challenges and opportunities. We
do not want to sit on our laurels.


We see a variety of “big issues” as well as numerous next steps outlined below. Growth is
certainly one of the issues, but beyond the general issue of growth there is a variety of inter-
esting questions about students: how to better recruit and retain them, how to address the
needs of an increasing number of transfer students, and how to work effectively with student
affairs. There is also a variety of issues related to the faculty: faculty turnover, faculty vitality
and development, faculty expectations of one another, workload and compensation.


A third overriding issue we have identified, that figures prominently in the individual rec-
ommendations outlined below, is the need to continue to work on creating ways to build
greater faculty-wide consensus. We work very well in small groups but still struggle to find
ways to have larger all-faculty discussions. This is true whether we are talking about what we
mean by interdisciplinary education, or the five foci, or the implications of the new planning
units, the agenda for new faculty, or the ways we communicate with one another. During the
1998-99 academic year, this will be an important priority as we bring the work of the self-
study full circle with the community as it embarks on its next strategic plan.


■ The academic area self-studies raise numerous questions about the curriculum, aca-
demic planning, and students needs and interests. The next academic year should
focus on closely analyzing these issues, formally acting on the program review rec-
ommendations, and deciding how they should guide future directions.


■ Evergreen needs to plan for growth and assess whether its current modes of curricu-
lar design and academic administration are adequate to meet increases in the student
body. We need to explore future academic initiatives that take advantage of Evergreen’s
strengths. As the college grows, planning groups need to imagine new designs for
their curriculum as well. Several entry-level programs are now at capacity (e.g., Data
to Information, Introduction to Natural Science, Mediaworks), and cannot really add
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additional faculty. Areas might clone the existing program or design another with a
different focus.


■ Faculty widely support the principles underlying the curriculum in terms of the “five
foci” but it is important that they continue to assess and redefine what they mean by
this. There is interest in reexamining ways to “teach across significant differences”
and “bridge theory and practice,” for example. The 1999-01 budget initiatives to
further develop the five foci around service learning and undergraduate research are
a good example of ways in which the institution continues to evolve and refine its
practices.


■ The academic program supports a wide range of curricular formats and philosophies.
The college needs to continue to debate the appropriate mix between repeating pro-
grams and a changing curriculum in light of student and societal needs.


■ The structure of the curriculum planning units recently underwent substantial reor-
ganization. The college should continue to refine and assess the effectiveness of the
new configuration for planning and delivery of the curriculum.


■ We need to design more effective ways to involve students in curriculum planning.


■ We need to assure that faculty in areas of high student demand and recurring curricu-
lum (like psychology, management, environmental studies, MIT) staff regular pro-
grams. Some work is needed to stabilize particular areas. We need, for example, to
work with the social science faculty to ensure that psychology offerings are staffed
to meet student interests and needs while still allowing for faculty rotation.


■ One of the strongest messages from the Long-Range Curriculum DTF was the need
to clarify expectations for all faculty. Evergreen must find new ways to communicate
and clarify faculty responsibility for teaching in Core, for sharing rotating responsi-
bilities, for teaching writing across the curriculum, and for fostering a variety of
important liberal arts skills to which we are committed.


■ Over and above the particular issues of any one area, we need to ensure that we
design broad interdisciplinary programs college-wide. It is important to find new
ways to help faculty do this. We also need to find better ways to learn from the
excellent program designs invented each year. The program portfolios developed for
this self-study are only one graphic example of a largely untapped resource. Collect-
ing and sharing our “best practices” should become an important institutional prior-
ity.


■ The college continues to struggle with the question of whether we can do better in
terms of student retention. Continuing to appraise the adequacy of our structures and
practices is important. Improving our ability to identify and recruit students most
capable of taking advantage of Evergreen is also critical.


■ Because well over half of our new students are transferring from another institution,
we need to be more mindful of their admissions, orientation, and curriculum needs.
We need to work more closely with faculty and advisors at our feeder community
colleges.
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■ Expansion of the Tacoma campus is an institutional priority. Detailed planning for
expansion should continue with attention to the resource needs of an off-campus
center. In general, the college should continue to assess and systematize support to
off-campus programs, including the reservation-based program.


■ The college supports the continued development of a visible program and set of
Native American initiatives, in both academic offerings and community-based
Longhouse programs.


■ The expansion of part-time studies has been successful and should continue at a
moderate rate based upon student and community needs.


■ Hiring priorities should continue to reflect future growth and retirement plans, and
should support the identified priorities for strengthening areas, and staffing Core and
interarea programs. Each curriculum planning area should develop hiring priorities
based on area-specific plans for the future as well as broader visions about future
directions.


■ Continuing efforts should be made to improve programs for first-year students. Core
staffing, administration, assessment, and faculty and student expectations should be
re-examined and clarified, and mixed-level programs should be reviewed. Faculty
need to address the chronic difficulties in staffing Core, and in providing support to
students new to college. We should establish clearer forms of leadership for Core at
the deans’ level assisted by a Core advisory committee. In addition, we should con-
tinue to assess our work in programs for first-year students and give priority to plan-
ning Core.


■ The college needs an in-depth discussion about which quantitative skills students
need to learn in all parts of the curriculum. Following the summer 1998 ACLS Insti-
tute on Quantitative Reasoning, we need to define a more effective approach to ad-
dress this on-going issue.


■ The college invests substantially in faculty development for all faculty. This needs to
continue so the college remains a vital, connected community. Evergreen will re-
place about a third of its faculty in the next ten years. The hiring and orientation
process is time-consuming but critical. It is important to pass on the history of the
founding and early years of the college while encouraging newcomers to establish
new traditions, new pedagogies. Part of our faculty development agenda should be a
discussion of what we mean by “Interdisciplinary Studies.” We also need to continue
the assessment begun by the agenda committee, to examine the quality of faculty
worklife, including, but not limited to, issues about faculty/student ratio, salaries,
faculty development opportunities, and staff support to programs.


■ Evergreen should continue discussions about needs in the context of limited resources.
This requires a close examination of interrelated issues about equipment, support
staff, class size, and salary levels.


■ Working relationships with Student Affairs have been productive and should be evalu-
ated and expanded as appropriate. The academic program should continue to work
with Academic Advising staff to improve coordination. Building on the work of the
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Narrative Evaluation DTF and the Advising DTF is an important priority. Each plan-
ning unit needs to design a process for student advising in the area.


■ We need to sharpen the discussion of student outcomes, building on the work of the
Narrative Evaluation DTF, the Advising DTF, and the area self-studies. We need to
“close the loop” from assessment at the aggregate level to changes in program de-
sign based on assessment. The academic program should develop an ongoing assess-
ment plan that extends into all of the curriculum planning units.


■ The college should proceed to explore future directions in developing a continuing
education program since this is of interest to a number of curricular areas and the
public service centers.


■ Evergreen should continue to play an explicit role in Washington State’s higher edu-
cation and K-12 reform through the MIT program and the work of the public service
centers.
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Exhibit 2-1
Summary of HECB Assessment Reports and Other Assessment Summaries
(Individual reports are available in the campus Exhibit Room)


Exhibit # Title and Date
2-1-1 The Usefulness and Validity of Three Nationally Normed Standardized Tests, ICAO;


September 1989


2-1-2 Biennial Workplan Outline, Fall 1989


2-1-3 Interim Report on Assessment Activities, May 1990


2-1-4 Assessment at TESC: Origins and Purposes, September 1990


2-1-5 Interim Report on Assessment Activities, November 1990


2-1-6 Biannual Assessment Report: 7/91 – 10/91; 1991-93 Assessment Plan: Detailed Descriptions,


October 1991


2-1-7 Background and Status Report on Assessment at TESC (internal report to the new interim


provost), November 1991


2-1-8 Biannual Assessment Report: 7/91 – 4/92, April 1992


2-1-9 Biannual Assessment Report: 7/91 – 4/93, April 1993


2-1-10 Fall 1993 Assessment Report Summary; 1993-95 Assessment Plan: Detailed Descriptions;


1993-95 Assessment Plan Summary;


Biannual Assessment Report: 7/93 – 10/93;


Annotated Bibliography of Assessment Reports, November 1993


2-1-11 Biannual Assessment Report: 7/93 – 4/94; Charge to Long-Range Curriculum DTF; Report


of Academic Programs and Student Affairs Subcommittee to the Long-Range Planning


DTF; Academic Deans “Teaching and Learning Seminars #1 – #10,” April 1994


2-1-12 1993-95 Biennial Assessment Report: Overview; 1993-95 Biennial Assessment Report: 7/93


– 6/95; Annotated Bibliography of Assessment Reports, July 1995


2-1-13 1995-97 Assessment Plan Summary; 1995-97 Assessment Plan: Detailed Descriptions,


January 1996


2-1-14 Six-year Assessment Retrospective; The Biennium in Review, November 1996


2-1-15 Accountability Report: Performance Measures for the Public Higher Education System,


Washington State Higher Education Coordinating Board, December 1996


2-1-16 Accountability Report: The Evergreen State College, August 1997
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Exhibit 2-2
Summary of Assessment Data and reports by HECB reporting categories
(Individual reports are available in the campus Exhibit Room)


Exhibit # Data and Reports
I. Student Information


A. Entering Student GPA and Test Score Report (annually); see, for example:


2-2-1 1. “Fall 1997 Admissions Newsletter Statistics;” October 1997


2-2-2 2. “Fall 1996 Admissions Newsletter Statistics;” October 1996


2-2-3 3. “Freshmen 1992-97: SAT Scores, GPA, gender, residency and racial/ethnic


group;” December 1997


B. Cooperative Institutional Research Program Freshman Survey (annually through 1996);


see, for example:


2-2-4 1. “Fall 1996 Freshman Survey;” February 1997


2-2-5 2. “Fall 1992 American Council on Education Freshman Survey;” February 1993


2-2-6 3. “Fall 1991 American Council on Education Freshman Survey;” February 1992


C. New Student Questionnaire Report (1989-91, 1994); see for example:


2-2-7 1. “1994-95 New Student Questionnaire Report;” June 1996


D. Fall Quarter Enrollment Summary (annually); see, for example:


2-2-8 1. “Student Enrollment and Assessment Information” — Presentation to the


Board of Trustees; February 1998


2-2-9 2. “Fall 1997 Enrollment and Retention Highlights” — Presentation to the Board


of Trustees; December 1997


2-2-10 3. “Preliminary Analysis of Fall 1997 Enrollment Data;” October 1997


2-2-11 4. “Enrollment 101” & Statewide Drop in Fall 1997 Applications” — Presentation


to Board of Trustees; February 1997


2-2-12 5. “Preliminary Enrollment Statistics Fall 1995” — Presentation to Board of


Trustees; October 1995


2-2-13 6. “Preliminary Enrollment Statistics Fall 1994” — Presentation to Board


of Trustees; October 1994


2-2-14 7. “Fall 1992 Enrollment Report;” November 1992


2-2-15 8. “Fall 1991 Enrollment Report;” November 1991


E. Enrollment Management (various, annually); see, for example:


2-2-16 1. “1998-99 Enrollment Target and Application Progress;” February 1998


2-2-17 2. “Enrollment Forecasting Methodology and Fall 1997 Over-Enrollment;”


December 1997


2-2-18 3. “1996-97 Financial Aid Statistics Report” — Presentation to the Board of


Trustees; December 1997


2-2-19 4. “Progress Report on Unit Cost Study;” July 1996


2-2-20 5. “Fall 1994 Student Body Composition and Tuition Revenue Estimate;” February


1995


2-2-21 6. “A Call for Discussion on Enrollment Growth at Evergreen;” September 1995


2-2-22 7. “Enrollment, Retention & Graduation Statistics 1982-91 by Race, Class Standing


and Source Institution;” 1992


2-2-23 8. “Fall 1991 Enrollment Progress;” June 1991
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Exhibit 2-2 (continued)
Summary of Assessment Data and reports by HECB reporting categories
(Individual reports are available in the campus Exhibit Room)


Exhibit # Data and Reports
II. Mid-Program Assessments


A. Cognitive Development


2-2-24 1. Learning at Evergreen: An Assessment of Cognitive Development; 1991


B. Core Programs


2-2-25 1. “Core Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-26 2. “Freshman Learning in Mixed-Level Programs vs. Core: A First  Look;” October


1996


2-2-27 3. “Working with Core” —Experiences of a Kibitzer; 1994


2-2-28 4. “Exemplary Practices: Ideas from Programs with High Student Retention;” 1994


2-2-29 5. “Core Workshop Packet;” 1993


2-2-30 6. “Ways of Knowing” A Core Program (video documentary); 1991


see also — Retention (III-E) and Overall Curriculum Planning (IV-M)


C. Group Process/Collaboration


2-2-31 1. “Working on a Core Faculty Team: a study guide and videotape;” 1992


2-2-32 2. “Assessment of Group Interactive Skills Report;” 1991


see also — Student Outcomes in Comparison with National Norms (III-F)


D. Math/Quantitative Skills


2-2-33 1. An Assessment of Mathematical Preparation at The Evergreen State College for


Academic Years 1990-91 and 1991-92; 1992


2-2-34 2. Mathematics Assessment Project 1990-91; 1991


see also — Student Outcomes in Comparison with National Norms (III-F)


E. Multiculturalism


2-2-35 1. “Evergreen’s Multiculturalism: An Assessment of the College Catalogs;” 1993


see also — Student Outcomes in Comparison with National Norms (III-F)


F. Seminars


2-2-36 1. “A Study of Seminar Book Purchases in Core Programs;” 1994


2-2-37 2. Getting the Floor; 1993


2-2-38 3. “Seminar Study Guide and videotape;” 1992


2-2-39 4. Seminar Talk; 1991


G. Current Student Satisfaction


2-2-40 1. “Academic Advising from a Student Perspective—focus group summary;”


November 1996


2-2-41 2. “1995 Summer School Student Survey Report;” December 1995


2-2-42 3 “Current Student Satisfaction Survey Results”; 1988


see also — Student Outcomes in Comparison with National Norms (III-F)


H. Writing


2-2-43 1. Learning at Evergreen II: Writing and Thinking; 1993


2-2-44 2. “Core Program Writing Assessment;” 1991


2-2-45 3. “Writing Skill Assessment: Self-Evaluations as Reflective Essays;” 1990


see also — Student Outcomes in Comparison with National Norms (III-F)
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Exhibit 2-2 (continued)
Summary of Assessment Data and reports by HECB reporting categories
(Individual reports are available in the campus Exhibit Room)


Exhibit # Data and Reports
III. End-of-Program Assessment


A. Graduation Rates


2-2-46 1. “Tacoma Campus Graduation and Retention Rates;” March 1998


2-2-47 2. “Freshman Four-, Five- and Six-year Graduation Rates by Racial/Ethnic Group:


Entering Cohorts from Fall 1980 Through Fall 1993;” January 1998


2-2-48 3. “1997-98 Accountability Report;” 1997


2-2-49 4. “Time-to-Degree Report;” 1994


2-2-50 5. “Information on Enrollment and Retention with Curricular Implications;” 1993


2-2-51 6. “Five-Year Graduation Rates by Campus, Source, and Racial/Ethnic


Group;” 1992


B. Individual contracts/Internships


2-2-52 1. “Host of Interns Survey Results;” 1997


2-2-53 2. “An Assessment of Independent Learning Options;” 1995


C. Multiculturalism


2-2-54 1. “1997-98 Accountability Report;” August 1997


2-2-55 2. HEC Board “Diversity Report” (annually since 1994)


2-2-56 3. “Comparative Data on Multiculturalism, Gender Issues, Teaching Methods and


Institutional Climate;” 1991


see also — Student Outcomes in Comparison with National Norms (III-F)


D. Narrative Transcript


2-2-57 1. “1996 Alumni Survey: Satisfaction with the Evaluation Process at Evergreen and


Placement of TESC Alumni;” 1997


2-2-58 2. “Transcript Analysis of Credits Earned by Evergreen Alumni;” 1997


2-2-59 3. “Narrative Evaluation DTF Report;” 1997


2-2-60 4. “Transcript Evaluation Report;” 1991


see also — Alumni Satisfaction (V)


E. Retention (various, annually) for example, see:


2-2-61 1. “Freshman Retention: Core and Mixed-Level with Detail by Program from


1994-95 through 1997-98;” January 1998


2-2-62 2. “1997-98 Accountability Report;” 1997


2-2-63 3. “Conclusions from statistical analyses of freshmen retention — Report to the


Enrollment Coordinating Committee;” December 1997


2-2-64 4. “Advising Project” (Faculty Interviews) — Proposal from Matt Smith; see also,


Evergreen Home Page (http//www.evergree.edu/user/faculty/htframe.thm)


2-2-65 5. “Three Topics to Think About” — Presentation to faculty at June 1997


Core Faculty Workshop; June 1997


2-2-66 6. “Academic Advising DTF Report;” December 1996


2-2-67 7. “1995-96 Freshman Retention & Weekend/Evening Retention;” June 1996


2-2-68 8. “Fall-to-Fall Retention Rates: First-time Freshmen — 1982-1996 and Retention


Rates by Core Program 1994-95 and 1995-96;” Fall 1996


2-2-69 9. “Fall-to-Fall Retention Rates: First-time Freshmen — 1982-1995 and Factors in


the Decision to Withdraw;” Fall 1995


2-2-70 10. “1995 Withdrawal Survey Report;” November 1995


2-2-71 11. “Responses to Research Suggestions about Freshman Retention;” January 1994


2-2-72 12. “First-cut on 1992-93 Core Program Retention;” November 1993


2-2-73 13. “Changes in 1992-1993 Fall-to-Fall Retention;” November 1993


2-2-74 14. Freshman Retention at The Evergreen State College; 1993


2-2-75 15. “Freshman Retention;” January 1993


2-2-76 16. “Core Program Student Survey Results;” 1992


2-2-77 17. “Enrollment and Retention Data with Curricular Implications;” 1992


2-2-78 18. “Core Program Retention;” January 1992
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Exhibit 2-2 (continued)
Summary of Assessment Data and reports by HECB reporting categories
(Individual reports are available in the campus Exhibit Room)


Exhibit # Data and Reports
F. Student Outcomes in Comparison with National Norms


2-2-79 1. “Selected Comparisons from the College Student Survey;” February 1998


2-2-80 2. “College Student Experiences Questionnaire Results” — Presentation to Board


of Trustees; October 1997


2-2-81 3. “Cooperative Institutional Research Program: Four-Year Follow-up


Study — 1985-1989;” 1990


IV. Program Reviews


A. Environmental Studies


2-2-82 1. “Environmental Studies Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-83 2. “Environmental Studies Faculty: Teaching and Other Assignments 1987-88 to


1992-93;” 1993


2-2-84 3. “Evergreen’s B.S. Degree;” 1993


2-2-85 4. “Environmental Studies and Its Future: An Assessment by Faculty;” 1993


B. Expressive Arts


2-2-86 1. “Expressive Arts Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-87 2. “The 1996 Expressive Arts Study;” January 1997


2-2-88 3. “Expressive Arts Assessment Study: How Students Use our Curriculum;” 1993


C. Social Science


2-2-89 1. “Social Science Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-90 2. “Assessment Report for Science, Technology and Health: Psychology and


Related Programs;” 1992


D. Culture, Text and Language


2-2-91 1. “CTL Self-Study;” June 1998


E. Science and Inquiry


2-2-92 1. “Science and Inquiry Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-93 2. “Curricular Pathways and Enrollment Patterns of Physical Systems and


Chemical Systems Students 1987-90;” 1992


F. Tacoma Program


2-2-94 1. “Tacoma Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-95 2. “Tacoma Specialty Area Review;” 1992


2-2-96 3. “Assessment of the Impact of an Evergreen Education on the Life Satisfaction


and Life Choices of Evergreen-Tacoma Campus Adult Graduates;” 1990


G. Tribal Program


2-2-97 1. “Reservation-based Tribal Program Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-98 2. “Center for Native American and Indigenous Peoples Studies Self-Study;” June


1998


H. Part-time, Evening/Weekend Studies


2-2-99 1. “Part-time Studies Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-100 2. “Reasons Survey Respondents Gave for Not Enrolling in Management in a


Changing World;” September 1996


2-2-101 3. “Preliminary Stats on Weekend/Evening Retention;” July 1996


2-2-102 4. “Evening/Weekend Student Survey Report;” April 1996


2-2-103 5. “Part-time Survey Results and Freshman Retention to Winter Quarter;” March


1996


2-2-104 6. “Student Use of Modules (4-credit courses);” March 1996


2-2-105 7. “Part-time Survey Results” — presentation packet; January 1996


I. Master of Public Administration


2-2-106 1. “MPA Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-107 2. “MPA Program Review;” 1993
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Exhibit 2-2 (continued)
Summary of Assessment Data and reports by HECB reporting categories
(Individual reports are available in the campus Exhibit Room)


Exhibit # Data and Reports
J. Master of Environmental Studies


2-2-108 1. “MES Self-Study;” June 1998


K. Master in Teaching


2-2-109 1. “MIT Self-Study;” June 1998


2-2-110 2. “Response to the State of Washington Program Approval Standard;” February


1998


L. Overall Curriculum Planning


2-2-111 1. “Head Count and FTE Enrollment by Specialty Area: 1995-96 through Winter,


1998;” March 1998


2-2-112 2. “Spring 1997 Faculty Survey Results;” June 1997


2-2-113 3. “Faculty Workload Study;” August 1996


2-2-114 4. “1995-96 Faculty Credit Hour Loads;” March 1996


2-2-115 5. “Final Report of Long-Range Curriculum DTF;” February 1996


2-2-116 6. “Long-Range Curriculum DTF Report to the Board of Trustees — Overhead


Packet and Narrative;” December 1995


2-2-117 7. “Planning Unit Configuration and Administration” (for the Long-Range


Curriculum DTF); September 1995


2-2-118 8. “Second-Draft Report of Long-Range Curriculum DTF;” April 1995


2-2-119 9. “First-Draft Report of Long-Range Curriclum DTF;” February 1995


2-2-120 10. “Academic Programs and Student Affairs Subcommittee Report to the Long-


Range Planning DTF;” February 1994


2-2-121 11. “Statistical Briefing Package” — prepared for Long-Range Planning DTF;


September 1993


V. Alumni Satisfaction


2-2-122 A. “Five-Year Alumni Survey;” 1997


2-2-123 B. “Summary of Alumni Survey Data: 1992-1996;” December 1996


2-2-124 C. “Comparison with Statewide Norms on 1996 Alumni Survey;” October 1996


2-2-125 D. “1996 Alumni Survey;” 1996


2-2-126 E. “1994 Alumni Survey;” 1994


2-2-127 F. “1992 Alumni Survey Results;” 1993


2-2-128 G. “1988 Alumni Survey Results;” 1989


VI. Employer Perceptions


2-2-129 A. “Internship Host Organization Survey;” 1997


2-2-130 B. ‘Greeners at Work: An Assessment; 1991


VII. Other — Studies of the Culture of Teaching and Learning


2-2-131 A. “Fred Dube;” 1997


2-2-132 B. “Explaining Nature” (The TESC Life of Kaye V. Ladd); 1996


2-2-133 C. Teaching and Learning at Evergreen: an ethnographic study; 1993


2-2-134 D. Teaching and Learning at The Evergreen State College: An Assessment of the Assessment


Reports, 1990-93; 1993


2-2-135 E. “First Draft” Video Documentary; 1990
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Introduction


The original planning for the college resulted in an incredible resource of land and facilities.
The planning intentionally created a tight intensive core of facilities while leaving areas open for
research, recreation, and other uses. The large forested portions of the campus have created a
beautiful open space that is taking on more importance as the areas surrounding the college con-
tinue to grow and develop rapidly.


Maintaining our physical resources is a key theme within the college’s long-range plan,
highlighted in Goal Two:


Evergreen will provide diligent stewardship of its physical resources, including both the
natural and the built environment, in light of the special challenges of  growth and urbaniza-
tion surrounding the campus.


And in Goal Three:
Evergreen will seek ways to enhance quality and conserve state resources, through increased
efficiency in academic programs, institutional management, fundraising, and plant mainte
nance and operations.


Instructional and Support Facilities
The Campus Core


The Olympia campus facilities are located on 1,000 acres; approximately 300 of those acres are
maintained. The following is a listing of all campus buildings and associated construction dates:


Major Buildings Gross Square Footage Date Constructed


Daniel J. Evans Library Building 346,969 1971


Central Utility Plant & Utility Tunnels 65,049 1971


Shops, Garage 12,701 1971


Modular Housing 30,623 1971


Lecture Halls 23,639 1972


Shop and Shop Addition 17,986 1972


College Activities Building, Phase I & II 112,239 1972/1991


Residence Hall A 47,510 1972


Residence Hall B 20,332 1972


Residence Hall C 20,332 1972


Residence Hall D 20,332 1972


College Recreation Building, Phases I & II 115,680 1973/1989


Arts Science Building, Phase I 85,268 1973


Arts Science Annex/Art Studios 27,377 1973/1988


Covered Recreation Pavilion 18,559 1973


Seminar Building, Phase I 44,910 1974


Arts Science Building, Phase II 90,157 1975


Organic Farm Building 3,478 1975


Grounds Vehicle & Equipment Storage 2,700 1975


Communication Laboratory Building 116,298 1977


Housing Phase II 68,063 1987


Grounds Storage, Phase II 4,800 1988


Housing Phase III 62,412 1989


Longhouse Education & Cultural Center 12,177 1995


Total Square Footage 1,369,591
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The college also owns several buildings that are located away from the campus core, in-
cluding the president’s residence. These buildings are used for a variety of purposes. For
example, a house located on the southwest quadrant of college property, close to the campus
core, is used by the Leisure Education program for a weaving studio. Another building, lo-
cated close to the beach and formerly used as a marine laboratory, is currently being leased to
a non-profit community school.


At Evergreen, buildings are generally named according to the functions or activities they
support. The only exception to this rule is the Daniel J. Evans Library Building, which is also
the largest structure supporting the academic program. The library building is the most di-
verse in services and functions provided. Major activities in the library building include the
library proper, media and photo services, controller, student services, computer center, film
library, advising center, and many classrooms ranging from small seminar rooms to the larg-
est room which seats 400. In addition, all senior administrators and their immediate support
staff, academic deans, some faculty, and many other staff are located in this multi-use struc-
ture.


In keeping with goals of the campus master plan, all nine major buildings serve as multi-use
facilities. With the exception of the lecture halls and college activities building, all of these
major buildings have a mixture of faculty, staff, and student offices and classrooms. The
college lecture halls are equipped with multi-media capabilities, provide necessary student
classrooms that double as general meeting spaces for college and community meetings.


The college activities building houses student activities groups, the bookstore, the college
radio station, food service and dining operations, and has two large classrooms. The college
recreation center houses racquetball and basketball courts, swimming and diving pools, dance
and multipurpose classrooms, racquetball courts, indoor and outdoor rock climbing walls,
and a weight room. Administrative offices for staff and coaches are also located within the
building.


The communications building houses a variety of performing arts facilities including the
Recital Hall and the Experimental Theater complete with a computerized lighting system and
flexible seating designs. There are also facilities for animation and film editing, as well as
practice rooms for theater, dance, and music.


The seminar building houses classrooms, faculty offices, the Women’s Clinic, Student Health
Services, the Counseling Center, Police Services, the EF International School of English, and
the Washington State Institute for Public Policy.


Although there are offices and general classrooms in the three laboratory buildings, their
primary function is as arts and sciences labs. The arts annex is the newest addition: upstairs
there are four art studios with high ceilings and plenty of natural light, excellent for two- and
three-dimensional art. On the lower level there are a ceramics shop, wood and metal shops,
and a three-dimensional art construction area.


The organic farm, approximately one-half mile from the campus core, is where students
study small-scale sustainable agriculture, including organic farming techniques. There are
plots of land where students can grow produce and community gardens are also available.
The farmhouse, constructed as an academic program project in 1975, is a popular spot for
student potlucks, meetings, and cultural events.
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The newest building on the campus is the Longhouse Education and Cultural Center. The
design is based on historical longhouse structures and traditions of northwestern coastal Na-
tive American communities. The first building of its kind on a public campus in the United
States, the Longhouse is a multipurpose facility able to serve a variety of educational and
cultural functions. It provides classrooms for a broad cross-section of academic programs and
serves as a nucleus for multicultural studies and activities here and throughout the region.


The college’s website (www.evergreen.edu) offers a self-guided tour of the campus and its
major buildings under the heading “Campus Map and Tour.”


Growth
Enrollment growth is having a significant impact on the effective use of our facilities.


Even at the current enrollment of roughly 3,700 students, the college’s physical
plant is operating above capacity by all of the commonly accepted measures. By
the Washington Higher Education Facilities Evaluation and Planning Guide
(FEPG) classroom standards, Evergreen is at 112% of capacity. And by FEPG
measures for faculty office space, the college is at 110% of capacity. Finally, by
FEPG science laboratory measures, the college is at 183% of capacity. All of these
measures suggest a need for additional space if the college is to be able to accom-
modate its share of expected statewide enrollment growth. (From: HECB Space
Utilization Study, 1996)


Beyond this, however, existing classrooms have limitations that interfere with the
college’s ability to meet the needs of its students. For example, most of the class
rooms in the library building are laid out on a 22’ by 22’ grid, which cannot
accommodate the larger classes that are becoming more common. Evergreen needs
not just more rooms, but larger rooms. In addition, several rooms within the
laboratory buildings that will be needed for expansion of science laboratories are
currently used for general classrooms because of this shortage of large rooms.


Finally, many existing classrooms lack the flexibility needed to support Evergreen’s
instructional methods, which often rely on workshops rather than lectures, or lack the
capabilities needed to take advantage of emerging technologies such as computer or
web-based displays. (From: Predesign document for Seminar Phase II)


The ten-year capital plan and space efficiency study (discussed below) identify new needs
for facilities and define projects that will allow Evergreen to meet enrollment and program-
matic needs in the future. The projects include the construction of a new classroom and office
building, as well as carefully timed renovations and remodels that will improve and expand
existing space throughout the campus. It is important to note that the sequence of construction
and renovation of space is important to accommodate growth and maintain facilities that will
provide an effective learning environment for our students. The college was successful at
acquiring state funds this biennium to renovate space in the lecture halls and science build-
ings, to construct additional office space for our part-time studies program, and to initiate
predesign activities for a new classroom and office building.


Parking and food services facilities are also causing a “pinched” feeling on campus. Stu-
dents, faculty, staff, and visitors are experiencing the frustration of not finding a place to park
and having to stand in long lines to buy food. The college recently hired a consultant to exam-
ine parking and traffic issues on campus as a companion study to the predesign and master
plan update processes. Research was initiated this year to determine how to redesign and
expand the food services facilities with the goal of completing a renovation by the year 2000.
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Space Utilization
In March 1996, President Jane Jervis charged the Space Efficiency Committee to review


the college’s use of space and to make recommendations regarding long-range space plan-
ning. The committee’s charge noted that the college was apparently reaching full utilization
of existing buildings just as the prospect of an approximate 50 percent enrollment growth
during the next fifteen years was materializing. Given the expected state fiscal constraints, the
president wanted to be confident that existing space was being fully utilized in the most ap-
propriate and efficient way before requesting additional buildings, and she wanted to have a
long-term plan to guide remodeling of existing space.


The committee began meeting in March 1996. A survey was developed and distributed to
organizational units throughout campus. The committee spent the summer analyzing the re-
sponses and then spent fall quarter meeting with the organizational units that completed the
surveys. A draft report was developed and distributed campus-wide. The committee received
feedback and met with several units that voiced more critical concerns about the recommen-
dations presented. From this feedback, the committee made some adjustments to their recom-
mendations. The final report was delivered to the president in June 1997.


This very comprehensive report includes recommendations for guiding principles concern-
ing organizing and allocating space and important space design concepts. The committee
explored controversial ideas, such as the open-office design versus walled offices, and made
recommendations on how to use these ideas in designing space on campus.


The committee also tested the ideals presented in the Campus Master Plan, last updated in
1983, to see if the concepts were still important for our teaching and learning environment.
For example, the master plan identifies the importance of lounge space to provide a more
informal atmosphere for seminars and meeting places. As the college becomes more cramped
for space, it seems enticing to capture this space for offices and classrooms. However, the
committee reaffirmed the importance of having this type of space for the campus community.
The committee also conducted a thorough and collaborative analysis for each organizational
unit on campus in order to identify specific needs for space both currently and in the future.


Some highlights of the report are:


In general, the committee found that space on campus is both efficiently and fully utilized.
However, the committee found some underutilized space in portions of the Campus Recre-
ation Center and within the Facilities Office in Lab II. Recommendations were made to re-
model and more efficiently utilize those spaces.The report went on to say that reconfiguring
and remodeling other existing space across campus will meet the current and near-term future
needs for several organizational units. Finally, the report concluded that construction of Semi-
nar Building Phase II will be required, however, in order to provide the necessary classrooms
and offices demanded by the colleges’ enrollment growth plan.


This report completes the functional analysis component of updating the Campus Master
Plan and will provide a useful guide for future facilities planning and implementation.


The Space Efficiency Study also prompted the revitalization of the Space Management
Committee. This committee was established in the 1980s and its purpose is defined in the
college’s policy and procedures manual:


The successful planning, utilization, and assignment of campus space requires
responsible management. To ensure that space is effectively and efficiently used, a space
committee has been established and assigned this responsibility. (Policy VI, G-1)
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With reorganizations and changes in personnel, the committee had fallen by the wayside and
had not functioned for a number of years. However, with greater demands being placed on our
space, the need for closer oversight of space assignments, utilization, and planning became
more critical. The Space Management Committee will provide this oversight and improve our
decision-making regarding how we use and remodel space. The committee is co-chaired by the
Academic Dean for Budget and Space and the Special Assistant to the Vice President for Fi-
nance and Administration and is comprised of representatives from the space management
office, campus planning, the student affairs division, building managers, and a student.


Furnishings
Furnishings are purchased during the initial construction of and renovation or addition to


facilities. The replacement or repair of furnishings has been haphazard. Prior to 1995, a large
percentage of the furnishings were those purchased in the 1970s. Those units with greater
resources were better able to replace furnishings. Other units were forced to compete for equip-
ment funds to replace and upgrade furnishings.


In 1995 the budget officer proposed the implementation of a campus-wide furniture pro-
gram. The proposal included an initial allocation of $50,000 and one temporary employee. The
space management office, which was assigned the responsibility for starting the program, worked
closely with the Environmental Health and Safety Officer to learn about safety requirements
and ergonomics. The program was initiated with a campus-wide survey to assess the needs of
the campus.


Since that time, the program has:


■ upgraded key areas on campus through the purchase of ergonomically correct furnishings


■ replaced furnishings in the library building lounges


■ created a standard for furnishing type and color


■ accomplished furniture repairs, preventing the need for more expensive replacement


■ provided assistance with furniture purchases, assembly, delivery, installation, and adjust-
ment


■ provided assistance with office furniture moves


The program has been well received and, ideally, would be funded on a regular basis. This
has not been the case, however, and is a source of tension. The furniture program must compete
with other equipment needs and sometimes does not receive funding for months at a time.
When this occurs, it is confusing and frustrating for employees and faculty to request and
receive furnishings. The college has been able to take care of emergencies and accommodation
issues as they arise with one-time funding. To ensure its on-going success, the college needs to
provide the program with a regular source of funding.


Facility Maintenance and Operations
The primary mission of Facilities is to provide a physical environment suitable to the dy-


namic learning experience for which Evergreen is nationally acclaimed. The mission of the
college has perpetually been the principal focus for the work Facilities performs, including
supplying heat and environmental comfort, maintaining and cleaning the buildings, managing
a motor pool fleet for academic field trips, remodeling for program changes and enhance-
ments, and compiling the capital budget requests which consequently allow Evergreen to con-
tinue its mission effectively. Facilities’ mission supports teaching and learning for our students
by means of providing three major services to the college:
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■ physical plant maintenance and operations of all buildings and grounds, including mainte-


nance, repairs, minor remodeling, energy generation and management systems, custodial


services, refuse, recycling, motor pool and garage


■ facilities engineering, design, drafting/records management, estimating and construction


coordination services


■ facilities administration including budgeting, accounting, purchasing, personnel and con-


tracts administration


Facilities’ mission is based on the following guiding principles:


■ develop and implement goals and objectives that are based upon an operational philoso-
phy of service to others in a positive work environment for employees


■ work with appropriate college offices to assure that the entire operation is in support of the
mission, goals, and objectives of the college


■ develop and implement policies, procedures and budgets that provide a high standard of
service and products at a reasonable cost to customers


■ Assure that realistic, yet flexible guidelines are established in a manner that will provide
for continuity and effective coordination with appropriate campus offices


■ develop and implement training programs for all staff to guarantee a high degree of perfor-
mance and effectiveness


■ provide the staff with guidance and frequent meetings to assist them in needs assessment,
program development, implementation and evaluation of the products or services pro-
vided in their respective operations


■ obtain and disseminate relevant information to the staff to assure maximum communica-
tion, which will enhance the mutual support, cooperation, and achievement of goals and
objectives


Facilities has striven to efficiently and effectively live up to the statements noted above in
order to provide the most beautiful and well-maintained campus one could find and to provide
the best atmosphere in which students can learn.


First priority is given to work order requests that correct safety items. Second priority is
given to work order requests for maintenance and repair work that correct situations
potentially detrimental to academic programs.


The Facilities staff prides itself in its commitment to supporting academic programs.
Each year Facilities assists academic programs in designing, siting and installing student
art displays. Students work together with Facility staff members in order to address a
variety of factors including potential damage to irrigation, electrical, sewer systems, and
impact on the environment and landscaping, and safety. Other academic projects
supported by Facilities include environmental and energy studies, water and fisheries
projects, and many student performances and productions. (Source: Facilities Manage-
ment Evaluation, 1995)


An example of facilities’ commitment to first-class service is their effort to improve the
Motor Pool services. In 1995, the manager overseeing the Motor Pool brought together cus-
tomers in order to identify the most critical needs and to create a more effective and finan-
cially stable operation. The Motor Pool was able to reduce the number of vehicles, identify
the types of vehicles most critical to the academic programs and student service organiza-
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tions, and provide the level of support most effective to their customers. By fine-tuning the
operation and identifying priorities, the rates were minimally increased and the institution
funded the necessary replacement of vehicles.


The Director of Facilities reports to the Vice President for Finance and Administration and
is part of a team comprised of the Controller, Director of Human Resources, Director of
Computing and Communications, Director of the Bookstore, the College Budget Officer, and
the Special Assistant to the Vice President.


The following positions report to the Director of Facilities: the Campus Planner/Architect,
Facilities Engineer, Grounds Supervisor, Facilities Services Manager, Construction and Main-
tenance Manager, Maintenance Supervisor, Assistant to the Director, and the Facilities Records
Manager. These supervisors direct the work activities for the three major service functions
noted above.


Reduced staffing over the past ten years, coupled with construction of additional buildings
and changing leadership, has created challenges for the Facilities operations. Although facili-
ties staff still correct safety problems as soon as they are identified, reductions in staffing
levels have caused delays in other work requests, in routine maintenance, and in performance
of some timely preventative maintenance. Support for evening events, furniture repairs, spe-
cial and scheduled painting, and design and cost estimating for small remodeling projects
have been less timely, greatly reduced, or eliminated. It has been difficult for staff in facilities
to reduce their level of service to the campus community. They take great pride in our facili-
ties. As a result, the staff has often attempted to keep up with the demands for service with
fewer staff. The result has been frustration as staff see themselves falling farther behind, and
they see deteriorating levels of service.


In 1995 a complete facilities management evaluation was conducted at the request of the
Vice President for Finance and Administration. Members of the facilities operation prepared
a comprehensive self-study in the spring of 1995 and an external review team from The Asso-
ciation of Higher Education Facilities Officers (APPA) visited the campus in June 1995. The
report prepared by the review team was received in February 1996. The purpose of the study
was to evaluate the facilities operation, improve the organizational structure, and find more
effective means of delivering services to the community within existing staffing levels. (The
report is available to the external review team in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 8-4)


The report contained seventy-seven recommendations in the following areas: purpose and
goals; organization and resources; policies, procedures, and processes; personnel training and
development; planning and management; campus condition and appearance; communications
and quality of relationships; and campus planning. The Director of Facilities, working with
the vice president as well as with Facilities staff, sorted through the recommendations and
identified those worth implementing, those that needed further study, and those that the col-
lege would not implement. Implementation of the recommendations has been a slow process.
While some were implemented immediately, the departure of a vice president, interim leader-
ship, and the arrival of a new vice president have delayed implementation of major changes.
Recently, a reorganization recommended in the study was implemented, and staff is respond-
ing to this change in a positive manner.


The self-study has been a useful guide, not only for creating organizational changes, but
also for emphasizing the need for continual reassessment of priorities and analysis of how to
best meet the needs of the college. This is crucial for the long-term health of the operation, as
the trend of more enrollments, more space, and fewer resources will most likely continue.
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Health, Safety, and Accessibility
The college has a very active, effective Health and Safety Committee with representatives


from faculty, students, and staff participating. The committee meets on a monthly basis and
has a retreat each summer to identify specific goals for the ensuing year. The committee also
visits various worksites such as the science laboratories, garage, various trades shops, and the
Central Utility Plant to become familiar with the activities that occur in the worksite and to
review safety practices. A part of their function is to review accident reports and to determine
if any modifications should be made to a facility to prevent future accidents. If modifications
are needed, the request is forwarded to the Facilities Office where a work order is generated.
Work orders related to health or safety are given the highest priority for scheduling and comple-
tion. If the modification is beyond existing funding levels, the project is identified as part of
the capital budget request for Life, Safety and Code Compliance. During the last ten years, all
requests in this category have been fully funded.


The Washington State Department of Labor and Industries manages the workers’ compen-
sation program. The system, referred to as the State Fund, pays for lost wages, medical bills,
and pensions when employees are injured in the workplace. Employers and employees pay
into the State Fund based on the experience factor of the institution. An experience factor of
1.0 means that the institution is experiencing an average number of claim costs compared
with similar institutions. An experience factor higher than 1.0 means the claim costs are higher,
and less than 1.0 means the claim costs are lower, than average. In 1994, Evergreen had an
experience factor of 1.6106. Through implementation of a comprehensive Return to Work and
Ergonomics program, providing supervisor training and improving the claims management
process, the experience factor was reduced to 0.9390 in 1997.


The growing concern about indoor air quality (IAQ) prompted the college to assess our
practices and philosophies regarding how we use and maintain our buildings. In 1994, Presi-
dent Jervis appointed an administrative work group to develop policies and processes to ad-
dress IAQ issues. The air quality policy that resulted from this group’s work encompassed the
following areas: notification about work to be performed or use of products that could influ-
ence air quality, training, information posting, the use of scented products, facilities’ use,
complaint process, and record keeping. This concern about IAQ and the development of this
policy have changed practices for Facilities in how we plan and accomplish maintenance and
cleaning tasks, changed products that we use to clean our buildings, and changed how we
communicate about activities that take place in our facilities. However, there are concerns
about IAQ—outdoor smoking at the entries to the buildings, the use of personal scented prod-
ucts, and outdoor burning—that continue to create challenges for the college.


In 1995, the college formed an Access Services Compliance Committee, as required by
ADA, to address campus-wide accessibility issues on an on-going basis. The functions of this
committee include the following:


■ Develop overall philosophy and operating plans of the Access Services Program


■ Design and complete studies as needed


■ Identify and prioritize remedial work to be completed with capital funding


■ Provide input and review of designs for proposed building construction projects and new


exterior construction projects where appropriate


■ Serve as advocates for and disseminate information about the Access Services Program


Prior to passage of ADA, the college was actively involved in evaluating buildings for
accessibility. Decisions on what projects would be initiated were previously made by Facili-
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ties in conjunction with the Affirmative Action Officer; more recently such priorities have
been determined by the Access Services Compliance Committee.


In addition, Facilities’ staff have invested countless hours in research, attending confer-
ences, and designing projects to meet the needs of the community. Due to the college’s early
commitment to accessibility, representatives of Seattle Services for the Blind and Evergreen’s
off-campus ADA compliance committee member have noted the superior accessibility fea-
tures of our campus in comparison with other state facilities.


Facilities for Off-Site Programs
To meet the needs of place-bound students, the college has operated several instructional


sites off the primary campus for many years. Currently the college operates a permanent site
in Tacoma. Enrollment at this site is approximately 170 FTE upper-division students and is
staffed by five to seven faculty, plus support staff. A core group of faculty is housed at the site,
while others rotate from the Olympia campus on a quarterly or yearly basis. In addition 50
FTE lower division students are on site in a team-taught lower-division bridge program jointly
taught with Tacoma Community College.


The Tacoma site is currently located in a rented building of 9,800 square feet, in the Hilltop
district. Off-street parking is provided. The site includes some office space for faculty and
staff, a small science laboratory, a library/materials room, two classrooms, and a computer
laboratory. The computer laboratory consists of twenty-five networked Pentium computers,
plus shared printers and other equipment. The laboratory is connected to the Internet by a T1
line. This laboratory was renovated this past summer, so all this equipment is new. The col-
lege also plans to install a two-way video/conference classroom as part of the state’s K-20
networking project.


The Tacoma site has adequately met the needs of the Tacoma campus for the past decade.
However, enrollment in the program is growing beyond the current site’s capacity. At the
beginning of this academic year, we responded to this growth by acquiring additional leased
space to accommodate an additional fifty students. The current lease ends in three years, but
we may find it necessary to move to a new and larger location sooner than we anticipated. An
important consideration when searching for a new location is remaining in the Hilltop district.
The college is an important factor in helping to revitalize this multicultural community. En-
rollment growth plans, curricular program needs, and linkages to the community will also be
important criteria in defining the type and amount of space that will be needed for the Tacoma
campus.


In addition to the Tacoma campus, the college offers programs to students at selected Na-
tive American reservations within its service area. These programs are initiated when a re-
quest comes from a tribal government and the college determines that there is both adequate
student demand and that the college can meet this demand with quality.


Currently, such programs are operated at four sites in the Puget Sound area: Neah Bay, Port
Gamble, Skokomish, and Taholah. Olympia faculty commute to the sites one or two times per
week, with local instruction provided by community faculty drawn from the tribes. In addi-
tion, students come to the Olympia campus several times each quarter for weekend classes
and to use facilities and services here. Students communicate with faculty on the Olympia
campus by email between visits. Space on the reservations is furnished by the tribes, and has
been adequate to meet the needs of the program.
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In 1997 the college formed a partnership with Grays Harbor Community College to offer a
junior- and senior-level academic program in Aberdeen, Washington. This collaborative ef-
fort was initially funded with an innovation grant from the State Board for Community and
Technical Education. A joint interdisciplinary program, which included a faculty member
from each college on the teaching team, was offered. Evergreen continues to offer programs
on Grays Harbor’s campus in order to expand our efforts to serve the educational needs of
students in southwest Washington.


Equipment and Materials
Keeping up with equipment and furnishing needs of the college is a constant challenge. The


college has a dedicated equipment fund of $400,000 per year, as well as $175,000 per year
from summer school revenue, used for acquisition of computers for faculty and academic
staff. However, the following chart shows that the college has invested far more in equipment
and furnishings over the past four years.


Equipment and Furniture Purchases For the Fiscal Years 1994-97


Description FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97


Non-tagged Equipment and Furniture $113,997 $335,617 $274,194 $650,503


Software 85,977 472,678 130,680 137,620


Computer Add-ins 33,927 141,065 69,066 80,498


Equipment Inventoried, but not Capitalized 72,568 224,056 688,538 1,124,294


Capitalized Equipment 527,899 1,887,520 332,468 545,250


Total $834,369 $3,060,936 $1,494,948 $2,538,165


In 1995, the legislature provided institutions of higher education the ability to carry forward
tuition revenue into future years. This has allowed better planning for and use of one-time
savings and reserves. The college has invested a portion of these savings in equipment and
furniture.


Each year organizational units across the campus identify their equipment and furniture
needs, for both new and replacement items. From this, a master list is generated and priori-
tized. Funds are allocated from the equipment budget to accomplish the highest priority items.
Then, as funds become available from one-time savings and reserves, the college purchases
items from the remainder of the list. However, there are times when items emerge as an imme-
diate issue and may be funded before the next item on the list.


Representatives from throughout the college—academics, student affairs, finance and ad-
ministration, and the president’s office—participate in the process of generating and prioritiz-
ing the equipment inventory list. Ultimately, the budget officer presents a recommendation to
the president and vice presidents, who make the final decision about how the equipment fund
and institutional reserves are spent. However, each vice president also has authority and flex-
ibility within their budgets to make decisions about equipment and furniture purchases.


In 1991 the college developed a three-phase six-year plan to upgrade the campus communi-
cation infrastructure for data and voice communications. This $876,000 capital project, funded
by the state legislature, involved rewiring all campus buildings to a standard wiring plan to
facilitate high-speed data and voice communications. Fiber optic cable has been installed
among all major campus buildings and electronic equipment has been installed in building
wiring closets. Phases I and II connected all offices, classrooms, and laboratories to high-
speed data communications capabilities. Phase III of the project is currently being completed,
and increases the capacity of heavily used portions of the network as well as the installation of
a “firewall” between the academic and administrative networks.
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The college currently has sixteen modems for faculty and student remote dial-in access to
college email and other network resources. Most Internet service providers size their modem
pool at one modem for every twenty users; most universities maintain at least a 1 to 60 ratio;
Evergreen’s ratio is 1 to 280—and obviously undersized. Last year, Computing and Commu-
nications requested funds through the normal equipment allocation process to increase the
modem pool by sixteen, but was not funded. Contingency funds within the Finance and Ad-
ministration division were allocated to fund eight additional modems, which have come on-
line during fall 1997. A student technology fee has been discussed as an option for funding a
larger modem pool, but the lack of a legitimate student governance forum for “voting” on the
acceptance of a technology resource fee tabled that discussion. A second alternative is to
“outsource” modem access through a private company such as MCI and ask the students and
staff to purchase access from a provider, but such a move will require broad campus discus-
sion and review to gain acceptance.


Evergreen is a participant in a statewide high-speed wide-area network, which provides
Internet and interactive video telecommunications services to all the sectors of the Washing-
ton educational system. Originally proposed by the universities and colleges to support the
needs of higher education, the proposal was expanded to include the Washington K-12 schools
as well as the community and technical colleges. The legislature approved $43 million for the
construction of the network and established the Telecommunications Oversight and Policy
Committee (TOPC) to oversee construction of the network. Phase I of the network was acti-
vated in fall 1997, and upgraded Evergreen’s connection to the outside world from one T1
data line to two, and added two new T1 lines for interactive video services. Phase II of the
project will add a data line and a video line between the Olympia and Tacoma campuses.
Contingency, summer school net revenue, and miscellaneous funds are the primary sources
for funding of new and upgraded desktop computers.


New and replacement equipment for the instructional program (laboratories, media, arts,
etc.) has been funded from the general equipment replacement funds mentioned above, as
well as from within the academic division through both divisional funds and grants. Equip-
ment for the Tacoma campus and the tribal programs is handled through the same process.
One particular challenge faced by the college has been the fact that much of the college’s
instructional equipment was initially acquired from capital funds associated with new build-
ings. Since most of the instructional buildings were built at approximately the same time
(except for the longhouse and arts annex), most equipment is wearing out at the same time.


The college has not yet undertaken the quantification of what an adequate equipment re-
placement fund would need to look like but probably needs to do so. Some feel funding of
equipment is too low to keep up with replacement of the most critical tools for teaching and
learning in classrooms and laboratories (although one would always like to do more). Among
the most significant equipment upgrades in recent years (aside from computers, which are
discussed separately above), have been efforts to install A/V and computer display facilities
in classrooms and acquisition of several major pieces of scientific equipment for IR and mass
spectroscopy, and other analyses. In the last five years, seven classrooms have been equipped
with high-resolution video projectors for media and computer display. In addition, the college
has acquired a half-dozen high quality portable video/data projectors, and has plans to re-
model the entire lecture hall complex this biennium to install or upgrade the facilities in those
classrooms.


The college inventories assets in accordance with the Office of Financial Management regu-
lations. Appropriate assets are tagged and periodic inventories are conducted. Electronic Main-
tenance and the Motor Pool garage handle most equipment repairs. The college also purchases
maintenance contracts for key pieces of equipment and computing systems.
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The college uses, stores, and disposes of all hazardous materials in accordance with federal,
state, and local requirements. The college’s Health and Safety Officer, as well as the Health
and Safety Committee, takes an active part in ensuring that safe practices are adhered to in
handling hazardous materials. There is frequent evaluation of the waste stream to eliminate or
minimize hazardous waste production. The college embraces the mandate to recycle when
possible and it is a goal to increase this option as technology makes it more feasible. Five
years ago, when contaminated dirt was discovered near the Motor Pool garage, the college
worked closely with the Department of Ecology and the Office of Financial Management to
create a “dirt farm” on campus. The dirt was cleaned up on-site, rather than shipped out, and
later used for projects on campus.


Physical Resources Planning
The Campus Master Plan (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 8-5)


The fundamental task of campus planning is to maintain highly functional
campus facilities which support the college’s educational and operational programs
while maintaining a healthy and attractive environment for the people who live
and work at Evergreen. Although it is impossible to anticipate long-range changes
in college curriculum and enrollment, the College must carefully manage and
develop the campus to best serve operational and community needs with as much
long-range vision as possible. (TESC Campus Master Plan, 1983)


The Campus Master Plan, updated in 1983, has been an important planning tool that has
served the college well. However, issues such as growth, external relations, fiscal constraints,
land preservation, and an aging infrastructure, are driving the need to update the current mas-
ter plan again. The 1993 Long-Range Plan identifies the need to update and publicize the
Campus Master Plan, with the intent of making it a continuing planning and evaluation tool.
It also identifies the need to expand the master plan to deal with: the use of the college facili-
ties and infrastructure; the development of a long-range facilities maintenance and adaptation
plan; and the development of a stronger and more centralized space management operation
that prioritizes the adaptation of existing space before requesting any new construction.


Throughout the summer and fall of 1996 the community—faculty, staff, students, and the
Board of Trustees—has worked together to develop a process for updating the Campus Mas-
ter Plan. The Campus Master Plan Steering Committee met throughout January, February,
and March. The steering committee reviewed the goals and principles in the master plan,
identified current and future issues that impact the master plan, and developed the charge for
two subcommittees—the Land Use Subcommittee and the Physical Analysis Subcommittee.


In their review, the steering committee agreed that the goals and principles formulated in
the original master plan remain viable today. However, the committee found that the goals
and principles need to be more explicit about growth, both external and internal, and more
specific about how the plan can be integrated into the community. The steering committee
also discussed the need to designate a “keeper” of the Campus Master Plan.


The work of the two subcommittees, along with the Space Efficiency Study (Exhibit Room,
Exhibit 8-6) will be merged to complete an update of the Campus Master Plan by November
1998. The Board of Trustees will be presented the updated plan in December 1998 for their
approval. This work will be available to the external review team on their site visit.
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Ten-Year Capital Plan
Each biennium, the college submits our ten-year capital plan and two-year operating bud-


get request to the state legislature. The college has used three primary strategies relating to
our physical resources which are reflected in both the operating and capital budget requests:
significant enrollment growth; appropriate stewardship of twenty-five-year-old facilities; and
upgrading infrastructure to meet today’s standards and demands.


Exhibit 8-2
The Evergreen State College 10-Year Capital Plan


Biennium
Project 1999-2001 2001-03 2003-05 2005-07 2007-09


Major program projects:


Seminar II Design Construction


Daniel J. Evans Library Building Technology Technology Technology


Center Predesign Center Predesign Center Construction


Daniel J. Evans Library Building Modernization Modernization Modernization


Predesign Design Construction


Proscenium Theater Predesign Design Construction


Seminar I Renovation Predesign Design Construction


Minor program projects:


LAB Building Computer Lab Chemistry Lab Classroom


Remodel Remodel Renovation


Daniel J. Evans Library Building Enrollment Archives and


Services Remodel Stack Expansion


Communications Building Office and


Lab Addition


The Evergreen State College Capital Improvements and Additions


Biennium
Project 1993-95 1995-97 1997-99


Major program projects:


Longhouse Cultural Design


and Classroom Center  and Construction


Communications Building Addition


and Renovation


Lecture Hall Renovation


Minor program projects:


Campus Computing Network Phase II Phase III


Daniel J Evans Building Media Services and


Computing Remodel


LAB Building Biology Lab Expansion


Seminar Building Relocate Health Services


and Expand Offices


As Evergreen has continued to age and financial resources have continued to become scarcer,
the college has realized the need to make clearer decisions about institutional priorities. To
accomplish this task, the college created a Capital Planning Review Committee in 1992. This
committee, chaired by the Vice President for Finance and Administration, brings together the
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functions of: academic leadership; campus space, scheduling and utilization; campus planner/
architect; environmental health and safety; budget; and facilities to make short- and long-
range recommendations for campus capital projects and facilities maintenance plans.


This past year, the Capital Planning Committee was assisted by efforts to update the college’s
Campus Master Plan. Two important pieces of work were conducting a campus-wide space
study, which was driven by current and future program requirements, along with a facilities
renewal and adaptation plan.


Evergreen’s operating budgets for the past four biennia have requested additional funds for
important on-going preventative and corrective maintenance work. These requests have not
been funded.


The Access Services Compliance Committee takes an active role in addressing campus-
wide accessibility issues on an on-going basis. Embedded in our capital budget request are
projects that address specific physical barriers to accessibility. In addition, the committee
provides input and review of designs for proposed building construction projects and new
exterior construction projects to ensure that accessibility requirements are met.


The college takes a “whole building approach” in our planning, wherein all work required
for a particular area of a building will be completed when we undertake a project. This in-
cludes accessibility and safety issues.


As noted above, the process of planning physical facilities is inclusive of the affected con-
stituents. The Board of Trustees, as identified in the board’s delegation of authority, must
“approve all elements of the college campus master plan, ten-year long-range capital plans,
modifications to the ten-year long-range capital plan that vary by more than 5 percent for each
individual program project or preservation category, biennial capital budget requests, and
capital spending plans regardless of fund source. (Program projects include remodeling to
change or improve the use of existing space, or creating a new facility. Preservation projects
maintain and preserve college facilities, and do not significantly change the program use of
the facility.)” (Resolution No. 94-5). The board must also “approve the final design of all
major capital programs that exceed a total project cost of $249,999.” (Resolution No. 94-5).
The president and the Vice President for Finance and Administration provide information to
and gather input from the board throughout our planning processes.


Concluding Analysis and Future Issues
The college takes great pride in its facilities. This is apparent when people visit the campus.


At a distance, the visual appearance of Evergreen’s facilities suggests that the physical plant
is in excellent condition. The grounds present a very positive first impression to anyone walk-
ing onto campus. Adding to this positive impression is the clean exterior and interior of the
campus buildings. All of these appearances reflect the college’s commitment to providing a
high quality physical environment conducive to teaching and learning. Changing conditions,
however, have created challenges to maintaining this level of commitment and the positive
visual appearance is beginning to deteriorate.


Organizational Changes
Changes in leadership have resulted in frequent reorganizations of the Facilities operation.


The Finance and Administration division has had three vice presidents and an interim ar-
rangement over the past eight years. Each person has had different ideas about how the Facili-
ties operation should be managed. This culminated in a self-study and peer review that provided
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recommendations on how to improve the organization. Just recently, the Director of Facili-
ties, a twenty-year employee of the college, retired, creating yet another change in a key
leadership role, and in summer 1998 a new director was hired.


Budget Changes
Over the past six years, the college has experienced a series of budget reductions, along


with increased enrollments resulting in reduced levels of operating funds for Facilities. At the
same time, the infrastructure of the college and many of our buildings are now more than
twenty-five years old and beginning to show signs of wear and tear and even of failed sys-
tems.


At a statewide level, the legislature and the Office of Financial Management have focused
attention on issues relating to facilities management and the growing deferred maintenance
problem. In 1996 the college, along with all state agencies, was required to submit a Preserva-
tion Backlog Reduction Plan with our ten-year capital budget request. While the issue of
adequately funded plant maintenance has been debated, it has not resulted in increases of
operating funds for plant maintenance. However, the capital budget did carve out funding for
“preservation” projects that will help reduce the backlog of deferred maintenance. The fol-
lowing table shows the level of funding for preservation projects over the past three biennia
and the projected requests reflected in our current ten-year capital plan.


Capital Funding for Preservation Projects


Biennium Amount Requested Amount Funded % Funded


1991-93 6,895,600 3,445,500 50%


1993-95 5,770,473 3,546,999 62%


1995-97 5,218,090 4,151,442 80%


1997-99 5,844,291 5,409,439 93%


1999-2001 5,709,655 N/A N/A


2001-03 6,427,630 N/A N/A


2003-05 6,559,312 N/A N/A


2005-07 7,559,312 N/A N/A


(Source: TESC Capital Budget Requests and Appropriation Schedules)


Growth Changes
The college is beginning to feel the effects of growth, both externally and internally. Enroll-


ment growth is causing tighter and tighter utilization of our facilities and we are beginning to
feel the pinch of a greater number of people using the campus. Evergreen is no longer an
isolated campus as the development of land and housing is exploding around the campus
borders. The addition of 500 single-family housing units on land adjoining the college is
currently in various stages of planning and construction. These changes are affecting how we
think about planning and utilization of our physical resources and have been major drivers in
the process of updating our Campus Master Plan.


Curricular Changes
Faculty turnover is increasing due to retirements and the need for additional faculty as a


result of enrollment growth. Many new faculty coming to campus have new ideas about how
to use our land for research. Faculty also have different needs for teaching in terms of media
equipment and the use of technology in the classroom.


The design and construction of a new classroom and office building as well as the comple-
tion of a series of renovation projects will improve the space on campus and allow the college
to meet the enrollment growth plan. The new building will also allow the college to support
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the master plan’s philosophy of designing space that will help promote community among
faculty, staff, and students. This will be accomplished by making sure that a mixture of uses,
academic and administrative functions as well as teaching, are performed throughout the build-
ing.


It has been difficult for faculty to propose ideas about using our property for research. It is
not clear how to surface these proposals for review, support, and approval. The master plan
includes a chapter on the planning process, which needs to be revised in order to allow a clear
point of reference for faculty when they have ideas about how to use the land for research.


Keeping up with technology and other equipment needs is an ongoing struggle. The college
continues to examine ways to deal with this problem, while spending the resources we do
have wisely and strategically.


All of these challenges have not diminished our commitment to preserve the beauty and
natural setting of our campus. Rather, they have prompted us to be more attentive and creative
in improving our planning efforts and operations. There is a high level of interest and energy
from faculty, students, and staff to participate in these efforts, with the goal of having an
effective and exciting learning environment for our students.


Summary of Recommendations and Findings
■ The college has excellent physical resources in generally good condition and a


dedicated staff. However, as we look beyond the walls and ceilings of our facili-
ties, the infrastructure that supports the buildings is beginning to show signs of
age and failure. Evergreen’s challenge for growth will be to balance the need for
new construction, renovation of existing buildings, and replacement of aging
infrastructure.


■ Evergreen struggles to keep up the large physical plant with limited resources.
This is especially a challenge since most of the facilities were built at the same
time.


■ The college campus, previously isolated from the surrounding community, is
experiencing rapid and sizable development of housing along our perimeter.
Evergreen needs to become a better neighbor and work closely with the city and
county to ensure that development progresses in a way that has the least nega-
tive impact on our property.


■ We recognize the importance of systematic planning over time and balancing
resources.
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Mission and Goals
Mission and Goals Define the Institution


The Evergreen State College was purposefully designed to be an institution focused on
undergraduate education and collaborative interdisciplinary teaching and learning.1 Now
twenty-seven years old, the central institutional values and practices remain largely intact.
They have, at the same time, proven to be remarkably flexible, allowing the institution to be
nimble and responsive to changing circumstances.


Building an institution from scratch provided a unique opportunity to design all of the
institution’s practices and structures in a holistic fashion to support its mission and goals.
Critical elements in maintaining this sense of purpose include: an independent Board of Trust-
ees, a distinct state-approved mission, administrative practices, and a faculty recruitment,
retention, and reward system that are congruent with the mission, and various institutional
practices that reinforce the focus on teaching and learning. All of these elements combine to
produce a culture sharply focused on teaching and learning, commitment to students, and
innovation. At the same time, we recognize that Evergreen is in a critical period of transition
as large numbers of founding faculty and staff retire. This turnover, combined with pressure
to grow substantially, requires vigilance about institutional mission and values, and appropri-
ate investments and structures for bringing new people into the community.


At this point, it does appear that The Evergreen State College’s mission (Exhibit 1-1), val-
ues, and goals are widely understood. As part of the self-study process, surveys were done of
both faculty and staff. There were high response rates to both surveys. The institution is dis-
cussing these results and will be acting upon areas of needed improvement. In general, the
recent surveys of faculty and staff indicated high levels of awareness of the institution’s mis-
sion and high alignment around core values and practices (Exhibit Room, Exhibits 1-11 and
1-12). There is, at the same time, a healthy diversity of interests and testing of boundaries.


This mission statement guides campus decision making and provides a good operational
definition of the underlying values and goals. Changes to the mission and goals are adopted
by the governing board. The mission statement appears in the Policies and Procedures Manual,
in the web-based college catalog, in the Faculty Handbook, and in other appropriate docu-
ments. It is also filed with the Washington Higher Education Coordinating Board.


1 Throughout this self-study, we use the terms “nontraditional,” “alternative,” and “innovative” interchange-
ably to describe ourselves. As the years go by and increasing numbers of institutions organize learning com-
munities within their curricula, we sometimes wonder how alternative and nontraditional we remain, but the
absence of grades, majors, departments, and tenure probably secures our position on a list of alternative col-
leges even yet. Our comparative longevity as an alternative college also challenges us to ask how hide-bound
we may have become to “innovations” now twenty-five-plus years old. Many see continued innovation as our
primary challenge for the future.
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Exhibit 1-1
Mission Statement for The Evergreen State College:


The mission of The Evergreen State College is to help students reach their potential through
innovative, interdisciplinary educational programs in the arts, sciences, humanities, and
natural sciences. In addition to preparing students within their academic fields, Evergreen
provides graduates with the fundamental skills to communicate, to solve problems, and to
work collaboratively and independently in addressing real issues and problems. This mission
is based on a set of principles, described below, that guide the development of all college
programs and services.


Principles that guide Evergreen’s educational programs:
■ Teaching is the central work of the faculty at both the undergraduate and


graduate levels. Supporting student learning engages everyone at Evergreen—
faculty and staff.


■ Academic program offerings are interdisciplinary and collaborative, a structure that
accurately reflects how people learn and work in their occupations and
personal lives.


■ Students are taught to be aware of what they know, how they learn, and how to
apply what they know; this allows them to be responsible for their own education,
both at college and throughout their lives.


■ College offerings involve active participation in learning, rather than passive
reception of information, and integration of theory with practical applications.


■ Evergreen supports community-based learning, with research and applications
focused on issues and problems found within students’ communities. This principle,
as well as the desire to serve diverse placebound populations, guides Evergreen’s
community-based programs in Tacoma and on Tribal Reservations.


■ The college values diversity in its students, staff, and faculty, and strives to
foster a climate of awareness and understanding. The college is committed to
teaching across significant difference—of social class, age, race, ethnicity, gender,
and academic preparation—because such differences reflect the world around us.


■ Faculty and staff continually review, assess and modify programs and services to fit
changing needs of students and society.


■ The college serves the needs of a diverse range of students including recently
graduated high school students, transfer students, working adults, and students from
groups that historically have not attended college.


As evidenced by these principles, an important part of Evergreen’s educational mission is
engagement with the community, the state, and the nation. One focus of this engagement is
through the work of public service centers that both disseminate the best work of the college
and bring back to the college the best ideas of the wider community.
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Over the years, Evergreen’s mission has become clearer in terms of the college’s role in the
Washington public higher education system. Evergreen’s last ten-year-reaccreditation pro-
cess was marked by the second major change in the college mission when the service area was
redefined to recognize the college’s special role as a statewide, innovative, public liberal arts
college.


The current mission statement represents the third revision in the college’s twenty-seven-
year history. In 1996-97 the college mission statement was reexamined through a lengthy
process involving large segments of the campus community as part of the reaccreditation self-
study process. This included discussion with and contributions from the faculty, the adminis-
tration, the deans and directors, the Board of Trustees, and the students. The revised mission
statement was formally adopted by the Board of Trustees in April 1997 and then shared with
the Washington Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB). This revision was not sub-
stantial but it does reflect a conscious attempt to cast the mission statement in language that is
easily understood and directly relates goals and practices. The process of discussing and re-
vising the mission statement was as important as the product.


Evaluation of the college mission continues through internal and external discussions about
enrollment growth and access to higher education within the State of Washington. For Ever-
green, this often takes the form of questions about the optimal size of the college and the
appropriate student mix in terms of resident and nonresident students, full and part-time stu-
dents, graduate and undergraduate students, and transfer vs. direct-from-high-school students.
Other continuing issues include admissions selectivity, and how to apportion enrollment growth
between on- and off-campus programs. These questions will continue to be debated on the
campus and in the state as a whole as a result of growing demand for higher education. We
recognize our responsibility in this arena, and also see the importance of carefully forging our
future around our central values and mission.


Public Service is Consistent with Mission and Goals
Over the past ten years, Evergreen has developed robust public service initiatives both


within academic programs and through its five public service centers that serve as important
bridges between the college and external constituencies. The public service emphases within
academic programs are discussed under Standard 2 of this report. Faculty involvement in
public service, often equated with governance, is discussed in Standard 4. This portion of the
self-study briefly describes and evaluates the work of the college’s five public service centers:


■ Evergreen Center for Educational Improvement (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-13)
■ Longhouse Education and Cultural Center (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-14)
■ Washington Center for Improving the Quality of Undergraduate Education


(Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-15)
■ Washington State Institute for Public Policy (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-16)
■ Labor Education and Research Center (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-17)


Each of these centers are described in detail in their individual self-studies in terms of their
mission, programs, staffing and budget, and challenges.


The purpose of The Evergreen State College’s public service centers is to provide leader-
ship in building relationships and forming networks that enhance and promote Evergreen’s
integrative and collaborative approach to learning in a variety of settings among a variety of
groups. The public service centers create a reciprocal relationship between the wider commu-
nity and Evergreen, providing a forum to enrich and broaden the exchange of knowledge in an
ever-widening circle.
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One way to understand Evergreen’s public service emphasis is by unpacking the institution’s
self-definition as a “public alternative liberal arts college.” This identity, like the notion of
public service itself, has evolved. Over time, we have interpreted this to mean that the college
has a responsibility as an alternative institution to the higher education system as a whole to
disseminate our successful practices and to exercise statewide leadership in select areas. The
public service centers evolved as vehicles for doing this. At the same time, the college’s
mission as an alternative institution carries with it a special responsibility to remain flexible
and open to new ideas. The public service centers enable Evergreen to continue to learn from
others. The statewide work on diversity, for example, has given Evergreen faculty substantive
opportunities to learn about new approaches and concepts. The K-12 Center has been instru-
mental in infusing the state K-12 education reform goals into our MIT program. The centers
also operate as a kind of laboratory for innovation. We see public service as a natural compan-
ion to various aspects of the Evergreen mission: the stress on designing a learning environ-
ment that develops students’ abilities to integrate theory and practice, the emphasis on
collaborating with others, and the emphasis on diversity and community involvement.


The public service centers have been highly effective in reaching out to various populations
not otherwise connected to Evergreen. They have had a considerable impact on the state.
Some examples of their impact include the following:


■ More than two dozen colleges in Washington State, and hundreds nationally, are
now using various versions of Evergreen’s integrated curriculum model as a means
of improving quality. Through the Washington Center, Evergreen has led a statewide
and national movement around “learning communities.” At the same time, the
Evergreen Center for Educational Improvement has led a similar effort to support
state education reform at the K-12 level. Much of this work has also centered on
integrated curricular approaches.


■ Diversity efforts have been broadly fostered through the work of Evergreen’s public
service centers in K-12, higher education, within tribal communities, and within the
labor community. The Ford Foundation, for example, awarded the Washington
Center nearly $850,000 for a three-year statewide cultural pluralism project involv-
ing twenty-six Washington colleges and universities. The Northwest Area Founda-
tion provided Evergreen, in collaboration with the South Puget Sound Intertribal
Planning Agency, approximately $350,000 for a three-year joint economic develop-
ment arts initiative to revitalize the traditional Native arts.


■ The public service centers have become a statewide convening authority and have
attracted substantial funding for statewide projects in a variety of areas including
multicultural education, Native American economic development and cultural
preservation, integrated curriculum design in K-12, science reform, calculus reform,
technology, and other areas. The National Science Foundation has funded five major
dissemination projects at Evergreen: two for statewide calculus reform, two for
integrated science curriculum reform, and one for computer science curriculum
reform.


The public service centers operate with small staffs and are largely state-funded, but they
also charge fees for some of their work. This base funding is a critical factor in maintaining
the long-term focus of each center. All struggle with issues of balancing multiple interests and
expectations with limited resources.
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Planning and Evaluation Processes
Planning Contexts


Evergreen is a non-traditional college operating in a state system of public higher educa-
tion. Designed from its outset to be a square peg in a round hole, tensions remain between the
college’s need to function both as a state agency in accordance with standard requirements
and reports, and as an alternative college focused on its distinctive—and arguably, standard-
breaking—role in higher education not only in the state, but in the nation.


Internal objectives and values that motivate Evergreen’s planning processes include a com-
mitment to the college’s educational mission (interdisciplinary study, blending theory and
practice, narrative evaluations, close student-student and student-faculty contact), a highly
participatory and broadly consultative planning and decision-making process, and a general
commitment to face-to-face, personal engagement in teaching, learning, and even day-to-day
administration of the college. External objectives and values that also influence the form and
content of planning processes include an emphasis on greater efficiency, greater public ac-
countability, service to increasing numbers of students, and improving educational quality.


The ongoing planning processes and agenda at Evergreen are set, first, in an effort to maxi-
mize the overlap between these two sets of objectives and values—which is considerable—
and second, to mitigate areas of discord where internal and external values appear to be on a
collision course. As an example of the latter, the state’s interests in increased access to higher
education and lower costs typically translate for the faculty at Evergreen—rightly or wrongly—
into a threat of increasing student/faculty ratios.


Planning and Evaluation Strategies Summarized
Goals and objectives for the college are identified through several vehicles including (but


not limited to) the college’s Long-Range Plan, the Higher Education Coordinating Board’s
Statewide Master Plan and—most recently—the HECB-monitored Accountability Plan, and
the Operating Budget approved by the legislature and administered by the Office of Financial
Management. Implementation strategies are developed and, increasingly, attached to measur-
able goals that are circulated publicly. Responsibilities for implementation are delineated.
Strengths and weaknesses of the strategies are evaluated according to established measure-
ment goals where available and/or through qualitative approaches which are, in turn, reported
publicly. Strategies are redesigned based upon their effectiveness and plans are revised ac-
cordingly.


This process is undertaken at various levels of operational detail moving back and forth
among: office-by-office strategies; standing committees charged with monitoring and evalu-
ation; discussions of institutional priorities and funding with senior administrators; and for-
mal reports to the college’s Board of Trustees, the Higher Education Coordinating Board,
Office of Financial Management, and the state legislature. Key documents and processes to
ensure systematic reporting of planning and evaluation activities include the college’s long-
range plan, curriculum plan, the operating budget, systematic academic program reviews, and
a review cycle for each administrative area.


Compatibility of the goals with the institution’s mission and resources is assessed as a
routine part of the annual planning and budget process and during periods of time when the
college’s long-range plan is developed and reviewed. The Higher Education Coordinating
Board also assesses institutional goals and requests against the state Master Plan and the
financial resources available at any given time. While externally mandated goals and report-
ing requirements are not always funded, the feasibility of institutional goals is evaluated by
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staff and senior administrators according to college resources and discussed with affected
staff and the Board of Trustees. The college continues to assess interrelationships among
these processes and how well they serve the institutional mission. A more thorough discus-
sion of this process appears in Standard 6.


Enrollment planning and growth provide a good example of this process. The State of Wash-
ington is expected to experience a major growth in K-12 and higher education enrollment
over the next fifteen years. Evergreen expects to increase its enrollment from 3,700 to 5,000
full-time-equivalent students during this period of time (see Growth Plan, Volume 2, Exhibit
1-2.) The phasing of this enrollment growth is a complex process of considering the facility
needs, the various resource requirements, and the number of students wishing to enter the
college at any given point in time. Because this expansion will require new construction and
the college is currently at full capacity, issues of timing are critical. Enrollment growth is not
a recent phenomenon at the college. Between 1985-86 and 1997-98, annual average FTE
enrollment has increased by 1,146 or an average of approximately 95 FTE per year over that
twelve-year period. Growth planned through 2010-11 averages 98 FTE per year from our
1997-98 base. (Chart 1-1)


There is a general trend toward more systematic public reporting of goals, strategies, and
formal performance criteria in the State of Washington’s planning/budgeting processes. The
trend is visible at Evergreen. It is consistent with the commission’s objectives for more effec-
tive planning and evaluation. A more detailed description of how Evergreen engages in ongo-
ing planning and evaluation, communicates results, and demonstrates tangible results from
planning/evaluation processes is given in the remainder of this section.


Planning Processes and Structures within the College
Standing Groups


Several standing groups or committees are responsible for long- and short-range planning
and evaluation. Membership of these groups extends both vertically and horizontally through
the college. While committees exist whose members are drawn solely from within the major
organizational divisions (Academics, Student Affairs, and Finance and Administration), there
is a conscious effort to construct standing committees that span divisions where the task is
appropriate and to include members from different levels of the organizational hierarchy.


The “Senior Staff” meets on a weekly basis to discuss progress toward long- and short-
range goals and routine information sharing. This group consists of the president, vice presi-
dents of each division, College Budget Officer, Legislative Liaison, Director of College
Advancement, and the President’s Executive Associate. The Academic Deans Group also
meets on a weekly basis to focus on short- and long-range academic planning issues. This
group consists of the provost and five academic deans, Dean of the Library, the Academic
Budget Officer, and the Provost’s Administrative Assistant. Within the Student Affairs divi-
sion, the Deans and Directors group meets monthly as does the F&A Directors group within
the Finance and Administration division. The college engages in systematic planning of its
curriculum consistent with its mission and goals through collaboration among the Curriculum
Dean, Planning Unit Coordinators, the provost, and the faculty. (The curriculum planning
process is described in Standard 2.) Both the senior staff and the provost/academic deans
group are expanded periodically depending upon the topic under discussion.
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Chart 1-1
The Evergreen State College
Annual Average FTE Enrollment Historical and Planned


Two other standing committees exist for enrollment and curriculum planning. The Enroll-
ment Coordinating Committee has responsibility to monitor, design, evaluate, and improve
recruitment and retention activities focused on the full-time curriculum. It is a good example
of a rich horizontal and vertical mix of staff and faculty from the college. This committee
combines staff from Academics (curriculum and part-time studies academic deans, institu-
tional research/planning), Student Affairs (VP for Student Affairs, Dean of Enrollment Ser-
vices, Registrar, Dean of Student Academic Support Services, Director of Academic Planning
and Experiential Learning), and College Relations (media relations and publications) with
faculty and student representatives. Second, the Part-Time Studies Group which focuses on
development and evaluation of the college’s recent expansion of part-time offerings. This
group includes a comparable mix of Academics and Student Affairs staff. Overlapping mem-
bership on each of these groups helps to ensure clear communication and shared objectives
both within and across major divisions of the college.


Disappearing Task Forces
Additionally, the college employs ad hoc committees, called “Disappearing Task Forces,”


to conduct research and make recommendations to the faculty and senior administrators on
important issues. DTFs are, by definition, multiconstituent groups including representatives
from the staff, faculty, and student body. As the name suggests, these ad hoc committees are
formed for a specific task, complete that task, and then disband. Participation in DTFs is an
assumed element in faculty governance responsibilities and a recognized staff responsibility.
Senior administrators typically develop a written “charge” for a DTF and secure membership
from each of the three constituent groups. The Faculty Agenda Committee (see Standards 4
and 6) reviews faculty membership on each DTF charged for the year. In a typical year, five to
ten DTFs are charged. To illustrate the range of DTF work in a given year, the following DTFs
were charged during the 1997-98 academic year: (Faculty) Hiring Priorities; Faculty Hiring;
Academic Dean Search; Accreditation Self-Study; Compensation, Benefits and Post-Retire-
ment; Enrollment Services Dean Search; and Community Service.
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The “disappearing” nature of these task forces works against the tendency toward creeping
bureaucracy in the form of standing committees. Membership on DTFs is constituted based
upon the topic in an effort to bring those most directly affected by policy decisions into policy
discussions. Changing membership also tends to spread governance responsibilities across
the faculty, staff, and student body rather than centering it on a few members of any constitu-
ent group. The DTF structure also has its downsides. Principal among them is reinvestment in
topical expertise. In response to this downside, standing committees are maintained on topics
of continuing interest (e.g., the Enrollment Coordinating Committee and the Part-time Stud-
ies Group).


Institutional Support and Evaluation of the Planning/Evaluation Process
Evergreen made an early investment in an office of Institutional Research in 1979. The


responsibilities of that office have expanded considerably over the past ten years as the as-
sessment and accountability agenda at the college and in the state as a whole has expanded.
This trend is likely to continue into the future.


The Office of Institutional Research, Assessment and Planning is currently staffed by three
full-time employees. The professional staff was recently (1995) increased from one to two
full-time positions. The third position provides clerical and administrative support. The state
legislature provides annual funding of $186,000 for assessment of student outcomes which is
allocated to the Office of Institutional Research, Assessment and Planning. The college pro-
vides additional funding for institutional research of $32,000 per year. Personnel costs for the
three full-time staff total $123,000 per year. Additional personnel costs for a portion of an
academic dean devoted to implementation of assessment results total $13,760. The balance
available to support additional evaluation and planning efforts totals $81,240 per year.


The work of the Office of Institutional Research, Assessment and Planning is specifically
directed at institutional evaluation and planning. Additional evaluation and planning does
occur throughout the college, especially among the divisional budget coordinators, president,
vice presidents, and college budget officer, with the deans, and in the curricular planning
units.


The director and staff in Institutional Research, Assessment and Planning are evaluated on
an annual basis. Additionally, the Assessment Reports (Exhibit Room, Exhibits 1-18 and 1-
19) required by the HECB are intended to document the effect of evaluation of student out-
comes on institutional efforts at improvement. The best evidence of the effectiveness of past
institutional research and evaluation on promoting changes for improvement in student learn-
ing is the substantive role that research findings played in the review and revision of the
curriculum during the work of the Long-Range Curriculum DTF (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-
20).


Institutional support is evident in ongoing reports of evaluation and assessment data that
are folded into institutional planning and decision-making processes. The Director of Institu-
tional Research, Assessment and Planning makes regular annual reports to the Board of Trust-
ees on enrollment, retention, and student learning outcomes. He makes frequent reports to the
“senior staff” on the same topics. The director serves as the central staff support for both long-
range plan developments and long-range curriculum review. He is in daily contact with the
provost and academic deans on matters of student learning, retention, accountability mea-
sures, and other issues. The director serves on the Enrollment Coordinating Committee (see
also Standard 3) and on the Part-time Studies Group (see also Standard 4) to integrate enroll-
ment, retention, and student learning outcomes data in the design and execution of the cur-
riculum and student support services. The director also serves as the college’s representative
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on interinstitutional committees designing and coordinating Evergreen’s and system-level
responses to the state issues of assessment of student learning outcomes, enrollment manage-
ment, and state-mandated accountability measures.


Institutional research and assessment data and reports have had a direct effect on many
improvements including design of Core Workshops, revision of the first-year curriculum,
improvements in academic advising, and revisions of new-student orientation.


Many faculty have engaged in assessment research projects since 1989. This is in large part
due to a conscious strategy to involve faculty in assessment work in the early years of state
funding as a means of developing a sense of ownership and direction of the assessment agenda
among Evergreen’s faculty. Beginning in 1993, a larger proportion of assessment work was
directed at the professional staff in Institutional Research, Assessment and Planning. The
occasion of the 1998 reaccreditation self-study has reengaged the new Planning Group Coor-
dinators in the use of past assessment findings and the conduct of new assessment research.


For further discussion of the relationship of institutional planning to the Student Affairs
division of the college see Standard 3.


Institutional Long-Range Planning and Curriculum Review Processes
The college has defined two broadly consultative processes for formal long-range planning


that utilize the DTF structure: development of an institutional “Long-Range Plan” and a “Long-
Range Curriculum Report.”


Both the Long-Range Plan (a.k.a. Strategic Plan) and the Long-Range Curriculum Report
are produced by multiconstituent committees including faculty, staff, students, and adminis-
trators. Alumni participation is sought through focus group interviews with local alumni and
through survey research of alumni. Well-publicized public forums are conducted at critical
stages throughout each planning and evaluation process to which all campus community mem-
bers are invited. Board members are invited to attend committee meetings in each process as
their schedules allow and are routinely given progress reports at board meetings. In the most
recent process, the board also gave substantive feedback to both committees that shaped the
final products.


Evergreen’s formal long-range plan is reviewed on a five-to-seven-year basis. Typically,
the charge for a DTF to revise the long-range plan is developed by the president in consulta-
tion with the vice presidents, Board of Trustees, and the campus community. The current
long-range plan was completed in 1994 (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-21) and is scheduled for
revision in the 1999-2000 academic year. Senior administrators identified measurable goals
for each element of the plan and assumed explicit responsibility for evaluating and reporting
progress toward each of the goals in the plan. Beginning in 1999, Evergreen will undertake a
slightly different process of long-range planning that is intended to better fit with state plan-
ning and budget cycles. The new process is depicted in Figure 1-1. We hope this revised
process will be more efficient and tighten the linkage between goal setting and allocation of
resources. It will build directly on this reaccreditation process.


The formal process for curriculum review is scheduled to occur after revision of the institu-
tional long-range plan, typically every six to eight years. This work is also accomplished
through a multiconstituent DTF with substantial faculty representation. The most recent cur-
riculum review was completed in 1996 (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-20). The current academic
year is the first in which the new structures are in place. Evaluation of the progress toward
improvement intended by the new structure is currently under way, and will continue under
the new long-range plan.
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The six-year strategic plan is broken into three two-year operational plans. Each two-year plan is accompanied by an initial set of
goals, yearly objectives, and annual report. All tie back to the ten-year long-range plan. Plans are modified annually based on the
previous year’s experience. Additionally, all goals and objectives are tied to performance measures. Each action in the planning
cycle includes an opportunity for community input and concludes with formal approval by the Board of Trustees.


Figure 1-1
Biennial Planning Cycle


Two-year Operational Plan
Timeline Activities
July 1, Odd Divisions write annual report evaluating previous year according to


prior-year objectives and strategic goals and set current-year objectives


January, Even Divisions review/confirm next year’s goals


July 1, Even Divisions write annual report and set new year’s objectives


Senior Staff reviews next biennium’s operational plan with community


input


January, Odd Divisions set goals for next biennium


July 1, Odd Divisions write annual report evaluating previous year according to


prior-year objectives and strategic goals and set current-year objectives


Four-Year Planning Implementation Strategy
Timeline Budget Activities Other Planning Activities
July, 1997 Campus Master Plan


Supplemental Budget Request


January, 1998


July, 1998 1999-2001 Biennial Request Budget


development complete


FY 1998-99 Supplemental Operating


Budget complete


January, 1999


HECB Master Plan TESC Ten-Year Long-Range Plan


TESC Six-Year Strategic Plan


July, 1999 1999-2001 Biennial Operating Budget


complete


Supplemental Budget Request


January, 2000


July, 2000 2001-03 Biennial Request Budget


development complete


FY 2000-01 Supplemental Operating


Budget complete


January, 2001


July, 2001 2001-03 Biennial Operating Budget complete


➞
➞


➞
➞


➞
➞


➞
➞


➞
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Assessment research completed prior to the 1996 Long-Range Curriculum DTF influenced
changes in curriculum structure and planning adopted in the DTF report. Assessment research
is focused on student learning outcomes and is shaped by the Higher Education Coordinating
Board guidelines prescribing research in the following areas: Collection of Baseline Data;
Academic Program Reviews; Intermediate Assessment of Writing, Quantitative Skills, and
Other Skills; End-of-Program Assessment; Alumni Satisfaction; and Employer Perceptions.
This body of work is discussed in detail in Standard 2.


Shorter-Range Planning
Short-range planning objectives also emerge from ongoing monitoring of assessment data


and/or from issues arising from the external environment. The college’s efforts to improve
freshman retention beginning in the early 1990s and continuing through the 1996 Long-Range
Curriculum DTF serve as one example of an “emergent” planning objective. (Institutional
attention to the topic of student retention is chronicled through documents available in the
campus Exhibit Room. See, for example, Exhibits 1-18: 1993 Assessment Report; 1-19: 1996
Assessment Report; 1-20: Long-Range Curriculum DTF Report; and 1-21: Long-Range Plan)


There is also a less formal source of evaluation and planning topics set in motion at Ever-
green owing to the day-to-day interaction of faculty, staff, students, and administrators. Some-
times ongoing committees like the Enrollment Coordinating Committee or the Part-Time
Studies Group suggest topics for evaluation and improvement. Other times, individuals from
particular offices initiate evaluation research. In addition to standard evaluation topics like
alumni surveys, placement statistics, and comparisons with national norms that are presented
elsewhere in this report, evaluation and planning has occurred on the following range of top-
ics in the very recent past: summer school attendance, student housing satisfaction, campus
security, satisfaction of individuals/organizations sponsoring off-campus student internships,
four-credit course-taking patterns of recent graduates, evaluation of the academic deans’ as-
sessment priorities, focus groups with students regarding satisfaction with academic advis-
ing, and development of evaluation strategies for the campus food service.


Assessment data and reports are also circulated around campus and presented to relevant
committees and groups as completed. Audiences include general faculty meetings, the Fac-
ulty Agenda Committee, the academic deans, the Enrollment Coordinating Committee, Stu-
dent Affairs staff, faculty planning group coordinators, president and vice presidents, and the
Board of Trustees. (In the campus Exhibit Room, see, for example, Exhibit 1-22: Dean’s
“Teaching and Learning Seminars” Packet; and Exhibit 1-24: Selected Assessment Reports)


Administrative Reviews
In addition to reviewing academic programs, Evergreen conducts periodic reviews of ad-


ministrative units, usually with outside evaluators. The review cycle of units is outlined be-
low. These administrative reviews are also available in the campus exhibit room (Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 1-23).
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Table 1-1
Administrative Unit Review Cycle
Division Administrative Unit Year
F & A Police Services 1992


S A Access Services for Students with Disabilities 1993


S A Financial Aid 1995


F & A Facilities 1995


F & A Computer Services 1996


S A Housing 1997


ACAD Washington Center for Undergraduate Education 1997


ACAD Labor Education & Research Center 1997


ACAD Evergreen Center for Educational Improvement 1997


ACAD Longhouse Education & Cultural Center 1997


P S Washington State Institute for Public Policy 1997


S A First People’s Advising Services 1997


S A Academic Advising & Experiential Learning 1997


S A Upward Bound 1997


S A Career Development Center 1997


S A KEY Special Services 1998


F & A = Finance and Administration; S A = Student Affairs; ACAD = Academics; P S = president’s staff


Follow-up and responsibility for these unit reviews rests with the relevant supervisor and
appropriate vice president. These reviews are important in guiding institutional priorities and
resource decisions.


Systematic evaluation of teaching effectiveness is attempted through the assessment of stu-
dent learning outcomes. These evaluation efforts are structured under the broad categories
suggested by the commission. They are maintained through mutual agreement between the
HECB and the institutions. This body of work is discussed in detail in Standard 2.


State-Level Planning Process and Structures Affecting the College
State Budget


The vast majority of Evergreen’s operating budget is allocated by the state legislature or
obtained through tuition revenue assumed by the state. Therefore, development of the bien-
nial budget request (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-25) represents a very significant planning, and
more recently evaluation, cycle for the college. Integrating college planning with the state
budget is especially significant because the bulk of funding for any new initiative must come
from the legislature. The college’s operating budget request is reviewed by the Higher Educa-
tion Coordinating Board, the Office of Financial Management, and the state legislature. The
1997-99 operating budget required all state agencies to set performance goals for all initia-
tives seeking funding beyond current-level expenditures. Evergreen developed six “decision
packages” for the request budget that linked proposals for additional funding to (a) strategies
of the college’s long-range plan and (b) performance measures, including historical data and
targets for the coming biennium. Summaries for each decision package appear in Volume 2,
Exhibit 1-3. These decision packages include: (1) Access through Enrollment Growth, (2)
Strengthening and Enhancing Undergraduate Education, (3) Technology–Tools for Teaching
and Learning, (4) Administrative Computing Systems Replacement, (5) Plant Maintenance
and Operations, and (6) Public Service to the State. The college is in the process of updating
the forty performance measures delineated in the budgeting process with 1997 actual perfor-
mance data (Volume 2, Exhibit 1-4: Summary of Operating Budget Performance Measures).
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This process is new, and was undertaken at our institution with considerable ambition—at
least in the form of rather extensive lists of measures. The 1997-99 performance goals pro-
vide yet another “first draft” list of goals and evaluation measures that overlap, to a consider-
able degree, with goals identified in the planning processes described above.


Higher Education Coordinating Board: Statewide Master Plan
The Higher Education Coordinating Board is charged by the state legislature with produc-


ing a Statewide Master Plan for higher education every five years. The most recent master
plan was updated in 1996 (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-26). This master plan contains six state-
wide themes toward which each public institution is expected to demonstrate clear commit-
ments. These themes are: (a) meeting the demand for access to higher education, (b) increasing
the use of technology, (c) exploring new partnerships, (d) improving the coordination of cur-
riculum, (e) enhancing academic efficiency, and (f) improving administrative efficiency. The
HECB reviews each institution’s operating and capital budget requests and makes funding
recommendations to the legislature on request-level items.


Higher Education Coordinating Board: Academic Program Review
Academic programs are reviewed on a seven-to-ten-year cycle in accordance with require-


ments set by the Washington Higher Education Coordinating Board. These reviews focus on
enrollment trends, student learning outcomes, and strengths and weaknesses of a program.
Because Evergreen’s curriculum changes more rapidly than most, we have chosen to adopt
the shorter seven-year review cycle since it better corresponds with the college’s own curricu-
lar reevaluation cycle. The reporting cycle for the review of academic programs is outlined
below. Although not required by the Higher Education Coordinating Board, Evergreen also
conducts studies of our Core curricula (our general education program), our part time-studies
program, and our summer school. These self-studies are also available in the campus exhibit
room (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-27).


Table 1-2
Program Review Schedule: Higher Education Coordinating Board
Program Year Reviewed Next Review


MPA program 1993 2000


MES program 1996 2003


MIT program 1998 2005


Environmental studies—B.A., B.S. 1998 2005


Scientific Inquiry—B.A., B. S. 1998 2005


Expressive Arts 1998 2005


Culture, Text & Language 1998 2005


Social science 1998 2005


Tacoma—B.A. 1998 2005


Reservation-Based Tribal program 2000


Grays Harbor 2000


Center for Native American and World Indigenous Studies 2000


Higher Education Coordinating Board: Accountability Measures and Plans
In addition to reviewing request-level budgets, the HECB is taking an assertive role in


defining institutional “accountability.” In 1996, the Washington State Legislature directed the
public institutions of higher education to produce accountability plans in conjunction with the
Higher Education Coordinating Board. Baseline data, performance goals, and strategies to
achieve performance goals were placed in the context of statewide goals put forward in the
HECB’s State Plan for Higher Education. Three institutional goals were defined by the legis-
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lature in the areas of (1) student retention, (2) graduation efficiency, and (3) freshman five-
year graduation rates. Two additional goals areas were stipulated by the legislature but left for
specific definition to the HECB and individual institutions. The goal areas are “faculty pro-
ductivity” and a “mission-specific” goal. Evergreen adopted the “Life-Long Learning” index
from the College Student Experiences Questionnaire developed by Robert Pace and adminis-
tered through Indiana University as its faculty productivity measure and developed a measure
of institutional diversity for its mission-specific goal. Two percent of each institution’s 1998-
99 non-instructional budget ($217,000 in Evergreen’s case) has been held in reserve to be
released upon satisfactory annual progress toward “performance goals” for 2004-05 set by
the legislature. A summary of these measures, goals, and funding contingent upon meeting
interim goals appears in Volume 2, Exhibit 1-5.


To meet legislative timelines, Evergreen’s Accountability Plan was developed in the spring
and summer of 1997 and shared with the entire faculty at the first full faculty meeting in the
following fall. The accountability plan identifies another set of formal planning and evalua-
tion objectives. This plan is expected to undergo significant revisions during 1997-98 through
discussion and negotiations between the public universities and colleges in the state and the
Higher Education Coordinating Board. Changes will be proposed to the state legislature dur-
ing the 1999 legislative session. Expectations are that the scope of the performance measures
will be expanded to include student learning outcomes. Evergreen is hopeful that some of the
existing efficiency measures and goals will also be reexamined since they are widely re-
garded as unrealistic.


Intersections with State-Level Planning Processes
The schedules of internal planning processes, HECB Statewide Master Plans, and biennial


budgets funded by the state legislature do not coincide perfectly and do not overlap com-
pletely. However, with only moderate artfulness, linkages between the three processes are
clear. Evergreen’s Long-Range Plan (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-21), the HECB Master Plan
(Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-26), and Evergreen’s 1997 Operating Budget (Exhibit Room, Ex-
hibit 1-25) are available as separate exhibits. Volume 2, Exhibit 1-6 summarizes the relation-
ship among these planning and evaluation efforts.


Communication of Results
The college’s progress in accomplishing its mission and goals is documented and made


public through a number of different vehicles and processes, and to multiple audiences. These
include the internal campus community, the Board of Trustees, the Higher Education Coordi-
nating Board, and appropriate external organizations.


Internal Communication of Results
Progress is documented and made public through a series of regularly scheduled annual


reports to the Board of Trustees on the following topics: Financial Management Report (gen-
eral fund, equipment, capital projects, special revenue accounts, service and enterprise ac-
counts) in February, May, and December; Faculty Evaluation of Students and FERPA in
February; Annual Staffing Report/Affirmative Action in April; Curriculum Report (trends,
enrollment by program, student demand) in May; Student Activities Report (Student Life) in
May; Legislative Wrap-Up Report (after session) in June; Summer Conferences/Auxiliary
Services in June; Evergreen Fund Report in August; Fund-Raising/Foundation Report and
Alumni Profile Report in October; Financial Aid Report (trends in expenditures for financial
aid programs, nature of aid received) in October; Admissions/Enrollment/Retention Report in
October; Staff Education and Training in October; Campus Complaints and Adjudication’s
Summary Report in October; Public Safety Report (annual crime statistics) in October; As-
sessment Report (student learning outcomes) in December; and Legislative Strategies Report
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in December. The Board of Trustees’ agenda is circulated broadly on and off campus in ad-
vance of meeting times.


Additionally, the president and vice presidents circulate campus-wide a statement of their
progress toward annual goals for comment by the campus community. These goals are re-
viewed by the president and vice presidents in light of institutional goals set forth in the
college’s long-range plan each August. The president and vice presidents apportion each of
the goals in the long-range plan among themselves and report publicly on progress toward
each goal annually to the Board of Trustees.


The occasion of major, long-range planning DTFs presents another opportunity to compile,
and present again, findings on a variety of issues. Prominent examples include the data and
charts included in the June 1994 Long-Range Plan (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-21) and the
compilation of research findings on freshman retention in the First-Year Subcommittee Re-
port in the Long-Range Curriculum DTF Report (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-20).


Reports of evaluation and assessment findings are also circulated campus-wide on an ad-
hoc basis (see, for example, the Fall 1996 ACE Freshman Survey Report—Volume 2, Exhibit
1-7) and presented at full-faculty meetings. Recent examples include a presentation on the
College Student Experiences Questionnaire results in the provost’s fall 1997 convocation
address and presentation of the 1997 Accountability Plan at the first full faculty meeting of
fall 1997.


External Communication of Results
Progress toward selected institutional goals is also reported publicly in externally-man-


dated documents including the reports to the Northwest Commission on Schools and Col-
leges, the Operating Budget Request filed with the Office of Financial Management, and the
college’s Accountability Plan, Academic Program Reviews, and annual Diversity Report filed
with the HECB. The college also files a biennial academic program plan and a low-enroll-
ment program review with the Higher Education Coordinating Board. These reviews are now
filed in a coordinated format timed to coincide with the state’s budget review process.


The Washington State Legislature, the Office of Financial Management, and the Higher
Education Coordinating Board have each required public disclosure of quantitative measures
of productivity, efficiency, and progress toward state and institutional goals. This communi-
cation takes the form of baseline measures and “performance goals.” Evergreen’s 1997-99
Operating Budget Request included the forty performance goals presented in Volume 2, Ex-
hibit 1-3. Twenty-two of these measures were taken from the HECB’s 1996 Accountability
Report (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 1-28) in which fourteen “common” measures (reported by all
baccalaureate institutions in the state) and eight “institution-specific” measures were devel-
oped. An additional eighteen measures were developed specifically for the operating budget
request.


An additional set of five “accountability measures” was prescribed by the state legislature
in 1996 and will be reported publicly. These measures are listed in Volume 2, Exhibit 1-5.
Evergreen’s 1997-98 Accountability Plan is available for review in its entirety (Exhibit Room,
Exhibit 1-29). The established measures posed significant problems for Evergreen. On some
measures, especially those relating to time-to-degree and student/faculty contact, Evergreen
is far ahead of all of its sister institutions and there is a real issue of whether we have reached
reasonable limits beyond which increases are not possible or desirable. On other measures,
such as student retention, the college does not fare as well, but the state goals appear unob-
tainable given our long history of working on student retention. Changing the composition of
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the student body by becoming more selective in admissions is one of the ways we could
significantly improve freshman retention rates yet such a strategy runs counter to our commit-
ment to serving students who are under-represented in higher education. These are not trivial
issues since state funding is withheld if progress toward state-mandated goals falls below
specified annual targets.


Evergreen also submits regular, public reports to the HECB on “Assessment.” In this state,
assessment refers to evaluation research conducted on student learning outcomes directed at
improvements in teaching and learning. Because of the overlap with the commission’s Policy
on Educational Assessment, detailed discussion of this body of work is deferred to the section
on the Educational Assessment in Standard 2. However, it deserves some mention here as
another form of communicating evidence of institutional effectiveness and the use of evalua-
tion research in planning and improvement. The format of assessment reports to the HECB
since 1989 required explicit reporting on how assessment research affected institutional pro-
cesses and decisions. Assessment research has been instrumental in shaping improvement
efforts in the curriculum and student services. An excerpt from the fall 1996 assessment re-
port to the HECB appears in Volume 2 (Exhibit 1-8). It summarizes some accomplishments
and relationships to planning, improvements, and institutional effectiveness over the past six
years. A similar report is compiled and filed annually with respect to progress in reaching the
state’s diversity goals.


Finally, alumni surveys provide another means of communicating institutional effective-
ness. Under the framework of statewide assessment activities, each baccalaureate institution
conducts a survey of its bachelor’s degree recipients one year after graduation. The survey
contains a set of fourteen common items asked that allows comparisons across institutions.
This information is compiled by the HECB as a public record. As seen in Volume 2, Exhibit 1-
9, the satisfaction of Evergreen alumni is substantially higher on ten of the fourteen common
items.
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Results of the Planning and Evaluation Process
One litmus test of the effectiveness of planning and evaluation is to assess the effect on


resource allocation. During the past five years, results of evaluation and planning have influ-
enced resource allocation for improvements in many different areas. The following areas are
presented as significant examples:


Table 1-3
Reallocation of Resources


Activity Objective


Electronic faculty database, providing Improve information for faculty and


biographies, teaching style, subject areas students in the academic advising process


Faculty development in active learning Improve design and delivery of curriculum


strategies, curriculum design, and other areas


Core workshops for faculty teaching in Improve coherence and delivery of first-year


Core programs academic programs to improve freshman


retention


Summer institutes on technology, Improve faculty use of technology in instruction


interdisciplinary science curriculum and design of science curriculum


“Core Connectors” (Student Affairs staff Improve freshman retention through a more


assigned to first-year academic programs) seamless integration of student support services


and the curriculum


Part-time studies expansion Provide integrated outreach and retention


services to evening/weekend students


Sexual assault prevention Improve educational outreach and follow-up


on assault reports


Diversity fund for campus programs Increase activities and awareness of


multicultural issues on campus


Required new student advising Provide better information to entering students


to improve program choices and retention


Summer institute for faculty on curriculum Improve faculty ability to provide solid


and academic advising academic advising


On-line course catalog Improve access to information for academic


planning


Peer academic advising Increase information and support for academic


advising through use of students
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Goals, Policies, and Procedures Changed as a Result of Planning/
Evaluation


Over the past five years, Evergreen has worked systematically to examine and revise its
policies and procedures in many different arenas. A list of revised policies appears below:


■ Faculty Reappointment Policy


■ Part-Time Faculty Appointment Policy


■ Post-Retirement Faculty Policy


■ Faculty Reduction in Force Policy


■ Sexual Harassment Policy


■ Academic Grievance Policy


■ Student Conduct Code


■ Conflict of Interest Policy


■ Affirmative Action Policy


■ Student Employment Grievance Policy


■ ADA — Students


■ ADA — Employees – Reasonable Accommodation


■ Exempt Employee Evaluation


■ Investments


■ Student Activities Funding


■ Workplace Violence


■ Copyright


■ Student Records Challenge


■ Air Quality


■ Public Records


■ Whistleblower


■ Police Standard Operating Procedures


■ FERPA


■ Environmental Policy
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Concluding Analysis and Future Issues
On the Upside


We’ve accomplished quite a lot since the last full accreditation. We have planned, evalu-
ated, and made changes to improve the quality of teaching, learning, and working at the col-
lege. An institutional long-range plan is in place. The curriculum has undergone its first full-scale
review and revision since 1982. We have made scores of improvements in services to stu-
dents, staff, and faculty and tidied up a of host of policies and procedures. During the last five
years, integration of Student Affairs and the academic program has improved dramatically.
On the whole, the institution has become more evidence-based in its planning and implemen-
tation, and more systematic in its approach. More progress is being made now to link all of the
planning, budgeting, and staff development processes together.


The college is deeply involved in the state-wide effort to demonstrate higher education’s
accountability to our students, the state legislature and the general public. We have used the
results of the student outcomes assessment to make improvements in the curriculum and stu-
dent services. Many of our student outcomes are strikingly positive and serve the college in
continuing to make the case for our effectiveness as a public college.


We have kept up with the burgeoning demands for new information and documentation of
planning efforts and effectiveness by oversight agencies and provided leadership in state-
wide and national discussions of future directions for higher education.


Continuing Issues
Enrollment Growth and Student Mix


Issues related to the college’s mission persist and need periodic attention. Currently, this is
especially true for plans about enrollment growth. Demographic forecasts for the state indi-
cate dramatic growth among state residents bound for college during the next ten to fifteen
years. Internal and external discussions of enrollment growth raise questions about the maxi-
mum/optimal size of the college, the appropriate rate of growth, and mix of the student body
in terms of proportions drawn from high schools, community colleges, and from out-of-state.
Should enrollment demand exceed available spaces at Evergreen, we will need to define what
“selectivity” in admissions should mean for a college that prides itself, in part, on giving a
second chance to students who have failed in other educational settings.


Greater Emphases on Planning and Accountability
During the past five years, the stakes surrounding public accountability and planning have


risen. The evolutionary pace has been especially brisk during the past two years. In response
to calls from the governor, state legislature, Office of Financial Management, and the Higher
Education Coordinating Board, plans have popped out of the institutions of higher education
in this state on a host of topics. To name only of few, we have plans for the use of technology,
for the recruitment and retention of students of color, for the assessment of student learning,
for the use of state general funds, and for the return of state general funds held back in the
name of public accountability. In each of these plans we have performance measures, some-
times developed internally, sometimes imposed externally. Presumably, the state and the in-
stitutions of higher education will take a step back from this whirlwind of activity to sort out
unnecessary duplication and to introduce more coherence. At present, the dust is still settling
around accountability, efficiency, and planning. There are lots of plans and lots of measures
floating around. A major task before us is to sort out among ourselves, and with our various
publics, which parts will be of most use to us and what areas need substantial revision.


The push for greater accountability and more comprehensive planning accentuates some
tensions for the college. There is pressure for standardization across the higher education
system ranging from common performance measures on five-year graduation rates to a com-
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mon course numbering system to facilitate student transfers between the two- and four-year
colleges. Evergreen defined itself as “outside of the box.” As a small example on the scale of
things being considered, we don’t have many “courses”—as commonly understood—to be-
gin to tag with a common number. The calls for increased clarity and predictability, which
come both from within the college and from the outside, collide with other institutional values
of spontaneity and flexibility. Some argue that the college has succeeded at innovation for the
same reasons that make it difficult for us to produce orderly long-range plans. And yet, the
challenge of demonstrating Evergreen’s effectiveness—and even efficiency—are as impor-
tant now as ever in our history.


Internal issues
The commitment to broad consultation in planning and decision making at Evergreen is


costly and despite yeoman efforts, participation is uneven. Decisions about who and how
much to consult on different issues is always a bit baffling. Student participation remains a
special challenge in the absence of a formal student government.


Enrollment growth coupled with faculty and staff retirements require considerable invest-
ment now in welcoming and acclimating new people to the college. This critical task will only
get larger in the future. In the next ten years, the last of the founding faculty and many of the
faculty hired during the first two years of the college’s existence will retire. This transition in
“leadership” of the faculty will transform the college in ways difficult to anticipate. (See
Standard 4 for more discussion of this topic.) The college attaches a high priority to individu-
alized attention to students, faculty, and staff. Enrollment growth and rates of staff turnover
raise questions about our ability to sustain this commitment and what new forms of initiation
and governance may become necessary.


Summary of Recommendations and Findings
■ The college should plan for increasing student enrollment with attention to educa-


tional quality. The long-range plan for enrollment growth needs to be refined and
annually reviewed with respect to assumptions about program and student mix.
Questions about scalability of existing organizational structures, services, and ap-
proaches need to be addressed in light of the institutional commitment to grow to
5,000 students.


■ The college should continue to develop meaningful forms of participation in gover-
nance and planning.


■ Evergreen should develop and implement a more integrated and less time-consuming
approach to planning with better articulation of various efforts.


■ The college should continue to plan carefully for staff and faculty turnover.


■ Evergreen should continue to do meaningful assessment of student learning, educa-
tional outcomes, and institutional effectiveness to address local and statewide goals
for educational improvement and accountability.
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Standard 6
Governance and Administration
Overview and History


To take a picture of the institution’s administration and governance structures today and
compare it to ten years ago would tell a story of a remarkable preservation of basic values and
aspirations despite a decade of significant change. The early years of the decade were marked
by major internal leadership changes. As we approach the end of the decade the focus has
shifted more towards pressures from outside the institution. State legislatures across the coun-
try, ours being no exception, are with some justification, demanding more accountability in
the form of performance measures.


In the State of Washington, access concerns are also paramount in the face of demographics
that promise to increase the population of college-age students by as much as 50 percent in the
next ten years while state resources are expected to remain at or near current levels. For an
institution with at least some level of pedagogical resistance to growth this has forced us to
rethink that position and accept the inevitability of at least a 30 percent increase in enroll-
ments. In a larger context, major technological changes across the country threaten to signifi-
cantly alter our basic understanding of modes of delivery for higher education. Understanding
how an institution like Evergreen fits into such a future presents a significant challenge of
leadership and governance.


Regardless of whether the challenges we face come from internal or external forces, our
response has been to engage in the conversation openly, strive to preserve our most basic
values of collaboration and respect for different points of view, and seek innovative solutions.
All members of the community in one context or another share a part in the governance roles
required to face these challenges.


Throughout the 1970s and 1980s the institution relied on a grievance structure to resolve
conflicts through a body known as the “Council of Governance” (COG). Despite its title the
Council functioned primarily as a grievance structure rather than a true governance body.
Through the early years the institution underwent several iterations of the COG and in the
mid-1980s the COG was dismantled in the hope of developing a new and more effective
model, one that perhaps also had true shared governance as a part of its structure. As a result,
for the latter years of the 1980s, the institution found itself without basic grievance and ap-
peals procedures and without an effective forum to address conflicts. A President’s Advisory
Board (PAB) was formed, in some respects, to continue the work of the Evergreen Council.
Its charge, however, was unclear, confusing the perceived need for an overarching gover-
nance structure of some sort and the need for appropriate grievance processes. The PAB func-
tioned mostly as a body to advise the president on issues of grievance procedure, administrative
evaluation, and as a vehicle to provide broader access to administrative decision-making.
While its members studied the issue of the COGs it failed to reach any consensus or recom-
mendations for a replacement.


Concurrent with this period of uncertainty surrounding governance systems came what
could best be described as a crisis of governance and leadership. While sorting out all of the
factors that may have led to these events may no longer be possible or even productive, there
are clear focal points. The very lack of a replacement for the COG to address conflicts, the
president’s request for and subsequent resignation of the provost, and, nearly a year later, the
resignation of the president all contributed. These events prompted difficult and extensive
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discussions of our basic values of egalitarianism, consensus, and collaboration. Like most
complex organizations, occasional gaps between our day-to-day reality and our finest aspira-
tions surfaced around issues of basic values.


This “crisis” turned into an opportunity to carefully examine several major issues about
how the institution is governed and how the shared governance model assigns and accepts
responsibility. Key issues included:


■ how senior-level administrators are evaluated
■ what the board relationship to the institution means
■ what the board/president relationship is and how it should work
■ how administrators receive information and feedback on critical governance issues
■ what mechanisms exist for addressing grievances and complaints within the aca-


demic area of the college
■ how well the governance structure within academics was working and what needed


changing


In the years since our last self-study each of these key issues has received serious attention,
and major progress has been made in addressing the concerns arising from a difficult episode
in the history of the institution. The exhibits for this section contain the policies developed as
a result of this process. The governance structure within academics is discussed at length in
the faculty governance section below.


It is perhaps the most significant evidence of the perseverance of the institution’s values
and aspirations that the community was able to move forward with this process, come to
understandings of the needed changes, communicate with one another in positive and candid
ways, and come to consensus on productive solutions. The college’s social contract (Vol. 2,
Exhibit 6-1) which guides our essential relationships with one another served us well through
that process. And while it is necessarily a reflection of what we aspire to be, it has held
steadfast as the touchstone of our values.


The following sections examine how the various governance structures within the institu-
tion have grown and evolved over the past ten years, how they contribute to the basic value of
shared governance, and, importantly, how leadership is achieved through these processes.


External Factors
The final key factor for this discussion is the extent to which external forces have begun to


shape and affect decision-making and thus some elements of governance within the institu-
tion. The Higher Education Coordinating Board, while not literally a governing body for
higher education, has been given significant authority through approval of academic pro-
grams, development of performance measures, and, to some degree, budget development. In
addition, the governor’s office and the state legislature are becoming more and more involved
in “governance” of higher education through their efforts to establish and monitor perfor-
mance measures. While the institution has consensus around the benefit of performance mea-
sures, we often have some level of disagreement or at least serious concern about whether the
measures chosen externally are the appropriate ones for our institution. In a number of mea-
sures we are already at the top of the chart among our colleagues in the state and in some
instances feel that increasing “numbers” in these areas will have a negative impact on the
quality of education that we provide. Other issues such as growth of the higher education
system within the state, affirmative action, tuition setting authority, and domestic partner
benefits are significantly impacted by outside influences that are not necessarily in keeping
with our values or goals.
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Current Internal Governance
Governance at Evergreen has always tried to fully realize the potential of a shared gover-


nance model. The current governance structure is a complex mix of formal and informal
groups and committees that provide continuity and flexibility as well as the energy to take up
controversial issues in order to address both long-term issues and emerging and immediate
needs. Often issues cut across the various divisions of the college. Some of the structures
follow divisional alignments and some happily cross over traditional lines of authority creat-
ing “interdisciplinary” and “team guided” decision-making. While values of egalitarianism,
consensus, and collaboration differ in degree among the various units they are still woven
throughout.


In a formal sense the institution has a small number of “governing” groups. They include
the governing board, and three divisions headed by vice presidents—academic, student af-
fairs, and finance and administration. During the past year a student government for graduate
students and the early pieces of a student government for undergraduates took initial form.
Within and across those groups are numbers of other groups that contribute to the fabric of
governance at the institution. Key among those are:


■ the provost/academic deans group in academics
■ the faculty Agenda Committee in academics
■ the directors group in finance and administration
■ the deans and directors group and the student activity board in student affairs
■ the senior staff group which includes the president, vice presidents, executive


associate to the president, executive director of advancement, college budget
officer, assistant to the president for government relations


■ the budget coordinators which includes the key budget staff from each area
■ the enrollment coordinating committee
■ the classified employees union which bargains for working conditions but does not


have authority for collective bargaining for wages and benefits


DTFs
In addition to groups which have direct decision-making authority, the institution relies


heavily on “disappearing task forces” (DTFs) to research, analyze, and make recommenda-
tions on major policy and governance issues within the institution. Each year the president,
vice presidents, and faculty agenda committee consult with one another in establishing the
issues appropriate for formation of DTFs. Faculty members are expected to devote 20 percent
of their time to governance and for many this comes through assignment to various DTFs. The
faculty agenda committee reviews and approves faculty appointments to DTFs. Most DTFs
include members from across the institution including the student body. Members are asked
to serve based on unique expertise or diversity of viewpoint that they can bring to the delibera-
tive process. The president and vice presidents have the authority to “charge” DTFs. In a
written document they lay out a broad outline of the work to be accomplished. Often the
committee will develop processes for broad consultation across the campus community in
developing their recommendations. Vol., 2, Exhibit 6-6 is a list of current committee and
DTFs and provides a good illustration of the types of issues considered through this process.


The Board of Trustees – A Governing Board “Re-envisioned”
The Board of Trustees is established and appointed by the external authority of the State of


Washington. Ultimately the responsibility for governance of the institution will always rest
with the board. Yet even within that structure the board, like the rest of the institution, contin-
ues to reflect carefully on its own role both with a view towards its outside authority and an
inward view towards the unique character of the institution and how a board can most effec-
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tively provide leadership. In the decade since our last reaccreditation the Board of Trustees
has been through enormous change. First, and perhaps most obvious, the membership today
is entirely different from that of ten years ago.


Membership of the Board


Stanley Flemming (Member)


Expiration of term: 9/30/2003
Stanley Flemming is the Deputy Executive Director and Medical Director of Cascade Health


Care Delivery Systems in Tacoma. He was appointed to the board in December 1997. He has
served as mayor of University Place (1995-96) and as a representative from the 28th legisla-
tive district (1993-95) and is a city councilman for the City of University Place. Community
affiliations include: member, Association of Washington Cities; member, Communities in
Schools; past board member, Children’s Museum of Tacoma; past member, Northwest Pri-
mary Care Association; member, Washington State Medical Association; and member, Ameri-
can Medical Association. He has received numerous awards and recognitions including the
Pierce College Distinguished Alumnus award; the Howard O. Scott Citizen of the Year award;
the Pumerantz-Weiss Award for Excellence in Medical Education and as a Role Model Physi-
cian; and was named Outstanding Young Man of America in 1983 and in 1985. He has pub-
lished numerous articles on HIV, AIDS, health care, and health care reform.


B.S., University of Washington


M.A., Pacific Lutheran University


D.O., Western University of Health Science


Bill Frank, Jr. (Member)


Expiration of term: 9/30/2002
Bill Frank, Jr., is Chairman of the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission in Olympia. He


was appointed to the board in June 1996 and has the distinction of being the first Native
American appointed to a college Board of Trustees in the State of Washington. A Nisqually
tribal member, Frank grew up fishing on the Nisqually River and was on the front line when
the battle over treaty-guaranteed Indian fishing rights erupted in the 1960s and 1970s. His
perseverance helped guarantee Indian fishing rights when the “Boldt decision” was made in
the late 1970s. Affiliations include: Commissioner to the Washington State Centennial Com-
mission (and Chairman of the Native American Committee ); US/Canada Negotiations, Pa-
cific Salmon Commission, Adviser; Chairman of Indian Advisory Committee of the Northwest
Power Planning Council; member of the Washington Wildlife and Recreation Coalition; member
of the board of directors, Northwest Renewable Resource Center; Timber-Fish-Wildlife Pro-
cess Policy Committee; National Congress of American Indians; Native American Fish and
Wildlife Society; and the Governor’s 2010 Environmental Protection Advisory Committee.
He has received numerous awards and recognitions including the Albert Schweitzer prize for
Humanitarianism; the Martin Luther King, Jr., Distinguished Service Award for Humanitar-
ian Achievement; the American Indian Distinguished Service Award; and the Common Cause
Award (national recognition for efforts in human rights).


Dwight Kiyoshi Imanaka (Member)


Expiration of term: 9/30/2001
Mr. Imanaka is a senior manager – Employee and Union Relations, Company Offices for


The Boeing Company in Seattle, Washington. He was appointed to Evergreen’s Board of
Trustees in May 1993 (reappointed to second term October 1995). He serves as a founding
member of the board of directors (former board chair) for the Center for Career Alternatives,
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is a member of the Seattle chapter, Japanese American Citizen’s League, and was appointed
by former King County Executive Gary Locke and reappointed by current Executive Ron
Sims to serve on the King County Performance Measurement Oversight Committee. Past
community affiliations include: former member, Asian Counseling and Referral Service Board
of Directors; former member, Employment Opportunities Center Board of Directors; and
member, Governor Lowry’s “Search for Excellence Committee.”


B.A., University of Washington


David E. Lamb (Secretary)


Expiration of term: 9/30/2002
Mr. Lamb is an executive officer with the Lamb-Grays Harbor Company in Hoquiam, the


world’s leading supplier of materials handling equipment for the pulp, paper, and printing
industries. He was appointed to Evergreen’s board in October 1996. He was chair of Evergreen’s
Foundation Board of Governors from 1990-92. He serves as president of the Washington
State Historical Society and has served on that board since 1986. He fulfills a large variety of
responsibilities in the management of Lamb-Grays Harbor, a business started in 1903 by
David’s grandfather. He is an officer of Enterprises International, Inc., a director of Gerrard-
Ovalstrapping, Ltd, Ovalstrapping, Inc., Plastex Extruders, Lamb-Pasaban, the Small Busi-
ness Exporters Association, and Grays Harbor Paper, L.P.


B.A., University of Puget Sound


Lara Littlefield (Member)


Expiration of term:  5/31/99
Lara Littlefield is a fourth-year student at The Evergreen State College. Her focus during


these years has been in political economy and multicultural studies. She has volunteered with
the Women’s Resource Center, Union of Student Workers, Evergreen’s Washington Student
Lobby chapter, and faculty hiring. Community activities include the Washington State Labor
Council, the Olympia Film Festival, the Democratic Party of Kitsap County, political cam-
paigns, and various dance and theater groups.


Christina Meserve (Vice Chair)


Expiration of term: 9/30/98
Ms. Meserve is an attorney in Olympia with the firm of Connolly, Holm, Tacon and Meserve.


She was appointed to the board in October 1990 (reappointed to a second term January 1993)
and is the only alumni representative on the board. Her community and business activities and
affiliations include: member, Washington State Bar Association; member and former presi-
dent, Thurston County Bar Association; member and former president, Washington Women
Lawyers’ Association; Special District Counsel, Washington State Bar Association; member,
Fee Arbitration Board, Washington State Bar Association; former member and former chair,
Washington State Bar Association Judicial Recommendation Committee; former member,
Washington State Bar Association Character & Fitness Committee; former member, Ever-
green Foundation Board of Governors (1980-89); former president and board member, Ever-
green Alumni Association; former member, Olympia Child Care Center Board of Directors.


Ms. Meserve currently serves as a member of the board finance subcommittee.


B.A., The Evergreen State College; J.D. University of Washington
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Marilee K. Roloff (Member)


Expiration of term: 9/30/2003
Ms. Roloff is Executive Director of Volunteers of America of Spokane. She was appointed


to the board in December 1997. Her community and business affiliations include: chair,
Governor’s Juvenile Justice Committee; member, Community Health & Safety Network; past
member, Governor’s Council for Youth, Families & Justice; and past member, board of direc-
tors, Leadership Spokane. She has received numerous awards and recognitions including the
1994 Women in Communications’ Woman of Distinction Award; 1992 EWU Alumni Achieve-
ment Award; 1991 YWCA Outstanding Achievement Award; 1990 Women’s Forum Career
Excellence Award; and the 1989 Optimist Club’s Partner in Education Award. She has pub-
lished articles on children’s issues.


B.A., Eastern Washington University


Carol Vipperman (Chair)


Expiration of term: 9/30/2000
Ms. Vipperman is President of the Foundation for Russian/American Economic Coopera-


tion in Seattle, Washington, a non-profit organization. She was appointed to the board in
October 1989 (and reappointed to a second term in October 1994). Her community and busi-
ness affiliations include: past chair, Governor’s Small Business Improvement Council; mem-
ber, Washington State Chapter International Women’s Forum; member, Advisory Board &
Treasurer of The Kremlin, an exhibit opened in March 1997; and member, Advisory Board for
the Center on International Business Exchange & Research (CIBER) at the University of
Washington.


B.A., University of Washington


Statutory Authority of the Board
Next, it may be useful to look at the“official” description of the role of the board and its


authority within the institution.


The Evergreen State College, established in Thurston County by the 1967 Wash-
ington State Legislature, operates under the provisions of RCW 28B.40. Manage-
ment of the college, care and preservation of its property, erection and construction
of necessary buildings and other facilities, and authority to control collection and
disbursement of funds, are vested, by law, in a seven-member Board of Trustees
appointed by the governor with consent of the Washington State Senate for six-
year overlapping terms.


The board has the powers and duties granted by law (RCW 28B.40) and is responsible to
the State of Washington.


RCW 28B.40.120 Trustees—General powers and duties of board. In addition to
any other powers and duties prescribed by law, the board of trustees of The
Evergreen State College:


1. Shall have full control of the state college and its property of various
kinds, except as otherwise provided by law.


2. Shall employ the president of the state college, his assistants, members of
the faculty, and other employees of the institution, who, except as
otherwise provided by law, shall hold their positions, until discharged
therefrom by the board for good and lawful reason.


3. With the assistance of the faculty of the state college, shall prescribe the
course of study in the various schools and departments thereof and
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publish such catalogues thereof as the board deems necessary: PRO
VIDED, That the state board of education shall determine the requisites
for and give program approval of all courses leading to teacher certifica-
tion by such board.


4. Establish such divisions, schools or departments necessary to carry out
the purposes of the college and not otherwise proscribed by law.


5. Except as otherwise provided by law, may establish and erect such new
facilities as determined by the board to be necessary for the college.


6. May acquire real and other property as provided in RCW 28B.10.020, as
now or hereafter amended.


7. Except as otherwise provided by law, may purchase all supplies and
purchase or lease equipment and other personal property needed for the
operation or maintenance of the college.


8. May establish, lease, operate, equip and maintain self-supporting facilities
in the manner provided in RCW 28B.10.300 through 28B.10.330, as now
or hereafter amended.


9. Except as otherwise provided by law, to enter into such contracts as the
trustees deem essential to college purposes.


10. May receive such gifts, grants, conveyances, devises and bequests of real
or personal property from whatsoever source, as may be made from time
to time, in trust or otherwise, whenever the terms and conditions thereof
will aid in carrying out the college programs; sell, lease or exchange,
invest or expend the same or the proceeds, rents, profits and income
thereof except as limited by the terms and conditions thereof; and adopt
regulations to govern the receipt and expenditure of the proceeds, rents,
profits and income thereof.


11. Subject to the approval of the higher education coordinating board
pursuant to RCW 28B.80.340, offer new degree programs, offer off-
campus programs, participate in consortia or centers, contract for off-
campus educational programs, and purchase or lease major off-campus
facilities.


12. May promulgate such rules and regulations, and perform all other acts not
forbidden by law, as the board of trustees may in its discretion deem
necessary or appropriate to the administration of the college.


The president sits in an ex-officio (non-voting) capacity with the Board of Trustees, addi-
tionally there are ex-officio faculty, staff, student, and alumni representatives to the board.
The ex-officio student member will be replaced by a student with full recognition as a board
member after June of 1998. This change came about as a result of state legislative action.


“Boards that Make a Difference”
That is the legal description of governance of the institution, but it doesn’t describe accu-


rately how governance really happens at Evergreen. The model described would suggest a top
down form of governance structure with much of the authority and decision making vested in
the Board of Trustees. In reality the governance structure is a complex though loosely woven
fabric of shared responsibility and authority that is in a constant state of flux, growth, and
development.


Among the serious concerns raised in the early 1990s were that the board was isolated from
the institution (beyond the president), had not established an evaluation process for the presi-
dent that included input from the broader community, and was not clear about its role in
governing and administering the institution. As the board began considering the process for
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hiring a new president they were very much aware of the need to take those lessons learned
and translate them into real changes. They were determined to provide the best possible gov-
ernance and administrative environment to attract candidates for the position and assure the
future of the college.


One member, not with the board during the last reaccreditation, played a significant role in
the board’s own process of thinking about the institution, leadership, and how the board could
most effectively reshape itself. John Terrey, whose term expired in October of 1996, is a
retired educator/administrator and active community member from Seattle. He served as the
Executive Director for the Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges
for nine years and as its deputy director for nine years.


At the suggestion of Trustee Terrey, the board began an exhaustive process that was to
stretch over nearly three years. They would examine historical information on how the board
had operated, how it created policy, what issues it spent time grappling with, and, perhaps
most important, what it should be doing, what would make it most effective. The first step in
that process occurred in February of 1991 and was based on a seminar on Boards That Make
a Difference by John Carver. The board spent the next several months carefully examining
each of the major precepts of that book and how they themselves “measured up.” Carver’s
book is a rich resource of insight into what makes boards effective. The key concepts that they
considered define the appropriate and effective activities that a board should consider as their
role within an institution. The key concepts the board followed are included in Vol. 2, Exhibit
6-2-4.


The result was the development of an entirely new set of board policies closely tied to
Carver’s principles, which, not surprisingly, addressed the issues raised by the community in
relationship to the board. These policies make it clear that the board’s appropriate role is to
provide leadership on long-term issues, approve the mission of the college, ensure the finan-
cial viability and educational quality of its programs, approve budgets and strategic plans, and
provide broad oversight of the administration of the college. The board adopted a number of
policies designed to implement and institutionalize what they had learned. A listing of the
exhibits from the Board Policy Manual (Vol. 2, Exhibit 6-2) is among the exhibits provided
for this report. These exhibits contain the key policies listed below:


■ Statement of Board Process
■ Delegating the Board’s Powers and Duties
■ Presidential Evaluation
■ President’s Self-Evaluation


The Statement of Board Process Policy in particular reflects the way in which the board
“revisioned” its role within the institution.


The Board will approach its task in a manner which emphasizes strategic leader-
ship more than administrative detail, clear distinction of Board and staff roles,
future rather than past or present, and proactivity rather than reactivity. In this
spirit, the Board will:


1. Be accountable to the general public for competent, conscientious, and
effective accomplishment of its obligations as a body. It will allow no
officer, individual, or committee of the Board to usurp this role or deter
this principle.


2. Be an initiator of policy.
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3. Keep its major involvement with the intended long-term impact of the
organization, not with the administrative or programmatic means of
attaining those effects.


4. Direct, control, and inspire the organization through the careful delibera-
tion and establishment of policies. Policies will be statements of values or
approaches which address (a) the mission statement, (b) the boundaries of
prudence and ethics to be observed by staff, (c) board roles and responsi-
bilities and (d) the Board-staff relationship.


The board has followed its delegation of authority since its development, leaving the day-
to-day administration to the president with periodic reporting to assure that the major func-
tions of the college are operating appropriately. The board has only one standing committee
and that is the finance committee with the primary responsibility of reviewing and adopting
the annual state auditor’s report. Standard 7 discusses that process more thoroughly. Outside
of the formal delegation of authority to the finance committee, the board operates only as a
committee of the whole. Perhaps one of the most interesting challenges for the future will
come with the addition of a student member to the board. Because the student member will be
the only representative of a particular constituency there may well be some tensions around
the issue of acting as a committee of the whole. This may be especially so if the majority of
the board believes it necessary to make a decision unpopular with the students, as sometimes
happens.


In addition to development of policy, the board began a deliberate process of making itself
accessible to the whole community and finding ways to participate in a broad range of com-
munity activities. Members attend classes and special events, include presentations on impor-
tant and innovative activities as a regular part of board sessions, and enjoy lunches and dinners
with various campus communities.


Each October the board meets and conducts not only their self-evaluation, but that of the
president as well. An integral part of the process is the establishment of goals by both the
board and the president. The president writes an annual report which serves as something of a
self-evaluation and as an assessment of both the board and the president’s success in achiev-
ing of the goals agreed to in the previous year.


The future challenge for the board will be to maintain a high level of contact with the
institution. The current members are all very active members of their local communities with
multiple demands on their time. In order to avoid future concerns on the part of community
that the board is disengaged and does not understand the institution they govern, continued
participation in campus activities is critical. The board’s recent involvement in the develop-
ment of the accreditation self-study is good evidence that the level of involvement remains. In
addition, the board chair has recently led an effort to involve all the state trustees and regents
in the major public policy debate going on about higher education. The governor recently
appointed a “2020 Commission” to attempt to map out the future of higher education for the
next twenty-five years. The initial efforts of the trustees and regents have been to grapple with
issues of how they can be involved in that discussion. This is particularly critical for Ever-
green because of the strong impetus both within the state and the membership of the commis-
sion to see distance education and technology as the “magic bullet” that will solve the state’s
educational access and delivery problems.
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Administrative Processes, Challenges, and Successes
Administrative Evaluation


As mentioned above one of the major issues identified in the early 1990s was the lack of an
administrative evaluation process. By May of 1992 the president had approved and put into
place a policy to provide for the evaluation of all exempt employees. The President’s Advi-
sory Board was instrumental in building consensus and helping to design a process. The policy
requires annual evaluations of exempt employees and encourages processes similar to faculty
evaluation that include peer evaluations and development of portfolios, though it does not
require them. At each evaluation, goals from the previous year are assessed and expectations
and goals for the next year are set. An evaluation of the president is also required and is
defined in the Board of Trustee Policies and also the presidential contract.


Institutional Research
The Director of Institutional Research is an integral part of planning process on campus and


provides a wide array of information reports necessary for both planning and assessment. The
director and the institution’s budget officer often work in tandem to develop the most useful
and accurate information to inform institutional and board decision-making. The director is a
frequent presenter before the Board of Trustees and is involved in strategic planning, accredi-
tation, and directs most academic assessment efforts.


Policy Development and Dissemination
As previously discussed, the President’s Advisory Board (PAB) was formed to help the


president and the college as a whole develop appropriate processes for administrative evalu-
ation, recommend grievance procedures, and assure that the administration was accessible.
They were successful in achieving their major goals. New policies have been developed in
areas ranging from affirmative action and sexual harassment to grievance procedures for stu-
dents and academics and an administrative evaluation process. A mediation center was estab-
lished on campus and a number of community members were trained as mediators by the
Dispute Resolution Center of Thurston County. We now have an ongoing mediation program
run primarily by volunteers and offering an early intervention and resolution process that has
significantly contributed to lower levels of formal complaints on campus.


The PAB was successful in achieving its goals and in early 1996 the group itself began
discussions of disbanding. By May they had made that decision and officially ceased to exist
with final advice to the president to add “a walk around drop in” style of interaction to con-
tinue to provide an additional level of contact with the campus community. In response, the
president’s office strives to be openly accessible to all levels of the community. The president
has an open table in the College Activities Building for an hour each week where anyone can
come and talk about any issue. While the PAB never functioned in the same way as its prede-
cessor and was advisory rather than having decision-making authority as the “Evergreen Coun-
cil” did, the PAB’s abolishment does mark an end to what had been a shared value of all
college governance through a central governance council. While the models that had been
constructed previously didn’t work, it will continue to require a good measure of intentional-
ity and effort for the remaining governance structures to ensure that all voices at the college
continue to be heard and have the opportunity to provide significant input to major decision
making.


As mentioned previously, the college continues to do its major policy development through
disappearing task forces (DTFs) which are ad hoc groups pulled together to draft recommen-
dations for policies in key areas. All major college policy documents have been reviewed and
updated in the last three years and are now available through the college’s web page, ensuring
that policy for the first time is easily accessible to nearly every member of the community and
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drafts and changes are immediately provided for review. Written processes have been devel-
oped to guide policy formation and to assure appropriate consultation and process. An exten-
sive list of policy developed is contained in Standard 1.


Student Affairs Decision-Making
Most division decisions within Student Affairs are made by the deans and directors group


composed of the Dean of Enrollment Services, Dean of Students and Academic Support Ser-
vices, Director of Housing, Director of Police Services, Director of Recreation, Wellness and
Athletics, and the Student Affairs Budget Coordinator. It is expected that the staff in this
group will consult with their respective staffs in making decisions. These staff members regu-
larly conduct staff retreats, or convene their staff to obtain input on division decisions.


The Student Affairs staff begin each year with a divisional retreat in which the goals of
Student Affairs are generated. Two other more informal division meetings are convened each
year to introduce new staff, discuss emerging issues affecting students, review progress on
goals, and socialize. DTFs are formed when major changes in direction are being contem-
plated, especially if the changes would have significant impacts on the entire campus. If the
issue is primarily one which affects Student Affairs, a division-wide committee is convened.
One-time meetings open to all Student Affairs staff are held to debrief major events such as
new-student orientation or discuss important topics such as our work in support of diversity.
Forums for students are held if the issue is one of concern to students.


Finance and Administration Decision-Making
The Vice President and Directors of Finance and Administration meet on a weekly basis to


discuss divisional and institutional issues and to develop goals. The group includes the vice
president, Special Assistant to the Vice President, College Budget Officer, Director of Human
Resources Services, Director of Computing & Communications, Director of Facilities, Direc-
tor of the Bookstore, and Controller. In addition, the Special Assistant to the President for
Civil Rights frequently attends these meetings and devotes approximately 25 percent of his
time to issues within that division.


Members of the team also attend meetings of other groups; for example, the Director of
Computing and Communications attends most of the academic deans’ meetings. The Human
Resources Office works closely with members of the president’s staff and includes both the
Special Assistant for Civil Rights and the Special Assistant for Equal Employment Opportu-
nity in weekly meetings.


In recent months, the division’s directors have began work on establishing “critical success
factors” to ensure the best possible service to the community and best support the academic
mission of the college. See Standard 2 for a discussion of academic decision-making.


Management Breakfast Group
The Management Breakfast Group is composed primarily of the individuals that appear in


the four following divisional organization charts. Monthly breakfast meetings are held to
share major events and concerns within the various units and issues of concern to the institu-
tion as a whole. Anyone in the group can put an issue on the agenda, although the agenda is
generally developed through the president’s office. During the legislative session the govern-
ment relations officer provides updates on legislative activity and institutional responses. The
finance office also provides briefings on state budget processes. Although most people in this
group are actively involved in the on-campus budget process, these meetings are often used to
provide information on the status of campus-wide budget decision-making processes, and to
present issues needing consultation.
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In addition to monthly meetings this group functions as a consultation point for most major
policy processes. For example, in the case of accreditation, the management breakfast group
used its fall retreat to review first drafts of the reports, discuss broad themes, and provide
input into development of the self-study. In past years, they have held similar retreats to
review the mission statement and develop the strategic plan.


Leadership – Transformation, Collaboration, and Focus
Each week the president convenes a group of senior staff to discuss issues of importance to


the institution and to bring a cross-divisional institutional perspective to administrative deci-
sion making. The group is made up of the president, provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Vice President for Student Affairs, Vice President for Finance and Administration,
Executive Associate to the President, College Budget Officer, Executive Director of College
Advancement, and Special Assistant to the President for Legislative Affairs.


In the early 1990s the group functioned primarily as a source for cross-divisional dissemi-
nation of information, mutual advice for the vice presidents and president, and in the broadest
sense, a decision-making point for crisis management. In recent years, sometimes intention-
ally and sometimes driven by forces both internal and external to the college, this group has
evolved into one which brings an institutional focus to divisional issues, and fundamentally
strives to provide focus in meeting the original intent of the shared governance model.


Many issues have received the careful attention of this group in recent years, among them:
growth planning, development of a substantial evening-weekend program, strategic plan de-
velopment, retention planning, technology and its impact on the institution and educational
program, staff and faculty development, a wide array of issues related to fairness of due pro-
cess, how to be responsive to external changes, appropriate performance measures for the
institution, our commitment to student centeredness, and development of appropriate man-
agement reporting both for administrative decision making and providing information to the
Boards of Trustees—just to name a few.


Budget and Planning—an example of leadership process development
Perhaps the clearest example of how this transformation has occurred revolves around the


institutional budget and planning process. At one time, it was perhaps most accurate to say
simply, “the budget process,” as most planning efforts that occurred (outside of purely aca-
demic planning) were products of the budget process and were frustrated by the realties of
limited or declining resources. The budget was often such an overwhelming force that it drove
planning. Each biennial budget cycle included a process of developing “budget initiatives”
which were meant to set new directions or to address large unfunded needs within the institu-
tion. But none of these initiatives were funded. Enrollment growth was often the sole focus of
funding. Additional funding, when it did come, was focused by external forces in a way that
made budget requests more an exercise in “opportunistic” planning rather than the careful
evaluation of needs and future directions. Real decisions about new directions seemed diffi-
cult, if not frequently impossible, to make.


Close examination of those budgets would, nonetheless, reveal that elements of the strate-
gic plan were discernible and were a clear part of the fabric of thinking within the various
elements of the college. With no chance of funding, however, the necessary linkages in guid-
ing the future of the institution were tenuous.


The first few years of the 1990s were budget-cutting years as required by the governor’s
office of financial management and the legislature. The earliest budget cut directives were
met through instructions to divisions to prepare “across-the-board” cut plans with each divi-
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sion sharing equally in the cuts. Vice presidents worked with their deans and directors to pull
together these plans. However, it quickly became obvious that cutting across the board gave
little attention to which areas had flexibility to withstand the cuts and which did not or where
critical strategic issues existed. It was time to make the more difficult decisions about what
functions and items needed to be preserved in the broader institutional view.


In the next round of cut directives the senior staff first set some basic budget principles that
included such items as giving first priority to protecting the academic programs, preserving
jobs, and funding uncontrollable expenses such as utility increases. To ensure broad input into
the decision process a “budget committee” was formed to guide the difficult choices that
needed to be made. The committee was very large with broad representation from across all
campus constituencies. Within each division, beginning at the unit level, budget cut plans
were drawn up at various percentages so that decisions could be made by the budget commit-
tee to accept some and not others in order to protect the priority items.


It was in many ways an example of shared governance taken perhaps too far. For the first
time staff found themselves participating in the difficult process of making recommendations
to cut their own positions or programs or that of their colleague at the next desk, in the next
office, or across the room.


Much was learned from this process. Many members of the community came to the realiza-
tion that the institution needed leaders who accepted the responsibility of making appropriate
efforts to consult and develop consensus, but were willing to shoulder the burden of the diffi-
cult final decisions. For the president, vice presidents, and other senior staff it began a process
of thinking with an even more intentional institutional perspective and provided a great deal
of information about what was missing in our process that was needed to make strategic
decisions.


About this same time the institution began developing a new strategic plan. This clearly
was the type of broad direction vehicle that needed input from the widest range of staff,
faculty, and students. While it was an excellent process that brought some clear consensus to
major issues such as retention, curricular reform, part-time studies, growth, and master plan-
ning, the connections between budget and planning were still tenuous. A number of the goals
within the strategic plan were abandoned because they could not be funded within the current
budget. Budget decisions, while now driven at least somewhat by institutional vision still
were not tied closely enough to planning.


The president and senior staff continued to explore what it meant to provide leadership and
an understanding of the connections those efforts had to planning and budget. New ways of
thinking about planning and budget coincided with a basic change in the state budgeting
process that authorized higher education institutions to retain tuition revenues across bienni-
ums. This allowed the institution to begin to develop reserves that could be used for contin-
gency planning and for major one-time initiatives and large unfunded needs. The state also
had entered a period of enrollment growth which provides at least a measure of budget expan-
sion. With that growth comes an even greater potential for considering new directions and
initiatives.


Stronger ties needed to develop between strategic planning, goal development, master plan-
ning, and budgeting to ensure that this new “flexibility” could be managed to meet current
needs as well as think in a more visionary way about the future. The self-studies for reaccredi-
tation were also seen as a piece of the complex set of interrelationships that needed to be
combined in order to provide real planning, and therefore leadership, for the institution.
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Each division develops annual goals, based in part on what is contained in the strategic
plan. The goals are developed through extensive discussion at multiple levels within each
division. Those goals are then forwarded to the senior staff where extensive discussions lead
to understanding of divisional plans and ties to our strategic plan and overall goals. During the
current year the senior staff devoted significant time and energy to retreats aimed at a thor-
ough understanding of the college budget and what flexibility there may be for establishing
new directions and addressing institutional problems. Holding these discussions simultaneously
with discussions of the divisional goals has helped our understanding of how they do and
don’t work together. Most of the divisions, for example, find that the budget is still the over-
riding factor in deciding what items to place in the annual goals document.


The ultimate goal is to develop a system of planning that relies on development of a strate-
gic plan through broad consultation that is then used as the basis for goals and budget devel-
opment. Such a process would integrate a well-thought-out consensus based on visions for the
short- and long-term future of the institution as the driver for budget decisions rather than a
budget that drives decisions about the future. Standard 1 describes the institution’s plan for
aligning the various processes of internal and external planning, goal setting, and budgeting
into a cohesive, mission-driven planning and budget process. It takes advantage of the con-
vergence of reaccreditation, master plan development, strategic plan development, and Higher
Education Coordinating Board master planning to put the institution’s process into a logical
planning and budget cycle.


Faculty Role in Governance, Planning, and Policy
Development


The faculty’s role in governance is outlined in sections 2.100-2.400 of the Faculty Hand-
book (Vol. 2, Exhibit 6-5). This document went through a complete revision in 1996. Since
the last reaccreditation report, there have been a number of changes to ensure greater faculty
involvement in a variety of arenas including governance, academic administration, and fac-
ulty evaluation and reappointment. The changes in the faculty evaluation and reappointment
process are discussed elsewhere under Standard 4. Faculty involvement in academic plan-
ning, hiring, and advising is also discussed under Standards 2 and 4.


Key structures for faculty involvement in institutional governance, planning, budgeting,
and policy development include the following:


■ A monthly faculty meeting of the whole where major policy is discussed and
approved


■ An elected faculty agenda committee acting on behalf of the faculty which meets
weekly. The chair of the agenda committee is chair of the faculty meeting. This
group establishes the agenda for the faculty meeting and reviews all charges and
faculty DTF and committee assignments


■ A faculty representative on the Board of Trustees. This person is the past chair of the
agenda committee


■ Rotating academic deans, serving on fixed terms of office, who are faculty members
charged with academic administration. These individuals are appointed by the
provost upon the recommendation of a faculty search committee


■ Faculty who assume quasi-administrative roles as planning unit coordinators, or
directors of graduate programs or off-campus programs for fixed periods of time


■ Policy-making through specially charged committees or, as they are called at
Evergreen, “disappearing task forces,” as well as the occasional ad hoc study group
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■ Procedures built into our decision-making structures that require faculty review and
involvement, i.e., rules around the constitution of DTFs, etc.


One of Evergreen’s strengths is the adaptability of its governance structures and its willing-
ness to create new vehicles for faculty involvement. In December 1985, the faculty adopted
the basic governance structure currently in place. It is commonly referred to as the Faculty
Governance Document. This document is included in the exhibits to Standard 6. Over the past
ten years, this document has guided the agenda committee. It is fair to say that the agenda
committee has operated with variable degrees of direction and urgency, depending upon the
degree of trust between the faculty and the administration. During the difficult transition of
the early 1990s, for example, the agenda committee played a crucial role.


Changes in Faculty Governance and Policy-Making
Evergreen is committed to ongoing experimentation to find more effective governance struc-


tures. Over the past decade there have been various changes, including changes in the roles
and responsibilities of deans, the development of new curricular planning units with faculty
leaders with partial release time, and some modification of the ways the agenda committee
itself operates. In addition, the entire Faculty Handbook has been reviewed and substantially
rewritten over the past five years. Some of the new policies include the faculty evaluation and
reappointment policy, the reduction in force policy, and the grievance policy, among others.
In addition to the policies revised within the Faculty Handbook, the institution has undertaken
other major policy reforms in the past five years including the college’s Sexual Harassment
Policy, Affirmative Action Policy, and Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Policies.


This policy revision process itself helped build trust within the institution as well as more
clarity about institutional procedures. Written procedures are particularly critical at a time
when the institution has substantial turnover in the faculty and staff.


Academic Administration
Evergreen’s academic administrative structure was purposefully developed to support teach-


ing and learning and to avoid bureaucracy as much as possible.1 Non-hierarchical administra-
tive structures are an important feature. Since the college is not organized around academic
departments, other forms of academic administration have been created. Having academic
deans sit over functions or “desks” (in the State Department sense of the term) rather than
departments or divisions is one of the cornerstones of academic administration at Evergreen.
Curricular planning structures are also described in Standards 2 and 4 of this report.


The academic administration includes five academic deans and the dean of library who
report to the provost. In addition, four of the public service centers, the Tacoma campus, and
the three graduate programs currently report to the provost along with the director of institu-
tional research and planning, an academic grants manager, and the associate vice president for
academic budget and financial planning, an administrative assistant to the provost, and an
administrative secretary.


The deans rotate into academic administration for fixed periods of time and then return to
teaching. The deans and the provost operate as a collaborative decision-making team, meet-


1 Evergreen’s approach to academic administration has been described in a number of publications including Charles
McCann, “Academic Administration without Departments at the Evergreen State College,” in D. McHenry and
Associates, Academic Departments (Jossey Bass, 1977); Beth Casey, “The Administration of Interdisciplinary Programs:
Creating Climates for Change, Issues on Integrative Studies, No. 8, pp. 87-110 (1990). R. Jones and B. Smith, Against
the Current: Reform and Experimentation in Higher Education (Shenkman Press, 1984.)
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ing weekly as a group. Each year the academic administration sets goals for the coming year,
and discusses these goals with the faculty agenda committee. Sometimes these goals and the
deans and provost’s annual self-evaluations are shared with the entire community. The pro-
vost is a member of the faculty serving at the pleasure of the president. All academic admin-
istrators are evaluated annually.


There are two longer-term deans on four-year appointments, renewable twice, and three
shorter-term deans on three-year appointments, renewable once. This rotational system is
intended to maintain a close working relationship between the academic administration and
the teaching faculty and to defuse the antipathy and distance that sometimes characterizes this
relationship elsewhere.


As part of the self-study, all the former deans gathered to assess the strengths and weak-
nesses of the system. They agreed that the practice of having rotating deans has obvious
advantages and disadvantages. The system has the advantage of keeping the administration
closely aligned with faculty and student needs. Since large numbers of Evergreen faculty
have been involved in academic administration, this has infused the faculty as a whole with a
broader perspective on the functioning of the institution, and it has created strong connections
between the various offices and people in the institution. Previous deans do often become
faculty leaders and key players on DTFs and other important decision-making groups. On the
other hand, short-term administrators may lack a long-term perspective that the college needs,
and it often takes several years for new deans to acquire the skills and overall perspective
needed. Occasionally, discussions surface about the need for a more professional academic
administration, but the system has strong support at the present time and functions quite well.
The collaborative way in which the deans and the provost operate as a team compensates for
some of the variability that inevitably arises in a system with rotating administrators. There
has been a significant effort in the past five years to better manage the transition between
administrators through written procedures and overlapping terms. Stabilization of responsi-
bilities has also facilitated this.


All of the academic deans have some fixed desk assignments as well as a number of respon-
sibilities that vary from year to year. The desk assignments and division of responsibilities for
the 1997-98 academic year are described in Table 6-1.


Table 6-1
Deans’- Provost’s Desk Assignments 1997-98


John Cushing, Academic Dean


Budget Equipment


Capital Projects Space


Five-Year Reviews Faculty Evaluations


Summer School Copyrights & Patents


Grants & Contracts Professional Travel


Professional Leaves Catalog (2nd reader)


Reaccreditation Agenda Committee


Computing/Communications Academic Standing Policy
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Virginia Darney, Academic Dean


Curriculum Planning Group Coordinators


Hiring Priorities DTF Catalog (lead)


Faculty Exchanges ICAPP


ECC Reaccreditation — Lead on Standard Two


Assessment Five-Year Reviews


Faculty Evaluations Grants & Contracts


Evans Chair (w/Masao)


Susan Fiksdal, Academic Dean


Part-time Studies Curriculum


Hiring (adjunct faculty) Evergreen Times


Part-time Studies Coordinating Committee International Studies


Int’l Studies Advisory Board ICAO Subcommittee


Kobe Faculty Exchange Miyazaki Exchange


Adjunct Faculty Evaluations ECC


Prior Learning from Experience Reaccreditation


Human Subjects Review Continuing Education


Rob Knapp, Academic Dean


Hiring—Full Time Program Developmental Evaluations


New-Faculty Orientation Five-Year Reviews


Faculty Development NSF Puget Sound Grant


Faculty Retreat Reaccreditation


Washington Center Planning Committee


Masao Sugiyama/Lee Lyttle, Academic Dean


First-Year Curriculum Evans Chair (lead)


Model Seminars Native American Studies


Tribal-Based Five-Year Reviews


Faculty Evaluations Writing & Learning Resource Ctr


Longhouse Users Group Late Evaluations


Reaccreditation K-12 Advisory Board


Math Tutors Hiring


Bill Bruner, Dean of the Library


Library Media Services


Reaccreditation Five-Year Reviews


Academic Budget Equipment


ICCL CLIO


K-20 Project Distance Learning
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Barbara Smith, Academic VP & Provost


Sponsored Research HECB Accountability Plan


Legislature Unsoeld Visitor


Public Service Centers Institutional Research


Grants & Fund Raising Convocation


Reaccreditation Deans & Directors Retreat


ACLS Conference Fulbright Exchanges


Diversity Program Graduate Programs


Tacoma


The longer-term deans have responsibility for curriculum and budget and space to assure
needed continuity in these arenas. While the difference in terms of office might imply a hier-
archical relationship within the deanship, they have never operated in that manner and recent
changes in desk assignments, salary, and terms of office have made their status even more
equal.


A substantial number of Evergreen faculty members have served as deans over the past
twenty-five years. New incentives were put in place to increase the sabbatical accrual rate for
deans. A recent faculty survey assessed the pool for future deans: it was encouraging to have
twenty-one faculty indicate interest in serving as dean at some future time. Many faculty feel
a sense of responsibility to serve as deans or on the agenda committee. This same survey also
indicated a high degree of satisfaction with the current system of rotating deans.


Several significant changes have been made in the academic deanships in the past several
years. The procedures for selecting deans have changed to stress the internal recruitment of
deans from the faculty. Their roles and responsibilities have become more established with
fewer responsibilities rotated and reassigned among them each year. This has been a neces-
sary consequence of growing larger and having dean responsibilities that require more conti-
nuity. Partially as a result of this shift to seeing that all the deans have major desk assignments,
the distinction between the short- and longer-term deans has largely disappeared. At one time,
the shorter-term deans were called “assistant deans,” (later the title was changed to Academic
Dean from the faculty) and they were appointed to two-year non-renewable terms. The three
“shorter-term” deans now all have three-year renewable terms and at least one major desk
responsibility: part-time studies, faculty hiring and development, or first-year programs. This
has resulted in clearer channels of responsibility for these areas and built new structures for
planning and communication. The terms of appointment for academic deans have been changed
to reflect this equalization of responsibilities. All of the deans are now paid on a common
salary scale which is 6 percent above their placement on the faculty scale with a 1 percent
increase per year up to a maximum of 10 percent above the faculty scale.


Changes in the Agenda Committee
The faculty agenda committee has been in existence for ten years. Modest but important


changes have been made to the agenda committee in terms of constitution and operation, and
the agenda committee continues to reassess its role annually. Faculty from part-time studies
now sit on the agenda committee. There is a concerted effort to build the relationship between
the agenda committee, the provost, and the academic deans through an annual goal setting
retreat and by having a dean sit on the agenda committee. As the recent faculty survey in Table
6-2 demonstrates, faculty satisfaction with the agenda committee remains mixed.
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Support for and attendance at the monthly faculty meetings is lower than we would hope.
Quorums have been established as a mechanism for ensuring that there is adequate faculty
involvement before major policies are adopted. It is clear, however, that there is some interest
among the faculty in exploring other mechanisms for being involved in decision-making such
as paper ballots and email discussions, and that the low level of faculty satisfaction with the
faculty meetings requires institutional attention. Some faculty believe too much of their time
is spent on governance, and there is some interest in creating ways for governance responsi-
bilities to be more broadly defined to include community service and research. As the demo-
graphic profile of the faculty changes, the time is ripe to more seriously explore different
ways of thinking about faculty work while not compromising the continuing institutional
commitment to maintain a strong faculty voice in governance and policy-making.


Table 6-2
Spring 1997 Faculty Survey
Satisfaction with Planning and Governance


Rated on a 5-Point Scale:  5= Very Satisfied; 1= Not at All Satisfied


Percent Satisfied Percent Neutral Percent Dissatisfied


Activity/Structure (4 or 5) (3) (1 or 2)


Fall Faculty Planning Retreat 51% 21% 28%


Rotating Academic Deans 48% 32% 20%


New Planning Unit Structure 44% 31% 25%


Consultation with the Faculty 41% 40% 19%


DTFs as Decision-Making Structure 38% 32% 30%


Faculty Agenda Committee 34% 41% 25%


Personal Impact on Decisions 31% 35% 34%


New Planning Unit Coordinator System 30% 54% 16%


Grievance Process 18% 65% 17%


Faculty Meetings 18% 40% 42%


Planning-Group Coordinators
In an attempt to ensure greater faculty responsibility for curriculum planning, the 1995


Long-Range Curriculum DTF recommended that faculty coordinators for the new curricular
planning units be appointed and that they be given partial release time to do administrative
work. The work of the planning groups and their coordinators are described in Standard 2.
Since there is ongoing concern about any moves that might departmentalize the college and
increase the level of administration and bureaucracy, this was a significant change. At the
same time, there was widespread recognition that more direct faculty leadership was needed
beyond the level of the individual program. This system will have been in effect for a little
over two years at the time of the self-study. Responses to a faculty survey conducted in spring
1997 indicate that the overall level of satisfaction with the new planning groups and the plan-
ning coordinators is quite high, with the most favorable ratings coming from the areas that
were most similar to the pre-existing curricular units. The social science and culture, text, and
language areas, which were the most radically reconfigured, were most ambivalent about this
new direction. This system will continue to evolve and be changed if it isn’t satisfactory.


Overall Involvement in Governance
Twenty percent of the regular faculty workload at Evergreen is assigned to governance. If


faculty are to be self-governing, they need to be involved. Regular governance hours are
established within the institution on Monday and Wednesday afternoons. Part-time faculty are
currently encouraged, but not required, to participate in governance. Procedures for compen-
sating them for this involvement are ad hoc and under revision. “Governance” includes plan-
ning for future programs, participating on DTFs, attending planning-group and all faculty
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meetings, serving on hiring committees, working in academic advising or serving as a mentor
for students of color, as well as being part of all-faculty events such as the fall faculty curricu-
lum planning retreat. The agenda committee, the deans, and the provost try to equalize gover-
nance assignments and ensure that DTFs are broadly constituted. In the spring quarter a survey
is sent out to all members of the faculty listing the anticipated governance work for the com-
ing year to solicit individual preferences. A final list of governance assignments is approved
by the agenda committee. The level of governance activity is thought by some to be exces-
sive, especially in a period in which there is a large amount of hiring to be done with all the
attendant subcommittee work. Some governance is mandated by law while some is seen as
clearly in the faculty’s interest. Nonetheless, the administration and the faculty agenda com-
mittee do monitor workload in this area and the policy issues raised clearly require attention.


Standing Committees
Following is an inventory of governance groups existing at Evergreen during the 1997-98


academic year. Faculty are expected to do one major or several minor assignments.


Standing Committees (all Major)


Agenda Committee Council of Faculty Representatives


Enrollment Coordinating Committee Faculty Hiring DTF


Hiring Priorities DTF Planning Group Coordinators


Environmental Advisory Committee


DTFs and Other Work (all Major)


Academic Advisors Accreditation Self-Study


Campus Master Plan Compensation, Benefits, and Post Retire-


Computing DTF ment DTF


Enrollment Services Dean Search DTF International Studies Advisory


Prior Learning From Experience (Readers) Sponsored Research Committee


Radio Tower DTF


Other Work/Committees (all Minor)


ADA Advisory Committee Athletics Advisory Committee


Arbitrators Bookstore Advisory Committee


Commute Trip Reduction Advisory Committee Copyright/Patents


Deadly Force Review Board Ethics Review Board


Faculty Representative to Athletics First Peoples’ Mentors


Fundraising Advisory Board Health and Safety Committee


Human Subjects Review Infraction Review Committee


Longhouse Advisory Committee PLATO Royalties Committee


Police Services Hiring Professional Educators Advisory


Public Art Advisory Committee Student Conduct Code Hearing Board


Teacher Education Advisors


Student Government
Evergreen’s social contract stresses the importance of community and requires all members


to play a role in its governance process. Students engage in this opportunity through a variety
of means including student decision-making boards, participation in campus DTFs, and stu-
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dent government. An Evergreen student’s ability to develop and influence policies and proce-
dures ranges from grassroots decisions made at a residence-hall floor meeting to representa-
tion on the college’s Board of Trustees. Students play significant roles in student conduct
hearing boards, and on hiring DTFs for faculty and staff as well as DTFs regarding the evalu-
ation and future of such areas as housing, academic advising, and the curriculum. Every DTF
involves at least one and usually more students as equal partners in the governance process.
At points during the year the need for student voices in governance business exceeds the
significant time commitment students are able to make to the community. While there is
generally a mechanism through the Vice President for Student Affairs’ Office for recruiting
students for governance work, many students still feel that they are not able to easily access
governance processes at Evergreen. The college is constantly promoting the need for student
involvement in an attempt to make this opportunity available to as many students as possible.


Since its founding Evergreen’s student body has not sustained a student government. Con-
versations and models have surfaced sporadically over the years only to be met with apathy or
dissension. The 1996-97 academic year was a breakthrough in this arena with the successful
formulation of a graduate student government in the form of a coalition of the Masters of
Environmental Science (MES), Masters of Public Administration (MPA), and Masters in Teach-
ing (MIT) student representatives. Students from these programs collaborated with student
affairs and academic support professionals to form a recognized body that will promote com-
munication, programs, and funding, and generally support the learning experiences of gradu-
ate students at Evergreen. The undergraduates were able to follow this lead by formulating a
few models of student governance that were publicized and voted on by the entire student
body in the spring of 1997. The result was a small but significant endorsement of the need for
some form of community-based student government. Combined with an electronic conversa-
tion and voting system this model is currently undergoing formation among undergraduate
leaders. The Office of Student Activities is providing fiscal support and advice to these under-
graduates in an effort to maintain momentum and share lessons learned from the founding of
graduate student governance at Evergreen.


In the spring of 1997 student leaders began campus-wide community forums as a means of
bringing students, faculty, and staff into ongoing dialogues. The forums are held the first
Wednesday of each month during governance hours in the central location of the Library
Lobby. While anyone can bring any issue to the meeting, a white board is set up the morning
of the forum with at least a few agenda items already generated. People are invited to add
other items for discussion that have ranged from student government to the arming of public
safety and services for students “after hours.” Guidelines for conducting civil conversation
are agreed upon and posted at each meeting as a reminder of the social contract. The timing of
the forums on the first Wednesday of the month is an intentional effort to conduct these con-
versations prior to Board of Trustees meetings.


Union
As mentioned in the opening section, the college does have a union which represents the


classified staff on issues of work place conditions. The state does not currently allow collec-
tive bargaining on the part of state employees. Our management relationship with the union
has long been a positive one and efforts are made to include union representation on all appro-
priate committees and hiring DTFs. Union/management meetings are held on a regular basis
and management gives careful consideration to perspectives presented by union representa-
tives. The Union Contract is available in the Exhibit Room as Exhibit 6-7.
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College Advancement
College Advancement at Evergreen includes development and fundraising, and is com-


prised of the office of the executive director (of both college advancement and the college
Foundation); alumni affairs/development; corporate/foundation relations; donor relations/de-
velopment research; and development services, as well as college relations, graphics, and
publications.


In many ways, the work of College Advancement is very closely related to academic needs,
to the needs of students and prospective students, and to the mission and goals of the college.
This can easily be seen in fundraising priorities over the years and in our structures and pro-
cesses for publications development and production.


While the structure of College Advancement has undergone many changes during the past
ten years, the actual number of staff performing the functions now associated with the area
has not changed. In 1986-87, staff in these areas totaled 16.5 FTES. As 1996-97 began, staff
numbered sixteen. One additional staff FTE was added mid-year, with creation of a webmaster
position—a new function for both the institution and for College Advancement. While staff
resources did not change during this period, the amount of activity overall has increased sub-
stantially since 1986-87. Fundraising revenues have nearly doubled, alumni activity has in-
creased, and media and publications have increased in number and sophistication.


Structurally, the area has gone through many changes. In the late 1980s, College Advance-
ment was headed by a vice president. The annual fund, alumni affairs, corporate/foundation
relations and information services directors, as well as the executive director of the Founda-
tion, reported to the Vice President for College Advancement. An auxiliary services function,
Conference Services, was also a part of College Advancement at that time, although it was a
much smaller operation then than it is now. The vice president’s position was eliminated when
the individual holding the position became the college’s interim president in 1990. College
Advancement was split into two areas, with an Executive Director of Development hired to
lead the various fundraising and alumni affairs functions and a Director of College Relations
hired to lead public relations, publications, and graphics.


In March 1994, these two areas were reunited, again becoming College Advancement, but
without a vice president. Instead, the two positions, Executive Director of Development and
Director of College Relations, were combined into one Executive Director of College Ad-
vancement. The executive director was also given the responsibility of managing the College
Foundation as its executive director. The focus since the end of 1994 has been on rebuilding
the advancement function, strengthening the Foundation Board of Governors, instituting more
comprehensive and professional investment policies, and increasing fund raising capacity by
building contacts and relationships with a rapidly expanding alumni and donor constituency
base.


Throughout these many transitions and staffing changes, actual fundraising priorities have
remained fairly constant. The college’s Long-Range Plan specifically states the goal to “En-
hance revenue through non-state resources, in a manner consistent with college mission and
goals.” The Foundation’s focus since its founding has been on the Evergreen Annual Fund,
which primarily supports student scholarships and which has been steadily increasing schol-
arship funding for the past several years. More recently there has been increasing emphasis on
securing other scholarship support as well, and this effort has met with significant success.
This is in keeping with the intent of another goal in the Long- Range Plan, to “. . . act to secure
appropriate levels of scholarship and other support for students.”
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Other fundraising efforts, primarily those seeking support from foundations and corpora-
tions, are closely tied to academic and institutional priorities through the structure and pro-
cesses developed through the collaborative work of the academic grants manager in the
provost’s office and the corporate/foundation relations director in College Advancement. Special
initiatives, including the Evan’s Chair in Liberal Arts Endowment, the Library Endowment,
and the Fund for Innovation (all described in more detail in Standard 7) have focused support
on teaching, library resources, and innovation.


The Long-Range Plan also expresses the college’s commitment to “continue to build a
stronger financial support base among alumni, friends, corporations, and private foundations”
and to “improve and expand external understanding of the college and its offerings.” Because
fundraising at Evergreen is very much in its “infancy” (as is the institution itself), and because
Evergreen’s unique approach to teaching and learning poses a variety of “communication”
challenges, it is difficult to objectively gauge the congruence between the level of expectation
placed on College Advancement and the level of institutional support and resources devoted
to it. The decline in state funding and the actual budget reductions faced by the institution
have made it very difficult to sustain the level of investment necessary to bring a comprehen-
sive development program (friend raising and fundraising) from infancy to maturity. As re-
sources become more plentiful, Evergreen will need to consider carefully the level of funding
needed to build a program that can fully support—and make a meaningful difference to—the
mission, goals, and daily operation of the college.


Affirmative Action and Nondiscrimination
The Evergreen State College has continued its commitment to diversity and equal treatment


across the decade and through all of its programs and activities. The college Mission State-
ment reflects this commitment.


Because learning is enhanced when topics are examined from the perspectives of
diverse groups and because such differences reflect the world around us, the
college strives to create a rich mix in the composition of its student body, staff, and
faculty, and to give serious consideration to issues of social class, age, race,
ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation.


The college has a long-standing commitment to equal employment opportunity and main-
tains an affirmative action program to establish equity. The goals, policies, and action plans of
the affirmative action program are reviewed annually and new goals are established every
three years. The policy is contained in Vol. 2, Exhibit 6-3. They are submitted for approval to
the Governor’s Affirmative Action Policy Committee and are published as the college Affir-
mative Action Plan. This plan, which conforms to state and federal guidelines, contains the
college policy on affirmative action/equal opportunity, as well as the college grievance proce-
dure and policies on sexual harassment and disability accommodation. It was most recently
reviewed and updated in January 1998.
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Workforce profile at beginning of1997-2000 AA plan
Nov. 1, 1997
Total Workforce 600 100%


Men 290 48%


Women 310 52%


Caucasian 474 79%


Black 26 4%


Hispanic 32 5%


Asian/Pac Islander 42 7%


American Indian 26 4%


Persons w/disability 27 5%


Vietnam Era Vets 45 8%


Disabled Vets 5 1%


40+ 446 74%


The affirmative action progress reports are presented to the college Board of Trustees and
management team annually. The college Affirmative Action Plan and progress reports are
available to the general public for review.


Faculty Diversity
Overall, the college faculty profile includes a higher proportion of faculty of color than the


diversity of faculty nationally. For this reason, the college has had no race/ethnic affirmative
action goals for faculty for the past five years. Nevertheless, the college has remained con-
scious of the small number of faculty of color on campus and has worked to recruit widely and
hire diversely. In the past two years, the college has filled fifteen regular faculty positions (the
college’s equivalent of tenure track positions). Candidates of color filled four of those posi-
tions (27 percent). During that same period, the college filled twenty-five visiting faculty
positions (usually contracts of one-year duration). Candidates of color filled nine (36 percent)
of these. Of the 148 faculty in regular positions in fall 1998, thirty-five (24 percent) were
faculty of color, sixty-two (42 percent) were women.


In 1998, the college restructured the goal-setting process for faculty by dividing faculty (for
goal-setting purposes) into four areas: Arts, Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sci-
ences. This allows for a better match between the college faculty and national availability
data. As a result, the college has new race/ethnic affirmative action goals for faculty. In the
arts, the college will attempt to address the absence of African American faculty members; in
the natural sciences, we will address the absence of Hispanic and Native American faculty
and work to increase the representation of African American faculty; in humanities we will
address the limited representation of Asian faculty.


Affirmative Action Goal Attainment
From 1 November 1995 through 31 October 1997, the college made 189 appointments of


faculty, exempt and classified staff vacancies. This included 147 hires of new employees, and
42 promotions.


Thirty-eight of the appointments (20 percent) addressed affirmative action goals established
in 1995. Goals had been established to increase the representation of women in seven areas.
Five of seven goals were addressed and one (executives/administrators) was fully attained
during this period. Other affirmative action goals that were fully achieved included: Hispanics
in non-faculty professions and service/maintenance positions; Native Americans in technical/
paraprofessional and campus police positions; and representation of African Americans in
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two of three administrative support areas. The most current affirmative action data is con-
tained in Vol. 2, Exhibit 6-3.


Equal Employment Opportunity Recruiting
The college office for equal opportunity implements a recruitment program for the purpose


of identifying possible applicants for future college position openings. Through linkages with
community leaders and professional, trade, and community organizations, a diverse mix of
people within the state and across the nation are invited to participate in the program. Partici-
pants are asked to provide information about their gender, ethnicity, education, and employ-
ment interests. When the college opens positions in which they have expressed interest, the
office for equal opportunity mails them a bulletin and a personal invitation to apply. In an
organizational climate that demands quicker, less costly recruitment efforts and better, more
diverse applicant pools, this growing program is increasing in value.


Diversity Efforts
While the college’s efforts in the area of affirmative action and equal employment opportu-


nity provide a solid base for a diverse and vital campus they are incomplete if they are not
matched by equal commitments to providing real opportunities to explore and grapple with a
wide range of complex issues. Development and implementation of policies and programs
that promote diversity and understanding of culture and within culture differences are also a
key element to an effective program. Such commitment does exist at Evergreen and the last
ten years have been rich with wonderful examples of how that commitment has been realized.


Since 1992, the President’s Diversity Fund has provided support for campus-produced edu-
cational activities that stimulate the community’s growth in the area of multiculturalism. Over
the years, it has produced or co-funded a wide array of engaging educational programs in-
cluding: programming for the annual Day of Absence/Day of Presence activities which deal
with issues of campus race relations; orientation workshops for new students dealing with
race, sexual harassment, sexual orientation, and student empowerment; and campus partici-
pation in national teleconferences on disability issues and admissions practices. In 1997, the
diversity fund budget was increased substantially affording more ambitious programming
capabilities for the campus community.


The Longhouse Education and Cultural Center opened in September of 1995. Funded by
the state, the Longhouse is a classroom facility and a cultural center. It has become the visible
symbol of the college’s deep commitment to promoting multicultural education. Keeping
with its commitment to community, Evergreen has formalized intercollege initiatives designed
to promote the attainment of the baccalaureate degree by students of color through two con-
tracts: one with Northwest Indian College and a second with Tacoma Community College.
We have received formal approval of the reservation-based program by the Northwest Asso-
ciation of Schools and Colleges and the Higher Education Coordinating Board. The college
has also led the way for the past ten years in organizing statewide diversity projects with
support from the Ford Foundation, often in collaboration with the State Board for Community
and Technical Colleges.


The college continues to successfully recruit and retain a diverse group of students (nearly
50 percent student of color into the 1995-96 cohort of our Master in Teaching Program and
the MIT 2000 Program will focus on Native American learners) through the efforts of Access
Services for Students with Disabilities, K.E.Y. Student Services (for first-generation college
students), First People’s Advising Services, and First People’s Recruitment. Further, Part-
Time Studies increasingly draws older and returning students to its evening and weekend
program and course offerings.
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Change — The Impact on Leaders and Leadership
The institution has undergone fundamental change in leadership since the last review. Dur-


ing the first half of the decade, turnover in leadership positions has been almost complete with
only a couple of individuals remaining and many of the new members of the group coming
from outside the institution. A new president, provost, Vice President for Finance and Admin-
istration, and Vice President for Student Affairs, are joined by new personnel in nearly every
other position on the organizational chart. The major senior-level organization change in this
time was the elimination of the Vice President for College Advancement position with those
functions now reporting directly to the president through an executive director for college
advancement. The few exceptions: the College Budget Officer (who was moved organiza-
tionally from the President’s Office to Finance and Administration), the Administrative Assis-
tant for Budget in Student Affairs, and the Administrative Assistant to the President who,
incidentally, is the employee with longest duration at the college—nearly thirty years (and
soon to retire). Finally, the Director of Institutional Research continues to serve the essential
role of guiding institutional assessment and research. This becomes a role even more essential
as we face the challenge of preserving our special character and mission as an institution in a
time of significant internal and external transformation.


The organizational chart only tells one part of the story. In addition to the changes in admin-
istration, the college is facing the recent and imminent retirement of fairly large numbers of
the original faculty. After twenty-five years of operation, the institution is experiencing fun-
damental changes as many of the founding faculty and staff reach retirement age—or more
sadly pass on. While large numbers of new staff and faculty present opportunities; the institu-
tion must also struggle with real concerns about the potential loss of our most basic values and
sense of who we are. The extent to which these changes will affect the nature of the institution
and how we think about directions for the future is a major challenge as we move into the next
century.


As we move into the next decade it is not entirely clear what this level of change will mean
to the college. Stronger efforts are being made to tie the various levels of planning and deci-
sion-making together. Yet we continue to struggle with maintaining the value of shared gover-
nance across the college. There is concern within the college that we are “professionalizing”
the staff in a way that is contrary to the original values of the college and that we will lose the
important perspective that came from administrators who were drawn from the “rank and
file.” It is a challenge that requires diligence in assuring that the many voices of the college
continue to be heard. At the same time, the inevitable truth is that the college is growing and
will continue to grow. What might have worked when the college had 2,000 students becomes
ever more difficult when growth reaches 4,000 to 5,000 students. In addition, an ever-grow-
ing list of external requirements placed upon the college has led to a need for a more experi-
enced and professional staff.


There is also some concern about the institution’s ability to attract highly qualified person-
nel in the professional and administrative positions. While we are fortunate to have a top-
notch staff at this point, we are finding it increasingly difficult to attract applicants because of
our pay scales. Too often we find ourselves having to hire at a much higher level of pay just to
fill a position. This is particularly unfortunate when the previous employee may have left to
take a similar position with higher pay, only to see the position filled at a level that would have
kept them here. To begin to grapple with this issue, Finance and Administration is undertak-
ing a review of exempt salaries to help identify the most inequitable situations. Even once
identified, however, it is not immediately clear where we will find resources to resolve the
problem without cutting another part of the institution. The adjustments already made have
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significantly reduced flexibility available for this type of expense. This will remain one of our
significant challenges as we move into the next decade.


Shared governance in higher education seldom leads to neat and tidy processes. Evergreen
is no exception and perhaps even more so than most. We wouldn’t have it any other way.
While the relationships we forge are hard work, like any good partners in a relationship, we
accept that as a natural part of our existence. Our strong values towards collaboration and
team approaches make the struggle both easier and more difficult. While our unique struc-
tures may create different challenges than other institutions may face, the very lack of layers
of academic administration removes a number of barriers to true sharing of governance. After
all, we do not have to argue about departmental budgets! Further, the reduced level of com-
plexity makes it easier for larger numbers of our staff and faculty to understand the intricacies
of our budgets.


On the other hand, our uniqueness also makes discussions about the future more difficult.
While the rest of higher education is trying to figure out how to strategically get the advantage
in a world of high tech education, we’re still asking ourselves very serious questions about the
wisdom of moving in that direction. While other institutions are trying to figure out how to get
the “best” students, we are still worrying about how to provide access to those traditionally
not served.


Summary of Recommendations and Findings
■ The institution has an effective and engaged Board of Trustees operating with


clear policies and procedures.


■ Senior-level administrators have committed time to gain a more thorough under-
standing of leadership, planning, and budget processes. They have carved out
significant time to develop common understandings of shared leadership and the
impact that deliberative and well-articulated planning have on their ability to
provide direction for the college.


■ Faculty involvement in governance is adequate and periodically reassessed. The
role of the agenda committee, faculty meeting, and the curricular planning units
continues to evolve.


■ Student involvement in governance continues to pose challenges and may
change with the addition of students on governing boards.


■ There has been extensive turnover among college administrators since the last
accreditation visit, and a period of turmoil in the early 1990s. The administration
has now stabilized and is effective.


■ Concerns about salary levels for administration and staff pose significant chal-
lenges for the future.


■ External forces will present significant leadership challenges in the next decade.
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Standard 9
Institutional Integrity
Ethical Standards


The institution strives to meet its commitment to high ethical standards through a number
of policies. Of fundamental importance to the institution is our “Social Contract” which sets
out our expectations and aspirations about how we will function as a community of col-
leagues. Each year this document is distributed to incoming students and, at the direction of
the Board of Trustees, to all staff and faculty to ensure that we reaffirm our commitment and
understanding of these essential values (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 9-1).


Policy Development
Policies have been developed to provide avenues to address concerns raised by staff, fac-


ulty, and students. In the past couple of years we developed grievance procedures for the
academic division, student employment grievance procedures, rewrote the student conduct
code and grievance and appeals procedures, the affirmative action/equal employment oppor-
tunity policy, and sexual harassment policy. We developed student and staff access policies
for individuals with disabilities. Clear policies were developed for students to appeal aca-
demic records. An on-campus mediation center has been established to provide early inter-
vention and resolution for individuals or groups in conflict. Training is provided on ethical
standards developed by the state’s legislature, and policies were drafted to guide employee
activities. (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 9-2).


Public Actions
There is a strongly held value at Evergreen that it is important to ensure that our commit-


ment does not stop at simply having all of the required mechanisms in place. Frequently we
find ourselves in the position of taking “unpopular” or perhaps “unorthodox” positions on
issues of importance to the higher education community. And perhaps the most difficult ethi-
cal challenges we face are when important values conflict.


The key issues where the institution has stood apart from the other colleges in the state in
recent years include local control of tuition, financial aid, and acceptance of uniform stan-
dards of performance for all the higher education institutions. In addition, the institution has
faced difficult issues surrounding internal issues of free speech, academic freedom, and the
institutional responsibility related to publications. Each of these issues presented a basic issue
of institutional integrity for our leadership.


Local Control of Tuition
Three years ago, the other four-year institutions, some more forcefully than others, agreed


that the setting of tuition rates should be a local decision. While there were good arguments
for this position, Evergreen was concerned about what this would mean for equal access,
quality, and affordability of higher education. Under the current system the legislature must
make decisions about tuition increases and has set tuition levels at the research institutions
and four-year institutions. It seemed that with the backing particularly of the two research
institutions (University of Washington and Washington State University), the change was
inevitable. Members of our institution who are responsible for our external voice on these
types of issues were subjected to tremendous pressure from their colleagues to present a uni-
fied position to the Higher Education Coordinating Board and the legislature. Despite the
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pressure, we held to our beliefs on this issue and continued to share those concerns in all
appropriate forums. Ultimately, the idea was rejected for many of the same reasons we held.


Financial Aid
An issue that goes hand in hand with this has been financial aid. In this instance our firm


belief has been that access should be provided to the broadest range of students possible.
Many of our students are non-traditional: they are older or come from families where higher
education was the exception rather than the rule, often because of financial considerations.
While we may not be in direct disagreement with other institutions on this issue, we fre-
quently find ourselves to be the only ones raising the issue about needing additional funding
for financial aid during budget discussions where common themes among the institutions are
advocated.


Not only are we concerned about the availability of financial aid, but also about the “mix”
of aid. Many of our colleagues believe that a high tuition/high aid model would resolve some
of higher education’s funding dilemmas and ensure that access is not limited by financial
considerations. Our difficulty with this theory has been the high volume of loans to grants in
these financial aid models. For many low-income families and students the thought of gradu-
ating with several tens of thousands of dollars of debt is a very different prospect than it is for
wealthier families used to dealing with large debt.


Performance Standards
Over the past five years or so the legislature and Higher Education Coordinating Board


have been working to develop performance standards for higher education. While the institu-
tion takes some level of pride in discovering that on many of the proposed measures we are at
or near the top among our colleagues, we have found ourselves in disagreement about whether
some of the measures should be uniform standards and whether improvement should always
be measured by increases in numbers. One key example is student contact hours. This is an
area where our basic belief about teaching as the faculty priority has put us at the top of the
chart. The external standards could only be met by increasing the student/faculty ratio. We are
concerned that the quality of education would be adversely affected by such increases. This
position has put us in some very difficult discussions with the external groups such as the
Higher Education Coordinating Board and our colleagues at other institutions.


Publications and Issues of Free Speech
The final example we present here is one where our basic values came into conflict over a


publication. Recently we celebrated twenty-five years of teaching and learning at Evergreen.
As a part of that celebration we developed a number of initiatives. One of those was a publi-
cation titled The Voices of ’71. It was to be a compilation of retrospective writings of our
students from the early years about their experiences at Evergreen. One of the submissions for
the project was a fairly lengthy cartoon about one student’s experiences at the college. When
the work was originally published a number of advance copies were handed out at a “manage-
ment breakfast” (a monthly meeting of deans, directors, and senior level staff). Objections
were raised to some of the panels in the cartoon in the belief that they perpetuated racial
stereotypes. A lengthy and exhaustive discourse about the appropriate action to take prior to
general distribution ensued.


It became, fundamentally, a divergence of two principles: would reprinting of the publica-
tion without the panels be censorship and did the principle against censorship override this
institution’s commitment to refusing to perpetuate racial stereotypes? After much consulta-
tion and discussion, a decision was made to leave the panel in the original archival material
for the library but not to include it in the printed version for general distribution.
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Over the next several months the controversy and conversation over this issue grew and
culminated in a seminar session at the summer reunion involving a number of alumni and
senior staff at the college. After much painstaking consideration and soul searching, a deci-
sion was made to reverse the decision to remove the panels and a new printing was made
available with the cartoon in its original form. However individuals may have stood on this
issue, the important message was the extent to which individuals and groups were willing to
openly discuss such a controversial issue and grapple with an issue where two such funda-
mental values conflicted. The process allowed divergent voices to be heard, and was not closed
off by an earlier decision.


Communications With the Campus Community
During the past five years the president and vice presidents at Evergreen have communi-


cated broadly with the entire campus community in response to activities that were in viola-
tion of the Social Contract. These activities included anonymous posters and defacing of
campus buildings with language offensive to various groups. The president and vice presi-
dents used these occasions to remind the campus community in general of the tenets of the
Social Contract especially involving civility, individual responsibility, and respect. Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 9-3 contains examples of these communications.


Regular Evaluation of Policies, Procedures, and
Publications


During the past five years the institution has undertaken major efforts to thoroughly review
and update its policies and procedures. This has culminated in a complete rewriting of the
faculty handbook as discussed in Standard 6, and a major update of the Policy and Procedures
Manual. Policies and procedures that are legally contained within the Washington Adminis-
trative Code have also undergone major review, rewriting, and repeal where appropriate. Along
with these efforts two additional factors add to the institution’s commitment to assure updated
and accurate policies and procedures. First, a process for policy development was adopted to
guide all areas of the college entering into policy-making efforts. Second, both the Faculty
Handbook and Policy and Procedures Manual became parts of the college’s web site. Previ-
ously, the Faculty Handbook was redrafted and distributed every few years and the Policy and
Procedures Manual was restricted to thirty copies campus-wide that were often difficult to
locate and unevenly maintained. Web site access has made them available to the entire cam-
pus community and ensured the updating process is timely and immediately disseminated. It
has also provided an excellent mechanism for staff and faculty across campus to easily access
policies that are under review and update so that they can have ready input to those processes.


Most official college publications are reproduced annually. Information in each is updated
by the offices and individuals featured in those publications with the guidance of a profes-
sional editor. The results of evaluative feedback for each publication are incorporated into
design and text. For major institutional publications, like the general Catalog and biennial
Viewbook, a more formal consultative and evaluative process exists, to ensure the updated
publications are as accurate and effective as possible. College Relations also tries to monitor
all publications produced for an external audience to ensure that such publications meet a
high standard of quality and accuracy.


Accurate Representation
In its official publications, particularly the general college catalog, Evergreen strives to


represent itself to its constituencies, the public and prospective students, through careful pro-
cesses that involve collaboration and evaluation to ensure accuracy and effectiveness in mes-
sages about the college.
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The catalog has long served not only as a source document about the curriculum, but as a
primary marketing tool for communicating with prospective students and other constituents.
This dual function creates some interesting, sometimes challenging, dynamics surrounding
its production and use. For example, in the early 1990s, the college was criticized by current
students for misrepresenting the number of students of color enrolled at the college. Students
felt the catalog gave the impression that more students of color attended than was actually the
case. While catalog producers had been careful to be accurate and provide true representation,
they were also striving to use the catalog as a recruitment tool, and were trying to illustrate an
environment that was welcoming to all students. To insure that diversity was accurately de-
scribed, demographics on the Tacoma campus are separated out from Olympia in the catalog
statistical summary.


To help solve the problem of representation, the number of student narrators (students fea-
tured prominently to help tell the college’s story) was increased to fourteen, allowing for a
broader range of student images and voices. This allowed us to represent students of each of
the protected classes, while trying to ensure we did not overrepresent racial diversity on cam-
pus. The expanded number also allowed us to select a representative range of students based
on age, gender, year of study, geographic location of their home, and their area of academic
emphasis.


In developing the catalog text, College Relations works closely with the curriculum dean,
admissions and other enrollment services staff, and Academic Planning and Experiential Learn-
ing (APEL) staff. In addition, the college’s Enrollment Coordinating Committee evaluates the
catalog and viewbook after each is produced. APEL and admissions staff have been very
effective in relaying how students perceive the information presented, and College Relations
staff consistently uses feedback from them and others to modify approaches to explaining
Evergreen’s unusual curriculum. The curriculum dean ensures the text is accurate in terms of
program/course offerings and consistent with faculty perceptions of the college. The catalog
includes descriptions of each academic program. Each is provided by the head of the faculty
team teaching the program and reviewed by the deans. In addition, text is circulated for up-
dates to each administrative student affairs office that is featured. The result of this process is
that the catalog accurately reflects a general, overall picture of the college while also present-
ing crucial information needed by students and prospective students.


The college viewbook, currently produced every two years, is developed through a similar
process.


Another catalog of courses is The Evergreen Times, which is sent to 190,000 post office
boxes in five surrounding counties to promote the Part-Time Studies program. This publica-
tion also serves a dual role. It not only provides a listing of the next quarter’s curriculum of
(primarily) evening and weekend programs, but also informs local communities about Ever-
green through carefully developed news stories with photos that are featured on the first three
pages of the newsprint-magazine-style publication. The publication is produced by the Col-
lege Relations staff, but developed by a coordinating group that includes the Part-Time Stud-
ies Dean, the Part-Time Studies Coordinator, the admissions coordinator responsible for
recruitment in part-time studies, and by several other individuals responsible for advising
students.


Evergreen also produces two graduate catalogs: one for the Master of  Public Administra-
tion and Master of Environmental Studies programs, and one for the Master in Teaching
Program. Another catalog is specifically aimed at students of color.
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In all, Evergreen produces hundreds of publications annually, including brochures for TRIO
programs, a student handbook, material for prospective Housing residents, materials for do-
nors to the college, and event promotional materials. A team of professional designers and
editor/writers works to ensure information is updated and accurate, as well as easily under-
stood.


Catalogs and other publications are used to communicate with potential students. Other
college offices, such as Admissions, Registration and Records, and Housing also communi-
cate with potential students. The offices work together to ensure information is coordinated,
produced in ways that are cost-effective, and timely. These offices also hold a high value for
accuracy, in part because each is directly accountable for the information they provide.


The processes used in producing publications have guided the relatively recent develop-
ment of an institutional web site, that features most college publications, a community calen-
dar, and much more, including college policies and procedures. The same collaborative
processes and evaluative techniques are used to ensure the web site meets college objectives.


Evergreen is also very careful and collaborative in making public statements. College Rela-
tions is set up as a central clearinghouse for information requested from the media. College
Relations staff work with college administrators to ensure that when official statements are
called for from the media, they are accurate and coordinated among those who are contacted.
When possible, the college takes a proactive approach to preparing a response to media. If
there is a question about information or policy regarding a statement—if the college has not
already developed some statements that have been collaboratively reviewed for accuracy—
the staff work to find answers and provide timely statements. Evergreen’s administration has
always been supportive of efforts to be accessible to the news media.


This value for accuracy is also reflected in administrative statements made specifically to
the college community. Foremost among these are the annual dissemination of the Social
Contract and information regarding public safety issues. Both are distributed in written memo-
randa as well as through the student newspaper, in keeping with the Board of Trustees’ direc-
tive to increase visibility of the Social Contract to all members of the college community, and
legal requirements for disseminating safety information to all students and their families. On
other issues, senior administrators frequently provide information about critical issues or take
the opportunity to express the college’s values through distribution of memoranda, posters, or
letters to the editor of the student newspaper.


In the production of all of these types of materials, including the catalog, newsletters, the
college magazine, and any other publication or printed material that officially “tells the college’s
story,” journalistic principles are carefully adhered to in developing text. Accuracy of infor-
mation prepared for both internal and external audiences is a high priority. Administrative
statements regarding policy are also very carefully crafted, sometimes with support from
College Relations staff. At Evergreen, if materials representing the college are not perceived
as accurate by the college community, we will hear from our internal constituents. The entire
college community values a high standard of honesty and accuracy in materials that represent
the institution.


Conflict of Interest Policy
Since 1990, when a “whistle blower” complaint brought attention to the college’s conflict


of interest policy, the institution has seen a number of significant efforts to both develop and
disseminate our policies in this area. While the college at that time had a policy which imple-
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mented state law in this area, development of the policy apparently had not included broad
input, was not well disseminated, and was little understood by college employees, especially
faculty. Major concerns were raised over whether the policy as written interfered with aca-
demic freedom because of language related to intellectual property and the college’s interest
in work developed with state resources.


Additional impetus was added in 1994, when the state legislature, in the midst of a media
blitz on ethical violations in the legislature and among public servants in general, signifi-
cantly strengthened and expanded the state’s executive ethics laws. The new statute set up
both an executive and legislative ethics board and required agencies and institutions to de-
velop their own rules and provide training and education for employees.  A DTF on conflict of
interest spent nearly four years developing a policy that would recognize both our obligations
as keepers of the public’s trust and at the same time make due consideration of issues of
academic freedom.


During the past year extensive efforts were undertaken to provide educational programs in
ethics. Most units of the college have attended two- to three-hour sessions while senior-level
managers received a half-day session at their annual management retreat last fall. Separate
training was also provided for the Board of Trustees. Faculty received a written briefing on
the subject at a faculty meeting last spring. These sessions included direct exploration of
current statutes related to ethics but also included broader discussion of the types of “ethical”
issues faced by higher education. In the student affairs divisions, case studies were used to
examine a number of “ethical” dilemmas faced by professionals in the student development
field. A copy of the college’s Ethics Policy is included in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 9-2.


Commitment to the Free Pursuit of Knowledge
The following section from the Faculty Handbook is the clearest evidence of our commit-


ment to these principles.


4.300 Faculty Reappointment
(1) Preamble.


(a) Collaborative, interdisciplinary teaching and learning constitutes the center of each fac-
ulty member’s work at Evergreen. The evaluation process, through which reappointment de-
cisions are made, has at its heart a concern for excellence in all aspects of the academic
enterprise. Excellence in the faculty depends in part on faculty development efforts, and both
deans and faculty colleagues provide development advice as needed as part of the evaluation
process. The evaluation process also provides a time to praise the excellent work of our col-
leagues. Thus maintenance of excellence through collegial evaluation focusing on collabora-
tive, interdisciplinary teaching and learning is the central feature of our reappointment policy.
Great care is taken before initially hiring regular faculty and thus nonreappointment of a
regular faculty member will be uncommon.


(b) No faculty member will be dismissed from the college because of any written or spoken
views protected by the guarantees of the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States. The college also subscribes to the American Association of University Professors’
statement of principles on academic freedom.
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Social Contract
As stated at the outset of this section, the Social Contract sets out our expectations and


aspirations about how we will function as a community of colleagues. The Social Contract
illustrates Evergreen’s commitment to the free pursuit and dissemination of knowledge and
serves as a guide for pedagogy and administration (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 9-1).


Summary of Recommendations and Findings
■ From its earliest years the institution has operated on fundamental principles of in-


tegrity in its teaching, scholarship, and service, and remains committed to those val-
ues.


■ We fully recognize the important role of leadership in setting the tone and example
in terms of institutional integrity. The presidents and vice presidents have repeatedly
taken public positions on important campus and statewide issues.


■ The institution has a program to provide education and training for faculty, staff, and
board members in state ethics law and has updated and accessible policies and pro-
cedures related to ethics, academic freedom, and student conduct.


■ The institution models its values not only internally, but externally as well. This
sometimes creates situations where the institution takes a position that is unpopular
or sensitive with external communities. One of our continuing challenges is to main-
tain a balance that allows us to be a voice for the highest ethical standards without
unnecessarily harming the institution’s relationships with the broader community.


■ The institution encourages public discourse on tough issues of ethics and integrity
and remains open to careful examination, and when warranted, re-examination, of
decisions based on those values.
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Standard 3
Students
Introduction


The Student Affairs division at Evergreen has, for a long time, put student learning first.
Evergreen’s culture has challenged Student Affairs to find innovative ways to work effec-
tively with students. In a collaborative relationship with colleagues across the college the
Student Affairs division pursues its primary goal of supporting students in having the best
educational experience possible while attending The Evergreen State College. This is done by
providing efficient student-centered delivery of services, creating and maintaining a secure
campus environment, offering an array of activities, encouraging healthy behaviors in stu-
dents and development of their interpersonal skills, increasing student appreciation for hu-
man diversity, promoting responsible citizenship, and serving as an advocate for student needs
and concerns. This mission is led by the Vice President for Student Affairs and is carried out
by a wide variety of offices through various programs, services, styles and strategies. The vice
president’s partnership with the provost and Vice President for Finance and Administration in
reporting to the president enhances the division’s ability to achieve these goals.


Each department within Student Affairs conducted a self-study in preparation for reaccredi-
tation. Portions of those studies have been incorporated into this report along with the re-
sponse of each department to its section of this standard (Exhibit Room, Exhibits 3-12 through
3-16). The self-studies resulted in an alignment of purpose and goals with the newly revised
mission of the institution and division of Student Affairs. In addition, strengths and weak-
nesses were identified through various assessment methods. Strategies were developed to
address those areas needing attention and incorporated into goals and objectives.


Changes in Student Affairs since the 1989 reaccreditation study, and during the last five
years in particular, include increased attention to student governance issues; changes to im-
prove academic advising; changes to the mission and operation of Police Services; increased
assessment of incoming students; expansion of recreational offerings and intercollegiate sports;
increased services to part-time and evening students; professionalization of the Student Af-
fairs staff; and enhanced focus on student rights and responsibilities. All of these changes are
elaborated upon in this standard.


Purpose and Organization of Student Affairs
Student Affairs Supports College’s Mission


The Student Affairs division supports the institution’s mission by providing programs and
services that create learning environments and experiences that assist students in achieving
important learning outcomes. This work promotes each of the college’s five foci out of the
classroom setting. In helping students realize their potential through innovative, interdiscipli-
nary educational programs, student services is guided by the principles in the college’s mis-
sion statement.


■ Staff and faculty are all educators and often collaborate in supporting student
learning. This is illustrated in a specific program such as Core Connectors in
which Student Affairs staff focus on first-year students in their academic pro-
grams. It is apparent in one-on-one work between faculty and staff in assisting a
student’s learning through tutoring, advising, or accommodation. Faculty and
Student Affairs staff have participated as co-learners in week-long Pew Charitable
Trust summer institutes which focus on a variety of social, political, and environ-
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mental themes. Housing staff work with students to create policies and practices
that make the buildings a place to study and to learn. Police Services maintains a
safe and secure campus environment where good teaching can occur and where
students can live and learn.


■ Academic offerings are interdisciplinary and collaborative and often utilize the
programs and expertise of those in Student Affairs such as the Recreation,
Wellness and Athletics office’s “ropes course” or the “Addictions to Wellness”
course which is taught by faculty and staff from the Substance Abuse Prevention
program. Approximately 25 percent of Evergreen students conducted internships
in recent years which are coordinated through the Academic Planning and
Experiential Learning office as a means to readily link theory to practice.


■ Teaching students to be responsible for their own education begins with the
admissions process and continues with financial aid deadlines and registration
forms. Those first decisions are closely tied into the Student Advising Center’s
coordinated workshops and individual advising sessions which create a resource
network of career, academic, and other support services for students exploring
alternatives and making choices about their academic pathway. In addition, this
theme of responsibility is central to the Student Conduct Code and Social
Contract.


■ Active participation in learning and its practical application is equally as effective
in athletic and recreational opportunities, housing resident program and policy
development, student staff training, financial aid workshops, individual learning
contracts, and student organization activities.


■ Services and funds to Evergreen’s community-based programs at Tacoma and
tribal reservations are important commitments made by individuals in Student
Affairs and fulfilled by Enrollment Services as well as Student Activities, First
People’s Advising Services, KEY (“Keep Enhancing Yourself,” a federally
funded Trio Program) Student Services, Academic Planning and Experiential
Learning (APEL), and Access Services. The long-standing Upward Bound.
program prepares high school students in surrounding urban, rural, and reserva-
tion areas for the realistic option of college.


■ The Offices of First Peoples’ Recruitment and First Peoples’ Advising lead the
division in recruiting and retaining students of color through collaborative efforts
with faculty, staff, and students across campus and in the community. KEY
Student Services for first-generation college students contributes significantly in
this area. Hiring of diverse staff remains a top priority as does involvement in
professional development programs that contribute to building a multicultural
organization.


■ Assessment efforts occur on a campus-wide, division-wide, and specific office
basis in an effort to evaluate the effectiveness of programs and services for
students in promoting student learning. Systematic inquiry is also applied to
improve student and college performance. Examples of types of assessment and
the resulting action are cited throughout this standard.


The Student Affairs mission statement (Volume 1, Exhibit 3-1) reflects support for the
college’s mission statement. Subsequent goals and objectives are developed with input from
all Student Affairs staff and are generated from the college’s Long-Range Plan. Each of the
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units comprising Student Affairs also works with its own mission that further supports the
assistance of students in achieving important learning outcomes. It has been a long-standing
practice to write annual goals and objectives and review these in an end-of-the-year report
which documents and analyzes goal accomplishment. Unit mission statements, goals, and
accomplishments are in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 3-11. Evaluation and measurement efforts of
goal attainment are defined later on in this standard. Assessment of accomplishment involves
not only a review of activities but also a measure of educational outcomes such as an appre-
ciation for diversity, increase in self-esteem, or development of critical reasoning.


Services in Student Affairs
The Student Affairs division provides a large portion of campus services to students includ-


ing some traditionally based in academics such as advising and cooperative education. Within
the division closely related functions have been combined to contribute to cooperative work-
ing relationships and integrated service to students. An example of this is the Evergreen ser-
vices unit which includes recruitment, outreach, admissions, financial aid, and registration.
These services are physically grouped together in the Library building where they are close to
faculty and academic administrative offices as well as student advising services. Offices are
also organized and located to create conditions that encourage students to integrate academic
studies with educationally purposeful activities outside the classroom. The offices of Career
Development, Academic Planning, and Cooperative Education reside in the Advising Center
and are located near the academic deans’ area, many faculty offices, and classrooms. Offices
in Student Affairs include:


Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs
■ Housing


■ Recreation, Wellness and Athletics


■ Police Services


■ Enrollment Services


Admissions


First Peoples’ Recruitment


Outreach for Part-Time Studies


Financial Aid


Registration and Records


■ Student and Academic Support Services


Access Services for Students with Disabilities


Academic Planning and Experiential Learning


Career Development


Child Care Center


Cooper Point Journal (CPJ)


Counseling and Health Center


First Peoples’ Advising Services


KAOS Olympia Community Radio


KEY Student Support Services


Sexual Assault Prevention


Student Activities


Upward Bound


■ Student Conduct
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In the past ten years two deans who report to the vice president have held responsibility for
Enrollment Services, and Student and Academic Support Services. Directors have served as
administrative heads of Housing; Recreation, Wellness and Athletics; and Police Services. A
division budget coordinator and student conduct officer also reports to the vice president.
This administrative organization has served the mission of the college well and parallels the
academic division with a provost, academic deans, and directors of academic programs. A
division organizational chart is in Volume 1, Exhibit 3-2.


Staffing, Job Descriptions, and Performance Reviews
The Student Affairs division is competently staffed with a variety of experienced and degreed


professionals. Staff are supported in their own academic pursuits and over the past ten years a
number have received their masters and bachelors degrees. There has been an increased em-
phasis on professional training as a qualification for the selection of staff. The vice president
and one dean have Ph.Ds. In 1989, 65.4 percent of professional staff in Student Affairs pos-
sessed advanced degrees. In 1997 that number had increased to 70.4 percent. The results of
this professionalization have been improved support services to students that are delivered by
Student Affairs educators in a holistic and developmentally-based manner. Recently, Police
Services officers received enhanced training and became commissioned police officers. The
division has worked steadily in recent years to align salaries for comparable jobs and to bol-
ster salaries of lower paid exempt employees as well as advisors/counselors of the Counseling
Center (Volume 1, Exhibit 3-3, Table #2, Student Affairs Staff Profile). Brief résumés of the
professional staff will be available during the site visit.


Staff are also encouraged to stay current in their field through involvement in professional
organizations and participation in professional conferences and institutes. In the 1996-97 aca-
demic year, 76 percent of professional staff attended a regional or national conference associ-
ated with their profession. In that same year 30 percent of the professional staff served in a
leadership capacity within their professional associations, and 39 percent of professional staff
wrote an article for a professional publication or presented at a professional conference. Addi-
tionally, the division has established a professional development committee which has orga-
nized learning opportunities around such topics as crosscultural counseling, ethics, multicultural
organizational development, and sexual harassment.


During 1992-93 academic year, a major staff development program was implemented in
Student Affairs. Each staff member was interviewed by his or her supervisor, utilizing a struc-
tured interview format developed by nationally recognized experts in the area of Student
Affairs professional development. These interviews assessed the level of each staff member’s
professional education, the nature of the staff member’s work experience, and the staff member’s
utilization of professional development opportunities. Plans to enhance the professional vital-
ity of each staff member were formulated and subsequently monitored by supervisors. When
appropriate, staff members were encouraged to obtain further formal education and attend
professional conferences and workshops.


Job descriptions for all staff in Student Affairs are clear in assignments and expectations.
Each is tailored to ensure support for student learning and promoting a diverse campus com-
munity. The job descriptions are updated at various times including performance reviews,
self-studies, and when vacancies occur. All job descriptions are in writing and will eventually
be in a uniform format as described by the Human Resource Services and Affirmative Action
offices. Classified staff in Student Affairs are reviewed on an annual basis in accordance with
state regulations. College policy dictates that exempt staff must be reviewed every three years
but many supervisors conduct annual reviews as well. It is common practice in Student Af-
fairs for staff to solicit evaluative feedback from students, faculty, staff in other units, and
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those they supervise. In many instances student staff are also reviewed and provided with a
written evaluation of their work performance.


Effectiveness of services and adequacy of allocated resources are reviewed through student
needs and satisfaction surveys. Principles and standards from professional organizations such
as Council for the Advancement of Standards (CAS), National Association of Student Person-
nel Administrators (NASPA), American College Personnel Association (ACPA), National
Intramural and Recreational Sports Association (NIRSA), International Association of Cam-
pus Law Enforcement Administrators (IACLEA), and Association of College and University
Housing Officers-International (ACUHO-I) are consulted to ensure adequate support for ser-
vices. The division’s administrative leadership in these matters is greatly assisted by a Student
Affairs budget coordinator who works in conjunction with budget officers across the college.
This ensures a systematic budget process both external and internal to the division. Budget
requests are made biannually and prioritized with the Deans and Directors group which re-
ports to the vice president.


While early years of the past decade involved making significant budget cuts, recent years
have seen a slight budget increase due to growth in some areas and available end-of-year
funds. These funds have been used to address institutional priorities supported by Student
Affairs including the expansion of evening and weekend studies and the establishment of a
commissioned, fully functioning campus police force. Student Affairs staff receive funds to
attend professional association meetings, conferences, and workshops. All offices in Student
Affairs are being networked and computer upgrades regularly occur. Student Affairs fiscal
resources are, in general, adequate. During budget reductions Student Affairs was treated in a
manner consistent with other divisions. Student Affairs units were neither protected nor un-
duly penalized.


The number of Student Affairs staff has grown 29 percent since 1989. Most of this increase
is a result of the assignment of Police Services to Student Affairs. This is also a result of new
program initiatives such as Study Abroad and Part-Time Studies, and in response to student
demand in such areas as Financial Aid, Student Activities, and Access Services. Recreation,
Wellness and Athletics has experienced a decline by eliminating three full-time staff positions
due to budget reductions in the early 1990s. Several offices have shifted some staff work
hours to extend into the evenings and weekends thus increasing accessibility and use by all
students including graduate and part-time students.


Each unit in Student Affairs has analyzed increased staffing needs given the college’s deci-
sion to grow from 3,500 to 5,000 students by the year 2010. These needs are incorporated in
long-term division and institutional goals. There is some concern among staff that additional
resources to serve this increase in students will not occur. “Doing more with less” is a feeling
held by some Student Affairs staff. Our commitment to being very student-centered is at risk
if we are unable to respond to an increasing volume of work.


In looking ahead, Student Affairs anticipates giving increased emphasis to eleven particular
dimensions of our work including: support for and demonstration of impact on student learn-
ing; creation of linkages across campus; support for student governance; commitment to on-
going assessment; planning for issues around growth; anticipating and addressing a variety of
issues to enhance student life; marketing and public relations as it relates to Recreation, Wellness
and Athletics and Housing; maximum application of available technology; increasing appre-
ciation for human diversity; embedding more student services in academics; and helping stu-
dents meet rising costs of attending college. These eleven areas are part of an ongoing
commitment to increasing student retention. Goals and objectives created by Student Affairs
staff are available in the Exhibit room (Exhibit 3-11).
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The college’s recently completed space study concluded that Student Affairs space is gen-
erally being efficiently and effectively utilized. Physical facilities range from the quite ad-
equate Campus Recreation Center that was opened in 1989 to the cramped spaces of the
Health and Counseling Center. Plans to relocate Health and Counseling to a larger space are
underway. An expansion of the College Activities Building (CAB) in the early 1990s pro-
vided additional space for the Student Activities office, the campus radio station, and newspa-
per. The CAB has also given the increasing number of student groups office and meeting
space in a location central to campus activity. This was completely funded by services and
activities fees committed by students determined to leave a legacy. Police Services would also
like to be centrally located given the opportunity to advance a community-based policing
philosophy. Housing is currently meeting the needs of those students who want to live on
campus but is planning for additional housing for the growth of the student population. They
plan to offer on-campus housing to populations not typically served by the college, such as
single parents, families, and visitors.


The vice president’s office and those of Enrollment Services and Student and Academic
Support Services are mostly situated in the Library building. This provides a location central
to student classroom activity and faculty offices, and the ability to provide something close to
full-service for students using the many interrelated resources. A goal of the campus design
was to create spaces where students could meet informally. Attention continues to be given to
this objective and lounge spaces are being preserved and upgraded to help insure their ongo-
ing use by students.


General Responsibilities
Student Demographics


The college has grown steadily since the last full accreditation in 1989. Fall FTE enroll-
ment in 1997 was 771 above fall 1989 (+24 percent). Since 1989, graduate enrollment has
increased 149 percent (from 125 to 311 FTEs) through the addition of a Master’s in Teaching
program in 1990. Undergraduate FTE enrollment has increased 19 percent (from 3,067 to
3,652) during the same period and enrollment of part-time students has increased 63 percent
(from a head count of 383 to 624). Part-time enrollment has increased rapidly in recent years
(approximately 250 students) because of a commitment to building a coherent set of half-time
coordinated studies programs offered in the evening or on weekends. (See Table 3-1)


For a public, principally undergraduate institution we enroll a high percentage of nonresi-
dent students (25 percent) This is due to our national recognition and a matter of internal
pride, especially among the faculty. We also believe that nonresidents add a richness to the
undergraduate experience that benefits state residents. This high proportion of nonresident
enrollment is assumed in the state’s budget formula, so nonresidents are important for finan-
cial reasons as well since nonresidents pay substantially higher tuition than state residents.
About half of our 500 entering freshmen are drawn from out-of-state. Another 200 to 250
transfer students enroll from out-of-state institutions.


Our enrollment depends heavily on transfer students. They constitute 60 to 65 percent of
undergraduate entering class. Transfers from Washington community colleges account for
approximately half of our total transfer student population. The State of Washington has in-
vested heavily in a large community college system. In recent years, community college stu-
dents with associate of arts degrees have been guaranteed admission to the public baccalaureate
colleges. This commitment contributes to increasing transfer enrollment at Evergreen and the
other public colleges in the state. (Chart 3-1)
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Enrollment of students of color has grown at a faster rate than total enrollment since 1989
(an increase in head count of 89 percent vs 26 percent). While a portion of this increase is
attributable to growth on the Tacoma campus and the addition of tribal-based programs serv-
ing Native American tribes in the region, growth in the number and proportion of students of
color attending the Olympia campus has also been substantial. Enrollment of students of
color on the Olympia campus increased 92 percent since 1989 compared with growth in
white students of 19 percent. (Charts 3-2 and 3-3)
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Chart 3-1
Composition of Entering Undergraduate Students
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Chart 3-2
Fall Quarter Enrollment of Students of Color: All Campuses
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Chart 3-3
Fall Quarter Enrollment of Students of Color: Olympia Campus
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Chart 3-4
Fall Quarter Undergraduate Application Progress


Fall quarter undergraduate applications to the college have declined for the past four years,
despite overall enrollment growth in each of those years. Fall application deadlines have been
extended in the past two years to achieve enrollment targets (Chart 3-4). Evaluation of our
recruitment processes is a priority for the immediate future. A consulting group is now under
contract with the college and will begin an evaluation of the recruitment process in late spring
1998.
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Table 3-1
The Evergreen State College: Fall Quarter Enrollment History
Fall Quarter 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Chg 89-97


Head Count Enrollment 3237 3340 3377 3410 3477 3614 3625 3715 4084 +26%


FTE Enrollment 3192 3310 3386 3444 3460 3587 3585 3610 3963 +24%


Undergrad. - Head Count 3075 3141 3108 3136 3200 3331 3410 3489 3812 +24%


 % Total Head Count 95% 94% 92% 92% 92% 92% 94% 94% 93% -2%


Undergrad. - FTE 3067 3125 3089 3139 3149 3266 3360 3354 3652 +19%


 % Total FTE 96% 94% 91% 91% 91% 91% 94% 93% 92% -4%


Graduate - Head Count 162 199 269 274 277 283 215 226 272 +68%


% Total Head Count 5% 6% 8% 8% 8% 8% 6% 6% 7% +2%


Graduate - FTE 125 185 297 305 311 321 225 256 311 +149%


 % Total FTE 4% 6% 9% 9% 9% 9% 6% 7% 8% +4%


Full-time 2854 2929 2970 3023 3005 3136 3189 3138 3460 +21%


 % Total Head Count 88% 88% 88% 89% 86% 87% 88% 84% 85% -3%


Part-time 383 411 407 387 472 478 436 577 624 +63%


 % Total Head Count 12% 12% 12% 11% 14% 13% 12% 16% 15% +3%


Full-time Regular 2854 2929 2970 3023 3005 3136 3189 3138 3460 +21%


 % Total Head Count 88% 88% 88% 89% 86% 87% 88% 84% 85% -3%


Part-time Regular 313 329 307 324 337 361 311 341 402 +28%


 % Total Head Count 10% 10% 9% 10% 10% 10% 9% 9% 10% ——-


Special 70 82 100 63 135 117 125 236 222 +217%


 % Total Head Count 2% 2% 3% 2% 4% 3% 3% 6% 5% +3%


Resident Fee-paying 2683 2669 2580 2488 2656 2691 2652 2733 3079 +15%


 % Total Head Count 83% 80% 76% 73% 76% 74% 73% 74% 75% -8%


Nonresident Fee-paying 554 671 797 922 821 923 973 982 1005 +81%


 % Total Head Count 17% 20% 24% 27% 24% 26% 27% 26% 25% +8%


Males 1412 1438 1434 1521 1575 1557 1558 1587 1697 +20%


 % Total Head Count 44% 43% 42% 45% 45% 43% 43% 43% 42% -2%


Females 1825 1902 1943 1889 1902 2057 2067 2128 2387 +31%


 % Total Head Count 56% 57% 58% 55% 55% 57% 57% 57% 58% +2%


Students of Color 337 350 409 463 505 561 604 575 637 +89%


 % Total Head Count 10% 10% 12% 14% 15% 16% 17% 15% 16% +6%


African American 104 82 102 94 111 118 132 133 159 +53%


Native American 62 77 85 116 131 153 149 147 141 +127%


Hispanic/Latino 61 69 102 101 123 138 147 154 160 +162%


Asian American 110 122 120 152 140 152 176 141 177 +61%


Age Distribution


17-22 55% 55% 55% 54% 49% 49% 51% 53% 52% -3%


23-29 19% 20% 21% 23% 26% 27% 26% 24% 25% +6%


30+ 26% 25% 24% 23% 25% 24% 23% 23% 23% -3%
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In terms of traditional admissions standards, we are a nonselective college. For the last four
years, we have admitted nearly all students who met minimum entrance requirements set by
the Higher Education Coordinating Board.


Table 3-2
First-Time Freshmen Admissions Statistics


Year Total Average Number Average Average Number
Entered First-Time HS GPA Freshmen SAT Verbal SAT Math with


Freshmen with GPA SAT
1990 391 3.17 359 524 521 341


1991 446 3.14 397 518 518 391


1992 401 3.12 364 510 504 356


1993 437 3.25 399 521 525 373


1994 478 3.21 425 511 516 402


1995 538 3.16 502 517 528 409


1996 542 3.14 483   594 *   546 * 447


1997 505 3.07 462   587 *   539 * 422


*Re-centered SAT scores; Mean Equivalents: SATV - Recentered of 594 = Original of 520; Recentered of 589 = Original of 515; SATM
- Recentered of 545 = Original of 525; Recentered of 540 = Original of 520.


Table 3-3
Transfer Students
Admissions Statistics


Year Entered Transfer Students Fall Qtr., 10th Day Average College GPA 1


1990 704 3.15


1991 652 3.14


1992 736 3.14


1993 719 3.15


1994 768 3.09


1995 714 3.00


1996 682 3.04


1997 879 3.01


1 Based on those transfer students with 40 or more previously earned college credits. (Transfer students with fewer than 40 credits
are admitted under freshmen admission criteria.) College grade point average refers to the student’s G.P.A. at the last college he or
she attended.


Fall-to-Fall Retention and graduation rates for the most recent three years are presented in
Exhibits 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8 in Volume 2. Overall, student retention has run a steady 73 percent
since 1995.  Freshmen tend to be retained at a lower rate (60 to 65 percent) and this group has
been targeted for the past several years with various strategies for improving freshman reten-
tion described in this standard and also in Standard 2. Retention of  students from outside the
State of Washington tends to be lower than for state residents.  Retention of students of color
tends to be comparable to or higher than retention of white students. Retention from fall 1996
to fall 1997 was higher for students of color than for white students on both the Olympia and
Tacoma campuses. Evergreen’s freshman graduation rate has tended to increase over the past
ten years. For the most recent seven cohorts of entering freshman, five-year graduation rates
have run between 49 and 59 percent. The graduation rate for the most recent cohort of fresh-
men declined.  This drop reflects declining retention from the freshman to sophomore year
which began in the early 1990s. Graduation rates for freshmen of color have tended to be
slightly lower than for white freshmen, however, the most recent cohort of freshmen of color
graduated at a somewhat higher rate than their white counterparts (42 percent compared with
39 percent).
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Student Assessment and Involvement
Student Affairs effectively links services, policies, and programs to the Evergreen learning


community through an ongoing and comprehensive approach to assessment; application of
assessment results to revise or maintain student services; student involvement and input on
issues, decisions and policy formulation; access to clearly written information on policies,
rights, and responsibilities; and creation of a safe campus environment in which to pursue
learning.


It is the role of Student Affairs to share our knowledge of students gained through contacts,
research, and assessment. For that reason assessment and evaluation are integral components
of the work we do, often in collaboration with other offices on campus. Assessment efforts
focus on a significant portion of the student body and on a variety of offices in Student Af-
fairs. Individual offices engage in more specific assessment efforts. Assessment occurs on
three levels: (1) baseline data (2) needs and satisfaction and (3) educational outcomes.


Baseline Data
Baseline information provides descriptive characteristics of our students and their progres-


sion through the institution. Assessments of this type include the fall enrollment summaries,
five-year graduation rates for each campus and racial/ethnic groups, FIPSE Core Alcohol and
Drug Survey, the UCLA/CIRP survey of entering freshmen, Admissions survey of all enter-
ing students, enrollment and retention information by Core and mixed-level academic pro-
grams, surveys of students who choose not to attend Evergreen, and alumni employment
surveys. The information is used to monitor critical issues about the enrollment, retention,
and graduation of students. This data is often used in combination with changes in practices to
assess the impact of our adjustments.


Evergreen participates in the Cooperative Institution Research Project. The results high-
light ways in which Evergreen students differ from students at other schools. We know, for
example, that Evergreen students attend college primarily to develop a philosophy for a mean-
ingful life rather than to make money and get a good job. Student political and social attitudes
tend to be more liberal than their peers at other small liberal arts colleges. Alcohol is the most
frequently used drug though less than reported by students at other colleges. Marijuana use
occurs at somewhat higher levels than other colleges. Such information impacts how we pro-
vide services to students. Information about the demographic background and values of our
students is also shared with faculty in a variety of settings, such as new faculty and Core
faculty training, where it would be useful in supporting student learning .


Ways in which Evergreen has applied baseline data for monitoring progress, assessing the
impact of change, providing services to students, and enhancing student learning are listed
below.
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Use of Baseline Data Results


Retention Surveys
Findings Resulting Action


Declining fall-to-fall
retention of first-year
students, particularly
those from out-of-state


First-year students
who change Core
programs after the
first or second quarter
are more likely not
to return the next fall


Students of color are
consistently retained
at a slightly higher
rate that white students;
KEY students are
consistently retained at
a much higher rate
than all students


First-year students in
“mixed-level” programs
had a lower rate of
fall-to-fall retention


FIPSE Core Alcohol and Drug Survey
Findings Resulting Action


Alcohol is the drug of
choice but its use is
slightly lower than the
national norm;
marijuana use is higher


■ Core Connector program instituted to place trained student advising staff in each
Core classroom as an educator, academic advisor, workshop facilitator, and one-
on-one counselor for students.


■ Connectors and Core faculty participated in June training sessions designed to
create successful first-year classes.


■ Effort made to  make adequate financial assistance (such as increased scholar-
ships) available to second-year students with an emphasis on those paying out-of-
state tuition.


■ Suggestion made to make academic advising prior to first-year registration
mandatory to properly inform and guide a new student.


■ Funded an academic peer advising system for first-year students with specific
intervention strategies in early spring quarter.


■ Revised and required participation in spring “Core Fair” for new students.
■ Created the “Midnight Academic Advisor” position to work afternoons and


evenings out of a housing residence hall.


■ Identified “core hoppers” early in winter and spring quarters so that Core Connec-
tors could contact and maintain close advising relationship.


■ Funded an annual summer Academic Advising Institute put on by APEL for
faculty to learn current curricular information and practice advising styles and
strategies so that they are effective at guiding students in their academic plans.


■ Designed on-going fall quarter workshops, provided staffing connections, tutoring
for specific academic programs and peer advisors similar to those in First Peoples’
Advising Services.


■ Faculty and Core Connectors of these programs meet prior to fall to obtain
training and develop strategies for creating a more successful learning experience.


■ The Counseling Center has maintained its focus on education and treatment
regarding alcohol but has added emphasis in its programs on overall wellness.


■ Housing has brought an alcohol and drug counselor into the residence halls to
meet with abusers who have violated policies and to train a paraprofessional staff
on how to identify and work with abusers.


■ An alcohol and drug abuse action group has formed to reassess current preventa-
tive efforts and to strategize on future direction in keeping with survey results.
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UCLA/CIRP
Findings Resulting Action


Students attend
Evergreen foremost
to develop a meaningful
philosophy of life


Students’ political and
social attitudes tend to
be more liberal than
peers at other small
liberal arts colleges


Demographic Data
Findings Resulting Action


A substantial increase
in the number of
part-time students


Dramatic increase in
students who self-
identified as having
a disability


■ Added a Part-Time Studies Coordinator to provide student services full-time and
admissions counseling part-time.


■ Added a half-time Career Development Counselor for part-time students.
■ Added a Part-Time Student Activities Advisor to promote programs and student


involvement opportunities.


■ Expanded the Access Services Coordinator from ten hours a week, to half-time, to
a full-time Director.


■ Added an administrative assistant.
■ Relocated the office closer to other services in the student advising center.


Needs and Satisfaction
A number of assessment efforts provide demographic information but are primarily benefi-


cial in offering insights into student satisfaction with services. Surveys and consultations
which provide this information include the Core Program Student Survey (1992), Freshman
Retention at Evergreen (1993), Core Connector Student Survey (1997), Annual Fall 6th Week
Survey of All New Students, Annual Housing Resident Survey, Annual Spring Graduate Exit
Survey, Alumni Survey Results (1988, 1992, and 1994). (Available in the Exhibit Room as
Exhibits 3-18 through 3-24). Information about student satisfaction with particular offices is
shared with those areas. As themes and trends emerge, they are discussed at the Division level
and often influence the development of programs. For instance, studies on freshman attrition
highlighted a concern expressed by first-year students that they lacked a sense of connection
with the college. This information prompted creation of activities and steps to affirm shared
values.


Ongoing assessment by offices in Student Affairs ranges from comment boxes visibly placed
in Financial Aid and Registration and Records, and publicly answered on the bulletin boards
in those areas, to a survey of all students who have self-identified as having a disability re-
garding use of and satisfaction with the Office of Access Services. This type of assessment
indicates that overall current demand for services by students is met in a timely manner and
with quality response. Feedback to the contrary in such areas as Health and Counseling, Fi-


■ Career Development reduced its placement activities and emphasized non-profits,
social and public service, ecological and socially responsible businesses and
organizations in its outreach to recruiters.


■ Career Development directed resources into a progression of workshops and
classes that help students clarify values and explore life goals as they pursue their
studies and post-graduate opportunities.


■ Career Development places an emphasis on internships and graduate school
testing, preparation, selection, and admissions.


■ Student Activities is constantly striving through advising and student development
to bring political and social balance to programs sponsored by students.
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Use of Needs and Satisfaction Results


Core/Freshman/”6th Week” Surveys
Findings Resulting Action


A trend was identified
that some new students
lacked a sense of
connection with the
college


Students found
some Core programs
too easy or too hard


nancial Aid, Academic Advising, and Police Services resulted in change. Additional staff,
revised scheduling formats, more drop-in hours, streamlined procedures, reorganized ser-
vices, and new programs have been effective solutions resulting from surveys as well as use
of a consultant in Police Services in 1992 and Financial Aid in 1994, and a campus-wide
Disappearing Task Force DTF to review Academic Advising in l996-97. An outside consult-
ant was hired in late 1997 to review student recruitment strategies during 1998.


DTFs have also been convened in recent years to review issues associated with Interna-
tional Studies (1995), Intercollegiate Athletics (1995), Police Services (1996), and Housing
(1997). Student input is also sought in public forums on such areas as financial aid, telephone
registration, arming Police Services, forming student governance, and a change from quarters
to semesters in the academic calendar.


Results, planning, and action have occurred in response to needs and satisfaction surveys.
The following areas are presented as significant examples where such feedback was applied
to academic programs and student services.


■ Community service projects involving hundreds of new students were begun
during fall quarter orientation. The projects are now organized once each quarter.


■ “Geoduck Guides” were established. These are continuing Evergreen students
who provide one-on-one advising and small group workshops at orientation.


■ Housing Community Center was renovated to make it an attractive gathering
space with resident mailboxes and games along with food service, a convenience
store, and a laundry.


■ Student groups created an activities fair during New Student Orientation to
coincide with the academic fair so students could join up early.


■ On-campus concerts and dances were increased and students played a significant
role in selecting performers and running the events.


■ Increased the number of intercollegiate sports on campus for participants and
spectators.


■ Adopted a community-based policing philosophy that involves visibility and
creating relationships.


■ Some Core programs were reduced from three quarters to two.
■ Some first-year students were given the opportunity to take upper-division classes.
■ Some faculty were encouraged to be challenging and hold higher expectations of


their students.
■ Tutors were assigned to more difficult programs to assist the students. (Students


were contacted individually by Core Connectors and provided supporting re
sources and advising.)
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Satisfaction/Needs Surveys in Individual Units
Findings Resulting Action


Long waiting period for
Health Center appointments


Graduate and part-time
students needed more
access to Health Center


Long waiting period for
Counseling Center
appointments


Unable to talk with a
person in Financial Aid
when phoning for
information


Students unable to get
advising from Academic
Advising in specific
disciplines such as the
sciences


DTF Reports
Findings Resulting Action


Limited support services
for international students
at Evergreen and for
students studying abroad


Loss of students to other
colleges’ study abroad
programs. Student
frustration with the
difficulties of such
processes as financial
aid and transferring
credits between institutions


Police Services desire to
be armed and student,
campus concern over
such arming


Additional sport to qualify
for NCAA III membership


■ Created a Coordinator for International Studies and Student Services.


■ Developed numerous consortium agreements with other colleges that eliminate
the need to take a leave from Evergreen and remove problems  with aid and
academic credit.


■ Developed a limited arming policy that designates times and types of arms to be
carried.


■ Decided to form men’s and women’s basketball teams.
■ Hired a coach for each team.


■ Opened up afternoon to “walk-in” patients while maintaining appointments in the
morning. This results in an ability to see more than twice as many patients.


■ Reorganized physical space to create a third exam room.


■ Opened Center Tuesday and Wednesday evenings.


■ Hired an additional counselor. (Additional counselor is a woman of color who
maintains strong relations with students of color on-campus and First Peoples’
Advising Services).


■ A staff member was assigned to answer all calls within a twenty-four-hour period.
■ An additional Financial Aid Counselor was hired.
■ Developed and distributed a straightforward checklist for steps to follow in


securing financial aid.


■ Weekly staff development meetings were set up to talk with faculty from various
academic units to learn about the curriculum, prerequisites, career, and graduate
school options.


■ Designated academic advisor to connect with each academic unit in an effort to
develop in-house expertise.
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Housing that is appealing
to all students including
a growing and changing
nontraditional population
as well as eighteen-year
olds


Student Forums
Findings Resulting Action


Conversion from quarters
to semesters


■ Board voted to agree with student opinion to maintain quarters.


■ Recommended creation of a series of three-story, forty-person residence halls
designed by students for various ages and lifestyles.


The College Student Experience Questionnaire (CSEQ) and College Student Survey (CSS)
(see Standard 2) were both administered spring 1997 and provided additional information on
the environment at Evergreen for student learning and development. The surveys affirmed
overall student satisfaction with services and instruction. While all of the survey results im-
pact the work of student services, data from the CSEQ suggested significantly lower levels of
involvement in three specific Student Affairs areas: clubs and organizations (Student Activi-
ties), athletics and recreation (Recreation, Wellness and Athletics), and campus residence (Hous-
ing).


Evergreen students seemed aware of campus events and attended them at the same rate as
students at other liberal arts colleges. The level of involvement in student organizations was
somewhat lower than other schools. As a result Student Activities has begun to develop an
assertive campaign to increase their visibility around campus. The annual winter retreat for
student coordinators focused on workshops designed to “get the word out” about their organi-
zations as well as marketing techniques and successful activities that will gain student in-
volvement. In addition, Student Activities developed a logo that will be placed on all events
sponsored by that office or a student organization. Student Activities also believes that for
many students at Evergreen academic programs are a student’s primary connection to cam-
pus. For that reason they successfully recruited more faculty to advise such active student
groups as the Women’s Center, Queer Alliance, Sexual Harassment and Assault Prevention
Education (SHAPE), and Environmental Political Information Center (EPIC). It is hoped that
more students will become aware of and see the value in student organizations if their faculty
are actively involved.


Evergreen students’ involvement in campus sports or personal recreation was notably less
than students at other liberal arts colleges despite the presence of a modern recreation center
facility available to students at no charge, with numerous sports and individual fitness and
athletic opportunities. Awareness of the opportunities does not seem to be the issue nor does it
seem that we are offering the wrong sports and wellness activities. Recreation, Wellness and
Athletics is currently working on a strategy to change a student lifestyle that does not incorpo-
rate individual fitness or team sports. Given reductions to this unit’s budget and staffing the
challenge is even greater. Recent budget request discussions in Student Affairs have focused
on restoring personnel to Recreation, Wellness and Athletics. The response of this survey also
placed student spectators far below the norm at other campuses. Given Evergreen’s small
numbers of sports this was predictable. However, Evergreen’s first ever basketball season in
1997–98 brought out high numbers of enthusiastic students, faculty, staff, and area residents.


Experiences in campus housing were rated lower than at other liberal arts colleges. The
survey questions focused on indicators of community and connections in the living units. It
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has prompted these areas to be examined in the fall 1997 Housing DTF and by the External
Review Team. Results of these efforts emphasize the student view that campus housing was
an “escape” from intense connections and communication in their daily academic programs.
The lack of food service or a dining hall play a large part in the lower ratings. Students sur-
veyed by the Housing DTF, however, do not favor adding these.


Educational Outcomes
The CSEQ results provided important information on the learning outcomes of students.


The findings validate the college’s success in stimulating lifelong student learning in and out
of the classroom. These findings were reinforced by the 900 student responses to the CSS.
These results validate other campus assessment results previously mentioned and have stepped
up a commitment to promote wellness and fitness as well as connections in the community.
To work in tandem with academic programs seems the key to success in helping students
realize gains in these areas as well.


Supplemental questions on the CSEQ were asked regarding contributions to each student’s
development from Student Activities, Recreation, and Housing. Similar questions were also
asked regarding Health and Counseling, Drug and Alcohol Education, Sexual Assault Preven-
tion, Academic Advising, Career Development, and First Peoples’ Advising. Almost half of
the students responding had participated in student activities in various ways and indicated
that these activities contributed to their gains in learning at the college.


Student group coordinators must assess their own growth and learning at the end of each
quarter with a report to the Director of Student Activities. The goals and measured outcomes
clearly illustrate significant gains in skills, values, and character. We are confident that in-
volvement and leadership in student organizations leads to positive results, and will continue
to emphasize visibility of student activities.


Just over half the CSEQ survey respondents had ever lived in housing and almost a third of
those thought Housing had contributed to their progress in college. This finding supports
Housing’s goal to organize facilities, programs, and staffing around support for student learn-
ing and development. Initiatives underway include an increase in the number of live-in staff
members; a refocusing (through training and supervision) of staff energies from crisis inter-
vention to community development; new efforts and student positions dedicated to leadership
and activities; the physical placement of an academic advisor in Housing; increasing number
of Housing staff to be Core Connectors; wiring of nearly all housing units to enable data
connectivity; and the remodel of the Housing Community Center to make it a functional
gathering space. Less than a third of students responding had participated in any athletic event
and less than half of these recognized any gain from these activities. Recreation, Wellness and
Athletics is confident that students do gain from these experiences whether they realize it or
not. The challenge to help students realize these gains and to broaden involvement is the focus
of future plans.


Just over a third of students responding could identify gains from activities or information
provided by offices promoting student health and self-awareness. Efforts by these small of-
fices to reach students seems as much a challenge as how to effectively help students realize
gains in such areas as responsible alcohol and drug use or prevention of sexual assault. Com-
munity involvement in setting goals and promoting these programs in and out of the class-
room will continue in an effort to support learning and development. Specific efforts are
detailed in this report.


Involvement and gains realized from Academic Advising and Career Development were
between 35 and 50 percent. These were improved ratings compared to five and ten years ago.
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Efforts to connect with the academic mission and student outcomes as outlined in this stan-
dard appear to be making a positive difference. Since very few students surveyed in the CSEQ
had used First Peoples’ Advising, no conclusions were drawn. That office’s specific assess-
ment of students of color is a more reliable measure.


In addition to survey results, student achievement of educational goals is foremost in the
minds of Student Affairs professionals. Particular concern is demonstrated by the Office of
Admissions which identifies students whose academic credentials indicate possible special
academic needs. Some first-year students are admitted “conditionally.” This requires them to
receive full credit and obtain a good evaluation in their Core program. Use of the Learning
Resource Center is often a requirement placed on these students and the Academic Advising
Center also works closely with these students. If qualified, use of KEY Student Services for
first-generation, low-income college students is encouraged. Connections with resources in
First Peoples’ Advising Services is very useful when appropriate. The Office of Access Ser-
vices works with those students who self-identify as having a disability once admitted to the
college. Student feedback and retention rates of students served by these offices tell us that
academic accommodation and personal support services make a considerable difference in
learning outcomes and academic success.


Student Involvement in Institutional Governance
The mission of the college and division of Student Affairs includes promoting responsible


citizenship within the Evergreen community. For that reason, students play a role in sharing
governance responsibilities. One student now sits on the Board of Trustees. Nonetheless, as
more students work and academic demands increase, it is more difficult to recruit students for
DTFs. Opportunities are well publicized through campus media, activities fairs, and announce-
ments, but most students are recruited through individual contact by DTF chairs. DTFs are
active every academic year and students play an important role in the work they do on a wide
range of issues including hiring, policy-making and review, and revision of existing services.
At times, a student chairs or co-chairs a DTF of faculty, staff, students, and community mem-
bers. See Volume 2, Exhibit 3-9, for a complete listing of DTFs in which students participate.
Students comprise the Services & Activities Board, which allocates student fees to college
offices and student groups.


The college has never had a form of student governance. There is a long history of failed
attempts on record in the Student Activities Office. This causes problems for the college in
securing a larger student voice on campus issues. During the 1996-97 academic year, how-
ever, graduate students saw the benefits and established their own government for the first
time. This example was followed by undergraduates who are moving forward with a commu-
nity-based and technological model of governance. It is hoped that the support of the Student
Activities Office will keep interest high and student government for undergraduates at Ever-
green will be realized. In addition, students have initiated monthly community forums for all
faculty, staff, and students to bring agenda items for discussion and resolution.


Student Affairs offices design processes to collect student input regarding major policy
decisions which directly affect students. The nature of the issue determines the exact process
used, but student input on major decisions is actively and regularly solicited. On almost every
major issue, community meetings and forums are held and written comments and email are
solicited. Phone surveys are often conducted and information-gathering tables are set up in
visible places on campus. Additional steps are taken depending on the issue.


A recent major policy decision concerning the arming of Police Services illustrates our
commitment to obtaining student input. The dialogue and decision regarding arming was
made during the 1995-96 academic year. The plan for collecting student input was designed
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and implemented by the Vice President for Student Affairs and the two student representa-
tives to the Board of Trustees. In November l995, a letter was posted across campus and sent
to faculty, staff, and residence hall students alerting them to the upcoming issue, summarizing
the recommendations of the interim Director of Police Services and describing the process to
be used in collecting campus opinion. During the winter three public forums were held and
the vice president answered questions on a campus radio program. In January, all faculty, staff
and students were sent a two-page survey on the issue to which 966 members of the campus
responded. Written and email comments were solicited and the vice president and student
representatives from the board went door-to-door in the residence halls to collect opinions.
After the vice president made his recommendations, the president and Board of Trustees col-
lected another round of campus input by soliciting written feedback and holding two forums
with the community. With the exception of the survey the process used to collect student input
on arming is typical of the extent to which student input is sought. On occasion the vice
president has met with students to determine how to best obtain student input on certain top-
ics.


The Student Affairs objective of putting student learning first is greatly enhanced by a
strong partnership with Academics. Faculty are involved with students and the developing
policy through a wide variety of DTFs as well as standing committees such as the Enrollment
Coordinating Council, Communications Board, Athletic Advisory Board, Parking Infractions
Committee, and Services & Activities Board. Most recently faculty have served on student
services-related DTFs to review Academic Advising, Housing, and Access Services for Stu-
dents with Disabilities. A member of the faculty has served in the position of Campus Adjudi-
cation Officer for the past four years. The Academic Planning and Experiential Learning
Office (APEL) has a full-time faculty advisor in the Advising Center who rotates on a one or
two-year cycle before returning back into teaching full-time. In addition, APEL has four fac-
ulty each quarter who advise students in the center for two hours a week. Faculty also serve as
mentors to students of color through a program in First Peoples’ Advising Services. The in-
sights faculty gain from these roles is valuable in developing policies for student services and
programs.


Rights and Responsibilities
Students become aware of the available services and the policies and procedures through a


variety of publications, mailings, programs, and visible locations of offices. The college cata-
log provides information on all student support services, as does the student advising hand-
book. These annual publications are designed to emphasize educational programs and services.
The catalog is an introduction to Evergreen’s mission, curriculum, student rights and respon-
sibilities, admissions criteria and deadlines, financial aid information, registration and aca-
demic regulations, policy, procedures and rates regarding tuition, and fees. The catalog
complements the college’s view book as information for prospective students. It is a collabo-
rative effort, which involves College Relations, Academic Deans, Enrollment Services, and
many other offices. The catalog is widely distributed to schools and also available on the web.


The catalog serves current students in conjunction with the annual Student Advising Hand-
book (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 3-25). This handbook is developed by APEL in conjunction
with faculty and others at the college to give students clarity in their academic direction. In
helping students plan their academic pathway this handbook addresses options for making the
most out of interdisciplinary study. It also includes grievance policy information, academic
rules and regulations, student services, faculty biographies, and the Social Contract. The latter
item was consolidated along with the Student Conduct Code in 1996 into one widely distrib-
uted campus publication entitled Rights and Responsibilities, Yours and Ours (Exhibit Room,
Exhibit 3-26), which also includes policies on equal opportunity, nondiscrimination, use of
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campus facilities, intercollegiate athletics, and student employment. Students play a role in
formulating some of these policies and in other instances as part of an advisory or decision-
making board charged with reviewing possible policy violations. These policies are periodi-
cally reviewed and revised when necessary. Evergreen’s Social Contract clarifies the mutual
responsibility we all have for maintaining conditions under which learning can flourish. These
are conditions characterized by openness, civility, honesty, and fairness. Complementing
Evergreen’s social contract is the Student Conduct Code—Grievance Appeals Process which
continues to stress student responsibility for their particular roles in the campus community.


The Student Affairs mission statement is fully realized in the activities of the Grievance
Office. The investigation of cases and sanctioning of students is designed to promote critical
thinking among all participants in a case: accused, witnesses, and victims. The process is
designed to enhance collaboration and minimize adversarial process. The education of the
students takes center stage in our process (as opposed, say, to questions of institutional liabil-
ity or reputation). The office is central to creating an environment that is secure. The workload
of this Grievance Officer has grown significantly in the past ten years from one to two hours
a week to nearly twenty hours a week. In an effort to be more proactive and less reactive we
act promptly, with care for due process, whenever individual or campus safety might be at
risk. The investigation and sanctioning processes are designed to give students a chance to
learn about healthy behaviors, in particular in relation to mind-altering substances, in avoid-
ing unnecessary personal risk, and to enhance their interpersonal skills with roommates, class-
mates, friends, faculty, and other authorities. Numerous cases entail the challenges of diversity,
such as learning to live with people who are different from ourselves and learning how to
engage in civil discourse while still disagreeing. Social background is at least as prominent in
causing tensions among students as any of the more traditional items on lists about diversity.
The Social Contract, the Student Conduct Code, and the other policies which fall under the
jurisdiction of the Grievance Officer are one way Evergreen defines responsible citizenship.
Encounters with these policies are one way our students learn to think of themselves as a
member of a community. For accused students, the Grievance Officer rarely appears to be an
advocate for student needs, although in fact many of our cases are student initiated. In the
final analysis, however, the serious attention to due process, concern for student education,
and our commitment to confidential procedure demonstrate that we are advocates for all stu-
dents, even those who least see us that way. Further evidence of this success is the small
number (two of sixty cases) of appeals that are made by students who usually accept the
outcomes of the process. This does not include those who are summarily suspended since
they are automatically given a hearing to appeal their suspension.


An information source and conflict resolution option for members of the Evergreen com-
munity is the Center for Mediation Services. Trained volunteers who staff the center have
copies of college documents and can refer individuals to the most knowledgeable person.
Less complex disputes can be settled by phone with the help of an impartial third-party con-
ciliator. The center also provides a diverse pool of trained volunteers with skills to help parties
in conflict work towards a mutually beneficial agreement through mediation. The center has a
good reputation as a safe, constructive, and effective way for individuals to negotiate their
differences and find ways to agree and move forward. The success rate of Evergreen’s media-
tion program has not been documented but we anticipate that it is in keeping with the national
norm of 80 percent. Students, faculty, and staff all use the center’s services.


The goals and mission of Student Affairs are not only found in the Rights and Responsibili-
ties book but are also put forth by specific offices including Police Services Standard Operat-
ing Procedures; parking regulations; Housing’s application packet and handbook which contains
a contract and all related policies; Recreation’s policies, procedures, and protocol; Financial
Aid’s published regulations; Academic Planning’s guidelines on evaluations and contracts;
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Access Services rights and responsibilities for students with disabilities, and of faculty and
staff concerning students with disabilities; and guidelines governing use of Services & Activi-
ties fees. The Substance Abuse Prevention Policy and the Policy and Procedures on Handling
Sexual Assault are mailed to all students each year (Exhibit Room, Exhibits 3-28 and 3-29).


Safety and Security
As noted in the 1992 campus security consultant’s report, “The feeling of security and well


being on any campus is as much a function of perception as it is a reality.” Evergreen’s vast
acreage and rural feel give it an open and inviting feel, free from concerns about crime. At the
same time such a feeling of comfort and the environment can be detrimental to creating a safe
campus. Student Affairs strives to create and maintain a sense of community awareness among
a fluid student population. Each successive generation of students must be educated into adopt-
ing self- and mutually-protective attitudes just as they are encouraged to adopt basic Ever-
green values of self-determination, social awareness, and individual scholarship.


The effort to create a safe and welcoming campus is led by the staff offices of Police Ser-
vices, Sexual Assault Awareness Prevention, Counseling Center, Housing, College Informa-
tion Office, Vice President for Student Affairs, and the student-run Rape Response Coalition.
The Coalition is a student-staff initiated group begun in 1992. The Sexual Assault Prevention
Coordinator is a 40 percent part-time position originally funded with a one-year state grant
and now funded by the Vice President for Student Affairs. Each of the units responsible for
increasing campus safety attempts to take a service-orientated and proactive approach to cre-
ating awareness, providing personal safety skills and tips, and offering support services when
a crime occurs. Coordination among some of the units is not always achieved. One example is
difficulty connecting rape response advocates with students who report sexual assault. The
persistence of the Sexual Assault Prevention Coordinator seems to be lessening the problem.
A goal she and the Chief of Police Services share is to institutionalize referral and support
services in the Standard Operating Procedures and on-going staff training. The college has
added lighting around campus including walkways between housing and campus. Emergency
phones are now located in parking lots, housing, and near classroom buildings. A twenty-
four-hour police escort service is available on campus. A student escort service housed in
Police Services was short-lived and eliminated in a budget reduction process. Housing in-
stalled a new key system in all buildings in 1997.


The college’s philosophy is to quickly provide and share accurate information regarding
more serious crimes with the campus to ensure a safe community. The Vice President and
College Relations Office immediately issue Security Bulletins to be posted in every building
on campus. Like many schools, education and awareness by these offices and groups begins
with the student and families throughout orientation with panel discussions, films, plays, and
workshops for men and women. The college enjoys strong relationships with Olympia-based
organizations that provide self-defense training on campus and internship opportunities in
their organization for our students.


While Evergreen is not immune from crimes committed against individuals, the majority of
criminal activities are property crimes such as vandalism and theft. Students may generally
feel safe but, for example, their cars in the student lot are not. This breeds ongoing dissatisfac-
tion in general, with Police Services in particular. Efforts to remedy this by adding a recently-
funded officer to patrol this area could significantly reduce this criminal activity.
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Academic Credit And Records
Registration and Records


The evaluation of student learning and the award of credit for that learning is in the hands of
faculty who work closely with the Office of Registration and Records in maintaining the
integrity and confidentiality of such student records. As stated in the college catalog, students
receive credit for work “well done and levels of performance reached and surpassed.” Each
academic program’s syllabus outlines the ways in which a student will be evaluated. Cov-
enants developed and agreed to in class may also clarify aspects on which a student will be
evaluated. Evergreen’s credit system differentiates between quantity and quality. The quan-
tity of a student’s academic work is recognized by an award of credit based on satisfactory
completion of a program, contract, or specific course requirements. The quality of a student’s
work is expressed in a written evaluation by the faculty and by the student. Students meet
individually with their faculty at the end of each quarter to evaluate the student’s work. Two
perspectives on the student’s learning are brought to the discussion—that of the student and
that of the faculty member.


The college ensures that these records are accurate and comprehensive through a process
that begins with the faculty member or program secretary typing the faculty evaluation of the
student. Once the evaluation is filed with Registration and Records, the program assistant in
charge of recording the credits earned in the computer system also reads the evaluation for
content. The credits earned are posted and a copy of the evaluation is sent to the student. In
some ways, the student serves as the last check in this whole process. A continuing challenge
is dealing with late faculty evaluations. While progress has been made due to efforts by the
provost and academic deans, late faculty evaluations are big problems for Registration and, of
course, the student. Late student work, however, is often the source of the problem.


Each matriculated student has two files in the Registration and Records office. One file
contains the materials the student submits for admission purposes, including transcripts from
other colleges and universities. This file may contain the letter awarding transfer credits,
academic warning letters, required leaves of absence, enrollment certifications, or any other
correspondence pertaining to that student’s academic history.


The second file contains all the student’s narrative evaluations from the time they enter
until the time they leave or graduate. If the student does not receive credit, the faculty’s “No
Credit Report” is filed in the first file, since the college’s transcript is only a record of achieve-
ment. The amount of credit earned in a program is clearly specified at the end of the evalua-
tion of the student’s academic performance. Full-time students at Evergreen earn twelve to
sixteen credits, or quarter hours, per quarter; the maximum allowed is sixteen. As stated in the
faculty handbook, a consistently applied standard is that twelve hours in class a week equals
sixteen credits.


The academic challenge and level of expectation for learning is appropriate to the graduate
or undergraduate level of the program. The process for posting credits is the same regardless
of whether it is undergraduate or graduate credit. Graduate credit, however, is designated as
graduate credit and noted as such when input to the computer.


All college publications make a distinction between degree and non-degree credit, and be-
tween credit and no credit. For example, credit is not awarded for Leisure Education classes.
The college has only taught a handful of continuing education courses in the past few years.
No evaluations are produced and no credit is given but the college will issue letters that stu-
dents can present to their employers or others wanting verification of course completion.
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The college catalog has a clear statement regarding the status of credit awarded for “special
students” (a maximum of eight credits per quarter) and for those students who audit. Auditors
may only do so with written permission from the faculty, and no credit is generated that could
be applied toward a degree.


Non-degree credit is seldom offered at the college now. It generally applies to some pre-
college math courses, such as intermediate algebra. The non-degree credits are clearly noted
on a student’s transcript. The course title and equivalency is written with double parentheses
around it. A special “pre-college” designation is entered in the computer when the course is
posted.


Transfer Students
Washington has a widespread community college system consisting of thirty-five schools


across the state. The six state, public, four-year institutions receive a large number of appli-
cants each quarter from the two-year schools. The numbers continue to grow and all projec-
tions by the state anticipate this to continue. The impact on the curriculum has been continuous
growth in all upper-level coordinated studies programs. The challenge is to introduce these
transfers to Evergreen’s interdisciplinary curriculum and philosophy of learning while taking
classes with students who started as freshmen at Evergreen. Transfer students report highly
satisfactory experiences in their courses and outside the classroom. They graduate at a rate of
over 70 percent.


As a four-year state institution, Evergreen has a generous policy of accepting credit from
other accredited institutions. The Associate of Arts degree is not required for transfer admis-
sion; however, Washington residents who earn the designated transfer degree from a Wash-
ington community college will receive priority admission. The maximum number of credits
that can be transferred from two-year colleges is ninety quarter hours (sixty semester hours).
The maximum amount of credit that can be transferred from four-year colleges/universities is
135 quarter hours (ninety semester hours). Special consideration is given to those applicants
with the maximum number of credits allowed from two- and four-year schools. Transfer of
credit can only occur if an official transcript of all previous work is submitted with the appli-
cation for admission. While the policy varies depending on the kind of institution from which
credit is transferred and the kinds of coursework involved, in general courses are acceptable if
a minimum 2.0 grade point average or grade of C was received. Courses in physical educa-
tion, military science, remedial work, and religion are not transferable.


The college has recently noticed a dramatic increase in Running Start students attending
Evergreen. These high-school-direct students have earned college credit while still in second-
ary school. In 1996-97, nearly 100 Running Start students enrolled, more than double of
previous years. The same number enrolled in 1997-98. High school students who have earned
college credit or who are currently participating in the program are considered under first-
year criteria for admission purposes, regardless of the number of credits earned. An exception
is made for those Running Start participants who have earned an Associate of Arts degree
prior to the application deadline. Because Running Start students enter with some college-
level coursework completed, they must be carefully advised on an individual basis with re-
gard to choosing an appropriate academic program their first year at Evergreen. It is still too
early to know if these students have different rates of retention and academic success at the
college. If the numbers enrolling at Evergreen continue to remain at 100 or increase, we will
be interested in closely tracking these students for necessary curriculum modifications and
admissions policy revisions.
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Some vocational and personal development courses are transferable; others are not. The
Upside Down degree program is designed to assist students who have an accepted technical
degree that generates fewer than ninety credits. This is done through agreements between
Evergreen and twenty-three of the twenty-eight community colleges plus the Art Institute of
Seattle. These students came to Evergreen to complete their bachelor’s degree with ninety
additional credits at the college. Upside Down students take a broad array of coursework
during their last two years and work closely with an assigned academic advisor to achieve
breadth and depth of liberal arts study and work under requirements. Approximately thirty
students utilize this program each year and almost all complete their degree in two years. This
is a highly regarded program by the state higher education board as it is one example to other
state schools on how to improve a student’s time-to-degree. This is a big issue for colleges and
universities in the State of Washington.


A detailed Transfer Guide in the Admissions Office provides many specific guidelines to
students. Evergreen abides by the policies outlined in Washington’s Policy on Inter-College
Transfer and Articulation. (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 3-30)


Security of Records
In keeping with its role to maintain a secure environment, the records of admission and


student progress for currently enrolled students are stored in a fireproof vault in the Registra-
tion and Records office. The security of our records is very good as only authorized staff have
access to the vault. In addition, program secretaries keep copies of students’ evaluations for
two years. Faculty members also keep copies of the students’ evaluation for their portfolios.


Records for students who have left the college and for those who have graduated (“inac-
tive”) are microfilmed as well as digitized onto CDs yearly. The college keeps a copy of the
microfilm on campus and another copy is stored with the State Archivist off campus. Two
copies of the CDs are kept on campus, one in the vault and one in the Registrar’s personal
office. Therefore, “inactive” student records are fully backed up for duplicate copies if neces-
sary.


Only authorized personnel have access to the student data system. Specified employees are
granted access privileges through the assignment of a password. In addition, some offices
have “look at” privileges, but are not able to make changes in the system. The system has a
built-in audit trail that documents when a staff member alters the data in the system, the time,
the date and the person’s name. This same process applies to the financial aid records within
the Financial Aid office.


Evergreen complies with the federal Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974,
which establishes fair information practices regarding student records at U.S. colleges and
universities. Copies of Evergreen’s policies pertaining to the confidentiality of records are
made available to students in the Office of Registration and Records, the Office of the Dean of
Enrollment Services, and are available on the college’s web page.


In the event of a disaster the microfilmed and digitized records and data maintained by
Registration and Records could be recovered easily. The records kept in the computer are also
easily recoverable. The Computer Services Center has an excellent recovery plan for all elec-
tronic data.
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Student Services
Admissions


Evergreen’s faculty, staff, and Board of Trustees feel strongly that the college’s admission
policy should reflect the institutional value of attracting and maintaining a diverse student
body. This policy is deeply rooted in the assumption that diversity provides the entire college
community with educational opportunities that could not be achieved with a homogenous
student body. Diversity factors are important considerations in admissions. Recruitment strat-
egies try to diversify the student body by attracting students of color, returning adult and part-
time studies students, veterans, and first-generation college students. While 95 percent of
Evergreen’s Upward Bound’s high school students are people of color, the college is rarely
able to recruit Upward Bound students to Evergreen. The recent creation of an Upward Bound
Scholarship through the college’s foundation is intended to address this challenge. Until fall
quarter of 1997 the college also gave priority to students with disabilities, but after a directive
from the Attorney General’s office that this information could not be requested prior to admis-
sion, we no longer do so.


Admissions criteria and the Offices of First Peoples’ Recruitment, and Part-Time Studies
Outreach demonstrate the college’s commitment to achieving a diverse student body. While a
majority of Evergreen students are Washington residents, a varied student population is also
found in 25 percent of the student population who are from out of state and from twenty
foreign countries. Qualifications for admission along with the process and deadlines are spe-
cifically outlined in the college catalog. These policies are well publicized and strictly ad-
hered to by the Office of Admissions and the Dean of Enrollment Services. Graduate student
admissions are handled by the individual graduate programs in a process that occasionally
calls upon Admissions. This lack of consistency is viewed as an issue to be resolved.


All students coming directly from high school must meet the course pattern requirements
established by the Higher Education Coordinating Board. The student meeting these require-
ments must then meet the minimum Admissions Index (AI) requirement established by the
Higher Education Coordinating Board for Evergreen. This AI is derived by combining the
student’s high school GPA and his/her SAT or ACT scores. Students meeting this minimum
are ranked according to a second Evergreen-derived formula which combines the student’s
GPA  and diversity factors established by the college. Since 1990 we have used this formula to
determine admissions and stopped reviewing personal essays as a consideration in the pro-
cess due to lack of adequate staff levels. The tension and challenge for the college is that we
sacrifice the personal touch in considering a student’s application. The college’s admissions
process could eventually be influenced by an emerging trend in the state toward competencies
in high school graduates under the Education Reform Act.


The Higher Education Coordinating Board has no set minimum admissions requirements
for transfer students so the college is at liberty to set its own criteria. The same formula
combining academic factors and diversity factors is applied plus the number of credits result-
ing in an AA degree.


Evergreen has a clear and measurable strategic plan for recruiting and enrolling students.
The detailed plan spanning 1997 to 2000 can be found in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 3-31.


It is a recruitment and enrollment plan that is guided by:
■ a recognition that our nontraditional academic curriculum needs translation
■ a high value on diversity
■ growth to 5,000 students by 2010
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■ a desire to maintain an adequate proportion of first-year students to transfer students
■ attention to the proportion of resident to nonresident students.


In recruiting students to Evergreen we recognize that our academic coursework needs trans-
lation. Our ability to explain how learning occurs and what is studied at Evergreen allows
students and counselors from traditional curricula to understand the benefits of an interdisci-
plinary approach. For this reason our recruitment plan includes 140 high school visits around
the state. This is more than any other institution in Washington. We make multiple visits to
Washington community colleges particularly in the western part of the state. We consistently
gather and share with potential students data regarding graduate school acceptance and atten-
dance, job placement, and career advancement among Evergreen’s graduates. We have found
this to be an effective means to answer concerns about getting a job with a liberal arts educa-
tion and about the success of graduate study and careers with an Evergreen degree.


While the Evergreen admissions system gives additional consideration to students of color,
first-generation college students, those twenty-five years or older, and to veterans, these con-
stituencies are also sought through recruitment strategies that focus on communities of color,
those near military bases in the state, community colleges, and Olympia area workers whose
lifestyles fit part-time studies. Part-time studies has seen a significant growth in recent years.
This plan to emphasize part-time studies has led the way in our goal to reach 5,000 students
by 2010.


As the college works to bring facilities, faculty, staff, support services, and other important
resources on-line, the annual plans have been revised to slow growth somewhat from 1998 to
2001. This also allows the admissions office to pursue work with a consultant on the goal to
improve recruitment of high school-direct students to Evergreen. The original and revised
plans are in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 3-31.


The success of Evergreen’s recruitment and enrollment plan will be enhanced by improve-
ments in two areas: technology and publications. The college needs to use technology to its
advantage in admissions. In the near future, the college hopes to allow students to fill out the
admissions form on-line and send it electronically. While the web page receives very positive
feedback for usefulness from prospective students it can always be improved. We would also
like to improve processing of on-line requests for information. Responses should occur quickly
on-line. If it is information to be mailed, it should be received by that student within a week’s
time. The publications a prospective student is likely to request can also be used to translate
Evergreen’s nontraditional form of study. Recruitment and admissions publications have im-
proved but still need study and improvement.


We routinely assess new students about what influenced their decision to attend Evergreen.
Those attending cite opportunities for personal growth, close contact with faculty, and design-
ing their own education as having strong influence. Those students who withdraw from the
application process cite financial reasons and acceptance by their first choice school. The
college does have a strategic marketing and growth plan that is continuously reviewed and
revised. Areas targeted for growth include the evening-weekend program, Tacoma campus,
possible addition of a graduate program, and the full-time undergraduate curriculum.


Issues facing Evergreen include the need to attract in-state students to balance the applicant
pool from out of state and the need to attract in-state high-school-directs. Anticipating future
challenges in recruitment of a growing in-state high school student population, the Admis-
sions Office secured an external consultant during 1998 to make recommendations on strate-
gies.
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Enrollment growth from 3,500 FTE students to 5,000 by 2010 presents an additional chal-
lenge. Plans to achieve this goal are under development. Enrollment growth affects Student
Affairs staff in terms of both recruitment and retention strategies. The college has admitted
nearly all applicants (95 percent) meeting minimum requirements in recent years and has
extended its fall application deadline each of the past two years in order to attain enrollment
growth targets. Student retention, especially of freshmen, has received considerable attention
from Student Affairs staff during the past several years. This emphasis will continue. The
Enrollment Coordinating Committee, comprised of faculty, academic deans, staff from en-
rollment services and academic advising, will develop a revised set of recruitment and reten-
tion strategies during the 1998-99 academic year. An admissions report for the past four years
is found at the end of this standard in Volume 1, Exhibit 3-4, Table #1, Admissions Report.


Advising/Registration
Once students have accepted admission to the college, academic advising sessions inform


and guide students to their courses. Representatives from APEL, Registration and Records,
and Student Affairs at-large typically run sessions as a smooth transition into Evergreen’s
interdisciplinary curriculum, registration process, and student life. These sessions are offered
for many weeks prior to registration and at a variety of times to accommodate student sched-
ules. Students get an important understanding of a course before they register by attending the
quarterly academic fair which is held just prior to the registration period. The fair is a mass
gathering of faculty, student services’ staff, and students that provides an opportunity to get
information about upcoming academic programs, explore possible learning contracts, and
talk to people interested in helping students with academic planning.


Evergreen’s Automated Registration System (EARS) was instituted in 1996 to ease the
registration process for students and the college. EARS is a telephone registration system that
offers an efficient and accessible means for students to register. When implemented for new
students registering in the spring for fall 1997, we experienced a significant drop in numbers
at orientation and advising sessions. This has also raised concerns regarding the possibility
that significant numbers of new students registered without advising. The Enrollment Coordi-
nating Council (ECC) will be evaluating use of EARS by new students in 1998-99. The ECC,
charged by the Dean of Enrollment Services, brings together Academics and Student Affairs
staff to discuss and decide policy and process on a wide variety of recruitment, admissions,
curriculum, registration, and retention topics. In addition, the Registrar, curriculum dean, and
Director of APEL meet biweekly on joint issues.


Evergreen does not use standardized testing to place students in programs or courses. This
is in keeping with our philosophy that it is not useful in teaching and learning to compare
students. Core courses specifically designed for first-year students are open to all freshmen.
In addition, some sophomore-level classes are open to freshmen who are interested and meet
certain knowledge prerequisites. Placement polices and procedures typically mean that a pro-
gram may require prerequisites for entry. These are indicators of the tools students need to be
successful in a given program such as a foreign language or the skill to work with equations.


Academic Standing
Once enrolled, the college monitors the academic standing of each Evergreen student. Any


student not making satisfactory academic progress is informed of her or his standing in the
college and is advised accordingly.


Faculty evaluation of student achievement occurs at the end of programs, contracts, courses,
and internships. A student in danger of receiving less than full credit is notified in writing at
mid-quarter by his or her faculty or contract sponsor. A student making unsatisfactory aca-
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demic progress will receive an academic warning and may be required to take a leave of
absence. Unsatisfactory academic progress is defined in the following paragraph under aca-
demic warning. Students who feel a faculty evaluation is in error may seek to have the evalu-
ation amended using a process set forth in the college catalog that complies with FERPA. The
student must begin the process within thirty days of the date the student received the final
evaluation. Copies of this process are also available in the Academic Deans Office and in the
Faculty Handbook. It is also on the college’s web page.


Academic warning will be issued to a student by the Dean of Enrollment Services if the
student earns fewer than three-fourths of the number of registered credits in two successive
quarters. A student registered for six quarter credit hours or more who receives no credit in
any quarter will receive an academic warning. Such a warning urges the students to seek
academic advice or personal counseling at the college. Students are removed from academic
warning status when they receive at least three-fourths of the credit for which they registered
in two successive quarters.


Required leave of absence will occur when a student on academic warning receives either
an incomplete or less than three-fourths of the credit for which he or she is registered. The
leave is normally for one full year. A waiver of required leave can be granted only by the
academic dean responsible for academic standing upon the student’s presentation of evidence
of extenuating circumstances. A student returning from required leave will re-enter on aca-
demic warning and be expected to make satisfactory progress toward a bachelor’s degree.
Failure to earn three-fourths credit at the first evaluation period will result in dismissal from
the college.


Graduation
Graduation requirements are also clearly set forth in the college catalog. The minimum


requirement for awarding either the Bachelor of Arts or the Bachelor of Science degree is 180
quarter credit hours. Continuation beyond 200 quarter credit hours without graduating re-
quires approval by an academic dean. The form for such a request is available in the Aca-
demic Deans Office and Registration and Records. Additional requirements for graduation
concerning transfer credit, a second bachelor’s degree, a Bachelor of Science degree, or con-
current B.S. and B.A. degrees are all specified in the college catalog. To graduate, a student
must submit an application form to the Office of Registration and Records at least one quarter
in advance of the anticipated graduation date. Each of the three graduate program catalogs
addresses specific information regarding graduation requirements.


Financial Aid
The Financial Aid office provides counseling to prospective and currently enrolled students


and administers all state and federal need-based programs in compliance with government
regulations. The Financial Aid Office is audited by the Washington State Auditor in compli-
ance with the federal Single Audit Act. Recent state Audit Reports are available for review in
the campus Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-12. The office administers the student employment pro-
gram and the Federal Family Education Loan Program.
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Table 3-4
Statistics on Student Financial Aid


1994/95 1995/96 1996/97
Female Students 833 1092 749


Male Students 604 770 550


Federal Grant $ 1,904,990.00 $ 1,965,834.00 $ 2,138,345.00


Scholarships $ 139,527.00 $ 88,608.00 $ 193,301.00


Loans $ 5,267,340.00 $ 8,210,832.00 $ 9,080,278.00


Work Study $ 738,232.00 $ 701,643.00 $ 778,763.00


Outside Grants $ 11,297.00 $ 6,060.00 $ 28,780.00


State Grants $ 1,226,163.00 $ 1,210,295.00 $ 1,901,296.00


Total $ 9,287,549.00 $ 12,183,272.00 $ 14,120,763.00


In response to concerns expressed by students, faculty, and staff, a consultative review of
the Financial Aid office was conducted in 1994, (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 3-12). This review
was prompted by delays in processing, reduced responsiveness to students, and excessive
workloads—all of which had escalated over a three-year period. The review confirmed that
the office was encountering many of the same challenges that other colleges were confronting
due to delays on the federal level, over-regulation, and compressed processing calendars for
increasing numbers of applicants. The resulting recommendations have been implemented.
Additional staff have been hired and significant improvements are seen in more efficient
processing and improved access for students. The office, along with 300 other colleges, is
experiencing significant difficulties with the Powerfaids software which was insufficiently
tested by the vendor prior to its release. In spite of the frustrating difficulties, most students
were unaffected by this problem. Appropriate and helpful technology for Financial Aid con-
tinues to be a challenge.


There is a great need for a centralized student information system that links Financial Aid,
Registration and Records, Admissions, and Student Accounts. While it was hoped that
Powerfaids could connect to our “homegrown” system this has not been possible. The college
is experiencing difficulty in finding a qualified purveyor. Despite this, the college needs to
invest in purchasing an integrated system that everyone can operate and that provides these
offices with the ability to share information. This will eliminate a time consuming burden for
the students we serve who must now go office to office to obtain information. The ability of
staff to view a student’s complete record will ensure high quality decisions regarding student
issues and comprehensive service.


The Financial Aid Office is interested in conducting a student services survey during the
1998-99 academic year to determine satisfaction. While it is not uncommon on many cam-
puses to find low satisfaction with the financial aid office, the staff would like to know if that
is the perception at Evergreen. A study would provide more than anecdotes and would iden-
tify what can be done to rectify any problems. The consultant’s report verified the college’s
belief that it adheres strictly to the governmental guidelines required for awarding financial
aid. The federal government has not conducted a review in over a decade. The state’s annual
random audit of the college may provide recommendations for some portions of Financial
Aid but they have not yet been received. Financial Aid statistics for the past three years are in
Volume 2, Exhibit 3-10.


In 1996, President Jane Jervis charged a DTF to review the financial aid award policies and
ensure that the existing policies reflect the college’s mission and goals, (Exhibit Room, Ex-
hibit 3-12). The DTF affirmed the purpose of Evergreen’s financial aid program as one to
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provide financial assistance to students demonstrating need. To an extraordinary degree we
have made the commitment that our aid is need based. Subject to the levels and requirements
of state and federal support, it is the policy of the Financial Aid office to offer approximately
50 percent of the student’s demonstrated financial need in gift aid to those who meet the
priority deadline. An attempt to meet additional need is made through awards of work-study
and through loans. Our concern is growing, however, over the widening gap in unmet need
among students on financial aid. This gap is the difference between the cost of attending
Evergreen and what the financial aid office is able to award. The resulting increased loan
burden to all students is of concern, with even scarcer loan resources for out-of-state students.


The practice of awarding tuition waivers based on financial need was reaffirmed. A recom-
mendation was made to continue a limited number of waivers and scholarship support that do
not require demonstrated financial need. Waivers for Southeast Asia and Persian Gulf veter-
ans as well as international students were retained. The move to NCAA III has also terminated
the use of athletic waivers.


The Dean of Enrollment Services Office administers, in cooperation with the College Ad-
vancement Office, the college’s undergraduate scholarship program. Most of the scholarships
have a need component as part of their criteria, but some are strictly merit based. Merit is
broadly defined to include achievement in the arts, sciences, humanities, community service,
and overall academic achievement. Once the scholarships have been awarded in this coordi-
nated fashion, the office of Financial Aid is given the names of the scholarship recipients to
match their records. Each of the graduate programs administers their own scholarship pro-
grams.


Information about the college’s financial aid programs and scholarships are made available
to prospective and currently enrolled students in writing and through the college’s homepage.
A session on scholarships and other forms of financial assistance is presented to students and
their families the first weekend of orientation. Students wanting a written copy can obtain the
information in person from the Financial Aid office or have it mailed to them. Posting the
information on the college’s homepage has proven beneficial for applicants requesting the
information very late in the process.


The Financial Aid Office monitors its loan default rate on a yearly basis. All students who
are first-time borrowers are required to complete a loan entrance evaluation. All graduating
students are required to go through a loan exit interview. Following is a table showing the
default rates since 1987. The pattern is mixed but from 1989 to 1996 it is well below the
federal regulations. We believe the loan counseling program at entrance and exit has helped
reduce the rate.


Table 3-5
Student Loan Default Rate


1996 1995 1994 1993 1992 1991 1990 1989 1988 1987
Default rate 8.1% 5.9% 6.4% 4.9% 7.0% 4.7% 6.2% 5.4% 11.0% 10.3%


New Student Orientation
All new students are welcomed to the college with an orientation for ten days prior to the


start of classes in the fall. This is a significant expansion on the program which lasted only a
few days ten years ago. More is programmed for parents, partners, and other family members
in an effort to engage them in Evergreen’s unique curriculum and community. The programs
and services offered to freshmen and transfers are designed to facilitate the transition of in-
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coming students’ experience academically and socially. Beginning in 1993, a daylong orien-
tation program prior to winter and spring quarters was instituted. Orientation is coordinated
by the Office of the Dean of Student and Academic Support Services and involves over fifty
offices and organizations sponsoring various social, cultural, and educational events as well
as registration. The campus is very supportive of new-student orientation and tends to go all
out in an effort to make new students feel valued and welcome. We do struggle to get faculty
to give time towards orientation programs despite significant support from the provost and
academic deans. In 1995 the Geoduck Guide program was begun with twenty returning stu-
dents selected to volunteer as peer advisors throughout the week.


Events are also designed to address the needs of special populations at graduate and under-
graduate levels. Programs for students with disabilities include an information and advising
session and workshop to educate the rest of the new student population on issues surrounding
disabilities. Events designed for first generation and adult returning students include sessions
on seminar skills, communication strategies, and conflict resolution. The First Peoples’ Re-
cruitment and Advising Services offices collaborate on several events for students of color
including “Building Allies” and “The Real Story on Seminar for Students of Color.” First
Peoples’ also sponsors a very popular and useful session for students and their families on
scholarships and other forms of financial assistance to fund college.


Fall 1997 marked the start of a highly successful pilot program titled First Peoples’ Under-
graduate Scholars Fellowship funded by the Evergreen Foundation. A residential program for
forty new students of color, the program is held three days prior to orientation. Designed to
enhance the transition and help students find their place in the Evergreen community, this
program focuses on the learning environment, skill-building, and personal development. Par-
ticipants in this program will be monitored by First Peoples’ Advising for retention rates,
academic progress, and satisfaction with their learning experience at Evergreen.


Orientation is evaluated for its effectiveness by monitoring numbers of students attending,
evaluative comments made at the end of certain sessions, and evaluation forms that measure
the student’s self-assessed attainment of certain learning outcomes such as learning to write
an evaluation or gaining a greater understanding of issues that students of color face on cam-
pus. Orientation seems to achieve its goal of helping students transition to Evergreen. It is not
required, however, and it is estimated that only 25 percent of new students participate. Those
staff, faculty, and students putting on various aspects of orientation provide evaluative feed-
back following fall orientation to help critique the program. New students provide feedback
on their fall Evergreen experience. The information obtained tells us what preparation to
include in future orientation programs. For example, students have reported still being con-
fused about the lack of majors and requirements so “Navigating the Curriculum” and “Ever-
green 101” workshops have been developed where students create their actual academic plans.
Students consistently tell us they are overwhelmed by the amount of reading and are unsure
about what kind of relationship to have with their college faculty. As a result we have added
the very popular orientation sessions “How to Read a Book” and “How to Talk to Your Fac-
ulty.”


Academic Advising
A significant piece of any student’s success at Evergreen is found in his or her use of the


college’s academic advising system. In support of our mission and philosophy Evergreen
provides a flexible and visible system of advising. In keeping with the Council for the Ad-
vancement of Standards for Student Services, Academic Advising has a clearly written phi-
losophy statement which includes program goals and expectations of advisors and advisees.
APEL views academic planning as a continuous process of clarification and evaluation. Good
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advising is an important aspect of good teaching and effective learning. (Exhibit Room, Ex-
hibit 3-15)


Evergreen’s advising philosophy is one of facilitating and teaching students how to make
informed choices about their education. Academic advising is not separate from the reflective
process that students engage in when evaluating their own performance in an academic pro-
gram. Ideally, this process gives students the tools to assess not only the content of their
academic work but also their academic goals. Consequently, if a student seeks out an aca-
demic counselor or a faculty for advising she or he will most likely be presented with a series
of questions about goals, interests, skills, and weaknesses and then be offered a range of
academic options. Students are encouraged to maintain a developmental portfolio document-
ing their academic achievements as an ongoing organizing tool to help them see what they
have accomplished as they engage in academic and career planning.


An important milestone for advising at Evergreen was the 1996-97 Academic Advising
DTF. Over half of the DTF members were faculty and the co-chairs were a faculty member
and the Director of APEL. Advising across the curriculum can create an uneven system for
students. As recently as 1994 the alumni survey indicated dissatisfaction with academic ad-
vising at the college. Feedback regarding access to information and counselor expertise has
resulted in improved services and higher ratings in the 1996 alumni survey. The DTF made
recommendations that would make advising more visible for students and would help faculty
gain the information and confidence they need to do good advising. Out of the seventeen DTF
recommendations approved by the faculty and funded by the college, several new strategies
were adopted. These fall into four broad areas:


1. Requests for faculty and students to have better information available to them.
Notable among these recommendations is an annual summer institute for faculty to
learn the curriculum and how to do “good” advising; access to a faculty database
as a means to know others’ areas of interest and expertise when referring students;
“talking catalogs” where faculty make brief presentations to continuing students
about program offerings; and an on-line catalog with twenty-four-hour updates to
accommodate changes.


2. Initiatives to assist staff advisors in being well informed about the curriculum.
These include expanding the Core Connector program, adding planning unit
coordinators, and developing an academic peer advisor program enabling more
focused attention on all students, particularly new students.


3. Three structures to give organized assistance to students.


a) Capstone Project: a theme or issue-oriented project that serves as a useful
way of culminating and articulating an Evergreen education. This is
achieved through individual contracts with faculty and/or small student
groups working with faculty in a planning unit.


b) Summative Self Evaluations: a final written piece by the student reflecting
on what was learned and how they developed during their time at Ever-
green. It is to be embedded in courses as well as Capstone Project.


c) Academic Planning Course and Resulting Document: A step to step
curriculum designed to help students explore goals and possibilities, and
to develop plans for academic success. It is to be embedded into courses as
well as a stand-alone course to be offered during the academic year.


4. Ongoing evaluation of new components and the overall advising structure with
summative evaluation scheduled for the year 2000.
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APEL is a primary source of advising having over 28,000 contacts with individuals last
year in a variety of formats—from workshops to phone appointments. As a result of APEL’s
work with students in experiential learning and career exploration through internships, 40
percent of Evergreen students have conducted an internship by the time they graduate. The
APEL office plays two important roles in the advising process. First, APEL gathers and pro-
vides a great deal of information and encourages students to make use of this. Second, APEL
teaches students how to gather information specific to their own concerns. Formerly housed
in the Academic Division, components of APEL moved to Student Affairs in 1990. In 1992,
Academic Advising and Cooperative Education combined to form APEL. The result is a well
organized, visible, and reliable academic advising focus that has strong ties to all components
of the college. APEL also houses the International Studies Office and Part-Time Studies Co-
ordinator.


Evergreen has created an integrated structure of advising for all students which includes
orientation for new students, support at transition points and multiple entry points, and meth-
ods. Combined, these structures are intended to create an integrated and “seamless” experi-
ence from the student perspective. It also incorporates support needed by students to do the
well-informed academic planning which is their responsibility. No advisors are assigned, but
interwoven systems provide ways for students to get information and support they need to do
good academic planning.


Because we do not assign each student an advisor, we are careful to let students know how
to get this assistance through informative mailings and the New Student Advising session.
Attendance became a requirement prior to registration in 1994 which has resulted in a better
informed and advised student population. Recent statistics indicate the significant impact of
such sessions. Of all new students entering in fall 1996 the rate of retention to fall 1997 for
those attending an advising session was 69 percent. The fall-to-fall retention rate for students
who did not attend an advising session was 49 percent. In these sessions, the Student Advising
Handbook is distributed directly to all newly admitted students. The handbook is also avail-
able to all continuing students in the Advising Center. Advising is explained in the handbook
and the catalog. Students also hear about it in other student orientation programs, from their
faculty, and from APEL mailings and bulletin boards. APEL staff are present at all academic
fairs and public events regarding curriculum issues. APEL publishes a quarterly curriculum
update and places all information on the college’s web site.


The Coordinator for International Programs and Services was created in 1995 and placed in
the APEL office. This position works closely with faculty, students, student support services
that assist Evergreen students who wish to study abroad, and international students who come
to study at Evergreen. The result of the position’s existence is an increasing number of stu-
dents who now see study in another culture as a viable option. In true Evergreen style, our
students are pursuing study in less traditional areas such as Russia and Southeast Asia. De-
spite no effort to recruit them, Evergreen has a small international student population from a
wide variety of countries.


Faculty also have responsibility to provide academic advising for students within their pro-
grams. Advising is an important responsibility set forth in the Faculty Handbook. The close
work they do with students allows them to know a student’s academic strengths, weaknesses,
and interests. This advising often occurs informally but the college has recently reaffirmed its
commitment to faculty advising, especially as part of the quarterly evaluation conference
between faculty and students. It is a responsibility of faculty who serve as planning group
coordinators to advise students regarding curricular pathways and plans within their specific
group. Faculty biographies and areas of subject expertise are published in the student advis-
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ing handbook for these purposes. Students are often recommended to seek out faculty for
academic, graduate school, and career advising. In addition to the full-time faculty advisor,
approximately six faculty serve each year as part-time advisors and hold regular advising
hours in the APEL office. This assignment is an approved way of meeting the governance
requirement for faculty. The full-time faculty advisor rotates from teaching for a year to pro-
vide academic planning and advice to students as part of the APEL staff in the Advising
Center. These faculty came from a variety of academic backgrounds and bring a valued per-
spective to Academic Advising.


Additionally, other student services provide academic advising as it relates to their work.
APEL ensures that updated information is distributed to those offices and basic training oc-
curs with staff in Career Development, Access Services, First Peoples’ Advising, Enrollment
Services, KEY, Admissions, Registration and Records, and Financial Aid.


The effectiveness of Academic Advising is difficult to measure given its intentional
seamlessness. KEY Student Services in particular consistently documents an over 90 percent
retention and graduation rate for its 180 students who participate in tutoring and skill-building
as well as one-on-one specialized advising. APEL’s increased number of contacts with stu-
dents, and satisfaction expressed in student surveys, provide additional indications of im-
provement. A 1995 study on the effectiveness of independent learning contracts and internships
at Evergreen confirmed these tools are excellent learning options linking theory and practice.
A 1998 survey of organizations that sponsor student interns will provide additional assess-
ment of student learning. The learning outcomes assessment of APEL’s many workshops and
required advising sessions confirms that participants are gaining the intended skills and knowl-
edge. This assessment includes demonstrating acquired abilities and information in the work-
shops as well as student self-assessed gains as a result of attending these workshops. The
feedback has led to more interactive workshops and additional ones on topics students as-
sessed as weaknesses, such as how to write a self-evaluation and how to design an academic
plan. A spring 1997 survey by the provost asked several questions that indicated knowledge
of, and high satisfaction with, staff and services in APEL. Many identified particular advising
staff by name and cited specific instances of successful collaboration on student matters.


Career Development
The physical and philosophical connections between Academic Advising and the Career


Development Center are intentional and effective. The mission and work of the Career Devel-
opment Center is to provide consistent, quality career and life work planning for students and
alumni of the college. Since the Center’s philosophy actively supports the value of a liberal
arts education and the concept of lifelong learning, its programs and services are designed to
support student self-knowledge, provide relevance to a student’s academic work and support
the achievement of future goals: employment, graduate school, travel, community service,
and life/work planning. This work is done through individual career counseling, group advis-
ing, workshops, technological access, resource referral, programs, fairs, and coursework which
is part of the liberal arts and sciences interdisciplinary curriculum in a course entitled “Cor-
nerstone.” Career Development led the way in promoting academic connections to life work
planning on the Tacoma campus and to reservation-based programs. Staff provide specialized
career advising to students working with the offices of Veteran’s Administration, Labor and
Industries, the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, the MPA, MES, and MIT graduate
programs, and the Part-Time Studies Program.


The development of interconnected academic and career work begins during orientation
and continues into the year with a career planning group entitled DISCOVERY or through
individual appointments. Students begin to explore options utilizing the various forms of
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software available in the Career Resource Library such as Career Path Assessment Software
and Washington Occupational Information System software. The Career Resource Library
has over 5,000 volumes of current publications related to careers as well as alumni career
educator files and a parent information network. The individuals in these files are cataloged
by career and may be contacted by students to talk with them about a particular area of inter-
est. Students often use the career assessments such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and
Campbell Interest and Skills Survey. All of these services are also woven into many Core
programs and upper-division classes.


Workshops, software, and individual advising are available to students and alumni on résumé
writing and interviewing techniques. The center mobilizes a senior outreach program each
January with direct mailings and visible tables on campus. Job Club is a highly successful
small work group that meets weekly as its members pursue their job searches. There is nearly
a 100 percent success rate with those students who utilize the knowledge and support of Job
Club. Career fairs for students are held each spring in conjunction with other southwest Wash-
ington colleges near campus and in Seattle. Over 150 students, alumni, and community mem-
bers participated in the spring 1997 pilot “Transition Institute” which was designed to help
participants create successful “next steps.”


Students interested in graduate school find the annual combined Graduate School and In-
ternship Fair of much use in determining choices for future academic study. The fair has
grown from 27 schools and 120 students and alumni attending in 1992 to over 50 schools and
internships and 360 students and alumni participating in 1997. Peterson’s Guide to Graduate
Schools and Financial Aid resources for graduate study are used by hundreds of students each
year. An increasing number of students take the GRE practice exam on the computer and in
person as sponsored regularly by the Career Development Center. The Career Resource Li-
brary is particularly strong in keeping up-to-date information on a variety of graduate schools
including an alumni resource bank for information on graduate programs.


The center has not operated a placement service for many years given the resources that
would be needed to do such work effectively. Recruiters who seek contact with our students
are accommodated in various ways on campus through a liaison in the center. The office
offers various computerized job banks as well as up-to-date and categorized job boards for
employment listings. This is a service needing constant attention for updates, expansion of
listings, and increased variety of job categories.


The Career Development Center, working closely with other offices, develops and pro-
motes graduate school and career services information for 11,000 alumni. The Office for
Alumni Affairs is an important partner in cataloging the career and graduate school records of
alumni since the college began twenty-seven years ago. The 1996 graduate placement report
conducted in 1997 determined that 70 percent of the graduates were employed, 18 percent
were in graduate school, 7 percent were traveling or making a home, and 7 percent were
seeking employment. This is a 5 percent increase in employed graduates over 1992 results.
Seventy-three percent of those with jobs are in professional, technical, and managerial posi-
tions. This is a 7 percent increase over 1992. A 1996 state-wide survey of four-year college
and university employment rates of baccalaureate degree graduates indicated that in 1990-91,
77 percent of Evergreen graduates were employed, 51 percent were employed in their career
field, 11 percent were continuing their education, and 10 percent were seeking employment.
This was the third highest employment rate of the six schools. The alumni rated their readi-
ness for career as very high. This was highest of the six schools. There is no previous state-
wide survey to which these findings can be compared.
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In assessing the effectiveness of its programs and services the Career Development Center
has documented contact with individuals around graduate school, employment, and life work
planning. Staff contact with students and alumni has steadily increased over the past four
years from 3,604 contacts in l993-94 to over 8,000 contacts in 1996-97. The number of indi-
vidual meetings counselors have held with students has more than doubled in that same time
period with a high of 4,324 student appointments this past academic year. The center also
receives feedback on satisfaction with its services through the annual exit interview com-
pleted by graduating students. The results have continued to rate the center high in terms of
services and individual attention to personal visions and plans. Students would like more
resource offerings in the center library, more of a variety in job listings, and better intake in
the reception area. Career Development has implemented plans to improve in these areas.


Student Advising Center
Additional programs and services are centrally located with APEL and Career Develop-


ment in the Student Advising Center. These include the Office of Access Services, First Peoples’
Advising Services, International Programs and Services, KEY Student Services for First Gen-
eration College Students, Part-Time Studies Coordinator, and Dean of Student and Academic
Support Services. These services are specifically designed to meet the needs of a particular
population including those who are nontraditional, over twenty-five, low-income, have a self-
identified, documented disability, are the first in their family to attend college, are foreign
students or interested in study abroad, or are students of color. These students may also be
parents, working full-time, and/or commuters. Information regarding Evergreen’s adminis-
trative support for international studies is found in Standard 2. The Part-Time Studies position
has been in existence since 1994. The Access Services Office was a ten-hour-a-week position
in the President’s Office ten years ago and has expanded to a full-time Director and a half-
time support staff organizationally located in Student Affairs. All of these offices are serving
growing student populations. Evening and weekend office hours, email and phone appoint-
ments, and newsletters help accommodate schedules and lifestyles in sharing information.
Special orientation programs, peer advisors, cultural and social events, child care, and tutors
all meet these needs.


In support of the college’s mission, these programs and services provide support and chal-
lenge for these students as they experience an educational process that teaches self-awareness
and understanding. This is done by promoting a sense of importance in the community and
the skills necessary to support well-being and academic growth. These offices develop tar-
geted programs to support student academic success and access to the full range of resources
and curricular options. The Office of Access Services is particularly challenged in providing
services since students must self-identify and provide documentation of their disability. Many
individuals who are learning disabled may not even be aware of their disability. All of the staff
in these offices spend significant time on the Tacoma campus and with students in the tribal-
based programs to provide advising. This has evolved over the past seven years through an
individual commitment by Advising Center staff to serve the needs of these populations. While
staff find this work very rewarding, it does pull them away from serving the larger Olympia
campus. Student Affairs needs to define a specific model of level of service to these programs
that is uniform and funded.


Assessment on the impact of these services for underrepresented students includes strong
retention and graduation rates, satisfying educational experiences, and achievement of per-
sonal goals. Students of color graduate at a higher rate than the general student population.
Students with disabilities who use Access Services graduate at the same rate as the overall
student population but on average it takes one year longer to do so. KEY first-year students
have an 80 percent fall to fall retention rate. The rate for other first-year students is 60 percent.
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Part-time student surveys consistently recognize the critical value of student services such as
child care and extended hours as contributing to their success in school. These students and
specific offices which serve them also educate the wider campus community on acquiring
knowledge and developing one’s self with regard to issues of difference, diversity, and oppor-
tunity.


Health and Counseling Center
Evergreen’s Health and Counseling Center are intentionally paired in the organizational


structure of Student Affairs to provide compatible physical and emotional care to an increas-
ingly diversified student body. The small medical clinic fits the size of Evergreen and offers
two physician assistants and a part-time physician along with staff and student support per-
sonnel. It is open forty hours a week and referrals are made for after-hours care. An important
feature of the health center is the student clinical assistant program which educates and pro-
vides hands-on training to six to eight student workers interested in the health care profession.
Completion of the program certifies the students as medical assistants. This is particularly
notable since there are no academic majors and programs from which to draw these students
as would be the case on a traditional campus.


The Counseling Center is open fifty-five hours a week with evening hours all week. Three
registered and certified masters degree level psychological counselors provide mental health
counseling. Three to four undergraduate student interns work along with the counselors to co-
facilitate groups and provide counseling for clients. Group sessions provide psychological
support for specific issues. Crisis response is available twenty-four hours per day, seven days
a week. Clinical supervision of the counselors is provided by a part-time Ph.D. psychologist.
Student needs and expansion of the counseling staff are placing a greater demand on the need
to increase supervision hours by the psychologist. Staff and student needs should be reviewed
periodically in planning for the possibility of expanded hours for the psychologist.


In recent years the staffing in the Health and Counseling Center has become more diverse in
terms of gender and ethnicity in an effort to attract more male students and students of color to
the important services offered. As the evening and part-time studies and graduate program
have expanded and students have made their needs known, the Center has responded with
increased evening hours. The Center still continues to attract more women than men and
typically the eighteen- to twenty-two-year-old population. Approximately 62 percent of those
utilizing the Counseling Center are students who live off campus. This has been a consistent
trend over the past ten years. Increased numbers of students are using the Health Center and
more often. Over 35 percent of the student body uses the Health Center in a given quarter as
compared to 18 percent in 1989. The number of annual appointments has nearly doubled from
3,081 to 5,873. These increases are due to a variety of changes including a revised scheduling
plan that has cut the waiting time for appointments to less than forty-eight hours. All students
are accommodated for urgent needs during regular daily walk-in hours. On average between
700 and 900 students use the Health Center each quarter of the academic year.


The Counseling Center has also seen an increase in utilization over recent years due to the
addition of a third counselor and the popularity of group counseling sessions. Since 1989,
utilization of the Counseling Center has increased from serving 12 percent of the student
population to nearly 25 percent in a given quarter. Waiting time for non-urgent appointments
is typically less than one week though during spring quarter it can be as long as two weeks.
This is an improvement from the three-week waiting period that was common when there
were only two counselors.


The top five diagnoses for the Health Center continue to be, in order, upper respiratory
infections, women’s health care, depression, sexually transmitted disease, and dermatology
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problems. The top five most common reasons students come to the Counseling Center are
depression, love relationships, family of origin issues, incest, and self-image/self-esteem.


The Student Health Center, the Wellness Resource Center, and Peer Health Advocacy Team
(PHAT) provide health education to the campus. PHAT sponsors regular health fairs and peer
health education workshops, and provides health information to students at tables in the Col-
lege Activities Building. One-on-one health education is also provided by Health Center staff
during clinic visits. In 1995, concern over a measles epidemic in surrounding communities
and campuses prompted the addition of mandatory MMR vaccinations prior to initial regis-
tration at the college. The Health Center and Registration and Records work through this
cumbersome but important preventative measure to ensure a healthy campus. Health educa-
tion information is written by the professional staff and reviewed by students for its effective-
ness in getting information across. Topics range from contraception to HIV prevention and
cold and flu treatments. Information is distributed to patients and is readily available outside
the Health and Counseling center doors as well as in the waiting areas. The Health Center
staff run frequent educational articles in the student newspaper. A health education media
center houses a computer with relevant health information on CD-ROM, through the internet,
and on videotape. The Health Center maintains a homepage on the World Wide Web.


The Wellness Resource Center is a collaborative effort between the Counseling Center and
Recreation, and is located in the Campus Recreation Center. The office provides information
on health maintenance, alcohol- and other drug-free lifestyles, spirituality, nutrition, and other
aspects of wellness. The Counseling Center’s specialist on substance abuse issues runs the
Wellness Resource Center, teaches classes related to wellness, and makes referrals to the
Counseling and Health Centers. A FIPSE CORE survey on alcohol and drug use by Evergreen
students was conducted in 1993. The results provided a national comparison and baseline for
measuring the effectiveness of education and prevention efforts. As student numbers grow
and our population diversifies with athletes and younger and older students, we are aware of
increasing need for more drug and alcohol counseling and education. A trained professional to
provide an array of services to the campus should be considered as we work to address sub-
stance abuse from both the prevention and treatment perspective.


Satisfaction with the Health and Counseling Center is closely monitored for quality, effec-
tiveness, and satisfaction. There is a particular desire to ensure excellence since these services
are entirely (Health) or significantly (Counseling) funded by a mandatory student fee. The fee
is currently $35 a quarter and has been raised incrementally over the last ten years from $25.
Students who have paid the health fee are not charged for visits and cost of medication is kept
very low, given subsidies and good relationships with pharmaceutical companies. The Health
and Counseling Centers conduct satisfaction surveys regularly. Positive comments remain
consistent and any concerns about care are immediately addressed by the Director and Physi-
cian. In addition, campus-wide surveys are conducted periodically. This has resulted in ex-
panded hours, more access to women’s health care and free HIV/AIDS testing. Surveys also
reveal that 40 percent of the student population has no form of health insurance other than the
services provided by the Health and Counseling Center.


Police Services
The Police Services department includes parking operations, campus building key dispersal,


and the central campus switchboard. Students are employed in all these areas and carry sig-
nificant responsibility in their jobs. This unit actively promotes a safe and secure environment
for students at Evergreen in following the tenets of community-based policing as promoted
by the Washington State Criminal Justice Training Commission. This is apparent through
bike and foot patrols, a twenty-four-hour escort service, safety awareness efforts in housing
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during new-student orientation, and all-campus noon-hour forums. In keeping with the phi-
losophy of the college and compliance with federal law to have an educated and alert commu-
nity, the uniform crime statistics are mailed along with safety tips to every student at the
college just prior to the start of fall quarter. Security incidents of danger to the campus are
immediately posted in an informational bulletin throughout campus.


The goal of a safe and secure campus will be furthered by acquiring new software for
records storage and future computer hook-ups to the National Crime Information Network.
The maintenance of, and easy access to, such crime information will enhance the work of
Police Services. Additional concerns are the recruitment and retention of a diverse, well-
qualified workforce of professionals. Issues of salary and equity will continue to be chal-
lenges.


A number of changes have occurred in Police Services since the last accreditation process.
In 1992, Police Services was assigned to the Executive Vice President for Finance and Ad-
ministration. In 1996, Police Services was reassigned to the Vice President for Student Af-
fairs. In 1992, the role and functions of Police Services were reviewed by an external consulting
team. The work of this group resulted in recommendations to the Board of Trustees. As part of
this process, the board approved a number of changes in the mission and operation of the unit.
These changes were intended to provide the campus with a more professional, well-trained,
and well-equipped police force. The board authorized the commissioning of officers, and
prioritized enhanced training and the establishment of standard operating procedures. The
board did not approve an administrative recommendation to provide firearms to officers.


In 1996, prompted by delays in obtaining police back-up from Thurston County officers,
concerns generated by crimes on campus, and interest in establishing a community-based
police force, the issue of arming was reconsidered. A comprehensive process to collect input
was designed and implemented by the Vice President for Student Affairs and student leaders.
In the spring of 1996 the college administration recommended arming on a limited basis. The
Board of Trustees approved this recommendation and a DTF was established to define limited
arming and recommend changes in the training and operations of Police Services to ensure a
positive transition to armed officers. In 1996, a new director of Police Services was hired and
in 1997, a comprehensive review of standard operating procedures was conducted by a Union
Management Committee. The recommendations of the Limited Arming DTF have been imple-
mented and the final steps associated with arming have been taken. The president adopted the
recommendation of the Limited Arming DTF which included a move toward providing lim-
ited access to firearms for Police Services officers. Officers have access to their firearms
between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. From 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. they wear their firearms visibly.
Human relations training for officers was also implemented.


Police officer training to insure readiness is a high priority. This includes 440 hours of basic
academy training and extensive in-house training regarding campus community policing. An
ongoing focus is crime prevention and daily campus outreach. A large step in that direction is
the partnership with Housing where one third of students live and a positive first-contact can
be made. Joint training means a unified approach to student safety. Police Services also works
closely with the Sexual Assault Prevention coordinator who provides officers with training on
issues surrounding campus sexual assault and who ensures that survivor advocacy protocol is
followed when a sexual assault occurs.


There remains some community disagreement regarding the role of Police Services. Along
with emergency preparedness, community relations is a top priority. The implementation of
limited arming, the completion of standard operating procedures, and the ongoing practice of
community-based policing helps us achieve the goal of a professional campus police force.
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Evaluative methods such as monitoring campus crime statistics, maintaining high levels of
student contact, and eventually conducting a campus satisfaction survey will help to measure
how well this is accomplished.


Housing
Nearly 1,000 students reside on campus in facilities ranging from high-rise traditional double


corridors to townhouse-style apartments and stand-alone modular units. The self-study avail-
able on site will give a full listing. This capacity seems adequate to fulfill student needs, since
housing is full or nearly full each fall, but never has a substantial waitlist. Resident numbers
lessen slightly as the academic year progresses due to internships, attrition from the school,
and students moving off campus. Housing is a self-sustaining service which consists of facili-
ties and staff responsible for providing a student-centered living/learning environment which
is affordable, accessible, and comfortable, and promotes the safety of residents and non-resi-
dents.


The student life component of Housing has not historically been purposefully crafted to
complement and enhance the overall learning mission of the college. Evergreen’s housing has
started to move into a more learning-centered living environment; one that has a direct rela-
tionship to the college and Student Affairs division mission statement which promotes student
learning. It is focused on delivering services which complement and enhance the learning
outcomes of the college and still maintains the strengths of freedom, responsibility, and con-
tractual relationships. A recent example of increasing gains is the 1998 funding of a “midnight
advisor” position in housing to provide on-site and after hours academic advising. This has
been a tremendous success in providing larger numbers of students with effective advising
during the afternoon and evening hours in the dorms.


The definition of diversity and its importance to the mission of Housing has not yet been
addressed and will need to be in the near future. Programs, staffing, services, and marketing
will all be influenced by more attention to this issue.


The primary method of enhancing the learning environment is through the Residential Life
program. The residential staff are all trained to facilitate an environment which encourages
learning. Examples of the facilitation include: student groups that help students build support
systems, educational/cultural programs that enlighten students and provide them with skills,
policy enforcement that creates quiet and safe areas to study and live, mediations where stu-
dents learn to be responsible to themselves and others, and liaisons with other campus offices
such as Police Services and the Counseling Center.


The selection and training of Residential Life staff also reflects an emphasis on learning
environments. Topics covered include community development, student development, refer-
ral skills, and awareness of community resources. The learning environment is also enhanced
by the provision of living units designated as Alcohol/Drug Free and Quiet Areas. Students
request to live in these spaces and contractually agree to certain community standards more
specific and demanding than in other parts of Housing.


Housing facilities and services are subject to visits and reporting by a number of agencies
including federal (e.g., lead paint), the campus safety officer (hazardous materials), state build-
ing inspectors (remodels and new construction), fire marshal (fire alarm systems) and the
state’s Labor and Industries inspectors (elevators). In all recent visits, we have been in sub-
stantial compliance and where there was any variance we have instituted corrections. Notable
examples include the upgrading of elevators to meet more recent codes for operations during
emergency situations and the “A” building sprinkler upgraded fire-alarm system. A 1997
facilities audit provides direction on steps to move beyond maintenance to enhancing the
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physical environment. Professional facilities staff in Housing train and supervise a number of
student staff to fill positions of responsibility related to maintenance.


Staffing standards and competencies are noted in the profession’s set of standards estab-
lished by the Association of College and University Housing Officers—International. Re-
cently we administered the self-assessment guide related to the ACUHO-I standards. Results
range from a recognition of need for specific professional development workshops for staff,
to a need for food service in the residence halls. Those results are included in the self-study
materials. A Housing DTF of faculty, staff, and students recently completed a review to clarify
campus expectations of Housing and its future direction. Included among the many program-
matic and policy-oriented recommendations was the need to prepare for necessary expansion
in the next five years. In true Evergreen fashion this would be accomplished in the context of
an academic program to plan and construct the housing. This report and the report of an
External Review Team charged with evaluating Housing will be made available during the
site visit. The external team was charged with reviewing Housing’s day-to-day operations
which resulted in much praise as well as numerous recommendations. General strengths in-
cluded attractive facilities, staff devotion, strong relations with other areas on campus, and a
spirit of cooperation and commitment. Recommendations included development of new rev-
enue streams, opportunities to interface with the community adjacent to campus, and on-site
academic advising by faculty and staff.


Housing conducts exit surveys, needs assessments, and satisfaction surveys of its residents.
The information provided has led to more student involvement in community policy develop-
ment, plans for more social space, and the recent wiring of Housing with a technology back-
bone which will enable most residents to have their own ports for data, phone, and cable TV
services. Housing is now challenged to connect this technological infrastructure to student
learning. Marketing of Housing to ensure continued financial strength will be another new
direction for this office. Additional information on Housing initiatives can be found in the
Educational Outcomes section of this Standard.


Food Services
There is no mandatory meal plan for students in housing. Residents have access to kitchens


on the building floor or in their apartments. Residents, for the most part, provide their own
food service. While there is no common cafeteria in housing there is a small food service
operation called “The Corner” which resides in the Housing Community Center. It is a stu-
dent-run cooperative which serves vegan and vegetarian food for lunch and dinner. It is ad-
vised by the Assistant Director for Student and Community Development and is subject to all
health regulations as any other food preparation operation is in the county. The Corner is
presently undergoing significant organizational and menu changes to better meet the needs of
residents identified through a survey administered each fall. Copies of that survey are in-
cluded in Housing’s self-study. The campus bookstore also operates a small branch operation
in the Housing Community Center. They offer a limited amount of grocery items, much like
any other convenience store. It is staffed by student employees and operates from mid-after-
noon until late at night. Student response to this service, again measured in fall surveys, has
been very positive.


In 1990, Northwest Food Services (NWFS) replaced Marriott as the private enterprise meet-
ing dining needs of the campus. Food Services is a part of the Finance and Administration
division. A deli, cafeteria, and espresso carts in the College Activities Building and Library
offer a variety of food choices. All food services on campus meet mandated health and safety
standards. In addition to cash, customers may purchase Geo-Bucks which act as a declining
balance credit card at all NWFS locations on campus. This service invites user suggestions
and comments which are posted and answered in visible locations at the cashiers’ stations. A
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survey of customer satisfaction and consumer food service needs is planned for 1997-98.
Details on the findings and proposed changes as a result of the survey will be available during
the site visit.


Student Activities
In keeping with the educational mission of the college, Student Activities creates learning


opportunities for critical thinking skills, values development, collaborative skills, cooperative
abilities, and appreciation for diversity in the co-curricular experience. The seamless learning
environment is fostered by a shared philosophy at the college and within the Student Affairs
division where principles of inclusiveness, opportunity, and innovation are acted upon. The
CSEQ results indicate lower student involvement than the national norm in clubs, organiza-
tions, housing, and sports. Because of the high level of student involvement in academic
programs, students are less involved in extra-curricular activities. The challenge for Student
Affairs is how to best capitalize on that high level of academic involvement by embedding
services and activities into the curriculum.


Student Affairs work is frequently characterized by time spent helping students to make
real connections between their in-class and out-of-class learning through such activities as
campus leadership roles, internships, and program planning. Students receive support from
Student Affairs staff and faculty in reflecting upon, discussing, and applying this knowledge
to organizing a student group, developing a community radio show, cosponsoring a campus
forum on race relations or persuading a high profile speaker to be a keynote speaker. Working
as partners, Student Affairs staff and faculty colleagues clear barriers and open doors for
learning through the accomplishment of these goals. It is also true that despite all we know
about student learning and assessment of student learning outcomes, on occasion Student
Affairs provides programs and services to students in the belief that positive development
will occur and it is difficult to measure the extent of the contribution these particular activities
have on student learning.


Opportunities for student involvement in co-curricular activities and programs are as di-
verse as they are increasingly numerous. This has not always been the case. In 1991 there
were half as many student organizations (twenty-seven) as today. A complete list is in Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 3-15-f. Human rights, social justice, cultural affairs, environmentalism, and
community services are still popular areas of interest. Recently, such diverse groups as Camarilla
(vampire club) and Evergreen Students for Christ have been founded. A 1995 student survey
indicated that they would like more cultural entertainment and activities on the weekends. A
follow-up entertainment survey in 1996 provided specific desires for music, dance, film, and
speakers. Students can choose to participate on one of the college’s disappearing task forces,
on the Services and Activities (S&A) Fee Allocation Board, on the student newspaper, cam-
pus radio station, as a new-student orientation guide, at the campus child care center or the
organic farm, or in one of over sixty student-initiated organizations active on campus.


It is the responsibility of the Student Activities office to ensure that all students are made
aware of these opportunities, have equal access to them, and are provided with the appropriate
guidance, training, and resources necessary to be successful and effective in their endeavors.
In addition to the administrative offices of Student Activities it is also comprised of the Cam-
pus Child Center, KAOS Community Radio, and the Cooper Point Journal. An annual stu-
dent activities fair on Red Square at the start of new-student orientation begins a year of high
visibility for student groups, campus activities, and student leadership opportunities. The policy
and procedures of the S&A Board as well as all S&A funded groups and offices (including
one each at the Tacoma and reservation-based programs) hold written guidelines clarifying
this philosophy and implementing regular procedures for review and assessment of their com-
pliance.
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Student workers and peer advisors are critical components in designing and implementing
successful and effective services to all of Evergreen’s students. Adequate office space located
with the Student Activities Center, is provided to volunteers and paid student leaders along
with computer and phone support for the important work they do. The completion of the
College Activities Building (CAB) Phase II project in 1992 made a significant impact on
student activities at Evergreen. Bringing the student organizations, the newspaper, and the
administrative staff under one roof has produced many positive benefits resulting in creativ-
ity, collaborative possibilities, and good relations through frequent communication. Overall,
assessment demonstrates that student participation in activities has increased, the number of
student groups has doubled, as have the number of collaborative efforts between student groups,
faculty/academic programs and other college departments.


Student group coordinators indicate educational outcomes as a result of their involvement
in a quarterly report filed with the Student Activities office. Students not only record their
group’s activities and provide an evaluation of those activities, but they give a concise self-
evaluation of their work. In doing so they set goals for the next quarter and identify appropri-
ate training and resources needed to accomplish the goals. The information in these reports is
also used to develop future training programs and in evaluating the level of support and ser-
vice currently offered. Past feedback has resulted in more training on fiscal procedures and
leadership development. Services have expanded with evening and weekend hours as well as
the addition of a graduate student advisor who also serves evening and weekend student ex-
tracurricular needs.


The importance of ethnic and culturally-based student groups such as Native Students Alli-
ance, UMOJA, and Asian Students Alliance is clear in the quarterly reports. There has been an
increase in the number of cultural groups. Pacific Islanders Association, Latin American Stu-
dent Organization, Irish American Student Association, Middle East Resource Center, and the
International Student Organization are all relatively new. The strength of groups such as the
Union for Students With Disabilities and Adult Students comes and goes with each change in
leadership. Nevertheless, all students find support and opportunities for growth.


The greatest challenge in the years ahead will be to provide support to student efforts to
form an ongoing student government. In twenty-five years of discussion Evergreen has had
many attempts at student governance, all of which failed. This parallels the repeated faculty
struggle on whether to have a faculty senate or other representative body other than the cur-
rent faculty meeting of the whole. The advice and leadership of the Vice President for Student
Affairs, Dean of Student and Academic Support Services, and Director of Student Activities
began student dialogue and decision making around the student government issue in 1997.
Academic and Student Affairs staff collaborated with representatives of the three graduate
programs to successfully develop an effective government. While the undergraduates voted
in the concept of student government in the spring of 1997, representatives of proposed mod-
els continue to work on meshing various community-based and technological approaches.
Student Activities is providing funding, space, and advising to assist the formation of an
effective student government for the first time at Evergreen. The graduate student constitution
is in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 3-32.


Recreation, Wellness and Athletics
In keeping with the Student Affairs mission to provide recreational activities and encourage


healthy behaviors Evergreen’s service-oriented Recreation, Wellness and Athletics office has
responsibility for administering recreational and athletic programs as well as intercollegiate
athletics. Although traditional in operation of programs and facilities, unlike other schools,
this office has no academic department on which to rely for expertise and financial support.
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An additional challenge for the college is the conversion to NCAA III membership. This
Student Affairs department adheres to NIRSA standards in all activities whether they are
informal fitness activities such as swimming or pick-up basketball or formal recreational ac-
tivities such as tournaments, sports clubs such as rugby and mountaineering, or instructional
programs like yoga or rock climbing.


Evergreen’s recreational facilities are outstanding for a small college and are supported in
part by the general institutional budget. Recreation, Wellness and Athletics generates most of
the revenue for its nearly $600,000 annual program and facility operation. There are many
opportunities to generate revenue which accounts for a significant source of monetary sup-
port. This includes use by faculty, staff, community members, Leisure Education classes, and
use of the Challenge ropes course. The concern is working to balance non-Evergreen demand
with student access and fiscal management. The Services & Activities Board also allocates a
portion of funds to the recreational program. The facilities staff strive to assist with the up-
keep and repair of recreation facilities for our students.


The opening of the Phase II of the College Recreation Center in 1989 was a significant
improvement in the recreational facilities and services available to students and community
members. This included the addition of a large multi-use gymnasium area with seating for
1,500 at athletic events or twice that number for concerts and speakers; small multi-use room
intended for dance, aerobic exercise, fencing and martial arts; one classroom; a wellness lab
and office; a sports medicine/athletic training room and office; two separate shower/dressing
rooms for referees; equipment control rooms with laundry service; storage rooms for large
outdoor activity equipment; lobby with concession stand; and nine staff offices plus storage
and workroom. Phase II provides for a multiplicity of uses including programming for the
entire campus whether it is for concerts, speakers, or annual convocation. The addition pro-
vides adequate venues for intramural, club sports and intercollegiate athletic events as well as
informal recreational use such as noon-hour basketball games.


A recreation pavilion near the playing fields and Housing suffered considerable vandalism
in the early 1990s. A significant investment was made in 1995 to refurbish and secure the
pavilion so it is now used for indoor soccer, roller hockey, and roller-blading as well as tennis,
basketball, and special events.


In general, the campus offers nearly 1,000 wooded acres with two main trail systems for
exercise, including a ropes course, in addition to academic study. A mile-long natural shore-
line is used for swimming, light boating, and academic field study. A road network around the
campus is used for formal runs, bicycle races, and informal exercise. The Recreation Center
has measured these trails and roads and offers a map with these designations to all recre-
ational participants. The campus playing fields and tennis courts are located near housing and
not far from the center of campus which features a brick and grass area used for Frisbee,
juggling, volleyball, and hackysack.


At least 50 percent of the student body uses the College Recreation Center at no charge.
This same statistic holds true for faculty and staff of the college who pay a fee. Men slightly
outnumber women in terms of Center use and use by students of color reflects the campus
population as a whole. Nearly $400,000 in reconstruction was accomplished in the past five
years to accommodate recreational users with disabilities. A significant number of alumni and
community members use the center for a fee which generates $80,000 annually. Members of
the campus and community also participate in the college’s Leisure Education programs. The
financially self-supporting series of leisure and fitness education courses includes a wide
array of non-credit generating offerings each quarter. Classes range from cooking to dance.
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The relatively small staff has been very successful at blending service to students via pro-
gram offerings and facilities operation. Staff turnover is a growing concern that might occur
with part-time coaches who will find it difficult to connect to the campus community. Staff
are over-committed and their assignments scattered. Looking ahead, the department aspires
to meet further recreational demands from the students through the achievement of fiscal
entrepreneurial goals that will allow the addition of a fenced soccer stadium with covered
seating, increased seating for the swimming pool, and a six-lane lap pool.


Bookstore
Owned and operated by the college as an auxiliary enterprise on campus, the Bookstore’s


recently revised mission commits to providing the educational tools necessary to enhance the
learning process for both students and faculty. This is accomplished by providing economical
pricing and good customer service. Located in the College Activities Building, the Bookstore
is recognized by the Evergreen learning community as an integral part of the college educa-
tional mission. The facility is well designed in 9,500 square feet and has the flexibility to
change as needed. There is a branch operation of the Bookstore in the Housing Community
Center.


The Bookstore is part of the Finance and Administration Division of the college. The Book-
store Director reports to the vice president of that division, and is responsible for budgeting,
planning, fiscal control, personnel, and marketing. The Bookstore’s net sales volume for the
1995-96 fiscal year was $2,169,550. The net profit in any year is used to pay off the current
deficit. This deficit was accrued over a number of unprofitable years. In 1996-97 the Book-
store had its first profitable year and took a step towards eradicating this deficit.


The program book department presents vast arrays of titles that make up the diverse subject
matter taught in the Evergreen curriculum. The same title is rarely seen from one quarter to
the next, making it difficult to buy back books from students. However, in 1996 the Bookstore
began a daily buy back program for students who wish to sell their books as they finish with
them throughout the quarter. This provides students with cash to purchase the next series of
books needed for their studies. The Bookstore also provides a general book department, stu-
dent and office supplies, sundries, educational software, and Apple computers through their
Higher Education Discount program.


The Bookstore staff developed a business plan in 1996 which was reviewed by the Book-
store Advisory Committee and the college Board of Trustees. The mission statement, opera-
tional philosophy and goals for the next five years are the basis of the plan. The advisory
committee was established in 1996 but meets minimally and as a result has had little impact
on the Bookstore. Efforts are underway to strengthen the role of the advising committee in
improving bookstore services.


Student Media
Student media at Evergreen include the campus newspaper, The Cooper Point Journal (CPJ),


and KAOS Community Radio, 89.3 FM. Both are led by students in serving the campus
community as a means of information dissemination and by offering an environment where
students can learn about all facets of the medium—from ethical decision making and commu-
nity activism to budget and operations. Staff serve as general manager to the radio station and
as adviser to the Cooper Point Journal. Student communications media operate under the
authority of the Board of Trustees of the college. The Communications Board also serves at
the behest of the Board of Trustees in an advisory capacity over all student media. The board
is comprised of faculty, staff, students, alumni, and community members in the fields of radio
broadcast and journalism. It meets quarterly but will meet more often if need be. The Student
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Communication Media section of Evergreen’s Policies and Procedures provides a clearly de-
fined policy of the institution’s relationship to the Cooper Point Journal, KAOS, and the
Communications Board. This section is reviewed and revised annually. The students of the
Cooper Point Journal are solely responsible and liable for the production and content of the
newspaper. The college holds the Federal Communications Commission license under which
KAOS operates. Copies of the Cooper Point Journal and other publications by student orga-
nizations will be provided during the site visit.


Intercollegiate Athletics
Evergreen’s Intercollegiate Athletics program currently consists of men’s and women’s soccer


teams, a mixed gender swim team, a mixed-gender tennis team, and newly established men’s
and women’s basketball teams. It is an exciting and challenging time for the campus and
athletic staff in particular as we deal with the change to NCAA membership while building
upon our fine regional and national reputations for soccer and swimming. All of this must be
accomplished with the student learning focus in mind and in the context of the nontraditional
nature of Evergreen.


Since its beginning, Evergreen’s Intercollegiate Athletics program has been guided by a
philosophy that ensures sports programs which are congruous with a small liberal arts college’s
mission and environment, and utilize existing recreational facilities. Changes since the last
accreditation visit are in keeping with the program’s founding in 1979 after a year-long DTF
study and campus-wide survey conducted by the Director of Recreation. There is significant
community involvement in determining the future of intercollegiate athletics. There is some
tension surrounding athletics at Evergreen because some faculty, staff, and students are con-
cerned that increasing Evergreen’s level of involvement in intercollegiate athletics will di-
minish the centrality of the academic experience in students’ lives. The program has undergone
regular study and evaluation by faculty, staff, and students to ensure it is in keeping with the
college mission. The president, Vice President of Student Affairs, Faculty Athletic Represen-
tative, Intercollegiate Athletics Advisory Board, Services & Activities Fee Review Board,
deans and directors of Student Affairs, and staff of Recreation, Wellness and Athletics con-
tinue to examine the program’s operation.


The Athletic Advisory Board (AAB) was established shortly after the 1995 decision to add
basketball. The board consists of two faculty members appointed by the provost, two staff
appointed by the Vice President of Student Affairs, two students, two alumni, and two com-
munity members, all appointed by the Athletic Director. The purpose of the AAB is to con-
sider matters of importance to the college in so far as athletics is concerned and to recommend
a course of action. The AAB is convened quarterly and moderated by the Director of Athlet-
ics.


Until recent developments, Evergreen’s intercollegiate sports teams were solely members
of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA). The small school member-
ship and academic emphasis of the NAIA was a good fit for Evergreen. In 1994 most small
colleges and universities in the area, including Evergreen, chose to withdraw from NAIA and
apply for membership in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division III.
The NCAA Division III is a better fit for the college. The NCAA Division III does not permit
skill-based aid and has a clear emphasis on academics. Until that transition is complete, Ever-
green remains a member of NAIA.


Philosophically, this move is a good idea. It requires expansion of program offerings. Prac-
tically, however, the change requires Evergreen to compete as an independent which makes
scheduling difficult and results in more travel time for the athletes. NCAA III membership
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requires six team sports (three per gender) by 2001. In keeping with our philosophy, a campus
DTF studied and made recommendations about whether to add basketball. The decision was
to add men’s and women’s basketball and men’s and woman’s tennis. NCAA requirements
will require us to add an additional sports team of men and women in the near future. The
addition of sports is seen as a way to encourage student involvement and to further the values
of team work and cooperation. While most of the campus is supportive of the changes in our
athletics program, there is a concern that we not succumb to the pressures and misplaced
values often associated with big-time sports. The decision to eliminate skill-based aid for
athletes and affiliate with the NCAA Division III helps insure the proper role of athletics.


Facilities for basketball exist on campus and will need some modification to prepare for
competition. In general, intercollegiate athletic facilities are good but it will be necessary to
add two tennis courts, expand spectator seating in the swimming pool area, modify the diving
end of the pool, refurbish playing fields and other such improvements. We hope that capitol
projects requests as well as revenue generated funding will cover these costs.


Additional coaching and athletic training staff have also been necessary. Staffing for inter-
collegiate athletics involves six head coaches and six assistant part-time coaches, two part-
time athletic trainers certified by the American Association of Athletic Trainers (M.S. required),
three administrators in Recreation, Wellness and Athletics, and support personnel. Master
degrees are preferred for the coaches but those who are part-time may substitute years of
experience. The college is making an intentional switch to part-time coaches rather than full-
time employees with coaching assignments.


The philosophy of Evergreen and its Intercollegiate Athletic program are incorporated into
job announcements and job descriptions to ensure knowledgeable applicants and appropriate
fit with the college’s student learning focus. The specific goals and objectives of Intercolle-
giate Athletics are incorporated into the candidate screening process. These goals are evalu-
ated for accomplishment and revised on an annual basis. The policies and rules of the college
as well as the NCAA III and NAIA are regularly reviewed with coaches and athletes. A proto-
col for coaches has also been developed this year which athletic administrators will review
annually with the coaches and their assistants. These guidelines and rules include a wide array
of topics including but not limited to a code of conduct, drug and alcohol policy, budget
procedures, publicity, and media, as well as securing officials and processes for making travel
arrangements. New coaches now undergo an orientation session with the Director of APEL so
that students are connected with appropriate resources in academic decisions. Duties of the
Director of Athletics and Faculty Athletic Representative are spelled out in written job de-
scriptions. The duties of the Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory Board have also been clarified
with the application for membership to the NCAA III.


Student athletes receive the same enrollment management services and are held to the same
college standards as all other students. Academic requirements for participation in intercolle-
giate athletics are established five ways: by the college, by the conference, by the division
within the national affiliation, by the national division within the affiliation within the NAIA,
and within the NCAA. It is Evergreen’s policy that a student must be enrolled for a minimum
of twelve credits during the competitive season and must be making progress toward earning
a baccalaureate degree. It is the responsibility of the compliance officer to determine the
eligibility of a student to participate. The compliance officer consults with the director of
admissions and the registrar to gain access to records used in verifying academic perfor-
mance. The faculty athletics representative also works to ensure the academic performance of
students on intercollegiate athletic teams while playing an important role in bringing athletic
and academic interests together.
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The development and administration of the athletic budget is subject to the approval of the
Vice President for Student Affairs, the Chief Financial Manager for the Division of Student
Affairs and the Director of Athletics. All monies are accounted for through the institution’s
regular procedures and policies. Intercollegiate athletics receives $18,000 from student fees
administered by a student-run Services & Activities Board. This breaks down to approxi-
mately $3000 per team for uniforms and athletic and sports medicine supplies. Additional
funds totaling around $65,000 for travel, insurance and membership, and officiating costs are
generated through revenue producing efforts on the part of Recreation, Wellness and Athlet-
ics. These are mainly contract rentals of facilities and space. It is a goal of intercollegiate
athletics to establish a booster club for fundraising purposes. They are currently working with
the Development office on achieving this. It should be noted that the allocation for financial
support from the students for two new sports demonstrates a recognition of Evergreen’s stu-
dent athletes and the contributions of the college.


The institution is committed to equity in men’s and women’s sports which is evident in
equity of resources given. Since its beginning, Evergreen’s athletic program has offered sports
teams for men and women in a variety of competitive sports. The completing of Phase II of the
College Recreation Center in 1989 equalized the sizes of the men’s and women’s locker rooms.
Student services, including financial aid, are awarded on an equal basis. In 1994 Evergreen
was the first Northwest college to appoint a woman to coach its men’s soccer team. The goal
continues to be to search for qualified women to fill athletic vacancies. Currently both men’s
and women’s basketball is coached by men as is tennis, swimming, and men’s soccer. Women’s
soccer is currently coached by a woman. The director and facilities manager are men. The
assistant director is a woman.


Evergreen’s commitment to schedule intercollegiate athletic activities around academic pro-
gram needs is shared by the college’s coaches, administrators, and student athletes as well as
all NAIA and NCAA III coaches and administrators. While the college believes that this “goes
without saying,” this policy is currently being reviewed for inclusion in coach and athletic
protocol documents. This commitment is illustrated by the fact that changes in academic pro-
gram plans, not athletic scheduling, cause Evergreen’s student athletes to be absent from com-
petition. Students devote an average of two hours a day toward conditioning, teamwork, and
skill building. Training contracts are often written and adhered to by the students, their team
mates, and the coaches to acknowledge the need to commit and maintain priorities. This aca-
demic focus for student athletes is certainly a contributor to the recent results of Evergreen’s
enrollment and persistence rate study for the NCAA. The focus was on students receiving
financial assistance as athletes who are full-time undergraduates and enrolled as first-time
freshmen. Their persistence to fall 1996 was compared with their total freshman cohort. De-
spite the fact that it is a small number (twenty-three), we know that 100 percent were retained.


Concluding Analysis and Future Issues
Student Affairs staff at The Evergreen State College believe that growth, development, and


learning should occur whenever students use our services. Various surveys and assessment
tools implemented by the college provide significant data validating learning outcomes, skills
acquisition, and personal development of students. Student use statistics and needs surveys
conducted by various offices give a picture of satisfied users at current student to staff ratios.
The CSEQ survey results indicate smaller proportions of students involved in such things as
sports, housing, and student activities than students at other four-year institutions. These re-
sults may affirm the belief that student needs for connections and socializing are met in the
academic program. It could also explain the lack of momentum in establishing a student gov-
ernment, the increasing difficulty in finding students to serve on DTFs, and the lower than
desired numbers of students participating in clubs and intramural sports.
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At the same time, if Student Affairs could connect more intentionally with students through
the curriculum, it might contribute to increased retention rates at the college. We now realize
that part of our future work needs to focus on increasing awareness of our services. In addi-
tion, it has become apparent that students do not often realize which entity at the college is
providing what services or that they have gained certain outcomes due to their experiences in
housing, student activities, or club sports. While this may be due, in part, to the success of
Evergreen’s seamless learning environment, it may also be the result of our lack of overt
developmental language in promoting and carrying through on services. Student Affairs will
be most successful in contributing to learning outcomes through increased partnerships with
Academics and the integration of services into the classroom.


Better integration of services with the curriculum places added emphasis on embedding
academic and career planning in the curriculum along with sexual assault prevention; alcohol,
drug, and wellness education; multicultural workshops; and leadership development. Core
Connectors, faculty institutes on student issues, faculty, staff, and student committees such as
the Enrollment Coordinating Committee, and joint faculty/staff retreats take on even greater
importance as vehicles for doing this. A commitment to this approach encourages areas such
as Housing, Recreation, Wellness and Athletics, Student Activities, and Police Services to
find ways to mesh with the academic focus of Evergreen.


As Student Affairs pursues future issues and goals the following specific objectives provide
an action plan:


■ Assign responsibility to specific individuals for ensuring that each of the
dimensions of the Student Affairs’ goals and objectives are implemented.


■ Build upon the success of the division’s professional development committee
with additional workshops and programs on themes identified in individual
performance reviews and area self-studies, e.g., educational outcomes assess-
ment.


■ Remain attentive to the impact an increasing student body has on student
services. Plan realistically for additional staffing and resources through
frequent review of the division’s goals and objectives.


■ Prepare to expand housing for a student population increase.


■ Create a “climate of assessment” in Student Affairs through the expectation of
ongoing assessment in all offices with an emphasis on educational outcomes.
This will occur through the collaborative leadership of the vice president and
Director of Institutional Research.


■ Allocate resources and develop and adhere to an assessment timeline to
conduct all three levels of assessment.


■ Demonstrate the application of what is learned from this assessment in setting
and regularly reviewing division and unit goals.


■ Continue to imbed the curriculum with student service objectives as an effec-
tive means to reach students in a seamless learning environment.


■ Clearly identify for students the origin of student affairs programs and be more
overt in highlighting the resulting personal and academic development.
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■ Find specific ways to generate more student interest and availability to serve on
DTFs.


■ Continue to support the formation of an undergraduate student government
with staff guidance, advising, and necessary seed money from Services and
Activities Fees.


■ Build upon Student Affairs and Academics collegiality through joint profes-
sional development and collaborative projects that promote student learning. A
joint Academics and Student Affairs group led by the provost and Vice Presi-
dent for Student Affairs could plan these efforts.


■ Expand the part-time Grievance Officer position to half-time.


■ Explore the feasibility of assembling additional policies and procedures of
Student Affairs offices not found in the Rights and Responsibilities book into
an additional book.


■ Use the established link between Registration and Records, APEL, and the
Academic Deans to discuss the problematic impact of any new and existing
policies so that procedures may be put in place to avoid, eliminate, or resolve
complications that arise.


■ Monitor enrollment of Running Start students for a significant trend or increase
in their numbers. It may be enough to warrant tracking for retention, gradua-
tion, and satisfaction with their academic program.


■ Set up a meeting with The Dean of Enrollment Services, Admissions Office,
and directors of the graduate programs to clarify use of the Admissions Office
in assisting with graduate student admissions.


■ Apply the external consultant’s recommendations on strategies to recruit
more in-state high-school-directs swiftly and with adequate staff and fiscal
support.


■ Regularly revisit and incorporate all stakeholders in the development, review,
revision and implementation of the college’s plan to grow to 5,000 by 2010.


■ Address the drop in numbers of new students at Spring 1997 orientation and
advising sessions with the Enrollment Coordinating Council. Begin with a
review of the decision to allow new students to use EARS.


■ Secure adequate technology for Financial Aid that is integrated with other
student service operations including but not limited to admissions, registration,
and student accounts.


■ Conduct an Office of Financial Aid student satisfaction survey in 1998. Ensure
review of results and application of those chosen through a review by the
Director and Vice President for Student Affairs.


■ Secure more faculty involvement in parts of new-student orientation such as
Model Seminars for Parents and workshops on student seminaring. Begin with
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a study of why faculty choose not to participate. Follow up with efforts by the
provost, Academic Deans, and Student Affairs to address these reasons.


■ Conduct a 1998 evaluation of new components implemented from the Aca-
demic Advising DTF.


■ Conduct a 1998 review to evaluate Career Development’s success at addressing
student feedback which involved requests for more library resource offerings,
more variety in job listings, and improved intake in the reception area.


■ Annually review staffing and student needs in the Counseling Center for
possible expansion of psychiatric services and alcohol and drug counselor/
educator.


■ Remain attentive to growth of specific student constituencies in an effort to
provide offices with necessary resources, i.e., the learning disabled population,
low income students, and part-time students.


■ Define as a Student Affairs unit the relationship between the Tacoma and
Olympia campuses with regard to shared personnel and other resources.


■ Plan to conduct a campus-wide satisfaction survey on Police Services in the
next three years to measure success at efforts to follow the practices of commu-
nity-based policing.


■ Plan to have housing review and implement recommendations of the external
review team in conjunction with the Housing DTF recommendations. Housing
should also define diversity and its importance to their mission, and prepare for
enrollment growth.


■ Conduct a 1998 campus-wide study on satisfaction levels and needs with
regard to food services.


■ Find opportunities to build the Recreation, Wellness and Athletics staff to meet
the needs of facility operation and administrative support.


■ Effectively market the programs and services of Recreation, Wellness and
Athletics and Housing.


■ Utilize more fully the interest and insight brought by members of the campus to
the Bookstore Advisory Committee.


■ Monitor current efforts to successfully address tensions on campus which are
the result of fears that NCAA III membership and a basketball team will bring
an athletic emphasis to the school.


■ Involve the community in determining which sports will be added in the future
to fulfill NCAA III requirements.


■ Find effective strategies to hire qualified women to fill athletic vacancies.
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Summary of Recommendations and Findings
■ Student Affairs experiences a collaborative relationship with colleagues in all


areas of the college, and shares the philosophy of supporting students in having
the best educational experiences possible while attending Evergreen.


■ Innovative and effective programs put student learning first in an attempt to
recruit and retain a widely diverse student body for full-and part-time studies.
In creating and maintaining an inclusive campus environment Evergreen is
committed to welcoming students with disabilities, international students,
students from various ethnic and cultural backgrounds, first-generation college
students, and those from a wide variety of socio-economic backgrounds.


■ Recruitment of in-state high-school-direct students and retention of out-of-state
first-year students remain challenges. Student Affairs should lead the way in
working collaboratively with other college divisions to improve in these areas
particularly as we grow to 5,000 students by 2010.


■ Increased professionalization of Student Affairs has resulted in student-centered
programs and services that teach students to be responsible for their own
education. An ongoing commitment to professional development will assist
staff in providing a supportive learning environment for current and future
students.


■ A “climate of assessment” is evolving in Student Affairs through the expansion
of (1) regular gathering of baseline data, (2) ongoing needs and satisfaction
surveys, and (3) an emphasis on educational outcomes.


■ The absence of an undergraduate student government is a problem in ensuring
student voice and input on all issues. A graduate student government is just
beginning with the hope that it will provide an incentive to the undergraduates.
Student Affairs remains supportive of all efforts to form a student government.
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Exhibit 3-1
The Evergreen State College
Student Affairs Mission Statement


The Student Affairs division of The Evergreen State College supports the institution’s
mission by providing programs and services that assist students in achieving important
learning outcomes. We do so by:


I. Helping students to become critical thinkers who are aware of what they
know, how they learn and how to apply what they know. We support students
as they learn to work in an environment that is collaborative and interdiscipli-
nary.


II. Providing efficient student-centered delivery of services.


III. Creating and maintaining a secure campus environment which offers a rich
array of intellectual, cultural, social and recreational activities.


IV. Encouraging healthy behaviors and the development of interpersonal skills.


V. Increasing student appreciation for human diversity including consideration
of ethnicity, culture, gender, age, sexual orientation, disability, nation of
origin, economic and social background.


VI. Promoting responsible citizenship within the Evergreen community and in
our global society.


VII. Serving as an advocate for student needs and concerns and helping ensure
that students have input into decisions that directly affect their lives. In addi-
tion, we share our knowledge of students gained through contacts, research
and assessment.
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Exhibit 3-4
Admissions Report


Evaluation 1 Year Prior 2 Years Prior 3  Years Prior


Year 1997*  1996* 1995* 1994*


First-Time Freshmen Applications Received 1855 1831 1890 1879


Admitted 1628 1606 1585 1420


Denied 133 131 148 308


Enrolled 505 542 437 402


Transfer Applications Received 1756 1418 1556 1621


Admitted 1519 1149 1215 1237


Denied 69 56 49 68


Enrolled 868 662 815 844


Readmission (*)Applications Received 77 41 58 62


Admitted 75 41 55 57


Denied 0 0 0 0


Enrolled 39 24 33 29


Graduate Applications Received 225 235 164** 333


Admitted 168 168 119 168


Denied 28 31 23 118


Enrolled 121 128 67 62


Professional Applications Received NA 0 0 0


Admitted NA 0 0 0


Denied NA 0 0 0


Enrolled NA 0 0 0


Non-Degree Applications Received NA 0 0 0


Admitted NA 0 0 0


Denied NA 0 0 0


Enrolled NA 0 0 0


* Based on fall quarter enrollment
** MIT - not accepting a new class this year.
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We
Believe:


1


The main purpose of a college is to
teach, and good teaching involves close interaction


between faculty and students.


2


Collaborative or shared learning is
better than learning in isolation and


in competition with others.


3


Connected learning —— pulling together
different ideas and concepts —— is better


than teaching separated bits of information.


4


Active learning —— applying what’s
learned to projects and activities


—— is better than passively receiving knowledge.


5


The only way to thoroughly understand
abstract theories is to apply them to


real-world situations.


LEARNINGANDTEACHINGANDLEARNINGANDTEACHINGANDLE
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Self-Study
Introduction
Editor’s Introduction


Evergreen recently celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary. Shortly thereafter we initiated
the reaccreditation self-study process. We decided to fully embrace the self-study process as a
timely opportunity for reflection, self-assessment, and team-building. We felt a substantial
and creative all-college review process was important since we are in the midst of a period of
significant change. The senior leadership of the institution has changed since the last review.
Many new faculty and staff have joined the college, and major organizational changes have
been made in our curriculum as a result of our recent review process. Furthermore, turnover
of the faculty and staff will increase even further as many of the founding staff and faculty
retire over the next few years. Stopping to pause and reflect is particularly important in times
of intense change.


Work on the self-study extended over a two-year period of time. In keeping with the cam-
pus commitment to cross-college dialogue and collaboration, all sectors of the campus were
involved in the self-study process. The provost initiated the process by appointing an all-
college steering committee. Each of the divisions of the college appointed sub-committees as
needed to complete the self-study process. All of us committed to make the process genuinely
consultative and to use the opportunity as a means of learning more about ourselves, improv-
ing planning, internal dialogue, and team-building. It was essential to us that we ask questions
that were fundamentally important to us, even if they went beyond the requirements of the
reaccreditation process.


Some aspects of our process were unique. First, the college chose to do a self-study process
that simultaneously involved program reviews of most of its academic areas as well as re-
views of many administrative units and services. This is an approach that has been endorsed
by the Washington Higher Education Coordinating Board. We were convinced that this com-
bination would result in a rigorous and useful set of conclusions that could guide us in the
future. We also designed the process to feed into our next strategic planning effort which will
commence after the reaccreditation review. We designed some nontraditional venues for re-
viewing our practices. These included a conference that gathered our nontraditional peers
from across the country in October 1997. Included were longstanding innovative institutions
such as Hampshire, Alverno, Western College at Miami University, and Empire State Univer-
sity, as well as more recently established institutions such as California State University-
Monterey Bay, Florida Gulf Coast University, and Arizona International University. Through
this working conference, we at Evergreen had the opportunity to learn from our peers and to
ask critical questions about how we measured up in terms of assessing student learning, fac-
ulty roles and rewards, shared governance, approaches to faculty development, and innova-
tion in a variety of different arenas. The conference provided considerable food for thought,
new collegial relationships, and ideas for refining our own approaches. We are grateful to the
American Council of Learned Societies for sponsoring this conference.


Off-campus retreats were a key strategy in focusing our energy around early drafts of the
self-study. The first retreat in October 1996 focused on discussing the college’s mission and
the major challenges of the past decade. Nearly all of the deans and directors of the adminis-
trative units of the college and the academic leadership attended this two-day retreat which
involved nearly sixty people. For many newcomers, the retreat was a unique opportunity to
learn about the college’s history. It provided numerous opportunities for cross-divisional dis-
cussion. The follow-up retreat, a year later, further deepened the discussion as the same group
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carefully read the various self-studies and early drafts of the responses to the standards. Noted
educational writer and Evergreen dad, William Bergquist, served as a facilitator at the second
retreat, providing an excellent workshop on the “four cultures of the academy.” This work-
shop provided a valuable perspective on the differences we were noting between the diverse
cultures within our own institution. Bergquist’s admonition to write a document that would be
useful in the future was a guiding idea for the entire self-study process.


In addition to these all-college retreats, there were many opportunities for each division in
academics, finance and administration, and student affairs to gather and discuss various ele-
ments of the self-study. All of the divisions used this as an educational opportunity to think
about student learning and the ways our practices supported the college’s espoused values.
Since this came at a time when we were developing new curriculum planning groups with
new leaders, this was a good opportunity to develop our understandings of the curriculum as
a whole. The language around “learning outcomes” was new for many in the institution. It is
accurate to say that we all struggled to find the words and means of describing important
institutional values. Deeper institutional understandings have certainly developed. The pro-
cess was rich and served us well. We learned a great deal and look forward to the October visit
from the Commission on Colleges.


Format for the Self-Study
The self-study is organized in two volumes. Volume 1 presents the narrative for the nine


standards and contains a listing of the materials in Volume 2 (which accompanies Volume 1)
and the campus exhibit room. Each standard ends with the steering committee’s set of recom-
mendations reached as a result of the self-study. These recommendations will be a starting
point for us to move into a new strategic planning process. Any member of the review team
who wishes to have these supplemental materials in advance of the visit should contact Sandra
Abrams in the Provost’s Office at abramss@evergreen.edu or phone 360-866-6000, exten-
sion 6400.


Timeline of Self-Study
April 1996 Reaccreditation steering committee appointed


Subcommittees appointed in each division


October 1996 Retreat with management group and academic leaders to
discuss themes for self-study and mission


April 1997 Board adopts new mission statement


August 1997 Academic work on program reviews; retreat to discuss
self-studies


October 1997 Retreat with management group and academic leaders to
discuss self-studies
Alternative Interdisciplinary Education Conference


October-April 1997-98 Individual units discuss self-studies


April 1998 Retreat of academic planning group leaders and aca-
demic administration


June 1998 Retreat of Senior Staff to finalize self-study


October 1998 External visitation


Winter 1999 Discussion of next steps in new strategic plan
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President’s Introduction
When The Evergreen State College was established, the founders expressed the hope that


the institution would be unique and, in their words, “. . . as modern fifty years from now as it
is today.” Though only half of fifty years have passed, to a very large extent their wishes have
been fulfilled. Most of the original educational structures and practices remain vital and in-
tact. Evergreen remains a remarkably coherent institution in terms of its values, structures,
and practices. Fortunately, innovation, flexibility, and nimbleness were values built into the
original design, and they have served us well.


At the same time, many of the original ideas behind Evergreen are now at the forefront of
national reform efforts in higher education. Many aspects of Evergreen’s educational philoso-
phy are being validated by recent research on student learning and educational effectiveness.
Over the past decade the college has consciously assumed a vigorous leadership role in edu-
cational reform efforts throughout Washington State and the nation as a whole. Much of the
impetus for the national “learning community” reform effort around integrated curriculum
and collaborative learning began at Evergreen. On many fronts, ranging from science educa-
tion to mathematics reform to cultural pluralism and Native American education, Evergreen
has been a leader.


Evergreen is proud of its accomplishments and hard-won solutions, but we are not content
to sit on our laurels. Continuous learning and improvement are institutional priorities in a
dynamic institution.


Looking back over the last decade and into the future, we recognize that many challenges
lie ahead. The following challenges are highlighted here and more fully developed in the self-
study:


1. The challenge of access:
Evergreen prides itself on being an institution that promotes face-to-face interac-
tion and personal engagement in learning, both traditionally characteristics of
small institutions. At the same time, the State of Washington is experiencing an
accelerating need to provide college education to a growing population. Evergreen
will play a role in accommodating the increasing number of students interested in
attending college. Increasing access (enrollment growth) while preserving the
intimacy of personal and face-to-face learning is a major challenge that has been
with Evergreen for much of its life. Recruiting students most able to take advan-
tage of Evergreen is a high priority. It will continue to be an important factor in the
next fifteen years.


2. The challenge of continuously strengthening our curriculum:
The college has continued to strengthen and revise its curriculum to serve student
and societal needs. Evergreen is unique in the way it redesigns its curriculum each
year. This gives it a vitality and currency that is important. Many new areas of the
curriculum have developed over the past decade—including our own Master in
Teaching program, a reservation-based tribal program, new offerings in interna-
tional studies, part-time studies, and many others. Meanwhile, preexisting
programs have undergone a process of continuous revision. The Introduction to
Environmental Studies program today is far different from the program of just a
few years ago. Furthermore, new ways of delivering excellent interdisciplinary
programs have evolved. The part-time studies program is a good example of a new
and successful effort to reach deeply into the community and address important
educational needs. Improving retention remains an institutional concern.
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3. The challenge of diversity:
America is a diverse society, founded on the ideals of equal opportunity and
respect for difference. We believe it is important that our nation’s colleges reflect
and embrace that diversity. Evergreen sees diversity as a societal and an educa-
tional priority. It has been one of the founding principles of the institution and it
underlies our commitment to interdisciplinary education, where issues are exam-
ined from the multiple points of view of the academic disciplines. Critical thinking
develops and flourishes through the challenge and argument of diverse viewpoints.
Much progress has been made in embracing diversity at Evergreen in terms of
academic offerings, staff and faculty development, public service programs, and
staff, faculty, and student demographics, but this work is far from complete. The
new students who will attend Washington’s colleges and universities in the future
will be increasingly diverse.


4. The challenge of maintaining a strong faculty and staff:
The college continues to recognize the central importance of a strong faculty and
staff to a vital educational program. We continue to invest heavily in faculty and
staff development, especially in the context of entering a period of high institu-
tional turnover. Attention to this priority is particularly important in an institution
that prides itself on its unique educational philosophy.


5. The challenge of technology:
Technology is on everyone’s minds these days, often with little regard for critical
questions of purpose. Technology can be a means of increasing quality and
effectiveness. We see the judicious use of technology as an important factor in
Evergreen’s future, and it is clear that the institution will need to make serious
investments in this area. The college will continue to explore uses of technology
that are consistent with our values and the central role of student and faculty
interaction in the teaching/learning process.


6. The challenge of collaborative leadership:
There has been a consistent effort to improve coordination and collaborative
leadership at all levels. This extends from the senior staff to the curriculum
planning-unit coordinators and into all offices of the college. There has been an
overall trend toward “professionalization” and development of written policies and
procedures. These steps are sometimes in tension with our wish to be friendly and
personal, but they are necessary to increase institutional effectiveness and deal
with issues incumbent upon becoming a more mature, and growing, institution.


7. The challenge of accountability and assessment:
A related trend has been a much expanded use of accountability and assessment
information to improve student learning and institutional effectiveness. This trend
will undoubtedly accelerate. Evergreen aspires to be a model in terms of effec-
tively practicing continuous learning. We will continue to support meaningful
assessment and push for approaches that are congruent with our institutional
mission.


8. The challenge of statewide leadership and public service:
The college provides statewide leadership in selected areas of public service
through its five public service centers: the Washington Center for Improving the
Quality of Undergraduate Education, the Educational Improvement Center, the
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Labor Center, the Longhouse Education and Cultural Center, and the Washington
State Institute for Public Policy. These centers have provided powerful leadership
on many different issues and position Evergreen as a center of innovation for the
state. We embrace this larger responsibility with due recognition of the reciprocal
learning that can come from this role.


9. The challenge of limited resources:
Developing and maintaining our physical infrastructure to support teaching and
learning is a critical priority particularly as the institution begins to show signs of
aging. As needs continue to outstrip financial resources it will be important for the
college to be carefully guided in its planning toward the long-term health of the
institution.


Jane Jervis
President
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Summary of Conclusions in 1998 Self-Study
Standard 1 — Institutional Mission and Goals, Planning, and Effectiveness


■ The college should plan for increasing student enrollment with attention to educa-
tional quality. The long-range plan for enrollment growth needs to be refined and
annually reviewed with respect to assumptions about program and student mix. Ques-
tions about scalability of existing organizational structures, services, and approaches
need to be addressed in light of the institutional commitment to grow to 5,000 stu-
dents.


■ The college should continue to develop meaningful forms of participation in gover-
nance and planning.


■ Evergreen should develop and implement a more integrated and less time-consum-
ing approach to planning with better articulation of various efforts.


■ The college should continue to plan carefully for staff and faculty turnover.


■ Evergreen should continue to do meaningful assessment of student learning, educa-
tional outcomes, and institutional effectiveness to address local and statewide goals
for educational improvement and accountability.


Standard 2 — Educational Program and its Effectiveness
■ The academic area self-studies raise numerous questions about the curriculum, aca-


demic planning, and students needs and interests. The next academic year should
focus on closely analyzing these issues, formally acting on the program review rec-
ommendations, and deciding how they should guide future directions.


■ Evergreen needs to plan for growth and assess whether its current modes of curricu-
lar design and academic administration are adequate to meet increases in the student
body. We need to explore future academic initiatives that take advantage of Evergreen’s
strengths. As the college grows, planning groups need to imagine new designs for
their curriculum as well. Several entry-level programs are now at capacity (e.g., Data
to Information, Introduction to Natural Science, Mediaworks), and cannot really add
additional faculty. Areas might clone the existing program or design another with a
different focus.


■ Faculty widely support the principles underlying the curriculum in terms of the “five
foci” but it is important that they continue to assess and redefine what they mean by
this. There is interest in reexamining ways to “teach across significant differences”
and “bridge theory and practice,” for example. The budget initiatives to further de-
velop the five foci around service learning and undergraduate research are a good
example of ways in which the institution continues to evolve and refine its practices.


■ The academic program supports a wide range of curricular formats and philosophies.
The college needs to continue to debate the appropriate mix between repeating pro-
grams and a changing curriculum in light of student and societal needs.
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■ The structure of the curriculum planning units recently underwent substantial reor-
ganization. The college should continue to refine and assess the effectiveness of the
new configuration for planning and delivery of the curriculum.


■ We need to design more effective ways to involve students in curriculum planning.


■ We need to assure that faculty in areas of high student demand and recurring curricu-
lum (like psychology, management, environmental studies, MIT) staff regular pro-
grams. Some work is needed to stabilize particular areas. We need, for example, to
work with the social science faculty to ensure that psychology offerings are staffed
to meet student interests and needs while still allowing for faculty rotation.


■ One of the strongest messages from the Long-Range Curriculum DTF was the need
to clarify expectations for all faculty. Evergreen must find new ways to communicate
and clarify faculty responsibility for teaching in Core, for sharing rotating responsi-
bilities, for teaching writing across the curriculum, and for fostering a variety of
important liberal arts skills to which we are committed.


■ Over and above the particular issues of any one area, we need to ensure that we
design broad interdisciplinary programs college-wide. It is important to find new
ways to help faculty do this. We also need to find better ways to learn from the
excellent program designs invented each year. The program portfolios developed for
this self-study are only one graphic example of a largely untapped resource. Collect-
ing and sharing our “best practices” should become an important institutional prior-
ity.


■ The college continues to struggle with the question of whether we can do better in
terms of student retention. Continuing to appraise the adequacy of our structures and
practices is important. Improving our ability to identify and recruit students most
capable of taking advantage of Evergreen is also critical.


■ Because well over half of our new students are transferring from another institution,
we need to be more mindful of their admissions, orientation, and curriculum needs.
We need to work more closely with faculty and advisors at our feeder community
colleges.


■ Expansion of the Tacoma campus is an institutional priority. Detailed planning for
expansion should continue with attention to the resource needs of an off-campus
center. In general, the college should continue to assess and systematize support to
off-campus programs, including the reservation-based program.


■ The college supports the continued development of a visible program and set of
Native American initiatives, in both academic offerings and community-based
Longhouse programs.


■ The expansion of part-time studies has been successful and should continue at a
moderate rate based upon student and community needs.
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■ Hiring priorities should continue to reflect future growth and retirement plans, and
should support the identified priorities for strengthening areas, and staffing core and
inter-area programs. Each curriculum planning area should develop hiring priorities
based on area-specific plans for the future as well as broader visions about future
directions.


■ Continuing efforts should be made to improve programs for first-year students. Core
staffing, administration, assessment, and faculty and student expectations should be
reexamined and clarified, and mixed-level programs should be reviewed. Faculty
need to address the chronic difficulties in staffing Core, and in providing support to
students new to college. We should establish clearer forms of leadership for Core at
the deans’ level assisted by a Core advisory committee. In addition, we should con-
tinue to assess our work in programs for first-year students and give priority to plan-
ning Core.


■ The college needs an in-depth discussion about which quantitative skills students
need to learn in all parts of the curriculum. Following the summer 1998 ACLS Insti-
tute on Quantitative Reasoning, we need to define a more effective approach to ad-
dress this on-going issue.


■ The college invests substantially in faculty development for all faculty. This needs to
continue so the college remains a vital, connected community. Evergreen will re-
place about a third of its faculty in the next ten years. The hiring and orientation
process is time-consuming but critical. It is important to pass on the history of the
founding and early years of the college while encouraging newcomers to establish
new traditions, new pedagogies. Part of our faculty development agenda should be a
discussion of what we mean by “Interdisciplinary Studies.” We also need to continue
the assessment begun by the agenda committee, to examine the quality of faculty
worklife, including, but not limited to, issues about faculty/student ratio, salaries,
faculty development opportunities, and staff support to programs.


■ Evergreen should continue discussions about needs in the context of limited resources.
This requires a close examination of interrelated issues about equipment, support
staff, class size, and salary levels.


■ Working relationships with Student Affairs have been productive and should be evalu-
ated and expanded as appropriate. The academic program should continue to work
with Academic Advising staff to improve coordination. Building on the work of the
Narrative Evaluation DTF and the Advising DTF is an important priority. Each plan-
ning unit needs to design a process for student advising in the area.


■ We need to sharpen the discussion of student outcomes, building on the work of the
Narrative Evaluation DTF, the Advising DTF, and the area self-studies. We need to
“close the loop” from assessment at the aggregate level to changes in program de-
sign based on assessment. The academic program should develop an ongoing assess-
ment plan that extends into all of the curriculum planning units.


■ The college should proceed to explore future directions in developing a continuing
education program since this is an interest of a number of curricular areas and the
public service centers.
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■ Evergreen should continue to play an explicit role in Washington State’s higher edu-
cation and K-12 reform through the MIT program and the work of the public service
centers.


Standard 3 — Students
■ Student Affairs experiences a collaborative relationship with colleagues in all areas


of the college, and shares the philosophy of supporting students in having the best
educational experiences possible while attending Evergreen.


■ Innovative and effective programs put student learning first in an attempt to recruit
and retain a widely diverse student body for full and part-time studies. In creating
and maintaining an inclusive campus environment Evergreen is committed to wel-
coming students with disabilities, international students, students from various eth-
nic and cultural backgrounds, first-generation college students, and those from a
wide variety of socio-economic backgrounds.


■ Recruitment of in-state high school-direct students and retention of out-of-state first-
year students remain challenges. Student Affairs should lead the way in working
collaboratively with other college divisions to improve in these areas particularly as
we grow to 5,000 students by 2010.


■ Increased professionalization of Student Affairs has resulted in student-centered pro-
grams and services that teach students to be responsible for their own education. An
ongoing commitment to professional development will assist staff in providing a
supportive learning environment for current and future students.


■ A “climate of assessment” is evolving in Student Affairs through the expansion of
(1) regular gathering of baseline data, (2) ongoing needs and satisfaction surveys,
and (3) an emphasis on educational outcomes.


■ The absence of an undergraduate student government is a problem in ensuring stu-
dent voice and input on all issues. A graduate student government is just beginning
with the hope that it will provide an incentive to the undergraduates. Student Affairs
remains supportive of all efforts to form a student government.


Standard 4 — Faculty
■ Evergreen has an excellent faculty—versatile, well trained, unusually committed to


teaching and student success. Generally there is high alignment between faculty and
institutional values.


■ We are now in an unusual period of high turnover since many faculty are retiring,
including many from the founding period of the 1970s. For that reason, the college is
entering an important transition time, in which careful balance must be sought be-
tween maintaining hard-won solutions and providing space and support for new en-
ergies and initiatives.


■ Achieving a diverse faculty is an ongoing institutional commitment, as part of a
wider college goal of becoming a multicultural institution. Current efforts in recruit-
ing faculty provide an acceptable base of diversity, but further effort will be needed
to bring appropriate diversity into all areas of faculty work.
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■ Workload is a concern, as is the increase in class size. In many institutions the stu-
dent faculty ratio is not a critical factor but it is at an institution like Evergreen where
loads are equalized, contact hour requirements are high, and the instructional format
is very labor intensive (narrative evaluations, writing across the curriculum, etc.).
The institution should attempt to deploy some of the savings from faculty retire-
ments (achieved by replacing senior with more junior faculty) to address this issue.


■ Compensation is a statewide concern. Faculty salaries have lagged and may become
a major barrier if the issue is not addressed in the future. The institution should
attempt to deploy some of the savings from faculty retirements to address this issue.


■ Faculty development is a critical need at Evergreen, to sustain the intellectual capital
and enhance the skills on which teaching depends. This is especially important in a
time of high faculty turnover. Institutional investments in this area have increased
dramatically and need to be continued.


■ New procedures for faculty evaluation appear to be achieving their goal of regular,
substantial attention to all faculty, with significant focus on improving teaching.
Continuing assessment of these procedures is important.


Standard 5 — Library and Information Resources
■ Evergreen has excellent and well-used library and computing resources that are


uniquely organized to support the curriculum and provide open access to students.


■ Enrollment growth and more intense use of media, library resources, and computing
across the curriculum have stretched these resources in recent years. While resource
concerns focus on information technology, they extend to staff, space, and collec-
tions as well.


■ The college will soon have to make large investments in a new student information
system and a new telephone system.


■ The scheduled remodeling of a part of the Library Building into an Information Tech-
nology Wing provides an opportunity to creatively rethink the integration of media,
library, and computing technologies to provide even better service to students, fac-
ulty, and staff.


■ Growth has raised important questions about how to provide support to the Tacoma
campus, evening and weekend, and reservation-based students.


■ Questions about technology, the state’s emerging K-20 telecommunications system,
and faculty development need to be addressed.
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Standard 6 — Governance and Administration
■ The institution has an effective Board of Trustees operating with clear policies and


procedures.


■ There has been extensive turnover among college administrators since the last ac-
creditation visit, and a period of turmoil in the early 1990s. The administration has
now stabilized and is effective.


■ Senior-level administrators have committed time to gain a more thorough under-
standing of leadership, planning, and budgeting processes. They have spent signifi-
cant amounts of time to develop common understandings of shared leadership and
the impact that deliberative and well-articulated planning have on their ability to
provide direction for the college.


■ Faculty involvement in governance is adequate and periodically reassessed. The role
of the agenda committee and the faculty meeting continues to evolve.


■ Student involvement in governance continues to pose challenges and may change
with the addition of students on governing boards.


Standard 7 — Finance
■ The financial situation of the college is healthy. The institution is well-managed and


has a dedicated staff.


■ The institution is making a transition to deal with the increasing financial flexibility
we now have from the state because of locally-held tuition revenue carry-forward
budgets from biennium to biennium.


■ We recognize the need to set priorities and balance short- and long-term needs.


■ The issue of whether Evergreen is too costly relative to its sister institutions—the
unit cost issue—continues to be monitored. Over the past ten years Evergreen has
grown and the cost differentials have decreased.


■ The institution is committed to diversifying its funding sources and should continue
to explore various opportunities through summer school, fundraising, grants and con-
tracts, and various auxiliary enterprises.


■ The reporting requirements for accountability and performance measures may be a
challenge to the college in terms of the adequacy of our current information systems.
A new information system should help and improve our capacity to produce man-
agement reports.


Standard 8 — Physical Resources
■ The college has excellent physical resources in generally good condition and a dedi-


cated staff. However, as we look beyond the walls and ceilings of our facilities, the
infrastructure that supports the buildings is beginning to show signs of age and fail-
ure. Evergreen’s challenge for growth will be to balance the need for new construc-
tion, renovation of existing buildings, and replacement of an aging infrastructure.
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■ Evergreen struggles to keep up the large physical plant with limited resources. This
is a special challenge since most of the facilities were built at the same time.


■ The college campus, previously isolated from the surrounding community, is experi-
encing rapid and sizable development of housing along our perimeter. Evergreen
needs to become a better neighbor and work closely with the city and county to
ensure that development progresses in a way that has the least negative impact on
our property.


■ We recognize the importance of systematic planning over time and balancing re-
sources.


Standard 9 — Institutional Integrity
■ From its earliest years the institution has operated on fundamental principles of in-


tegrity in its teaching, scholarship, and service, and remains committed to these val-
ues.


■ The college recognizes the important role of leadership in setting the tone and ex-
ample in terms of institutional integrity. The president and vice presidents have re-
peatedly taken public positions on important campus and statewide issues.


■ The institution has a program to provide education and training for faculty, staff, and
board members in state ethics law. It has updated and accessible policies and proce-
dures related to ethics, academic freedom, and student conduct.


■ The institution models its values not only internally, but externally as well. This
sometimes creates situations where the institution takes a position that is unpopular
or sensitive with external communities. One of our continuing challenges is to main-
tain a balance that allows us to be a voice for the highest ethical standards without
unnecessarily harming the institution’s relationships with the broader community.


■ The institution encourages public discourse on tough issues of ethics and integrity
and remains open to careful examination, and when warranted, reexamination, of
decisions based on those values.
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Updated response to the 1989 and 1994
recommendations of the Commission on Colleges


There were five major recommendations in the 1989 reaccreditation report which were
revisited in the 1994 interim report as follows: “Without question the college has addressed
the 1989 visiting team’s major recommendations with seriousness and imagination.” The fol-
lowing comments provide a more updated response to these issues. The quotations are from
the Commission on College’s 1994 visitors’ report.


1. “The team suspected that Evergreen’s approach to organizing its curriculum
allowed students to avoid exposure to major areas of knowledge, such as the
natural sciences and expressive arts. It noted the college’s lack of information
bearing on this issue and urged Evergreen to track actual student pathways
through the curriculum and to develop expectations for advisors and students
that would assure such exposure.”


The recent self-studies explored various aspects of these issues in depth, resulting in a
much more complex understanding of our students’ enrollment patterns. Since a large propor-
tion of Evergreen’s students are transfer students, serious analysis must look at both Ever-
green credit and transfer credit. In 1993 and 1997 such a study was done. The recent analysis
of student transcripts to assess breadth and exposure to math, foreign language, and other
major areas of knowledge yielded results similar to the 1993 study. Student exposure to math-
ematics and the arts remains uneven. Exposure to foreign languages remains uneven in the
absence of distribution requirements, but there has been a substantial increase in institutional
language and culture offerings and study abroad.


Exposure to quantitative reasoning remains uneven despite institutional investment in a
number of directions to address this problem, including hiring more faculty trained in math-
ematics and quantitative approaches. Evergreen recently received an innovation grant from
the American Council for Learned Societies on quantitative reasoning across the curriculum
and has an emeritus faculty on a two-year contract to work on this issue. Her responsibilities
are to talk broadly with faculty about how they teach quantitative reasoning, design a 1998
summer institute for faculty on promising approaches, and follow-up on local experiments.
Hopefully, this approach will lead to more promising curricular experiments in this area.


Despite this uneven course distribution, there is clear evidence that more cross-divisional
content coverage in quantitative reasoning is occurring than is revealed by the course equiva-
lencies. Further, student responses to the College Student Experiences Questionnaire show
substantially higher exposure to the arts in the co-curriculum and comparable levels of expo-
sure to quantitative reasoning as at other liberal arts colleges.


Area by area self-studies were a useful supplement to this transcript analysis since they
looked more deeply at outcomes in each of the areas. It is clear that some areas, e.g., Scientific
Inquiry, have clear pathways while many others do not, some intentionally (Culture, Text and
Language) and others unintentionally. Environmental Studies, for example, found that its
introductory programs were not functioning as an area prerequisite as anticipated, due to
student patterns. The pronounced pattern is for students to enter our areas of specialization as
transfer students and then spend two or at most three years at Evergreen. This clearly suggests
to us that we need additional work to further understand the implications of having such a
high proportion of transfer students.
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The overall trend in our new planning areas is to expand breadth within the area. This is
reflected in all of the self-studies. Environmental Studies and Scientific Inquiry, for example,
have been working explicitly on broadening the interdivisional reach of their areas in their
recent hiring requests. Similarly, the Expressive Arts have become more interdivisional in the
last decade. Beyond the issue of traditional content areas, we also looked carefully at the
reach of cross-college skill aspirations in such areas as diversity, computing, and writing and
identified areas for future improvement.


The question about the desirability of distribution requirements remains a difficult one at
Evergreen. This may be a situation where we simply cannot “have our cake and eat it too.”
Hard experience has shown us that “tack on” approaches to build mathematics or other skills
into integrated programs do not fare well. Perhaps the best the college can do is to provide
more opportunities for freestanding courses in areas of need while also getting better at care-
fully advising students at the outset so that they make more informed choices. This remains a
critical issue that the college must continue to discuss.


2. “The team praised Evergreen’s extraordinary success in recruiting a cultur-
ally diverse faculty and encouraged the college to continue its efforts to
attract a comparably diverse student body to the Olympia campus.”


Evergreen has continued to make diversity a high priority throughout the past decade. Fac-
ulty diversity remains strong in the face of major turnover as a result of retirements and growth.
Student diversity remains a priority. It has been increasing and now stands at 15 percent
overall and 13 percent on the Olympia campus.


Major ventures in the past decade to strengthen the college’s diversity efforts include (1)
statewide leadership of diversity faculty development and strategic planning initiatives through
the Washington Center for Improving the Quality of Undergraduate Education—three sepa-
rate projects that have been undertaken as statewide initiatives include a $1 million cultural
pluralism project funded by the Ford Foundation and two smaller projects done in collabora-
tion with the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges, (2) commitment to increas-
ing diversity as one of the institution’s state accountability goals, (3) construction of a
Longhouse on campus and development of a Longhouse Education and Cultural Center pub-
lic service program, (4) enhancement of staffing and direction in the tribal-based and on-
campus Native American Studies program through a new Center for Northwest Native
American and World Indigenous Studies, (5) a variety of efforts in Student Affairs to design
summer institutes and other approaches to welcome students of color, and (6) increasing insti-
tution-wide training and development opportunities relating to diversity.


3. “The team commended Evergreen’s commitment to faculty development and
recommended continuing attention and creativity to maintain the faculty’s
intellectual vitality.”


Evergreen has continued to invest deeply in faculty development. This past year the institu-
tion increased the investment in summer institutes, professional travel, and sponsored re-
search grants. We also developed a “real” faculty handbook which is a hands-on practical
guide to insiders. The college established an academic grants office in the provost’s office to
work aggressively on fundraising to support faculty development. The college has had nu-
merous grant-funded initiatives over the past decade that provided faculty development and
faculty leadership opportunities including major grants from the Ford Foundation, two from
Pew Charitable Trusts, and four from the National Science Foundation. Faculty development
was recently made a primary desk assignment of one of the deans and part of the responsibil-
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ity of the Washington Center staff was formally directed towards faculty development at Ev-
ergreen. The dean has developed a comprehensive yearlong new-faculty orientation process
as well as a “buddy” system to assist new faculty.


4. “The team congratulated Evergreen for having refined its mission statement,
developed a strategic plan, and begun a process of program review, but urged
the college to make these activities part of an ongoing process.”


The college has continued on the path of using a strategic plan and a program review pro-
cess to guide its planning. This process is described in detail in Standard 1. The current reac-
creditation self-study is an integral part of our planning for the future.


5. “The team praised TESC’s success in providing intellectually challenging
education to working, adult students of color at its Tacoma site and urged the
college to place high priority on continuing this effort.”


As the 1994 interim report stressed, Tacoma remains an important priority. In the 1997-98
academic year, extensive long-range planning efforts were undertaken and plans were made
to locate a new site and expand the campus to serve 250 students. This will provide better
critical mass in terms of core faculty and disciplinary spread. A long-term faculty hiring list
was developed which envisions adding one faculty per year for the next five years. Support
staff coverage was also reexamined and two new positions were added to the campus in Stu-
dent Affairs and building maintenance and security. The computer lab was updated in 1997
and connections are being put in place to connect with the state’s telecommunications system.
Efforts have also been undertaken with Tacoma Community College to refine the lower divi-
sion bridge program to meet the needs of an increasingly younger student body.


The 1994 interim report made three major recommendations:
1. The college should devote major attention during the coming year to the


work, findings and recommendations of the Long-Range Curriculum DTF.


The college has devoted substantial time over the past six years to developing a new long-
range curriculum plan. The details of this process are described in Standard 2. Major changes
have been introduced in the organizational structure of the curriculum and all college plan-
ning principles. New areas such as part-time studies have been developed. The college has
made substantial improvements in curriculum planning and staffing as a result of the new
structure of planning group coordinators. The recent deliberations of the Hiring Priorities
DTF are a good example of the maturation of the decision-making process and the sophistica-
tion in looking at issues from the perspective of the college as a whole.


2. The college should approach recruitment of new faculty members with
unusually serious attention and thoroughness, in order to perpetuate its
unique philosophy of teaching and learning through a new generation.


The college approaches the recruitment and orientation of new faculty with due vigilance.
All stages of the hiring process, from the hiring announcements to the actual interviews to the
orientation activities of the first year, are designed to assure a good institutional match be-
tween new faculty and the institution’s values and teaching and learning approach. As a result
of extensive turnover, the college has dramatically increased its investment in faculty devel-
opment activities. These, it is believed, build the teaching capacity of the institution, and help
ensure that the human networks remain strong and personal as the institution increases in size.
See Standard 4 for a more extensive discussion of the faculty.
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3. The college should make consistent use of its Long-Range Plan, to insure that
difficult decisions made under fiscal pressure preserve its essential mission.


The college has been guided by its long-range plan in budget decisions. Some of the most
notable areas of investment have been to develop a comprehensive part-time studies program
and to make necessary major investments in technology. As resources continue to tighten, we
anticipate that the long-range plan will be even more important in planning for the future.


In addition, the 1994 report required that we file a report on the reservation-based Native
American tribal program. This was done, and it has been approved by the commission.


The Evergreen State College has complied with Policy A-2 on “Substantive Changes” by
bringing to the commission contemplated changes. In the past five years these have included
changes to gain approval for the extension of the reservation-based tribal program to four
reservation sites and a substantive change proposal to offer an upper-division Bachelor of
Arts program at Grays Harbor Community College. Additionally, the college notified the
commission and gained approval to scale back its Olympia-based MIT program and offer that
program to one cohort at its Tacoma campus for a two-year period. The Olympia-based MIT
program is now back at full operation.
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Standard 4
Faculty
Introduction


Evergreen expects a great deal of its faculty. In its hiring announcements, the college asks
as a matter of course for demonstrated potential for excellence in teaching and collaborative
work, substantive expertise and experience in working across cultural differences, an ad-
vanced degree, ability to work effectively with students on writing regardless of field, and a
willingness to rotate between specialized and general education teaching (see Volume 1, Ex-
hibit 4-1, Faculty Position Announcement 1998-99). Each specific position description goes
on to enumerate further qualities. Among these, broad training, resourcefulness, ability to
develop new curriculum, work on interdisciplinary teams, and teach at all levels appear com-
monly in college ads, along with detailed lists of desired subspecialties.


These ambitious specifications provide a fair collective description of the roughly 160 regular
faculty and 90 visiting, library, and adjunct faculty who now teach at Evergreen. The back-
grounds, abilities, and energies of this body of people are the resource from which Evergreen
generates its academic program.


The same hiring announcements describe Evergreen as a non-traditional public liberal arts
college which emphasizes intensive interdisciplinary study and collaborative team teaching.
Each of these phrases points to strongly held values which demand effort and deserve ac-
knowledgment. For example, “non-traditional” means that the academic program continually
asks faculty to articulate their skills and knowledge in new ways, abandoning the safe haven
of the assumptions and specific methods they were trained in. This is not a negative—quite
the reverse. But it does call for continued commitment and effort, and it is cause for celebra-
tion that the Evergreen faculty has been willing to meet this call, and to find stimulus and
satisfaction in doing so.


In the same vein, “public liberal arts college” means that faculty work at the constrained
funding levels, pay scales, and student-faculty ratios of public institutions which are not re-
search universities. It also means a commitment to a delicate balance of public goals, includ-
ing wide access and responsiveness to in-state needs, with liberal arts goals, such as broad
cultural awareness, critical thinking, or moral/ethnical reasoning. “Intensive” signals the
college’s expectation that faculty will treat their interdisciplinary teaching as a primary intel-
lectual engagement, and simultaneously will provide substantial individual attention to stu-
dents. “Collaborative” indicates that team teaching here is not a matter of finding a well-defined
role and staying within it, but involves genuine give-and-take and shared responsibility.


Expectations like these make for a heavy workload simply to do one’s teaching, not to
mention involvement in framing and reviewing policies, hiring and evaluating fellow faculty,
and other governance functions. Nevertheless, this working environment gets very substan-
tial support from the faculty. When asked, person after person acknowledges the pressures,
and then cites major attractions of working at Evergreen, such as the opportunity and chal-
lenge to keep learning within and outside one’s field, the ability to pay close attention to
student development, the support, creative stimulus, and practical help of colleagues, or the
very great autonomy of each teaching team (1997 Faculty Survey, Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-
8). Unanimity is rare at Evergreen, and every specific feature of the Evergreen system has its
critics. Nevertheless, most faculty say they would find it unsatisfactory to teach anywhere
else; some say it would be intolerable.
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A Sampling of Issues Currently Facing Faculty
Generational Transition


This faculty will experience substantial turnover in the next ten years, if only for age rea-
sons. A variety of factors over the years have resulted in a top-heavy age distribution. By mid-
1997, 17 percent of Evergreen faculty were over sixty, and another 26 percent between fifty-five
and sixty. Among veteran faculty, retirement options are a common topic of conversation. The
pace of faculty hiring has more than doubled in the past two years, to a level of twelve to
fifteen regular hires per year, and we expect this to continue for the next several years, from
the combination of age-related turnover and planned growth. The direct work of hiring will be
a considerable load on deans’ and faculty time, and may displace or postpone some needed
policy work during this period.1 Even more important, the absorption of this many new people
in this short a time raises both opportunities and dangers to the academic program. Incorpo-
rating the new knowledge, energies, and agendas of incoming faculty into the academic pro-
gram without eroding its core values or losing the accumulated wisdom of veterans will be a
major challenge. At the same time, this will be an exciting time: the influx of the new brings
valuable new perspectives and possibilities, and opens many fresh opportunities.


Diversity
The college has made a solid commitment to diversity, both in the content of teaching and


learning, and in its conduct. In the words of the Evergreen mission statement, “The college
values diversity in its students, staff, and faculty, and strives to foster a climate of awareness
and understanding. The college is committed to teaching across significant difference—of
social class, age, race, ethnicity, gender, and academic preparation—because such differences
reflect the world around us.” The Evergreen faculty should embody genuine cultural and
social diversity, and should do so in a way that affects the learning of all students. At present,
Evergreen has more than the national average proportion of faculty in the usual categories of
“protected classes.” (See Volume 1, Exhibit 4-2, Evergreen Faculty History and Profile). Women
comprise 42 percent of faculty Ph.D.s, compared with a national average of 32 percent. Eth-
nic minority faculty, at 22 percent, come to nearly double the national average. Less quantifi-
able aspects of diversity, such as sexual orientation, are also significantly represented in the
faculty as a whole. Nevertheless, the ethnic distribution of faculty across subject areas is quite
patchy, so at present it is quite likely that students in some areas will not work directly with
ethnically diverse faculty during their time at Evergreen. The present wave of hiring can serve
to address this, if energetic attention is paid, with constant recognition of the need for subject
matter strength and high teaching quality, and the deans and faculty plan to do so.


Workload
Evergreen teaching calls for a high level of time, effort, and imagination. Each faculty


member engages in a constant balancing act of immediate and longer-term goals, of student
and personal/professional needs, of invention and consolidation, and does so under signifi-
cant pressure of numbers. The recent establishment of curriculum planning units has brought
into focus a long-standing faculty tension between personal autonomy and obligations to the
whole. At present, there is widespread faculty concern about whether the present pattern is
sustainable under current and expected budgets and student loads. Attempts to understand the
issues and to re-examine current practices in their light have gathered steam in the last two
years, and will continue in the near future.


1 Postponements, if they occurred, would involve issues in the important-but-not-vital category, such as a
review of Evergreen’s approach to the Bachelor of Science degree. This example is illustrative only: no deci-
sions about postponing policy work have been made as of this writing.
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Faculty Development
One general avenue for dealing with workload, and one that is critical to the college for


many other reasons, is faculty development. Under this general heading go a host of current
and possible programs and initiatives that aim to maintain and enhance faculty knowledge
and subject-matter skill, acquaint faculty with effective approaches to teaching, and provide
them with time for reflection, gaining perspective, and strategizing. Evergreen’s approaches
to faculty development need both fine-tuning and wider vision. Many specific programs, like
summer institutes or sponsored research, continue to serve faculty well, and funding for them
has increased substantially in the last several years, but the college should be finding ways to
expand them and more generally, to clarify the goals of faculty development here and identify
unmet needs.


Compensation
This is a statewide concern. Faculty salaries have lagged: relative to our state-designated


national sample of comparison institutions, Evergreen falls in the twenty-sixth percentile.
Representative mid-career faculty have seen their pay trail the cost of living, despite their
steady movement up the faculty salary scale. Our starting salaries average perhaps 15 percent
below those in public institutions nationally, more so in fields of high demand such as com-
puter science. Low pay may become a major barrier if the issue is not addressed in the near
future.


More discussion of these issues appears in the sections which follow, together with more
detailed characterization of Evergreen faculty work and participation in college affairs.


The Faculty and the Curriculum
Evergreen’s curriculum is an evolving one, responding year by year to a number of consid-


erations, which themselves evolve with time. Foremost among these considerations are the
abilities and teaching priorities of the faculty and the needs and wants of students. The initia-
tive for defining the curriculum rests squarely with the faculty. The college’s curriculum pro-
cess, described in Standard 2, includes substantial yearly revision of the slate of full- and
part-time offerings, in a process that works upward from individual faculty members and
teams to largely advisory review by five broad subject-area planning groups2 and ultimately
by the academic deans.


For the undergraduate curriculum on the Olympia campus, which covers well over 90 per-
cent of Evergreen students, the yearly revision can, in principle, be sweeping and fast-mov-
ing. By contrast, program changes in the three graduate programs, the Tacoma campus, and
the reservation-based program are constrained by a variety of approval and mandate mecha-
nisms.


To a large degree, Evergreen’s undergraduate curriculum is defined by faculty to match
their abilities, sense of student needs, and teaching priorities as they evolve over time. By
long-standing conviction, the college has largely refrained from predefined degree programs
or mandated offerings. There are no mandated programs or courses that must be offered with
the exception of the graduate and off-campus programs.


2 The planning groups at present are: Culture, Text and Language, Environmental Studies, Expressive Arts,
Scientific Inquiry, and Social Science. Some aspects of the Tacoma campus, The Center for Northwest Native
American Studies, and the three graduate programs fall outside the planning group structure.
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In some portions of the curriculum, particularly in the sciences and expressive arts, there is
considerable faculty agreement about which program niches should be filled each year, and
each new year’s slate of offerings is similar to the last, in general terms. Other curricular areas
are opposed to such a “prefigured” approach, and have opted for more overtly variable con-
tent in their offerings. At bottom, both approaches share the fact that neither is legislated by
the college. It is up to the faculty members in each group to work out a suitable curriculum,
according to their evolving standards and understandings of what is best.


There is an apparent risk in this faculty-centered process of generating a curriculum discon-
nected from student needs. Evergreen meets this by requiring all faculty to fill their offerings
to roughly the same level (about twenty students per faculty member), and by giving students
significant freedom of their own to assemble their education. Students are not constrained by
specific major or distribution requirements to populate any specific offerings. They can vote
with their feet, and they do. They can also lobby the deans for more offerings in desired areas,
and they do. The 20 to 1 ratio is a powerful discipline on curriculum planning: a program
which falls too far below this level may have its faculty reassigned by the deans, and program
proposals which pose too great a risk of underenrollment will not be approved in the first
place. No faculty member can afford to be cavalier about student needs and backgrounds in
deciding how to pursue individual agendas. At the same time, there remains great scope for
such agendas, and for the energy and engagement they mobilize to the benefit of both faculty
and students.


The evolution of faculty abilities and teaching priorities is thus a coevolution: faculty wishes
have to stay in adequate contact with student needs and wants—and vice versa. The present
point is a simple one: it is difficult for the curriculum to get badly out of step with its students,
though plenty of small misalignments occur (and get dealt with). Faculty qualifications fit
areas of major effort almost by definition, and changes—new hires, retirements, realignments—
can be reflected by appropriate curriculum changes almost immediately.


Evergreen’s small number of mandated programs require a more permanent base of faculty
expertise than the main undergraduate curriculum, which can co-evolve as outlined above.
Mandated programs include three Master’s programs (public administration (MPA), environ-
mental studies (MES), and teaching (MIT)), the Tacoma campus, and the Tribal Program.


The MPA and MES programs provide advanced study in administration or environmental
policy using many of the same approaches as the undergraduate curriculum, including inter-
disciplinary, collaborative teaching and learning, and emphasis on defining and solving prob-
lems, and on assessing the implications of proposed actions. The development of skills in
graduate-level research and analysis is another essential goal. To achieve this, both programs
draw on Evergreen faculty members with the requisite qualifications and abilities. There is no
separate graduate faculty, but rather a pool of fifteen to thirty faculty for each Master’s pro-
gram. Of these, six to seven for each program have devoted more than half their available
time in the last decade to Master’s level teaching, and form a core group for each program.
Their backgrounds span the fields needed: plant biology, geography, aquatic biology, eco-
nomics, sociology/environmental health for the MES; public administration, economics, ur-
ban planning, labor studies, budgeting/finance for the MPA. They all have rotated into the
undergraduate curriculum a significant amount, and conversely, as many or more faculty
members who teach mainly in the undergraduate curriculum have rotated into the Master’s
offerings or assisted with supervising theses and final projects.


The Master’s in Teaching (MIT) program offers a two-year teacher education program on
innovative lines, combining high intellectual demands, a strong theory base, substantial in-
volvement with schools, sensitivity to multicultural and human relations, a variety of instruc-
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— Alumni Survey
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tional strategies, emphasis on new technology and research, and close cooperation with K-12
teachers and administrators. A core faculty of six form the backbone of MIT teaching (four
Ph.D.s; one M.A./M.P.A.; one M.A.). As with the other Master’s programs, they devote the
majority of their teaching to MIT, but rotate into other parts of the curriculum typically sev-
eral years out of every ten. The teaching team for each MIT cohort contains two or more core
faculty, supplemented by appropriate Evergreen faculty from outside MIT, representing such
fields as anthropology or clinical psychology. In addition, each team includes a practitioner,
hired for the two-year span of each cohort as a visiting faculty member.


The Tacoma campus currently enrolls about 125 students in its distinctive community-
responsive curriculum which integrates students’ life experiences and goals, emphasizes di-
verse cultural perspectives and experiences, and blends scholarship with community and public
service. During the program’s first decade, through to 1992, it was taught by a rather stable
core faculty team. The founding director, Maxine Mimms, retired at the end of the 1990-91
academic year, whereupon Joye Hardiman assumed the directorship. With the retirement of
one faculty member and the rotation of another back to the Olympia campus, it has become
imperative to recruit and hire a mathematics educator and a cultural studies/media literacy
faculty person. Both positions are planned to be filled by 1999-2000.


The Tacoma core faculty are supplemented each year by the rotation of Olympia faculty to
Tacoma and through the hiring of adjuncts from the local community. Adjuncts have prima-
rily been community practitioners—whose special talents and connections to civic and politi-
cal organizations and/or local businesses lend additional support to the public and community
service components of the Tacoma campus curriculum.


The relation of faculty to curriculum in Part-Time Studies is distinctly different. The mis-
sion of Part-Time Studies is to provide a liberal arts education molded by Evergreen’s “five
foci,” so interdisciplinary offerings are still central. Nevertheless, Part-Time Studies has an
explicitly audience-responsive curriculum; that is, its curricular pathways have been deter-
mined through analysis of student enrollment patterns and periodic surveys of the needs of the
community (consisting of current Evergreen students in Part-Time Studies and residents of
the five-county area in which the college lies). Because of this approach to the curriculum,
planning occurs only one year in advance rather than two as in the full-time curriculum. This
shorter time frame permits both flexibility and responsiveness.


Through the 1997-98 academic year, Part-Time Studies was staffed entirely by adjunct
faculty. For 1998-99, Evergreen will offer the first five half-time regular faculty appoint-
ments, with the aim of building a stable faculty core for Part-Time Studies. Adjuncts will go
on making up the bulk of the part-time faculty. As in the past, they will be hired to meet a
particular need in the curriculum, or as a result of selecting an offering they propose.


At the same time that individual faculty members’ preferences play a large role in defining
what is taught, it is a distinguishing feature of Evergreen’s curriculum and its educational
commitments that faculty frequently work with materials and approaches outside their pri-
mary areas of training. This is the raison d’être of interdisciplinary teams, as practiced here:
the bringing together of different perspectives on important issues means different faculty
working together on each other’s material.


Evergreen has long recognized that there is value in spending part of one’s faculty time in
the role of “co-learner,” working as assistant or apprentice rather than as authority. At its
simplest, this means teammates attending one another’s lectures. It commonly goes well be-
yond this to participation in lab or studio exercises, and of course to leading seminars on
materials from other fields. Willingness to be co-learners helps teammates maintain close
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coordination and responsiveness in their handling of program material. It also often serves a
bridging function between expert faculty member and inexpert students, mediating jargon,
moderating pace, and modeling intelligent learning.


An additional consequence of co-learning has been for numerous faculty to build up sec-
ondary areas of expertise very significantly, through participation on interdisciplinary teams,
to the point where such secondary expertise enters their teaching regularly. This is a major
avenue for faculty development. As examples, two among many: one economist is now able
to assist meaningfully in Spanish language instruction, and an American Studies faculty member
has received sponsored research support for a study of neotropical migratory birds which now
forms part of his contribution to environmental studies teaching.


As with so many aspects of Evergreen, work outside one’s field is both demanding and
rewarding. An undoubted ingredient of workload pressure, it is also among the most men-
tioned attractions of team-teaching.


Assessment of Faculty Work: Evaluations, Portfolios,
and Reappointment


The test of such wide-ranging faculty activity is in the teaching effectiveness of the result-
ing programs. Frequent, direct evaluation of faculty work by teaching colleagues and students
is a cornerstone of Evergreen practice. At Evergreen faculty evaluation is substantive, peer-
based, and annual. It is based upon clearly defined standards outlined in the Faculty Hand-
book. All faculty are required to maintain a faculty portfolio which documents their work and
provides the evidence in terms of meeting the standards for faculty at Evergreen. Sample
faculty portfolios are available in the Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-17.


The college’s evaluation system is characterized by a reliance on firsthand information
(readily available in an institution with team-teaching), multiple perspectives (self, peers,
students, and deans), a developmental point of view, and reciprocity (faculty and students
evaluate one another). In addition to the extensive annual evaluation requirements, extraordi-
nary evaluations are done every five years for faculty on continuing contracts. To put this in
context, some history is in order.


In 1971, Evergreen faculty, administration, and trustees adopted a policy of three-year,
indefinitely renewable contracts for faculty in place of the conventional probation/tenure pat-
tern. Among the key motivations were avoiding major disparities of power between senior
and junior faculty, and signaling clearly that continued effectiveness in teaching and not re-
search was to be the college’s primary criterion for faculty.


Many of the practices which implemented this policy continue to this day, including annual
exchanges of evaluations among all parties to Evergreen’s teaching programs—faculty, stu-
dents, and staff. The desires for all faculty to interact on equal footing, and for teaching to be
the primary focus of faculty work and professional growth have also continued strong.


The nature of faculty contracts, however, has gone through two significant episodes of
change since 1971. To oversimplify greatly, the second episode (1994-96) responded to con-
cerns and dissatisfactions with the moves made in the first (1986-88), when the college dis-
covered that the original three-year contract pattern, in the eyes of the law, protected even
brand-new faculty at least as strongly as having tenure would. “Instant tenure” was not ac-
ceptable; the response included a new category of “convertible” contracts and a considerable
formalizing of procedures; by 1994, there was widespread opinion that this was undercutting
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faculty development and stimulating faculty anxiety about relative power and security, the
exact opposite of the college’s long-held goals.


In August 1996, after a bottom-up process of proposing and discussing possible revisions,
the Board of Trustees adopted a policy which aims to put the developmental aspect of faculty
evaluation on a sounder basis, while providing needed clarity about the nature of probation-
ary and long-term status for faculty. Under it, faculty first work at Evergreen for up to six
years on term contracts usually of three year’s duration. Once here long enough (three years)
with enough different teaching partners (six), faculty can move to continuing status (a form of
tenure) on recommendation by a panel largely composed of their previous teaching partners.
(See Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-11, Faculty Handbook, Section 4.300)


Evaluation and reappointment of all faculty occurs within a framework of academic free-
dom. In the words of the Faculty Handbook (Section 4.300), “No faculty member will be
dismissed from the college because of any written or spoken views protected by the guaran-
tees of the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. The college also sub-
scribes to the American Association of University Professors’ statement of principles on
academic freedom.”


With regard to annual, systematic evaluation of faculty work for teaching effectiveness, all
faculty are required to keep a teaching portfolio and write annual self-evaluations. Two com-
ponents of the faculty portfolio are particularly important. First, each faculty member in a
team program writes an annual evaluation of each teammate’s work in the program. Team-
mates exchange and discuss these each year, typically in a face-to-face team meeting at the
program’s end. To this meeting they bring the experience of working together over an ex-
tended period, and a strong motivation to work for quality in their colleagues, since they will
depend on them in the future. The primary criteria for evaluation are teaching (i.e., direct
work with students), meeting commitments (to teammates and students), and planning cur-
riculum. Two further criteria, participating in college affairs and professional development,
round out the list, but typically play a smaller role in team evaluations.


A second key portfolio component is the set of evaluations by students. The college asks all
faculty members to collect narrative evaluations from all students for whom they write evalu-
ations, and to solicit such evaluations also from other students they teach in team programs.


In addition to this extensive yearly exchange, faculty on term contract have their portfolios
reviewed every year by the deans, and continuing faculty meet every five years with a panel
of their previous teaching partners and an academic dean for review.


No new continuing appointments have yet been made under this policy. It will take several
years for the new pattern to be well tested in that area. For established faculty, where the key
component is the five-year review, some results are already in, and they are very promising.


The main event of each five-year review is a two or three hour meeting of the reviewee with
all of his or her teaching partners of the previous five years and one of the academic deans. To
prepare for this meeting, the reviewee writes a special five-year retrospective self-evaluation
and a prospective three to five year teaching and learning plan; the dean and colleagues read
these and the rest of the reviewee’s portfolio, which has been available for a suitable period.
The meeting does not have a fixed agenda; it is to be a serious discussion of the reviewee’s
work, past, present, and future, by people who have worked closely with him or her. The
intent is developmental; the discussion does not lead to a formal report.
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There were twenty-five reviews in 1997. Reviewees included a number of Evergreen’s
longest-serving faculty, including the principal author of the policy, and others of shorter
service. Two reviews were postponed until 1998 on grounds of personal hardship. One hun-
dred five faculty members served on at least one review panel: in other words, about two-
thirds of the Evergreen faculty took part in one or more extended, portfolio-based discussions
of the effectiveness and direction of a colleague’s work.


With very few exceptions, the conversations were serious and substantial, as intended. They
served as a way of recognizing hard work and good results achieved by the faculty under
review. They allowed colleagues to raise questions about the reviewees’ personal choices of
program and direction, such as why one person has pursued his strong interest in community
service through adding that dimension to a wide variety of programs rather than by repeatedly
offering a specifically community-oriented program, or why another person has not taken a
sabbatical despite strong feelings of overwork.


In addition, it was clear that the discussions saw important sharing of information among
all the panel members about the nature of Evergreen teaching and learning, different aspects
of the state of the college, and its future directions. These reviews promise to be an important
vehicle for contact between different generations of faculty. In this way, they may prove to be
a good valedictory experience for long-time faculty on the brink of retirement.


In several cases, the faculty under review had a history of significant difficulty with some
aspect of their work. In most cases, the panel raised the relevant issue squarely, pressing for
action by the reviewee and suggesting possible good ways of taking it. This partial success
represents a significant step forward in addressing the concerns that led to the new policy; we
would hope for more in the next rounds.


The only important structural question that arose concerned the role of the convening dean
in raising substantive issues. The five-year review policy rests on the conviction that col-
leagues, not higher authorities, provide the best combination of critique and support for teach-
ing development. The dean’s authority is important in setting up the occasion, and was a good
way several times last year of getting certain issues on the table, but this authority must not be
overasserted, or the other benefits of the conversation will be badly eroded. There is not yet a
simple guideline for defining this part of the deans’ role.


For the future, the issues regarding faculty evaluation include maintaining the initial good
momentum of the five-year reviews; further establishing the experience that the reviews are
both safe and professional enough that difficult issues will always get attention; and—most
important—working through the first cases of term faculty applying for continuing status.


Participation in Academic Affairs
Teaching is every faculty member’s primary responsibility, but faculty are at the heart of all


the college’s academic affairs. Evergreen’s academic organization is laid out early in the Fac-
ulty Handbook, Section 2.200-2.400 (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-11). In brief, faculty assert,
and the institution recognizes, their central role in the curriculum and matters that impact it, in
faculty working conditions, and in the quality of their intellectual life.


Major areas of faculty participation include curriculum planning, faculty hiring, academic
advising, and general academic policymaking.


Faculty play an unusually active role in forming Evergreen’s curriculum. The yearly cycle
of proposing and staffing academic offerings is described in Standard 2. The bulk of the
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curriculum is in effect built from scratch each year—there are no formally mandated offerings
for undergraduates. This occurs through a grass-roots process in which individual faculty
ideas and preferences are the energy source, duly influenced by peer reactions, fiscal consid-
erations, and the need to achieve adequate enrollment in each offering. Evergreen believes
that effective teaching comes most reliably from faculty who are personally engaged in what
they offer. Full, responsive, and responsible participation in the curriculum process is among
the major criteria for evaluating faculty.


Hiring of faculty for the full-time program is principally in the hands of faculty members.
Currently, an ad hoc Committee on Hiring Priorities convenes each spring to review materials
from the curriculum planning groups about needed hires. Program reviews and well estab-
lished criteria guide this process. No positions are automatically replaced if vacated. The
committee recommends a slate of positions to the deans and provost. While the deans and
provost can in principle depart from the recommendation, in practice even the change of a
single position creates enough protest to make it a rare event. The academic dean in charge of
hiring then oversees the writing of position descriptions, again largely by faculty, the placing
of advertisements, and the constituting of faculty screening groups and a cross-faculty hiring
committee. Recommendations for interviews and eventual hires come from these groups and
the hiring committee; once again the deans and provost can act differently, but are powerfully
constrained by custom not to do so.


The Hiring Priorities process is notable as a faculty-centered, consensus-oriented mode of
reconciling the competing needs and hopes of different areas of the curriculum. It is a rela-
tively new process, in its third year as of this writing, so only preliminary assessment is
possible. However, it is fair to say that it appears to be a good mechanism for resolving the
tensions that naturally accumulate around such a fundamental matter as hiring. It seems to
provide a forum for open discussion that retains an ability to consider detail that a larger
group probably could not. It seems also to have generated a spirit of consideration of the
needs and possibilities for the curriculum as a whole, rather than of horse-trading or sectarian
advocacy. Elements of the latter, and of other sources of tension, have appeared, as one would
expect, but seem as of now not to have captured the process. If these good beginnings can
solidify over the next years, Evergreen will have found an important tool for sustaining its
college-wide values and goals.


Evergreen’s hiring process has been refined over the past ten years. It has become clearer
and more orderly for screeners and participants alike, through more explicit specification of
steps and roles. It is also more reliably consultative, both in formulating positions and in
providing chances for faculty and students to meet and respond to candidates. The general fit
between the institution and the faculty hired has been very good. We believe the character of
the institution is accurately conveyed by our published announcements and, in a powerful
implicit way, by our requirements that applicants submit statements of teaching philosophy
and practice and of multicultural experience. Moreover, interviews commonly involve candi-
dates in a teaching demonstration of some kind, and descriptions of our reappointment pro-
cess highlight the overwhelming importance of teaching and collaborative work in the
reappointment criteria. No one comes to Evergreen under major illusions about institutional
values and priorities.


The most visible locus of academic advising is the Academic Planning and Experiential
Learning Center (APEL). Its staff of seven includes one faculty member each year on rotation
from teaching. In addition, six to ten faculty members each year keep regular hours in APEL
for scheduled and drop-in appointments with students.
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Equally important for advising is the close contact between students and faculty afforded
by the “learning community” nature of Evergreen programs. Students and faculty in most
programs have little academic obligation outside, and work together over ten or more weeks,
usually in a variety of formats. The chance is great for close-in knowledge of student hopes,
talents, and plans and for providing advice which responds to them. The opportunity is un-
evenly used, as things now stand; a recent study recommends a variety of changes and reaffir-
mations which make effective advising a more widespread part of student experience. (Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 4-9, Advising DTF Report, 1996). For the present context, what matters is that
avenues for participating in advising are available to all faculty.


For longer-range academic policymaking, faculty become involved through the “DTF” pro-
cess. The college’s long-standing policy and practice is for all major policy questions to be
studied by ad hoc committees, called Disappearing Task Forces (hence the abbreviation DTF).
When a major issue requires attention, such as the structure of the curriculum, the structure of
advising (as mentioned above), or the possible expansion of the part-time program, a DTF
studies the matter and makes recommendations to the relevant decision-maker(s). Then it
goes out of existence, allowing new issues to arise in their own terms, undistorted by the
territoriality of existing committees. The ethic and expectation is that all key interests are
represented on a DTF, and that the group will consult widely with the college community
before arriving at recommendations. Accordingly, faculty members play central roles on all
DTFs concerned with academic issues.


Recent examples of this kind of participation include: the Long-Range Curriculum Plan-
ning DTF of 1994-96, which recommended significant reconfiguration of curriculum plan-
ning in terms of five planning groups; the Academic Advising DTF of 1996-97, which reviewed
advising practices comprehensively; the Part-Time Studies DTF of 1994-95, which recom-
mended the building of coherent part-time degree pathways; and the Hiring Priorities DTF of
1995-96, which devised an annual faculty-wide process of assembling and prioritizing hiring
needs. Faculty members chaired or co-chaired each of these DTFs, and faculty formed a
majority of the membership of each.


Diversity
Evergreen describes itself as committed to becoming a multicultural institution. The pursuit


of that commitment involves faculty in important ways. Evergreen’s curriculum includes sig-
nificant multicultural content, both in offerings overtly devoted to it and in the reading lists,
workshop activities, and lecture topics of many other offerings across most of the range of
subjects studied here. Faculty hiring efforts include the requirement that candidates submit a
statement of multicultural experience as part of each application, together with guidelines for
all screening committees that considerations of diversity be weighed at each stage of the
hiring process.


In the present climate of retrenchment of affirmative action, it is important to be clear that
Evergreen as a college believes that encounters with racial, cultural, social, and other dimen-
sions of human diversity are a vital part of higher education at this time. This college sets no
quotas for membership in its faculty, but it actively seeks faculty members who, in the words
of one faculty member, present their abilities “in a forthright manner that includes an under-
standing of, and interest in, racial, gender, and other differences that are grounded in commit-
ments reflected in experiential and scholarly learning. . . . The presence of such a candidate
creates the space for others to learn (through interaction with colleagues and those an organi-
zation expects to serve) and opens up opportunities for the organization to become vibrant
and effective.”3


3 Memo from Zahid Shariff to Hiring DTF, June 1997.
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Diversity is one value among several of similar importance in hiring decisions, and the
overall results of each year’s hiring reflect the balancing of all these factors by the screening
groups involved in each individual hire. In the two most recent complete years, 1995-96 and
1996-97, Evergreen’s full-time visiting and regular hires consisted of 18 men and 17 women,
of whom 23 were Caucasian and 12 non-Caucasian.4 These aggregate results are generally
consistent with the college’s hopes for diversity. They maintain the roughly equal gender
balance in the faculty, while tending to raise the proportion of non-Caucasian faculty. While
race by itself is no indicator of effective teaching about diversity, we feel we owe our students
the chance to interact meaningfully with persons of a variety of racial and ethnic backgrounds
in the course of their time here. This is greatly helped if the proportion of non-white faculty is
distinctly higher than in the population at large.


While these hires have been occurring, other faculty have been retiring or leaving for other
reasons. The relevant numbers concern regular faculty: while 9 men and 7 women have joined
the regular faculty, 11 men and 4 women have left. In ethnic terms, the balance is closer: 10
Caucasians and 6 non-Caucasians have joined, while 10 Caucasians and 5 non-Caucasians
have left. The aggregate results, then, indicate a generally even keel. The same numbers,
however, do not indicate some important qualitative matters. For example, recent hiring has
greatly strengthened the college’s Native American faculty, and taken major steps toward a
long-standing goal of building a vibrant program of study and community service in relation
to western Washington tribes. On the other hand, new non-Caucasian faculty have largely
been international, not national, in origin. While their backgrounds and talents are highly
valued additions to the college, their class origins often put them at some distance from U.S.
minority students, so the important hope of having faculty role models is not advanced as
much as it might be. There has also been a noticeable lack of African-American applicants in
our otherwise reasonably representative faculty hiring pools.


Over the next years, we would hope to raise the proportion of non-Caucasian faculty, espe-
cially those of U.S. origin, for the general educational reasons indicated, as well as attending
to the imbalances in ethnic and other distributions between different areas of the faculty.


Workloads
Evergreen teaching calls for a high level of time, effort, and imagination. At present, there


is widespread faculty concern about whether such a level is sustainable under current and
expected budgets and student loads. Attempts to understand the issues and to reexamine cur-
rent practices in their light have gathered steam in the last two years.


Evergreen faculty rate high on basic measures of faculty work used in Washington State: an
average of 19.8 students per faculty member enroll each quarter and 9.2 students per faculty
member complete degrees each year (both measures highest among state four-year colleges
by 30 percent); average student contact hours come to 15.1 hours per week (second highest in
the state).5


4 “Caucasian” is the federal reporting category; like most terms in this contested area, it cuts across some
distinctions that matter in promoting diversity, such as gay/straight, and blurs others, such as that between
Arabs and Jews.


5 Evergreen Office of Institutional Research. A technicality in comparing these numbers with others in circu-
lation in Washington State public agencies is the difference between the nine-month contract year typical of
faculty members and the twelve-month year typical of other agency employees. In some reporting, a full-time
faculty member is counted as 0.75 FTE, because of the 9-month contract. Internally, however, the same person
counts as one full faculty line. Student numbers in the quoted measures are FTE.
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Of these measures, the student-faculty ratio has played a key internal role. From its incep-
tion, the college has maintained the practice of substantially equal student-faculty ratios across
the full-time academic program. No argument for substantially more favorable treatment of
one group or another6 has been persuasive. The result is that the college’s average student-
faculty ratio is the base for the planning ratio for all full-time offerings. Slightly reduced
planning ratios apply to programs which take freshmen: Core programs, which are primarily
aimed at such students, plan at 23 students per faculty member, compared with the basic ratio
of 25 to 1.


The planning ratio of 25 to 1 is markedly higher than the actual average ratio of enrolled
students to faculty members at the college, which is about 20 to 1 (19.8 in the most recent
year). This is to allow for a margin of variation in the enrollments of individual programs and
the fact that fall enrollments are typically higher but level off over the year. Still the goal is
equality of student loads across the board. Nevertheless, we recognize that uncontrollable
factors prevent achieving this exactly.


As plans translate into enrollments, naturally some offerings do not fill as expected, while
others top out and generate waiting lists. It is a firm practice not to require enrollments above
the planning ratio. Although individual faculty may opt for overenrollment, which is then
allowed, Evergreen’s basic stance on teaching and learning argues for keeping the student-
faculty ratio as low as possible in every offering.


The same logic argues for action to minimize underenrollments. This takes several forms,
starting with the deans’ review of curriculum proposals for relation to patterns of student need
and preference. Faculty with low enrollments often take on individual contract students to fill
out their ratio. Programs which are only slightly under their planning ratio generally continue
as they are—the planning ratios are somewhat above the actual overall student-faculty ratio to
allow for this. In more severe cases, the deans cancel programs, or shift one or more faculty
members to programs with waiting lists. A 1996 study of student-faculty numbers indicates
quite a good approximation to the goal of equal student loads across the board. (Exhibit Room,
Exhibit 4-10)


The individual contract study option is rarely a full-time assignment for faculty at present.
More commonly, faculty accept one or a few contracts alongside their program teaching.
There is no institutional requirement for this. At times, when a particular group of students is
having trouble finding suitable program space, the deans will ask faculty to consider taking
additional students to relieve the problem, but there is no final compulsion for faculty to do
so.


There is widespread perception among the faculty that student-faculty ratios have increased
significantly over the past ten years. While whole-college averages have gone up only slightly,
it is quite possible that student numbers have gone over a variety of thresholds that signifi-
cantly affect teaching.


The previously mentioned study of student-faculty numbers compared 1995 with 1990,
1985, and 1980, and found only a small increase in the mean and median student-faculty
ratios. Nevertheless, the same data shows a narrowing of the distribution of student loads of
such a form that the number of faculty teaching nineteen or fewer fall quarter students is down


6 Such arguments include the desirability of providing specialized teaching to necessarily small groups of
advanced students, the desirability of providing close-in attention to first-year students as they develop critical
college-level skills, and so on.
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markedly since 1980 (35 to 21 percent), while the number teaching twenty five or more stu-
dents is up equally strongly (19 to 32 percent). In other words, this data indicates that a sig-
nificantly larger fraction of the faculty is looking at fuller classrooms than fifteen years ago.


The difference between twenty and twenty-five students is significant for many aspects of
Evergreen teaching, because of the heavy use of discussion, project work, writing, and other
small-group approaches. Evergreen has been unusual among public colleges in its reliance on
small-group work, and its determination and inventiveness in using them under student-fac-
ulty ratios that have never been very favorable. The curriculum self-studies testify to the ways
that a few extra students can make the difference between workable and inadequate instruc-
tion in science labs, environmental field studies, and studio art, not to mention the dilution of
seminar discussion, a mainstay of Evergreen education since the beginning.


The translation of student-faculty ratios into contact hours is largely a matter of each fac-
ulty team’s professional judgment. While there is general awareness and acceptance of the
Faculty Handbook’s rule of thumb that one quarter-hour of credit represent three hours per
week of student time,7 the multiplicity of teaching formats in use—lectures, large and small
group discussions, field work, laboratories, community projects, tutorials, peer writing groups,
and still others—make it impractical to formulate a faculty-wide guideline on hours or types
of student-faculty contact. Studies show a high average weekly contact (15.1 hours in 1995-
96), but there is considerable variation around this number.


The absence of mandated or contractual workload quotas is a two-edged feature of faculty
life. On successive days, a faculty member may rejoice in the authority to add or cancel a class
meeting or accept an additional student, so as to respond to clear, present educational needs,
and then despair at the need to choose continually whether or not to go the extra mile. The
Expressive Arts area self-study contains an evocative section, “A Day In Our Life,” in which
individual faculty members sketch their activities on a typical October teaching day. Each is
different, but all show a tightly woven web of group classes, individual student meetings,
long-term and very short-term planning and preparation, and personal creative and scholarly
work. The details would be different in other curricular areas, but the message would largely
be the same. An Evergreen faculty member’s working life at this time contains very little
leisure. There is a constant stream of professional judgments, gear changes, and ad hoc re-
sponses to be made. There is no doubt that the professional freedom of Evergreen faculty
members imposes its own intrinsic burdens, and that they can at times be very heavy.


Time for governance, i.e., all other faculty and college matters, comes on top of the substan-
tial teaching workload. The Faculty Handbook’s call for faculty to “serve on DTFs or other
committees . . . as reasonably requested” translates into an annual questionnaire from the
provost which lists governance tasks for the upcoming year and asks faculty to sign up for
their preferred ones. The Spring 1997 Faculty Survey reported a median of 4.0 hours per week
put into governance by faculty. The responses ranged from zero to twenty hours per week. A
faculty member who is a lead member of a major DTF and is involved in screening and
interviewing faculty candidates can certainly experience a very heavy governance workload.
The deans and provost make some attempt to equalize such loads over time in their choices of
how to fill out needed governance assignments. There is no current formal system, however,
for recognizing extensive governance work. As with other aspects of faculty work at Ever-
green, final choice about the extent of governance rests with the professional judgment and
commitments of individual faculty. Most faculty shy away from “bean-counting” approaches
to allocating work. It might be helpful to institute some very general faculty-wide governance


7 Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-11, Faculty Handbook Section 7.626
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guideline, analogous to the 25 to 1 planning ratio for students in programs, combined with
some system of annual reporting which gave faculty peer-based indicators by which to judge
their own involvement.


The question of whether there is sufficient time for professional growth and renewal has
had continual heartfelt discussion since the college’s founding. One encouraging reflection is
that Evergreen faculty continue to form new teams and generate new curriculum ideas every
year. Clearly the work patterns of the college are basically consistent with its central goals of
interdisciplinary teaching and learning. On the other hand, the heavy workload does appear to
stimulate some coping behaviors which may erode the college’s effectiveness over time. For
example, the desire to reduce the risk of a bad team experience can lead to senior faculty
being reluctant to teach with more recently arrived colleagues. Or a perceived need to cover
extensive technical material can lead to reducing time and attention to seminar or equivalent
discussion of cultural and ethical issues. Moreover, there have recently been a number of
expressions of workload distress by early-career faculty, especially by those with young chil-
dren.


While none of these issues or phenomena are new, they are of concern, especially in a time
of transition in the faculty. The questions go wider than professional growth, reaching into
matters of collegiality, personal/professional balances, and so on. The deans and provost and,
separately, the faculty Agenda Committee have concluded that investigation and action are
needed on this front, and some initial steps are under way. A thoughtful study of the practice
of narrative evaluations is moving into the stage of pilot testing some revised practices (along
with a reaffirmation of the importance of such evaluations to Evergreen education). Orienta-
tion activities for new faculty have received fresh attention, and a considerably expanded
program is in place this year, which includes specific sessions on evaluation writing, the
building of faculty portfolios, and handling diversity in the classroom. An action research
project focusing on faculty with three to ten years at the college is investigating individual
histories of adaptation to Evergreen’s conditions. Findings from these efforts will be embod-
ied in overt faculty development activities such as summer institutes.


In searching for additional explanations of the sense of increased work, the previously
mentioned workload study (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-10) listed a considerable number of
possible factors (the list is unranked):


■ Even though the student/faculty ratio has not increased substantially, the absolute
number of both students and faculty has, adding to the complexity of scheduling
arrangements, resource allocation, and general bureaucracy, hence contributing to
the sense of increased work.


■ The increasingly litigious environment produces additional tensions around
interactions with students, peers, evaluations, copyright laws, liabilities, etc.


■ Reduced support for media, labs, travel logistics, secretarial work, student aides,
etc., requires more faculty time be spent on teaching support.


■ Fragmentation of the curriculum (an increase of student enrollment in a combina-
tion of programs/courses) results in additional record-keeping and end-of-quarter
paperwork.


■ Shifting emphasis on the mix of personal/professional/teaching commitments
produce stress.


■ A significantly heavier student contact hour load in comparison with peers
teaching elsewhere causes some to have second thoughts about a long-term
commitment to the college.
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■ A lack of recognition for significant achievements (good teaching, publications,
professional organizations, etc.) makes the workload more difficult to bear.


■ Governance responsibilities are shared unequally.


■ The number of contact hours with students has risen.


■ The external environment in general and in regard to higher education specifically
is less hospitable.


■ As the faculty age, energy and enthusiasm wane (or droop in some cases).


■ The absence of a ceiling on expectations for teaching and governance makes it
difficult to set reasonable, mutually understood boundaries for minimum and
maximum levels of work. Good work/citizenship tends to be rewarded with more
work.


■ Teaching configurations beyond the standard sixteen-credit, full-time program are
on the increase and are felt, by some at least, to increase workload.


Many or all of these may in fact be at work; conclusive investigation has not yet taken
place. In addition to the action research project already mentioned, a variety of moves are
under way which will have the effect of testing the importance of some of the factors men-
tioned. Some examples: the faculty Agenda Committee is exploring a scheme in which fac-
ulty could opt out of governance activities for one to three years in favor of research or
professional work, and then rejoin governance while others took their turn; a proposal for
faculty achievement awards has circulated in the last year; there is a move to allocate some
summer support for interdisciplinary scholarship in preparation for selected team programs.


Existing modes of support for professional growth and renewal, and a framework for think-
ing about the subject in Evergreen’s context, are the subject of the next section of this report.


Faculty Development
Evergreen currently provides several explicit avenues of professional growth. These range


from sabbaticals to sponsored research to a program of summer institutes. There is not an
equally explicit official statement of principles as a guide or check on these activities. Such a
statement might read as follows:


Evergreen takes as a given that teaching is the primary activity of its faculty. While
the college does not insist on scholarly activity outside the classroom as a condi-
tion of employment, it finds a vital need for ongoing professional growth by its
faculty members.


To a considerable degree, growth arises organically from impulses and opportuni-
ties recognized by individual faculty members. These spurs to organic growth take
many forms, including “eureka” insights, personal intellectual fascinations, or the
need to resolve strongly felt intellectual or expressive dilemmas. In perhaps equal
measure, growth can impinge on individuals, arising from rhythms not their own—
to their surprise or even dismay, but ultimately to their benefit. Again, there are
many forms, including the strong desire of some students for particular teaching, a
colleague’s need for support, or the recognition of an inescapable tendency in
society. Evergreen aims to foster both kinds of growth.


The principal settings for faculty growth, in terms of time and resources available, are not
in explicit “faculty development” programs, but in the ongoing activity of teaching. Many
academics regard teaching as a matter of transferring fully digested material from faculty
member to students. By contrast, Evergreen strongly supports faculty choosing modes and
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subjects of teaching through which they can grow simultaneously with their students’ learn-
ing. In a host of specific ways, Evergreen has organized its principal activities—teaching and
learning—to provide both place and reason for this to occur.


For example, the openness of the yearly curriculum process to new faculty ideas and com-
mitments, and the periodic possibility of faculty to shift their affiliation with curriculum plan-
ning groups, give major opportunities for organic growth by individuals. The yearly progression
of a person’s teaching can follow an evolving personal intellectual agenda and shifting per-
sonal needs for colleagueship. At the same time, full-time contact with students over one, two,
or three quarters, together with a college ethic urging responsiveness to their legitimate wants,
has led many faculty members to learn, acquire skills, and have insights they would never
have spontaneously pursued. There is also a place for explicit faculty development programs
aimed at providing specific support not readily available through regular teaching.


The Professional Leave Policy (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-11, Faculty Handbook, Section
6.100) outlines a straightforward mechanism whereby all Evergreen faculty accrue eligibility
for professional leave according to length of service. Faculty wishing leave submit statements
of proposed activity; these are reviewed to determine adequate relationship to the proposer’s
current or developing expertise; all acceptable proposals are ranked in order of accrued eligi-
bility and awards made from the top of the list down as far as funding (limited by the state to
4 percent of faculty salaries) allows.


The college supports leaves of absence without pay as a supplement to the limited opportu-
nity for paid leaves. (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-11, Faculty Handbook, Section 6.150). Appli-
cation is simple and approval almost automatic. In principle, the deans can refuse a leave on
grounds that the faculty member is vital to the year’s curriculum, but in practice, this seldom
happens, even when the request comes at the very last minute.


The Professional Travel budget (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-11, Faculty Handbook, Section
6.200) currently allows up to $1,500 per faculty member8 for transportation and conference,
meeting or workshop fees. Per diem support is also available when a faculty member is pre-
senting his or her work.


The yearly Sponsored Research program supports paid summer or released time, seed grants
for early development of projects, and grants-in-aid for well-developed professional agendas.
Awards are selected by a faculty committee from across the disciplines; this committee is
constituted afresh each year, though some individuals serve for several years in a row. Over
the past several years, the total amount has been about $40,000, increasing to $60,000 re-
cently; the number of applications has varied from 12 to 29, of which 8 to 10 typically receive
funding. Since 1991, a total of 80 different faculty members have applied, of which 45 have
been successful at least once.


A significant development of the last few years has been the allocation of $40,000 to $80,000
each summer for brief faculty development workshops and institutes. Typically three to five
days long, with modest ($100 per day) stipends for participants, these have addressed cross-
faculty teaching issues, such as effective seminaring, and have begun to move into subject-
matter discussions on such topics as Native American treaty rights. Increasing faculty familiarity
with the Internet, World Wide Web, internal computer networks and their related software
(often lumped under the term “technology”) has been a major emphasis in the past several


8 Actually, the budgeted amount would not allow literally every faculty member to exercise their quota of
travel, but the amount has proved enough to fund the flow of actual requests.
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years, and diversity has been an ongoing theme. Institutes of this kind have proved increas-
ingly popular: participation in the summer of 1997 totaled seventy-nine individuals, includ-
ing both regular faculty and adjuncts, and early sign-ups indicate that participation will increase
again in 1998.9


The funding mentioned above is institutional money. Evergreen has also been very success-
ful in getting outside support for related summer institutes, from such sources as the National
Science Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and the Pew Charitable Trusts, and views the search
for such support as a priority for the provost’s staff. The summer of 1998 will see a week-long
NSF-funded session on Humans and Nature in Puget Sound and a two-week quantitative
literacy institute funded by the American Council of Learned Societies, although the college
recognizes that soft money should only supplement institutional funds for core commitments
like sustaining the professional life of faculty.


In some ways, the most important faculty development activities at present concern the
orientation of the sizable cohorts of new faculty expected each year during the current phase
of retirements coupled with modest college growth. Over most of the past ten years, work
with new faculty has consisted of several days of specific programming each September,
coupled with some level of later programming in the first year, and a general expectation that
their teaching teammates over the next year or more would fill in remaining blanks. It has also
been common to match newcomers with “buddies,” experienced faculty who agreed to serve
as contacts and guides.


It has become clear that the process of becoming a well-grounded, fully functioning mem-
ber of this faculty takes considerably longer than a few days or weeks. Three to five years is
perhaps a more realistic span for a new person to find a personally functional mode of partici-
pation in the faculty, given the shifting landscape of the curriculum, and the unusual level of
collaborative work required here, in combination with a remarkable scope of personal choice,
both for good and ill.


The college’s response has been to localize responsibility for new faculty in one of the
Academic Deans, and gradually to feel out a more comprehensive program for newcomers.
This goes beyond simple orientation, though basic nuts and bolts are often very important as
new faculty learn how to handle the demands of close contact with large numbers of students
in an innovation-oriented curriculum. Beyond such practicalities, however, lies a need for a
kind of acculturation. By minimizing explicit rules and guidelines, as it has in pursuit of
responsive, innovative teaching, Evergreen has created a setting where less tangible habits of
behavior, expressions of value, and modes of communication govern faculty and student life.
New faculty need to enter this culture in order to work effectively and satisfyingly.


Evergreen is in the process of becoming self-aware of its culture in new ways. The commis-
sioning of an overt ethnography in 1993 is one visible sign of this. Peter Tommerup’s Teach-
ing and Learning and Evergreen gathers, confirms, and also modifies the community
understandings of Evergreen that have circulated as folk wisdom. Another marker is the Aca-
demic Deans’ compilation of a “REAL Faculty Handbook” of tips, observations, and personal
position statements about aspects of Evergreen teaching. First issued in September 1997, this
is becoming a reference for new faculty trying to locate themselves in this multilayered pro-
fessional environment.


9 Summer institute topics for 1997 included: effective seminars; use of World Wide Web software; current
topics in international political economy; geographic informations systems (GIS); Native American treaty
rights; design of student workshops for conceptual understanding; and approaches to academic advising.
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Development activities for new faculty are on their way to becoming year-round for the
first several years of work, but the college is still at an early stage in finding activities that are
reliably useful to new faculty, especially in helping them find a personal balance between the
existing habits and practices of the institution and their own desired contributions and modi-
fications of those things.


For initiatives originating organically with individuals, the primary need is time, space, and
money—material support for individual powers of growth. For Evergreen, the limits on this
kind of growth are straightforward: we come to the end of the time, space, and money avail-
able well before encountering a shortage of good ways to use them.


Growth which impinges on the individual from outside is intrinsically more problematic.
The external world is undoubtedly rich in seeds of growth. Some of these reach Evergreen’s
individuals more easily than others. Through its interdisciplinary teams, Evergreen brings
about a great variety of cross-fertilizations—painting in ornithology, Jung in music composi-
tion, philosophy in community development or in neuroscience, and innumerable other ex-
amples. Ideas, needs, or impulses not represented in Evergreen’s faculty, however, have
generally been much slower to take root here through the organic workings of the curriculum,
and there has been a distinct need for overt efforts.


For these, material support is necessary, of course, but a greater need is for occasions when
faculty encounter external stimuli with readiness to be moved by them. As a dramatic ex-
ample, Evergreen’s commitment to writing across the curriculum comes in large part from an
early faculty orientation week that contained several overlapping presentations on ways for
non-specialists to work with student writing. It happened that these were highly persuasive
and generated some immediate, sufficiently successful experiments. Writing as a college-
wide effort took off at that point. By contrast, mathematics across the curriculum, a notion of
roughly equal value, has never yet at Evergreen found a moment of equal readiness, and
remains unimplemented.10


Evergreen’s policy on patents and copyrights (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-11, Faculty Hand-
book, Section 6.500) aims to encourage authors and researchers, while giving appropriate
weight to possible college uses and claims on work generated under college sponsorship.
Consulting work by faculty is consistent with Evergreen’s announced value on connecting
theory with practice in its academic program. The consulting policy (Exhibit Room, Exhibit
4-11, Faculty Handbook, Section 6.600) generally encourages faculty involvement in off-
campus projects, while requiring approval by the deans if off-campus work for pay exceeds a
half-day per week.


Terms of Faculty Work: Salaries and Rank
Formally speaking, Evergreen treats the question of faculty rank brusquely: there are no


distinctions of rank in the full-time program. All faculty carry the title Member of the Faculty;
all are paid on the same scale. As one might expect, faculty members perceive informal dis-
tinctions according to longevity at the college, assertiveness, skill in personal diplomacy, and
the like. Such perceptions undoubtedly influence individual behavior, even though there is no
cross-faculty agreement about what these distinctions are and how they work, or ought to
work. There is, however, striking agreement on equality among faculty members when it
comes to the formal terms and conditions of work.


10 A current grant from the American Council of Learned Societies will support a major attempt to create such
an occasion of readiness, through a large summer 1998 workshop presenting current good practices to faculty
teams designing new interdisciplinary programs for the following academic year.
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Most striking of all, perhaps, is the Reduction in Force policy (in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-
11, Faculty Handbook, Section 3.400). The Evergreen faculty has chosen, after much discus-
sion, to meet conditions of financial emergency with a system of rotating involuntary furloughs
rather than by firing some portion of the regular faculty. Adjuncts and visitors would indeed
be terminated in an emergency, but if further savings were necessary, preassigned groups of
faculty would take one-quarter leaves without pay in rotation, for the duration of the emer-
gency. Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-12 gives the furlough groups and dates of possible furlough
as of December 1996.


Salaries for faculty in Evergreen’s full-time program are uniform across program areas. The
scale is based on years of relevant experience: a new faculty member meets with the hiring
dean or the provost to agree on a rating of pre-Evergreen experience; the faculty member then
moves one step up the scale for each succeeding year of full-time Evergreen teaching. Details
of this policy appear in the Faculty Handbook (Section 5.100).


Funding the prescribed step increases depends on legislative appropriation. In two of the
past ten years, the Washington legislature has frozen state pay levels. This in effect moves our
experienced-based scale downward. In other years, the appropriation is larger than needed for
step increases, and the scale moves upward as a whole. The result for a typical mid-career
faculty member has been a 30 percent increase in gross pay (nominal, not constant dollars)
over the past ten years.11 This combines experienced-based step increases and “cost-of-liv-
ing” upward shifts of the whole scale, and amounts to such an individual roughly keeping
pace with inflation, but not gaining much, if anything, in real terms.


A quick comparison of Evergreen’s salary scale to national averages indicates some short-
fall, though greater detail would be necessary to establish this conclusively. Whereas the
Evergreen scale starts at about $32,000 and tops out at $54,000, a national sample gives the
average 1996-97 salary for new assistant professors (public institutions, all fields) as $38,500
and full professors as $64,800.12 The most recent (1996) comparison conducted by the Wash-
ington State Higher Education Coordinating Board puts the average Evergreen faculty salary
of $44,070 at the thirty-first percentile relative to a large sample of peer institutions across the
country.13


Keeping salaries uniform across fields makes an important contribution to a sense of equity
among members of interdisciplinary teams, who are generally doing substantially equivalent
work, even though the exterior job market may place quite different values on their qualifica-
tions. Computer scientists and visual artists command quite disparate average pay in the na-
tional economy, but it is important internally to have them paid on the same basis, and for this
to be visible in a published salary scale.


11 A faculty member at year 22 on 1 January 1989, the date of the salary scale given in the last accreditation
self-study (Constancy and Change), had a salary of $37,099; the same person will be at step 31 in the fall of
1997, and get $48,874, 30 percent more. In this same year (1997), a faculty member at step 22 will get $42,480,
15 percent higher. In other words, the scale as a whole has risen by an average of about 1.5 percent per year
(though not at all smoothly over this period), while a given person’s pay has gone up nearly twice as fast, due
to movement up the scale: the result averages about 3.1 percent per year during the period under review. For
comparison, the West Coast Consumer Price Index for this period shows a ten-year average increase of 3.4
percent per year.


12 Chronicle of Higher Education Almanac Fact File, Average Faculty Salaries By Rank in Selected Fields,
1996-97.


13 Higher Education Coordinating Board, October 1996, revised by Evergreen State College, March 1997.
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14 The self-imposed limitation that regular faculty should not exceed 88 percent of all faculty (part of the the
Reduction in Force policy) is an important factor in preventing recognized recurring needs from being filled by
regular faculty.


Naturally, there is a danger that prospective faculty from the highest paid fields, such as
computer science or public administration, will find the salaries from this uniform scale unac-
ceptably low. In some recent faculty searches, low pay has been voiced as a factor in some
withdrawals by otherwise promising candidates. The evidence for a pattern of difficulty is not
strong, however: the number of withdrawals has not been large historically, and withdrawing
candidates cite a variety of other factors, such as workload, personal issues, restricted re-
search opportunities, and lack of fit with Evergreen culture.


The proof of the pudding is in the faculty who eventually agree to come, not those who
withdraw, and the evidence is that new faculty over the past ten years have brought strong
qualifications, energy, and commitment to their work here. Since 1987, sixty-three persons
have joined the faculty with continuing appointments; of these six have resigned and one
retired; the rest include many of the faculty’s current leaders. One must conclude that low pay
has not been a crisis issue in the past, though it undoubtedly has a draining effect on a faculty
which works hard under demanding conditions. For the first time the 1997-98 hiring process
yielded a significant number of new faculty hires who joined Evergreen at a lower salary level
than their previous job.


In addition to regular faculty, Evergreen recognizes six other categories of faculty member-
ship: visiting faculty, library faculty, adjunct faculty, post-retirement faculty, emeritus faculty,
and resource faculty. The distinguishing characteristics of each group are laid out in the Fac-
ulty Handbook, Section 4.100 (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 4-11). There is no “special programs”
category: faculty staffing the reservation-based program, the Tacoma campus, and the small
number of similar efforts are appointed under the same categories as the Olympia campus
faculty.


The most significant for the academic program are visiting faculty, who make up about 10
percent of the full-time program staffing each year, and adjunct faculty, who staff the part-
time program almost completely.


Each year, the full-time program employs fifteen to twenty visiting faculty members, as
required by the Reduction in Force policy. Perhaps three-quarters of these fill positions which
have been planned into the given year’s curriculum in the knowledge that continuing faculty
would not be available to fill them. The remainder cover unforeseen leaves, illnesses, and the
like.


Typical job announcements for visiting positions say that visiting positions carry little or no
expectation for renewal. While this is accurate about the experience of visiting faculty, some
positions do in fact come open repeatedly, because they represent important curricular needs
which the regular faculty cannot meet.14 This sets up a situation in which visitors may be
hired, often late in the year, for several years running without gaining security of employ-
ment. While the current reappointment policy puts an upper limit of four years on this situa-
tion, this remains a point of strain on faculty.


Adjunct faculty total sixty to sixty-five (headcount) each year at present. They staff the
part-time program, which comprises two distinct functions: the provision of bachelor’s de-
gree pathways to students who for job or other reasons cannot study full time; and the provi-
sion of service courses to portions of the full-time curriculum, especially in language study,
arts techniques, and some introductory science.
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Until recently, faculty in the part-time program have fallen into a distinctly separate cat-
egory from those in the full-time program, marked by a distinct title (Adjunct Member of the
Faculty), a separate pay scale (also experience-based, but 20 percent lower), and appoint-
ments no longer than a year at a time. As the college has become committed to a coherent,
stable part-time program, terms and conditions for adjuncts have approached those of regular
faculty more closely, to the point where the 1997-98 year will see the first appointment of
regular part-time faculty, eligible eventually for continuing appointments of the same kind
available to regular faculty in the full-time program.


Adjunct faculty have privileges at Evergreen which are nonexistent in other colleges and
universities. First, they are considered members of the faculty in faculty meetings, and they
may vote on college policy. Since fall 1996, an adjunct faculty member sits on the Agenda
Committee, where reports are heard from various Disappearing Task Forces (committees),
decisions are made on minor policy issues, and major issues are first brought to faculty atten-
tion. Most colleges use adjunct faculty to teach lower division courses which are offered each
year. Evergreen has the same arrangement, but this applies only to courses supporting the full-
time curriculum. Adjuncts also propose upper division interdisciplinary offerings which are
new each year, and which follow previous offerings to provide depth or breadth in all areas of
the curriculum. Those teaching half-time programs each receive an office, telephone with
long distance privileges, a computer with access to the Internet, and program aides to help
with copying, research, and other duties. Adjuncts teaching courses share two office spaces,
each of which has a telephone and computer comparable to those other faculty enjoy. All
adjuncts also have access to a program secretary. They may apply for travel funds to attend
professional conferences, and during the summer adjuncts may sign up for faculty develop-
ment opportunities offered on campus.


The hiring of adjunct faculty since June 1996 occurs as a result of a particular need in the
curriculum or as a result of selecting a proposed offering. The current practice is to interview
candidates with a full-time member of the faculty who has appropriate expertise. For ex-
ample, when a new half-time program was needed in winter, 1997 (Meet the New Media, a
half-time program examining the Internet and its social implications), ads were run in news-
papers, and a full-time faculty in computer science participated in reading files and interview-
ing. This process of enlisting full-time faculty to aid in the hiring process will continue because
it serves to keep full-time faculty informed about part-time studies, and it lends validity to the
process.


Adjunct faculty have yearly contracts. This practice has not encouraged the formation of a
coherent curriculum in the past, and it makes creating curricular pathways quite difficult.
(These faculty do not know if they will be hired from one year to the next.) After hearing
recommendations from the Half-Time Faculty DTF in spring, 1997, the faculty voted to de-
vote three FTE to hiring six continuing half-time faculty for the academic year 1998-99.
These half-time faculty will form the first Planning Group for Part-Time Studies collaborat-
ing and building a coherent curriculum, and they will serve as liaisons to the five Planning
Groups (Culture, Text and Language; Environmental Studies; Expressive Arts; Scientific In-
quiry; and Social Sciences) fostering more interaction between faculty teaching in the day
and those teaching in the evenings and on weekends.


In 1996-97 all adjunct faculty were asked to begin an interim evaluation process which
consists of a teaching portfolio, observation of their teaching by the dean, a conversation with
the dean about that teaching and the portfolio, and the dean’s written evaluation. The portfolio
has the following parts: faculty self-evaluation, evaluations of colleagues (if team-teaching),
evaluations of students, student self-evaluations, evaluations of the faculty member by stu-
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dents, and relevant program or course materials such as the syllabus, covenant, and work-
shops. That year the current dean observed thirty-five adjunct faculty teaching and completed
written evaluations of their teaching.


Because this evaluation process worked well, it will be continued as the policy. The princi-
pal outcomes have been substantive discussions about teaching and learning between the
faculty and dean, information sharing, new trust in the administration on the part of the ad-
junct faculty, and, for the dean, a new appreciation for the hard work and solid offerings in
every part of the curriculum. This last point is worth stressing. Because in the past so many
decisions rested with individual interests of the administration, and because administrators,
like faculty, come to their positions with perceptions and stereotypes about other disciplines,
this process of observation and discussion creates a valuable new perspective for the dean.


Research, Artistic Creation, and Scholarship at
Evergreen


As with so much else at Evergreen, the role of research, artistic creation, and scholarly
activity is a reworking, partly directed, partly serendipitous, of conventional categories.
Evergreen’s mission is very student-oriented. Teaching and teaching related work (team par-
ticipation, curriculum planning, and so on) form the primary dimension of faculty evaluation.
Research is not a condition of employment, reappointment, or access to college perquisites.
Faculty vitality is a concern at Evergreen, and we see the opportunities provided by reinvent-
ing the curriculum as an important means of maintaining this.


The history of the college shows strong emphasis on the primacy of teaching, and distrust
of standard modes of encouraging research because of their history, at other places, of drain-
ing energy from teaching. Indeed, the demands of teaching which pursues Evergreen’s values
under Evergreen’s conditions of funding are great. It is fair to say most faculty find great
difficulty in pursuing individual research agendas during the academic year. In addition, work
that calls for sustained effort over years or decades is hindered by the practice of rotating
teaching assignments and the formation of new teams around new themes or problems.


On the other hand, some faculty active in research recognize specific advantages to doing
so in an Evergreen setting: freedom from the pressure to publish trivial or superficial work;
much increased chances for sharing information both within and across disciplines; an avid
readership for publications which show the kind of synthesis Evergreen faculty are trained to
seek in their work. Moreover, certain combinations of research and public service may be
easier here than elsewhere. Examples include community development work, where back-
ground study combines with real-time community involvement, and software development
studies, where the flexibility to work with public and private sector users has been an impor-
tant way of mobilizing student and faculty effort.


On the 1997 faculty survey, 70 percent of faculty said they had active professional agendas,
and the same proportion said they had presented or published work in the last five years.
Professional agendas cover a wide range of activities, including scholarly writing, participa-
tion in public policy processes, artistic creation and exhibition, and many others. An exten-
sive sample of recent faculty work appears in Volume 1, Exhibit 4-3.


Approximately 50 percent of current faculty have applied for sponsored research support
during the past six years. Between seventy-five and one hundred each year take advantage of
faculty travel support to attend professional conferences. Several faculty have maintained
long-running grant-funded research efforts; curriculum in the visual arts has been shaped in
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important ways by faculty drive to create space for continued personal creative work; numer-
ous faculty involve students in their research as lab aides, as discussants of manuscripts, or as
co-investigators. In these and other ways, the evidence is strong that Evergreen faculty gener-
ally work to keep alive the scholarly or artistic aspect of their professional lives. Summary of
Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service work by Evergreen Faculty, Exhibit Room,
Exhibit 4-3, shows the wide range of the results, and gives some indications of the level of
activity.


There are signs that the college is entering a phase of reopening the question of the right
relation of research to teaching. There seems to be increasing interest in involving students in
research as part of their upper-level studies; there is certainly much questioning by younger
faculty interviewing for jobs here about how continued research, scholarship, or artistic pro-
duction might be possible. A web page called “Research at The Evergreen State College” has
begun to accumulate statements from faculty (about twenty as of this writing) about their
activities and plans. Several of the same people have sponsored research involvement by K-
12 teachers under the “Partners in Science” program of the Research Corporation, a founda-
tion.


At the same time, unease about increasing workloads often grows from a sense that one’s
time for personal scholarly work, for staying current with one’s field, or simply for reflection
on one’s core teaching materials is being siphoned into handling a slow but steady increase in
student numbers. There is no doubt that personal scholarly, professional, and creative work
takes place in a zero-sum setting, where teaching, college service, and family life are also
present in pressing ways. There are no “super-profs” at Evergreen, just an assembly of tal-
ented, committed persons trying to find viable ways of sustaining work that is productive and
satisfying for their students and for them individually. It is too soon to tell what new modes of
teaching/learning or what rebalancing of existing modes will occur, but with large numbers of
new faculty slated to join the college over the next five to ten years to replace retiring veter-
ans, the time is ripe for clear and considered framing and resolution of these issues.


Concluding Analysis and Future Issues
Summary


Evergreen continues to have an excellent faculty—well-trained, hard-working, and com-
mitted to the college’s goals and values. The vital functions of recruiting and hiring new
faculty, sustaining on-going faculty, and evaluating all faculty have all become stronger over
the past ten years, partly by slow evolution of past patterns, partly by major review and policy
formation. Faculty are intimately involved in curriculum development and all aspects of aca-
demic policy, and have proved able in the last decade to conduct major overhauls of central
policies and practices, including reappointment, curriculum structure, part-time studies, and
grievance policies.


Issues
Generational Change: The faculty is in the midst of a wave of retirements and replace-


ments, as faculty hired in the early years come to the end of their working careers. By the year
2001, about one-third of the Evergreen faculty will have less than five years’ experience at the
college. The current faculty and administration are alive to the need for balancing new ener-
gies and initiatives with the maintenance of core values and hard-won solutions; it will remain
a challenge to old and new faculty to achieve such a balance.


Diversity:  The Evergreen faculty should embody genuine cultural and social diversity, and
should do so in a way that affects the learning of all students. At present, Evergreen has good
gender balance in the faculty, and more than the national average proportion of faculty in
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standard ethnic categories. Other, harder to quantify aspects of diversity, such as sexual orien-
tation, are significantly represented in the faculty. Nevertheless, it is quite likely that students
in some areas will not experience a diverse range of faculty during their time at Evergreen.
The present wave of hiring can serve to address this, and the deans and faculty plan to do so.


Workload:  Defining workload problems carefully and pursuing solutions imaginatively
will be vital activities over the next few years. One important avenue may be to allocate some
of the salary savings from faculty retirements (as senior faculty are replaced by more junior)
to address this issue, but this has obvious tradeoffs that need to be considered in light of other
funding priorities.


Faculty Development: Evergreen’s approaches to faculty development need both fine-
tuning and wider vision. Many specific programs, like sabbaticals or sponsored research,
continue to serve faculty well, but the college should be finding ways to expand them and
more generally to clarify the goals of faculty development here and identify unmet needs.
Development activities for new faculty are a specially important area of needed improve-
ment, given the wave of new hires expected over the next several years.


Faculty Evaluation: New procedures appear to be achieving their goal of regular, substan-
tial attention to all faculty, with significant focus on teaching improvement. Specific near-
term needs include maintaining the initial good momentum of the new five-year reviews and
working through the first cases of term faculty applying for continuing status. On-going as-
sessment of the effectiveness of these procedures is important.


Compensation: This is a statewide concern. Faculty salaries have lagged and may become
a major barrier if the issue is not addressed in the near future


Summary of Recommendations and Findings
■ Evergreen has an excellent faculty—versatile, well trained, unusually committed to


teaching and student success. Generally there is high alignment between faculty
and institutional values.


■ We are now in an unusual period of high turnover since many faculty are retiring,
including many from the founding period of the 1970s. For that reason, the college
is entering an important transition time, in which careful balance must be sought
between maintaining hard-won solutions and providing space and support for new
energies and initiatives.


■ Achieving a diverse faculty is an ongoing institutional commitment, as part of a
wider college goal of becoming a multicultural institution. Current efforts in
recruiting faculty provide an acceptable base of diversity, but further effort will be
needed to bring appropriate diversity into all areas of faculty work.


■ Workload is a concern, as is the increase in class size. In many institutions the
student faculty ratio is not a critical factor but it is at an institution like Evergreen
where loads are equalized, contact hour requirements are high, and the instructional
format is very labor intensive (narrative evaluations, writing across the curriculum,
etc.). The institution should attempt to deploy some of the savings from faculty
retirements (achieved by replacing senior with more junior faculty) to address this
issue.
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■ Compensation is a statewide concern. Faculty salaries have lagged and may
become a major barrier if the issue is not addressed in the future. The institution
should attempt to deploy some of the savings from faculty retirements to address
this issue.


■ Faculty development is a critical need at Evergreen, to sustain the intellectual
capital and enhance the skills on which teaching depends. This is especially
important in a time of high faculty turnover. Institutional investments in this area
have increased dramatically and need to be continued.


■ New procedures for faculty evaluation appear to be achieving their goal of regular,
substantial attention to all faculty, with significant focus on improving teaching.
Continuing assessment of these procedures is important.
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Exhibit 4-1
Faculty Positions for 1998-99 (Text of Announcement in “Chronicle of
Higher Education”)


About Evergreen:
Evergreen is a non-traditional public liberal arts college emphasizing intensive interdisci-


plinary study and collaborative team teaching throughout the undergraduate curriculum and
three graduate programs.


Recognizing cultural diversity as a defining characteristic of the 21st Century, the College
has intensified its efforts to become a multicultural institution. Substantive experience and
expertise in working across cultural differences are therefore highly desirable for all posi-
tions.


Faculty membership is unranked with salary determined on a non-competitive open scale
based on earned degrees and years of relevant experience. For some of the following posi-
tions, as indicated, we invite applications only from recently trained candidates.


At this time, we seek candidates in the subjects listed. All of these openings are Regu-
lar positions: such faculty are typically first appointed to 3-year term contracts and are eli-
gible for permanent appointment after 3-6 years of full-time teaching at Evergreen.


All positions require an advanced degree, with strong preference given to candidates with a
Ph.D. or analog (e.g. MFA), and broad interdisciplinary training, experience, or interest. Can-
didates for all positions must demonstrate potential for excellence in teaching and in collabo-
rative work.


At Evergreen, faculty members typically rotate between specialized teaching and involve-
ment in the general education curriculum, and typically are members of interdisciplinary,
team-taught, coordinated programs. Writing is emphasized across the curriculum, and all fac-
ulty are expected to work effectively with students on writing. Further information on all
positions is available by writing the Faculty Hiring Coordinator (address below), or through
the Evergreen web page (http://www.evergreen.edu).


American Studies (Literature)
Faculty member with Ph.D. in American Studies with primary emphasis in American Lit-


erature and secondary emphasis in American History. College teaching experience in litera-
ture, history, or English composition with an ability to teach American prose fiction, poetry,
drama, literary criticism, intellectual or cultural history, and English composition. We seek a
person who will develop curriculum of an imaginative, interdisciplinary nature based in inno-
vations in American Studies scholarship. Limited to applicants with 1 to 12 years experience.
Review of complete files starts October 24, 1997.


Comparative Religion
Faculty member in comparative religion who is broadly trained in Christianity; Judaism or


Islam; and at least one more major religion. The successful candidate can work collaboratively
to engage interdisciplinary issues in language and culture, area studies, or cultural studies
with emphases in anthropology, sociology, or psychology, and can maintain discourse across
significant differences in methodology and politics. Review of complete files starts October
24, 1997.
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Exhibit 4-1 (continued)
Faculty Positions for 1998-99


Computing/Mathematics
Faculty to teach in both the computer science curriculum and in team-taught interdiscipli-


nary programs for lower-division students. Coverage includes digital logic and related hard-
ware topics, computer architecture, programming and data structures, as well as operating
systems. Candidates should have a strong mathematics background and be prepared to ad-
dress issues concerning the role of technology in contemporary society. Ability to teach com-
puter networking and data communications as well as linear algebra, numerical methods and
discrete math would be desirable. Review of complete files starts December 1, 1997.


Developmental Biology
A broadly trained biologist, preferably with a strong second field, to contribute to a variety


of interdisciplinary, team-taught programs from freshman to senior level. Assignments rotate;
emphases depend on yearly team, e.g. ecology, health, or evolution. Candidates’ field of study
may be in molecular or organismal development from any of several subspecialties such as
neurobiology, molecular or Mendelian genetics, endocrinology or anatomy. Review of com-
plete files starts December 1, 1997.


Environmental Chemistry
A versatile and broadly trained individual in the environmental sciences. Expertise in or-


ganic chemistry, environmental chemistry, and toxicology preferred; knowledge of environ-
mental policy, statistics, environmental modeling and/or public health is desirable. Successful
candidates will be expected to team teach with colleagues with expertise in both the natural
and the social sciences. Assignments will primarily be for undergraduate teaching with oppor-
tunities to teach at the Master’s degree level; specific emphases will rotate year by year.
Review of complete files starts December 1, 1997.


European History
Generalist with a Ph.D. or equivalent degree in European History, and broad interests and


teaching experience in European history. Preference given to applicants with significant ex-
perience and expertise in intellectual history and in historiography. Teaching duties involve
collaborative work in aesthetic, philosophical, literary, and cultural studies as well as offer-
ings in history, intellectual history, philosophies of history or historiography. Limited to ap-
plicants with 1 to 12 years of experience. Review of complete files starts October 24, 1997.


Geography
Human geographer with a strong social or cultural background in regional analysis and


political ecology, to teach in undergraduate and master’s level environmental studies curricu-
lum. Areas of interest should include spatial contexts of environmental issues, natural re-
source policy, and land use and land cover, especially contemporary and applied human-land
relationships. Additional expertise in climatology, biogeography, soils or geographic infor-
mation systems is highly desirable. Limited to applicants with 1 to 12 years of experience.
Review of complete files starts December 1, 1997.


Middle East Studies
Broadly trained person with advanced graduate studies (Ph.D. preferred), research, and


teaching experience in Middle East Studies with an interdisciplinary emphasis. The success-
ful candidate will have the ability to teach in two of the following areas: history, culture,
politics, economy, gender studies, and/or Islamic religion and political movements. The abil-
ity to teach one Middle Eastern language is also desirable. Review of complete files starts
December 1, 1997.
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Exhibit 4-1 (continued)
Faculty Positions for 1998-99


Music Performance
Faculty member with expertise in contemporary forms of music performance and composi-


tion, to teach performance, theory and Western music history. Capacity to address relevant
critical and theoretical issues and ability to teach broadly across the curriculum in interdisci-
plinary programs. Strength in additional area preferred: world music, electronic music, film
music, instrument building, musical theatre, or related cultural studies. A Ph.D. or DMA pre-
ferred. Demonstrated successful working relationships with racially and culturally diverse
groups also required. Review of complete files starts October 24, 1997.


Organic Chemistry
(Reopened) Faculty member with strong undergraduate teaching interests to teach chemis-


try curriculum emphasizing computer instrumentation and undergraduate research. Strong
experimental interest preferred. Principal teaching duties involve introductory organic chem-
istry as a component of interdisciplinary biology and chemistry programs, with occasional
rotation into broader teams for which organic chemistry is relevant. Review of complete files
starts October 24, 1997.


Social Psychology
(Reopened) Broadly trained social psychologist to teach in interdisciplinary, team-taught,


year-long programs at all undergraduate levels. Applicants must be able to teach all topics
within social psychology; qualitative and quantitative research methods; and more advanced
material addressing the history and scientific study of social psychology and its relationship
to other branches of psychology and social science. Non-academic experience in public or
private sector is also desirable. Review of complete files starts October 24, 1997.


Theatre/Directing and Acting
Theatre artist/teacher with demonstrated professional background and teaching experience


in directing and acting, including theoretical, practical, and historical aspects. The candidate
must demonstrate skills and interest in integration of theory and practice; interdisciplinary
applications of theatre and teaching; cultural, race, class and gender issues. A solid under-
standing of world theatre and a willingness to work with collaborators across cultural back-
grounds are necessary. MFA or Doctorate preferred; record of professional productions required.
Review of complete files starts December 1, 1997.


3-Dimensional Art
Full-time position in sculpture with experience in architectural design and three dimen-


sional design as inventive process. Teaching will include studio art at all levels and participa-
tion in interdisciplinary team teaching in studio art, environmental studies and urban studies.
Candidate must be capable of teaching reading, writing and analysis of texts related to con-
temporary art and design. Prefer candidate with technical skills in wood-working and ceram-
ics. Active exhibition record and MFA required (or equivalent in exceptional cases). Limited
to applicants with 1 to 12 years of experience. Review of complete files starts December 1,
1997.


2-Dimensional Art
Faculty member with primary expertise in painting and drawing, and experience or interest


in imagemaking incorporating new technologies, installation and printmaking. Duties include
studio based arts programs at all levels and broadly based interdisciplinary programs of pri-
marily liberal arts students. Candidates must be capable of teaching reading, writing and analysis
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Exhibit 4-1 (continued)
Faculty Positions for 1998-99


of texts related to art history and criticism, and contemporary art and design. Must have active
exhibition record and MFA (or equivalent in exceptional cases). Limited to applicants with 1
to 15 years of experience. Review of complete files starts October 24, 1997.


Application Procedures:
To apply, send curriculum vitae, letter of application which highlights qualifications for the


position, 1-2 page statement of teaching philosophy and practice, 1-2 page statement of
multicultural experience/expertise, example of scholarly or artistic work, evaluations by stu-
dents, and 2-3 current letters of reference. Finalists may be asked to submit additional materi-
als. Address application and inquiries to Faculty Hiring Coordinator, The Evergreen State
College, L-2211, Olympia, WA 98505, call (360) 866-6000, ext. 6861 (voice) or TDD line at
(360) 866-6834, or email blodgetd@elwha.evergreen.edu.


Review of completed applications will begin on dates indicated and continues until finalists
are selected. The College reserves the right to extend searches or not offer positions adver-
tised. All position offers are contingent on funding. Persons with disabilities can receive ac-
commodations in the hiring process by contacting the Hiring Coordinator.


Committed to equal opportunity and affirmative action, TESC is working to build a diverse,
broadly-trained faculty and particularly encourages applications from candidates whose race,
national origin, sex, age, religion, marital status, sexual orientation, veteran status or physical
disability will contribute to our diversity.
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Exhibit 4-1 (continued)
Regular Half-Time Positions in Part-Time Studies (Text of Regional
Announcement for Half-Time Positions)


About Evergreen:
Evergreen is a public liberal arts college where interdisciplinary study and collaborative


team-teaching is emphasized. Part-Time Studies offers interdisciplinary, half-time (8 qtr. hr.)
programs in the evenings and on weekends in order to provide access to the greater Olympia
Community. Our audience in Part-Time Studies is about half adult, working students age 25
and older and half students age 18-24. We are in the process of building Part-Time Studies to
better serve students seeking a bachelor’s degree on a part-time basis.


We are seeking applicants for six half-time “regular” faculty positions in Part-Time Stud-
ies. Offerings in this part of our curriculum begin at 6 PM during the week, and during the day
on weekends. Each of the six positions will also participate in the collaborative work of build-
ing and shaping the curriculum in this area of the college.


Faculty membership is unranked with salary determined on non-competitive, open scales
based on earned degrees and years of relevant experience. Faculty holding “regular” positions
are typically first appointed to term contracts and are then eligible for continuing half-time
contracts after a period of teaching. These half-time positions include benefits (health & re-
tirement) and are dedicated solely to Part-Time Studies—they do not lead to full-time con-
tracts.


About the Positions:
All positions require an advanced degree or analog (e.g. JD), and broad interdisciplinary


experience. Minimal qualification is a masters degree. Candidates should describe their un-
derstanding of a liberal arts curriculum, their ability to collaborate with students and col-
leagues, and their leadership skills by addressing each in their letters of application. In addition,
candidates for all positions must show evidence of excellence in teaching and in working with
non-traditional, adult students as well as with traditional age students, and groups with a mix
of both. Experience teaching in interdisciplinary settings is highly desirable. Writing is em-
phasized in all academic studies at the college and the faculty are expected to play a role in
developing effective writing by students. These points should be addressed in a statement of
teaching philosophy and practice.


In all cases, we seek broadly trained faculty members in:


Literature and Writing.  We are open to many areas of expertise within these disciplines,
although the greatest need exists for American Studies.


Psychology. We are open to many areas of expertise within this discipline; however, the
candidate must be experienced in teaching fundamentals such as Introduction to Psychology
and Personality Theory. Counseling and Developmental Psychology are areas of highest in-
terest among our students.


Environmental Studies with focus on policy or natural science. Candidates with demon-
strated knowledge of the environments of the Pacific Northwest and its public policy issues
will receive preference.


Art History  with a multicultural focus. Knowledge of the western tradition, women artists,
and the currents in art forms today are desirable.
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Exhibit 4-1 (continued)
Regular Half-Time Positions in Part-Time Studies


Computer Science with a demonstrated understanding of the social issues related to the
Internet and other applications of computer technology.


Politics and Government with a demonstrated understanding of world issues as well as
issues applicable to or currently under discussion in the state of Washington.


Application Procedures:
To apply, send a chronological curriculum vitae; letter of application which highlights quali-


fications for the position as stated above; 1 page statement of teaching philosophy and prac-
tice; 1 page statement of multicultural experience/expertise; examples of scholarly or artistic
work; student evaluations of your teaching (if applicable); 2 letters of reference to arrive by
November 14, 1997. Finalists may be asked to submit additional materials. Address applica-
tion to Jane Wood, Part-Time Studies Coordinator, Olympia, WA 98505. To make inquiries,
call (360) 866-6000 ext. 6864 (voice) or TDB line at (360) 866-6834, or e-mail
woodj@elwha.evergreen.edu


Review of completed applications will begin November 17, 1997 and continue until final-
ists are selected. The college reserves the right to extend searches or not offer positions adver-
tised. All position offers are contingent on funding. Persons with disabilities can receive
accommodations in the hiring process by calling the above number.


Committed to equal opportunity and affirmative action, Evergreen is working to build a
diverse, broadly trained faculty and particularly encourages applications from applicants whose
race, national origin, sex, age, religion, marital status, sexual orientation, veteran status or
physical disability will contribute to our diversity.
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Exhibit 4-2
Evergreen Faculty History and Profile as of January 1998


Planning Faculty
*Aldridge, William
*Alexander, Richard W.
*Barnard, Robert
*Cadwallader, Mervyn
*Crowe, Beryl
*Eickstaedt, Larry
Hitchens, David
*Humphrey, Donald
*Humphreys, Willard
*Jones, Richard
*Martin, S. Rudolph
*McCann, Charles
*Sluss, Robert
Tabbutt, Fredrick
Teske, Charles
*Unsoeld, Willi
*Webb, E. Jackson
*White, Sidney
Wiedemann, Alfred
*Young, Frederick
*Youtz, Byron


First Year - 1971
Allen, Nancy
*Anderson, Lee
*Anderson, Richard
*Arguelles, Jose
*Barry, Dave
*Beck, Gordon
*Brian, Richard
*Chan, Donald
*Delgado, Medard L.
*Dickinson, Margaret
Dobbs, Carolyn
*Esquivel, Cruz
Estes, Betty
*Gerstl, Ted
*Harding, Phil
*Heard, Don
Herman, Steve
*Hillaire, Mary
Kahan, Linda
*Kormondy, Edward
*Larson, Eric
Marr, David
*Marsh, Paul
McNeil, Earle
Milne, David
Nisbet, Charles
*Olexa, Carol


Pailthorp, Charles
Parson, Willie
DeDanaan, Lyn
*Phare, Darrell
*Portnoff, Gregory
*Robinson, Peter
Sinclair, Leon
*Smith, LeRoi
*Sogge, Ralph
Soule, Oscar
*Steuwe-Portnoff, Gregg
Taylor, Nancy
*Taylor, Peter
Thompson, Kirk


Second Year - 1972
Beug, Michael
*Cable, Carie
Cellarius, Richard
Curtz, Thaddeus
*Daugherty, Leo
*Daum, Ida
*Elbow, Peter
Filmer, Robert
Foote, Thomas
Fox, Russell
*Gottlieb, Bob
*Greenhut, Bonnie
*Gulden, James
Guttman, Burt
Hahn, Jeanne
*Hanfman, Andrew
*Ingram, Winnifred
Johansen, Bud
Kelly, Jeff
*Klyn, Stan
Knapp, Rob
Kutter, Elizabeth
*Kutter, Sigfried
*Lambert, Fran
Leisenring, Al
Levensky, Mark
*Lyons, Charles
*Mimms, Maxine
*Nelson, Mary
*Papworth, Mark
Powell, David
Rainey, Tom
*Romero, Jacob
*Royce, Chester
Salcedo, Gil


*Skov, Niels
Sparks, Paul
*Spence, Carol
*Syverson, Karin
*Wilder, Ainara
*Winden, Bill
*Woodbury, Ronald


Third Year - 1973
Bowerman, Pris
Carlson, Craig
Dimitroff, George
Frasca, Marilyn
*Freund, Hap
*Gribskov, Margaret
*Pearson, Linnea
*Reynolds, Ed
*Stepherson, Lem


Fourth Year - 1974
Aurand, Susan
*Brown, Bill
Coontz, Stephanie
Fiksdal, Susan
*Hasenstab, Rainer
Henderson, Peta
*Jordan, Don
Lidman, Russ
*Mariare, Dumi
*Martinez, Jim
*Simon, Sandra
Smith, Matt
*Struve, Lynn
*Tsai, Andre


Fifth Year - 1975
*Bonin, Theresa
*Crowe, Natalie
Diffendal, Betsy
Hardiman, Joye
Hill, Virginia
Kuehn, Lowell
*Ladd, KayeV.
Nasser, Alan
*Steinke, Greg
Stroh, Jim
*Strasser, Susan
Wong, York


Sixth Year - 1976
Finkel, Don
*Halfant, Matthew
Hunt, Margaret
Kawasaki, Hiro


Seventh Year -
1977
*Baillie, Alan
*King, Lovern
Reed, Hazel Jo
*Zuckerman, Irwin


Eighth Year - 1978
*Adams, Guy
Cloninger, Sally
*Cushing, Diana
*Matheny-White, Pat
Motley, Frank
Smith, Barbara
*Smith, Susan
*Whitener, David


Ninth Year - 1979
Mandeberg, Jean
Pougiales, Rita


Tenth Year - 1980
*Brown, Gerry
Lassen, Jerry
Mulka, Art
Perkins, John


Eleventh Year -
1981
Arney, Bill
Barlow, Clyde
*Brown, Jovana
Cole, Robert
Darney, Virginia
*Dolbeare, Kenneth
*Espinola, Judith
Harrison, Lucia
Labine, Patricia
Paulsen, David
*Scott, Steven
*Thornberg, Linda
Tremblay, Gail
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Twelfth Year - 1982
No continuing hires


Thirteenth Year -
1983
*Colfax, Lloyd
Patrick Hill
Terry Setter


Fourteenth Year -
1984
No continuing hires


Fifteenth Year - 1985
Bruner, Bill
Crable, Doranne
Cushing, John
Cushing, Judy
*Kooser, Jamie
*Mott, Paul
*Tafoya, Terry
Weeks, Greg


Sixteenth Year -
1986
Paul Butler
Grissom, Tom
Hubbard, Terry
*Jacobsen, Neil
Ott, Janet
*Parker, John


Seventeenth Year -
1987
Balderrama, Justino
Bohmer, Peter
Buchman, Andrew
Kimbro, Ernestine
Leahy, Dan
Murphy, Ralph
Rideout, Sarah
*Stivers, Camilla
Walton, Sherry


Eighteenth Year -
1988
Bantz, Don
Daley, Argentina


Williams, Sarah
Williams, Sean
*Ziegert, Andrea


Twenty-second Year
- 1992
Lyttle, Lee
Nelson, Alice
Nelson, Lin
Pedersen, Sarah
Romano de Thuesen,
Evelia


Twenty-third Year-
1993
No continuing hires


Twenty-fourth Year -
1994
No continuing hires


Twenty-fifth Year -
1995
Chin-Leo, Gerardo
Henderson, Martha
Neitzel, Jim
Saliba, Therese
Van Buren, Jude
Vavrus, Michael
Zita, E.J.


Twenty-sixth Year -
1996
Frederica Bowcutt
Goldberger, Ariel
Pearman, Peter
Tucker, Gabe
Young, Artee


Twenty-Seventh
Year – 1997
Ford, Theresa
Geri, Laurence
Hayes, Ruth
Jun, Heesoon
Parker, Alan


Gilbert, Jorge
Gilliam, Angela
Haft, Robert
*Hall, Patrick
Imamura, Ryo
Jang, Rose
Margolin, Carrie
Marvin, John
Minugh, Carol
Nisbet, Sandie
Olson, Dean
Peterson, Yvonne
Sugiyama, Masao
Tsutsumi, Setsuko
*Wong, Leslie


Nineteenth Year -
1989
Bailey, Marianne
*Dube, Fred
Fedderson, Joe
Fischel, Anne
Gomez, Jose
Krafcik, Patricia
Meeker, Laurie
Middendorf, Don
Mosqueda, Larry
*Munevar, Gonzalo
Price, Brian
Roy, Ratna
Rutledge, David
Womeldorff, Tom


Twentieth Year -
1990
Moruzzi, Harumi


Twenty-first Year -
1991
Bopegedera, Dharshi
Cline, Caryn
Freeman, George
Kido, Jan
*King, Cheryl
Kozick, Stephanie
Longino, Jack
Nadkarni, Nalini
Nakasone, Raul
Shrager, Sam
Shariff, Zahid


Ransom, William
Stumpff, Linda Moon
Tabbutt, Ken
Tamburro, Paul
Thuesen, Erik


ITALICS = People of Color


BOLD = Women


* = Faculty no longer here


Exhibit 4-2 (continued)
Evergreen Faculty History and Profile as of January 1998
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Exhibit 4-2 (continued)
The Evergreen State College Regular Faculty Turnover Ratio


Hired for Year Original Number Hired Number No Longer Here Ratio
Planning 22 17 .77


1971 40 25 .62


1972 41 24 .58


1973 10  5 .50


1974 14 8 .57


1975 12  5 .41


1976 4 1 .25


1977  4 3 .75


1978  8  5 .62


1979  2 0 .00


1980 4 1 .25


1981 13  5 .38


1982 0  0 .00


1983 3 1 .33


1984 0  0 .00


1985  8 3 .37


1986  6  2 .33


1987 9  1 .11


1988 17  2 .11


1989 14  2 .14


1990  1  0 .00


1991 14  2 .14


1992   5  0 .00


1993   0  0 .00


1994   0  0 .00


1995   7  0 .00


1996   5  0 .00


1997  10  0 .00


Total 273 112 .41


Faculty Hires by Affirmative Action
Total Hires Attrition Within Group Current Profile


No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent


Minority   66 .24 29  .43   37      .22


Non-Minority     207        .75 83  .40 124      .78


Total 273 112 161


Faculty Hires by Gender
Total Hires Attrition Within Group Current Profile


No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent


Males 171   .63 79   .70 92     .57


Females 102   .37 33   .29 69     .42


Total 273 112 161
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Exhibit 4-2 (continued)
Former Evergreen Faculty Information


Second Year - 1972


Cable, Carie 1979 Resigned


Daum, Ida 1974 Resigned


Daugherty, Leo 1996 Retired


Elbow, Peter 1982 Resigned


Gottlieb, Bob 1981 Req. Resignation


Greenhut, Bonnie 1975 Resigned


Gulden, James 1982 Resigned


Hanfman, Andrew 1988 Deceased


Ingram, Winnifred 1986 Retired


Klyn, Stan 1985 Resigned


Kutter, Sigfreid 1986 Resigned


Lambert, Fran 1974 Resigned


Lyons, Charles 1976 Req. Resignation


Mimms, Maxine 1992 Retired


Nelson, Mary 1993 Deceased


Papworth, Mark 1995 Retired


Romero, Jacob 1978 Resigned


Royce, Chester 1976 Resigned


Skov, Niels 1992 Retired


Spence, Carol 1976 Resigned


Syverson, Karin 1973 Resigned


Wilder, Ainara 1996 Retired


Winden, Bill 1993 Retired


Woodbury, Ronald 1986 Resigned


Third Year - 1973


Freund, Hap 1981 Resigned


Gribskov, Margaret 1989 Retired


Pearson, Linnea 1974 Resigned


Reynolds, Ed 1975 Resigned


Stepherson, Lem 1978 Resigned


Fourth Year - 1974


Brown, Bill 1995 Retired


Hasenstab, Rainer 1996 Retired


Jordan, Don 1978 Resigned


Mariare, Dumi 1977 Req. Resignation


Martinez, Jim 1978 Req. Resignation


Simon, Sandra 1995 Deceased


Struve, Lynn 1976 Resigned


Tsai, Andre 1982 Resigned


Planning Faculty Ending Reason


Aldridge, Bill 1992 Resigned


Alexander, Richard 1995 Retired


Barnard, Robert 1979 Resigned


Caldwallader, Mervin 1974 Resigned


Crowe, Beryl 1992 Retired


Eickstaedt, Larry 1996 Retired


Humphrey, Donald 1979 Resigned


Humphreys, Willard 1991 Deceased


Jones, Richard 1988 Illness


Martin, Rudolph 1997 Retired


McCann, Charles 1991 Retired


Sluss, Robert 1991 Retired


Unsoeld, Willi 1979 Deceased


Webb, E. Jackson 1978 Req. Resignation


White, Sidney 1989 Retired


Young, Frederick 1973 Deceased


Youtz, Byron 1991 Retired


First Year - 1971


Anderson, Lee 1981 Resigned


Anderson, Richard 1975 Resigned


Arguelles, Jose 1973 Resigned


Barry, Dave 1973 Req. Resignation


Beck, Gordon 1994 Retired


Brian, Richard 1996 Retired


Chan, Donald 1985 Resigned


Delgado, Medard L. 1975 Req. Resignation


Dickinson, Margaret 1976 Resigned


Esquivel, Cruz 1976 Req. Resignation


Gerstl, Ted 1981 Resigned


Harding, Phil 1996 Retired


Heard, Don 1971 Deceased


Hillaire, Mary 1982 Deceased


Kormondy, Edward 1978 Resigned


Larson, Eric 1993 Retired


Marsh, Paul 1981 Req. Resignation


Olexa, Carol 1974 Req. Resignation


Phare, Darrell 1973 Resigned


Portnoff, Gregg S. 1992 Retired


Robinson, Peter 1973 Resigned


Smith, LeRoi 1981 Resigned


Sogge, Ralph 1972 Resigned


Steuwe-Portnoff 1992 Retired


Taylor, Peter 1995 Retired
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Fifth Year - 1975


Bonin, Theresa 1976 Resigned


Crowe, Natalie 1977 Resigned


Ladd, Kaye V. 1996 Retired


Steinke, Greg 1978 Resigned


Strasser, Susan 1987 Resigned


Sixth Year - 1976


Halifant, Matthew 1981 Resigned


Seventh Year - 1977


Baillie, Alan 1978 Resigned


King, Lovern 1993 Resigned


Zuckerman, Irwin 1985 Deceased


Eighth Year - 1978


Adams, Guy 1990 Resigned


Cushing, Diana 1994 Resigned


Matheny-White, Pat 1995 Retired


Smith, Susan 1986 Resigned


Whitener, David 1996 Retired


Ninth Year - 1979


No Continuing Hires


Tenth Year - 1980


Brown, Gerry 1981 Req. Resignation


Eleventh Year - 1981


Brown, Jovana 1996 Retired


Dolbeare, Kenneth 1996 Retired


Espinoza, Judith 1986 Resigned


Scott, Steven 1981


Thornberg, Linda 1983


Twelfth Year - 1982


No Continuing Hires


Thirteenth Year - 1983


Colfax, Lloyd 1986 Deceased


Fourteenth Year - 1984


No continuing hires


Fifteenth Year - 1985


No Continuing Hires


Sixteenth Year - 1986


Kooser, Jamie 1989 Resigned


Parker, John 1993 Deceased


Tafoya, Terry 1989 Resigned


Seventeenth Year - 1987


Jacobsen, Neil 1991 Resigned


Paul Mott 1992 Deceased


Stivers, Camilla 1996 Resigned


Eighteenth Year - 1988


Hall, Patrick 1990 Resigned


Wong, Leslie 1996 Resigned


Nineteenth Year - 1989


Dube, Fred 1996 Retired


Munevar, Gonzalo 1996 Resigned


Twentieth Year - 1990


No Continuing Hires


Twenty-first Year - 1991


Cheryl King 1993 Resigned


Andrea Ziegert 1993 Resigned


Twenty-Second Year - 1992


No Continuing Hires


Twenty-Third Year - 1993


No continuing hires


Twenty-Fourth Year - 1994


No continuing hires


Twenty-Fifth Year - 1995


No Continuing Hires


Twenty-Sixth Year - 1996


Peter Pearman 1998 Resigned


Twenty-Seventh Year - 1997


No Continuing Hires


Exhibit 4-2 (continued)
Former Evergreen Faculty Information
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Exhibit 4-3
Summary of Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service Work by
Evergreen Faculty (by planning unit)


Center for Native American Studies
Carol Minugh Recipient 1998 Evergreen Award in recognition of contributions to


education for underserved communities presented by The Evergreen
State Society


Hereditary leadership in the Pacific Northwest, for Northwest Indian
College


Alan Parker Selected Presentations:


Speaker – The Indian Trust Counsel Act of 1990, American Indian Law
Symposium, Federal Bar Association, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1990


Presenter – Development Financing and Indian Tribal Sovereignty,
Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, 1988


Speaker – Legislative Accomplishment in Indian Affairs, 100th Con-
gress, Sealaska Corporation Annual Shareholders Meeting, Seattle,
Washington, 1988


Presenter – U. S. Energy Policy and Indian Tribes, Indian Affairs
Symposium, Harvard University, April 10, 1980


Publications:


Report to Congress: Recommendations for the Establishment of a
National Policy Center, 1992


Legal Issues Related to the Application of Enterprise Zones to Indian
Reservations, Contract Research Paper prepared for the Administration
for Native American, Health and Human Services Department, 1982


The Indian Child Welfare Act – An Interpretation and Prognosis,
Published by the Legal Services Corporation, 1979


Final Report: Task Force on Tribal Government: American Indian
Policy Review Commission, U. S. Congress, 1976


Issues in Mutuality – The relationship between state and tribal courts,
Published by the American Indian lawyer Training Program, 1976


Indian Tribes as Governments – An Analysis of the Governing Institu-
tions of Selected Indian Tribes, Published by the John Hay Whitney
Foundation, 1975


Jurisdictional Relationships of Tribal and State Courts in Montana,
University of Montana Law Review, Summer 1972


Paul Tamburro Presentations:


“Group Work With American Indian People,” paper presented at First
Nations Social Work Scholars Conference, University of Kansas,
Lawrence KS, 1995


Conference organizer and presenter at the “Integrating Indian Child
Welfare and Cultural Pluralism Across Campus Curricula Conference,”
Heritage College, Toppenish, WA, 1995
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“Development of Social Work Curriculum on Indian Child Welfare” at
the 13th Annual “Protecting Our Children” National American Indian
Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect, Minneapolis, MN, 1995


Facilitator at Building the Native Spirit in Communities Conference
hosted by the Region 1 American Indian Science and Engineering
Socity, Heritage College, Toppenish, WA, 1995


Serves as a consultant to Native American groups such as the American
Indian Science and Engineering Society, Coos-Pennecook Band, and as
a cultural demonstrator/consultant to schools, museums and organiza-
tions


Gail Tremblay Member, Humanities Commission of the State of Washington, 1998


Curator, Defining our realities: Native American women photographers;
Sacred Circles Gallery, Seattle, 1993


Book of poems, Indian Singing in Twentieth Century America; Calyx
Press, 1990


Culture, Text and Language
William Arney Book with Don Finkel, Educating for Freedom: the Paradox of Peda-


gogy. New Brunswick, N.J.; Rutgers University Press, 1995


Justino Balderrama Member of health policy committee for Latino Coalition for a Healthy
California, 1994


Work on the role of Chicano and Puerto Rican literature as narratives of
“the other”


Craig Carlson Advisory board, Life Skills grant, Shelton Correctional Institution,
Shelton, WA, 1993-present


Two small-press poetry collections: Words in Another Language (1990),
Baseball Country (1991)


Thad Curtz Editorial board, Washington English Journal, 1985-93 Faculty Internet
Help Service, TESC, 1993-present


Llyn De Danaan Expert witness for Puyallup Tribe on treaty fisheries issues; middle
school curriculum on early encounters between Puget Sound native
peoples and Europeans/Euro-Americans


Susan Fiksdal Chapter, “Fluency and Time,” in book, Perspectives on Fluency, H.
Riggenbach (ed.), Cambridge University Press, forthcoming


Don Finkel Book, Teaching With Your Mouth Shut, in preparation


Book, with William Ray Arney, Educating for Freedom: the Paradox of
Pedagogy. New Brunswick, N.J.; Rutgers University Press, 1995


Thomas Foote Article, “My First Redtail,” North American Falconer’s Assn, 1996


Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
Summary of Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service Work by
Evergreen Faculty (by planning unit)
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Article, “Toward Redefining Elevator Music,” Bluegrass Unlimited
(January 1995)


Jorge Gilbert Book, Texto de Introducción a la Sociología; Santiago, Chile, 1997


Book, with Mario Lee, The Bridge Between Canada and Latin America,
Two Thirds Editions, Coquitlam, B.C. Canada Community television
series, “Panorama Latino Americano,” Olympia WA, 1989-present


Virginia Hill Book with Guy B. Adams, The Tacit Organization, JAI Press, 1992


Taylor Hubbard Bibliographic instruction and post-modern pedagogy, Library Trends,
1995


Mark Levensky Work on classic writings and problems in Western philosophy and on
environmental ethics: Philosophy of Knowledge and Belief, Philosophy
of Memory, Property (Evergreen programs)


Story, “Love/Words,” in Camas Fields Prairie Reader (Winter 1996)


David Marr Signs of C. S. Pierce, American Literary History, 1995


Alice Nelson Book, Political Bodies: Gender, History, and Narrative Power in Recent
Chilean Literature, manuscript under review


Charles Pailthorp Performing musician (baritone): concert version of Mudhoney (Tim
Brock Opera), 1997


Thomas Rainey Writing an environmental history of Tartarstan and the Middle Volga,
and an eco-history of South Puget Sound


Hazel Jo Reed Monograph, Mesopotamian Mathematics, in progress


Evelia Romano Translation of three plays by Argentine playwright and poet Alfonsina
de Thuesen Storni


Therese Saliba Liana Badr’s writing of the Palestinian diaspora, in Sunderman/Maja
book, Intersections: Critical Essays on Contemporary Arab Women’s
Writing, 1997


Samuel Schrager Book, Performing Justice: the Appearance of Truth in Trial Lawyers’
Art, submitted for publication


Nancy Taylor Editor, The letters of Lydia DuGard; Renaissance English Text Society,
forthcoming


Sarah Williams Chapter, “Ethnographic Protocol, Biculturalism, and Cyborg Anthropol-
ogy,” in Citadels and Cyborgs, eds. Gray, Figuerro-Sarriera, Mentor;
School of American Research Press, forthcoming


Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
Summary of Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service Work by
Evergreen Faculty (by planning unit)
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Pete Sinclair Book, We aspired: the Last Innocent Americans; Utah State University
Press, 1993


Environmental Studies
Michael Beug Videotape, The Best Edible Mushrooms and Their Poisonous Look-


Alikes, circulated by North American Mycological Association


Frederica Bowcutt Ecological restoration in the context of human communities, J Ecol
Restoration 1997


Jovana Brown Meeting organizer, Tribes as Natural Resource Managers: Building a
Research Agenda; Seattle, September 1994


“Salmon, tribes, and hydropower dams in the Puget Sound,” in Berry/
Henderson book, Geographical Identities of Ethnic America, forthcom-
ing


Paul Butler Consulting on erosion and flooding problems in Thurston County,
Washington, 1997


Richard Cellarius Service with environmental organizations (ex-president and ex-
secretary, Sierra Club; president, Northwest Scientific Association


Gerardo Chin-Leo “Bacterial Secondary Productivity,” in Manual of Environmental
Microbiology, 1996


Martha Henderson Book with Kate Berry (editors), Geographical Identities of Ethnic
America, forthcoming


John Longino Two chapters — (1) “The ants of Monteverde” and (2) “Ant-Plant
Relationships in Monteverde” — in Nadkarni/Wheelwright book, The
Natural History and Ecology of Monteverde, Costa Rica, forthcoming


Ralph Murphy Policy study on created wetlands (with others) for Washington State
Department of Transportation


John Perkins Book, Geopolitics and the Green Revolution Wheat, Genes, and the
Cold War, Oxford University Press, 1997


Erik Thuesen With J. J. Childress, “Metabolic Potentials of Deep-Sea Fishes,” in
Hochachka/Mommsen book, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology of
Fishes, 1995


Gabriel Tucker With S. D. Hobbs. W. H. Emmingham, “Pacific Northwest silvicultural
practices using non-herbicide and minimum-fire techniques,” submitted
to New Forests, 1996


Tom Womeldorff Service on Washington State Cost-Benefit [Analysis] Group; research
on environmental history of Puerto Rico


Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
Summary of Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service Work by
Evergreen Faculty (by planning unit)
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Expressive Arts
Susan Aurand Exhibition, Figure/Ground; Port Angeles (WA) Fine Art Center, 1994


Andrew Buchman Compositions, various works for orchestras, chamber groups, solo
instruments, chorus, solo voice


Sally Cloninger Video, Colombo Snapshots; 1995 Research/activism on media literacy
(India, Sri Lanka, Philippines, Mississippi)


Doranne Crable Creator of Butoh performance company, Kagami, 1993; performances
include “Four Quartets” (1996), “Pandora” (1996), appearance at
Edinburgh Fringe Festival, 1997


Joe Feddersen Solo exhibition, Plateau Geometric; TESC, 1997 Solo exhibition,
Archives; Tula Foundation, Atlanta, 1994


Anne Fischel Paper, “Anne Noggle’s Images of Aging,” Society for Photographic
Education, Olympia (WA), 1992


Marilyn Frasca Two-person exhibition, Paintings; Grover Thurston Gallery, Seattle,
1992


Solo exhibition, Paintings, Prints, Drawings; TESC, 1990


Ariel Goldberger Artistic core member, Theater of Necessity; New York, 1994-present


Scenic design, Arcadia; Harlequin Productions, Olympia (WA), 1997


Scenic design, Miss Julie; Theater 22, New York, 1996


Robert Haft Exhibition, 1995 Art Equinox; Paris Gibson Square Museum, Great
Falls (MT)


Exhibition, Houston Fotofest 92 (best of show award); Jewish Commu-
nity Center, Houston, 1992


Lucia Harrison Group exhibition, Dance/Music/Theater; Washington Center for
Performing Arts, Olympia (WA), 1997


Ruth Hayes Film, Reign of the Dog: a re-visionist history (animated, directed,
produced), 1994


Margaret Hunt Solo and ensemble dancer, Orissa’s dance of love; TESC, 1997


Rose Jang Producer/director, “Soul of Asia: epics and legends of China, India, and
Indonesia,” TESC, 1997


Bernard Johansen Co-director, Johansen School of Ballet, Olympia (WA), Artistic director,
Ballet Northwest, Olympia (WA)


Jean Mandeberg Exhibition, Contemporary Metalsmithing Invitational; Yaw Gallery,
Detroit, 1998


Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
Summary of Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service Work by
Evergreen Faculty (by planning unit)
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Exhibition, Recycle/Reinvent; Joanne Rapp Gallery, Scottsdale (AZ),
1997


Laurie Meeker Documentary, The river people, in progress


Ratna Roy Dance production and choreography, “Mandodari,” 1997


Book, Orissi Dance in the Context of Classical Dances of India; Mahari
Press (New Delhi, Seattle), 1994


Terry Setter Music composition, media, music performance Music, lyrics, choreogra-
phy for “La Farrucca” (Flamenco voice, guitar, dancer); 1993


Sean Williams Managing editor, Asian Music Journal; 1996-present Co-editor of
Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, Volume 4 (Southeast Asia);
1995-96


Scientific Inquiry
Clyde Barlow With J. J. Kelly and K. A. Kelly, “Tissue Temperature by Near-Infra-Ted


Spectroscopy,” in Chance/Alfano book, Optical Tomography, Photon
Migration, and Spectroscopy of Tissue and Model Media, 1995


Dharshi Bopegedera Research on structures of reactive molecular fragments using vibrational
spectroscopy


Judy Cushing Books:
With D. Maier, D. Hansen and C. Pu. Connecting Scientific Programs
and Data Using Object Databases, Data Engineering (Special Issue on
Scientific Databases), Y. Ioannidis (ed.), 1993.


With D. Maier. Treating Programs as Objects: The Computational
Proxy Experience, Invited Paper, Deductive and Object-Oriented
Databases Conference, 1993.


With D. Maier, D. Feller, M. Rao, D. Abel and M. DeVaney. Computa-
tional Proxies: Modeling Scientific Applications in Object Databases,
Seventh International Working Conference on Scientific and Statistical
Database Management, September, 1994.


With D. Maier, D. Fell, M. Rao, M. DeVaney. Object-oriented Database
Support for Computational Chemistry, Sixth International Working
Conference on Scientific and Statistical Database Management, June
1992.


With D. Maier, and others. Object Data Models for Shared Molecular
Structures, in Computerized Chemical Data Standards: Databases, Data
Interchange, and Information Systems, (R. Lysakowski (ed.), STP 1214,
ASTM, May 1993.


Publications and Presentations:


With John Aikin Cushing and Andrew Buchman. Computer Science and
the Arts, in Computing and Social Responsibility: A Collection of


Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
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Course Syllabi, ed. T. Winograd and B. Friedman, pub. Computer
Professional for Social Responsibility, 1991.


Modeling Scientific Processes in Object Databases, NSF-organized
Session on Advances in Data Management for the Scientist and Engi-
neer, AAAS Annual Meeting, February 14-16, 1993.


Burton Guttman General biology textbook (Brown/McGraw-Hill), forthcoming


Jeffrey J. Kelly With K. A. Kelly and C. H. Barlow, “Tissue Temperature by Near-Infra-
Red Spectroscopy, in Chance/Alfano book, Optical Tomography, Photon
migration, and Spectroscopy of Tissue and Model Media, 1995


Al Leisenring Research on languages for functional programming


Janet Ott Research on physiology of acupressure/acupuncture


David W. Paulsen Book with Jerry Cederblom, Critical Reasoning: Understanding and
Criticising Arguments and Theories, (4th ed. with Instructor’s Manual,
1996) Wadsworth Publishing Co., 5th ed. in production for January 2000.


NSF-CISE grant in Computer Science Education, Research Scientist,
1994-98


NSF-CISE Summer Institute on Introducing Research into the Under-
graduate Curriculum, Neural Networks Track Organizer, The Evergreen
State College, 1997


National Educational Computer Conference panel on Teaching and
Learning, Seattle, 1997


NSF-CISE sponsored residency, Center for Spoken Language Under-
standing, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Oregon
Graduate Institute, 1995


E. J. Zita Research on dynamics of magnetic stars


Social Sciences
Don Bantz Community Presentations:


Columbia Legal Services statewide retreat “Community Education:
Creating and Environment Conductive to Learning” and follow-up one-
day workshop on “Community Education;” Senate Democratic Caucus
staff, two workshops on stress management; Okanagon Farmworker’s
Clinic, conducted an organizational diagnosis.


Consulting:
Tacoma General Hospital to facilitate the implementation of shared
governance in the operating room staff/management; Washington
Association of Community & Migrant Health Centers, facilitated a two-
day statewide strategic planning retreat


Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
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Stephanie Coontz Book editor, with Maya Parson and Gabrielle Raley (The Evergreen
State College students as part of their studies) American Families: A
Multicultural Reader, Routledge, forthcoming November 1998


Book, The Way We Really Are: Coming to Terms With America’s
Changing Families, Basic Books, 1997.


Book, The Way We Never Were: American Families and the Nostalgia
Trap, Basic Books, 1992.


Articles for Salon, Underwire, Modern Maturity, Washington Post, and
New York Times.


Teresa Ford Book, The Process of Becoming Multicultural; in progress


George Freeman, Jr. Presentations:
1998 Western Psychological Association convention: “The Hidden
curriculum: Internalized Oppression as it Guides Higher Education;
1998 Assessment in Higher Education Conference: “Challenge and
Experiential Education and Student Assessment;” 1996 WPA Conven-
tion “Drawing from the Landscape;” 1995 Challenge and Experiential
Education Regional Conference, “Challenge and Experiential Education
in Higher Education;” 1994 WPA Conference, “Multiculturalism in
Teaching Psychology”


Currently working on an assessment project regarding our psychology
programs and their efficacy as training models for students interested in
careers or further education; familial obligation patterns in the United
States: What happens when our sense of obligation is violated.


Training:
1993-95 Gestalt Psychotherapy Institute of Seattle, and intensive
training in gestalt psychotherapy techniques and theory for individual,
group and couples counseling.


Laurance Geri Beginning research into the evolution of the South African public sector,
Summer 1998


Book, The Limits to Enterprise Government, in process


Paper, “Service Quality and Stakeholders: The Case of the USDA’s
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Services,” co-authored with Arie
Halachmi. Presented at the Fourth National Public Management
Research Conference, Athens, GA, 1997


Paper, “A Reflection on John Dewey, Democratic Values and Social
Change in Public Administration Education.” Presented at the Interna-
tional Association of Schools and Institutes of Administration Annual
Conference, Quebec City, Quebec, 1997. To be published in Public
Policy Training, late 1998


Paper, “A Maximum Dose of Reform: The State of Washington’s
Performance Partnership Program,” prepared for the International


Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
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Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
Summary of Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service Work by
Evergreen Faculty (by planning unit)


Institute of Administrative Science, Working Group on Public Produc-
tivity meeting in Bandung, Indonesia, 1997


Article, “Federal User Fees and Entrepreneurial Budgeting,” Journal of
Public Budgeting, Accounting, and Financial Management, 9, 1, Spring,
1997


Paper, “Accountability Implications of the Growth of U.S. Government
User Fees,” presented at the Third International Conference of Adminis-
trative Sciences, Beijing, China, 1996


Dissertation, The Impacts of User Fees on U.S. Government Agencies,
completed for the degree of doctor of public administration, University
of Southern California, 1996


Article, “Performance Measurement and Public Health Programs,” in
Reengineering and Performance Measurement in Criminal Justice and
Social Programmes, Arie Halachmi and David Grant, eds., published by
Western Australia Ministry of Justice, 1996


Article, “Evaluating Total Quality Management Efforts,” in The
Enduring Challenges in Public Management, Arie Halachmi and Geert
Bouckaert, eds., Jossey Bass, San Francisco, 1995


Paper, “Evaluability Assessment of the 1-800 Number Referral Program,
(with J.R. Baker, Don Bantz, Anne Gienapp, Sarah Landis, and Larita
Paulsen), June 1995. Performed under contract with Washington State
Department of Health


José Gómez Presentations:
Olympic College, “Free Speech on Campus: Is There Such a Thing
Anymore?” 1997. National Conference on Race and Ethnicity in
American Higher Education, “Legal Issues on Campus: Hate Speech,
Harassment and the First Amendment” 1996. Grays Harbor College,
“Academic Freedom Harassment and The First Amendment” 1996.
University of Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran University, “Ap-
proaches to Hiring a Diverse Faculty,” 1996. National Conference on
Race & Ethnicity in American Higher Education, “When Free Speech
and Diversity Collide: Is There an Attainable ‘Common Good’?” 1995.
The Evergreen State College, “Homophobia, Politics and Law” 1995.


In-Service Training:
Numerous workshops given to state agencies, academic administrators,
and community colleges on diversity issues.


Current research:
Free speech and society, using the law and Socratic method to teach
critical thinking to undergraduates, and Islamic Spain’s history, litera-
ture, and architecture.


Jeanne Hahn Research on the informal labor sector in India — women in the garment
industry
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Peta Henderson Book, Rising Up: Life Stores of Belizean Women, Toronto: Sister Vision
Press, 1993


Paper in process:
“Enshrining Inequality: Structural Adjustment and Female Employment
in Belize”


Paper presented:
VIII Annual Studies on Belize Conference, Society for the Promotion of
Education and Research, “Local Knowledge as Resistance: The Case of
the Belize Rural Women’s Association,” 1994


Work in process:
developing materials for Handbook on Community-based Qualitative
Research Methods (1997-98)


Lowell Kuehn Developing evaluation models to provide continuous feedback to
improve management and performance


Dan Leahy Continental economic integration and national public education systems.
Since 1993 has organized conferences, workshops, and forums in the
United States, Canada, and Mexico for teachers and university profes-
sors within the context of newly organized trade agreements such as
NAFTA, APEC and the FTAA.


Alan Nasser Article, “Freud After Representation: the Philosophical Background,”
Psychoanalysis and Contemporary Thought, (1994)


Yvonne Peterson Twelshootseed Bilingual Education Program K-12 summer immersion
language curriculum, Chief Leschi Schools, Seattle


Zahid Shariff Chapter, “Government and Inequality,” in Inequalty, William M. Dugger
(ed.), Greenwood Press, Westport, CT, 1996


With Lucia Harrison, “Race, Diversity, and Public Administration,” in
Diversity and Public Organizations, Mitchell F. Rice (ed.), Kendall/
Hunt, Dubuque, IA, 1996


Review article on M. Levine and M. Stanger’s “Making Government
work,” in Administrative Theory and Praxis, 1995


Paper, presented at the annual conference of the American Society for
Public Administration, Seattle, “Beyond Postmodernist Public Adminis-
tration,” 1998


Niels Skov Book, Letter to my Descendants, Odense University Press, 1998


Barbara Leigh Smith Publications
“Making the Bricks Into a House: Curricular Structures for Cumulative
Learning” in J. Gardner and G. Van der Veer, The Senior Year Experi-
ence. Jossey-Bass, 1997


Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
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Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
Summary of Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service Work by
Evergreen Faculty (by planning unit)


With J. MacGregor, R. Matthews, and F. Gabelnick. “Learning Commu-
nities” in Handbook of College Teaching, editors: J. Ratcliff and J. Gaff,
Jossey-Bass, 1996


With William Bergquist, K. Bergquist, J. Bergquist, and J. Tallman),
Quality & Access: An Essential Union in American Higher Education.
Jossey-Bass, 1995


With Patricia Cuniff and Curtis Hieggelke, Putting the Pieces Together:
A Guidebook for Leaders of Coalitions of Two- and Four-Year Colleges
and Universities. Prince George’s Community College, Largo, Md.,
1995


With Les Purce and Russell Lidman, “Good Practice Respects Diverse
Talents,” in Improving Undergraduate Education: The Seven Principles
in Action. Anker Press, 1994


“Team Teaching Methods” in Handbook of College Teaching, editors:
K. Prichard and R. Mclaran Sawyer, Greenwood Press, 1994


With Myrna Smith, “Revitalizing Senior Faculty through Statewide
Initiatives.” in Developing Senior Faculty as Teachers. Jossey-Bass,
March 1994


Michael Vavrus Book Chapters:
“Multicultural Content Infusion by Student Teachers: Perceptions and
Beliefs of Cooperating Teachers,” (Mustafa Ozcan second author) in M.
E. Dilworth (ed.) Being Responsive to Cultural Differences: How
Teachers Learn, Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, 1998


“Forward” in T. Warren (Ed.), Promising Practices: Teacher Education
in Liberal Arts Colleges. Landham, MD: University Press of America,
1994


Articles:
“Whose Side are You On? Multicultural Education at the Close of the
20th Century”, AACTE Briefs, Washington, DC: American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education, May 4, 1998


Essay review of James Banks’s (ed.) Multicultural Education, Transfor-
mative Knowledge, and Action: Historical and Contemporary Perspec-
tives in Educational Studies: A Journal in the Foundations of Education,
28(1): 32-38, Spring, 1997


Essay review of David Wallace Adams’s Education for Extinction:
American Indians and the Boarding School Experience in Educational
Studies: A Journal in the Foundations of Education, 27(2): 168-173


Essay review of the Holmes Group’s Tomorrow’s Schools of Education
in Educational Studies: A Journal in the Foundations of Education,
26(1-2): 134-139, Spring/Summer, 1995


“A Critical Analysis of Multicultural Education Infusion during Student
Teaching” in Action in Teacher Education, 16(3): 47-58, 1994
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Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
Summary of Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service Work by
Evergreen Faculty (by planning unit)


“Growing Up Black and Female: Lorene Cary’s Black Ice.” in Views
and News, Beloit, WI: Association of Independent Liberal Arts Colleges
for Teacher Education, Spring, 1993


Papers Presented:
“Teacher Education Practices Supporting Social Justice: Approaching an
Individual Self-Study Inquiry into Institutional Self-Study Processes”
(lead author with Olivia Archibald), paper presented at the “Conversa-
tions in Community” Conference sponsored by the Self-Study in
Teacher Education Practices, a special interest group of the American
Educational Research Association, in East Sussex, England. August,
1998


“Weaving the Web of Democracy: Teacher Education Confronting
Conflicting Expectations for Teachers & Schools” (lead author with
Sherry Walton, Janice Kido, Elizabeth Diffendal, & Pauletta King),
paper presented at the (1) the annual meeting of the American Associa-
tion of Colleges for Teacher Education, February 25-28, 1998, New
Orleans


“An Analysis of a School District’s Multicultural/Non-Sexist Policy:
Implications for Classroom Practices and Pedagogy,” paper presented at
the annual meeting of the National Association of Multicultural
Education in St. Paul, MN (available as an ERIC Document no. ED
402291), November, 1996


“Preservice Teacher Acquisition of a Critical Multicultural and Global
Perspective: A Reform Path with Ideological Tensions” (lead author with
Mustafa Ozcan), paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, Chicago (available as an
ERIC Document no. ED 393826), February, 1996


“The Time for Tomorrow’s Schools of Education is Today”, invited
presentation at the Holmes Group 1995 National Meeting, Washington,
D.C. (available as an ERIC Document no. ED379 256), January, 1995


“Multicultural Content Infusion by Student Teachers: Perceptions and
Beliefs of Cooperating Teachers” paper presented at the annual meeting
of the American Educational Research Association, San Francisco, 1995


Sherry Walton In-service training and school district consulting:
Book, with Kathe Taylor, Children at the Center: A Workshop Approach
to Test Preparation, Fall 1998


Book, Books are for Eating; E.P. Dutton, 1989


Article, “Co-opting Standardized Tests in the Service of Learning,”
Kappan, 1997


Tacoma
Joye Hardiman Higher Education Designer: University of California – Long Beach,


Department of Education (Collaboration); Pierce College (Organiza-
tional Change); Highline Community College (Curriculum Design and
Pedagogy)
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Exhibit 4-3 (continued)
Summary of Recent Scholarly, Creative, and Public Service Work by
Evergreen Faculty (by planning unit)


Higher Education Institute Facilitator: Ford Foundation – Washington
Center Cultural Pluralism Summer Institute; FIPSE National Learning
Communities Dissemination Project; Washington State Students of
Color Conference


Consultant: Tacoma Art Museum, Seattle Art Museum, and the Wash-
ington State Historical Society


Keynote Speaker for local, regional, and national organizations, K-12
schools, colleges and universities, government agencies, and grass root
communities


Artee Young Consultant and presenter to various companies and governmental
agencies, specializing in Title VII, particularly prevention of sexual
harassment in the workplace and cultural diversity
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Exhibit 4-4
Table #2. Number and Source of Terminal Degrees of Faculty
(Includes Deans, Directors, and Provost)


Number of Degrees
Institution Granting Terminal Degree Doctor Master Bachelor
American University 1 0


Arizona State University 1 0


Bank Street College 0 1


Bennington College 0 1


Boston University 1 0


Brandeis University 0 1


Brown University 1 0


California Institute of Technology 1 0


California Institute of  the Arts 0 1


Carnegie Mellon University 1 0


Colorado State University 1 0


Columbia University 1 2


Cornell University 2 0


Dartmouth College 2 0


Duke University 2 0


Emory University 1 0


Goddard College 0 1


Harvard University 4 0


Idaho State University 0 1


Indiana State University 2 1


John Hopkins University 1 1


Lesley College 0 1


Lewis and Clark University 0 1


Louisiana State University 1 0


Michigan State University 2 0


New York University 1 1


Northwestern University 1 0


Ohio State University 1 1


Oregon Graduate Institute of Science/Technology 2 0


Oregon State University 5 0


Oxford University, England 1 0


Penn State University 2 0


Princeton University 1 0


Purdue University 1 0


Rockefeller University 2 0


Southern Illinois University 1 0


Salem State College 0 1


San Francisco State 0 1


San Jose State University 0 2


Sorbonne, University of Paris 1 0


Stanford University 3 1


Temple University 0 1


Union Graduate School 5 0


University of Arizona 2 1


University of British Columbia, Canada 0 1


University of California - Berkeley 3 0
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Exhibit 4-4 (continued)
Table #2. Number and Source of Terminal Degrees of Faculty
(Includes Deans, Directors, and Provost)


Number of Degrees
Institution Granting Terminal Degree Doctor Master Bachelor
University of California - Davis 3 0


University of California - Irvine 1 0


University of California - Los Angeles 1 0


University of California - San Diego 0 1


University of California - Santa Barbara 2 0


University of California - Santa Cruz 2 0


University of Chicago 0 1


University of Colorado 2 0


University of Connecticut 1 0


University of Delaware 1 0


University of Exeter, England 1 0


University of Georgia 1 0


University of Hawaii 1 1


University of Illinois 2 0


University of Iowa 0 1


University of London, England 1 0


University of Maryland 1 0


University of Massachusetts 2 0


University of Michigan 3 0


University of North Carolina 1 0


University of Oregon 6 1


University of Pennsylvania 3 0


University of Pittsburgh 1 0


University of Rochester 1 0


University of San Francisco 1 0


University of Southern California 5 0


University of Tennesee 1 0


University of Texas 1 0


University of Toronto 1 0


University of Washington 16 4


University of Wisconsin 3 1


Utah State University 0 1


Washington State University 5 2


Wayne State University 0 1


Western Washington State University 0 0 1


Yale Univesity 1 1


York University, Toronto, Ontario 0 1


Total 128 38 1
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Exhibit 4-5
Faculty Salary List — 1997-98


Regular Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


375 1.00 0.75 8 33529 9056


189 1.00 0.75 10 34808 9250


181 0.90 0.68 10 31327 8722 70% LWOP - S


0039 1.00 0.75 10 34808 8379


0472 1.00 0.75 11 35447 10233


199 0.67 0.50 11 23631 6548 Resigned end of winter


0091 1.00 0.75 11 35447 9346


0142 1.00 0.75 11 35447 9346


178 1.00 0.75 11 35447 9346


0152 1.00 0.75 11 35447 9346


0120 1.00 0.75 12 36086 9443


0151 0.50 0.38 12 30072 8477 .5 SICK LEAVE FW, .5 LWOP W


0146 1.00 0.75 13 36726 9540


0436 1.00 0.75 13 36726 9540


210 1.00 0.75 13 36726 9540


0462 0.00 0.00 13 0 1269 LWOP - FWS


0433 1.00 0.75 13 36726 9540


214 1.00 0.75 13 36726 9540


0147 1.00 0.75 14 37365 9637


0438 1.00 0.75 14 37365 9637


183 1.00 0.75 14 37365 9637


0425 1.00 0.75 14 37365 9637


0160 1.00 0.75 15 38004 9734 SABBATICAL - S


0480 1.00 0.75 15 38004 9734 SABBATICAL - S


0141 0.00 0.00 15 0 0 CONTRACT BEGINS 98-99


0420 0.67 0.50 16 25763 7823 LWOP - S, w/benefits


209 1.00 0.75 16 38644 9831


0169 1.00 0.75 16 38644 9831


0428 1.00 0.75 16 38644 9831


0154 0.50 0.38 16 19322 6819 .5 CONTR PAY OVER 10 MO


0105 1.00 0.75 16 38644 9831


0153 0.50 0.38 17 19642 6868 .5 contract paid over 10  mos, .5 health on grant


0413 1.00 0.75 18 39923 11023


182 1.00 0.75 18 39923 10024


212 1.00 0.75 18 39923 11023


0434 1.00 0.75 19 40562 10121


0057 1.00 0.75 19 40562 11135


0461 1.00 0.75 20 41201 10218


0459 1.00 0.75 20 41201 10218


0471 1.00 0.75 21 41841 11361 SABBATICAL - S


0450 1.00 0.75 21 41841 10315


0417 1.00 0.75 21 41841 10315


0145 1.00 0.75 21 41841 10315


0155 1.00 0.75 21 41841 11361
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Exhibit 4-5 (continued)
Faculty Salary List — 1997-98


Regular Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


0460 1.00 0.75 21 41841 11361 SABBAT. - FW, KOBE - S


0111 1.00 0.75 21 41841 10315


0422 1.00 0.75 23 43119 10509


0452 1.00 0.75 23 43119 11587


0427 1.00 0.75 23 43119 10509 SABBATICAL - S


0006 1.00 0.75 23 43119 10509


0005 1.00 0.75 24 43759 10606


0390 1.00 0.75 24 43759 10606


0027 1.00 0.75 24 43759 10606


0473 1.00 0.75 24 43759 11700


0395 0.00 0.00 25 0 0 LIB. DEAN


0453 1.00 0.75 25 44398 11812


0056 1.00 0.75 25 44398 11812


0310 1.00 0.75 25 44398 10703 EXCHANGE -  F, SABB. - WS


0416 0.33 0.25 25 14799 6476 LWOP - WS, w/benefits


807 0.00 0.00 25 0 0 MIT Director


0373 1.00 0.75 25 44398 11812 SABBATICAL - WS


0384 1.00 0.75 26 45038 10799


0114 0.67 0.50 26 30025 7950 LWOP - S w/o benefits, reduce by four months?


0068 1.00 0.75 26 45038 11925


0411 1.00 0.75 26 45038 11925


0355 1.00 0.75 26 45038 11925


0049 1.00 0.75 26 45038 10799


0097 0.67 0.50 26 30025 9220 LWOP - W w/benefits


0051 1.00 0.75 27 45677 12038 SABBATICAL - F,W


0016 0.67 0.50 27 30451 9295 LWOP - S w/benefits


0138 0.00 0.00 27 0 0 ACADEMIC DEAN


211 1.00 0.75 27 45677 12038


0439 1.00 0.75 27 45677 10896


0456 1.00 0.75 28 46316 12151


213 1.00 0.75 28 46316 12151


0387 0.33 0.25 29 15652 6627 LWOP .5 (FW), LWOP (S) w/benefits


0440 1.00 0.75 29 46956 12264


0009 1.00 0.75 29 46956 12264


0132 1.00 0.75 29 46956 12264


193 1.00 0.75 29 46956 12264


0086 1.00 0.75 29 46956 12264


0092 1.00 0.75 29 46956 12264


94 1.00 0.75 29 46956 12264


0458 0.00 0.00 29 0 0 ACADEMIC DEAN


0389 1.00 0.75 30 47595 12377


0021 1.00 0.75 30 47595 12377 SABBATICAL - S


0117 1.00 0.75 30 47595 12377


0432 1.00 0.75 30 47595 12377
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Exhibit 4-5 (continued)
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Regular Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


0393 1.00 0.75 30 47595 12377


0035 1.00 0.75 30 47595 12377


0008 1.00 0.75 31 48234 12490


0374 1.00 0.75 31 48234 11284


0019 1.00 0.75 31 48234 12490


0372 0.00 0.00 31 0 0 ACADEMIC DEAN


0031 1.00 0.75 31 48234 12490


0033 1.00 0.75 31 48234 12490 ACADEMIC ADVISING - FWS


0034 1.00 0.75 31 48234 12490 SABBATICAL - WS


205 1.00 0.75 31 48234 12490


81 1.00 0.75 31 48234 12490 TACOMA DIRECTOR


0060 0.25 0.19 31 12059 5978 .75 LWOP - FWS, w/benefits


0066 0.00 0.00 31 0 0 LWOP - FWS w/o benefits


0457 1.00 0.75 31 48234 12490 SABBATICAL - F, retires spring


0392 1.00 0.75 32 48874 12602


0015 0.00 0.00 32 0 0 ACADEMIC DEAN


0085 1.00 0.75 32 48874 12602


0499 1.00 0.75 32 48874 12602


0018 0.00 0.00 32 0 0 ACADEMIC DEAN


0070 1.00 0.75 32 48874 12602


0093 1.00 0.75 32 48874 12602


0013 1.00 0.75 33 49513 12715


24 1.00 0.75 33 49513 12715


0032 1.00 0.75 33 49513 12715


0451 1.00 0.75 33 49513 12715


0144 0.33 0.25 33 16504 6777 LWOP .5 (FW), LWOP (S), w/benefits


0098 1.00 0.75 33 49513 12715 SABBATICAL - FW


0071 0.67 0.50 33 33009 9752 Retired- winter qtr.


0354 1.00 0.75 33 49513 12715


0077 1.00 0.75 33 49513 12715


0003 1.00 0.75 34 50153 12828


0041 1.00 0.75 34 50153 12828


0488 1.00 0.75 34 50153 12828


0055 1.00 0.75 34 50153 12828


0388 0.67 0.50 34 33435 9821 LWOP - S w/benefits


0072 1.00 0.75 34 50153 12828


0104 1.00 0.75 34 50153 12828


0133 1.00 0.75 34 50153 12828


0084 1.00 0.75 34 50153 12828


0088 1.00 0.75 34 50153 12828 LIBRARY - FWS


0100 0.67 0.50 34 33435 9822 LWOP spring w/benefits


0014 1.00 0.75 35 50792 12941


80 1.00 0.75 35 50792 12941 SABBATICAL - W


0012 1.00 0.75 35 50792 12941 SABBATICAL - FWS
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Regular Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


0045 1.00 0.75 35 50792 12941


0050 1.00 0.75 35 50792 12941


0048 1.00 0.75 35 50792 12941


0074 1.00 0.75 35 50792 12941


0470 1.00 0.75 35 50792 12941


108 0.50 0.38 35 25396 8374 .5 LWOP - F,W,S, w/benefits


0023 1.00 0.75 36 51431 13054


0064 1.00 0.75 36 51431 13054


0028 0.67 0.50 37 34714 10047 LWOP - F/BENEFITS


0468 1.00 0.75 37 52071 13167 EXCHANGE SCCC - W


0046 1.00 0.75 37 52071 13167


0083 1.00 0.75 37 52071 13167


0103 1.00 0.75 37 52071 13167


0022 0.67 0.50 37 34714 10048 LWOP - S, w/benefits


0040 1.00 0.75 38 52710 13280


0065 1.00 0.75 38 52710 13280


0030 1.00 0.75 39 53349 13392


0076 0.67 0.50 39 35566 10198 LWOP - W, w/benefits


0052 1.00 0.75 40 53989 13505


137 0.67 0.38 43 36419 9410 Retired end of winter


0102 1.00 0.75 43 54628 13618


0099 0.67 0.50 44 36419 10349 LWOP - S w/ benefits


1130 0.00 0.00 0 0 EXEMPT STAFF STATUS


TOTAL 134.85 101.02 6,114,225 1,602,138 Note: 146 lines commited to teaching faculty


if all on full contract.


Visiting Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


196 1.00 0.75 5 31611 8765 Stories FW, Mediaworks -S


227 0.33 0.25 5 10537 848 .083 FWS Healthy Communities


224 0.67 0.50 6 21500 6486 .5 FW SOS Theater, 1.0 S Goldberger replace


218 1.00 0.75 6 32250 8862 Organic-FW, Unplaced-S


203 0.33 0.25 7 10963 881 .083 FWS Healthy Communities


221 1.00 0.75 8 33529 9056 Sacred Monsters


315 1.00 0.75 9 34168 9153 3D Visual Arts


194 1.00 0.75 9 34168 10007 MIT
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Visiting Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


222 1.00 0.75 10 34808 9250 Tacoma Writing


0.42 0.31 10 14503 2117 S - Pearman replacement


0.33 0.25 11 11816 3114  S - Management, 4 mos benefits on visitor, 8 adj.


223 1.00 0.75 11 35447 9346 Biology - SOL


216 1.00 0.75 12 36086 9443 Sacred Monsters


0.33 0.25 12 12029 975 S - Geography


190 0.33 0.25 13 12242 1910 .5 FW Ireland, health paid on adjunct payroll


0059 1.00 0.75 15 38004 9734 Glaciers to Sound-FW, Unplaced-S


220 1.00 0.75 17 39283 9928 SOS


226 0.33 0.25 18 13308 1060 .083 FWS Healthy Communities


161 1.00 0.75 19 40562 10121 D to I


0.17 0.13 20 5494 449 .5 MPA Core - F, pay as adjunct


201 0.33 0.25 20 13734 1093 .083 FWS Healthy Communities


0.33 0.25 22 14160 2555 MPA Core - S


173 1.00 0.75 23 43119 10509 MES Core FS, MPA Core - W


0.67 0.50 23 28746 6689 2D Sense of Place WS


0.33 0.25 27 15226 1220 Political Economy W, replaces Gilliam


219 1.00 0.75 28 46316 10993 Images


217 1.00 0.75 33 49513 12715 MIT


0 Aragon, Crystal, Lucas-Jennings, Mohoric


TOTAL 18.57         14.19 713,122   167,278


Visiting Faculty Overenrollment


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


TOTAL 3.90 2.94 130,091 27,582


Re-Employed Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


0071 0.333 0.25 33 16504 1318 SPRING, 1st quarter of 3, health on reg. fac. list


0127 0.333 0.25 33 16504 1318 SPRING


89 0.333 0.25 34 16718 1334 WINTER - WWII


383 0.333 0.25 36 17144 1367 SPRING


0109 0.000 0.00 36  0  0 .5 WINTER  - CANCELLED CONTRACT


0011 0.333 0.25 38 17570   1400 SPRING
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Re-Employed Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


0101 0.333 0.25 38 17570 1400 WINTER


0385 0.000 0.00 40 0 0 SPRING - Resigned 1/16/98


0069 0.333 0.25 40 17996 1432 WINTER


0124 0.333 0.25 40 17996 1432 WINTER


0079 0.333 0.25 41 18209 1448 SPRING - contract pool


0007 0.333 0.25 42 18209 1448 WINTER


0010 0.333 0.25 43 18209 3670 WINTER/SPRING W/BEN


TOTAL 3.66 2.75 192,631 17,567


Adjunct Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


  9.00   6.75 216,815     18754


14.25 10.69 491,290   161534


TOTAL 23.25 17.44 708,105 180,289


Adjustments


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


912 1.00 0.750 24 43759 10606 FACULTY LIBRARIAN


81 0.16 0.125 31   7293 1312 TACOMA DIRECTOR - SUMMER


33 0.16 0.125 31   6973 1256 ACADEMIC ADVISING SUMMER


33 0.05 0.040 31   2146 387 ACADEMIC ADV SEPTEMBER


24 0.16 0.125 33   3274 603 MPA DIRECTOR - SUMMER


14 0.16 0.125 35   6121 1106 MES DIRECTOR - SUMMER


40 0.16 0.125 37   8438 1515 KOBE SUMMER


TOTAL 1.85 1.42 78,004 16,784


Grand Total Committed Teaching  Faculty


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


TOTAL 186.08 139.76 — 7,936,179 2,011,638
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Faculty Administrators & Librarians


Academic Deans


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


806 0.33 0.25 14            13202   3007 Dean training - spring quarter


804 1.33 1.00 27            65166 15534


806 1.33 1.00 29            68242 16077


806 0 0.00 29              5929   1046 Annual Leave Buyout


803 1.11 0.83 31            58411 13668 .83 fte 144302, .17 fte 111811


802 1.11 0.83 32            56772 13379 .83 fte 144304, .17 fte 218000


805 1.33 1.00 32            64218 15044


TOTAL 6.54 4.91         331,941 77,756


MIT Director


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


807 1.33 1.00 25            59,198 14,480


Library Dean & Faculty Librarians


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS


7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK


905 0.67 0.50 14            24910   6743 Faculty Librarian


905 0.33 0.25 14            12455   2894 Faculty Librarian


910 1.00 0.75 18            39923 10024 Faculty Librarian


906 1.00 0.75 19            40562 10121 Faculty Librarian


907 1.00 0.75 20            41201 10218 Faculty Librarian


801 1.33 1.00 25            65117 15525 Library Dean


902 1.00 0.75 27            45677 12038 Faculty Librarian


901 0.26 0.19 27            11712   2101 Summer Librarians


904 1.00 0.75 30            47595 12377 Faculty Librarian


TOTAL 7.59 5.69 329,152 82,042


Grand Total (teaching faculty, faculty administrators, librarians)


POS # LINES FTE EXP YEAR SALARY BENEFITS COMMENTS
7/1/97 FOR


96-97 WORK
TOTAL 201.54 151.36 — 8,656,469 2,185,917
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(1) Preamble
(a) Collaborative, interdisciplinary teaching and learning constitutes the center of each


faculty member’s work at Evergreen. The evaluation process, through which reap-
pointment decisions are made, has at its heart a concern for excellence in all aspects
of the academic enterprise. Excellence in the faculty depends in part on faculty de-
velopment efforts, and both deans and faculty colleagues provide development ad-
vice as needed as part of the evaluation process. The evaluation process also provides
a time to praise the excellent work of our colleagues. Thus maintenance of excel-
lence through collegial evaluation focusing on collaborative, interdisciplinary teach-
ing and learning is the central feature of our reappointment policy. Great care is
taken before initially hiring regular faculty and thus nonreappointment of a regular
faculty member will be uncommon.


(b) No faculty member will be dismissed from the college because of any written or
spoken views protected by the guarantees of the First Amendment to the Constitu-
tion of the United States. The college also subscribes to the American Association of
University Professors’ statement of principles on academic freedom.


(2) Location of appointment and reappointment decisions
The authority to decide whether or not to appoint or reappoint a faculty member is
vested in the board of trustees which delegates this authority to the president who, in
turn, delegates it to the provost.


(3) Definitions of some terms in this policy
(a) Full-time  means employment which is compensated at 100% of the individual’s


experience-year step on the faculty salary scale or on the appropriate administrative
salary scale.


(b) Part-time means employment which is less than full-time employment.


(4) Categories of faculty
(a) Adjunct faculty. An adjunct faculty member is a part-time faculty member hired to


teach one or more specific courses during one or more specific quarters during one
or more specific years.


(b) Visiting faculty. A visiting faculty member is a part-time or full-time faculty member
hired to teach during one or more specific quarters during one or more specific years,
or is a faculty member invited to come to the college to do non-teaching, scholarly
work during one or more specific quarters during one or more specific years.


(c) Regular faculty on term contract. A regular faculty member on term contract is a
part-time or full-time faculty member who has a fixed length, probationary contract
or series of contracts of up to the teaching-equivalent of eighteen quarters, excluding
summer quarters, of full-time teaching. A regular faculty member on term contract is
offered this contract or contracts with the expectation that he or she will contribute to
satisfying some long term requirements of the Evergreen curriculum and that he or
she will be reviewed for an appointment as a regular faculty member on continuing
appointment at the appropriate time.
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(d) Regular faculty on continuing appointment. A regular faculty member on continuing
appointment is a part-time or full-time faculty member who has a continuing ap-
pointment up to the time of his or her voluntary departure from the college, or his or
her retirement from the college, or his or her dismissal from the college under provi-
sions of the Mid-Contract Termination with Adequate Cause policy of the college, or
his or her departure from the college under provisions of any approved Evergreen
reduction in force policy.


(e) Regular library faculty on term contract. A regular library faculty member on term
contract is a part-time or full-time member of the library who has a fixed term faculty
appointment. A library faculty member on term contract normally teaches in the full-
time curriculum at least one out of nine quarters, excluding summer quarters.


(f) Regular library faculty on continuing appointment. A regular library faculty member
on continuing appointment is a part-time or full-time member of the library who has
a continuing faculty appointment. A library faculty member on continuing appoint-
ment normally teaches in the full-time curriculum at least one out of nine quarters,
excluding summer quarters.


(g) Concerning the faculty status, if any, of the president, provost, academic deans and
dean of the library. The president, provost, academic deans, and dean of the library
may or may not have faculty status. The faculty status of each depends on the previ-
ous or present conditions of his or her appointment at the college and the provisions
of the Faculty Handbook, including the provisions of the Faculty Reappointment
Policy.


(5) Appointment of adjunct faculty
(a) No adjunct faculty member, as an adjunct faculty member, has or can acquire a right


by means of this employment alone to a continuing part-time or full-time contract or
appointment with the college, no matter how many courses over how many quarters
or years he or she teaches at the college, and no matter how well the person does his
or her work.


(b) Appointments of adjunct faculty are recommended by the dean with the desk assign-
ment of Part-Time Studies and made by the provost.


(6) Reappointment of visiting faculty
(a) No visiting faculty member, as a visiting faculty member, may teach part-time or


full-time at the college for more than twelve consecutive quarters, excluding sum-
mer quarters.


(b) No visiting faculty member, as a visiting faculty member, has or can acquire a right
by means of this employment alone to a continuing part-time or full-time contract or
appointment with the college, no matter how many quarters or years he or she teaches
or does non-teaching, scholarly work at the college, and no matter how well the
person does his or her work.
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(c) Appointments and reappointments of visiting faculty members are recommended by
the deans and made by the provost in response to short-term curriculum needs or
non-teaching scholarly opportunities.


(7) Reappointment of regular faculty on term contract
(a) No regular faculty member on term contract, as a regular faculty member on term


contract, may teach at the college for more than the teaching-equivalent of eighteen
quarters, excluding summer quarters, of full-time teaching, including years during
which the faculty member has been a visiting faculty member at the college (if any),
unless the faculty member is granted an additional contract as a regular faculty mem-
ber on term contract as a consequence of his or her successful due process appeal of
non-reappointment as specified in section (17) (f) of this policy.


(b) No regular faculty member on term contract, as a regular faculty member on term
contract, has or can acquire a right by means of this employment alone to a part-time
or full-time new term contract or continuing appointment with the college, no matter
how many quarters or years he or she teaches at the college, and no matter how well
the person does his or her work. The right to a part-time or full-time new term con-
tract or continuing appointment is acquired through the review processes described
in sections (7) and (8) of this policy.


(c) Each regular faculty member on term contract maintains a portfolio, as a portfolio is
defined in section (14) of this policy, and each year he or she submits his or her
complete, up-to-date portfolio to his or her dean. The dean reviews the portfolio and
meets with the faculty member to discuss the faculty member’s work. Within fifteen
working days of this meeting the dean writes a letter to the faculty member summa-
rizing the dean’s observations of and reflections about the faculty member’s recent
work at Evergreen and the dean’s overall conclusions about whether or not the fac-
ulty member’s work at Evergreen is satisfactory.


(d) Prior to the time that a regular faculty member on term contract satisfies all of the
minimum requirements for becoming a candidate for an appointment as a regular
faculty member on continuing appointment, reappointment of the faculty member as
a regular faculty member on term contract is recommended by the deans and made
by the provost. A regular faculty member on term contract may appeal the provost’s
decision not to reappoint the faculty member as a regular faculty member on term
contract only on grounds of substantial violation of procedure as procedures for re-
appointment are specified in section (7) of this policy.


(e) Procedure for reappointment of a regular faculty member on term contract as a regu-
lar faculty member on term contract prior to the person’s completion of nine quar-
ters, excluding summer quarters, of the teaching-equivalent of full-time teaching at
Evergreen:


1. By October 15 of the last year of the faculty member’s current
contract as a regular faculty member on term contract, he or she
submits his or her complete, up-to-date portfolio and any other
material he or she wishes to his or her dean.
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2. By October 15 of this last year, the faculty member’s dean ob-
serves the faculty member teach in one or more settings.


3. By October 25 of this last year, the faculty member meets with his
or her dean to discuss the faculty member’s work and possible re-
appointment as a regular faculty member on term contract.


4. By November 1 of this last year, the dean makes a preliminary
decision whether or not to recommend to the provost that the fac-
ulty member be offered a contract renewal as a regular faculty
member on term contract. In making this decision, the dean takes
account of his or her observations of and interviews with the fac-
ulty member, the material that the faculty member has submitted,
and the evaluation and reappointment provisions of sections (12)
and (13) of this policy. If the dean makes a preliminary decision to
recommend non-reappointment of the faculty member, then the dean
discusses his or her recommendation with the other deans before
sending his or her final recommendation to the provost.


5. By November 15 of this last year, the dean writes a letter to the
provost stating the dean’s final recommendation and giving the
reasons for his or her recommendation and sends a copy of this
letter by certified mail to the faculty member.


6. By December 1 of this last year, the provost reviews the faculty
member’s record. In making this review, the provost takes account
of the recommendation of the dean, the evaluation and reappoint-
ment provisions of sections (12) and (13) of this policy, and may
review any or all of the material reviewed by the dean, including
the faculty member’s portfolio. The provost also may interview
the faculty member, the deans, and/or others who have relevant
information.


7. By December 1 of this last year, the provost makes a preliminary
decision whether or not to offer the faculty member a new contract
as a regular faculty member on term contract.


8. If the provost makes a preliminary decision contrary to the recom-
mendation of the dean, the provost meets with the deans to discuss
his or her decision before making a final decision.


9. By December 15 of this last year, the provost writes a letter to the
faculty member stating the provost’s final decision whether or not
to offer the faculty member a new contract as a regular faculty
member on term contract and giving the provost’s reasons for this
decision. The provost sends this letter to the faculty member by
certified mail.
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10. If the faculty member is offered and accepts a contract as a regular
faculty member on term contract, then this contract begins with the
next academic year or at some other time agreed on by the deans,
provost and faculty member. If the faculty member is not offered a
contract as a regular faculty member on term contract, then the
faculty member will not be offered any other faculty contract for
the next academic year.


(8) Requirements and procedures for being offered an appointment
as a regular faculty member on continuing appointment


(a) Requirements:


1. The candidate is a regular faculty member on term contract.


2. The candidate has completed the equivalent of at least nine but not more
than eighteen quarters, excluding summer quarters, of full-time teaching at
Evergreen within, at most, eight years. The candidate may have completed
up to six quarters of this full-time teaching previously as a visiting faculty
member provided that he or she has voluntarily included in his or her port-
folio evaluations of and by his or her students, evaluations of and by his or
her faculty teaching partners, a self-evaluation and other evaluative docu-
ments for each quarter that he or she was a visitor at Evergreen and now
wishes to count as part of this full-time teaching at Evergreen.


3. The candidate has completed full-time teaching in interdisciplinary pro-
grams with six or more Evergreen faculty, at least four of whom are regular
faculty members on continuing appointment, and has taught with each of
these faculty members for at least one quarter. The deans and the provost,
acting collectively, may waive one or more of the requirements listed in this
paragraph for a particular faculty member. This waiver may only be given
as a consequence of extraordinary faculty assignment demands of the Ever-
green curriculum.


4. The candidate has a complete, up-to-date portfolio for all of the quarters
that he or she has taught at Evergreen as a regular faculty member on term
contract.


5. The candidate sends a letter to his or her dean stating that the candidate
meets the minimum qualifications for being considered for an appointment
as a regular faculty member on a continuing appointment and that the can-
didate wishes to be considered for such an appointment.


(b) Procedure:
1. By the November 15 following the date at which the candidate has satisfied


all of the minimum requirements for becoming a regular faculty member on
continuing appointment, the candidate’s dean sends a written notice to the
Evergreen community that the candidate is about to be reviewed for an ap-
pointment as a regular faculty member on continuing appointment and in-
vites anyone who wishes to submit a letter and/or other items for this review
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to do so. The candidate also may solicit such letters and/or other items. All
such material is due in the dean’s office within ten working days of the
announcement. The dean makes any and all of this material available to the
candidate ten working days prior to submitting it to the review panel and
gives the candidate an opportunity to respond in writing to any or all of this
material in appropriate sections of his or her portfolio.


2. By January 2 the candidate submits his or her complete, up-to-date portfo-
lio and any additional materials that he or she wishes to the dean.


3. By January 15 the candidate’s dean assembles a review panel. The review
panel consists of:


a. The dean, a non-voting member.


b. All of the available regular faculty members on continuing appoint-
ment with whom the candidate has taught at Evergreen. If fewer
than four of these faculty members are available, then the dean
selects other regular faculty members on continuing appointment
from the candidate’s curriculum planning group to serve on the
panel so that there are at least four faculty, excluding the dean, in
this group who have taught with the candidate or who are in the
candidate’s curriculum planning group or both.


c. One additional regular faculty member on continuing appointment
who, in the candidate’s opinion, is a good judge of some part of the
candidate’s work at Evergreen.


d. One or two additional regular faculty members on continuing ap-
pointment who, in the dean’s opinion, can make a contribution to
the deliberations of the panel. The dean makes his or her selection
from a pool of five regular faculty members on continuing appoint-
ment selected each year by the Agenda Committee for this service.
The dean chooses one rather than two or two rather than one such
faculty depending on what is needed to insure an odd number of
voting members on the panel.


4. By January 15 the candidate’s dean submits the candidate’s portfolio and
any other material that the dean has collected to the review panel.


5. By February 15 the review panel does all of the following: The panel re-
views the candidate’s portfolio and all additional material that has been sub-
mitted. The panel then meets to decide whether or not to recommend to the
provost that the candidate be offered an appointment as a regular faculty
member on continuing appointment. The panel may choose to interview the
candidate or gather additional material. If the panel gathers additional ma-
terial, then the candidate is offered access to this material and the opportu-
nity to respond in writing to any or all of this material. Throughout all of its
deliberations, the review panel takes full account of the evaluation and re-
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appointment provisions of sections (12) and (13) of this policy. The panel
reaches its decision by majority vote—the dean is a non-voting member of
the panel—and the dean writes a letter to the provost stating the panel’s
recommendation and giving the reasons for its recommendation and the
final numerical vote for and against this recommendation. The dean sends a
copy of this letter by certified mail to the candidate.


6. By April 1 the provost reviews the candidate’s record. In making this re-
view, the provost takes account of the recommendation of the review panel,
and reviews the material reviewed by the panel, including the candidate’s
portfolio. In addition, the provost consults with the president and may con-
sult the deans, interview the panel members and/or the candidate, or gather
additional material. If the provost gathers additional material, the candidate
is offered access to this material and the opportunity to respond in writing to
any or all of this material.


7. In reviewing a candidate for an appointment as a faculty member on con-
tinuing appointment, neither the provost nor the review panel may take ac-
count of whether or not the candidate’s knowledge and skill fits with the
content of the projected future short term or long term curriculum. In re-
viewing a candidate for an appointment as a faculty member on continuing
appointment, the provost, like the review committee, does take account of
the evaluation and reappointment provisions of sections (12) and (13) of
this policy.


8. By April 1 the provost makes a preliminary decision whether or not to offer
the candidate an appointment as a regular faculty member on continuing
appointment.


9. If the provost makes a preliminary decision contrary to the recommenda-
tion of the review panel, then the provost meets with the review panel to
discuss his or her preliminary decision before making a final decision.


10. By April 15 the provost writes a letter to the candidate stating the provost’s
final decision whether or not to offer the candidate an appointment as a
regular faculty member on continuing appointment and giving the provost’s
reasons for this decision. The provost sends this letter to the candidate by
certified mail.


11. If the candidate is offered and accepts an appointment as a regular faculty
member on continuing appointment, then this appointment begins with the
next academic year or at some other time agreed on by the deans, provost
and faculty member. If the candidate is not offered an appointment as a
regular faculty member on continuing appointment, then the candidate will
be offered or otherwise assured of a terminal contract as a regular faculty
member on term contract for the next academic year. If the person is a regu-
lar faculty member on term contract during this next year, then he or she
cannot reapply for a position as a regular faculty member on continuing
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appointment during this next year and the person cannot be appointed a
regular faculty member on term contract beyond this next year.


(c) An exception to the requirements and procedures for being offered an ap-
pointment as a regular faculty member on continuing appointment: In exceptional
circumstances a person new to Evergreen may be offered an initial appointment as a
regular faculty member on continuing appointment, if the following two conditions
are satisfied:


1. The person has fully documented that he or she has successfully completed
the equivalent of fifteen quarters of teaching and non-teaching work that is
substantially equivalent to the normal work done by a regular Evergreen
faculty member.


2. The hiring committee, academic deans, and provost, with consultation from
the president, agree that the person be offered an initial appointment as a
regular faculty member on continuing appointment.


It is expected that this exception will occur rarely and for only the best of reasons.


(9) Review of regular faculty on continuing appointment
(a) A regular faculty member on continuing appointment, as a regular faculty member


on continuing appointment, has a right to a continuing full-time faculty appointment
with the college. Hence, once a person has an appointment as a regular faculty mem-
ber on continuing appointment, he or she does not receive reappointment as a regular
faculty member on continuing appointment. He or she does receive annual letters
announcing his or her salary and/or other conditions of employment.


(b) Each regular faculty member on continuing appointment maintains a portfolio, as a
portfolio is defined in section (14) of this policy, and once every five years he or she
participates in a formal review of his or her work.


(c) Procedure for review of regular faculty member on continuing appointment:


1. Every five years, at a time agreed on by the faculty member and his or her
dean, the faculty member’s dean assembles a review panel. The panel con-
sists of:


a. The dean.


b. All of the available Evergreen faculty with whom the faculty mem-
ber has taught in the past five years. If fewer than four of these
faculty are available, the dean selects other faculty from the fac-
ulty member’s curriculum planning group to serve on the panel so
that there are at least four faculty, excluding the dean, in this group
who have taught with the faculty member or who are in the faculty
member’s curriculum planning group or both.
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2. The faculty member submits his or her complete, up-to-date portfolio for
the past five or more years that he or she has taught at Evergreen and any
additional materials that he or she wishes to the dean. In addition, the fac-
ulty member submits a retrospective five year self-evaluation and a pro-
spective three to five year teaching and learning plan. The dean makes all of
this material available to the panel and the panel reviews all of this material.


3. The faculty member meets with the panel to discuss his or her past, present
and future work at Evergreen. There is no set form or required content for
this meeting, or, as it may turn out, meetings. The dean who is a member of
the panel leads and encourages serious discussion following procedures
developed by the deans. This discussion might well include descriptions of
and praise for the faculty member’s best work, descriptions of and sugges-
tions for improvement of the faculty member’s least successful work, en-
couragement for and suggestions about the faculty member’s plan for self-
directed professional development or plan for future teaching work at Ever-
green, or a suggestion that the faculty member consider leaving Evergreen
for a term or permanently. No formal record is made of this meeting.


(10) Reappointment of library faculty member on term contract
(a) The reappointment procedures for a library faculty member on term contract are


described in section 4.400 of the Faculty Handbook.


(b) Criteria used in evaluating the work of a library faculty member on term contract in
the full-time curriculum are described in sections (12) and (13) of the Faculty Reap-
pointment Policy. Additional criteria used in evaluating the work of a library faculty
member on term contract are described in section 4.400 of the Faculty Handbook.


(11) Appointment and reappointment of library faculty member on
continuing appointment


(a) The appointment and reappointment procedures for a library faculty member on con-
tinuing appointment are described in section 4.400 of the Faculty Handbook.


(b) Criteria used in evaluating the work of a library faculty member on continuing ap-
pointment in the full-time curriculum are described in sections (12) and (13) of the
Faculty Reappointment Policy. Additional criteria used in evaluating the work of a
library faculty member on term contract are described in section 4.400 of the Faculty
Handbook.


(12) Criteria for evaluation of faculty and reappointment of faculty
(a) Teaching. A faculty member should teach well. Some but not all indications of such


teaching are:


1. Contributing to the learning environment in programs through designing
and executing parts of a program’s curriculum, subject matter expertise,
interdisciplinary approaches to material, ability to counsel and advise stu-
dents, facilitation of a stimulating and challenging atmosphere, innovative
work in seminars, lectures, labs, workshops and field work, and effective
sponsorship of individual contracts and internships.
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2. Fostering students’ intellectual and cognitive development.


3. Fostering students’ communication abilities.


4. Displaying intellectual vitality.


(b) Meeting commitments. A faculty member should regularly and cooperatively meet
commitments made to students, colleagues, staff, and the college, as judged by peers,
students, the deans, and provost. These commitments include, but are not limited to:


1. Meeting rotation and team teaching requirements. Team teaching require-
ments include co-planning the program curriculum, weekly participation in
a faculty seminar based on the intellectual content of the program or an
alternative plan approved by the deans, and attendance at most if not all
program activities. In addition, regular faculty members on continuing ap
pointment must teach with at least five different faculty members during
every fifteen quarters, excluding summer quarters, of the teaching-equiva-
lent of full-time teaching at Evergreen. The deans and the Provost, acting
collectively, may waive one or more of the requirements listed in this para-
graph for a particular faculty member. This waiver may only be given as a
consequence of extraordinary faculty assignment demands of the Evergreen
curriculum.


2. Adhering to program covenants and syllabi, and curriculum planning group
and graduate program obligations.


3. Writing an evaluation of each faculty teaching colleague at the end of each
program and a self-evaluation by the end of each academic year during
which the faculty member teaches at Evergreen.


4. Writing an evaluation on time for each student for whom one has agreed to
write an evaluation at the end of each quarter.


5. Serving on review panels for candidates for appointment as faculty on con-
tinuing appointment and on review panels for the review of faculty on co-n
tinuing appointment.


6. Adhering to the social contract, the affirmative action policy, the sexual
harassment policy and all other such contracts and policies of the college.
The official determination of whether or not a faculty member has adhered
to any such policy is only made in accordance with the procedures specified
in that policy.


(c) Planning curriculum. A faculty member should contribute effectively and coopera-
tively to curriculum planning as judged by his or her peers, students, the deans, and
provost. Curriculum planning can be done in many ways, including:


1. Planning academic programs, contributing to program design as well as
execution.
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2. Participating in the development of a coherent and innovative curriculum in
programs for first year students, for programs in a curriculum planning group
and/or in a graduate program.


(d) Participating in college affairs. A faculty member must serve on DTFs or other com-
mittees and serve as coordinator of programs, as reasonably requested and as consis-
tent with effective teaching. A faculty member may also contribute to the college
community in other ways; the value of such contributions should be clearly evident
in community recognition.


(e) Professional development. A faculty member should continue his or her professional
development as evidenced by his or her new learning in Evergreen programs and, if
appropriate, as evidenced in his or her independent work.


(13) Use of the criteria for evaluation of faculty and reappointment of
faculty


(a) Faculty, deans and provost will use, explicitly, the criteria for evaluation and reap-
pointment of faculty listed in section (12) of this policy in all of their faculty evalu-
ation and reappointment work.


(b) Some of the criteria for evaluation and reappointment of regular faculty will not be
appropriate for the evaluation and reappointment of adjunct faculty and visiting fac-
ulty. For example, neither adjunct faculty nor visiting faculty have an obligation to
participate in college affairs, and only regular faculty on continuing appointment
may serve on review panels for candidates for appointment as faculty member on
continuing appointment.


(c) Other considerations, apart from these criteria, may also be used in making decisions
about the reappointment of faculty. For example, the future needs of the Evergreen
curriculum may be considered in making recommendations or decisions about the
reappointment of adjunct faculty or visiting faculty.


(14) The portfolio
(a) Each regular faculty member on term contract and each regular faculty member on


continuing appointment and each staff member with faculty status maintains a port-
folio concerning his or her work as a faculty member at Evergreen during, at least,
the previous five years or for as many of the previous quarters of the previous five
years as he or she has taught in the full-time curriculum. The provost may also re-
quire that adjunct and visiting faculty seeking reappointment maintain portfolios.


(b) The faculty member’s portfolio includes:


1. An annual self-evaluation by the faculty member for each of the past five
academic years that the person has taught at Evergreen for at least part of
one quarter. In each of these self-evaluations the faculty member addresses,
at least, the criteria for evaluation and reappointment of faculty set out in
section (12) of this policy.
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2. All evaluations by the faculty member of other Evergreen faculty with whom
the faculty member has taught at Evergreen and all evaluations of the fac-
ulty member by these faculty.


3. All evaluations of or by the faculty member required by an Evergreen cur-
riculum planning group or graduate program.


4. All evaluations of the faculty member by Evergreen students of the faculty
member.


5. All self-evaluations of the faculty member’s Evergreen students and all of
the faculty member’s evaluations of these students.


6. All program or contract syllabi, covenants, and descriptions connected with
the faculty member’s teaching at Evergreen.


7. Other people’s descriptions and/or evaluations of the faculty member’s par-
ticipation in college affairs.


8. Any other material that the faculty member wishes to include.


(15) Developmental review
(a) Regular faculty members on term contract and visiting faculty members who have


completed five quarters of Evergreen teaching are encouraged to pursue opportuni-
ties for developing their abilities to meet the criteria for evaluation and reappoint-
ment described in section (12). In addition to any other opportunities that may exist,
they have the option of consulting confidentially with the academic dean assigned to
faculty development.


(b) To preserve confidentiality, and to encourage free interchange of developmental in-
formation, the academic dean assigned to faculty development does not take part in
the review of regular faculty members on term contracts and visiting faculty mem-
bers who have completed five quarters of Evergreen teaching, and such faculty are
not assigned to that dean.


(c) Such faculty members may request a developmental review according to the follow-
ing procedures:


1. At a time agreed on by the faculty member and the dean assigned to faculty
development, the dean assembles a review panel. The panel consists of:


a. The dean.


b. Evergreen faculty members who are selected by the faculty mem-
ber under review and who agree to participate.


2. The faculty member submits his or her complete, up-to-date portfolio for
the time that he or she has taught at Evergreen and any additional materials
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that he or she wishes to the dean. The dean makes all of this material avail-
able to the panel. The dean and the panel review this material.


3. The faculty member meets with the panel to discuss his or her past, present
and future work at Evergreen. There is no set form or required content for
this meeting, or, as it may turn out, meetings. The dean who is a member of
the panel leads and encourages serious discussion following procedures
developed by the deans. This discussion might well include descriptions of
and praise for the faculty member’s best work, descriptions of and sugges-
tions for improvement of the faculty member’s least successful work, en-
couragement for and suggestions about the faculty member’s plan for self-
directed professional development or plan for future teaching at Evergreen,
or a suggestion that the faculty member consider leaving Evergreen. No
formal record is made of this meeting.


4. The academic dean assigned to faculty development may delegate to an-
other academic dean the foregoing consultation and developmental review
functions for a given faculty member on term contract or visiting faculty
member who has completed five quarters of Evergreen teaching, provided
that dean does not take part in the review of that faculty member at any time
while he or she is on term contract or is a visiting faculty member.


(16) Mid-Contract Termination With Adequate Cause (MCTWAC)
Any faculty member at the college may be dismissed by the college at any time for
adequate cause under the provisions of the Mid-Contract Termination With Adequate
Cause policy described in section 4.600 of The Evergreen State College Faculty
Handbook.


(17) Non-reappointment appeal procedure
(a) A faculty member may appeal a provost’s decision of non-reappointment or denial of


appointment as a faculty member on continuing appointment only on grounds of a
substantial violation of procedure as procedures for reappointment and appointment
are specified in this policy.


(b) Within twenty working days of receiving a non-reappointment letter or denial of an
appointment as a faculty member on continuing appointment from the provost, the
faculty member sends a certified letter to the Executive Vice President of Evergreen
requesting an appeal of the provost’s decision.


(c) Within twenty working days of the faculty member’s request for an appeal, a formal
hearing is conducted by an administrative law judge supplied by the state of Wash-
ington. The administrative vice-president makes the arrangements for this formal
hearing.


(d) At the formal hearing the faculty member and provost present whatever evidence
and/or witnesses each pleases concerning whether or not there was a substantial vio-
lation of procedure in the non-reappointment or the denial of appointment of the
faculty member. The administrative judge directs any further questioning or discus-
sion.
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(e) Within seven working days of the end of the hearing, the judge makes his or her
decision. The judge writes a letter to the faculty member and to the provost stating
his or her decision and sends this letter to each of them by certified mail.


(f) If the judge decides that in the making of the reappointment or appointment decision
there was a substantial violation of procedure, then, if time during the current con-
tract year allows, the provost initiates a new reappointment or appointment review of
the faculty member. If time during the current contract year does not allow for such
a review, then the provost offers the faculty member a new contract of the kind the
faculty member presently has — adjunct faculty member for one quarter, visiting
faculty member for two quarters, regular faculty member on term contract for three
quarters, etc. — for the following year during which a new reappointment or ap-
pointment review of the faculty member occurs. If the judge decides that in the mak-
ing of the reappointment or appointment decision there was no substantial violation
of procedure, then the provost does not offer any contract to the faculty member or
offers a one year terminal contract to the faculty member according to sections (5),
(6), (7), and (8) of this policy.
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Exhibit 4-7
Adjunct Faculty Evaluation


September 23, 1997


TO: Adjunct Faculty


FROM: Susan Fiksdal


RE: Adjunct Faculty Evaluation


Last fall we began an evaluation process designed to create common ground for discussions of your teaching,
program or course design, student evaluations, colleague evaluations, and faculty development. This process
follows guidelines established in the new Faculty Reappointment policy as far as possible. (See the Faculty
Handbook which is now on the Evergreen Home page.) I reviewed 35 folks in 1996-97, and look forward to
reviewing the rest of you this year. I am planning an evaluation process based on a cycle, probably every 4 years
that you teach, and I welcome your suggestions.


The components of the first evaluation are visits by your dean to your class; review of your faculty portfolio; a
meeting to discuss your portfolio and your dean’s evaluation of your work. Some detail about each of these
components follows.


Visit to your class: Jane Wood will arrange a time with you when I can visit your class, at a time convenient to
you and your students. I would like to attend a session which is no longer than 2 hours and which is representative
of your work, such as a seminar or workshop.


Faculty Portfolio:  Your portfolio should begin with 1996-97. There are 4 important parts to your portfolio, and
they should be separately labeled in file folders or a 3 ring notebook:


1. Your self-evaluation: This is a 1-2 page discussion of your pedagogical approach to your teaching, how it
has developed or adapted to each year you teach. It is most logical to separate your discussion of your
classes if they are significantly different. What did you try? If you were to offer this course or program
again, what would you do differently? Did your work outside of the college contribute to your teaching? In
what ways?


2. Program or course syllabus for each quarter you taught, covenant (if separate from syllabus), and sample
workshops or exams or other handouts (2-3 will suffice).


3. Student evaluations of your work. It is your responsibility to make sure that you receive an evaluation
from each of your students. If you take time in your class for students to write these, or explain their
necessity to your evaluation process, you will find students willing to write them. Forms are available
from Peggy Davenport in Library 3225 or your assigned program secretary or in the Registration and
Records Office. However, a form is not necessary, just instruct students to type the evaluation on 8x11
paper and sign it. Please instruct your students to return these evaluations to you directly. Also explain that
if they feel concerned about giving it to you before receiving their evaluation from you, they can give it to
your program secretary, who will keep it until you have finished.
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4. Your evaluations of students and their self evaluations, preferably grouped by student and in alphabetical
order.


5. (If applicable) Your evaluations of colleagues you have team taught with and theirs of you. These can be
1-2 pages and should address your colleagues’ work in the design of the program, their specific contribu-
tions to the program, their work in faculty seminars, and observations you have made about their work
with students.


Review of your Portfolio
I will request your portfolio two weeks after the end of your contract period, usually by the last day of June. That


will give you time to assemble all of the parts. I do not recommend making a copy of any parts of your portfolio—
this would break our budget! I will read your portfolio and return it to you at our conference. You are the keeper of
your portfolio.


Evaluation Conference
After I have read your portfolio, Jane Wood will call to schedule a meeting to discuss your teaching. I will have


prepared a letter of evaluation which you will then add to your portfolio. This will be a time to discuss your
teaching, your work with colleagues and staff, and to talk about development opportunities. I know it will be a
mutually enjoyable process.


Faculty to be evaluated in 1997-98:


Archibald, Olivia
Bacho, Peter
Beck, Stephen*
Brown, Marge
Carter, Nina*
Chamberlain, Rebecca
Christian, Susan
Claire, Stephanie
Costantino, Magda
Delisante, Neil
Diamant, Hirsch
Donnette, Joseph*
Elliott, Marla
Eloheimo, Marja
Fitzsimmons, Tom*
Fraser, Karen*
Gabriele, Judie
Green, William
Gurusamy, Soundari
Heath, Billie*
Hedgepeth, Evonne
Hibbert, Dennis
Hidde, Suzanne


Exhibit 4-7 (continued)


Hinson, Ron
Honda, Mitch
Hurst, Mark
Johnson, Michael
King, Larry
Kirsch, Karen
Klemmer, Fred
Lane, Mary
Lei, Jay
Lindstead, Donna
MacGregor, Jean*
Meyer Knapp, Helena
Mohoric, Marge
Moore, Pat
Nadelson, Louis
Parker, Paul
Pevarnic, Mark
Phillips, David
Preciso, Susan
Quinlan, Karyn
Ryan, Sarah
Sandoz, Joli
Taylor, Kathe


This, James
Usibelli, Tony
Valadez, Christina
Weiss, Marlene
Williams, Louise
Woods, Bob


*MES or MPA director will
be your evaluator
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In 1994, the finance subcommittee to the Long-Range Planning DTF wrote: “The central
problem Evergreen faces is how to ensure a strong fiscal base that enables us to maintain
quality and enrollment in a time of decreasing state contribution and limited resources” (Ex-
hibit Room, Exhibit 7-16: Establishing A Sound Fiscal Base, 1994). Since that time, the State
of Washington has experienced a sharp and steady increase in demand for access to higher
education. Evergreen has taken a hard look at our enrollment plan, how we plan strategically,
and how we make decisions. These changes, as well as legislative changes, have had a signifi-
cant effect on how Evergreen plans, allocates, and manages our financial resources.


Financial Planning
Washington law prescribes that Evergreen’s governance is fully vested with the Board of


Trustees. The board has full authority and responsibility for setting major policies and strate-
gic directions for the college and is accountable for carrying out the legal intent of state appro-
priations (see Standard 6). The board also has authority to delegate to the president or her or
his designee, any of the powers and duties vested in or imposed upon such governing board
by law. Evergreen’s board reviewed the legally mandated functions of the board and assessed
which areas of this policy-making function are of the long-term strategic nature. In 1995, the
board reserved those functions within their authority and delegated all other powers and du-
ties to the president. The intention of this action was to allow the board to focus on long-term,
strategic planning for the college.


Evergreen’s financial planning process is both internally and externally driven. As a state
institution, we must comply with the requirements set forth by the Office of Financial Man-
agement (OFM). Internally, we must allocate resources in a way that will promote success in
achieving, and even surpassing, the college’s goals and objectives.


Budget
The state process for both operating and capital budgeting is sound. Each biennium, the


state requires the submittal of a two-year operating budget plan, decision packages that iden-
tify program changes being requested, and a ten-year capital plan. These are well-defined
documents that are published and submitted to OFM. Each biennium also brings changes in
budget submittal requirements. The development of these external requirements is done through
consultation between OFM, the Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB), and the vari-
ous institutions of higher education. Representatives from Evergreen take part in various state-
wide committees and study groups that help formulate the state budgeting process. Examples
include OFM’s Capital/Communications Committee, the HECB’s Accountability Measures
work group, and the HECB’s Space Capacity and Utilization Study Committee.


Washington State’s budget process cannot be characterized by any single budget
decision model. Elements of program, target, and performance budgeting—along
with traditional line-item budgeting associated with objects of expenditure—are
all used in budget decision-making. In general, Washington emphasizes expected
changes in services that can be achieved through revisions to the current expendi-
ture base. Like many states, Washington is reviewing its budget process with the
intent of re-examining service delivery systems, clarifying the relationship
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between resources and outcomes, and utilizing more performance-based measure-
ments of success. ( Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-17, Washington State’s Budget
Process, 1997)


For 1997-99, the state budget process required agencies and institutions of higher education
to link strategic plans, operating budget request initiatives, and performance measures in our
biennial budget request. Although not required in budget submittals, the college has previ-
ously used the campus long-range plan in formulating and screening new request initiatives.
For example, requests for student enrollment increases are based upon the college’s enroll-
ment growth plan, which spans the time frame of 1997 to 2010.


Although Evergreen has been linking budget request initiatives with issues identified within
the long-range plan, we are just beginning to make progress towards linking accountability
measures to budget. For the 1997-99 biennium, the legislature approved a budget for higher
education that tied a portion of our operating base to our ability to make progress toward six
specific accountability measures.


The HECB approved Evergreen’s 1997-98 Accountability Plan in October 1997. The plan
and accountability measures are linked to the statewide Higher Education Master Plan, to
assessment, to academic program reviews, and to statewide diversity efforts. Three institu-
tional goals were set by the legislature in the areas of student retention, graduation efficiency
rates, and freshman five-year graduation rates. Two additional goal areas were stipulated by
the legislature but left for specific definition to the HECB and individual institutions. More
specific information about this planning effort is included in Standards 1 and 2. The complete
Accountability Plan is available in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-18.


Changes in the state process described above, in turn, cause changes in our internal process.
However, the budget cycle is comprised of three main stages that take eighteen to twenty
months to complete:


■ internal development of the budget and approval by the board


■ submittal of the budget to the governor’s office with negotiations and final determination


of the budget by the legislature


■ internal implementation of the legislatively approved budget


Washington enacts budgets for two-year cycles, beginning July 1 of each odd-numbered
year. Since the inception of annual legislative sessions in 1979, it has become common for the
legislature to enact annual revisions to the state’s biennial budget. These revisions are referred
to as supplemental budgets.


Evergreen’s internal operating budget process follows the state’s two-year cycle and fo-
cuses on identifying what changes are needed to the previous base expenditure level. While
the state issues budget instructions in May with budget submittals due in September, our inter-
nal process begins much earlier to allow broad participation by each of the major divisions and
functional areas within the college. This timeline ensures that campus-wide participation is
accomplished prior to the end of the academic year.


The Vice President for Finance and Administration coordinates with the senior staff—com-
prised of the president, the vice presidents, the executive associate to the president, the execu-
tive director of college advancement, the assistant to the president for legislative affairs, and
the college budget officer—in developing recommendations for budget processes, guidelines,
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and schedules. The budget officer coordinates with each of the four divisional budget coordi-
nators to accomplish work required by the senior staff.


Each vice president and divisional budget coordinator develop his or her own divisional
process and schedules to accomplish the institutional budgetary requirements. The budget
officer coordinates both the technical and policy aspects of the budget development process
through regular meetings with the budget coordinators and through his role with the senior
staff.


Requests for new initiatives are submitted by each division and reviewed by the senior staff
in the context of the college mission statement and long-range plan. The president makes the
final determination and submits the budget recommendations to the board of trustees for ap-
proval. Upon approval by the board, the college distributes summary information to the cam-
pus community and completes the necessary documents for inclusion into the college biennial
budget submittal to the governor. Copies of the official request are distributed to the president,
senior staff, budget coordinators, other deans and directors who contributed to major pieces of
the request package, and the chief shop steward of our labor union, and a copy is placed on
reserve in the library.


The legislative process from budget request submittal to final approval of the budget by the
legislature lasts from September to June. There are many different versions of the budget that
come out during the legislative session. The college attempts to keep the entire campus com-
munity informed about significant issues that are being discussed or policy concerns that are
raised during the session. Legislative information is regularly provided at weekly senior staff
meetings, weekly divisional deans and director meetings, monthly management breakfast meet-
ings, and the board of trustee meetings. The president’s office also provides budget and legis-
lative updates to the community at large on an ad hoc basis.


The final budget rarely incorporates our unique institutional request initiatives. Usually,
higher education is treated as a system in an equitable fashion. For example, new enrollments,
salary increases, or quality enhancement funds are usually distributed across the entire system
by formula.


Other than a few budget provisos, the legislature grants the college broad discretion over
remaining funds in the form of lump sum annual appropriations. The college follows the bud-
get request process described above to establish line item biennial budget allocations that are
submitted to the Board of Trustees for approval. Upon approval by the board, the budget goes
into effect July 1, completing the cycle that began eighteen to twenty months earlier. The
college’s 1997-99 Operating Budget Request (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-19), the 1997-99 Capital
Budget Request and 10-Year Plan (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-20), and the Board of Trustees
approved spending plan (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-13) are available in the exhibit room for the
review team.


Debt
The bulk of our capital outlay is funded through the state’s capital budget process, so we are


not required to monitor the relationship between capital and operating outlay. The auxiliary
accounts do procure debt for necessary capital outlay and are monitored closely by the manag-
ers of those areas, as well as by the Controller, to ensure that the appropriate debt service ratio
required by each bond issue is maintained. Housing and the bookstore are currently carrying
debt. However, the food services operation is planning a major facilities renovation, which
will require long-term financing within the next two years. Requests to incur additional debt
are submitted to the Vice President for Finance and Administration for review. The Board of
Trustees authorizes the borrowing of money and the issuance and sale of revenue bonds.
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The college’s long term debt consists of the following, all of which are being repaid on
schedule:


1.Housing Refunding Bond series 1994 in the amount of $6,565,000 of which $5,475,000 is


still outstanding and is repaid solely from student housing fees.


2.Bookstore equipment lease/purchase contract through the State of Washington in the amount


of $72,477, of which $38,682 is still outstanding and is repaid solely from Bookstore rev-


enues.


3.Housing equipment lease/purchase contract through the State of Washington in the amount


of $1,275,000, of which $1,233,838 is still outstanding and is repaid solely from student


housing fees.


All debt of the college is financed through defined revenues and the amount of debt is not
excessive for management by the college. Schedules for the life of each debt instrument are
maintained and a five-year projection is published in our annual financial statements.


Adequacy of Financial Resources
As a state institution, Evergreen has a stable funding source. Legislative changes in 1994


allow tuition revenue to be carried forward. This has provided the college with more flexibil-
ity and stability to manage our resources. Rather than having to spend down budget by the end
of the fiscal year, we can take time to make better strategic decisions about how to use savings
to support our goals.


However, we recognize the continued need to diversify our funding sources. As part of the
1994 Long-Range Planning DTF, which ultimately shaped the college’s long-range plan, the
finance subcommittee examined how the college could establish a sound fiscal base. The
subcommittee examined external and internal factors influencing the college’s fiscal base,
revenue, and opportunities for enhancement, and alternative means of finding new resources.
The subcommittee concluded that “while controlling current costs and pursuing internal effi-
ciencies, Evergreen can and should try to enhance its fiscal base. . . .” The subcommittee
identified a number of areas of possible future growth including the following:


■ further developing the college’s summer school program


■ initiating a continuing education program


■ more aggressively seeking federal and state grants


■ continuing to develop long-term potential in terms of private support


■ maximizing profitability in auxiliary services


■ exploring ways to enhance institutional efficiencies


■ carefully controlling the hiring of personnel to maximize salary gains from replacing


senior people with more recently trained individuals


(Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-16: Establishing a Sound Fiscal Base)


The current long-range plan, revised in March 1997, continues to stress the need for rev-
enue enhancement and increased efficiencies in ways that are consistent with the mission and
goals of the college. We have implemented recommendations in the following ways:


1.We have strengthened College Advancement staffing including the Foundation.
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2.We have added staff to support faculty in developing grants that will enhance our academic


programs.


3.We are more active in developing partnerships with other institutions and the private sector.


An example is our partnership program with Grays Harbor Community College. The HECB


and the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges initially funded this with an


innovation grant.


4.The auxiliary operations are working to clarify their mission and goals and to improve their


operations. For example, the Bookstore developed a business plan after conducting a self-


study and peer review; housing is concluding a two-year analysis and planning effort which


includes a study by an internal DTF, a peer review, and a consultant’s study of the facilities.


The college utilizes a blend of different funds—state general funds, tuition and fees, local
dedicated funds, auxiliary funds, and grants—to accomplish its mission. A good example of
how the use of these funds are blended, within legal restrictions, is that a portion of summer
school revenue (a local dedicated fund) is earmarked to purchase computing equipment for
faculty and academic staff. Another example is how offerings for summer quarter, a self-
supporting program, complement and augment the regular academic year, which is state-
supported.


Local control of tuition has created both a means of flexibility and an additional responsi-
bility for the college. Local control enables us to maintain a financial reserve. But it also
requires us to rely on meeting our targeted enrollment levels to maintain our planned budget.
Tuition is also a more significant part of our budget as the state support portion decreases.


Financial statements indicate a small increase in fund balance over the last five years. Some
individual accounts have accumulated deficits, which are being addressed by the managers of
those operations and their vice presidents. Plans to decrease the deficits are incorporated into
the biennial budget approved by the Board of Trustees.


The college pools its cash in one bank account but splits the cash balance for reporting
purposes. If an operation of the college has a negative cash balance at the end of the year, a
temporary inter-fund transfer is created to cover the deficit using excess funds from another
college fund. This is done in accordance with a delegation by the Board of Trustees and is
done to comply with accounting and budget requirements set forth by the Office of Financial
Management.


The college, as a public four-year institution, has identified its sources of financial aid
based on prior and current year allocations from state and federal government agencies. As a
public institution, unfunded student financial aid is not applicable to Evergreen.


All of the college’s auxiliary enterprises, such as the Bookstore, Housing, and Student Ac-
tivities, are self-supporting. These areas pay for services provided from state supported areas,
such as services from accounting and facilities. Any excess revenues remain within the auxil-
iary operations in order to accomplish long-term goals such as equipment replacement and
changes to their programs. Fees and expenditures are analyzed regularly to ensure that pro-
jected expenses do not exceed projected revenues. If operating losses do occur, fees and ex-
penditures are adjusted accordingly. Annual budgets are reviewed and approved by the vice
presidents and president. Approved budgets are then submitted to the Board of Trustees. For
auxiliary funds with debt service, we make sure we can meet debt service ratio requirements.
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Washington State institutions of higher education are reviewed every two years in terms of
cost per student. This is defined by a budget based on state-appropriated levels plus projected
student operating fees, for the fiscal year. Because of our small size, Evergreen does not
benefit from economies of scale. In comparisons, our cost per student is higher than the other
four-year institutions in the state, ranking third—behind the research universities. Most of the
differences are attributable to diseconomies of scale and purposeful investments in areas such
as the library. This has caused friction politically for Evergreen in the legislative arena. As we
grow according to our enrollment plan, this difference will diminish and it has closed notice-
ably in the past ten years. However, we continue to monitor and examine our cost per student
so we clearly understand the differences and can articulate why our cost per student is higher
than other Washington four-year colleges. Since 1980, the ratio of total FTE staff to FTE
faculty has declined gradually from 2.6 staff per  faculty to 2.3 in 1996-97. The latest college
study of cost differences is available in Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-21.


Financial Management
The college’s financial officer, the Vice President for Finance and Administration, reports


directly to the president. The role of the Vice President for Finance and Administration is to
manage the resources of the college by planning, developing, and establishing policy and
budgets and by directing, monitoring, evaluating, and guiding the activities of staff respon-
sible for the functions of accounting, purchasing, facilities, employee relations, general ser-
vices, computing and communications, and selected auxiliary services. This organization is
typical for a college of our size and complexity.


Reporting
The college’s accounting system and financial statements follow generally accepted ac-


counting principles of fund accounting for educational institutions.


Annually, the president and Vice President for Finance and Administration present the Board
of Trustees with the college’s audited financial statements. These are prepared in NACUBO
format and are currently audited by the Washington State Auditor’s Office. (Exhibit Room,
Exhibit 7-12: 1997 Financial Report)


On a quarterly basis, the Vice President for Finance and Administration presents the Board
of Trustees with a management report that outlines the following:


1. Budget Summary for Operations of the State General Fund and Tuition Revenue


This summarizes the annual budget, expenditures-to-date including encumbrances, budget


balance available, and percentage available by division. It includes the operating ac-


counts funded by state appropriations and tuition revenues.


2. Equipment and Reserve Accounts


This summarizes the biennial budget, expenditures-to-date including encumbrances and


budget balance available by division. It includes divisional one-time activities  includ-


ing equipment purchases. In addition, institutional operating reserves are reported.


3. Income and Expenses for Local Dedicated Funds


This summarizes activity in special revenue accounts by type of program. It includes


revenue and transfers, expenses and net income with memorandum beginning and month-


end cash balances.


4. Capital Project Accounts


This summarizes the biennial budget, expenditures-to-date including encumbrances and


budget balance available by state appropriation and fund. It includes repairs and im-
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provements funded by the state. (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-22: Management  Reports


(1997-98))


Account managers receive monthly reports on the status of the expenditure and revenue
transactions for the funds they manage. This information is also available on-line on an ongo-
ing basis. Accountants in the controller’s office also work with account managers, budget
coordinators, and the office of institutional research to develop and produce reports from the
financial system that help provide information for monitoring financial transactions, for de-
veloping budgets or business plans, and for producing special reports that are requested by
external agencies, auditors, and the legislature. Computer analysts provide similar services
for people requesting information from the student records and financial aid systems.


The Department of Education recertified the college to fully participate in Title IV pro-
grams. In part, recertification is granted based on the institution’s ability to oversee the feder-
ally funded programs. The Financial Aid Director is responsible for the administration of all
federal, state, and institutional financial aid programs. Additionally, state audits of programs
are performed on an annual basis.


The college’s investment policy states: “The Board of Trustees of The Evergreen State
College is invested by statute with responsibility for the management of the properties of the
college, including its endowment and other college funds. The primary objective governing
the investment of college funds is the maximization of financial return based upon a mini-
mum of risk” (Policy 7.C.4.1). Interest on investments are distributed proratably each quarter
to the various accounts contributing to the total pooled investments, and accounts with nega-
tive cash are charged interest. The Controller prepares a quarterly report on all investment
activity in the college, which he submits to the Vice President for Finance and Administration.


The college’s controller also works closely with the Office of Financial Management re-
garding state cash management policies and is a member of a state-wide cash management
committee which examines issues of cash management including the use of credit cards,
electronic transfer of funds, and state-wide investment guidelines.


Internal Audit
Several years ago the college’s full-time internal auditor left the college. This was during a


time of budget reductions and lay-offs and the decision was made not to fill this position on a
full-time basis. The Special Assistant to the Vice President for Finance and Administration,
who is a CPA, assumed the internal audit responsibilities on a more limited basis.


The internal audit program focuses on those areas that carry the greatest risk, such as cash
management, internal control review, inventory management, and conducting investigations
when necessary. The Special Assistant works closely with the Controller in reviewing pro-
cesses in the accounting system, particularly when new processes are proposed. The Special
Assistant performs all reviews and investigations that are required by law and policy. Some
examples are the whistle-blower program and reviews of administrative hearings where re-
quested. Occasionally, the Special Assistant is requested by a vice president, dean, or director
to perform a program review. The most recent example is when the Vice President for Finance
and Administration requested a review of the motor pool program.


This system is functioning well, though there are many internal audit functions that cannot
be performed, and this has the potential to cause problems in the future. The internal auditor
works closely with the state auditor’s office in order to avoid these potential problems and as
a resource for investigations.
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Audits
The college is required by state law to be audited by the Washington State Auditor’s office.


The regular audit consists of three parts:


■ The Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR). The financial records of Ever-


green are rolled in to the statewide annual financial report


■ The Statewide Single Audit. This is an audit of Evergreen’s federal funds


■ The legal compliance audit. The college is audited to make sure it is in compliance with


the RCWs, WACs, Session Laws, and the OFM manual


The college also contracts with the state auditors to audit the Housing operation in order to
comply with our current bonding requirements.


The college has implemented internal controls to safeguard its assets, promote efficiency,
and encourage adherence to prescribed policies. We have worked successfully in following
guidelines and implementing recommendations from the state auditors. The result is that the
college has received clean audits for the past three years. All audit reports are available for
examination as part of any evaluation conducted by the Commission on Colleges. (Exhibit
Room, Exhibit 7-12: 1997 Financial Report)


Fundraising and Development
The relationship of Evergreen’s fundraising efforts to academic needs and to the mission


and goals of the college can best be examined through two dimensions: (1) overall organiza-
tional structure, and (2) fundraising priorities of The Evergreen State College Foundation.


Organization
The structure we’ve developed for management of external fundraising is perhaps rather


unique to Evergreen, as are so many things. The institutional development program is admin-
istered by the Office of College Advancement, which includes management of the college
Foundation, corporate and foundation relations, alumni affairs and development, donor rela-
tions and research, development services, college relations, and publications. Academic grant
development is administered by the Provost’s Office, which houses the Academic Grants
Manager and grant development support staff. The offices’ external fundraising efforts are
very closely linked and include several intertwining activities and functions. The linkage at
the operational level is reflected in the close collaboration of the Academic Grants Manager in
the Provost’s Office and the Director of Corporate/Foundation Relations in the College Ad-
vancement Office. Their offices coordinate all fundraising activities with state and federal
sources, private foundations, and corporations. The Academic Grant Manager is physically
housed in the College Advancement Office and attends advancement’s weekly professional
staff meetings. Both positions work closely with the provost, the academic deans, and other
faculty. They are beginning this academic year (1997-98) to work very closely with academic
planning unit coordinators as well. The offices together have developed procedures to elimi-
nate duplication of effort or wasted effort on the part of campus grant seekers, to increase
coordination and information flow in order to maximize fundraising efforts throughout the
institution, to improve data collection and monitoring of grants in process, stewardship of
awarded grants, and to develop long-range relationships with key funders.


In examining the Foundation’s fundraising priorities, one first needs to understand that
fundraising at Evergreen is still in its “infancy.” As a very young and very small institution,
we have fewer than 20,000 alumni. The vast majority of them are just reaching the age when
ability to give corresponds with desire to give. Through most of its existence, the Foundation’s
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fundraising efforts have focused on providing financial assistance to students by seeking schol-
arship support. This is the focus of the Evergreen Annual Fund (EAF), the Foundation’s an-
nual giving program. As with most, if not all annual giving programs, the EAF is the
“foundation” for building the college’s fundraising program, and this is where most of the
institution’s development resources have been focused. Because we are a very small institu-
tion with relatively few resources to devote to “advancement,” but also because we recognize
the close relationship between alumni programming and development, Evergreen has man-
aged alumni affairs and annual giving through one office under one director. For several years
this unit of College Advancement has been the focus for resource development and staffing
growth within the office.


Student financial assistance is also provided through annual or endowed undergraduate
scholarships and through the graduate fellowship endowment. Building both of these efforts
has been another priority for the development program. Annual and endowed scholarships
are increasing steadily; in 1996-97 the Foundation exceeded its goal for new, renewed, and
continuing scholarship support by more than 300 percent. The graduate fellowship endow-
ment has significantly increased as well; since 1994, the Foundation has secured every fel-
lowship match that the state has provided, and as a result, the endowment has increased by
$200,000 in the 1995-97 biennium.


Other than student financial support, the relevance of the development program in relation
to the college’s mission and goals can most vividly be illustrated through three very success-
ful initiatives. Two of these, the Evans Chair in Liberal Arts (the college’s first endowed
professorship) and the Library Endowment Fund, have been completed. The Evans Chair was
instituted in 1995-96, following completion in 1991 of a drive to raise $250,000 which was
then matched by the state to create a $0.5 million endowment. The $100,000 Library Endow-
ment was instituted in 1996-97 and was created specifically to provide ongoing support for
purchase of library materials. Both of these efforts grew from a fortuitous convergence of
identified academic program needs and fundraising opportunity. In the case of the Evans
Chair, the opportunity presented itself in the form of the state’s endowed professorship matching
program. With the Library Endowment, it came from a very generous contribution from an
alumnus whose primary interest was in providing support for the library.


The third initiative, the Evergreen Fund for Innovation, is in progress. Started in conjunc-
tion with the college’s twenty-fifth anniversary celebration, the Fund for Innovation will even-
tually be a $1 million endowment supporting ongoing innovative programs designed to enhance,
reform or redefine teaching, learning, and service to students. The stunning success to date of
the Fund for Innovation (more than $440,000 raised in less than nine months) is perhaps the
strongest illustration of its resonance with the mission and goals of the college. Innovation in
teaching and learning—creativity, invention, redefinition—have always been at the very heart
of Evergreen’s founding principles and continuing success.


The following table depicts the growth in giving:


Total Giving 1990-91 1996-97 Increase


Dollars raised from all sources $498,608 $778,678 56%


Number of gifts from all sources 2,761 5,805 110%


Dollars raised from alumni $39,087 $248,413 536%


Number of gifts from alumni 889 2,836 219%


Evergreen Annual Fund 1990-91 1996-97 Increase


Dollars raised from all sources $140,835 $187,352 33%


Number of gifts from all sources 1,812 3,665 102%


Dollars raised from alumni $29,129 $87,456 200%


Number of gifts from alumni 761 2,247 195%


(Source: The Evergreen State College Foundation, Annual Report 1997)
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Fundraising Policies
The College Advancement Office serves as the principal liaison with The Evergreen State


College Foundation. The executive director of the Foundation is also the executive director of
College Advancement. In addition to the executive director, ex-officio members of the Foun-
dation board of governors include the chair of the college Board of Trustees, the college
president, and the Vice President for Finance and Administration.


The Foundation was established by the college Board of Trustees in July 1976 (Resolution
76-36) and is governed by Articles of Incorporation (adopted 24 September 1976) and official
by-laws (adopted 1 December 1976). Establishment of the Foundation followed the May
1976 Board of Trustees resolution (76-19) approving the initiation and implementation of a
comprehensive development program to encourage financial support from private sector
sources. In 1988, the development office became a unit of the newly created office of college
advancement. By policy adopted 1 February 1990, all campus fundraising is to be cleared
through the office.


The Foundation is also subject to rules and regulations of the IRS as a tax exempt, 501(c)(3)
organization, and to regulations of the State of Washington governing non-profit organiza-
tions, as specified in chapter 24.03 RCW. According to its by-laws, the Foundation operates
“exclusively for the purposes of promoting, supporting, maintaining, developing, increasing
and extending educational offerings and the pursuit thereof at or in connection with The Ever-
green State College . . .”


Development staff and members of the Foundation Board of Governors engaged in
fundraising efforts are guided by a variety of policies, procedures, and guidelines designed to
ensure that fundraising is conducted in a professional and ethical manner. In addition to the
external regulations and internal Foundation policies that ensure ongoing external audit of
funds, adherence to gift accounting standards, prudent investment management, consistent
reporting procedures, and avoidance of conflicts of interest on the part of members of the
Board of Governors, a number of professional standards guide the work of development staff.


Beyond the obvious actions that are clearly illegal (for example, violations of the non-
distribution code of 501(c)(3) tax code) and those that are clearly unethical (a staff member
receiving a percentage of funds raised in lieu of salary; a board member receiving business-
related compensation or contractual benefit because of his or her role on the board; a contribu-
tion or gift being used for purposes other than the donor intended), there are many ethical
considerations in fundraising that are not clear cut. They can easily lead to more questions
than answers and to conflicts between one “good” versus another. Because of these inherent
ethical tensions, the development staff uses several means to remain informed and to think
carefully and critically about the ethical issues that are essential to the health and well-being
of Evergreen’s fundraising program.


We do this through affiliation with fundraising professional organizations, with an institu-
tional membership in CASE (Council for Advancement and Support of Education), and with
individual professional staff memberships in NSFRE (National Society of Fund Raising Ex-
ecutives), the NPGC (National Planned Giving Council), NDOA (National Development Of-
ficers’ Association), and other local, regional, or national groups. All of these professional
associations provide ethical guidance. A starting point for all fundraising executives is the
Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice developed by NSFRE. All members are asked to
subscribe to both. The Statements of Ethical Principles address issues of professional compe-
tence and commitment, stewardship, charitable mission, privacy, cultural diversity, and con-
flicts of interest. The Standards of Professional Practice address issues involving civil and
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criminal laws, professional conduct, advocacy, compensation, and donor/prospect informa-
tion.


NSFRE, CASE, and other organizations have also signed a commitment to a Donor Bill of
Rights, which provides another useful perspective for staff and volunteers involved in
fundraising. The Donor Bill of Rights is distributed to staff and board members in the Board
of Governors Handbook. It outlines ten guidelines for ensuring that donors and prospective
donors can have full confidence in the Foundation and the causes they are asked to support.


New foundation board members receive thorough orientation and training, generally within
six months of joining the board, which includes a review of ethical issues and considerations
as well as information about legal and ethical requirements. Every board member receives a
Foundation Board Member Handbook that is updated annually.


Professional staff members also subscribe to a number of list services in order to consult
with colleagues in the fundraising field. As the World Wide Web has developed, this has
become an increasingly useful resource for exchanging information, resources, and ideas.
Ethical considerations are a frequent topic and issues are examined from a number of perspec-
tives.


Last, we are making an effort to provide every professional staff member involved in
fundraising with the opportunity to participate in “Principles and Techniques of Fund Rais-
ing,” a week-long program presented at sites throughout the country by The Fund Raising
School (TFRS) at the Indiana University Center on Philanthropy. TFRS is widely recognized
as the premiere teaching program of its kind in the U.S. and has, since its founding, focused
on the advancement of ethical fundraising.


Administration of Endowment Funds
Endowment and life income funds raised by the Foundation, except in the case of the Daniel


J. Evans Professorship Endowment and the Graduate Fellowship Endowment, are held and
managed by the Foundation. The Evans and Graduate Fellowship endowments represent monies
raised by the Foundation and then transferred to the college in order to qualify for state match-
ing funds. Although the college holds these funds, they are managed and invested in accor-
dance with the policies of The Evergreen State College Foundation.


Foundation funds are managed and invested in accordance with the “Statement of Invest-
ment Policy, Objectives and Guidelines” adopted by the Foundation Board of Governors in
November of 1994. The statement of investment policy establishes clear understanding of the
investment goals and objectives of the Foundation, offers guidance and limitations to all in-
vestment managers regarding the investment of fund assets, and establishes management and
performance evaluation standards.


An Investment Subcommittee of the Foundation Board of Governors’ Executive Commit-
tee is responsible for reviewing investments and ensuring that policy guidelines are followed.
The subcommittee meets quarterly with the Investment Manager (currently US Bank), and
reports quarterly to both the executive committee and the full board of governors.


Management oversight is provided by the executive director; day-to-day management, ac-
counting, and record-keeping of all Foundation assets is the responsibility of the Vice Presi-
dent for Finance and Administration, who serves as the assistant treasurer of the Foundation.


The relationship between The Evergreen State College and The Evergreen State College
Foundation is defined and governed by the Quid Pro Quo, an agreement that reflects the
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financial arrangement between the college and the Foundation for services provided by each
party. Evergreen’s Quid Pro Quo agreement has served as a model for the foundations estab-
lished by public institutions throughout the State of Washington.


Concluding Analysis and Future Issues
In 1993, Washington State citizens passed Initiative 601. This initiative limits expenditures


by the state with increases in expenditures determined by growth in population and Washing-
ton State’s Implicit Price Deflator. However, growth in areas that are constitutionally pro-
tected or mandated by the federal government have outpaced the growth allowances in Initiative
601. Examples include the student enrollment growth in the K-12 system and growth in prison
populations. This has caused the budget for other areas of government, including higher edu-
cation, to be pinched. At the same time, demographics indicate there will be a greater demand
for access to higher education in Washington over the next twenty years. While the governor
has a strong commitment to education, higher education needs to continually examine how to
serve students and deliver quality education programs in ways that are efficient and cost
effective.


During the 1993-95 biennium, the legislature passed bills that first provided institutions of
higher education with local control of tuition revenue and then provided the capability to
carry these funds forward into future years. Local control of tuition revenue provides the
college with greater incentive to meet enrollment goals as well as greater flexibility in manag-
ing this portion of our financial base. And as the state portion of total costs declines, the
college has flexibility over a greater portion of our financial base. The following table identi-
fies how our total financial base has changed over the past seven biennia.


Biennium Tuition General Fund – State Total Tuition % of Total


1983-85 4,931,760 25,406,936 30,338,696 16.25%


1985-87 6,284,889 28,757,972 35,042,861 17.93%


1987-89 7,563,811 33,145,705 40,709,516 18.58%


1989-91 10,671,917 38,519,481 49,191,398 21.69%


1991-93 14,303,947 40,038,509 54,342,456 26.32%


1993-95 18,401,400 37,023,311 55,424,711 33.20%


1995-97 22,446,111 36,782,247 59,228,358 37.90%


(Source: Senior Staff Budget Training, October 1997)


Tuition rates are set by the legislature, however, there have been efforts in the past to have
this authority transferred to the governing boards for each college. Evergreen’s Board of Trustees
has not supported this effort. Over the past four years, our board members have consistently
agreed that the legislature should maintain this authority. This is based upon the belief that
tuition policy and access to higher education for citizens of the State of Washington are mat-
ters of critical public concern and that policies governing access should be set by the highest
public policy-making body in the state—the Washington State Legislature (BOT Tuition Policy
Statement, policy #6, adopted 1995).


Keeping pace with external changes and working pro-actively to help shape those changes
will continue to be a challenge for the college. Currently, we are effective in assigning the
right people to participate in working committees outside the college. The college’s strong
commitment to collaboration, an integral part of our mission, serves us well in working with
the numerous policy-setting agencies and legislative study committees.


The advent of performance and accountability measures presents challenges as well. The
college is still developing and fine-tuning which performance measures need to be part of our
strategic plan and operating budget documents. The measures need to be meaningful and
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manageable. Our current information system sometimes limits our ability to track and report
these measures. The college is examining the need to replace our student information system,
which is the first step in creating more effective reporting systems.


Over the years, our institutional funding patterns have been quite stable. It has always been
a priority to first fund the student/faculty ratio, usually at the requested level of twenty to one.
The summer program has been expanding substantially and has been successful in providing
a growing funding source for computing resources in academics. However, our growth on the
margin has not supported the infrastructure and this is becoming more and more of a chal-
lenge for the college. And low faculty and exempt salaries continue to be an issue for the
college.


In the last legislative session, the state sent a message to the state’s colleges and universities
that student fees should be used to pay for services outside the academic program. Legislation
was passed allowing students to levy a technology fee to pay for computing resources for
students. This is a dilemma at Evergreen, as we have been paying attention to the full cost for
students to attend college. As tuition has risen over the past six years, we have been making a
concerted effort to reduce student fees. Both the lack of a student government and the philoso-
phy of keeping fees to a minimum make this a problematic direction.


These are also system problems, not unique to Evergreen. We continue to seek alternative
sources of revenue and to work with external forces to help shape solutions to these issues.
We also continually strive to plan and work across the different divisions of the college in
order to make and implement decisions that will benefit the college as a whole.


Summary of Recommendations and Findings
■ The financial situation of the college is healthy. The institution is well managed


and has a dedicated staff.


■ The institution is making a transition to deal with the increasing financial flexibil-
ity we now have from the state because of locally-held tuition revenue carry-
forward budgets from biennium to biennium.


■ We recognize the need to set priorities and balance short and long-term needs.


■ The issue of whether Evergreen is too costly relative to its sister institutions—the
unit cost issue—continues to be monitored. Over the past ten years Evergreen has
grown and the cost differentials have decreased.


■ The institution is committed to diversifying its funding sources and should con-
tinue to explore various opportunities through summer schools, fundraising,
grants and contracts, and various auxiliary enterprises.


■ The reporting requirements for accountability and performance measures may be a
challenge to the college in terms of the adequacy of our current information
systems. A new information system should help and improve our capacity to
produce management reports.
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Exhibit 7-10
List and Description of Financial Management Reports


On a quarterly basis, the Vice President for Finance and Administration presents the Board
of Trustees with a management report that outlines the following:


■ Budget Summary for Operations of the State General Fund and Tuition Revenue
This summarizes the annual budget, expenditures-to-date including encum-
brances, budget balance available, and percentage available by division. It
includes the operating accounts funded by state appropriations and tuition
revenues


■ Equipment and Reserve Accounts
This summarizes the biennial budget, expenditures-to-date including encum-
brances and budget balance available by division. It includes divisional one-time
activities  including equipment purchases. In addition, institutional operating
reserves are reported


■ Income and Expenses for Local Dedicated Funds
This summarizes activity in special revenue accounts by type of program. It
includes revenue and transfers, expenses, and net income with memorandum
beginning and month-end cash balances


■ Capital Project Accounts
This summarizes the biennial budget, expenditures-to-date including encum-
brances, and budget balance available by state appropriation and fund. It includes
repairs and improvements funded by the state. (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 7-22:
Quarterly Management Reports)
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Introduction


Information resources and services at Evergreen are located primarily within the Library
(part of the Academic Division), which includes Media Services, and Computing and Com-
munications (part of the Finance and Administration Division). In keeping with the guiding
principles of the institution, library, media and computing services are organized to support
teaching as the central work of the faculty, to build skills necessary for participative and self-
directed learning, to support students’ independent work and to reflect the diversity of the
campus and the world around us. The work of these departments combine to provide compre-
hensive support to the college’s mission of “. . . innovative, interdisciplinary educational pro-
grams in the arts, humanities, social sciences and natural sciences.”


The Library includes the traditional functions of both public and technical services.
Public service units are:


Reference (7 Library Faculty, 1.25 FTE staff), where library users learn how to use
the library and to do research and where they can get assistance in finding
information from traditional print sources as well as in emerging electronic formats;


Archives (0.4 FTE staff), which is the keeper of the institution’s history and also
houses limited special collections;


Periodicals (1.0 FTE staff), which houses the library’s collection of journals and
magazines in both traditional (print and microform) format and in electronic
(CD-ROM and World Wide Web) format;


Government Documents (1.0 FTE staff), which keeps information primarily from
federal government sources, much of which is now in electronic format;


Interlibrary Loan  (3.0 FTE staff), which provides access for library users to materials in
other libraries and lends our materials to users of other libraries;


Circulation  (4.5 FTE staff), which manages the library’s book stacks and oversees
lending.


Technical Services includes:


Acquisitions (2.25 FTE staff), which orders and receives most library materials;


Cataloging (1.0 FTE staff plus occasional part-time catalogers), where bibliographic
records are created for all library materials;


Processing (4.25 FTE staff), where library materials are prepared to be put on the
shelves.


The Library runs the Innovative Interfaces integrated library system on a DEC Alpha 2100
Unix server. We have implemented the circulation and cataloging functions and plan to bring
up the serials module next. Evergreen shares the system with the Washington State Library
and the St. Martin’s College Library through a consortium—Cooperating Libraries in Olym-
pia (CLIO). The Library has recently replaced its old monochrome OPAC stations with Pentium
PCs and installed a web-based graphical user interface (Web-Pac). The new stations provide
access to the catalog, selected web-based bibliographic and full-text data bases and other
Internet resources. In addition, the Library has installed a local area network to link its CD-
ROM workstations.
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Media Services includes the following activities and facilities:


Media Loan (3.5 FTE staff plus student employees) provides a wide variety of audio, video,
and photographic equipment and accessories for student, faculty, and staff use in support
of the curriculum;


Electronic Media Services (5.1 FTE staff plus student employees) provides technical media
support for academic and campus events, campus conference services, and state
agencies. The Media Resource Center is a lab-assisted facility set-up for the production
of various stages of audio-visual presentation;


The Sound and Image Library (1.5 FTE staff plus student employees) houses the slide and
sound recording collections and resources for locating films and videotapes;


Graphics Imaging Services (3.2 FTE staff plus student employees) include the Graphics
Imaging Lab (described below), the Photo Center and Photo Services. The Photo Center
includes black-and-white and color darkrooms, a photo classroom/finishing area, and
copystands and is available for student, faculty, and staff use. Photo Services is a full-
service photo lab that provides black-and-white film processing, color slide processing,
copy slides, reprographics, and a full range of computer imaging services.


Computing and Communications is divided into the following organizational units:


Academic Computing (7 FTE staff plus student employees), which provides computer
laboratory facilities, and hardware, software, and networking consulting services in
support of the academic programs to faculty and students;


Administrative Computing  (5 FTE staff), which provides administrative systems support,
systems analysis, programming, and consulting services to the administrative units of
the college;


The Support Center (3 FTE staff plus student employees), which provides direct support to
faculty and staff in their use of networks and personal computers including hardware
and software installation, trouble shooting, and one-on-one training;


Telecommunications (1 FTE staff), which provides support and long-range planning for the
campus telephone system, voice mail system, long distance services, pagers, and cellular
services;


Electronic Maintenance and Engineering (8 FTE staff), which provides maintenance and
installation services for all campus electronic equipment including computers, media
equipment, telephone systems, video equipment, and campus radios; they are also
responsible for all of the campus wiring infrastructure and design of electronic systems
for new facilities.


Academic Computing operates the following facilities:


General Computing Classroom—equipped with thirty Pentium-based computers connected
to servers and to laser printers. This is a general-purpose facility that supports word
processing (Microsoft Word, primarily), student evaluations, Internet access, and other
applications such as spreadsheets and statistical software. Curriculum-specific software,
which varies from quarter to quarter, is also available. Faculty may schedule the GCC,
and it is open to student use when not set aside for classes.


Macintosh Classroom—equipped with twenty-four Power Macintosh 8500 computers
connected to servers and to laser printers. Projection and sound systems are available.
The Mac classroom supports, in particular, graphics, multi-media, and desk-top
publishing applications. Faculty may schedule the Mac classroom, which is available
for student use when it is not set aside for classroom use.
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Advanced Computing Classroom—equipped with twenty-three DECpc XL 590 Pentium
computers connected to servers and to laser printers. The ACC supports specialized
work in computer science and other program- specific areas. The ACC is not open for
general use. It is available to students in designated academic programs and to students
who demonstrate a need for access. The ACC may be scheduled by faculty for class
room use.


Cluster Area—includes thirty older Macintosh and PC systems for use by students, faculty,
and staff and specialized systems for the visually impaired, plus specialty systems
connected to scanners, a laserdisc player, a keyboard synthesizer, and two Zip drives.
This is not a class room area and is open to individual use at all times.


Other, more specialized computing facilities include:


Computer Applications Lab (2 FTE staff plus student workers), equipped with thirty
Pentium-200 PC systems, scientific software, and data acquisition hardware. The CAL
lab is organizationally a part of academic support within the Academic Division. It is
intended primarily as support to science programs and science students. It can be
scheduled for classroom use and is available to students pursuing scientific topics.


Graphics Imaging Lab (part of Media Services within the library), augments existing
campus computer facilities for the purposes of instruction, experimentation, and
research in the areas of new media. Equipment includes five Macintosh stations and
eight PC stations. The facilities are available for small group instruction and are open to
all students, staff, and faculty.


The Tacoma campus is electronically linked to the Olympia campus via a recently-installed
T1 line. In addition, the Tacoma computer lab has just been upgraded with twenty new Pentium-
200 computers. A half-time employee provides instructional and technical computer support
for Tacoma faculty and students.


The college has just completed Phase III of a six-year campus networking project. Fiber
optic cable has been installed and high speed data communications capability has been ex-
tended to all offices, classrooms and laboratories. Wiring is currently being extended to the
campus residence halls for data, telephone, and television cable services. Off-campus access
to computing resources is through a modem pool with sixteen modems, four of which are set
aside for passworded faculty use. Faculty who are outside the Olympia area can access the
modem pool through an 800 number.


The Core Collection
An analysis of the various library collections is attached as Vol. 1, Exhibit 5-1. The major


conclusions drawn from that analysis are that the collections are well-matched to the curricu-
lum overall, but that there are some things that we might do to fine-tune our collection devel-
opment efforts. With monographs we need to monitor trends in acquisition and use of materials
within subject areas, although it does not appear that there are serious problems. The primary
concern with both the periodicals and government documents collections arises from the need
to strike a balance between materials in traditional formats—print and microforms—and those
in electronic formats—CD-ROM and web-based resources. The reference collection is well
along in this same transition, but the impact of new electronic reference tools will continue to
be felt for some time. The major shortcoming of our collection development efforts of the past
decade is that we have not been devoting enough resources to non-print collections—music,
film, and video, in particular.
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Information Resources and Services
One characteristic of information resources and services on the Evergreen campus is the


institution’s commitment to extending these resources and services to all faculty and students.
Thus computing and media support are not directed solely, or even primarily, to computing or
media intensive programs. The college’s philosophy has been that media and computing ser-
vices should be available across the curriculum, much as traditional library service is at most
colleges and universities. This means that the organizational units responsible for providing
information services must have a close connection with the curriculum and with the faculty
who are planning and delivering that curriculum.


Means for connecting information resources and services to educational programs vary
among organizational units. Computing and Communications (C&C) assigns three staff as
liaisons to academic programs. Before the beginning of the academic year, C&C sends infor-
mation to academic program convenors and faculty announcing procedures for scheduling
support services and facilities and identifying the staff liaison for the program. Program fac-
ulty can then call on the liaison for help at any time during the year. The level of support for
each program varies greatly—from no support at all, if the program faculty decide not to
include computing, to intensive assistance with design and implementation of computing com-
ponents in programs.


The Computer Applications Lab (CAL) works differently in that it is part of overall staff
support to science programs and science faculty. The CAL coordinator meets regularly with
the Scientific Inquiry Planning Unit and works closely with faculty teaching science pro-
grams.


The library has a more elaborate system for connecting with the curriculum that involves
the library faculty. There are seven library faculty; six are librarians, one is a media specialist.
Each library faculty member is required to teach in a full-time program at least one out of
every nine academic quarters. This rotation scheme keeps the library faculty well connected
with the curriculum and provides for a close working relationship between the Library and
regular teaching faculty.


As a part of their teaching responsibilities, each library faculty member is involved with
one of the five Planning Units and provides a link between curricular planning and Library
planning. In addition, the library faculty serve as liaisons to academic programs and coordi-
nate the delivery of library services, including bibliographic instruction, to those programs.
The library faculty media specialist, along with the Media Services Manager, serve as liaisons
among the Library, Media Services, and faculty who use media materials or services in their
programs.


In addition to library faculty rotating out of the library, regular teaching faculty also rotate
into the library. Typically, one or two of the full-time faculty serve in the library in any given
year. As part of their library duties they learn the Reference desk routine and work along with
the reference librarians. They also take on a project which is generally directed at helping to
improve some aspect of the collection that is consistent with their interests and disciplinary
expertise. In recent years faculty rotating into the library have worked on collections in the
following areas: Political Economy, Community Planning, Race and Ethnicity, and Nature
Writing. An added benefit of this rotation is that these faculty take library skills back into the
curriculum.


The Library model, with its emphasis on library faculty to provide linkages to the curricu-
lum, provides a superior means of anticipating and monitoring curricular changes. Library
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faculty are generally involved in curriculum discussions at all levels and regularly bring in-
formation from those discussions back into the Library where it is used to guide resource
selection, changes in service, and assignment of staff. The teaching interests of the library
faculty assure that the library has a voice, and ears, in the Planning Units. The area where this
tie is least direct is with the Scientific Inquiry Planning Unit, since none of the library faculty
teach regularly in the sciences. We have addressed this by assigning one library faculty to
attend the Scientific Inquiry meetings on a regular basis.


The liaison roles of Computing and Communications staff are effective in coordinating
short-term developments in the curriculum but are not as well connected to long-term curricu-
lum planning. Media Services, as a part of the Library, benefits from information provided by
the library faculty, especially from the media coordinator, but its ties to long-term curriculum
planning are less direct than with traditional Library functions. Media services staff actively
participate in the meetings of the Expressive Arts and Culture Text and Language Planning
Units and of the Moving Image Group. The Planning Units, which have been implemented
over the past two years, may provide a means for better including media and computing con-
cerns in long-range curriculum planning.


Coordination of services to sites other than the Olympia campus is accomplished through
these same channels. Computing and Communications assigns liaisons to off-campus pro-
grams, such as Tacoma, Grays Harbor, and the tribal-based programs, while the Library links
with off-campus sites through the Planning Units and through the liaison roles of the library
faculty. One library faculty member each year provides support to the Tacoma and tribal-
based programs and serves as a link between faculty and students in those programs and
library resources.


Planning for Information Services and Resources
Some of the most important planning processes for the design and development of informa-


tion resources and services have already been described in the section above—the liaison
activities among the Library, Media Services, Computing and Communications, and faculty.
Additional opportunities include a Library suggestion board, “If I ran the Library . . . ,” that
gives students a chance to make recommendations, many of which are very helpful. In recent
months the Library has ordered new materials, improved the lighting in some areas and al-
tered services in response to these suggestions. Library staff are now working on an auto-
mated suggestion box to add to the web page. Academic Computing and Media Services
maintain suggestion boxes that get regular follow-up. In all areas, student employees are a
rich source of suggestions on how to improve information resources and services.


During the last several years Computing and Communications has also operated with the
advice of a Technology Steering Committee (comprised primarily of college leadership), an
Academic Computing Advisory Committee (comprised primarily of faculty), an Administra-
tive Computing Users Group (comprised primarily of mid-level managers in the Student Af-
fairs and Accounting areas), and a Network Facilitators Users Group (comprised of skilled
end-users who assist in the distribution of news and assistance regarding network resources).
This committee structure is currently being reviewed by the new Director of Computing and
Communications as the college seeks new ways to include users in the design of technical
resources.


The linkages outlined above between organizational units supporting information services
and the curriculum also connect the educational program to decisions about equipment and
materials. Equipment purchases are planned on a two-year cycle. Each operating unit on cam-
pus develops a list of equipment priorities that are forwarded to an Equipment Committee,
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which is responsible for making recommendations to the vice presidents. Information about
equipment needs related to the curriculum are collected by Computing and Communications,
Media Services, and the Library through their liaison activities and is used to make up each
unit’s list. The Equipment Committee has representation from the Academic Division, includ-
ing the Academic Budget Dean, the Associate Vice President for Academic Budget and Plan-
ning, and the Dean of Library Services, who reflect the interests of the educational program in
that stage of equipment planning.


Academic Computing equipment lists to support curricular and student needs are prepared
from information on current-year usage, faculty plans, liaison information, annual surveys,
and User Group and planning unit input. Computer Center laboratory equipment has been
replaced when it can no longer support software requirements or curricular needs. Recent
proposals have suggested funding replacements on a five-year cycle.


Library materials are selected by the Resource Selection Committee (RSC) made up of the
library faculty plus key library staff. Information regarding curriculum development is pro-
vided to the committee through the library faculty. Acquisitions of library materials are not
formula-driven and are very responsive to curricular changes. In addition to the RSC, faculty
and students can make direct requests for acquisitions to enhance Library collections. Unfor-
tunately, with relatively fixed budgets for materials and constantly-increasing serials prices,
the Library has not been able to respond well to suggestions for new journal subscriptions. A
new title has generally been added only if another title has been dropped, but this is changing
with availability of full-text periodical databases. With monographs, however, the Library has
been very responsive to patron requests.


The Library uses an approval plan and has taken great care in constructing and monitoring
the profiles for materials selection under that plan. The library is happy with its approval plan
vendor..


Developing the Ability of Students, Faculty, and Staff
to Use Information Resources Independently and
Effectively


The Library faculty takes its teaching role seriously and tries to avoid having the Library be
seen simply as a place to get information. Instead, the emphasis is on teaching students how to
acquire and use information, always within a specific academic context. The other units in-
volved in providing information resources and services on campus are also organized to de-
velop the skills and abilities of faculty, staff, and students. Staff in Media Services, the Library,
and Computing and Communications are prepared to do workshops and tutorials and to build
proficiencies.


This emphasis on skill-building has generated, in just one year, a doubling of attendance in
specialized Library workshops conducted by library faculty to 4,364 in the 1996-97 academic
year. In addition, over this same period in the Graphics Imaging Lab (GIL) the number of
proficiencies given increased by more than 50 percent to 283 and use of the GIL nearly doubled
to 3,076 sessions in 1996-97.


In 1996, the college initiated what promises to be annual summer workshops for faculty on
curricular applications of information technology. This effort was led by library faculty and
included staff from Media Services, Computing and Communications, and the Computer Ap-
plications Lab. Approximately thirty faculty were introduced to techniques for constructing
web pages for their programs in those first workshops. In the summer of 1997, the same team
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offered another beginning workshop for more faculty plus an advanced workshop for people
from the first year’s workshops who wanted to reinforce and expand their skills. In addition,
two groups of staff from across campus went through similar workshops.


Availability of Policies, Regulations, and Procedures for
Information Resources


All organizational units involved in providing information resources and services have written
policies and regulations that are available to students, faculty, and staff. Increasingly these
documents are being made available on web pages.


Many of the policies which guide the development and management of computing resources
are found in the Computer Center User handbook. In the past, this handbook was printed in
quantity and distributed to all faculty and staff mailboxes. Community discussions resulted in
the decision to only distribute paper copies of the handbook upon request and to post these
policies instead on the web. Copies of the handbook are available at the Technician’s desk in
the computer lab. Guidelines for use of public computing resources are distributed to students
when they apply for email and Internet accounts.


A Strategic Plan for Information Technology, a Tactical Plan for Technology, a Security
Plan, and a Disaster Recovery Plan are all submitted by Computing and Communications to
Washington’s Information Services Board, and updated every two years. These plans are shared
with college leadership and available to any interested person, but are not broadly distributed
to the entire campus community.


Extending our Boundaries
With completion of Phase III of the campus network project and extension of the campus


network to residence halls, the entire campus now has access to network file and print servers
and to the Internet. The Library has been pursuing a number of options for extending the reach
of its patrons to remote sources of data. Sharing an integrated library system with the Wash-
ington State Library and the St. Martin’s College Library through the Cooperating Libraries
in Olympia consortium has opened up the holdings of these two nearby libraries to the Ever-
green community. In addition, an on-going effort among the libraries of the state’s six public
baccalaureate institutions has produced a joint catalog and improved interlibrary lending ser-
vice; final discussions are underway to jointly purchase access to on-line, full-text databases.
The Library has just installed new Pentium-based workstations in place of its old OPAC ter-
minals in order to support a graphical user interface that makes use of networked resources
easier and more efficient. The Library has a web page with links to a wide variety of Internet
information resources.


Concerns about security have been an impediment to access to the Internet for students,
faculty, and staff. The computing Peer Review team concluded that:


The integrity of the college’s core systems (administrative, email, etc.) is essential. However,
security cannot become too much of a focus. The needs of faculty and students and the
functionality of systems must be weighed against the risks to security. Relaxing security
must be coupled with the formulation and adoption of policies about the appropriate use of
computing and networking resources at Evergreen.


Computing and Communications will have, in conjunction with computer user groups on
campus, to find an appropriate balance between security, acceptable use, and access to infor-
mation services and resources.
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As mentioned earlier, Evergreen is a part of the state’s K-20 Network Project which will
link all the public educational institutions in the state and which may, eventually, include
private schools and colleges and public libraries. So far, the college has received greatly ex-
panded bandwidth for data transmission and for interactive video applications and will, under
the second phase of the project, get expanded bandwidth for the Tacoma campus. The college
plans to use this capacity for interactive, web-based instruction and to experiment with inter-
active classroom applications.


There has been strong participation by faculty and staff in multi-day summer workshops
which provide instruction in the use of these resources, but there is a strong desire for oppor-
tunities of different formats which are offered during the academic year. The lack of profes-
sional development opportunities and readily accessible technical support for these resources
is a limiting factor in their use.


Facilities and Equipment
Adequate facilities are a growing concern for the Library, Media Services, and Computing


and Communications. Remodels of the C&C and Media Services areas during the summer of
1996 improved the efficiency of space use in those areas, but increasing demands in both
areas are creating bottlenecks, especially in Media Loan, the Graphics Imaging Lab, and the
Computer Center.


The Computer Center was remodeled in 1996 to enlarge space for the Macintosh (Mac)
Classroom and the computer studies (Advanced Computing Classroom (ACC)) labs. The
ACC has capacity for additional computer systems but the Macintosh Classroom does not.
The Space Planning Report, The C&C peer review report, and customer surveys indicate a
need for additional laboratory and computer system space. Although a survey report indicates
that 60 percent of our customers have computers, they still need access to higher performance
systems configured with software that are not available on customer systems. Usage of the
Computer Center has surpassed 206,000 user hours—a 50 percent increase over the past two
years.


The Library falls short of both Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) and
Washington State standards in student study space and is about to run out of stack space. The
Library has just filled the last available space for stacks. Even with that additional shelf space,
the stacks will be filled to over 75 percent of physical capacity with 80 percent being the limit
for reasonable working efficiency. We have gradually removed student study spaces to sup-
port other Library functions and are currently about 5,000 square feet short of ACRL stan-
dards, given our enrollment. Space is critically short in the Archives area. In total, the Library,
including Media Services, needs about 15,000 square feet of added space to accommodate
growth in collections and enrollment over the next ten years.


Beyond space for these traditional library functions, the campus needs to consider informa-
tion technology applications that might require added or reconfigured space—electronic class-
rooms and language labs come to mind.


The draft campus space plan includes a proposal for converting the existing C wing of the
Library Building into an “Information Technology Wing” that will allow for more space and
for integration of appropriate Library, Media Services, and Computing and Communications
services. Planning for the Information Technology Wing will proceed with plans for the Seminar
Phase II Building, in order to allow for displacement of activities from the Library Building to
Seminar Phase II, and implementation will immediately follow construction of Seminar Phase
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II. Even if planning and construction proceed as planned on these projects, adequate space
will continue to be a problem for the next five years.


Adequate equipment is a growing concern. All three areas—Library, Media Services, and
Computing and Communications—are increasingly dependent on rapidly changing technolo-
gies. Equipment in the computer labs and in the Library Reference area will have to be re-
placed on a four- or five-year cycle. In addition, there is a large and growing backlog of media
equipment that is wearing out.


Access
Completion of Phase III of the campus network project and extension of the network to the


residence halls, coupled with changes in the Library, have greatly improved access to infor-
mation resources and services across campus. The trade-off between security and access, as
noted above, is a concern that will need to be addressed.


While the computer resources available in faculty offices and open access labs are, in gen-
eral, adequate for most instructional needs, there are certain programs which have need of
more sophisticated resources, and which feel under-served. Examples of these include the
computer science, graphic arts, music technology, animation, and all the hard sciences as a
whole. The college has yet to articulate a specific set of principles by which it will apportion
fiscal resources between general and higher-level technology needs.


The Computer Center and labs are open nearly twenty-four hours a day (Monday to Thurs-
day from 6:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m., Friday from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Saturday from noon to
7:00 p.m., and Sunday from noon to 2:00 a.m.). Heavy usage is made of computing facilities
by over forty curricular programs from about 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. most week days. The Mac
and General Computing labs have very current PowerMac and Pentium systems. The Ad-
vanced Computing lab has older Pentium systems which are at the end of their useful life for
advanced studies. General systems in clusters in the Computer Center are a mix of old Mac II,
Mac Classics, and 386 Windows systems.


Access to network resources from on and off campus has improved over the past six years
as a result of legislative funding of the college’s infrastructure. This year, as funding is avail-
able, improvements to network infrastructure will be implemented providing higher speed
access between buildings and servers. College faculty and staff will identify resource needs,
network and access directions to facilitate increased use of technology on campus, and to
facilitate access to resources from off campus for research and curricular development and
deployment.


Service to Evergreen programs away from the Olympia campus has been uneven. Comput-
ing and library services at Tacoma have been improved in recent months with the upgrade of
the Tacoma computer lab and addition of web-based, full-text databases to the campus net-
work. In addition, the Library provides free commercial document delivery service to Tacoma
faculty and students. One Library faculty member is assigned each year to work with Tacoma
students and faculty, teaching the equivalent of two credit hours of bibliographic research
each year. Finally, under the Reciprocal Borrowing Agreement among the libraries of the
state’s six public baccalaureate institutions, Evergreen-Tacoma students have borrowing privi-
leges at the University of Washington’s Tacoma campus library.
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Information Technology services to sites of Evergreen’s tribal-based program have been
problematic due to the relative remoteness of the sites. Faculty in the program generally schedule
periodic program meetings at the Olympia campus so that students have an opportunity to
work with Library faculty and collections. An effort is currently underway to provide im-
proved computer access from, and possible interactive video access to and from, these sites.


Cooperative Agreements
The Evergreen Library has had a long and successful cooperative relationship with the


Washington State Library that has included sharing of an integrated library system. This con-
sortium also included the Timberland Regional Library System until 1994, when Timberland
decided to develop its own system. As a result of discussions spanning more than a year, St.
Martin’s College entered into the consortium with Evergreen and the State Library in early
1997. This arrangement is significant in that it is the first instance of private and public librar-
ies in Washington State sharing a library system.


Evergreen has also participated in the Cooperative Library Project, an effort by the libraries
of the state’s six public baccalaureate institutions to work together in developing a combined
catalog and in sharing resources. So far, the project has resulted in all six libraries implement-
ing the Innovative Interfaces integrated library system, developing the combined catalog, and
upgrading the interlibrary borrowing and lending capabilities at each library. Project funds
have also allowed for retrospective conversion, to provide automated records of the libraries’
holdings and upgraded computer systems. As another result of this cooperation, the libraries
have just completed joint acquisition of electronic data bases at significant savings over indi-
vidual purchases.


Agreements relating to the Cooperating Libraries in Olympia consortium and to relation-
ships among the libraries of the six public baccalaureate institutions are included in the exhib-
its. The exact nature of the latter is still developing and will be spelled out in detailed agreements
as they become clearer.


Evergreen’s participation in the state’s K-20 Network Project, first described above, is just
beginning to be documented. The service level agreements between Evergreen and the Project
for the operation of the network were developed during fall 1997; financial agreements will
be finalized and documented during spring of 1998. The higher education Council of Presi-
dents, the Department of Information Services, and the Telecommunications Oversight and
Policy Committee have assumed leadership for completing and documenting the agreements
necessary for the successful operation of the K-20 Network Project. Evergreen provides input
to these agreements through the Council of Presidents, a voluntary association of the public
baccalaureate institutions.


Staffing Levels in Information Services Units
Organizational charts for Media Services, the Library, and Computing and Communica-


tions are shown in the exhibits. It is worth noting that the three units have exactly the same
numbers of staff as they did ten years ago (leaving out the Electronic Maintenance and Engi-
neering section of Computing and Communications, which was a part of Facilities ten years
ago). Employment has not been steady in these units, however, since there was a budget cut
five years ago that eliminated a number of information services positions. Some of these
positions have been replaced over the past few years.


While staffing levels in the information services units are even with ten years ago, work
loads are not. Enrollment has increased by nearly 25 percent. Library circulation transactions
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have increased by 63 percent. Media Services has been impacted by growth of media-inten-
sive academic programs—the number of full time film/video faculty has increased from one
to five in ten years—and from media applications across the curriculum. As a result, Media
Loan transactions are up by 30 percent, and use of the Graphics Imaging Lab nearly doubled
just last year. Computing and Communications has experienced an explosion of use, with the
number of user hours in the labs quadrupling in the eight years that statistics have been kept.
In addition, the number of personal computers on campus has tripled, to just under 1,000
units, in ten years.


We have met the increasing demands for information services without additions to staff in a
number of ways. In both the Library and Computing and Communications, administrative
and support positions have been reduced while operating, and especially public service, posi-
tions have been steady or increased. Computer Center hours have been reduced; service levels
have been reduced, for example, in Periodicals where staffing has been cut from two to one.
Automation of some Library functions has allowed the shifting of positions from support to
public service. In Media Services, increased support to academic programs has come, in part,
at the expense of support to campus productions. In Computing and Communications, added
curricular support has been provided by reducing the number of positions supporting admin-
istrative computing. They have also transferred services to other departments.


The stresses of wringing more service from limited staff resources are showing. During the
1996-97 academic year, faculty discussions about quality of work life on campus often cen-
tered on the need for better support from Computing and Communication, the Library, and
Media Services. Staff, meanwhile, are stretched to the limit. The most pressing needs for
additional staffing appear to be in network development and in the Computer Support Center
within Computing and Communications, in the Graphics Imaging Lab and Electronic Media
within Media Services, and in technical computer support, Interlibrary Loan and general pub-
lic service support within the Library.


A trend in the curriculum toward smaller faculty teams has also had an effect on informa-
tion services. Whereas the “average” team ten years ago might have had somewhere between
four and five faculty, it is now between three and four. This means that there are more pro-
grams relative to the level of enrollment, each program with fewer students than ten years
ago. This trend has had an impact on Library faculty, whose liaison workload varies directly
with the number of academic programs. We have added one Library faculty position in ten
years, but that addition has been more than matched by growth in enrollment, the impact of
which is felt at the Reference desk, and compounded by proliferation of programs, that de-
mand more attention to liaison work. The addition of evening/weekend and off-campus pro-
grams has also added to workloads. Similar effects are evident in computing and
media—wherever the workload is affected more by the number of presentations or work-
shops than by the number of students in the workshops.


Qualifications of Information Services Personnel
Faculty and staff in Media Services, the Library, and Computing and Communications have


education, training, and experience that are appropriate to their various jobs. Within Comput-
ing and Communications and Media Services emphasis is on technical skills; however, a
number of employees, especially in media, are part-time instructors at the college and/or are
involved in creative work in their fields. Nearly half of Media Services employees have taught
in a part-time media studies offering, in addition to their staff duties, in the past two years.
This combination of teaching and creative work keeps the job-related skills of these employ-
ees up-to-date.
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Within the Library, the Library faculty generally hold a Masters in Library Science degree,
except for the media specialist who has a Masters of Arts in English. Some of the Library
faculty also have additional masters degrees in fields outside librarianship. The faculty hiring
and reappointment processes assure that Library faculty have an orientation to teaching in
addition to library experience. Since the Library faculty have unusual teaching roles, more of
the management of the Library is done by staff than would be the case in most academic
libraries. Incumbents in key positions—Head of Cataloging, Archivist, Library System Man-
ager, and Head of Circulation—hold Masters in Library Science degrees. Other key staff have
extensive experience in library work, exceeding twenty years in several cases.


The present Dean of Library Services is not a library professional, but has rotated into the
deanship from the full-time teaching faculty. This rotation is typical of academic administra-
tion at Evergreen. Nevertheless, this is the first time it has occurred in the Library and was a
response to a particular set of circumstances that does not necessarily set a precedent for the
future.


There are clear job descriptions for all positions in Computing and Communications, Me-
dia Services, and the Library. Résumés of key employees are included in the exhibits.


Professional Development for Information Services
Personnel


Professional development opportunities are especially important for information services
personnel who work in what are arguably the fastest changing environments on campus. Funds
for staff development are available from within the operating units and from a campus-wide
staff development fund. Library faculty are eligible for all faculty development opportunities.
Amounts available for either faculty or staff, however, have not kept up with demand. Conse-
quently, allocations often do not cover the full cost of the activity, and employees must meet
some of the expenses out of their own pockets. Further, because of workload pressures noted
above, employees often cannot be spared from the work site for enough time to attend devel-
opment sessions.


Evergreen is fortunate to be located in a desirable geographic region with ready access to a
large and well-developed technology industry. This has allowed the college to recruit techni-
cally-able staff despite public sector wages which are well behind private sector wages for
similar positions. The collegial atmosphere at the college also fosters a low staff turnover rate.
The strength of these stable staffing patterns is the preservation of intellectual capital and the
ability to leverage long-term employees into ever more complex roles. But in a rapidly chang-
ing industry, long-term employees are in need of constant professional development, and
sometimes in need of complete retooling.


The thinking by most prominent consultants on information systems is that the training
budget for technical staff needs to afford $3,000–$5,000 per person per year in order to keep
up with changes in the industry; Computing and Communications has had on the order of less
than $500 per person per year available for training. Particularly as the desktop computing
revolution has taken hold, and as networking has become core to the delivery of information
services, the lack of these training dollars has hampered Evergreen’s ability to keep staff at
the sophisticated technical level required for a small staff to manage a complex environment.
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Collaboration and Linkages Between Information
Services Work Units


The founders of the Evergreen Library saw the need for a strong linkage between library
and media functions. Their vision of a multi-media library that provides information in many
formats—print, sound and images—is finally being realized with the introduction of new
information technologies. (This vision is described in Vol. 1, Exhibit 5-3.) These same devel-
opments have given rise to a high level of cooperation between the Library (including Media
Services) and Computing and Communications. Staff members of the two units meet often to
coordinate their work. In addition, staff from the Library, Media Services, Computing and
Communications, and the Computer Applications Lab have jointly conducted the CyberDivine
faculty development workshops over the past two summers and have co-taught two programs
for students focusing on topics related to information technology.


As mentioned above, over the next few years we will have to turn the combined efforts of
the information services units toward designing a major remodel of the entire wing of the
Library Building that now houses computing, the library, and media operations into an Infor-
mation Technology Wing that effectively integrates these functions to the fullest extent pos-
sible. This is an opportunity to adjust the physical layout of information services to new
developments in technology.


Involvement in Curriculum Development
As a result of the close working relationship between information services staff and the


faculty, Computing and Communications, the Library and Media Services are, to a great ex-
tent, an integral part of curriculum development. Further, the introduction of Planning Units
as a way to organize the curriculum provides a more direct and systematic link than existed
before. Key information services staff regularly attend Planning Unit meetings. In addition,
as noted above, Library faculty are affiliated with the Planning Units and are full participants
in curriculum planning.


Financial Support for Information Services and
Resources


Chart 5-1 shows expenditures for library and information resources and services and total
spending (General Fund—State plus Tuition) for the college for the last four biennia. In order
to keep the relative pattern between total college spending and information services spending
within a more easily viewable scale, total college spending is divided by ten—but the reader
should keep in mind that this simple mathematical manipulation causes the total college bud-
get trend to look flatter than it really is. Between the 1989-91 biennium and the 1995-97
biennium, the total college budget increased by $10 million, not $1 million. Complete nu-
merical tables of the figures represented by these graphs are contained in Vol. 1, Exhibit 5-2.


Figures for Library, Computing, and Media Operations, as depicted in the graphs, do not
include equipment spending, spending for library materials, or one-time funding for the Co-
operative Library Project. Total college spending grew only slightly between the 1991-93
biennium and the 1993-95 biennium due to budget cuts imposed by the legislature. But spending
for operations of all three information services units dropped in the same time period. Library
materials spending was protected from the budget cuts and increased slightly.
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Chart 5-2 shows information services operating expenditures as a percentage of the total
college budget. The same pattern of decline and growth shows up in this table, but even in
1995-97 the shares of college spending applied to Library and Computing Operations were
below levels of the early 1990s.


Chart 5-2
Information Services  — Percentage of College Expenditures
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Expenditures per student FTE for the college and for information services are shown in
Chart 5-3. The same pattern of growth, decline, and growth shows up here, and again in 1995-
97 Library and Computing Operations expenditures had not quite returned to levels that pre-
vailed in 1991-93. On an inflation-adjusted basis the drop-off in per student spending on
computing and the library would be even greater. Some of the increase in per student spend-
ing on Media Operations was the result of eliminating student media fees, which would not be
captured in these numbers, and transferring those costs to state funds, which are reflected
here.


Chart 5-3
Expenditures Per FTE Student


Finally, Table 5-1 shows library materials expenditures in total, as a percent of total college
spending and on a per student basis. Total materials spending has increased over the period as
a result of annual inflation adjustments to the materials budget. The increases have not kept
up with growth in either the college budget or in the number of students. That is, both the
share of college spending and the spending per student on library materials have declined
steadily.
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Biennial Expenditures for Library Materials
Biennium Library Materials Percent of Total College Per Student
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Overall, the spending figures indicate much the same as the staffing figures do, that Com-
puting and Communications, the Library, and Media Services have been doing more with less
for many years. The past year has brought additional resources to information services, but
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increased enrollments, which have been compounded by growth in computer and media in-
tensive programs and the spread of media and computing across the curriculum.


It is interesting to note that in comparing costs among the six public baccalaureate institu-
tions in Washington, Evergreen’s library is the most costly on a per student basis. In a 1996
study of unit costs in the library (Exhibit Room, Exhibit 5-8) that drew on comparative figures
for Evergreen, Central Washington University, Eastern Washington University, and Western
Washington University, we concluded that the difference in per-student library costs—$727
annually for Evergreen and just under $400 on average for the other three libraries (based on
FY 1992-93 and 1993-94 data)—could be attributed to four factors. First, the Media Services
operation, which is a part of the Library at Evergreen and at one of the other schools (though
on a much smaller scale), provides services that are unheard of at other institutions. These
services at Evergreen are not restricted to media students but are available to all students on
campus on an equal basis. We estimated that about one-third of the difference in unit costs
among the four libraries was attributable to Media Services.


A second factor in unit cost differences is the teaching role of the Library faculty, which is
quite different from other institutions. Evergreen Library faculty rotate into the curriculum to
teach full time at least one quarter out of nine. When they are in the Library, they serve as
liaisons to academic programs and work with faculty in those programs to incorporate mate-
rials and activities to teach research and library skills. Library faculty at Evergreen do not take
on managerial roles in the Library that are typical of academic librarians elsewhere. We esti-
mated that the teaching role of the Library faculty accounted for about one-fifth of the Ever-
green Library’s higher per-student cost.


A third difference has to do with the impact of Evergreen’s broad and ever-changing cur-
riculum on materials expenditures. It is difficult at Evergreen to focus materials expenditures
into areas of curricular emphasis, because the emphases change rapidly. As a result, funds
allocated to purchases of books, journals, and other materials accounts for about one-fourth of
the difference in per student library costs between Evergreen and its three sister libraries.


These three factors, then, account for somewhere between 75 and 80 percent of the differ-
ence in unit costs noted above. The final factor, economies of scale, accounts for at least some
of the remainder. Evergreen is, by far, the smallest of the four institutions. Some library ex-
penses have little to do with size. Expenditures for a “good reference collection” might be
about the same for the four libraries. The same is true of computer systems and, to some
extent, of staff when staffing levels are often dictated more by number of open hours than by
numbers of students.


So the Evergreen library is expensive, but the expense is largely related to the unique and
innovative curriculum that sets Evergreen apart from its peers. The expense and the difference
in the way the Evergreen library operates pay off in terms of student use of the library. Of
seven comparative use measures that were available for the four libraries, the Evergreen li-
brary was first in use per student on four of them (circulations, interlibrary loans provided,
persons served in presentations, and reference transactions), and second on the remaining
three (interlibrary loans received, number of presentations, and gate count). Evergreen had
more than twice the circulations per student compared to its peers. In fact, on a cost per
circulation comparison, the Evergreen library is the least expensive of the four.


Participation in Institutional Planning
The institution’s planning processes are highly inclusive and participatory. Information ser-


vices staff and faculty are given regular opportunities to participate in campus governance
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and planning exercises. The recent strategic planning effort included information technology
and services as a central element of consideration. The Library Dean and the Director of
Computing and Communications served on strategic planning subcommittees, as did other
information service faculty and staff. Users of information services, both faculty and stu-
dents, were also represented.


Institutional Commitment to Linkages Between
Information Services


The institution provides formal recognition of these linkages in a number of ways relating
to representation on governance committees and task forces. For example, both the Library
Dean and the Director of Computing and Communications served on the strategic planning
subcommittee on emerging information technologies and have both been on the college’s
Technology Steering Committee. Library faculty and staff and Computing and Communica-
tions staff have designed and implemented the CyberDivine summer workshops for faculty
and staff over the past two years. The Dean of Library Services served as interim Director of
Computing and Communications after the retirement of the former director. The new Director
of Computing sits in on meetings of the Academic Deans on a regular basis.


Evaluation of Services and Staff
The institution has a tradition of continuous evaluation of student achievement, of faculty


performance, and of the success of academic programs. This process extends to information
services and results in frequent, incremental adjustments of allocation of resources in Com-
puting and Communications, Media Services, and the Library. Some of this evaluation de-
rives from the end-of-year evaluations that faculty do of their programs and of their program
colleagues. Concerns or problems about information services that surface in these evaluations
often are communicated back to the operating units, which adjust their plans for the following
year accordingly. While this evaluation process is regular, it is hardly systematic.


A related and more systematic process operates in the Library and is linked to the annual
collegial evaluations done by the library faculty. At the end of each academic year, each
library faculty member, including the full-time teaching faculty who have rotated into the
library, evaluate each other. These narrative evaluations are shared in a group discussion that
moves from performance of individuals to overall performance of the group and of the entire
library.


In addition, each unit collects statistics on its operations and uses them to identify and
respond to problems that arise.


There are indicators that suggest that library and information services are heavily used on
campus. Statistics on library use per student, noted above, show that students find their way
into and actively use the library. In addition, the College Student Experiences Questionnaire
that was implemented on campus showed that Evergreen students reported their general use
of the library to be comparable to the experiences of students at other liberal arts institutions.
Where the experiences seemed to differ, however, was in how library use connected with
active learning. For example, Evergreen students rated their experiences higher in response to
such statements as, “Looked for further references that were cited in things you read,” and
“Gone back to read a basic reference or document that other authors referred to.” Beyond the
library, Evergreen students rated their “Familiarity with use of computers” slightly higher but
their knowledge of “Computers and other Technologies” much higher than other liberal arts
students.
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In spite of ongoing evaluation efforts and evidence of heavy use of information and library
services on the part of Evergreen students, we have not addressed the question of what stu-
dents are actually learning from their experiences. Presumably, if they are using the Library,
Media Services, and Computing and Communications they are also learning something from
this use, but we have not done a careful assessment of this learning, and need to in the future.


Concluding Analysis and Future Issues
As this report took shape it became clear to the authors that we were really trying to satisfy


three objectives. First, we wanted to respond to specifics of Standard 5, Library and Informa-
tion Resources, and this is what we have done in the main text of this report. This text is the
result of collaboration among library, computing, and media staff and is directed mostly at
identifying what is, though there is occasional mention of what should be or might be. Sec-
ond, we wanted to review the ideals and values that surrounded the founding of information
services on this campus and to identify tensions that have developed over the years around
these ideals and values. That is the purpose of the reflective essay of Vol. 1, Exhibit 5-3. This
essay, which deals with what was and is, was written by a librarian and centers on the library
and media services, since computing functions, as we know them now, did not exist at the
time of the college’s founding. After we completed drafts of these two pieces, we realized that
we needed to draw conclusions and make recommendations to the extent possible in this
rapidly-changing world of information technology and services that might guide our actions
until someone else writes the next reaccreditation report. That is, we needed to deal more
comprehensively with what might be. That is the purpose of this section.


Before looking ahead, we should draw conclusions regarding whether or not we meet the
requirements of Standard 5. Our analysis of library and information services and resources on
the Evergreen campus leads us to conclude that there are ways in which these services are
very strong—open access and support to students, the teaching role of the faculty librarians.
There are areas where we might do better—funding for equipment and staff support for com-
puting and media, two of the fastest growing parts of the curriculum. But there are no areas
where we are in danger of falling short of the requirements of the standard. That we meet the
standard is no reason to be complacent, however. There is much to be done over the next
decade.


The biggest challenge for the information services units over the next ten years is, as men-
tioned elsewhere in this report, the Information Technology Wing, a comprehensive remodel
of the C-wing of the Library Building to accommodate both the need for additional space for
computing, media, and library purposes and the integration of these functions to provide bet-
ter service to students, faculty, and staff. At present, the layout of these areas is based on old
technologies. Nevertheless, with widespread application of computers to all of the informa-
tion services functions, the same equipment that is in the Computer Center shows up in the
Reference area of the Library and in the Graphics Imaging Lab in Media Services (and also in
the Learning Resource Center and, potentially, in a language lab). In many cases, the same
software also exists in these different areas. Now, a student doing a project combining text,
images, and sound might visit the Library for text and images, work in the Graphics Imaging
Lab to process images and sound, and complete the project in the Computer Center. In many
cases, there is no reason why the same project could not be done at a single location, at one
work station, if the appropriate information and technical support were all available at that
site.


The task, then, is to set aside organizational structures and old ways of providing informa-
tion services and to think about how to design a space to best facilitate teaching and learning
using information and information technology. The result may well be an open public service
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area with multi-purpose work stations and with support from media, computing, and library
staff. More specialized labs, media and multi-media classrooms, offices, collections, and other
work areas might be located on other floors, but all would be easily accessible from the public
service area. While it is a remodeling project that provides the opportunity to rethink informa-
tion services, it must be made clear that this is not simply a space problem. In addition to
redesigning the physical layout, we must think about new ways to do the work in these spaces.
This means rethinking equipment purchases, staffing levels, and job assignments along with
remodeling the space.


The actual remodel is about five years away and cannot be done until the Seminar Phase II
building is completed. Plans for Seminar Phase II will allow for enough space that existing
functions located in the Library Building may be displaced to allow for expansion of the
information services units. Planning for the Information Technology remodel must proceed
with the design of Seminar Phase II, but final design will not be completed for several years.
Meanwhile, changes in technology may reshape our thinking considerably.


In addition to the major task of rethinking the spatial organization of information services,
there are a number of problems, bottlenecks in services, rising expectations that we will need
to deal with over the next four to five years. All of these have implications for staffing levels,
equipment purchases, short-term space needs, and collection development. In analyzing these
concerns below, we are assuming that we will continue to operate within the set of ideals and
values that we have obtained since the founding of the college and outlined in Vol. 1, Exhibit
5-3 of this report. That is, we will not sacrifice the egalitarian ideal to concerns about effi-
ciency, we will continue to emphasize teaching over research and we will provide open access
to our facilities and services.


The concerns regarding library, media, and computing services that seem to be looming on
the horizon include the following:


Enrollment Increases
As noted above, staffing in all three units is about the same as it was ten years ago in spite


of enrollment growth over the period. The increasing use that has accompanied enrollment
growth has resulted in service bottlenecks. This is especially true in Media Services, where
we are not able to keep up with the need for equipment proficiencies and media workshops,
and in Computing and Communications where the Computer Center is often full and the
various labs are fully booked. The Library is short on study spaces and is critically short on
stack space, though the latter is not directly related to enrollment growth.


Media- and Computing-Intensive Programs
In addition to general enrollment growth, the number of students who are interested in


computing and media has increased as a proportion of the student population. Where we had
one film/video faculty member ten years ago we now have five. While the number of com-
puter science faculty has not increased as markedly, the required amount and complexity of
support to computer science programs has increased greatly. We need to consider added staff
support and more hardware and software for both computing and media programs. In addi-
tion, funding for non-print library materials, especially films and videos, is far too low rela-
tive to use of those materials in the curriculum. Increasing non-print materials spending will
also require that we deal with added workloads in Acquisitions, Cataloging, and Processing
that will accompany increases in the number of non-print items.


Evening and Weekend Support
Over the last few years the college has expanded its part-time offerings, primarily in the


form of evening programs and classes. So far, we have not offered media- or computing-
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intensive programs in the evenings or weekends, since we do not have the staff to support
these programs. There is growing pressure to do so, however. In addition, part-time studies
options have generated demand for general computing, media, and library support. We added
a half-time position in Media Loan to extend hours into the evening, but we have not ad-
dressed the added workloads in Library public services—Reference, Periodicals, Govern-
ment Documents, and Sound and Image Library—or in Computing and Communications.
Further growth in part-time studies will make these needs more urgent.


Other changes in program formats are affecting workloads. Over the past ten years the
average size of a coordinated study program has declined with two- or three-faculty teams
more common, and four- or five-faculty teams less common, than before. Thus there are more
separate programs for any given enrollment. Some information services activities—library,
computing, and media workshops, for example—vary more with the number of programs
than with the number of students. This has tended to compound the effects of enrollment
growth and development of evening/weekend study options.


Faculty Development
Much remains to be done to more effectively connect new information technology with the


Evergreen curriculum. The CyberDivine summer workshops which library and computing
staff and faculty have designed for the faculty as a whole for the past three years provide a
model for transferring technology skills and information to the faculty but these efforts need
to be broadened and deepened. The campus needs to find applications of the World Wide Web
and of the state’s new K-20 Network that fit with the college’s commitment to interactive,
cooperative learning. Faculty must have training and on-going support to work these new
applications into their programs.


Special Services/Collections
A number of groups on campus have approached us with requests for special services or


special collections. For example, the directors of both the Masters in Teaching program and
the Washington Center for Educational Improvement have asked that we make changes in our
curriculum room that would make it more attractive and useful for K-12 teachers. With the
retirement of many of the founding faculty we need to direct more attention to preserving the
college’s history and building the campus archive collection. In addition, faculty in Native
American Studies have asked about developing a Native American Archive. Growth in the
tribal-based programs and the Tacoma program will force us to rethink and probably expand
library, computing, and media services in these areas. Our current experiment with computer-
aided language instruction may lead to a proposal for a language lab. These activities, if we
take them on, will require added staff, equipment and space.


Student Services Software
It is time to replace software that is used for registration and records, student accounts, and


financial aid. This might be done in-house or by purchasing an integrated package from a
vendor and altering it as necessary to suit Evergreen’s unique academic program. In either
case, this will take significant resources and several years to accomplish.


While some of these concerns will probably go away and others will be dealt with out of
existing resources, any significant progress in addressing them will require additional re-
sources. We estimate that we will need the following:


Staff
Addressing the issues outlined above, over the next five years, will require two or three


additional positions in the Library, primarily in Public Services (Periodicals, Documents, Ref-
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erence), but some added staffing might be required in Technical Services to deal with workloads
associated with increasing acquisitions of non-print materials. In Media Services, two to four
positions would be required, especially in Electronic Media, the Graphics Imaging Lab, and
in the Sound and Image Library. Two to four positions might be necessary in Computing and
Communications, primarily in network development and applications support. This does not
count positions that might be needed for development or adaptation of student services soft-
ware. Any big push into distance learning or major expansion of off-campus programs might
require even more support.


Space
The Library needs at least an additional 2,500 square feet of space to install more book


stacks, provide more study space, and expand the college archive. A language lab, special
collections, or additional computer labs would require additional space.


Materials
The highest priority, in terms of Library materials, is to protect the budget from inflation by


allocating annual inflation adjustments to the budget base. In addition, the only area where
collection development efforts need a boost is in non-print materials where an additional
$20,000 to $30,000 per year would seem justified.


Equipment
Replacing worn or outdated equipment and keeping up with changes in technology will


require approximately $200,000 to $250,000 per year each for Media Services and Comput-
ing and Communications and $50,000 to $75,000 per year for the Library, a total of at least a
half million dollars per year. This does not make allowance for purchase or development of
student software.


Summary of Recommendations and Findings
■ Evergreen has excellent and well-used library and computing resources that are


uniquely organized to support the curriculum and provide open access to students.


■ Enrollment growth and more intense use of media, library resources, and comput-
ing across the curriculum have stretched these resources in recent years. While
resource concerns focus on information technology, they extend to staff, space, and
collections as well.


■ The college will soon have to make large investments in a new student information
system and a new telephone system.


■ The scheduled remodeling of a part of the Library Building into an Information
Technology Wing provides an opportunity to creatively rethink the integration of
media, library, and computing technologies to provide even better service to
students, faculty, and staff.


■ Growth has raised important questions about how to provide support to the
Tacoma campus, evening and weekend, and reservation-based students.


■ Questions about technology, the state’s emerging K-20 telecommunications system,
and  faculty development need to be addressed.
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Exhibit 5-1
Evergreen Library Collection Analysis


Monograph Collection
Evergreen’s monograph collection includes approximately 225,000 titles or 260,000 vol-


umes. It is housed primarily in open stacks on the third floor of the Library, but about 30,000
volumes are in the reference collection on the second floor.


In order to assess the adequacy of the collection the Library contracted with the Western
Library Network for a two-part collection analysis. The first part was a comparison of the
Evergreen collection against Books for College Libraries, Third Edition (BCL3). The second
part was a simple tabulation of titles in the Evergreen collection by subject area and age (date
of publication). Summaries of these two analyses are in the exhibits.


A caution regarding this collection analysis is in order here. Any categorization of the col-
lection will tend to mask some features that may be important. That is certainly the case with
the way we have broken down the collection in what follows. Some areas that we consider to
be strengths of the Evergreen collection—women’s studies, racial and ethnic diversity, gay
and lesbian issues, for example—simply do not show up in the highly aggregated categories
that we have used for the analysis. Conclusions from the analysis, therefore, can be only
suggestive. Any changes in collection development that result from the analysis must take
into account more subtle features of the collection and of the curriculum and must grow out of
extended discussions with faculty.


The BCL3 analysis revealed that the Evergreen collection includes 57.9 percent of all rec-
ommended titles and had another 2.8 percent as “near misses.” According to the WLN staff
member who coordinated the BCL3 analysis, “I don’t think any other individual library has
ever gotten as high a match rate as Evergreen did in this comparison. And we have done lots
of them.”


The tabulation of titles by age reveals that the collection is relatively “young,” reflecting
the overall age of the college:


Table 5-1-1
Monograph Collection Distribution by Age


Time Period Titles Percent


Pre-1950 9,890 4.4


1951-60 12,691 5.7


1961-70 43,926 19.6


1971-75 25,948 11.6


1976-80 27,837 12.4


1981-85 34,524 15.4


1986-90 35,085 15.6


1991-96 34,455 15.4


Total 224,377 100.0
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Table 5-1-2 shows a summary of the two collection analyses at the category level. The first
column of numbers shows the percentage of BCL3 titles in the category that are included in
the Evergreen collection (combining matches and near misses). These range from lows of
41.4 percent and 42.8 percent, respectively for Engineering and Technology and Physical
Education and Recreation to highs of 73.9 percent and 72.5 percent for Biological Sciences
and Anthropology. These results correspond roughly to the amount of interest in these topics
in the curriculum. Anthropology and Biological sciences are topics of relatively strong inter-
est among faculty and students, while Engineering and Technology and Physical Education
and Recreation receive less emphasis.


Table 5-1-2
Analysis of Evergreen Library Monograph Collection


Percent of Percent of Total Collection Percent of Additions


CATEGORY BCL3 April, 1997 1991- April, 1997


AGRICULTURE 54.2           1.4           1.5


ANTHROPOLOGY 72.5           1.1           1.8


ART AND ARCHITECTURE 65.4           6.1           7.9


BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 73.9           3.7           4.1


BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS 56.0           8.1           6.4


CHEMISTRY 58.1           0.6           0.2


COMPUTER SCIENCE 55.6           0.7           0.8


EDUCATION 55.7           3.2           5.1


ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 41.4           3.8           2.6


GEOGRAPHY AND EARTH SCIENCES 61.5           1.6           1.6


HISTORY AND AUXILIARY SCIENCES 59.3          14.9          15.0


LANGUAGE, LINGUISTICS, AND LITERATURE 64.2          23.6          20.9


LAW 58.3           1.6           2.0


LIBRARY SCIENCE, GEN. AND REFERENCE 59.0           1.1           0.8


MATHEMATICS 46.2           0.9           0.5


MEDICINE 50.0           3.4           4.5


MUSIC 69.2           2.0           2.1


PERFORMING ARTS 68.1           1.8           2.5


PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 59.3           5.7           4.9


PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION 42.8           0.6           0.3


PHYSICAL SCIENCES 66.6           2.0           1.5


POLITICAL SCIENCE 54.0           3.5           2.9


PSYCHOLOGY 65.1           1.8           1.9


SOCIOLOGY 67.5           6.6           8.3


TOTALS 60.7          100.0          100.0


The second column shows the percentage distribution of titles by category. The two largest
categories, by far, are History and Auxiliary Sciences and Language, Linguistics, and Litera-
ture. The third column shows the percentage distribution of titles with publication dates from
1991 through early 1997. This information reflects collection development efforts in recent
years and is useful in that the BCL3 recommendations are now nearly ten years old.
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Table 5-1-3
Evergreen Collection and Circulation Patterns


Percent of Total Collection Percent of Circulations
Percent of April, 1997 Additions Percent of Total


CATEGORY BCL3 1991-April, 1997


TOTALS      60.7 100.0 100.0 100.0


BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES      73.9 3.7 4.1 5.3


ANTHROPOLOGY      72.5 1.1 1.8 3.0


MUSIC      69.2 2.0 2.1 6.8


PERFORMING ARTS      68.1 1.8 2.5 2.1


SOCIOLOGY      67.5 6.6 8.3 4.2


PHYSICAL SCIENCES      66.6 2.0 1.5 1.1


ART AND ARCHITECTURE      65.4 6.1 7.9 9.5


PSYCHOLOGY      65.1 1.8 1.9 3.1


LANGUAGE, LINGUISTICS, LITERATURE    64.2 23.6 20.9 19.2


GEOGRAPHY AND EARTH SCIENCE      61.5 1.6 1.6 1.5


HISTORY AND AUXILIARY SCIENCE      59.3 14.9 15.0 15.5


PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION      59.3 5.7 4.9 5.9


LIBRARY SCIENCE, GEN. AND REF. 59.0 1.1 0.8 0.1


LAW      58.3 1.6 2.0 0.9


CHEMISTRY      58.1 0.6 0.2 0.4


BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS      56.0 8.1 6.4 4.2


EDUCATION      55.7 3.2 5.1 3.1


COMPUTER SCIENCE      55.6 0.7 0.8 1.7


AGRICULTURE      54.2 1.4 1.5 2.1


POLITICAL SCIENCE      54.0 3.5 2.9 1.3


MEDICINE      50.0 3.4 4.5 4.7


MATHEMATICS      46.2 0.9 0.5 0.5


PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND REC.      42.8 0.6 0.3 0.7


ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY      41.4 3.8 2.6 2.9


Table 5-1-3 presents the same data, with the addition of circulation information, but sorted
by the BCL3 percentages. The top group of categories represent the subject areas where
Evergreen’s collection is relatively strong; the percentage of BCL3 recommended titles is five
or more percentage points greater than for the overall collection. The bottom group includes
subject areas where Evergreen’s collection is relatively weak; the percentage of BCL3 recom-
mended titles is five percentage points or more below the percentage for the overall collec-
tion. The remainder of categories are generally representative of the overall collection in
terms of how well they match with the titles in the BCL3.


Data in the other three columns, percentage of total titles in each category, percentage of
titles added since 1991 in each category, and percentage of circulations for each category,
allow further analysis. For example, comparing the distribution of total titles against the dis-
tribution of added titles shows if collection development efforts over the past several years
have tended to increase or decrease a category’s representation in the total collection. Com-
parison of the distribution of the total collection against the distribution of circulations tells
something about how much use the materials in each category get.


These comparisons are displayed in Table 5-1-4. The subject categories are sorted, as in the
previous table, according to relatively strong, weak, or average representation in the collec-
tion from the BCL3 analysis. The column marked “Collection Trend” shows if, since 1991,
each category has been increasing, decreasing, or holding steady in terms of share of total
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titles in the collection. Strong, weak, or average use is determined from comparing the distri-
bution of circulations among categories against the distribution of titles. If a category has a
significantly greater percentage of circulations than titles, use is strong; if circulation percent-
age is below percentage of titles, use is weak.


Table 5-1-4
Characteristics of Collection Development and Collection Use


REPRESENTATION IN COLLECTION: Collection Trend Collection Use


RELATIVELY STRONG CATEGORIES


BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES Steady Strong


ANTHROPOLOGY Increasing Strong


MUSIC Steady Strong


PERFORMING ARTS Increasing Average


SOCIOLOGY Increasing Weak


PHYSICAL SCIENCES Decreasing Weak


AVERAGE CATEGORIES


ART AND ARCHITECTURE Increasing Strong


PSYCHOLOGY Steady Strong


LANGUAGE, LINGUISTICS, LITERATURE Steady Average


GEOGRAPHY AND EARTH SCIENCE Steady Average


HISTORY AND AUXILIARY SCIENCE Steady Average


PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION Steady Average


LIBRARY SCIENCE, GEN. AND REFERENCE Decreasing Weak


LAW Increasing Weak


CHEMISTRY Decreasing Average


RELATIVELY WEAK CATEGORIES


BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS Steady Weak


EDUCATION Increasing Average


COMPUTER SCIENCE Steady Strong


AGRICULTURE Steady Strong


POLITICAL SCIENCE Steady Weak


MEDICINE Increasing Strong


MATHEMATICS Decreasing Weak


PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION Decreasing Average


ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY Decreasing Average


This analysis is best viewed as suggestive of topics for further study and for discussion.
Firm conclusions about changes in collection development strategy will require careful con-
sideration of the greater amount of detail that is available in the WLN reports and discussions
with faculty and the Planning Unit Coordinators about developments in the curriculum. Some
tentative conclusions and questions that flow from the analysis and that need to be addressed
include:


Among the subject categories that are strongly represented in the collection, is it advisable
to continue to increase their representation as has been the case in recent years with Anthro-
pology, Performing Arts, and Sociology? The justification for further increases seems espe-
cially doubtful for sociology where use of the collection is relatively weak, except we are now
hiring more faculty in this field.


Of the categories that have average representation in the collection, the relatively low circu-
lation levels for Library Science and Law should be no surprise, since works in these two
subject areas are used primarily within the library. Many of them either don’t circulate or are
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best used on-site. Thus weak use, as measured by circulations, would not necessarily raise
questions about Law’s increasing share of the collection. The decline in relative share of
Chemistry, especially since it has average use, should probably be reversed.


There are some surprises among the categories that have relatively weaker representation in
the collection. Education, for example, should be better represented given the Masters in
Teaching program on campus. The fact that its share of titles has been increasing is encourag-
ing, and discussions are underway about changes in the Curriculum Room that might make
for more intensive use of the collection. Computer Science is another category that might
receive greater attention since that collection appears to be well-used, despite its small size.
Much the same is true of Agriculture. The Mathematics collection is small, declining in share
and doesn’t circulate much, but the Library should work with the academic deans to support a
possible effort to infuse more math into the curriculum since this is an in institutional priority.
Collection trends for the other categories in this group seem to be consistent with circulation
statistics.


As a final step in analysis of the monograph collection, we have compared the information
presented above regarding trends and use of the collection against information about the cur-
riculum. Specifically, we asked the Curriculum Dean to provide us with information about
credits awarded by subject categories. The results are shown in Table 5-1-5. Numbers in the
“Headcount” column represent the number of individuals who have received credit in the
category during the 1996-97 academic year. Since students receive credit in more than one
topic, they are also counted in more than one category. The tabulation does not include part-
time or graduate students. Categories are shown in descending order by headcount.


Table 5-1-5
Headcount in Full-Time, Undergraduate Programs by Category of Credit 1996-97


CATEGORY Headcount Percent


TOTALS 6,442 100.0


BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 1,135 17.6


LANGUAGE, LINGUISTICS, AND LITERATURE 825 12.8


POLITICAL SCIENCE 608 9.4


ART AND ARCHITECTURE 471 7.3


MATHEMATICS 468 7.3


HISTORY AND AUXILIARY SCIENCE 458 7.1


PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 387 6.0


PERFORMING ARTS 326 5.1


PSYCHOLOGY 312 4.8


GEOGRAPHY AND EARTH SCIENCES 271 4.2


COMPUTER SCIENCE 260 4.0


SOCIOLOGY 226 3.5


PHYSICAL SCIENCES 206 3.2


CHEMISTRY 129 2.0


MEDICINE 71 1.1


ANTHROPOLOGY 63 1.0


BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS 62 1.0


EDUCATION 50 0.8


MUSIC 49 0.8


LAW 47 0.7


AGRICULTURE 18 0.3


ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 0 0.0


LIBRARY SCIENCE, GENERAL, AND REFERENCE 0 0.0


PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION 0 0.0
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Drawing conclusions from this comparison is risky, since the curriculum changes a great
deal from year to year. However, the comparison does support some features of the collection,
such as the relatively weak representation of Engineering and Technology, Physical Educa-
tion, Agriculture, and Business and Economics. Further, emphases in the collection that seem
appropriate are Biological Sciences, Art and Architecture, and Language, Linguistics, and
Literature. This snapshot of the curriculum does raise questions about some features of the
collection: Do Sociology, Physical Sciences, Anthropology, and Music receive too much
emphasis? Do Political Science and Mathematics receive too little?


Periodicals Collection
Assessing the periodicals collection is difficult, since this is the area where technological


change is, perhaps, having the greatest impact on libraries. The advent of full-text periodical
databases has changed the very nature of collection development. The Evergreen library has
added hundreds of new titles in electronic format, just in the past year, and will be adding
more in the next few months. So far, this has been accomplished without cancellations of
duplicate titles in traditional—paper and microfilm—formats. We have been waiting to gauge
acceptance of the new formats by faculty and students and to see how stable the new services
are.


Table 5-1-6 shows the number of unique titles in our periodicals collection, by broad cat-
egory and format. Duplicates, in this tabulation, have been eliminated. So the figures under
“WWW” include only those titles available in web format that have not already been counted
in the “Paper” or Microfilm” columns.


Table 5-1-6
Periodical Titles by Category and Format
Category Paper Microfilm WWW CD-ROM Total


Education   154 157     21     1    333


Arts and Humanities   267 153   137    4    561


Natural Sciences   263 121   343   12    739


Social Sciences   438 284   900 174  1796


Total 1,122 715 1,401 191 3,429


Table 5-1-7 shows the same information grouped by traditional format (paper and micro-
film) and electronic format (WWW and CD-ROM). This table shows that since we began
adding electronic full-text services just over a year ago, the periodicals collection has nearly
doubled in size with the addition of titles available in electronic format. The new format has
the disadvantage of limited backfiles—most full-text collections go back just a few years. The
advantage of some of them, of course, is that they are available over the campus network, and
all can be searched electronically.


Table 5-1-7
Periodical Titles, Traditional and Electronic Formats


Traditional Electronic Total


Category Format Percent Format Percent Titles Percent


Education    311   16.9     22     1.4     333     9.7


Arts and Humanities    420   22.9   141      8.9     561   16.4


Natural Sciences    384   20.9   355    22.3     739   21.6


Social Sciences    722   39.3 1074    67.5  1796   52.4


Total 1,837 100.0 1592 100.0 3,429 100.0
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Table 5-1-7 also shows that the increase in titles has been primarily in the Social Sciences.
This is not surprising, given the products and services that have been available. At the time of
this writing, we are working with the libraries of the other public baccalaureate institutions in
Washington on cooperative purchases of additional databases, especially in the natural sci-
ences and health sciences.


The challenge for the next year or so is to look at the duplication of titles and decide what
we might cancel to free up funds for the periodicals titles, products, and services that we want
to maintain or to add. Much of the funding for the electronic products came from one-time
funds, and we are treating them as trials, until we have better information on their quality and
acceptance on campus. The fact that there is duplication of titles means that we can look at
canceling some titles in paper or microfilm.


Reference Collection
Evergreen’s initial Reference collection was carefully chosen to support substantive re-


search across the disciplines among undergraduate students. As it has been developed over
the years, it has continued to reflect the Library’s commitment to acquiring reference materi-
als as comprehensively as possible, and as responsively as possible, to shifts in the curriculum
and to the creation of the three graduate programs, the Tacoma campus, the tribal-based pro-
grams, and the public service institutes. Given the size of the Library, the collection is remark-
able for its range, effectiveness, and value. Visiting librarians are regularly surprised and
impressed by its stature. Reference monograph titles in paper number 16,160; its paper in-
dexes amount to nearly 300; compact disc indexes around 30. Reference Services maintains a
web page which affords ready access to additional reference resources; and it subscribes to
Dialog and its nearly 1,000 databases. These resources and points of access, along with the
enhanced capabilities of the Library’s OPAC for searching via Internet, allow users to con-
duct research on literally anything under the sun. Current decisions about acquisitions and
access for Reference resources increasingly involve choosing among various formats of in-
formation and their delivery, but always in the spirit of the first intention of providing a first-
rate collection which addresses diverse dynamic interdisciplinary interests.


Government Documents Collection
The Library receives 25 percent of the documents distributed by the federal government as


part of the depository program. These include agency reports, congressional publications, and
maps from various agencies. The rapid conversion of federal information to a WWW format
is revolutionizing government publications, especially legal and legislative materials which
are now readily available to anyone. These sites have been incorporated in the WWW pages
compiled by the library.  Mapping projects now coming from USGS provide the rationale for
working closer with newly hired Geographic Information Systems faculty to develop a li-
brary/laboratory for viewing and manipulating this new geographical medium. New staff in
the Documents Library are converting as many chores as possible to machines. Major projects
begun this year include completely cataloging the collection so it will appear as part of the
general catalog and weeding the twenty-five-year-old collection, reducing it by half. The
Documents collection, always valuable, should become more valuable as its contents and
services become more widely known by faculty and students in public policy and environ-
mental studies.


Non-Print Collections
Non-print collections include items shown in Table 5-1-8. Except for the slides, all of these


items are cataloged and entered into the library database. In addition, there are about another
150 LP Masters that are in the process of being cataloged as the final step in a retrospective
conversion project.
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We have recently purchased software that will allow us to build a searchable database of
slides and that includes a circulation system. We have entered about 16,000 slides into the
database and expect it will take another two to three years to add records for the remainder of
the collection. The software will also allow us to store images digitally and make them avail-
able over the campus network.


Table 5-1-8
Non-Print Collections


Item Type Number


Audio CDs 820


Audio Cassettes 4,305


LP Masters 6,849


VHS Videotapes 960


3/4” Videotapes 47


Video Discs 43


8 mm Films 13


16 mm Films 453


CD-ROMS 176


Games 77


Filmstrips 37


35 mm Slides 85,000 (estimated)


Evergreen’s films and videos are housed with the Washington State Library Media Center,
which is located on campus in the Library Building. In return for free space, the state library
manages our collection, operates a booking system for those materials and gives Evergreen
faculty, staff, and students access to their collection of about 5,000 films and videos. While
many of these items are training films or are specific to state government operations, many of
them are of interest for academic purposes.


During fall quarter 1997, faculty member Anne Fischel rotated into the Library to analyze
our film/video collection. She noted that at about $6,000 per year, our budget for all of non-
print purchases was less than 1 percent of the total materials budget, and she recommended
that the Library acquire more films and videos to serve the needs of students and faculty in
film/video programs, one of the fastest growing areas of study on campus.


While this proposal is still under discussion, there is no doubt that the non-print budget has
not kept up with curricular demands. Non-print items, especially audio CDs and VHS video-
tapes, are the most heavily circulated items in the Library’s collections. The non-print budget
was cut by at least two-thirds several years ago, before the college began to hire additional
media faculty. Unfortunately, that budget cut also eliminated much of the staff capability to
order, catalog, and process non-print items. Accordingly, if the non-print budget is increased
significantly now, we will have to pay attention to workloads in technical services and may
have to supplement staff support to meet those workloads.
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Exhibit 5-2 — Financial Support for Information Services and Resources
Table 5-2-1
Total College and Information Services Expenditures


Library Coop. Lib. Library Media Computing Total Info. Total


Operations Project Materials Operations Operations Services College


FY89 $1,207,297 $488,323 $463,084 $1,196,446 $3,355,150 $21,793,431


FY90 $1,197,039 $471,478 $507,256 $1,306,292 $3,482,064 $22,876,546


FY91 $1,356,618 $812,803 $563,651 $1,529,248 $4,262,320 $26,314,852


FY92 $1,383,655 $431,345 $552,477 $1,399,153 $3,766,630 $25,393,375


FY93 $1,545,365 $854,258 $594,370 $1,479,015 $4,473,009 $28,949,081


FY94 $1,383,556 $494,826 $558,868 $1,270,252 $3,707,502 $25,949,224


FY95 $1,408,979 $380,274 $820,417 $569,972 $1,357,996 $4,537,638 $29,475,487


FY96 $1,387,382 $428,306 $602,637 $1,388,063 $3,806,388 $28,002,713


FY97 $1,589,566 $256,177 $930,731 $681,764 $1,581,582 $5,039,820 $31,225,645


Table 5-2-2
Information Services Operations Expenditures
Percent of Total College Spending


Library Library Media Computing Total Info. Total


Operations Materials Operations Operations Serve. Ops. College


FY89 5.5% 2.2% 2.1% 5.5% 13.2% 100.0%


FY90 5.2% 2.1% 2.2% 5.7% 13.2% 100.0%


FY91 5.2% 3.1% 2.1% 5.8% 13.1% 100.0%


FY92 5.4% 1.7% 2.2% 5.5% 13.1% 100.0%


FY93 5.3% 3.0% 2.1% 5.1% 12.5% 100.0%


FY94 5.3% 1.9% 2.2% 4.9% 12.4% 100.0%


FY95 4.8% 2.8% 1.9% 4.6% 11.3% 100.0%


FY96 5.0% 1.5% 5.0% 12.1% 100.0%


FY97 5.1% 3.0% 5.1% 12.3% 100.0%


Table 5-2-3
Information Services and Total College Expenditures per Student


Library Media Computing Total Info. Total


Operations Operations Operations Serv. Ops. College


FY89 $400 $153 $396  $950 $7,221


FY90 $401 $170 $437 $1,008 $7,656


FY91 $439 $182 $495 $1,116 $8,516


FY92 $431 $172 $436 $1,039 $7,908


FY93 $477 $184 $457 $1,118 $8,943


FY94 $422 $170 $387  $979 $7,907


FY95 $417 $169 $402  $988 $8,728


FY96 $410 $178 $410  $997 $8,268


FY97 $456 $195 $453 $1,104 $8,950


Table 5-2-4
Biennial Expenditures for Library Materials
Biennium Library Materials Percent of Tot. College Per Student


89-91 $1,284,281 2.6% $421


91-93 $1,285,603 2.4% $398


93-95 $1,315,242 2.4% $394


95-97 $1,359,037 2.3% $393
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Exhibit 5-3
Realizing a Multi-Media Library: Towards the Next Twenty-Five Years


As the campus and the Library observed Evergreen’s twenty-fifth anniversary last year,
reflection seemed right, even necessary. This document, a birthday song of sorts written dur-
ing that time, attempts an evaluation of our work in the Library since its first radical formula-
tion; it also attempts to imagine our work for the next twenty-five years. Have we continued
to be innovative? Flexible? Exceptional as a Library? How might we continue to be? In this
regard, “Creating a Multi-Media Library: A Case Study”—co-authored in April 1971 by James
Holly, the first Dean of Library Services at Evergreen, and David Carnahan, its first Coordi-
nator of Media Services—provides a gauge by which to measure ourselves. In many respects
the library they described was an impossible one for the times, but the college proceeded
nonetheless to try to put their vision into action: it automated library functions to the extent
that it could; combined conventional library services and resources with media services; ob-
tained an impressive range of equipment for what were then state-of-the-art studios and labs;
hired graphic artists, media, and computer specialists as full-time members of the Library
Group; allocated significant portions of the acquisitions budget to nonprint resources and
began building an integrated collection of print and nonprint materials. In time, some of these
practices fell away somewhat or gave way to the circumstances of hard budget cycles and
seemingly incongruent services. Media Services became rather distinct in its operations from
the whole Library, although it remained within its organizational purview; early members of
“The Group” left altogether to join what developed into Computing Services. In recent years,
turns in technology have pushed library, media, and computing functions together as Holly
and Carnahan had supposed—a condition which is reflected in the considerations of this very
standard for reaccreditation which addresses library and information resources as a whole,
despite organizational distinctions between the Library and Computing and Communications.
What have been constant across time are the high levels of service and genuine commitment
to learning and teaching which distinguish Evergreen among campuses and certainly among
libraries. These found their early articulation in Holly’s and Carnahan’s case study, as did the
library’s open door policy to off-campus borrowers.


The Library of a new college should serve as a catalytic agent on the campus and
should help to set a “ feeling tone”  or climate of learning on campus which encour-
ages students, staff, faculty and members of the Olympia community tobecome
involved and committed participants in learning processes—formal and informal,
structured and unstructured— sponsored by the college. (Holly, 434)


To the extent that we remain catalytic, the Library also remains “new.” If it shares a com-
mon fate with libraries generally, as they are (re)newed by emerging information technolo-
gies which leave significant social shifts in their wake and require continuous study, adaptations
and organizational change, it has also obtained some practice and experience with them over
the years since taking the authors’ next directive to heart and applying it to collection develop-
ment, management, and access early on.


The multi-media library provides access to information resources on campus and/
or distribution and retrieval of such resources whether in print, media, or other
format. The library provides a primary link to off-campus resources of the
community, governments, and other libraries and information bases. (ibid.)


In their list, one recognizes what we now term the Internet, the World Wide Web, multi-
mediated research projects, hypertext—all part of a remarkably constellating information
environment. Evergreen’s Library, in its attempts to build an “integrated” library collection of
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print and non-print materials, along with providing access to media equipment, production,
and instruction prepared it well in advance for the so-called information explosion. Perhaps
the most profound of their recommendations resides in this next injunction:


The library and its staff must avoid an adversary role by accepting full
responsibility for participation in learning processes with conventional faculty in
preparation for group learning situations, for supervision of appropriate individual
learning situations, and in the production and utilization of learning materials. (ibid.)


Here Holly and Carnahan set into motion, once and for all, the remarkable, student-cen-
tered role the library has played in providing direct instructional support to the curriculum, as
well as in providing resources and more familiar sorts of staff support for it. From the get-go,
the Library Group has routinely assisted patrons in the use and interpretation of the library’s
print, media, and computerized services, resources and equipment. They also offer special-
ized workshops on-site, in the classroom, and by remote access. Computing Services has
increasingly engaged in these activities as well, and there have been several collaborations
between the Library and Computing and Communications to offer instruction together.


This level of support to the curriculum, though unusual, is not unique to Evergreen. What is
remarkable here is the work of the seven library faculty members who teach vigorously in a
variety of capacities, including as full-time program team members who deliver course con-
tent. In turn, members of the full-time faculty rotate into the library regularly to work along-
side the reference librarians, thereby deepening the involvement of the library in campus-wide
learning. A correspondent blurring of boundaries between library staff and computing ser-
vices staff also occurred in the early days of the college and, has been often noted by others,
the two “cultures” are blending more and more with the advent of emerging and ubiquitous
technologies and related services. The work of print-based and non-print-based staffs are
overlapping more and more as well, so that the historical distinctions between their work at
Evergreen are beginning to disappear altogether.


If “Creating a Multi-Media Library” has been a work-in-progress, a case study which has
been inventing itself as it went along, an instance of Eliot’s “time future contained in time
past,” the Evergreen State College Library, its faculty and staff, and their practices have ar-
rived at a point where there exists technology sufficient to begin to predict a multi-media
library’s likely effect and next future as it advances the college’s mission, to prepare students
for the complexity of a rapidly changing world and their place in it as information workers
and researchers. This the library has begun to do, and, in so doing, has met with some interest-
ing tensions, dynamic tensions, irritating tensions. Described, these may serve to illustrate the
library’s purpose and scope, information resources and services, facilities and access, person-
nel and management, planning, and evaluation in its aim to continue to be experimental, inno-
vative, and “catalytic.”


Landscapes
And if to digitize cultural texts is to desubstantialize them, what of the
architectural plan of a university, based as it is on substance, the book, the
embodied teacher, the chairs we rent out to our students? And what of the
only center the multiversity has left, the library? The library world feels
dépassé today, and rightly so. Both of its physical entities, the buildings and
the books they contain, can no longer form the basis for planning. And the
curatorial function has metamorphosed, to borrow a phrase from an archivist
acquaintance, “from curatorial to interpretive.” Librarians of electronic
information find their job now a radically rhetorical one—they must con-
sciously construct human attention-structures rather than assemble a collec-
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tion of books according to commonly accepted rules. They have, perhaps
unwillingly, found themselves transported from the ancillary margin of the
human sciences to their center. (Lanham, 134)


Thus writes Richard Lanham in “Electronic Textbooks, University Structures” in The Elec-
tronic Word: Democracy, Technology and the Arts. And it’s certainly true enough that librar-
ies regularly and increasingly offer access to invisible worlds as well as to visible ones. Still,
in a recent meeting of the Evergreen Library Group, the Head of Circulation announced that
he and his staff had just finished vacuuming the quarter of a million books which currently
comprise the circulating collection on the third floor of the Library. These are not likely to go
away soon, nor are we likely to discontinue acquiring paper text soon; they have crowded
what shelves we have and filled what room we have to capacity. On the other hand, maga-
zines, journals, and newspapers have been disappearing in a physical sense as well as becom-
ing more affordable in their electronic formats, enough so that for the first time in a long while
we are seeing appreciable gains in the number of titles we are able to add to the Serials
collection. Similarly, more and more U.S. government documents are accessible electroni-
cally (and often, only electronically). The college’s Archives area is bulging at this time and
due for more and more acquisitions as faculty retire in the next few years. On the second floor,
Reference research occurs through a dizzying mix of multi-media tools—long expanses of
paper materials continue to stretch across the room, while computerized stations line up around
them or nestle amongst them, depending on the vagaries of where the plug-ins are. What had
been mostly the work of Media Services on the first floor has become all of our work as
reference research and authoring have come to require multi-media tools and we are begin-
ning to see the combinations of staffs and services in interesting ways. The migration of the
Sound and Image Library and its personnel stand as one example. How to make sense of all
this?


Not only do we need more space, we need a reconfigured space that attempts to address
questions about just what does form a “basis for planning.” The Information Technology
Wing, scheduled to be implemented in the next few years, provides us with a chance to design
such a space, one that takes into account not only physical and electronic texts and multi-
mediated tools, but also the combined work of people from what has historically been sepa-
rated out as library, media, and computing services. In their report to the Long Range Curriculum
DTF three years ago, Reference Faculty Sara Rideout and Caryn Cline urge a collapse of the
old barriers: “The library/media areas should take a close look at the physical structures which
divide us . . . [and they should take a close look at] the artificial delineation of information into
a variety of formats (print, video, computer, visual, audio). . . . The role of library Media
Services and Media Loan at Evergreen is substantially different from the role of ‘audio-vi-
sual’ areas at most colleges and universities. Usually such departments provide very limited
services. At Evergreen, our mission is not merely to deliver equipment. More importantly, we
facilitate the use of, access to and understanding of media tools for learning, viewing them as
one among a variety of information sources.” They then go on to make specific recommenda-
tions that return these media functions to the “library proper,” again echoing Holly’s and
Carnahan’s paper and seeking to redress the split created by the “horizontal” worlds of up-
stairs and downstairs—media and library.


There remains as well, the vexing question of how to make the invisible visible, the data-
bases, catalogues, Internet connections, and so forth, comprehensible. Here Lanham’s
desubstanialized texts do make themselves felt in discussions about moving through physical
space into cyberspace. There is also perhaps good reason to consider how the Evergreen
Library will maintain its reputation for hospitality and “ambience” as described by Peter
Tommerup in Teaching and Learning at Evergreen: An Ethnographic Study, his assessment
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project for the college in 1993. In it he describes library “traditions” which “help to make the
library one of the most attractive places to study on campus”—a characteristic he identifies as
being one of Evergreen’s “unique cultural stamps” in his section on “The Symbolic Land-
scape of Evergreen: Themes and Settings” (Tommerup, 140). In the library, he observed,
“computers are kept in balance by an array of houseplants,” and a number of other consider-
ations too, no doubt, some which may need to be imagined yet.


Transformations
In Tolstoy’s Dictaphone: Technology and the Muse, Carolyn Guyer closes her essay “Along


the Estuary” saying, “It takes little to realize for instance, that those of us who are already
subordinated—women, people of color, developing countries—are the ones less likely to be
participating in technology, and that as computers influence human society more and more
powerfully, those same groups will be even more reduced in status than they are now. It is
quite possible that all inroads made in recent decades for social justice could be simply wiped
away. Knowing that to be true is precisely the reason for more of us, concerned with the
human condition, to become involved. I believe that this is indeed the most powerful and
affecting technology we have ever contrived, and that there is no denying its hold on our lives
and consciousness. As we form it, we are being formed. This is true for all of us, whether we
use a computer or not. In the largest and most genuine sense, this is our future. Right here is
where we are.” (Guyer, 164)


Information technologies. Emerging technologies. Ubiquitous technologies. Nascent cul-
tures. Technocultures. Our attentions are caught by technologies spinning into our worlds and
spinning us out of them. We worry about how to think about them, try to learn how to use
them, wonder about how to involve them in teaching and learning. They have changed and do
change libraries utterly in many respects; in Evergreen’s “multi-media library” they have
been implicated in our work well before the doors ever opened. So, in many respects, we may
claim to have been ready for the way our resources, services, and productions have been
transformed and will be transformed, however we haven’t altogether relinquished some of our
old models. It remains to be seen how well we combine our respective talents to learn from
each other about each others’ work in library, media, and computing “cultures”—to spill across
borders and into different lives. Here, if there ever was one, is a chance at combining “theory
and practice” along the way to implementing institutional change, rather than watching it be
technologically determined. A good deal of our thinking and planning in this regard gets done
on our feet; we learn as we go. The Library, Media Services, and Computing Services all offer
workshops across the campus; alert to shifts in technologies and their applications to learning
and teaching, faculty and staff in the three areas are also beginning to join with each other
more often to offer instruction and training. Reference faculty and instructional support staff
in Media Services and Computing Services have played pivotal roles in bringing so-called
literacies in library research, media, and computing into academic programs, especially in the
last three years with the astonishing growth of the Internet and information technologies gen-
erally. The proliferating use of web pages by faculty, for instance, is due in no small measure
to institutes sponsored by the Library during the last two summers. The library’s own utiliza-
tion of web pages and its expansion of the online public access catalogues well beyond its
own collection serve as other impressive examples of how we’ve adapted technologies effec-
tively.


Nevertheless, there remains little time to otherwise pursue substantive development and
training, let alone research opportunities. Support for such activities seems critical for us to
continue anywhere near anything like a cutting edge in bringing technologies to the educa-
tional enterprise.
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Horizons
Related questions arise in relationship to competing needs for library resources and ser-


vices. These are old, familiar questions for libraries who used to answer them by creating
hierarchies of users and different levels of services and access. In many academic libraries,
faculty are accorded privileges that staff and students might not be; and in most libraries,
borrowing privileges are extended to a narrowly defined user base. These practices are being
contested and contradicted as people rethink access within the contexts of information uni-
verses, webs, global villages, and shared resources. Again, Evergreen seems to have antici-
pated this shift in thinking; the Library has hewn to egalitarianism as closely as possible. We
extend services and resources evenly to students, faculty, and staff on both the Olympia and
Tacoma campuses, in the tribal-based programs, and at Grays Harbor Community College;
we provide faculty reference liaisons and additional instructional support to all programs on
campus, as well as to the public policy centers; and we issue library cards to people from the
larger community. The Library Group as a whole is relatively “flat” as an organization, em-
ploying people to work in positions which in other libraries would only be occupied by pro-
fessional librarians. Work tends to be characteristically collaborative and collegial; increasingly
it intersects and complements the work in computing services. Library faculty have been full
members of the faculty since 1978, and the Library Dean works alongside the academic deans;
they all participate fully in campus-wide governance.


We have participated in a number of consortial partnerships: with WLN, with the other six
public baccalaureate schools in the state, with the state library, and now Saint Martin’s; in
each instance, we provide direct access to our catalogues and to our collections to users in all
those other libraries. We run a vigorous interlibrary loan service for our students, as well as
for faculty and staff, to support their research; and we are a net-lender to other libraries who
borrow from us through interlibrary loan. As we make the online catalogue more and more
available, we become more and more “a library without walls” both in respect to access be-
yond them ourselves and in respect to how people come into Evergreen’s library.


Needless to say, there are real strains on the Library as it struggles to maintain an egalitarian
ideal and open door policy. How to assure a high level of service locally, meet consortial
commitments, and extend ourselves generally, are ongoing challenges. We’re seeing ourselves
addressing them often now in service reconfigurations and new applications of technologies
on a daily basis. And we’re beginning to think our way toward major changes and develop-
ment projects which engage traditional library services and resources closely with those of
media, computing, and communications.


Coda
So, yes, to those first questions: yes, Evergreen’s library has continued to be innovative,


flexible, and exceptional within the context of a multi-media library as theorized by Jim Holly
and Dave Carnahan. It now requires the inspired jugglers who work here to bring their resolve
and imagination to realizing a multi-media library.
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